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PREFACE

We are very grateful to God Almighty for his grace that the 6th Indonesian Finance
Association (IFA) International Conference was held successfully on September 17-18, 2020.
The 6th IFA International Conference was held virtually, supported by our generous host, the
Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX).
The theme of this conference is “COVID-19, Current Challenges and the Future of
Financial Market”. The COVID-19 pandemic has proven to be a far greater crisis than a health
crisis. The COVID-19 is affecting economies on a different scale from country to country, and
it will most likely increase poverty and inequalities on a global scale. Development trajectories
in the long-term will be affected by the choice countries make now. Governments around the
world devised fiscal policies, economic stimulus, targeted subsidy, and other necessary
support. The conference was a great opportunity to share initial successes (and mishaps) that
each of us can learn from.
We hope our conference can uncover some of the current challenges that some countries
still face in this recovery period. But most importantly, we will also foresee what the future
holds for financial markets.
This event will not be a success without the close collaboration between the Indonesian
Finance Association and the Indonesia Stock Exchange. We also proudly inform you that this
year’s IFA conference was in conjunction with the 43rd anniversary of the Indonesia Capital
Market.
Finally, we would like to thank you for all participant and presenter who have been
supporting the Indonesian Finance Association conference. We have a total of 99 submitted
papers from 12 countries, Australia, Canada, China, Greece, India, Indonesia, Italy, Mexico,
France, Thailand, UK, and the US; and after a process of double-blind review, we hand-picked
65 high-quality articles to be presented in the conference. From these 65 articles, there were
31, from seven countries, have agreed to include their full paper in the proceedings.
We sincerely hope that these proceedings will benefit all the participants and readers. We
welcome any suggestions and constructive feedback to improve the next IFA conference and
proceedings, and we look forward to seeing you again.

Yogyakarta, December 2020
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ARE SHARIA PORTFOLIOS MORE PROFITABLE THAN CONVENTIONAL
PORTFOLIOS DURING THE COVID 19 PANDEMIC? EVIDENCE FROM
AMERICA, CHINA, AND INDONESIA

Lisa Kustina1 and Nandasari Pratama2

ABSTRACT
This study aimed to determine whether the Sharia portfolio was more profitable than
the conventional portfolio during COVID 19 Pandemic by using Sharpe, Treynor, and
Jensen methods. This study indicates that for America, it shows that the Sharia index is
more profitable than the Conventional index. It can be seen from the calculations using the
Sharpe method and the Jensen method, but the Treynor method shows that the
Conventional portfolio is better than the Islamic portfolio. This study also found that the
Sharia index was more profitable for China and Indonesia than the Conventional index, as
seen from the calculation using the Sharpe method, the Treynor method, and the Jensen
method. The contribution of this research is to provide national and international evidence
that the Sharia portfolio is more profitable than Conventional portfolios during the COVID19 pandemic.
Keywords: Sharpe Method; Treynor Method; Jensen Method.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data from IDX (2020) on March 20, 2020, shows that the Indonesian stock market has
decreased -37.49% YTD, while America has decreased -34.85% YTD, and China has
decreased -10.74% YTD. The data shows that during the COVID 19 pandemic, the global
financial markets responded negatively to this outbreak. In June 2020, governments in various
countries began implementing the "new normal" to develop their economies. Since the "new
normal," global financial markets have started to react positively to the policy. Data on August
08, 2020, shows that the United States only declined -4.68% YTD, China a growth 11.03%
YTD, and Indonesia decreases -17.80% YTD, still smaller than data in March 2020 before the
"new normal" implemented.

1
2

Padjadjaran University
Pelita Bangsa University
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Table 1. World Indices Comparison

Source: IDX, 2020

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the Sharia portfolio is more profitable
than the conventional portfolio during the 19th pandemic using Sharpe, Treynor, and Jensen
methods. In December 2019, the COVID 19 virus was discovered in the city of Wuhan, China.
Due to the rapid spread of the virus, the Chinese government closed the Wuhan city in January
2020. In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared the COVID 19 virus a pandemic
because more than 200 countries were infected with this virus. The spread of the virus has a
significant impact on global financial markets worldwide, which creates an unprecedented
level of risk that causes losses for investors (Zhang, Hu, and Ji 2020).
Soke et al. (2014), using the Shape, Treynor, and Jensen Alpha method, found that
Islamic returns from the Dow Jones index, Kuala Lumpur, and the Swiss Sharia Index showed
better performance compare to conventional indices. Merdad, Hassan, and Alhenawi (2010)
found that when the market is in a bullish condition, the Sharia index shows worse performance
than conventional, but if the market conditions are bearish, A financial crisis occurs; Shariah's
performance shows better performance than conventional. Trabelsi, Bahloul, and Mathlouthi
(2019) found differences in performance between conventional, Sharia, and mixed portfolios
(conventional and Sharia), but these differences were not significant. Pirgaip, Arslan-ayaydin,
and Baha (2020) found that combining conventional portfolios and sharia portfolios provides
a lower risk and higher returns. In contrast to the research of Charles, Darné, and Pop (2015),
which found that the Islamic index is riskier than the conventional index.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
William Sharpe invented the Sharpe method in 1960, a graduate student who worked
with Harry Markowitz (who founded the modern portfolio theory and capital asset pricing
model) by calculating the expected return minus the risk-free rate then divided by the standard
deviation of return (White and Haghani 2017). The Treynor method was discovered by Jack
Treynor, which is known as the reward volatility ratio theory. This method is a measure of the
return obtained from risk-free returns at a particular market risk level (Anusha and Murugan
2020). Jensen discovered the Jensen alpha method in 1968, which is the difference between the
average return of the minimum rate of return (Suryani and Herianti 2015).
H1: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Sharpe
Method in America during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H2: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Treynor
Method in America during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H3: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Jensen
Method in America during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H4: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Sharpe
Method in China during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H5: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Treynor
Method in China during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H6: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Jensen
Method in China during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H7: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Sharpe
Method in Indonesia during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H8: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Treynor
Method in Indonesia during the COVID 19 Pandemic
H9: Sharia portfolios are more profitable than conventional portfolios using the Jensen
Method in Indonesia during the COVID 19 Pandemic
3. DATA AND METHODS
This study uses secondary data from Yahoo Finance for conventional and Islamic index
data. The sample of this research is America (conventional Index: Dow Jones Industrial
average; Sharia: Dow Jones Islamic Market US Titans 50), China (Conventional index: Dow
Jones China; Sharia: Dow Jones Islamic Market China / Hong Kong Titans), and Indonesia
(Conventional: Jakarta Composite Index; Sharia: Jakarta Islamic Index). Data used from
January 2020 to April 2020. Data analysis used the Sharpe, Treynor, and Jensen methods to
determine the most profitable portfolio between conventional and Sharia portfolios.
9
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Sharpe Method = (Annualized return-Annualized return free) / Annualized risk Treynor
Method =(Annualized return-Annualized return free) / Beta
Jensen Method= (Annualized return-Annualized return free) -Beta x ($(Annualized
return- Annualized return free)).
4. RESULTS
This study's results indicate that in America, the Sharia index is more profitable than the
conventional index. It can be seen from the results of calculations using the Sharpe method
(Conventional index: 1.14 while the Sharia index: 2.46) and the Jensen method (Conventional
index: 0.04 while the Sharia index: 0.07. ) but the Treynor method shows Conventional
performance better than Sharia (Conventional index: -0.06 while Sharia index: -0.13). So that
the first hypothesis and third hypothesis are accepted while the second hypothesis is rejected.
Table 2. The Data Analysis Used the Sharpe, Treynor, And Jensen Methods
Conventional
Amerika
China
Indonesia

Sharpe
Treynor
1,14739258 -0,06890032
2,05861817 0,01709878
-2,34909056 -0,0591957

Jensen
0,04237289
-0,01882374
-0,02838484

Sharia
Amerika
China
Indonesia

Sharpe
2,46135255
2,92986851
0,84643668

Treynor
Jensen
-0,13148362 0,06510457
0,04414404 0,0048352
0,06433032 0,01459518

This study also found that it shows that the Sharia index is more profitable for China than
the conventional index. It can be seen from the results of calculations using the Sharpe method
(Conventional index: 2.05 while the Sharia index: 2.92), the Treynor method (Conventional
index: 0.02 while the Sharia index: 0.04) and the Jensen method (Conventional index: -0.02
while the Sharia index: 0.005). So that the fourth, fifth, and sixth hypotheses are accepted.
Furthermore, this study also found that in Indonesia, it shows that the Sharia index is more
profitable than the conventional index. It can be seen from the results of calculations using the
Sharpe method (Conventional index: -2.35 while the Sharia index: 0.85), the Treynor method
(Conventional index: -0.05 whereas Sharia index: 0.06), as well as the Jensen method
(Conventional index: -0.03 while the Sharia index: 0.015). This study's contribution is to
provide national and international evidence that the Sharia portfolio is more profitable than
conventional portfolios during the COVID-19 pandemic. So that the seventh, eighth, and nine
hypotheses are accepted.
This study's results are the same as research conducted by Iftikhar (2014), Soke et al.
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(2014), who found that Sharia portfolios' performance is better than conventional portfolios,
both during better economic conditions or during a crisis. While the results of research
conducted by Al-Yahyaee et al. (2020) found that Sharia portfolios' performance was better
during the crisis than conventional portfolios, but before the crisis, conditions for conventional
portfolios were better than Islamic portfolios. The results of research conducted by Al-Khazali,
Hooi, and Samet (2013), Li et al. (2016), and Reddy et al. (2017) show that the Sharia portfolio
is more profitable than conventional portfolios.
5. CONCLUSION
All hypotheses in this study were supported except for the second hypothesis. The results
of this study indicate that for America, it shows that the Sharia index is more profitable than
the conventional index. It can be seen from the results of calculations using the Sharpe method
and the Jensen method. Still, the Treynor method shows that the Conventional portfolio is better
than the Islamic portfolio. This study also found that the Sharia index was more profitable for
China and Indonesia than the conventional index, as seen from the calculation using the Sharpe
method, the Treynor method, and the Jensen method. The contribution of this research is to
provide national and international evidence that the Sharia portfolio is more profitable than
conventional portfolios during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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BENJAMIN GRAHAM AND THE EVOLUTION OF VALUE INVESTING
Eben Otuteye, Ph.D.1 and Mohammad Siddiquee, Ph.D.2

ABSTRACT
Value investing and Benjamin Graham are inseparable. It will be incomplete to study
value investing without the remarkable contribution of Ben Graham in advancing the field
of intelligent investing. Value investing is simply buying an asset for less than its intrinsic
value. Ben Graham through his writings which include many articles and two investment
classics, Security Analysis, published in 1934 and The Intelligent Investor, published in 1949
helped to bring discipline to uncharted financial wilderness of their time. In this article, we
studied the works of Benjamin Graham in order to understand the enduring investing
principles of value investing. The review of this of body of literature excludes Ben Graham’s
scholarly contributions in income tax law, commodity, currency and macroeconomics.
Although these are important contribution by their own rights, they are not directly relevant
to the questions investigated in this article. We discussed the evolution of value investing
and Ben Graham’s contribution to value investing in four distinct segments: (1) Before Ben
Graham, (2) Early Era: 1917 to 1934, (3) Founding Era: 1934 to 1976 and (4) Post-Graham
Era: 1976 to Present. Finally, we discussed whether value investing is still relevant. Readers
will benefit from a complete list of Benjamin Graham’s intellectual contributions, included
in the Appendix.
Keywords: Value investing, Benjamin Graham, Security Analysis, Margin of Safety

1. INTRODUCTION
Value investing is an investment philosophy developed and established by Benjamin
Graham. The idea is simple – buying an asset for less than its intrinsic value or in other words
with ample margin of safety. It will be incomplete to study value investing without the
remarkable contribution of Ben Graham in advancing the field of intelligent investing.
In this article, we studied the works of Benjamin Graham in order to understand the
enduring investing principles of value investing. Since we believe that a philosophy or a
discipline of knowledge evolves over time, we therefore, studied the person and the discipline
in making for years. Charlie Munger, the long-time partner of legendary investor, Warren
Buffett at Berkshire expressed a similar view:
I am a biography nut myself, and I think when you’re trying to teach the great concepts
that work, it helps to tie them into the lives and personal ties of the people who developed them.
I think that you learn economics better if you make Adam Smith your friend. That sounds funny,
1

Faculty of Business Administrative, University of New Brunswick, Canada
Department of Business Administration and Tourism and Hospitality Management, Mount Saint Vincent
University, Canada (corresponding author)
2
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making friends among the eminent dead, but if you go through life making friends with the
eminent dead who had the right ideas, I think it will work better in life and work better in
education. It’s way better than just giving the basic concepts. (Munger, 1998).
In understanding the central figure in value investing, Benjamin Graham, his life and
investment philosophy, we found the following books, Benjamin Graham: The Father of
Financial Analysis (see Kahn and Milne, 1977) and The Einstein of Money: The Life and
Timeless Financial Wisdom of Benjamin Graham (see Carlen, 2012) and the chapter, Value
Investing: A Paradigm is Born in Columbia Business School: A Century of Ideas (see
Greenwald and Johnson, 2016) extremely useful and will recommend for fellow value
investors.
Benjamin Graham was born on May 9, 1894, at 87 Aberdeen Road in London, England
to Isaac M. Grossbaum and Dora Grossbaum. His original name was Benjamin Grossbaum,
which the family changed to Graham when they moved to New York when he was one year
old. He attended Townsend Harris Hall, the ‘subfreshman’ division of City College, Boys High
in Brooklyn and Columbia University.
Ben Graham was a renaissance man. After graduating from Columbia, he was offered a
faculty position in three departments as diverse as English, Philosophy and Mathematics at
Columbia. Instead, he went to work for Newburger, Henderson, and Loeb at the advice of the
Dean Frederick F. Keppel. Graham eventually started his own investment partnership, GrahamNewman Partnership in 1936 with Jerome Newman. Ben Graham in his own words: ‘When I
got out of Columbia in 1914, John Erskine wanted me to stay on and join the faculty. I drifted
down to Wall Street almost by accident, certainly with about the poorest training you can
imagine.’ (Barney, 1952, p. 32). Besides his work in investment, he also spent later part of his
life to translate Homer into Latin and Virgil into Greek. Ben Graham died on September 21,
1976 in Aix-en-Provence in France at the age of 82.
In the area of security analysis, Benjamin Graham’s contribution started with his writings
in The Magazine of Wall Street 1 in early 1920s, then his first teaching assignment at the
extension division of Columbia College in 1927. ‘The initial interest in the extension course
surprised everyone: more than 150 individual’s requested to attend… The course, Advanced
Security Analysis, was to be taught for two hours on Monday evenings in Room 305 of
Schermerhorn Hall.’ (Greenwald and Johnson, 2016, p. 33). Graham didn’t teach at the
Columbia Business School until 1951. Graham retired from Columbia in 1956. Apart from
Columbia, Ben Graham also taught at the New York Institute of Finance and the University of
California Los Angeles (UCLA).
His published works in investment include several books (Security Analysis in 1934, The
Interpretation of Financial Statements in 1937, The Current problems in Security Analysis in
1947, The Intelligent Investor in 1949, his memoir, Benjamin Graham: The Memoirs of the
Dean of Wall Street published posthumously in 1996) and a series of articles published in The
Magazine of Wall Street, The Analysts Journal (now Financial Analysts Journal) and Forbes
Magazine (see Klein, 2009 and Zweig & Sullivan, 2010) including the first article he wrote, as
1

Richard Wyckoff, a stock market authority founded The Magazine of Wall Street in 1907, currently out of
publication
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a student on calculus in 1917 in The American Mathematical Monthly (see Graham, 1917).
His influence on the field has continued even after his death in 1976. Both of his classics,
Security Analysis and The Intelligent Investor are still used by millions of investors around the
world1.
Both our research and practice of value investing as private investors have benefited
immensely from readings of Ben Graham’s articles and books. This body of work is reviewed
here. This literature review also covers some articles by Benjamin Graham not mentioned in
any other sources, and therefore offers a fuller picture of this theoretical work and its practical
application. This article reviews the work of Ben Graham and its influence on the development
of value investing. In doing so, it does not discount the contribution of other thinkers in this
field, but emphasizes the important influence he has had in shaping this approach to investment.
The first attempts to articulate fundamental investment principles began around 1900
(Butler, 2006, p. 27). It is believed that the journey of value investing has started at Columbia
University when Ben Graham started teaching a course on security analysis in the fall of 1927
(see Greenwald and Johnson, 2016, The Heilbrunn Center for Graham & Dodd Investing, 2014
and Kwag & Lee, 2006). Calandro (2014) on the other hand, pinpoints its origin to 1934, when
Ben Graham published his investment classic, Security Analysis with David Dodd, which built
on work he had done prior to its publication (also see Klein, 2009 and Zweig & Sullivan, 2010).
Bierig (2000) narrates the evolution of value investing in the writings, speeches, lectures
and practices of Benjamin Graham and his disciples. Klein (2009) collected all the articles Ben
Graham wrote for The Magazine of Wall Street during 1917 to 1927 and later published in the
book, Benjamin Graham on Investing: Enduring Lessons from the Father of Value Investing.
He categorizes the articles into Part I (September 1917 to September 1918), Part II (September
1918 to January 1919), Part III (April 1919 to December 1924) and Part IV (January 1925 to
January 1927). David Darst in the introduction of Part III of the book mentioned:
Some of Graham’s most fundamental investment thoughts, so eloquently and indelibly
elucidated in his classic bestsellers Security Analysis and The Intelligent Investor, first
began to be reified in many of the deeply penetrating and analytical essays that he
composed over the ten-year period from 1917 to 1927 for The Magazine of Wall Street.
(p. 104).
Zweig and Sullivan (2010) documented the writings of Ben Graham on financial analysis
and the building security analysis as a new profession from 1932 to 1976 in the book, Benjamin
Graham: Building the Profession. Ben Graham was one of the pioneers in establishing CFA
Institute, and Zweig and Sullivan (2010) say that ‘Through the development of Graham’s
thinking from 1932 through 1976, we can trace the evolution of financial analysis from a
cottage industry to a full-fledged profession.’ (p. vii).
Calandro (2014) traces the evolution of value investing through three distinct periods:

1

Continuously in print through six editions with nearly a million copies sold, Security Analysis is indisputably
the most influential investment book for professional investors and The Intelligent Investor through its seventh
editions is written for layman investors.
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the Founding Era: 1934 to 1973; Post-Graham Era: 1973 to 1991; and Modern Era: 1991 to
Present. We have followed the same chronological sequence as Calandro (2014) except we
have included a period before Ben Graham since we believe that the thoughts of Ben Graham
must be placed in the context of the economic developments or the writing of others working
in the field of investment that he no doubt would have encountered. The review of this of body
of literature excludes Ben Graham’s scholarly contributions in income tax law, commodity,
currency and macroeconomics (see Graham, 1937, 1943, 1944, 1947a, 1947b). Although these
are important contribution by their own rights, they are not directly relevant to the questions
investigated in this article.
The strength and the beauty of Ben Graham’s contribution to investing is that even after
so many years, his method still works and delivers stellar performance records in a field of
knowledge where last year is considered obsolete. This has earned him the admiration of many
scholars and practitioners in the field. Ben Graham was recognized as ‘the Dean of Wall
Street.’1 Warren Buffett, one of the most famous and successful students of Benjamin Graham
eulogized about his professor in an article published in the Financial Analysts Journal in 1976,
right after the death of Ben Graham:
In an area where much looks foolish within weeks or months after publication, Ben’s
principles have remained sound - their value often enhanced and better understood in the
wake of financial storms that demolished flimsier intellectual structures… Walter
Lippman spoke of men who plant trees that other men will sit under. Ben Graham was
such a man. (Buffett, 1976, p. 19).
In the preface to the fourth edition of The Intelligent Investor, Buffett further stated: ‘I
read the first edition of this book early in 1950, when I was nineteen. I thought then that it was
by far the best book about investing ever written. I still think it is.’ (Buffett, 2006, p. ix).
In a conversation with the former dean of Columbia Business, Warren Buffett credited
Ben Graham and his teaching at Columbia for his success: ‘The best lessons are the ones I
learned at Columbia. I went there because Ben Graham taught there and I think his advice was
timeless…. The lessons are simple, but powerful….What I learned at 19 or 20 from him, I
applied ever since.’2
Another student of Ben Graham, Irving Kahn reflected on his personality in 1977:
Most people knew Ben through his writings. Those who were his students or worked
with him got to know the man as well as the legend… His speed of thought was so great
that most people were puzzled at how he could resolve a complicated question directly
after having heard it. (Kahn and Milne, 1977, p. 31).

1

There is only one Dean of our profession, if security analysis can be said to be a profession. The reason that
Benjamin Graham is undisputed Dean is that before him there was no profession and after him they began to call
it that.’ (Smith, 1972, p. 172).
2
Columbia Business School (2015, November 12). In Conversation: Dean Glenn Hubbard and Warren Buffett
‘51 – The Future of Value Investing. YouTube. https://youtu.be/68Q38hSwLSw
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Another disciple, Walter Schloss remembered his master: ‘Ben was very generous with
his thoughts and his time, particularly with young people. By offering me a job as his security
analyst as I was about to leave the Army at the end of 1945, he changed my life. I know he
helped others in our field too.’ (Schloss, 1976, p. 2).
In the following section, we discussed the evolution of value investing and Ben Graham’s
contribution to value investing in four distinct segments: (1) Before Ben Graham, (2) Early
Era: 1917 to 1934, (3) Founding Era: 1934 to 1976 and (4) Post-Graham Era: 1976 to Present.
2. BEFORE BEN GRAHAM
The idea that securities have ‘intrinsic value,’ one of the main tenets of value investing,
appeared in the financial literature close to three hundred years ago, and has long been
incorporated into investment practice (Butler, 2006). Around 1720, Daniel Defoe, an English
trader and writer, most famous for his novel Robinson Crusoe was aware of the danger of
buying securities at prices exceeding ‘intrinsic values.’ He learned this lesson from British
peoples’ bitter experience in the South Sea Bubble (Cowles, 1960). William Fowler wrote
about the importance of intrinsic value in his book, Inside Life in Wall Street: Or How Great
Fortunes Are Lost and Won (1873). Henry Clews, a prominent banker of the late 1800s, advised
investors to buy stocks below their intrinsic values in his Twenty-Eight Years in Wall Street,
published in 1888.
Prior to Benjamin Graham, the stock market was a place for gambling, insider trading
and manipulation. Even so, a number of people have contributed to the discipline of security
analysis to make to make it intelligent. Among them, two New Yorkers, Louis Guenther and
Alfred Best, did a great job to change this situation. In 1902, Guenther released the first edition
of The Financial World, which reported on and exposed securities fraud. This forced many
companies to start reporting their numbers, which culminated in the securities law in the early
1930s (Tengler, 2003). Ben Graham faced the same difficulties with regard to financial
information for his security analyses back in his days.
The early 1900s saw dramatic shift in business. Industrial corporations replaced railroads
as the engines of growth. With this transformation came the need for specialized knowledge
on raising capital and analyzing the financial strengths of the issuers. Many universities,
including New York University, Wharton, and Columbia University, provided this training.
Textbooks on industrial security analysis began to appear. For example, G.C. Selden, wrote the
book, Psychology of the Stock Market, in 1912 based on years of study and experience as a
fellow at Columbia University. (Selden, 1912). He introduced the ‘They’ theory of the market,
which is equivalent to ‘Mr. Market,’ a metaphor that Ben Graham used to refer to the
psychology of market in his classic, The Intelligent Investor. Roger W. Babson, an American
entrepreneur and theorist used a valuation method to determine what he termed ‘normal’ value
by applying a suitable multiplier to average earnings. His investing philosophy was
fundamental-based, very close to today’s value investing. He wrote the book Enduring
Investments in 1921 long before Graham and Dodd’s Security Analysis in 1934.
The same year, Clinton Collver published How to Analyze Industrial Securities and
Walter Lagerquist published Investment Analysis. In 1923, Alfred Best, estimated the intrinsic
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value of some fire insurance stocks and wrote: ‘some stocks were being sold above their
intrinsic values, but in most cases the reverse was true: the price at which certain stocks could
be bought being far below their worth at that time.’ (Tengler, 2003, p. 15). Best’s method of
estimating the intrinsic value of stock got traction among the security analysts of the day. In
1924, Edgar Lawrence Smith published Common Stocks as Long Term Investments, where he
made a case in favor of common stocks over bonds as long-term investment.
Ralph E. Badger published Valuation of Industrial Securities in 1925 and Carl Kraft and
Louis Starkweather published Analysis of Industrial Securities in 1930. Badger (1925)
provided valuation techniques for companies that are closely held and not listed in any stock
exchanges. He suggested investors and practitioners to compare the value denoting factors of
such securities with those of securities with a known market value.
We conjecture that Benjamin Graham might have been influenced by the writings of
these early writers. Many analytical themes from these volumes, as well as his emphasis on
careful analysis later helped him to conceive his masterpiece, Security Analysis.
His upbringing and family background helped him to think differently as mentioned by
Seymour Chatman in the introduction of Ben Graham’s memoir, Benjamin Graham: The
Memoir of the Dean of Wall Street:
His personality and talents can be explained in terms of both heredity and environment.
His prodigious intellectual inheritances (he was a grandnephew of the Chief Rabbi of
Warsaw) inclined him to research, at a time when research was not a serious project in
brokerage houses. The environment in which he grew up – his mother’s permissive “let
boys be boys” attitude and the tough streets of Manhattan, Brooklyn, and the Bronx –
instilled a sharp sense of reality. He learned how to handle himself, not with his fists but
with his brains. (Chatman, 1996, pp. x-xii).
Family tragedies and also later the Great Depression helped Ben Graham to conceive the
idea of intelligent investing. In chapter 2 of Benjamin Graham: The Memoirs of the Dean of
Wall Street, he mentioned:
In our later Bronx days I recall being sent to our bank to cash a small check. As I stood
at the window, waiting, I heard the teller call back in not too low a voice, “Is Dorothy
Grossbaum [Ben Graham’s mother] good for five dollars?” Fortunately, the answer was
yes. But the experience must have been vaguely humiliating, since I remember it so well.
(Graham as quoted in Chatman, 1996, p. 27).
Ben Graham published his first writing on calculus in 1917. This is the first piece of
writing he published in an academic journal (see Graham, 1917), although around the same
time he was writing for The Magazine of Wall Street. The editors of the magazine were
interested in publishing the paper, but they wanted it reviewed by some well-known professors
of mathematics. Although the reviewers recognized the value of Ben’s contribution to calculus,
they seemed unwilling to undertake a revision of the paper.
We think these early works of Ben Graham set the young, brilliant mind on a course to
come up with some philosophies later that changed the whole world of security analysis, at
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least to his disciples.
We have organized the literature review into Early era (1917 to 1934), Founding era
(1934 to 1976), Post-Graham era (1976 to present). The rationale behind this categorization is
the following: we grouped all the early articles/writings in the early era when Ben Graham
basically conceived the scientific approach to value investing, tested it, and refined it until he
published Security Analysis in 1934. From 1934 to his death in 1976, Graham consistently
contributed to advances in this field, hence the founding era (1934-1976). During this time,
Ben Graham actually revised and refined his understanding of the investment world. He
constantly retested his assumptions and revised his formulas.
… one of the things that Graham should be famous for is that he was a great American
tinkerer. In the same tradition as Edison and the Wright Brothers, Graham was constantly
experimenting and retesting his assumptions and seeking out what works – not what
worked yesterday but what works today…
… One of the common criticisms made of Graham is that all the formulas in the 1972
edition are antiquated. The only proper response to this criticism is to say: “Of course
they are! They are the ones he used to replace the formulas in the 1965 edition, which
replaced the formulas in the 1954 edition, which, in turn, replaced the ones from the 1949
edition, which were used to augment the original formulas that he presented in Security
Analysis in 1934.” Graham constantly retested his assumptions and tinkered with his
formulas, so anyone who tries to follow them in any sort of slavish manner is not doing
what Graham himself would do if he were alive today. (Zweig, 2004, pp. 10-11).
After his death, his disciples continue to advance this field through their writings and
practices. For example, Warren Buffett formed Buffett Partnership in 1956 and later took
control of Berkshire Hathaway in 1965. Walter Schloss founded Walter Schloss & Associates
in 1958 and Irving Kahn founded Kahn Brothers Group, Inc., in 1978. Ed Anderson, an original
member of the “Graham Group” was a partner with Tweedy Browne from 1968 until 1983.
Charles Brandes started Brandes Investment Partners in 1974. Warren Buffett discussed the
performance of some of the disciples of Ben Graham in his 1984 article, The Superinvestors of
Graham-and-Doddsville. (see Buffett, 1984). All of them practiced value investing, albeit
somewhat differently. But one thing is common for these investors: they all have stellar
performance record over a long period of time.
3. EARLY ERA: 1917 TO 1934
Most of Ben Graham’s early publications were in The Magazine of Wall Street. He
published his first article, Bargains in Bonds in 1915. After that he became a regular contributor
to the Magazine until 1927.
Beginning in 1915 and continuing through 1932, Ben Graham published a total of 56
articles, majority of these in The Magazine of Wall Street. (see Appendix: Benjamin Graham’s
Works in Chronological Order). These articles covered a wide range of topics and varied
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in length. The early articles were conceived and written during challenging economic, financial
and geopolitical conditions, especially World War I. What we noticed in these early articles,
Ben Graham focused on individual securities before he moved on to cover different industry
sectors, especially railroads. The last article Ben Graham published in The Magazine of Wall
Street in 1927 was The New Era of Discrimination in the Selection of Securities. Graham went
on to start his teaching career at Columbia University in the fall of 1928.
David Darst (2009) in the introduction of the book, Benjamin Graham on Investing:
Enduring Lessons from the Father of Value Investing notes two reasons why it is important to
study the early writings of Ben Graham: (1) from these writings, investors can study the origins
of a serious, thoughtful discipline, now known as security analysis; and (2) through these
articles, investors can have a glimpse of Ben Graham’s thought processes. (pp. 4-5).
4. FOUNDING ERA: 1934 TO 1976
Ben Graham spent most of his life building a profession that we now call security
analysts. When he began his career on Wall Street, there was very little securities regulations
or oversight. The stock market was a chaotic place with no order.
Wall Street in 1914 was chaotic and lawless – a netherworld where rules were unwritten,
ethics were loose, and information had to be pulled out of companies like splinters from lions’
paws. The U.S. Federal Reserve was barely a year old. The first ‘blue-sky’ law, enacted in
Kansas to mandate basic disclosure of a security’s risks before any public offering, had come
only in 1911. There was no Securities and Exchange Commission. Companies published
rudimentary financial statements at sporadic intervals; often, investors could view an annual
report only by going to the library of the New York Stock Exchange. (Zweig & Sullivan, 2010,
pp. 2-3).
Ben Graham brought much-needed discipline to the industry through his writings (two
classics – Security Analysis in 1934 and The Intelligent Investor in 1949), teaching (Lecturer
in Finance at Columbia University, New York Institute of Finance,1 and later at University of
California Los Angeles) and practice (Director of Graham-Newman Corporation).
When Ben Graham started teaching at Columbia University in 1928, he noticed that
investors mostly operate by speculation and insider information. He requested for a teaching
assistant to take his class notes. The University has assigned a young faculty member, David
L. Dodd to work with Ben Graham. These class notes were later converted into the classic
book, Security Analysis. In fairness to David Dodd, Ben Graham included him as his co-author.
Ben was my mentor in our profession from the time in September 1928 when I joined
him a as junior colleague in what proved to be a very popular late-afternoon course in
security analysis offered by Columbia’s School of Business. Ben was my mentor from
the start, and continued in that role for the rest of his life, despite his move to California
in 1956. Most of what I know about our profession I got from him first-hand. (Dodd
1985, p. 78).
1

Ben Graham taught a night class on Advanced Security Analysis in 1935 at New York Institute of Finance, when
Walter Schloss (1916-2012) was in the class.
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Ben Graham recalls their early collaboration in his memoir, Benjamin Graham: The
Memoirs of the Dean of Wall Street:
One of the students in the fall of 1927 was David L. Dodd, then an assistant professor in
the School of Business at Columbia. He was to become my coadjutor in teaching, the coauthor of our “Bible of Wall Street,” Security Analysis, an associate in important
financial ventures, and an unfailingly loyal friend. From the questions that arose in my
mind as I prepared my first year’s lectures it was evident to me that I was far from ready
to write a satisfactory textbook. Indeed, it was seven years before Security Analysis made
it appearance; it would have proved a great mistake to have published it earlier; for by
1934 I was able to pour into it wisdom acquired at the cost of much suffering. (Graham,
1996, p. 239).
Their magnus opus, Security Analysis (1934) provided the first reason-based investment
approach. It formalizes the concept of intrinsic value, and became the bible of investment. It
was the first book that spelled out a disciplined approach to security analysis.
Warren Buffett in the foreword of the sixth edition of Security Analysis, talked about the
importance of Ben Graham and Security Analysis in his life:
There are four books in my overflowing library that I particularly treasure, each of them
written more than 50 years ago. All, though, would still be of enormous value to me if I
were to read them today for the first time; their wisdom endures through their pages fade.
Two of those books are first editions of The Wealth of Nations (1776), by Adam Smith,
and The Intelligent Investor (1949), by Benjamin Graham. A third is an original copy of
the book you hold in your hands, Graham and Dodd’s Security Analysis. I studied from
Security Analysis while I was at Columbia University in 1950 and 1951, when I had the
extraordinary good luck to have Ben Graham and Dave Dodd as teachers. Together, the
book and the men changed my life. (Buffett, 2008, p. ix).
Renowned value investor, Seth A. Klarman in the preface of Security Analysis (1934)
explained how the book illuminated modern day value investors:
Seventy-five years after Benjamin Graham and David Dodd wrote Security Analysis, a
growing coterie of modern-day value investors remain deeply indebted to them. Graham
and David were two assiduous and unusually insightful thinkers seeking to give order to
the mostly uncharted financial wilderness of their era. They kindled a flame that has
illuminated the way for value investors ever since. Today, Security Analysis remains an
invaluable roadmap for investors as they navigate through unpredictable, often volatile,
and sometimes treacherous financial markets. (Klarman, 2008, p. xiii).
Ben Graham’s next book, with Spencer Meredith, was a small volume titled The
Interpretation of Financial Statements (see Graham and Meredith, 1937). This 115-page book
makes it all that much easier to look beyond a company’s financial statements and discover the
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truth.
Ben Graham gave ten lectures entitled Current Problems in Security Analysis at the New
York Institute of Finance from September 1946 to February 1947. Janet Lowe compiled these
rare lectures in her book, The Rediscovered Benjamin Graham: Selected Writings of the Wall
Street Legend (see Lowe, 1999). The lectures cover a wide field, ranging from the subject
matter of security analysis to speculation in relation to security analysis. Through these
lectures, Ben Graham attempted to bring their textbook Security Analysis up to date, in the
light of the experience of the last six years since the 1940 revision was published.
Later, Ben Graham came up with a non-technical edition of Security Analysis, titled The
Intelligent Investor in 1949, aimed at the general public. In his note about Benjamin Graham,
Jason Zweig wrote: ‘And the Intelligent Investor is the first book ever to describe, for
individual investors, the emotional framework and analytical tools that are essential to financial
success. It remains the single best book on investing ever written for the general public.’
(Graham, 2006, p. xi). The Intelligent Investor reads more easily than the business section of a
daily newspaper. Security Analysis, on the other hand is written for the professional investors,
full of advance analysis and require solid background in finance and accounting. Unlike
Security Analysis, little attention was given to analyzing individual securities in The Intelligent
Investor, but expanded coverage was given to investment principles and investors’ attitudes.
Ben Graham wrote in the first edition of The Intelligent Investor in 1949:
The word ‘intelligent’ in our title will be used throughout the book in its common and
dictionary sense as meaning “endowed with the capacity for knowledge and
understanding.” It will not be taken to mean “smart” or “shrewd,” or gifted with unusual
foresight or insight. Actually the intelligence here presupposed is a trait more of the
character than the brain. (Graham, 1949, p. 4).
Warren Buffett, who read The Intelligent Investor when he was 19, considers chapter 8:
The Investor and Market Fluctuations and chapter 20: Margin of Safety are the two most
important chapters in the book. In chapter 8, Ben Graham introduced his famous metaphor,
‘Mr. Market’ to explain the irrationality or psychology of the market. In chapter 20, he
introduced the concept of ‘Margin of Safety,’ which is now considered the building block of
value investing. In Buffett’s words: ‘If you follow the behavioral and business principles that
Graham advocates – and if pay special attention to the invaluable advice in Chapters 8 and 20
– you will not get a poor result from your investment.’ (Graham, 2006, p. ix).
In his 45 years in the investment business, Graham applied his acumen, work ethic, and
creativity to stocks, bonds, put and call options, international securities, liquidation, arbitrage
and hedging strategies, and on occasion, proxy contests (among the most notable being his
successful campaign against Northern Pipeline). He bought a controlling interest in GEICO (in
1948), helped found the New York Society of Security Analysts (in 1935), and was a devout
supporter of the CFA Institute.
In the middle of 1940s, the financial community was arguing about whether or not there
should be a professional rating for people dealing with securities. Graham (1945) argued for
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the creation of Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation, which was then formally
proposed and approved by the New York Society of Security Analysts (NYSSA) as published
in The Analysts Journal in 1945. Eventually, Graham’s arguments prevailed, leading to the
formation of the Institute of Chartered Financial Analysts (now CFA Institute) to provide a
certification of competence in 1959. Graham (1963) discussed about the CFA designation and
the role and responsibilities of CFA charter holders.
Charles Ellis wrote:
Ben Graham developed the idea of our profession just as surely as Sir Robert Peel created
the idea of an effective policeman, and just as certainly as the London constables are still
called Bobbies in respect for Sir Robert’s conceptualization of their mission and
qualifications, those of us who serve in the profession as financial analysts are living out
Ben’s idea of what we might be able to do. We are, at least we aspire to be, adherents to
the mission he originated. (Ellis, 1982, p. 41).
Jason Zweig in the preface of the book, Benjamin Graham: Building A Profession rightly
observed that ‘through the development of Graham’s thinking from 1932 through 1976, we can
trace the evolution of financial analysis from a cottage industry to a full-fledged profession.’
(Zweig & Sullivan, 2010, p. vii). His role in establishing this organization is emphasized by
Zweig and Sullivan (2010):
He is a towering example of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s pronouncement that ‘an institution
is the lengthened shadow of one man.’ The nearly 90,000 holders of the Chartered Financial
Analyst designation in more than 135 countries and territories and more than 200,000 students
seeking formal membership in the profession are living testimony to the power of Graham’s
ideas and the colossal length of his shadow. (Zweig & Sullivan, 2010, p. 1).
Although Ben Graham was instrumental in establishing CFA Institute, the CFA Institute
does not currently include any of Ben Graham’s learning or philosophies in the Candidate Body
of Knowledge.1 It surprised us to know that in the past Security Analysis was actually used ‘as
the basic text in more than one hundred schools and colleges.’ (see Barney, 1942). Today there
are only a few schools where students are taught investment using Ben Graham’s principles.
Roger Murray who carried the value investing torch after Ben Graham and David Dodd at
Columbia University aptly mentioned: ‘During the “glory days” of financial markets, the
approach is widely relegated to the dustbin of financial history, except by its faithful and
consistent practitioners. Its advocates multiply in the cold, gray dawns that follow these periods
of euphoria.’ (Murray, 1984, p. 18).
5. POST-GRAHAM ERA: 1976 TO PRESENT
Nothing other than some cosmetic changes took place since Ben Graham introduced
value investing in the early 1930s. In his 60s and 70s, Ben Graham wrote an account of his life,
which he called ‘Things I remember.’ Graham put as much as he could remember about his
CFA Institute’s Candidate Body of Knowledge,
https://www.cfainstitute.org/programs/cfaprogram/courseofstudy/Pages/cbok.aspx
1
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family and business life, and of his hometown, New York. Seymour Chatman of the University
of California at Berkeley edited all these writings and published the memoir, Benjamin
Graham: The Memoirs of the Dean of Wall Street in 1996, two decades after his death.
During the later stage of Ben’s life, he started working with James Rea and developed a
ten-point checklist, which become known as ‘Graham’s Last Will’ (see Rea, 1977). Together
with Rea, Graham backtested the stock market for a period of 50 years to see whether their
system works. Eventually they started an investment partnership. Later in 1982 – six years after
Ben Graham’s death, James Rea converted the portfolio into a mutual fund. ‘While it has some
initial successes, the fund foundered during the 1980s and early 1990s and was ranked in the
bottom quartile for performance.’ (Damodaran, 2003, p. 222).
Nevertheless, Ben Graham left a permanent impression on many of the successful
investors of today. Among the successful practitioners of Benjamin Graham’s ideas are Warren
Buffett, Charlie Munger, William Ruane, Charles Brandes, Jonathan Goldfarb, Irving Kahn,
Seth Klarman, Scott Black, Walter Schloss, Jean-Marie Eveillard, Tom Knapp, Ed Anderson,
Mario Gabelli, Warren Parkkonen, Stan Perlmeter, Rick Guerin, and Jeremy Grantham. One
of us is currently working on a project to document the investment philosophy and performance
of Ben Graham’s original disciples.
After Ben Graham’s death in 1976, many of his disciples tried to advance Graham’s
philosophy through their practice and writings. One example was Warren Buffett, one of his
deputies and still at the helm of Berkshire Hathaway. Warren Buffett took investment to a new
level with the support of his silent partner, Charlie Munger. In an interview with Columbia
Business School students, Warren Buffett explained how Charlie Munger influenced him to
move away from “cigar butt” investing to focus in high quality businesses:
Charlie Munger changed my views. He refined them in a huge way in terms of looking
for the quality companies and looking for the ability to make an investment that would
work out well for 5, or 10, or 20 years as opposed to something that might be – I call
them cigar-butt investing where there was one puff left in the cigar, but the cigar was
free, so you picked up these disgusting-looking things and got one puff out of them and
went on to another one. That worked okay, but it was small scale, and it really doesn’t
build something satisfying. He kept forcing me in the direction of saying: is this really a
business we want to own forever? It’s like a marriage: do you want to get associated with
this person forever? It’s a great way to look at things.1
Buffett (1984) discussed the performance of some superinvestors of Graham-andDoddsville.2 Unfortunately, academia did not take Ben Graham or value investing seriously.
‘… despite the receptivity to Buffett’s speech and his obvious success as a value investor,
business schools – even Columbia – had stopped teaching value investing. Value investing left
1

Columbia Business School (2017, January 27). Bill Gates and Warren Buffett. Retrieved from https://videolga31.xx.fbcdn.net/v/t42.265652/10000000_900125503793063_5259229123552926582_n.mp4?_nc_cat=101&_nc_
sid=985c63&efg=eyJ2ZW5jb2RlX3RhZyI6Im9lcF9zZCJ9&_nc_ohc=2JplUxuAEmwAX9eT7R9&_nc_ht=vid
eo-lga3-1.xx&oh=dd52c81419a628a0d919c11717702c73&oe=5F09D86D
2
Warren Buffett used the term in 1984 in his article, The Superinvestors of Graham-and-Doddsville, refers to a
patriarch who follows the legacy of Benjamin Graham and David Dodd, hence the name.
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Columbia’s curriculum with Murray’s retirement in 1977. (Greenwald & Johnson, 2016, p.
47).
Two families came forward to revive value investing at Columbia Business School. The
family of David Dodd, co-author of the classic, Security Analysis, ‘made a substantial
contribution to the Graham and Dodd Asset Management Program in 1984, with the goal of
sponsoring faculty research, hosting symposia, and providing financial aid to incoming
students.’ (Greenwald & Johnson, 2016, p. 47). The family of Robert Heilbrunn established a
professorship in his name in 1988. Bruce Greenwald became the Robert Heilbrunn Professor
of Finance and Asset Management and the director of Heilbrunn Center for Graham & Dodd
Investing.1 Bruce Greenwald retired in 2018 and Tano Santos is now the faculty co-director of
the Center.
Apart from these initiatives, Mario Gabelli of the Gabelli Asset Management Company
(GAMCO) sponsored a series of lectures on value investing by Roger Murray in 1993.2 Later
Mario Gabelli established The Gabelli Center for Global Security Analysis at Fordham
University, which is promoting the teachings of Benjamin Graham and David Dodd.3 He has
also established an annual prize (the Gabelli Prize) for value investing in 2005, in cooperation
with the Columbia University Graduate School of Business. The prize is intended to honor
individual contributions, which serves the goals of refining, extending, and disseminating the
practice of value investing. In Canada, Prem Watsa of Fairfax Financial Holdings helped
established The Ben Graham Centre for Value Investing at Ivey School of Business, Western
University in 2006. George Athanassakos is the Ben Graham Chair in Value Investing and also
the director of Ben Graham Centre for Value Investing.4 At the University of New Brunswick,
Eben Otuteye has developed value investing courses for the undergraduate and graduate
programs.5 The University of Toronto’s School of Continuing Studies offers a class on value
investing. 6 The Rotman School of Business has John H. Watson Chair in Value Investing,
1

The Heilbrunn Center for Graham & Dodd Investing: http://www8.gsb.columbia.edu/valueinvesting/
The lectures were delivered at the Paley Center for Media (formerly Museum of Television and Radio) in New
York. The four part lecture series include Value Versus Price (delivered on January 22, 1993); Ingredients of
Markets and Value (delivered on January 29, 1993); Equity Pricing and Capitalization Rates (delivered on
February 5, 1993); and Convergence of Price and Value (delivered on February 12, 1993). Roger Murray was the
Associate Dean and Professor of Finance at Columbia Business School in 1954. Prior to the successor in the
classroom to Ben Graham and David Dodd, he was the head of investment research, economics and institutional
portfolio management at Bankers Trust Company. He introduced more than 2,000 students to Ben Graham and
David Dodd. He is also the co-author of the fifth edition of Security Analysis (1988). He was a past president of
American Finance Association. Roger Murray died in 1998.
3
The Gabelli Center for Global Security Analysis: http://www.fordhamgabellicenter.org
4
The Ben Graham Centre for Value Investing: http://www.bengrahaminvesting.ca
5
ADM
4437:
Principles
and
Practice
of
Value
Investing:
https://www.unb.ca/academics/calendar/undergraduate/current/frederictoncourses/businessadministration/adm4437.html
MBA 6437: Value Investing: https://www.unb.ca/academics/calendar/graduate/current/courses-/frederictoncourses/masters-in-business-administration-courses/index.html
6
RSM
2312:
Value-Investing:
http://portal.rotman.utoronto.ca/docroot/ElectiveCourseSyllabus/RSM2312HY.2018.pdf Stanford Continuing
Studies
also
offers
a
similar
course
on
value
investing,
https://continuingstudies.stanford.edu/courses/professional-and-personal-development/value-investing-anintroduction/20163_BUS-123-W
2
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where Prof. Eric Kirzner is the chair. The value investing course at Rotman received a
$1,000,000 gift from a generous donor in 2006 to setup a fund which will investment based on
students’ recommendations. Prof. Kirzner also teaches an elective class on value investing in
the MBA program. The Student Investment Advisory Service (SIAS) at Beedie School of
Business of Simon Fraser University follows a value investing mandate set by the University
through a conservative investment policy.1 With a few exceptions, part of the relegation is to
hire an adjunct to teach value investing in the Continuing Studies program.
6. IS VALUE DEAD?
In the recent financial press, you will see news on declaring the death of value16 or
underperformance of investment funds or even closures of funds managed by value
investors.17 18 19 A Google search of ‘is value investing dead” generates over 23 million
results in less than 0.38 seconds! The reason behind such staggering result is the
underperformance of value in the last decade. For example, “since 2010, the Russell 1000
Growth index has outperformed the Russell 1000 Value index by roughly 70%.’
(O’Shaughnessy, 2018, p. 1). This is not the first time that value is underperforming compared
to growth. Every time value underperforms growth or any other investment styles of the day,
there will be news claiming the death of value. It happened during the Great Depression of the
1930s, the technology bubble of the 1990s or very recently, the global financial crisis of 20092018. The father of value investing, Ben Graham sensed this back in 1974:
The title of this seminar, “The Renaissance of Value,” implies that the concept of value
had previously been in eclipse in Wall Street. This eclipse may be identified with the virtual
disappearance of the once well-established distinction between investment and speculation. In
the last decade everyone became an investor – including buyers of stock options and odd-lot
short sellers. In my own thinking the concept of value, along with that of margin of safety, has
always lain at the heart of true investment, while price expectations have been at the center of
speculation. (Graham, 1974, p. 285).
It is worthy to note that value has bounced back significantly after the Great Depression
and also after the technology bubble. “In fact, there have been six periods since World War II
when growth outperformed value on a trailing five-year compounded basis, and we are
currently in one of these periods. During each of these times, value investing appeared dead.”
(Alberg and Seckler, 2015). Meredith (2019) found that despite long performance record, value
investing also struggled from 1926 to 1941. Berkshire Hathaway Inc. (NYSE: BRK.A and
BRK.B), a company manage by legendary investors, Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger
underperformed the S&P 500 Index in 16 years (if you compare the annual percentage change
in per-share market value of Berkshire with that of S&P 500 with dividend included) and in 11
years (if you compare the annual percentage change in per-share book value of Berkshire with
that of S&P 500 with dividend included) in the last 53 years (1965-2017) (Buffett, 2017).
However, it should be noted here that the compounded annual gain of Berkshire for the entire
SIAS Fund manages over $16.9 million (as of Feb 28, 2017) of the university’s endowment portfolio, funded by
contributions from HSBC Bank Canada and Lohn Foundation, https://beedie.sfu.ca/sias/
1
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period (1965-2018) is 18.7% (based on book value) and 20.5% (based on market value)
compare to the market, which is only 9.7% (S&P 500 dividend included) (Buffett, 2018).
Every once in a while Ben Graham and his approach to intelligent investing will
underperform and will come under sharp criticisms 1 like the one in the late 1990s by Jim
Cramer: ‘You have to throw out all of the matrices and formulas and texts that existed before
the Web... If we used any of what Graham or Dodd teach us, we wouldn’t have a dime under
management.’ (Cramer, 2000).
As mentioned in Zweig (2004), Ben Graham was quoted in The New York Times on
May 5, 1974: ‘[My books] have probably been read and disregarded by more people than any
book on finance that I know of.’ (p. 10).
In their preface, Zweig and Sullivan (2010) wrote:
Every decade or so, critics have fired their peashooters at Graham, carping that he is out
of touch, obsolete, irrelevant. What the nitpickers always fail to see is that the passage of time
has the same effect on Graham as it has on Shakespeare or Galileo or Lincoln: The unfolding
years provide ever more evidence of his importance. No one else, before or since, has surpassed
Graham’s intellectual firepower and common sense, his literary mastery, his psychological
insights, and his dedication to the dignity of security analysis as a profession. He matters more
today than ever before. Can anyone possibly doubt that the Internet bubble and the credit crisis
would have been less devastating if more investors had taken Graham to heart? (pp. vii - viii).
Murray (1984) pointed out to one of the many criticisms that Graham and Dodd approach
faces:
The most recent challenge to the Graham and Dodd approach has come from those who
question whether undervalued securities can be identified consistently across market
cycles. Of course, as disciplined methods of selection and valuation become more
pervasive, it becomes more difficult to outperform average risk-adjusted returns. Without
actually using the term “market efficiency,” Graham and Dodd emphasized that the
potential for payoff from skilled financial analysis was more likely to exist among those
companies that are unpopular, complicated and neglected by the financial community.
(p. 18).
Of late, Ben Graham and his investment philosophy are facing some criticisms whether
value investing is dead or whether his investment philosophy is still relevant today. These
criticisms came from both value believers and non-believers. For example, in an interview with
Jason Zweig, Charlie Munger said:
I don’t love Ben Graham and his ideas the way Warren does. You have to understand, to
Warren – who discovered him at such a young age and then went to work for him – Ben
Graham’s insights changed his whole life, and he spent much of his early years
worshiping the master at close range. But I have to say, Ben Graham had a lot to learn as

1

In a recent paper where we defended the view of Benjamin Graham that the rate of return should not depend on
the risk, but on the amount of intelligent effort an investor is willing and able to bring to the investment decision
making process. Here is what one of the reviewers said: “Although this view might be correct for the financial
markets in 1930s, it does not hold for the markets in 2000s. As index funds routinely beat the great majority of
actively managed funds each year, the intelligent effort does not result in higher returns.”
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an investor. His ideas of how to value companies were all shaped by how the Great Crash
and the Depression almost destroyed him, and he was always a little afraid
of what the market can do. It left him with an aftermath of fear for the rest of his life, and
all his methods were designed to keep that at bay.
I think Ben Graham wasn’t nearly as good an investor as Warren is or even as good as I
am. Buying those cheap, cigar-butt stocks [companies with limited potential growth
selling at a fraction of what they would be worth in a takeover or liquidation] was a snare
and a delusion, and it would never work with the kinds of sums of money we have. You
can’t do it with billions of dollars or even many millions of dollars. But he was a very
good writer and a very good teacher and a brilliant man, one of the only intellectuals –
probably the only intellectual – in the investing business at the time. (Charlie Munger as
quoted in Zweig, 2014).
Charlie Munger was referring to scalability, which Warren Buffett also confirmed at the
2018 annual shareholders meeting:
Graham was not scalable. I mean, you could not do with really big money. And when I
worked for Graham-Newman Corp, here he was, the dean of all analysts. And you know,
he was an intellect above all others around that time.
But our - the investment fund was $6 million, and the partnership that worked in tandem
with the investment company also had about $6 million in it. So we had 12 million bucks
we were working with. Now, you can make adjustments for inflation and everything. But
it was just a tiny amount. It wasn’t really scalable. (Buffett and Munger, 2018, 23.
Investing doesn’t require advance learning).
Another strong criticism is coming from both academics and practitioners who are now
questioning the relevance of using book value (see Lev and Gu, 2016; Haskel and Westlake,
2017). If their concerns are correct then value will fail to capture companies with potential and
hence their historical outperformance over growth will be lagging. Warren Buffett has raised a
similar point in 2018 Berkshire Hathaway annual shareholders meeting:
… you now have the four largest companies, by market value, in the United States – a
$30 trillion market – you have four companies that essentially don’t need any net tangible
assets. And if you go back many years, … it would be AT&T and General Motors, and
it was companies that – Exxon Mobil – it was companies that just required lots of capital
in order to produce earnings. (Buffett and Munger, 2018, 18. Amazing earnings in the
new asset-light economy).
Berkshire Hathaway has abandoned reporting the percentage change in Berkshire’s pershare book value from 2019. Warren Buffett explained the reasons why book value has lost its
relevance in his 2018 letter to Berkshire shareholders:
The fact is that the annual change in Berkshire’s book value – which makes its farewell
appearance on page 2 – is a metric that has lost the relevance it once had. Three
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circumstances have made that so. First, Berkshire has gradually morphed from a
company whose assets are concentrated in marketable stocks into one whose major value
resides in operating businesses. Charlie and I expect that reshaping to continue in an
irregular manner. Second, while our equity holdings are valued at market prices,
accounting rules require our collection of operating companies to be included in book
value at an amount far below their current value, a mismark that has grown in recent
years. Third, it is likely that – over time – Berkshire will be a significant repurchaser of
its shares, transactions that will take place at prices above book value but below our
estimate of intrinsic value. The math of such purchases is simple: Each transaction makes
per-share intrinsic value go up, while per-share book value goes down. That combination
causes the book-value scorecard to become increasingly out of touch with economic
reality. (Buffett, 2018, p. 3).
Yet, in our opinion, Benjamin Graham is still relevant. The reason why his principles
will be relevant in the future is because human beings hasn’t changed – their behavior in the
market has not changed. Investors’ optimism and pessimism will bid up the price to a nosebleed
level at times or push the price to a low level at others as Ben Graham explained using the
metaphor, Mr. Market.
7. CONCLUSION
Whether value investing is dead or not, investors across all walks of life will be
immensely benefitted from following the footprint of Benjamin Graham and his many
disciples. Graham’s approach has been put to the test of various time and market environments.
Despite occasional hiccups, value investing survived the test of time. There is literally no other
investment paradigm that has sustained that long. It is evidenced that value investing, when
applied skillfully can deliver better risk-adjusted return than the market.
… over 40 years after publication of the book that brought structure and logic to a
disorderly and confused activity, it is difficult to think of possible candidates for even the
runner-up position in the field of security analysis... His counsel of soundness brought
unfailing rewards to his followers - even to those with natural abilities inferior to more
gifted practitioners who stumbled while following counsels of brilliance or fashion.
(Buffett, 1976, p. 19).
We would like to conclude the article with an excerpt from Warren Buffett’s famous
1984 article:
I can only tell you that the secret has been out for 50 years, ever since Ben Graham and
Dave Dodd wrote Security Analysis, yet I have seen no trend toward value investing in the 35
years I’ve practiced it. There seems to be some perverse human characteristic that likes to make
easy things difficult. The academic world, if anything, has actually backed away from the
teaching of value investing over the last 30 years. It’s likely to continue that way. Ships will
sail around the world but the Flat Earth Society will flourish. There will continue to be wide
discrepancies between price and value in the marketplace, and those who read their Graham &
Dodd will continue to prosper. (Buffett, 1984, p. pp. 14- 15).
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BRANCHLESS BANKING STRATEGY THROUGH AGENT PARTNERSHIP ON
INCOME INEQUALITY AND ITS EFFECT ON ECONOMIC GROWTH IN
INDONESIA
Shelfi Malinda1 and Sulaeman Rahman Nidar2

ABSTRACT
This study aims to analyze the effect of agent growth on income inequality and how it
influenced Indonesia's economic growth. The research data use secondary data sources
obtained from the data of Indonesia's GDP, Gini Coefficient, and Number of Agents per
semester in 2016 - 2019. The research results show that agent growth in Indonesia has a
negative effect on income inequality. It means that branchless banking strategy through agent
partnership measured by agent growth can reduce income inequality. On the other side, there
is a pattern of relationships between income inequality and economic growth. It means that
income inequality and economic growth have a negative effects on each other.
Keywords: agent growth; income inequality; economic growth; branchless banking strategy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Economic growth is a success indicator of the country's development. High economic
growth must be followed by income equality because the high-income inequality can lead to
slowing economic growth itself (Ang, 2010). It means that there is a negative influence between
income inequality on economic growth. Different research results showed that the effect of
income inequality on economic growth is nonlinear. It means that reducing income inequality
or increasing it substantially will still reduce growth (Hasanov & Izraeli, 2010). It means that
there is a gap between the previous research results. At the same time, empirical data in
Indonesia shows that economic growth declined (BI, 2019). The data shows that decreasing
income inequality from 2015 to 2018 is also not significant (BPS, 2019).
On the other side, the banking sector in Indonesia since 2013 has experienced positive
development if seen from the contribution of banks to GDP (Financial Services Authority, 2018).
However, the saving ratio of Indonesia's GDP is only 34.8% (BPS, 2017). It is very low
compared to Japan, which reached 70%, the Philippines, which reached 48%, and Singapore,
which reached 49% (World Bank, 2015). It shows that the number of people who have not used
banking services (unbankable people) in Indonesia is still high. It also means that there is a gap
between theory and empirical phenomena in Indonesia.
From the microeconomic side, banks, as a significant part of the financial sector's
development, must also consider the problems of efficiency and effectiveness in implementing
1
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their business strategies (Chaplin et al., 2000). The bank has a goal to improve its business
performance, which is also a major determinant of a country's national stability (Arif & Anees,
2012). Although some unbankable communities are a market opportunity for banks, the high
operational costs are an obstacle to developing their business (Ferdous et al., 2015). Therefore,
banking and supported by the government developed a strategy called branchless banking to
overcome this (Financial Inclusion Report, Financial Services Authority, 2016).
The branchless banking strategy's success through bank agents is shown in several
developing countries, such as Brazil, Peru, Columbia, Malaysia, and Kenya (CGAP, 2015).
The opposite is true in Ghana, where the results of Ansong, et al. (2015) show that bank
branches are physically needed. The level of public trust in formal banking institutions is higher,
thus increasing the number of opening savings accounts as well as influencing the
modernization of society. In Indonesia, its success is shown by the increasing number of bank
agents, and their performance is affected by financial literacy and work engagement factors
(Malinda, et al., 2018). It is in line with the Financial Literacy and Inclusion National Survey
results in 2018, which show that the growth of bank agents in Indonesia has been very high
since 2014 (Financial Services Authority, 2018). But on the other side, the research result of
Malinda, et al. (2020) shows that role of
bank agents as intermediation between bank and society to distribute credit access not
effectively done. Some previous studies showed that access and use of banking services can
reduce income inequality (Cheng & Degryse, 2006; Clarke et al., 2006; Greenwood &
Jovanovic, 1990). The role of bank agents are for increasing access and use of banking services.
This indicates that further analysis about the direct influence between agent growth and income
inequality is needed, even though it has not been discussed yet.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Branchless banking is defined as a banking strategy aimed at increasing the distribution
of banking services without going through a branch office, where banking service model
through mobile banking, internet banking, and bank agents replace branch office functions
(Mahmood & Sarker, 2015). Bank agents are bank partners whose existence is aimed at
distributing banking services to people who have not been touched by banking services
(Unbankable people), especially in rural areas with high marginal conditions (Ivaturi & Mas,
2008). Therefore, bank agents are expected to create banking services that are closer to the
community to increase access and use of banking services by the community (financial
inclusion).
Previous research finds that financial accessibility has a positive effect on reducing
income inequality and reducing income inequality through financial inclusion changes the
negative relationship between income inequality and economic growth into a positive
relationship (Kim, JH., 2016). Then, increasing access and use of banking services will boost
economic growth and reduce income inequality (Cheng & Degryse, 2006; Clarke et al., 2006;
Greenwood & Jovanovic, 1990). Thus, it raises the hypothesis that a high number of agents
will reduce income inequality.
The effect of income inequality on economic growth in some previous studies has been
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discussed. Some research results show the positive effect, and most cross-country studies find
a negative relationship (Panizza, U., 1999). Dominicis, L. D., et al. (2008) is a previous study
that found the positive effect of income inequality on economic growth. It is not in line with
Kim, JH. (2016) that find income inequality has a very negative effect on economic growth and
the negative relationship between income inequality and economic growth is strong in lowincome countries or in high-fragility countries.
Based on the review of literature above, the research hypotheses can be formulated as
follows:
1. Agent growth has a negative effect on income inequality in Indonesia.
2. Income inequality has a negative effect on economic growth in Indonesia.
3. DATA AND METHODS
1.1. Data and Sample
The research data use secondary data sources obtained from the Financial Services
Authority (OJK) Inclusion Financial Report, Bank Indonesia (BI), and the Central Statistics
Agency (BPS). The data used are agent growth data for agent growth variables, GDP data for
economic growth variables, and Gini Coefficient data for income inequality variables. The data
obtained is data per semester from 2016 - 2019.
1.2. Measure and Model Specification of Variables
Agent growth variables are measured based on the percentage difference in the number
of agents each semester:

𝑋=

𝐺𝑡 − G𝑡−1
× 100%
𝐺𝑡

Information:
𝑋
= 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
𝐺𝑡
= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝐺𝑡−1
= 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑡 − 1 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
The variable economic growth is measured based on the GDP percentage per semester in
2016 - 2019, whose value is taken directly from GDP growth data (BI, 2019). Likewise, the
income inequality variable is measured in the same period based on the Gini Coefficient data
(BPS, 2019).
Based on the research objectives and hypotheses, the research model can be described as
shown below:
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Picture 3.1. Research Model

Based on the picture above, two equations which later became the focus of this study
were formulated as follows:
𝑌 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽γ 𝒳 + ℰ
𝑍 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑧𝑌 + ℰ
Information:
𝒳 = 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
𝑌 = 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑍 = 𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
𝛽0 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝛽1 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐴𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
𝛽1 = 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝐷𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦
1.3. Method of Data Analysis
This study uses regression analysis to test the proposed hypothesis using Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS). The data used is time-series data, with an observation period of 7
semesters from 2016 - 2019. The design of the analysis is divided into two stages, namely,
conducting a classic assumption test consisting of a normality test and a linearity test.
4. RESULTS
The research model testing is carried out with the classic assumption test using the
normality test and linearity test. Tests were carried out on each research equation.
Results of Equation 1
Normality Test
The normality test for residuals uses the Jarque-Bera Test. If Prob. JB count is greater
than 0.05, so it can be concluded that the residual is normally distributed and vice versa. If the
value is smaller, then there is not enough evidence to state that the residual is normally
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distributed.
4

Series: Residuals
Sample 2016S1 2019S1
Observations 7
3

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

2

1

Jarque-Bera
Probability

2.39e-17
0.000155
0.004046
-0.005475
0.002852
-0.744311
3.437512
0.702161
0.703927

Picture 4.1. Output of Normality Test
Probability Value JB count is 0.702161 > 0.05, so it can be concluded that the residuals
are normally distributed, which means that the classical assumptions about normality have been
fulfilled.
Linearity Test
Linearity is the initial assumption that should be in a linear regression model. It is because
this test can see whether each variable has a relationship pattern. If the value of the Prob. F
count is greater than alpha level 0.05 (5%), then the regression model meets the assumption of
linearity free and vice versa. The table below is the result of the linear equation of the first
equation:
Table 4.1. The Output of Linearity Test
Ramsey RESET Test
Equation: UNTITLED
Specification: GINI_KOEF AGENT C
Omitted Variables: Squares of fitted values

t-statistic
F-statistic
Likelihood ratio

Value
0.008717
7.60E-05
0.000133

df
Probability
4
0.9935
(1, 4)
0.9935
1
0.9908

Based on the linearity testing results for equation one, the probability of t- statistics is
0.9935 > 0.05. It means that the model meets the assumption of linearity free.
Results of Equation 2
Normality Test
Linearity is the initial assumption that should be in a linear regression model. It is because
this test can see whether each variable has a relationship pattern. If the value of the Prob. F
count is greater than alpha level 0.05 (5%), then the regression model meets the assumption of
linearity free and vice versa. The table below is the result of the linear equation of the first
equation:
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3

Series: Residuals
Sample 2016S1 2019S1
Observations 7
2

1

0
-3

-2

-1

0

1

2

Mean
Median
Maximum
Minimum
Std. Dev.
Skewness
Kurtosis

8.13e-15
-0.060220
2.444121
-2.721538
1.871534
-0.130642
1.720641

Jarque-Bera
Probability

0.497300
0.779853

3

Picture 4.2. The Output of Normality Test
Normality test results of equation two show that Probability Value JB count is 0.497300
> 0.05, so it can be concluded that the residuals are normally distributed, which means that the
classical assumptions about normality have been fulfilled.
Table 4.2. The Output of Linearity Test
Ramsey RESET Test
Equation: UNTITLED
Specification: GDP GINI_KOEF C
Omitted Variables: Squares of fitted values
t-statistic
F-statistic
Likelihood ratio

Value
4.790699
22.95079
13.35403

df
Probability
4
0.0087
(1, 4)
0.0087
1
0.0003

Based on the linearity testing results, the regression model of income inequality and
economic growth does not meet the assumption of linearity because the probability of tstatistics 0.0087 is smaller than 0.05. It means that there is linearity between the variables of
income inequality with the variable of economic growth. So it can be concluded that income
inequality and economic growth have a relationship pattern between variables.
Regression Analysis
Regression Result of Equation 1
Based on the results of the regression test found the operational equation between the
agent growth variable and income inequality as follows:
𝐺𝐼𝑁𝐼_𝐾𝑂𝐸𝐹 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝐴𝐺𝐸𝑁𝑇 + ℰ
GINI_KOEF = -1.96302832547e-08*AGENT + 0.412263561796
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Table 4.3. Regression Estimation of Equation I
Dependent Variable: GINI_KOEF
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/26/19 Time: 10:54
Sample (adjusted): 2016S1 2019S1
Included observations: 7 after adjustments
Variable Coefficient
AGENT -1.96E-08
C
0.412264
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.865960
0.839152
0.003124
4.88E-05
31.62603
32.30239
0.002350

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

3.45E-09 -5.683519
0.002158 191.0780

0.0023
0.0000

Mean dependent var 0.402000
S.D. dependent var 0.007789
Akaike info criterion-8.464581
Schwarz criterion-8.480035
Hannan-Quinn criter. -8.655592
Durbin-Watson stat 3.037084

Table 4.3. above is the result of regression testing for equation one. After passing the
model testing phase in the previous test, equation one is free from linearity assumptions and
meets standards assumptions. Regression estimation results indicate a significant negative
effect between agent growth on income inequality, with a coefficient value of -1.96 and a
probability of 0.0023 < 0.05. While R-Squared for equation two is 0.865960 means that the
proportion of the effect of the agent growth variable on the income inequality variable is
86.59%. That is, the influence of the agent growth on income inequality is 86.59%, while other
variables influence the rest, not in the regression model.
These results indicate that the research hypothesis is accepted, where an increase in the
number of agents will negatively affect income inequality or the increasing growth of agents
will result in a decrease in the level of income inequality in Indonesia. It is due to the
achievement of the effectiveness of the agent's role as part of the branchless banking strategy,
which is the bank's business strategy. As explained in the results of Kambua's (2015), the
existence of bank agents in Kenya has a positive effect on bank performance. The effectiveness
of the agent's role is also indicated by the increase in the number of deposits and the public
who access banking services, although other research results show little difference. Increasing
the number of agents does not lead to an increase in the performance of banks in Nairobi County,
but it is evident that access and use of banking services through transactions with agents has
increased significantly (Mchembere & Jagongo, 2017).
The presence of agents makes the distribution of banking services to people who have
not previously accessed and used banking services. This is supported by FSA's inclusive
financial report in 2019, where in addition to the growing number of agents, the number of
deposits and the number of bank customers implementing the branchless banking strategy in
Indonesia also increased in the period 2016 - 2019 (Financial Services Authority, 2019).
The results of this study corroborate the results of previous studies by Ivaturi et al. (2006),
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where bank agents will create banking services that are closer to the community so that they
will increase access and use of banking services by the community. Furthermore, it also
reinforces some of the results of other previous studies regarding the development of the
banking sector through increasing access and use of bank services and their influence on
decreasing income inequality (Cheng & Degryse, 2006; Beck et al., 2007; Ang, 2010; Shahbaz
& Islam, 2011; Allen et al., 2012).
Regression Result of Equation 2
The regression result of equation two shows differences with equation one. This is
motivated by linearity testing results, which shows a reciprocal relationship between the two
variables, which means that the two variables can influence each other. The equations obtained
are as follows:
𝐸𝐶𝑂 𝐺𝑅𝑂𝑊𝑇𝐻 = 𝛽1 ∗ 𝐺𝐼𝑁𝐼_𝐾𝑂𝐸𝐹 + ℰ
ECO _ GROWTH = -1.96302832547e-08*GINI_KOEF + 0.412263561796

The level of significance of this research model was set at 0.05 (5%). The significance
of the research model for equation two can be seen in the table below:
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Tabel 4.4. Regression Estimation of Equation II
Dependent Variable: GDP
Method: Least Squares
Date: 07/26/19 Time: 11:11
Sample (adjusted): 2016S1 2019S1
Included observations: 7 after adjustments
Variable Coefficient
GINI_KOEF -671.5934
C
407.4148
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

0.886520
0.863823
2.050163
21.01585
-13.78035
39.06046
0.001537

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

107.4578 -6.249837
43.20497 9.429815

0.0015
0.0002

Mean dependent var 137.4343
S.D. dependent var 5.555681
Akaike info criterion 4.508672
Schwarz criterion 4.493218
Hannan-Quinn criter. 4.317661
Durbin-Watson stat 1.489850

Based on the results of the regression of both equations above, it can be seen that income
inequality and economic growth have a significantly negative effect on each other, with the
variable coefficient value of -671.5934 and the probability value of 0.0015 <0.05 (5%). It
means that declining income inequality will encourage increasing economic growth.
Conversely, increased economic growth will also reduce the number of income inequality.
The R-Squared value in the table above the magnitude of 0.886520 shows that the
proportion of the effect of income inequality variables on the variable economic growth is
88.65%. It means that the effect of income inequality on economic growth variables is 88.65%,
while the rest is influenced by other variables that are not in the regression model.
The results of this study are in line with the results of research by Cingano (2014), which
states that income inequality has a significant negative effect on economic growth. However,
the results of this study are not in line with the results of previous studies, which stated that
nonlinear income inequality towards economic growth. In other words, changes in income
inequality variables do not affect economic improvement (Hasanov & Izraeli, 2010).
This study produces findings that, based on the results of linearity testing, income
inequality variables with economic growth variables have linearity. Therefore, correlation
testing is a more appropriate test than regression analysis.
Based on this study's findings, it is alleged that the growth of agents can also influence
economic growth directly. In addition, this study is in line with the primary purpose of
implementing the branchless banking strategy, which is not only for income equality but also
for economic growth (Mas, 2008). Therefore, further research is suggested to analyze also the
influence of agent growth on economic growth, both directly and indirectly through income
inequality. On the other hand, it will be even more important if the data is updated after the
Covid-19 pandemic.
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5. CONCLUSION
This study aims to analyze the effect of agent growth on income inequality and then
investigate the impact of income inequality on economic growth in Indonesia. Much research
has been done on the effect of income inequality on economic growth, but research on the
direct influence of agent growth on income inequality has never been done before. The data
used comes from secondary data sources, namely: data on Number of Agents, Gini Coefficient,
and Gross Domestic Product (GDP) per semester in 2016 until 2019. This study was analyzed
using the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method. The results showed that the research
hypothesis was accepted, where there was a significant effect of agent growth on income
inequality negatively. It is a novelty of research because agent growth's direct influence on
income inequality has not been studied before. The results of this study corroborate the results
of previous studies, which each examined their influence indirectly.
Several studies have found an increase in the number of agents increasing access and use
of banking services, which was further proven through the results of other studies that increasing
access and use of banking services was able to reduce income inequality. It is corroborated by
empirical data, which shows that increases in the number of agents are also followed by an
increase in the number of deposits and number of customers, while Indonesia's income
inequality has also dropped from 2016 to 2019. On the other hand, the results of linearity testing
on the second research hypothesis found that the variable income inequality and economic
growth did not meet the assumption of linearity. Regression results show that income inequality
has a significant negative effect on economic growth and vice versa. It means that decreasing
income inequality will encourage increasing economic growth. Conversely, increased economic
growth will also reduce the number of income inequality. The results of this study support the
results of previous studies, which found that a decrease in income inequality affects increasing
economic growth. However, the results of this study are not in line with other studies which
found that income inequality and economic growth have non-linear relationships, which means
that changes in income inequality do not affect economic growth.
The data of this research use data before the pandemic era and not discussed yet the effect
of agent growth on economic growth. Therefore, this research recommends future studies to
analyze the impact of agent growth on economic growth through decreasing of income
inequality in this pandemic era.
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BUFFETOLOGY IN STOCK TRADING AMID THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Dwi Pramaya Bhakti1 and Dihin Septyanto2

ABSTRACT
The Covid-19 Pandemic impact has affected the whole of human life, including the
world capital market and all its problems. Covid-19 has influenced trading patterns in the
capital market, both in terms of trade rules that are superstructure and capital market
infrastructure itself. Indonesia's economic turmoil is caused by the pandemic covid-19 and
several financial scandals such as the Jiwasraya, Asabri and several moral hazards by stock
market brokers. The moment of capital outrage at the moment is like a honeymoon in stock
trading that occurs during an extreme event. Some events that have caused the world capital
market to fall deeply are the Black Tuesday 1988, the monetary crisis in Indonesia and Asia in
1998, the global financial crisis in 2008, and most recently, the pandemic covid-19
phenomenon that began in 2020. The extent to which Buffettology's role in investment
decision-making by Investment managers in the Indonesian capital market is the author's
research aim. The main finding of this study is the prospectus of a vigilant leader company as
a determinant in making investment decisions both in normal situations and amid a pandemic.
This research will be essential for investment and financial decision-makers and the Financial
Services Authority (OJK) in Indonesia. This is because the wrong decisions of investment
managers and the company's performance with a stock price characterized by Roller Coaster
(called “saham gorengan”) is a special concern for OJK to take decisive action for the
sustainability of a healthy and conducive Indonesia Capital Market for investors.
Keywords: Indonesian Capital Market, Buffettology, Trading stock, Covid-19

1. INTRODUCTION
The impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic has affected the whole of human life, including
the world capital market and all its problems. Covid-19 has influenced trading patterns in the
capital market, both in terms of trade rules that are superstructure and capital market
infrastructure itself. Indonesia's economic turmoil is caused by the pandemic covid-19 and
several financial scandals such as the Jiwasraya, Asabari, and several moral hazards by stock
market brokers. It also notes the reputation of supervision by the financial and capital market
authorities in Indonesia, in this case, the OJK, to further enhance its role.
The turmoil of the capital market in Indonesia is not new. Like countries with emerging
market categories, even developed countries have experienced chaos in their capital markets.
In a long history, since the black Tuesday of 1987 or the later on, the global financial shock in
2008, the role and behavior of investment managers as the foremost milestone in the capital
1
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market is in the spotlight. Imagine, in his hand, all investment and financial decisions are rolled
out and implemented. Recognition of the mistakes made by investment managers on a massive
scale occurred during the 2008 global financial shock where, some investors representing the
top financial institution and large brokerages such as Merrill Lynch, JP Morgan, Morgan
Stanley, Bear Stearns, Goldman Sachs, Citigroup, and others made testimony of remorse to the
world. (Derman and Wilmott, 2009).
Various problems that have been caused by the moral hazard of investors and
stockbrokers have caused discourse on the dissolution of the FSA. Although this may seem
emotional, saving the existence of the capital market must be done at every line of Indonesia's
stakeholders. Moral hazard by financial institutions in making their investment decisions
should be subject to serious punishment from the OJK. Thus the emergence of wild moving
stocks (roller coasters or called saham gorengan) can be avoided
Stock trading that occurred at the outbreak of the Covid-19 outbreak was indeed very
bad. Some of the sectors that experienced the most downfall were Hotel and Tourism, Aviation,
Infrastructure, Property, and Education. and those that experienced a boom during the copandemic were the food and agriculture, pharmaceutical and health, and telecommunications
sectors. Investors who understand the trading pattern since the beginning of Covid-19
experienced a profit that doubled rather than in normal situations. If the beginning of Covid in
the middle of March 2020, then the rally of several companies which in the beginning collapsed
rose at the end of May until the time of this writing.
The moment of capital outrage is like a honeymoon in stock trading that occurs during
an extreme event. Some events that have caused the world capital market to fall deeply are the
Black Tuesday 1988, the monetary crisis in Indonesia and Asia in 1998, the global financial
crisis in 2008, and most recently, the pandemic covid-19 phenomenon that began in 2020. The
impact of Covid-19 cases and related deaths on the US stock market (Dow Jones and S&P500
indices), allowing for changes in trading volume and volatility expectations, as well as day-ofthe-week effects. (Onali, 2020)
Investment and financial decisions using the method of buffetology in the capital
market have long been used by capital market players, although not using the term buffetology.
Specifically, Buffetology uses four main references in stock trading techniques.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPTMENT
Stock markets lie at the heart of financial systems. The primary function of stock markets
is to serve as a mechanism for transforming savings into financing for the real sector. From a
theoretical perspective, stock markets can accelerate economic growth by mobilizing and
boosting domestic savings and improving the quantity and quality of investment. Better savings
mobilization may increase the rate of saving. If stock markets allocate savings to investment
projects yielding higher returns, the increasing rate of return to savers will make savings more
attractive. Consequently, more savings will be channeled into the corporate sector. Efficient
stock markets make corporations compete on an equal basis for funds and help make
investment more efficient.
An important debate among investors is whether the stock market is efficient, whether it
reflects all the information made available to market participants at any given time. The
efficient market hypothesis (EMH) (Fama, 1970) maintains that all stocks are perfectly priced
according to their inherent investment properties, the knowledge of which all market
participants possess equally.
Financial theories are subjective. In other words, there are no proven laws in finance.
Instead, ideas try to explain how the market works. Here, we look at where the efficient market
hypothesis has fallen short in explaining the stock market's behavior. While it may be easy to
see a number of deficiencies in the theory, it's important to explore its relevance in the modern
investing environment.
The weak form assumes that current stock prices reflect all available information. It goes
further to say past performance is irrelevant to what the future holds for the stock. Therefore,
it assumes that technical analysis can't be used to achieve returns. The semi-strong form of the
theory contends stock prices are factored into all publicly available information. Therefore,
investors can't use fundamental analysis to beat the market and make significant gains.
In the strong form of the theory, all public and private information are already factored
into the stock prices. So it assumes no one has an advantage to the information available,
whether that's someone on the inside or out. Therefore, it implies the market is perfect, and
making excessive profits from the market is next to impossible.
Eugene Fama never imagined that his efficient market would be 100% efficient all the
time. That would be impossible, as it takes time for stock prices to respond to new information.
However, the efficient hypothesis doesn't give a strict definition of how much time prices need
to revert to fair value. Moreover, under an efficient market, random events are entirely
acceptable but will always be ironed out as prices revert to the norm. But it's important to ask
whether EMH undermines itself by allowing random occurrences or environmental
eventualities. There is no doubt that such eventualities must be considered under market
efficiency, but, by definition, true efficiency accounts for those factors immediately. In other
words, prices should respond nearly instantaneously with the release of new information that
can be expected to affect a stock's investment characteristics. So, if the EMH allows for
inefficiencies, it may have to admit that absolute market efficiency is impossible.
Post-modern portfolio theory (or PMPT) is an extension of the traditional, modern
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portfolio theory (MPT, an application of mean-variance analysis or MVA). Both theories
propose how rational investors should use diversification to optimize their portfolios and how
a risky asset should be priced.
The term post-modern portfolio theory was created in 1991 by software entrepreneurs
Brian M. Rom and Kathleen Ferguson to differentiate the portfolio-construction software
developed by their company, Investment Technologies, from those provided by the traditional,
modern portfolio theory. It first appeared in the literature in 1993 in an article by Rom and
Ferguson in The Journal of Performance Measurement. It combines the theoretical research of
many authors and has expanded over several decades as academics at universities in many
countries tested these theories to determine whether or not they had merit. The essential
difference between PMPT and the modern portfolio theory of Markowitz and Sharpe (MPT) is
that PMPT focuses on the return that must be earned on the assets in a portfolio in order to
meet some future payout. This internal rate of return (IRR) is the link between assets and
liabilities. PMPT measures risk and reward relative to this IRR, while MPT ignores this IRR
and measures risk as dispersion about the mean or average return. The result is a substantially
different portfolio construction.
Buffett believes that the U.S. dollar will lose value in the long run. He views the United
States' expanding trade deficit as an alarming trend that will devalue the U.S. dollar and U.S.
assets. As a result, it is putting a larger portion of ownership of U.S. assets in the hands of
foreigners. This induced Buffett to enter the foreign currency market for the first time in 2002.
However, he substantially reduced his stake in 2005 as changing interest rates increased
the costs of holding currency contracts. In 2006, he announced a plan to give away his fortune
to charity, with 83% going to the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. In 2007, Buffett was listed
among Time's 100 Most Influential People in The World. In a letter to shareholders, Buffett
announced that he was looking for a younger successor or perhaps successors to run his
investment business. Buffett had previously selected Lou Simpson, who runs investments at
Geico, to fill that role. However, Simpson is only six years younger than Buffett.
He testified before the Senate and urged them to preserve the estate tax to avoid a
plutocracy. With an estimated net worth of around US$62 billion, he was ranked by Forbes as
the richest person in the world as of March 5, 2008. The net revenues in 1995 are $4.56 billion,
and net income is $795 million.
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Sources : Yahoo Finance, as of Feb 2020

Figure 1. Berkshire Share Price at a Glance
Warren Buffett made by shares have shown a sustainable increase since 1965. Berkshire's
shares have grown 17,217 times from 1965 to 2020. For example, if you buy a Berkshirestock
in 1965 for $ 1000, then the value of shares has been $ 17,217,000 in 2020. This is a fantastic
share price development of a company that is run with the correct investment criteria. It is not
surprising that the world appeals to Buffett as the investment truly of this century.
Broadly speaking, Buffetology is an investment principle that guides investors in making
investment and financial decisions. Long experience in the world Capital markets, Warren
Buffett, has been regarded as an investor who has investment decisions and financial very
precise and long-term dimensions. Buffetology's first principle or reference is a vigilant leader.
This first principle refers to the behavior of a company captain who has the principle of
prudence in running his business. Caution can be measured here from efforts to maintain a
minimum of 2 parameters, in this case, Debt to Equity ratio and Quick Ratio. The Debt to
Equity ratio required by Buffetology is to have a minimum ratio of 0.5. Whereas the Quick
ratio must have a ratio above 1.5. The first parameter, or DER, is smaller than zero, indicating
that the company is not bigger than the stake or is a healthy company because the amount of
debt can be coordinated. The second parameter or Quick ratio must Warren Buffett made by
shares have shown a sustainable increase since 1965. Berkshire's shares have grown 17,217
times from 1965 to 2020. For example, if you buy a Berkshirestock in 1965 for $ 1000, then
the value of shares has been $ 17,217,000 in 2020. This is a fantastic share price development
of a company that is run with the correct investment criteria. It is not surprising that the world
appeals to Buffett as the investment truly of this century.
The second principle is an undervalued company. This principle relates to valuations
conducted by investment managers of companies reflected in recommendations on their share
prices. Buffetology requires undervalued based on Discounted Cash Flow, P/E ratio, and book
value methods. There are some similarities in the analysis of some economists and financial
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experts, hereinafter referred to as the Joint consensus.
The third principle is the prospectus variable company. This principle is related to the
performance of a company and the company's future picture. Buffetology highlights this
principle by comparing 2 companies in America, namely Xirius.com radio (SIRI code) and
Disney (Code DIS). In the final recommendation of the two companies, Warrant Buffet chose
Disney as its investment portfolio. In a statement, buffet said, no comment with Xirius.com,
but for Disney buffet commented, every time I visit Disney, my mind is open.
Hypothesis
Based on the phenomena relating to the theory and behaviour of capital market investors
above, several hypotheses can be made as follows.
H1: Prospectus or the company's future influences investors' choices in their investment
decisions.
According to the theoretical study of investors' behaviour in the capital market, a
thorough knowledge of the prospects of the company becomes an important factor for
investment decision making. Holistic knowledge from an investment manager or investor about
a company is an important factor in avoiding wrong investment decisions. Large companies in
the US, such as GE, Microsoft, and Mobil, use military experts, psychologists, and even
cultural figures in their commissioners or investment committee board. This is important to
make the Blue Chip company continue to grow sustainably. Anticipating this, investment
managers and investors must see the company's future development based on scientific studies
and their latest research on future products.
H2: A company manager's vigilant profile (CEO) becomes an important factor in the
investor choice of a company.
The company's performance is very much determined by top management; in this case,
its CEO. A very leveraging company policy, on the one hand, supports company expansion;
on the other hand, it burdensome the company if it is not supported by good management. The
bankruptcy phenomenon that occurred before the global financial crisis that began in the US is
caused by a lack of careful financial policy and poor corporate governance. Investor choice for
cautious companies is one factor in investment decisions for investors worldwide.
Well-known US economist Emmanuel Derman and British Economist Paul Willmott
(Derman and Wilmott, 2007) along with other world derivative economists have gathered in
New York, in the aftermath of the world financial crisis and made mass repentance of several
financial models as well as an incorrect review of derivative financial practices. This is a
precedent that the immersion of a model is not a perfect prerequisite for an investment manager
or investor. They must also be equipped with other knowledge that is more holistic.
As of this writing, the Corona Virus case that hit all of the worlds reminds the Black
Swan theory (Thaleb, 2010), which states the importance of improbable predictions. The
Corona Virus Case, the World Financial Crisis, and other extreme cases are black swan
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phenomena that ordinary people did not initially expect. Is the wisdom behind the Black Swan
theory. Thaleb responded by increasingly understanding Black Swan's phenomenon; when
extreme circumstances occur, then predictions of the situation in the future will be better to
anticipate.
H3: Undervalued companies are an investment choice factor for investors in the
Indonesian capital market.
Valuation of undervalued companies becomes an important factor in the choice of
investment managers and investors. A good understanding and method of valuing the company
becomes very important to be mastered by investment managers. Although the company's
valuation is very varied, considering everyone has different assumptions, opinions, or discount
rates when making investment decisions. Investment managers must well master understanding
and knowledge of valuation methods such as DCF, P / E, Enterprise value / EBITDA, and Price
to book. A false understanding of the valuation method above will jeopardize the investment
portfolio in the future. Corporate valuation as a whole or holistic and involving many experts
becomes a distinct advantage for securities companies in making their portfolio decisions.
H4: Blue-chip company as a parameter or pendulum in stock trading in the pandemic era
Looking at the principle of Buffetology, which has similarities with the principles of
mainstream investment criteria, investment managers and individual investors should do the
same for trading in any situation. The American Association of Individual Investors
(AAII.Com), as the main reference for investment decision-making in the US, strongly
emphasizes the correct investment criteria in US citizens' decision and financial. This is
important so that the possibility of investors buying rotten shares can be avoided. The bluechip company in the Covid pandemic era is a pendulum or balance in investment.
H5: investors mostly carry out Buffetology principles, whether realized or, because the
reference is a universal investment and financial criteria.
3. DATA AND METHODS
The use of Buffettology principles in trading amid a pandemic is difficult and difficult
for investors to apply. The belief or expectation for the recovery of depreciating stocks is
challenging in the midst of a pandemic.
The method used is a combination of survey and unstructured interview. The data
included in this study draws from the results of a survey of investment managers spread across
various brokerage companies or individual investors in the Indonesian capital market across
Indonesia. Indonesian capital market is selected as a study setting for applied the survey and
un-structured interview session. The survey is aimed to apply to 69 respondents.
This paper aims to identify the behavior of investors in transactions on the stock market,
including during pandemic Covid-19. Secondly, this paper is aimed to explore whether the
Warren Buffett principles that prioritize the principle of prudence are applied in stock
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transactions on the Indonesian stock exchange
From the regression results, making the variables from questions Q1 and Q2 (appendix
6) as the dependent variable (PILC), in this case, the use of fundamental analysis as a reference
in carrying out investment portfolios in the capital market. The independent variable used first
is PROS, a component of Blue Chip and the Company's prospectus. This variable is a yardstick
from Buffetology, which requires the Company's prospectus variable as a reason to invest. A
correct understanding of the company's future performance is important for investment
managers before making their investment decisions. The second independent variable is
VLANT, a combination of stock placement criteria based on criteria made by JSX in LQ45,
vigilant leader variable plus investment criteria D / E ratio below 0.5, and Current Ratio above
1.5. The four variables are taken from questions Q3, Q4, Q7, and Q8 are a combination of
variables that describe the variables of companies that are careful in their investment and
financial decisions.
The next variable is UNDER, which is the criteria for companies with undervalued
valuations. This variable is still multiple interpretations among financial and capital market
practitioners, given the variety of companies' valuation methods. UNDER variables consist of
questions 9 and 10, which is a combination of judgments against the company, whether
undervalued or not. Undervalued here is the company's valuation based on the evaluation
method DCF, P/E, or the Book value. The next variable is BCIP, which is a combination of
Q5 and Q11. This variable makes whether the stock share of BUMN has influenced the
investor's investment decision in this Covid-19 era. The last variable is COVID, which is the
expectation of Investors to respond to trading in the capital market in the era of COVID-19
pandemic around the world. The overall model of the results of the above hypotheses is as
follows:
PILC = β0 + β1 PROS + β2 VLANT+ β3 UNDER + β4 BCIP + β5 COVID + e
Where,
PILC: dependent variable refers to Preference Investor Logic Criteria
PROS: Variable Prospectus Company,
VLANT: variable Vigilant Leader refers to some of the precautionary parameters
introduced by the company's CEO
UNDER: variable undervalued of Company based on various valuation methods
BCIP: refers to Blue Chip Company Variable
COVID: refers to the Buffetology reference used in the midst of a pandemic and the
hope of recovery for blue-chip companies
VLANT or Vigilant leader Company is the second criteria required by Buffettology in
portfolio investment decisions. VLANT, in this case, is a combination of the Vigilant Leader
itself and the factors that influence it; in this case, the Debt to Equity ratio is below 0.5, and the
Current Ratio is above 1.5. this becomes very important considering the wrong decision on this
matter will become a boomerang in the future. Many investments in highly leveraged
companies result in future losses. To see the detailed principle of Buffetology applied to shares
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can be seen from the breakdown of SOE (SOE) and Private shares, all of which are included
in the LQ45 category. (Appendix 1 and 2) Companies listed on the Indonesian Stock Exchange
and in accordance with Buffettology references in terms of vigilant leaders come from various
sectors. PT Aneka Tambang (ANTM), PT Bukit Asam (PTBA), Pt Lippo Cikarang (LPCK),
PT ADARO and MNC Telecommunication Company are the best illustrative to figure out
Vigilant leader companies. These companies have the appropriate criteria required in
Buffettology as a Vigilant leader, such as a D / E ratio below or close to 0.5 and a Quick ratio
above 1.5.
UNDER is the third requirement of Buffettology, which is undervalued company.
Assess the high and low of a company based on the method or methodology of assessment.
Valuation of a company is based on various techniques such as DCF valuation, Enterprise
Value/ EBITDA, P/E ratio, and book value. Assessment of a company is also very loaded with
subjectivity factors, depending on the analyst doing due diligence and methodological
techniques. Like the thesis in the economic principle that everyone has different assumptions
and opinions, various people also have different discount rates. BCIP is a variable that holds
the same criteria as Buffetology to be applied in Pandemic Covid-19. Despite the fact that
investors and investment managers often ignore Buffettology for class 3 in the stock category.
The trading patterns of investors in the Covid -19 era were very diverse. It is a fact that
the BCIP variable has negative regression results on investors' investment decisions. This
shows an unusual pattern of stock trading on the stock exchange. For example, at the beginning
of the pandemic, which was mid-March 2020, almost all investors sold shares in the Property
Hotel and Tourism, Airline, Transportation, and most industrial sectors. On the other hand,
investors retain ownership in the health and pharmaceutical sectors, consumer and food, and
telecommunications. However, it entered a transition period at the end of June, and during July
2020, property, airline, and industrial stocks again rose sharply.
The COVID variable consists of investors using the Buffettology reference during the
pandemic and recovery expectations for Blue Chip stocks. Indeed, during the pandemic's
warmth, investors' expectations were very pessimistic on companies such as hotels and airlines.
Layoffs of employees carried out by large companies further add to the pessimism of capital
market investors. It can be concluded that the COVID variable, which consists of the use of
Buffettology, is very difficult to implement in the midst of a pandemic.
4. RESULT
The regression results (Appendix 3 and 5) show that over all the equation model above
is statistically significant. The high F-Stat value indicates this. Looking at individual
independent variables, in this case, PROS, VLANT, UNDER, BCIP, and COVD, the most
influential on the dependent variable PILC is PROS. PROS has a coefficient value of 0.741,
which means that the PROS variable influences the dependent variable PILC with 74.1%. This
coefficient's strength is also shown by the statistical value (T-Stat 2.6) and the low P-value of
0.0009. This shows the statistical parameters for the effect of PROS on the dependent variable
PILC statistically significant. With these regression results, the hypothesis that the company's
prospects greatly influence investment decisions can be accepted with a significance level of
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95%.
Furthermore, the Vigilant leader or Company controller is very careful in running the
company wheels. On the one hand a typical company leader as very favoured by risk averter
investors but not for investors who are risk-takers. The VLANT variable's effect on investors'
investment decisions is quite significant, with a coefficient of 0.211, which means one's
investment decision is influenced by 21.1% of the VLANT variable. This variable's degree of
significance requires 95% probability, considering that the P-value for the VLANT variable is
0.003. Thus, the hypothesis that a cautious company leader's profile influences a person's
investment decisions is very relevant.
The third hypothesis stated that variable UNDER affects investors or investment
managers in their investment decisions. Hypothesis testing shows the P Test for the UNDER
variable is not significant at both 90% or 95% level. Thus the UNDER variable is not
significantly influencing one's investment decisions.
The hypothesis of the fourth variable, BCIP, is thought to influence the investment
decisions of investors or investment managers. Based on regression results and hypothesis test
results, the BCIP variable significantly influences investment decisions. This is indicated by
the P-Value below the 5% significance level. Thus, the hypothesis that Buffettology's principle
in pandemic covid-19 affecting investors in stock trading with the contrary. This regression
results indicate that investors' choices of shares in Era pandemic Covid – 19, the seconder and
tertiary categories are not based on the application of the Buffettology principle and are far
from investment criteria. This also causes Jiwasraya chaos because the collection of secondary
and tertiary categorized shares with poor investment criteria remains an investment manager's
choice that is suspected of containing moral hazard intentions.
The difficulty of entering the covid variable (COVID) into the model, considering that
this paper was made when the pandemic was in progress. The covid variable is very easy to
enter, namely by taking the worst time of the impact of covid-19 on the capital market in
Indonesia, namely the third week in March 2020. By using two parameters, namely the precovid condition and the time covid was formed, the next stock development will lead to precovid conditions. As a real example, almost all BUMN shares fell around 30% to 100%, then
the post-Covid worst-time conditions for stock development will lead to the price before Covid,
or even better. As an extreme example, pharmaceuticals' stock prices such as Kimia Farma
(KAEF) and Indo Farma (INAF) have increased even three times before the Covid-19
pandemic. (CNBC Indonesia, August 2020) This is positive sentiment about the euphoria of
the discovery of vaccine-19.
Based on the regression and background results on the use of the Buffettology principle
as a reference in investing in financial markets and capital markets, several theoretical and
managerial implications can be made as follows.
The implication of managerial aspects that can be done is the importance of investment
decision-makers in the capital market to learn the principles of Buffettology proven to produce
results that grow and sustainably invest. Berkshire's success in maintaining company
performance in the midst of intense competition in the American capital market should be an
important lesson for idecision-makersion makers, especially in the capital market in Indonesia.
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Another managerial implication is providing input for financial service providers and capital
markets in Indonesia, in this case, OJK to be able to enhance better its role in overseeing aspects
of trade and capital market transactions in Indonesia. Buffettology is not a panacea in capital
market transactions and trading, but at least can be a true guideline in making various
investment decisions in the capital market, both in the choice of various stock groups as well
as efforts to select shares of well categorized shares that indirectly represent the company the
good based on good corporate governance.
The implication of the theoretical aspects that can be done is to improve the principles of
Buffettology to better capture all aspects that affect investment behavior in the capital market.
Buffettology is not a definite panacea in the capital market, but at least it can be a valuable
breakthrough for capital market industry services to be developed, healthy, and sustainable.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on the research background on the principles of Buffettology conducted by
investment managers and investors spread throughout brokerage companies affiliated with the
Jakarta Stock Exchange, several conclusions can be made as follows.
First, the company prospectus as a Bufftology variable is the component that most
influences investment decision making in the Indonesian capital market. This has made us
realize the importance of studying the company's prospectus in the future and the constraints it
faces. There are often cases that cause losses to many investors due to a lack of studying the
company's prospectus. investors only buy shares based on mere talk or issues that are not based
on empirical evidences.
Second, the variable that affects investment and financial decisions in the capital market
is the Vigilant leader company. This variable is very diverse, such as the parameter D / Ratio
and P / E as well as the figure of the leveraging company skipper. In other words, investors are
very careful in choosing a company that is run with the principle of prudence.
Third, the variable included in the regression analysis was undervalued condition. This
is a variable that is somewhat difficult to detect because it requires a deep understanding of
investment and financial theory. So that many investors ignore this factor, even though it is
very important and has been the key to Warren Buffett's success in trading in the stock market
for decades.
The fourth, which is the expectations of the capital market from the performance of
BUMN, is less observed by investors. The survey has shown that during the Covid-19
pandemic, sectors that were relatively resistant to the impact of the pandemic were BUMN,
such as the health and pharmaceutical sectors, telecommunications. At the end of the pandemic,
sectors that had been slumping were stretching out, such as Transportation, Aircraft, and
Property.
The managerial implication of this research is the importance of decision-makers in the
financial and capital market sectors getting to know and applying the Buffettology principle in
their investment decisions. OJK, as the organizer of the Capital Market in Indonesia can make
Buffettology as a reference or be an alert for companies that make their shares a roller coaster
tool in transactions on the stock exchange. With the implementation of Buffettology as a
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reference for transactions in the capital market, it is expected that the capital market will grow
and raise sustainably.
Buffettology is not a definite panacea in the capital market, but at least it can be a valuable
breakthrough for capital market industry services to be develop, healthy, and sustainable.
Finally, with a better understanding of the Buffettology principles, it is expected that the risks
arising from trading in morally motivated shares can be avoided.
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APPENDIX
Appendix 1. Some of the ratios Buffettology in State Owned Enterprise (SOE’s Stock)
Listed
Company

2017

2018

2019

2017

2018

2019

Trailling
P/E at
30/12/2019

BMRI

5.7

5.6

5.30

na

na

Na

13.18

1.77

na

BBRI

5.75

6.07

5.78

na

na

Na

15.98

2.66

na

1.51
1.52

PTBA

0.59

0.48

0.42

2.46

2.39

2.49

6.93

1.74

22.25

0.99

TLKM

0.93

0.9

1.00

1.05

0.92

0.66

17.8

3.62

6.22

1.12

JSMR

4.02

3.6

3.29

0.75

0.38

0.28

19.42

2.07

40.01

0.41

ANTM

0.62

0.68

0.66

1.62

1.54

1.45

16.56

0.8

25.14k

1.24

ADHI

3.83

3.79

4.35

1.41

1.34

1.23

6.34

0.64

112.50

1.13

PGAS

0.98

1.84

3.87

1.54

1.96

18.86

1.45

597.43 k

1.74

D/E ratio

Quick Ratio

1.27

Price/Book
at
30/12/2019

EV
/EBITDA
30/12/2019

Beta

Sources:Yahoo Finance, as of July 6, 2020

Appendix 2 Some of the Ratios Buffetology in Prive Sector Listed at JSX
Price/Book
30/12/2019

EV/EBITDA
30/12/2019

Beta

2019

Trailling
P/E at
30/12/2019

0.37

0.56

5.39

6.22

4.06

1.24

na

na

Na

28.15

4.62

na

1.05

0.13

5.76

5.95

6.62

3.57

0.26

35.20

2.09

1.96

1.75

1.31

1.05

1.66

Na

0.33

17.17

Na

2.04

2.06

2.03

1.46

1.45

1.24

25.90

2.03

76.03

2.18

INDF

1.32

1.39

0.77

1.5

1.06

1.27

14.28

1.92

28.33

1.11

ADRO

0.78

0.75

0.81

2.56

1.96

1.71

7.50

0.93

241.99 k

1.26

MNCN

0.58

0.57

0.45

4.6

3.4

3.56

8.95

1.83

36.78

1.05

D/E ratio

Quick Ratio

Listed
Company

2017

2018

2019

2017

2018

ISAT

2.56

3.67

3.85

0.48

BBCA

4.71

4.43

4.27

LPCK

0.61

0.25

APLN

1.97

SMRA

Sources:Yahoo Finance, as of July 6 , 2020
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Appendix 3 Regression Result
SUMMARY
OUTPUT
Regression Statistics
Multiple R
0.737824
R Square
0.544385
Adjusted
R
Square
0.508225
Standard Error
0.940425
Observations
69
ANOVA
df
Regression
Residual
Total

Intercept
PROS
VLANT
UNDER
BCIP
COVD

5
63
68

Coefficients
3.813159
0.741284
0.211515
0.148586
-0.45127
0.106099

SS
MS
F
66.57276 13.31455 15.05492
55.7171 0.884398
122.2899
Standard
Error
0.996846
0.214544
0.069158
0.122927
0.140989
0.105214

t Stat
3.825224
3.455155
3.058418
1.208733
-3.20073
1.008408

Significance
F
1.03635E-09

P-value
0.000302
0.00099
0.003265
0.231283
0.002148
0.317116
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Appendix 4 Buffettology Survey and Questions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Do you think Fundamental Analysis is more important than Technical Analysis?
Do you agree that Warren Buffett is called a Truly Investor because his approach is
in accordance with the principles of Investment and Finance?
Do you make Blue-Chip Stocks the largest portion in your investment portfolio?
Do you believe that most of the BUMN Shares are in the Blue-Chip category?
Do You Prefer BUMN Shares in the Covid-19 Pandemic Era in your investment
portfolio?
Do you see the Prospectus of the Company as a guide before investing in the
Capital Market?
Do You Agree with a Vigilant Leader CEO Profile (Careful)?
Do you make Variable D / E ratio, Quick Ratio and Company Beta as your
investment guide?
Do you make a company that is "Under Valued" based on DCF Valuation, P / E and
Book Value as an investment guide?
Do you agree that All Companies Are Under Valued in the Middle of the Covid-19
Pandemic?
Do You Agree At This Time Almost All BUMN and Large Private Stocks have
recovered in share price?
Did you make Similar Investment Guidelines (Buffettology) in the midst of the
Covid-19 Pandemic?
Do you believe that the prices of BUMN, Large Private Shares and other Blue-Chip
Shares will return to what they were before the Covid-19 Pandemic?
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Appendix 5
PILC
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Largest(1)
Smallest(1)
Confidence
Level(95.0%)

PROS
8.231884058
0.161441883
8
8
1.341036995
1.798380222
5.516417402
1.381117374
8
2
10
568
69
10
2

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis

Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Largest(1)
Smallest(1)
Confidence
0.322152261 Level(95.0%)

3.985507246
0.11948446
4
4
0.992512463
0.985080989
1.274399233
1.178609885
4
1
5
275
69
5
1
0.238427527
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Appendix 6
VLANT
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Largest(1)
Smallest(1)
Confidence
Level(95.0%)

UNDER
15.34782609
0.321724153
16
16
2.672441531
7.141943734
0.413391193
0.580572722
12
8
20
1059
69
20
8

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis

Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Largest(1)
Smallest(1)
Confidence
0.641990553 Level(95.0%)

7.217391304
0.181014435
7
8
1.503618823
2.260869565
1.539509226
0.650318695
8
2
10
498
69
10
2
0.361208681
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Appendix 7
BCIP
Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis
Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Largest(1)
Smallest(1)
Confidence
Level(95.0%)

COVD
7.971014493
0.176364507
8
9
1.464993621
2.146206309
1.786515548
1.220131335
7
3
10
550
69
10
3

Mean
Standard Error
Median
Mode
Standard Deviation
Sample Variance
Kurtosis

Skewness
Range
Minimum
Maximum
Sum
Count
Largest(1)
Smallest(1)
Confidence
0.351929894 Level(95.0%)

7
0.143039708
7
7
1.188177052
1.411764706
0.247844584
0.054171785
6
4
10
483
69
10
4
0.285431293
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CAPITAL BUDGETING COMPONENTS THAT IMPACT INVESTMENT RETURN
IN THE INDONESIAN PROPERTY SECTOR
Erman Sumirat1, Sulaeman Rahman Nidar2, Aldrin Herwany3 and Sudarso Kaderi Wiryono4

ABSTRACT
The Indonesian property industry has shown positive growth even though the trend has
declined. Despite GDP’s negative growth due to the Covid19 pandemic, the property still
grows by 2 percent. Recession allows people to invest, buy low sell high later as the economy
will recover but developers; they have to maintain sales, manage operating expenditure (opex)
and capital expenditure (capex) as well as accumulating free cash flow.
This research has aimed to describe the impact of capital budgeting components like
sales, opex, capex, and free cash flow to the investment return. Literature studies concluded
that so far, the widely used in business valuations technique is capital budgeting and IRR as
well as ROE for measuring investment return. Secondary data took ten years of data from the
annual report. The samples chose all companies in the property sector from 2009 to 2019 that
listed in the Indonesian stock exchange. Multiple regressions then are used to regress the
variable of sales, opex, capex, and fcf into variable of investment return.
The research found that all dependent variables impact to investment returns both
partially and simultaneously. The statistic also showed that on average, sales in Indonesia is
highly positive, but the free cash flow was negative, so the companies must do cost efficiency
in opex and not too aggressive in capex while at the same time creating positive cash flow. As
capital budgeting components can only explain investment return below 50 %, it is suggested
that the next research will add up other variables like capital structure and a risk factor for
generating improvement in research findings.
Keywords: Capital Budgeting, Sales, Operating Expenditure, Capital Expenditure, Free Cash
Flow, Investment Return, and Property Sector.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Property or real estate in Indonesia since 2013 to 2018 has shown slower growth with a
declining trend from 5 % growth in 2014 and continuously reduced up to 2018 (3.48% growth)
below GDP of Indonesia but starting in 2019, the growth has improved from 3.48 % becoming
5.74 %, exceeding Indonesian GDP which has grown by 5.02 % in 2019 and it has declined
from 5.17 % in 2018. Recently, real estate in 2020 declined again with a growth of only 2.30
%. However, the number is still better than GDP with a contraction deeper to -5,32 % in the
second quarter of 2020. The positive number of real estate growth signaling that some people
relatively still purchasing or investing in real estate. This action may occur due to the declining
trend of interest rates in Indonesia.
Picture 1.1 below has shown that the 7-days repo rate from the central bank (Bank
Indonesia) has a declined trend since 2006, and it has a bottom of 4% 2020 by 4%. This will
lead to decreasing of housing interest rates that will make people investing more in housing as
the interest rate declines, the mortgage is expected to decline as well.

Source: Trading Economics, 2020

Figure 1.1 Seven-Days Repo Rate Trend in Indonesia
As shown in picture 1.2 below, the interest rate for housing and mortgage also declines
along the time with the ease in loan to value policy. These would be some incentives to make
people more affordable in purchasing and investing in property.

Source: Financial Services Authority, OJK
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Figure 1.2 LTV and Housing Mortgage Interest Rate
Real Estate is different from fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) industry. In FMCG,
inventory turnover is very fast with low margin but high volume, creating higher ROE due to
massive sales in volume and high turnover. Meanwhile, the property has slowed turnover than
FMCG; it has to acquire land or investing land or land banking with long-term development,
so the feature is long term projects, spending huge capital expenditure or capital intensive
industry with slower turnover FMCG Business. Nonetheless, some people especially middle to
up income earners, tend to purchase land and property as means of investment. Picture 1.3
exhibited that the demand for property has always exceeded the supply. Hence, the index of
CPI in housing has always all-time high except for 2020 due to the Covid 19 pandemic effect,
which disrupts Indonesia's economy, including the property sector.

Source: Trading Economics, 2020

Picture 1.3 The CPI for Housing
The declining trend in housing CPI is creating opportunities for the retail investor to
bargain, purchase a property with a discount due to pandemic and then sell it later when the
economy already recovers and enters a booming stage. The theoretical gap could also happen,
the investor buys property as the means of doing diversification as suggested by Markowitz
(1952), but at the same time, the private sector (industry) must maintain good investment return
as stated in capital budgeting theory delivered by scholars like Brealey and Myers (1981) as
well as Damodaran (2011). The decline of property price will result in bad investment return
for the industry (supply side) but creating huge return for retail investors (demand side) as they
can do “buy low sell high” (buy at the bearish time and sell it at booming time to create
substantial return).
It is interesting to see how private sectors, i.e. real estate industry in Indonesia, have
performed so far in terms of financial figures like sales, capital expenditure, operational
expenditure, and free cash flow in those companies that can generate and see the overall
impacts to the investment return. Capital Market organizer, the Indonesian stock exchange
provides the annual report data as well as quarterly report, public expose as well as corporate
actions data like dividend, right issue, merger acquisition, and other relevant data so the market
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can be efficient in knowing the information about companies that already “go public” by
providing transparent and audited data. From balance sheet (financial position), profit loss
statement, cash flow, and statement of equity change position with those financial notes, retail
investor and stakeholders can see the performance of companies with key parameters data like
sales, capex, opex, free cash flow and also can see the performance of return like return on
equity (ROE).
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The investment decision will increase the value of the firm, as companies must be
responsible to their shareholders (Damodaran, 2011). Fabbozi (2002), as well as Brealey &
Myers (2003), stated that capital budgeting is used for valuing long-term projects, including
the property industry. Rose and Delaney (2003) argued that Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) is
the most superior tool and is widely used in the United Kingdom, USA, Europe, including in
China (Liu and Mei, 1994). Murtagh (2010) explained that in the DCF method, variables like
capex, opex, sales, and free cash flow must be used to calculate capital budgeting, resulting in
output parameters like IRR.
Mc Intosh (1993) surveyed and reported that 75 % of business actors used DCF in their
valuation; the same argument is also concluded by Sangster (1993). Kengatharan (2016) has
collected and searched journals and concluded that scholars have widely used capital budgeting
and IRR, becoming the most output used parameters. Meanwhile, besides IRR, Graham, and
Zweig (2006) argued that the most measured parameter to evaluate financial performance was
ROE. Kengatharan (2016) had extensive research that found from literature study that most
scholars used capital budgeting techniques like IRR (Table 2.1).
Table 2.1 Capital Budgeting Journals
Scholars

Journal

Sample

Capital Budgeting
Method

Drury, Braund &
Tayles (1993)

A survey of Management Accounting
Practices in U.K. Manufacturing
Companies

300 UK
Manufacturin
g companies

PBP dan IRR

Babu & Sharma
(1995)

Capital Budgeting practices in Indian
Industry–An Empirical Study

73 Indian
companies

DCF Methods: IRR
dan PBP.

Jog & Srivastava
(1995)

Capital Budgeting Practices in
Corporate Canada

582 Canadian
IRR dan PBP
companies

Pike (1996)

A Longitudinal Survey on
Capital Budgeting Practices

Large UK
companies

PBP
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Capital Budgeting
Method

Scholars

Journal

Sample

Kester& Chang
(1996)

Capital Budgeting practices of listed
firms in Singapore

54 companies IRR and PBP

Current Capital Investment Practices

379 US
companies in
the Standard
& Poor’s
industrial
index

Farragher,
Kleiman &
Sahu(1999)

166 Finance
Officers
Municipal
Governments
(Tennessee)

DCF Methods: NPV

Sekwat(1999)

Capital Budgeting Practices
Among Tennessee Municipal
Governments

Kester, Chang,
Echanis, Haikal,
Isa, Skully, Tsui,
& Wang (1999)

226
companies in
Australia,
Capital Budgeting Practices in the Asia Hong Kong,
Pacific Region: Australia, Hong
Indonesia,
Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Malaysia,
Philippines
and Singapore.
and
Singapore in
1996- 1997

Equal importance to
discounted and nonDiscounted Cash
Flow techniques in
evaluating projects

Arnold &
Hatzopoulos
(2000)

The theory-practice gap in capital
budgeting: Evidence from the United
Kingdom

DCF is widely using
by the selected U.K.
firms. The theorypractice gap
revealed in deriving
the discount rate to
appraise the major
capital investment,
method of
calculating the
WACC and defining
weights when using
WACC

Hall (2000)

Investigating Aspects of the Capital
Budgeting Process Used in the
Evaluation of Investment Projects

300 UK
Companies

65
Respondents
(South

Cost-Benefit Ratio
and PBP

IRR
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Scholars

Journal

Sample

Capital Budgeting
Method

Africa)
Graham &
Harvey (2001)

Ryan& Ryan
(2002)

The theory and practice of corporate
finance: evidence from the field

392 Chief
Financial
Officers
(CFOs) of
companies in
the U.S.

NPV and IRR

Capital Budgeting Practices of the
Fortune 1000: How Have Things
Changed?

205
Companies
(U.S.)

NPV and IRR

Capital Budgeting methods among
Sandahl
& Sweden’s largest groups of companies.
PBP
The state of the art and a comparison 129 Swedish
Sjogren (2003)
Corporations
with earlier studies

29
Local
authorities of
Lord, Shanahan & Capital Budgeting In New Zealand Local
New Zealand Cost Benefit Ratio
Boyd (2004
Authorities:An Examination Of Practice
Local
Government

Four
European
countries viz.,
U.K., France,
Germany and
Brounen, deJong Corporate
finance
in
Europe: the
Netherlands
& Koedijk (2004) confronting theory with practice
consisting of
313
companies
during 2002
and 2003

Lazaridis
(2004)

Small
Capital Budgeting Practices: A Survey Mediumin the Firms in Cyprus
Sized
Companies
(Cyprus)

Primary tools were
in U.K. – NPV and
PBP, in Netherland –
NPV
and
PBP,
France and Germany
reported
lower
usages
of
both
methods (42% for
NPV, 50 % for P.B.
and 44% for NPV, 51
%
for
P.B.
respectively).

PBP
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Scholars

Journal

Sample

Capital Budgeting
Method

94 firms from
the Nigerian
Elumilade, Asaolu Capital Budgeting and Economic
stock
& Ologunde
Development in the Third World: The exchange
PBP, ARR , and NPV
Case
of
Nigeria
(Nigeria)
(2006)

Lam, Wang
Lam(2007)

157
Hong
Kong
The Capital Budgeting evaluation
PBP and Average
&
Building
practices (2004) of building contractors
Accounting Rate of
Contractors
in Hong Kong
Return (AARR)
200
firms
selected from
400 of the
best Croatian IRR, PBP (cost of
Capital Budgeting Practices: A Survey
firms & 34 capital is calculated
of Croatian Firms
banks from a by WACC)
ranking
of
Croatian ba
nks

Dedi & Orsag
(2007)

Truong,
Partington & Peat
(2008)

Leon,
Kester

Isa

Cost-of-Capital Estimation and Capital- 87 Australian
NPV, IRR, and PBP
Budgeting Practice in Australia
companies

229
Listed
& Capital Budgeting Practices of Listed
Companies
DCF Techniques
Indonesian Companies
(Indonesia)

(2008)

Zubairi (2008)

Bigger
size
companies
give
greater preference to
IRR, while smaller
Capital Budgeting - Decision Making 35
firms firms rely more on
Practices in Pakistan
listed on KSE NPV.
(Pakistan)
Also, smaller firms
are
keener
in
estimating the PBP
as compared to
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Scholars

Journal

Sample

Capital Budgeting
Method
larger companies.

Verma, Gupta & A Survey of Capital Budgeting Practices 100
manufacturin NPV and IRR
Batra (2009)
in Corporate India
g companies
(India)

Hall & Millard
(2010)

South African
industrial
companies
listed on the
Capital Budgeting practices used by
JSE
IRR
selected listed South African firms
Securities
Exchange for
at Least ten
years.

Dragota. Tatu,
Capital Budgeting: The
Pele, Vintila, &
Romanian Professors’ Points of View
Semenescu
(2010)

University

Shinoda (2010)

Economics
University

Journal

of

Professors in
the economic
field, having
competences
in Corporate
Finance and
teaching in
Romania.

NPV, IRR or P.I.,
Discount Rate used
for the investment
projects analysis is
the weighted average
cost of capital.

firms
Hokkaido 225
listed on the PBP and NPV
Tokyo Stock
Exchange

Poudel, Sugimoto,
Farms Benefit-Cost
Capital Budgeting Analysis of Organic 50
ratio
Yamamoto,
(Nepal)
Coffee Production in Gulmi District of
(B/C), NPV, IRR,
Nishiwaki,
&
Nepal
and PBP
Kano (2010)
Trends
towards
sophisticated
Bennouna,Meredi
techniques
(DCF)
Improved Capital Budgeting decision 88
Large
th & Marchant
have continued. Of
making: evidence from Canada
Firms
those which did, the
(2010)
majority
favored
NPV and IRR.
Kester & Robbins The Capital Budgeting Practices of

More Sophisticated
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Scholars

Journal

(2011)

Listed Irish Companies Insights from 18
Chief
CFOs on their Investment Appraisal Financial
Officers of
Techniques
companies
listed on the
Irish Stock
Exchange

Singh, Jain
Yadav (2012)

Maroyi
(2012)

&

Sample

Capital Budgeting
Method
Discounted
Cash
Flow
Techniques.
(Weighted Average
Cost of Capital is to
evaluate all proposed
capital investments).

31
listed
& Capital Budgeting decisions: evidence
More sophisticated
Companies
from India
DCF techniques.
(India)
13
Companies
Listed in the
A survey of Capital Budgeting Mining
Poll
techniques used by listed mining Sector of the NPV
Johannesburg
companies in South Africa
Securities
Exchange
(JSE).
Source: Kengatharan, Lingesiya (2016)

3. DATA AND METHODS
The method for this research has used data panel regression with samples took secondary
data from all companies from real estate industry (Jakpro: Jakarta Property-cross section data)
which constitutes of 54 companies with the annual audited financial report of 10 years from
2009 to 2019 (time series data). Variable independent X used sales, capital expenditure,
operating expenditure, free cash flow. In contrast, investment return as dependent Y used IRR
and ROE with the hypothesis sales, capex, opex dan free cash flow simultaneously impact
investment return.
IRRit = βoi + βSalesit + βOpexit + βCapexit + βFCFit +eit
ROEit = βoi + βSalesit + βOpexit + βCapexit + βFCFit +eit
H1

:

Sales impacts investment return positively

H2

:

Opex impacts investment return negatively

H3

:

Capex impacts investment return negatively
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H4

:

Free Cash Flow impacts investment return positively

H5

:

Sales, Opex, Capex, Free Cash Flow impact investment return simultaneously
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4. RESULT
Table 4.1 Dependent Variables
Sales
Mean
Median
Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std.
Error
Skewness
Kurtosis
Std.
Error
Kurtosis
Minimum
Maximum
Sum

1932,5500
1087,5000
35,00a
2362,53157
5581555.43
9
2,217
of .141
5,822
of .281
21,00
13863,00
579765,00

Operational
Expenditure
270,0600
163,5000
17,00a
288,54143
83256.157

Capital
expenditure
241,6133
90,5000
3,00
345,09421
119090.017

Free Cash
Flow
-67,2620
-20,4500
-352,00a
467,77962
218817.775

2,020
.141

2,131
.141

-1,098
.141

4,840
.281

4,405
.281

4,637
.281

7,00
1647,00
81018,00

1,00
1609,00
72484,00

-2220,90
1710,50
-20178,60

As shown in table 4.1, the average sales for the Indonesian property industry were 1.932
Trillion IDR, with the lowest point 21 Billion IDR (Bukit Darmo Property) and the highest one
was 13.863 Trillion IDR (Waskita Karya as state-owned contractor enterprise). For the opex,
the average was 270.06 Bio IDR, the lowest was 7 Bio (Bapa Bekasi Property), and the highest
was 1.647 Trillion IDR (Agung Podomoro, one of the biggest private developers). For capex,
the average was 241.6 Billion IDR; the lowest was 1 Bio (Lamicitra Nusantara, Bapa Bekasi,
Gowa Makasar, and Pikko Land Development), while the highest was 1.609 Trillion IDR
(Ciputra Group). Interestingly to not free cash flow was negative (-67.26 Billion IDR), this
signaling that, on average property, industry did not have cash left over after companies paid
operating and capital expenditures, most probably some companies investing in land with using
external funds and has an obligation to pay commitments like financial costs.
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Table 4.2 Investment Return
Keterangan
Mean

ROE
.096750

IRR
.137700

Median

.093250

.140000

Mode
Std. Deviation
Variance
Skewness
Std. Error of Skewness

.1223
.0
.008
.259
.141

.1300
.0221
.000
.135
.141

Kurtosis
Std. Error of Kurtosis

.804
.281

-.821
.281

-.2445
.3426
29.0251

.1000
.1900
41.3100

Minimum
Maximum
Sum

Table 4.2 revealed that the average ROE was 9.675%, almost 10 %, the lowest ROE was
-24 % (Cowell Property) while the highest one was achieved by 34 % (Nusa Raya Cipta
Property). Meanwhile the highest IRR was 19 %, the lowest by 10% with the average IRR for
property business was 13 %.
The SPSS then was used to calculate the regression with the following result:
Table 4.3 Adjusted R Square result for ROE
No

Dependent Variable

R/R-

Adjusted
R Square

F count

Sig.

Conclusion

0.234

23.824

0.000

Ha was accepted

Square

1

ROE

0.494
/0.244

Fcount 23.824 > F table (2.8) with Sig. F Change = 0,000 < = 0,05, signified that all
independent variables impacted ROE simultaneously with Adjusted R Square 23.4 % as shown
in Table 4.3.
Table 4.4 Significance Test
No

Dependent Variable B

Tcount

Signific Conclusion
ance
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1

2

4

6.527

.000

Sub Alternative
Hypothesis was accepted

-4.907E-5

-2.477

.014

Sub Alternative
Hypothesis was accepted

6.240E-5

3.970

.000

Sub Alternative
Hypothesis was accepted

4.586E-5

4.449

.000

Sub Alternative
Hypothesis was accepted

Operational
Expenditure

3

1.516E-5

Sales

Capital expenditure

Free Cashflow

Sales, opex, capex and free cah flow partially had significant impact to ROE with the
̂ = 0.069 + 0,00001516 sales – 0.0000004907 operational expenditure +
equation, ROE
0.0000624 capital expenditure + 0.00004586 Discounted Cash Flow (Table 4.4).
Sales, opex, capex, and free cash flow partially had a significant impact on IRR with the
equation, (IRR) ̂ = konstanta 0.122 – 0.000003610 sales + 0.00002608 – 0.000007249 Capex
-0.000002659 Free Cash Flow (Table 4.6).
Both equations concluded that sales, opex, capex, and free cash flow partially have
impacted ROE and IRR. However, the adjusted R square result has shown that the impact is
less than 50 %, meaning other variables must also be included in the next study, for instance,
the impact from independent variables like capital structure, credit rating, coverage, and
discount rate and risk factors.
5. CONCLUSION
It can be inferred from research findings that sales, opex, capex dan free cash flow have an
impact simultaneously and partially on investment return like ROE and IRR. Corporations
should manage these variables as a key component when measuring capital budgeting and the
proper predictor to measure investment return is ROE and IRR. In Indonesia, the average sales
are relatively high, signifies that people still buy property for both residential and as means of
investment as most investors in Indonesia are still prefer for investing in a time deposit, fixed
income securities and property as well as gold rather than capital market instruments like
corporate bonds and stock/shares. Nonetheless, with the pandemic's effect that has the threat
to economic crisis or recession, companies must be cautious that sales growth could be
potentially declined. Research has also shown that, on average, most companies' free cash flow
in the property industry is negative, no excess cash left over, all-cash inflow is below operating
and capital expenditures. Therefore, companies must have reducing operating expenditure or
the so-called cost reduction program. The other initiative is to postpone expansion that needs
huge capital expenditure. Companies must not be too aggressive in capex investing and being
efficient, try optimal to generate positive free cash flow as in crisis, and preserve liquidity is
highly critical, especially for company survival difficult times. The next research can conduct
the same statistical equation using additional variables like capital structure and risk factors.
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Those variables can be included in the equation since the existing model can only explain
investment return by less than 50 percent.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF RETURNS BETWEEN BITCOIN, STOCKS, AND
GOLD AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW NORMAL POLICY
Lisa Kustina1 and Sunita Dasman2

ABSTRACT
This study aimed to analyze the portfolio returns of bitcoin, stocks, gold, and dollar after
the implementation of the new normal policy. This study indicates that gold has the highest
average profit compared to Bitcoin, stocks, and dollars. The Test of Homogeneity of Variances
shows that the variants being compared, namely bitcoin, stock, gold, and the dollar are
homogeneous with a significance higher compared to an alpha value of 0.05. Based on the
ANOVA output, the significance value, it means that the four variants' average return has
different returns. Gold and stock have a positive return, while bitcoin and dollar currency
experienced a loss for one month (1 June - 30 June 2020) after implemented the new normal
policy. This study's contribution provides evidence that gold and stocks still profit rather than
bitcoin and the dollar.
Keywords: Bitcoin; Stock; Gold; Dollar; Return

1. INTRODUCTION
March 2020, the World Health Organization declared the COVID 19 virus outbreak,
which was first discovered in Wuhan, China, in December 2019, as a pandemic due to the
spread of the virus, which is getting faster infecting most of the world. Worldometers data as
of August 27, 2020, shows the number of confirmed cases of COVID as many as 24,344,799
spread across 215 countries. Indonesia is in the 23rd position in the world, with 160,165 cases.
This number exceeds the number of cases that occurred in China of 85,004, which is the country
of origin of the COVID 19 virus.
During the COVID 19 Pandemic, financial markets, cryptocurrencies, currency exchange
rates, gold responded to the events. Data from investing.com, bitcoin's price on March 1, 2020,
at Rp. 122,792,000, had decreased to Rp. 76,743,000 on March 14, 2020, as a result of the
response to the COVID-19 Pandemic. Data on August 27 showed an increase to Rp. 169,437.
696. Corbet et al. (2020) conducted a study on the macroeconomic influence on bitcoin returns;
the results showed that macroeconomic factors significantly affected Bitcoin returns. This
research also found that news announcements will affect the return of bitcoin.
The Jakarta Composite Index also responds to the COVID 19 pandemic; it shows from
IDX data showing that on March 3, 2020, the Jakarta Composite Index shows the number
1
2
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5,518.63. As a result of the COVID 19 Pandemic, investors responded excessively, causing the
Jakarta Composite Index to decline to 3,937.63 on March 24, 2020. Data as of August 27, 2020,
showed 5,342, 17. Ashraf (2020) found that stock market returns decreased due to the number
of confirmed COVID 19 increases.
On March 1, 2020, the gold price was worth IDR 726,018 / gram, while on August 27,
2020, it was IDR 918,690 / gram. Kristoufek (2020) and Mensi et al. (2020) found that during
the COVID 19 pandemic, gold did not find that gold could be a hedge investment during the
COVID 19 pandemic compared to before the COVID 19 pandemic. Dollar data from Bank
Indonesia showed that on March 3, 2020, one dollar was equal to Rp. 14,293, and in April 2020
weakens to Rp. 16,326, but the rupiah strengthened again to 14,775 at the end of August 2020.
The strengthening appears since the new normal policy set in early June 2020. Iqbal et al.
(2020) found that the COVID 19 outbreak in Wuhan has negatively affected the RMB against
the USD exchange rate during the observation period January 21, 2020 - March 31, 2020.
This study aimed to analyze the comparison of return on bitcoin, stock, gold, and dollars
after the new normal policy was implemented in the COVID 19 pandemic period. This study's
contribution is to providing evidence of the analysis of return on bitcoin, stock, gold, and
dollars during the COVID 19 pandemic.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
The COVID 19 pandemic has caused an economic recession; the number of deaths has
increased and destroyed individuals, businesses, and industries (Laing, 2020). Bouri et al.
(2016) found bitcoin to be a low hedge and only suitable for diversification. The research
results by Chen, Liu, and Zhao (2020) found that bitcoin has decreased in price due to the
sentiment of fear related to the COVID 19 virus. Meanwhile, Goodell and Goutte (2020) found
a relationship between the number of deaths due to the COVID 19 virus and bitcoin price
changes for the Research period December 2019- April 2020, but after March 2020, bitcoin
price increases, and the number of deaths due to the COVID 19 virus also rises.
The stock market responded negatively to the growth of confirmed cases of COVID 19.
Ashraf (2020a) found that government social distancing measures directly affect stock returns;
this is due to economic restrictions. However, government announcements regarding public
awareness, quarantine policies, and revenue support packages have responded positively to
stock returns.
Ji, Zhang, and Zhao (2020) found that gold can be a hedge investment during the COVID
19 pandemic. Aslam et al. (2020) examine the effect of the AUD, CAD, CHF, EUR, GBP, and
JPY exchange rates against the dollar during the period before the COVID 19 outbreak (1
October 2019 - 31 December 2019) and the period during the COVID 19 pandemic (1 January
2020 - 31 March 2020). The results show that CAD, CHF, and GBP show their efficiency
during the COVID 19 pandemic.
Hypotheses:
H1: The cryptocurrency Bitcoin, Stocks, Gold, and Dollar have different return
performance after the new normal policy.
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H2: The Cryptocurrencies Bitcoin has a positive return performance after the new normal
policy.
H3: The Cryptocurrencies Stock has a positive return performance after the new normal
policy.
H4: The Cryptocurrencies Gold has a positive return performance after the new normal
policy.
H5: The Cryptocurrencies Dollar has a positive return performance after the new normal
policy.
3. DATA AND METHODS
This research is quantitative research using secondary data. Bitcoin data obtained from
https://m.id.investing.com/crypto/bitcoin/btc-idr-historical-data; stock (Jakarta Composite
Index) https://m.id.investing.com/indices/idx-composite; Gold https://harga-emas.org/historyharga/2020/Juni/01/;
Dollar
https://www.bi.go.id/id/moneter/informasi-kurs/transaksibi/Default.aspx . The research period is one month after the new normal policy set, 1 June 2020
- 30 June 2020. Secondary data is processed using one-way ANOVA with SPSS software.
Before being processed with one-way ANOVA, the Test of Homogeneity of Variances is
carried out first, after making sure the data is homogeneous. The next step is the one-way
ANOVA. The return calculation uses the reference Dita and Murtaqi (2014), while the other
return variants also use the same formula as the stock return.
𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 =

𝑃𝑡 − 𝑃𝑡−1
𝑃𝑡−1

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒:
𝑃𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑
𝑃𝑡−1 = 𝑆𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡 − 1 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

4. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
The Test of Homogeneity of Variances shown in Table 1 indicates that the data is
homogeneous. It can see from the significance value of 0.071> 0.05 (alpha value), so it means
that the data is homogeneous. It means that the four return variants of bitcoin, stock, gold, and
dollar compared are the same.
Table 1
RETURN
Table 1. Test of Homogeneity of Variances
Test of Homogeneity of Variances
Levene
Statistic

RETURN

df1

df2

Sig.

Based on Mean

2

3

76

0,071

Based on Median

2

3

76

0,091

Based on Median and with
adjusted df

2

3

51

0,096
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Data table 2 shows that the ANOVA significant value of 0.919> alpha value of 0.05
means that the alpha value of the four returns (bitcoin, stock, gold, and dollar) is significantly
different, so that the hypothesis one is accepted. It means the cryptocurrency Bitcoin, Stocks,
Dollar, and Gold have different return performance after the new normal policy.
Table 2. ANOVA Test
Sum of
Squares

df

Mean
Square

F

Sig.

0,166

0,919

Between Groups

0,000

3

0,000

Within Groups

0,016

76

0,000

Total

0,016

79

Data in Table 3 Descriptive statistic shows that Bitcoin has an average return of -0.19%,
0.07% stock, 0.10% gold, and -0.07% dollar. It means that only gold and stock profit one month
after the new normal policy was implemented among the four portfolios, while bitcoin and
dollar suffered losses during the study period. It means Hypothesis three (stock) and hypothesis
four (gold) are accepted. Stock and gold have a positive return performance after the new
normal policy. Investors tend to invest their assets and stock and gold. Stock prices tend to
decline during covid-19, and investor prefers to buy the stock and sell during the new normal.
People also prefer to invest their money in gold due to save and liquid. Hypothesis two (bitcoin)
and hypothesis five (USD) are rejected because the bitcoin and dollar suffered losses during
the new normal policy. Bitcoin still not a legal currency in Indonesia, so people do not interest
in bitcoin. Dollar currency becomes weaker during Covid-19, and people do not interest in the
currency as an investment. This study's results are the same as the results of research conducted
by Conlon and Mcgee (2020), which found that bitcoin experienced a decline when a crisis
occurred, so that bitcoin could not be a hedge when the COVID 19 pandemic occurred. Similar
to the research results conducted by Grobys (2020) found that Bitcoin underperformed during
the COVID 19 pandemic.
Table 3. Descriptive Analysis
N

Std.
Mean Deviation
-0,00189 0,020736
0,00069 0,014491

Lower
Bound
Std. Error
0,004637
-0,01160
0,003240
-0,00609

Upper
Bound
0,00781
0,00747

Minimum Maximum
-0,060
0,040
-0,023
0,035

1

20

2

20

3

20

0,00100

0,012438

0,002781

-0,00482

0,00682

-0,032

0,021

4

20

-0,00067

0,007761

0,001735

-0,00430

0,00297

-0,018

0,017

Total

80

-0,00022

0,014386

0,001608

-0,00342

0,00299

-0,060

0,040

5. CONCLUSION
The results of this study show that Hypothesis one (bitcoin, stock, gold, and USD
currency), hypothesis three (stock), and hypothesis four (gold) are accepted, and hypotheses
two (bitcoin) and five (USD currency) are rejected. The Test of Homogeneity of Variances
shows that the variants being compared, namely bitcoin, stock, gold, and the dollar are
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homogeneous with a significance higher compared to an alpha value of 0.05. Based on the
ANOVA output, the significance value is 0.919, so it means that the four variants' average
return has different returns. The gold return has a positive return of 0.10% then stock 0.07%,
while bitcoin experienced a loss of 0.19%, and the dollar suffered a loss of 0.07% for one
month (1 June - 30 June 2020) after implemented the new normal policy.
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DETERMINANT FACTORS INFLUENCING STOCK INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR
FOR MILLENIAL IN ADOPTING INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
APPLICATION USING TECHNOLOGY ACCEPTANCE MODEL (TAM)
APPROACH
Yanto1, Florentina Kurniasari2, and Kristianus Ade Sudiyono3

ABSTRACT
This research aims to investigate stock investment behavior when using fintech
investment management applications in Indonesian millennial generation. Financial literacy,
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, government policy, and social influence are used
to explain millennial behavior to be classified as a speculator or investor. An online
questionnaire was given, and 150 millennials were selected by using the purposive sampling
method. In order to test the research hypothesis, binary logistic regression models were used.
The obtained result shows that only perceived usefulness significantly influencing millennial’s
stock investment behavior. The features and financial information that the application has could
help millennials become investors long-term because the investment is becoming a bit risky
and efficient for them to analyze it. In addition, securities companies may need to consider a
significant factor in the restructuring of their current strategies.
Keywords: Financial Literacy, Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Millenials, Stock
Investment Behavior

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of internet users in Indonesia has reached 171 million users (Internet World
Stats 2019), and a large number of smartphone users (Badan Pusat Statistik 2019), are being
used by financial technology (fintech) companies to develop their business in Indonesia. A
fintech investment management platform enables the customers to allocate their funds into
several types of investment products such as stocks and mutual funds (DSResearch 2019). But,
still, many investments are managed by illegal parties that offered bulging investments
(Siahaan 2020). Losses incurred from bulging investment reached Rp.88.8 trillion during 2008
- 2018 (CNBC Indonesia 2019), and the Ministry of Communication and Information has
blocked several sites & applications during August 2018 - December 2019 (Kominfo 2020).
Customers should carefully manage their investment by choosing the appropriate investment
management that was registered in OJK. Customers could choose various investments that are
1 23
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suitable for their characteristics and behaviors, such as stock, bonds, deposits, savings, etc.
Stock still becomes one of the attractive investment instruments. It can be seen from the growth
of the Jakarta Composite Index (JCI) during 2016 - 2019, which has reached 39.22 percent,
with an average investment growth of 9.8 percent per year and higher than average investment
growth in other investment instruments. However, the number of single investor identification
(SID) of Indonesia's equity market in 2019 is still relatively small and only 2,478,243
(Kustodian Sentral Efek Indonesia 2019), less than 1 percent of the Indonesia population and
too small when compared to other Southeast Asian Countries. To increase the number of
investors, especially retail investors, the Exchange Indonesian Securities (IDX) began to
educate the public to find out investment products, especially stock investment instruments, in
collaboration with Universities, Securities Companies, and Data Provider Companies in
establishing the Investment Gallery & Indonesian Capital Market Community. In addition, the
IDX also introduced the "Yuk Nabung Saham" program, which invites the public as potential
investors to invest in the capital market by buying shares regularly and periodically (Bursa
Efek Indonesia 2017). The program is considered capable of increasing financial literacy and
inclusion in the Indonesian capital market and can increase the number of investors (Rosmida
and Wahyuni 2016). In addition, the IDX has also issued some policies in regulating the
mechanism of stock trading in the capital market, such as changes in trading shares (in 1 lot)
and price fractions, upper / lower auto-rejection limits, and transaction settlement times.
In addition, financial literacy is believed as an initial detection tool in determining
whether an investment is illegal or not. The higher the financial literacy, the less easily
influenced by bulging investments (Chariri et al. 2018). A low level of financial literacy
explains the low level of awareness and adoption of fintech products (Morgan and Trinh 2019).
The level of financial literacy and financial inclusion in Indonesia (2019) is 38.03 percent and
76.20 percent (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan 2019b). Although it has increased over the past 6 years,
a high financial inclusion level that is not accompanied by financial literacy could be
dangerous. Instead of helping an individual's financial planning, it will increase its financial
problems because they will use financial products/services without knowing its risks. It is
unfortunate that the lowest level of financial literacy is in the young millennial generation (aged
18-27 years), which is only 13 percent, and old millennial (aged 28-37 years) only 18 percent
(Bolognesi et al. 2020). Low financial literacy in the millennial generation causes few of them
do not have financial planning and investment other than savings. If started earlier, the
investment itself will provide greater returns and can be a savior in the future for the millennial
itself. Therefore, fintech investment management innovations are expected to increase
millennial awareness close to technology innovation to invest in the capital market. Some
securities companies tried to innovating investment applications that can simplify and
accelerate the receipt of information in trading in the capital market (Sandhu and Kundu 2010;
Teo, Tan, and Peck 2004). These applications also provide several different features such as
robo-trading, social trading, charting, and many others. The use of cellular telephones and
internet services and platforms has simplified several investment management services that
were previously offered in a conventional way by financial institutions, which would certainly
take longer (Abdullah, Rahman, and Rahim 2018). The ease and usefulness offered by the
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application might affect investment behavior rather than millennials themselves. Considering
millennial behavior, which includes generations who want everything fast, instant and also
lives in the digital era (Deloitte Indonesia 2019) which is feared will result in the stock
investment behavior tends to lead to speculators rather than investors (Ahirrao and Ahirrao
2014).
This research aims to analyze the determinant factors (both internal and external) on
stock investment behaviors for millennials in adopting investment management applications
using the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) approach. Internal factors that could influence
the millennials' investment behavior include financial literacy, perceived usefulness, and
perceived ease of use. Meanwhile, some external factors that could influence the millennial
investment behavior include government policy and social influence.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW & HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Financial Literacy
Financial Literacy is the quality of financial decision-making and management based on
knowledge, skills, and beliefs that influence attitudes and behavior in achieving financial
prosperity (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan 2017). An individual is categorized as well literate if he
has knowledge and beliefs about financial services institutions, including features, benefits and
risks, rights and obligations related to financial products and services, and has skills in using
it. Whereas an individual is categorized as less literate if he does not have knowledge and trust
in financial service institutions related to financial products and services and does not have
skills in using it (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan 2013).
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) Model
The original TAM model over-emphasizes the perceived usefulness and the perceived
ease of use, thereby neglecting the constraints which might be undermining the utilization of
information systems and predict usage behavior (Venkatesh and Davis 1996). Perceived of
usefulness is defined as the extent to which a person believes that using information technology
will improve his work performance (Venkatesh and Bala 2008; Davis and Venkatesh 1996).
While perceived ease of use is defined as the degree to which a person believes that using an
information technology does not require excessive effort (Venkatesh and Bala 2008; Davis and
Venkatesh 1996). Perceived ease of use of technological innovation has been found as one of
the success factors for technology innovation (Ramayah and Ignatius 2005). With the extensive
application of TAM within the literature, few studies have actively investigated the acceptance
of internet banking (Maduku 2014), acceptance of fintech (Chuang, Liu, and Kao 2016), until
payment decisions through a mobile application (Laurent and Sinz 2019) and predicting
consumer behavior when using SCM program (Galib, Hammou, and Steiger 2018).
Government Policy
Government policy is the most important external factor for investors when investing in
any investment instrument in the capital market (Joshi 2017) and part of the fintech ecosystem
that plays an important role in regulatory and protection (Kurniasari and Endarto 2018).
Government policies are relating to regulations that are able to change the mechanism of stock
trading, such as changes in lot size, price fraction, auto rejection’s upper / lower limit,
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transaction settlement time, and other regulations (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan 2019a)
Social Influence
Information about what other people think and how the individual reacts to this
information approaches his daily life. Therefore, it is not surprising that social influence is an
external factor that quite influences individual decision making (Andersson 2009). An
individual likes to feel a part of the community between investors because it allows them to
contribute to helping others and get input related to capital market information (Guirado,
Zorita, and Castro 2018).
Fintech Investment Management
According to DSResearch (2019), investment management is a platform that
accommodates user needs in allocating funds to buy several types of commodities (gold, oil,
gas, etc.), mutual funds, stocks, and term loans. The presence of fintech investment
management is expected to provide a choice of financial products in accordance with the
capabilities and capabilities of its customers. It also makes it easy for investors to be able to
trade stocks and access databases in real-time (Partridge and Ho 2003).
Stock Investment Behavior
Stock is one of the investment instruments included in the fintech investment application.
Even though the risk of investing in stocks is high, the yield (return rate) generated is also high,
which certainly attracts investors to continue investing in stocks (Liivamägi 2016; Masoud
2013). In addition, the stock market also plays an important role in the growth of industry and
trade in a country, which ultimately affects the country's economy (Akhtar and Das 2019; Raut,
Das, and Mishra 2018; Sivaramakrishnan, Srivastava, and Rastogi 2017). The rational
individual’s behavior in stock investment is divided into investors and speculators. The
difference is seen if they have investor behavior; they prefer making a long-term investment
(time frame > 1 year), while speculators have a short-term investment (time frame <1 year).
The analysis used by investors when they want to buy stocks is fundamental analysis to assess
the fair value of each company they wanted to invest in. While speculators tend to use technical
analysis in buying stocks that are considered to reach the lowest price (undervalue) and choose
stocks whose prices are quite volatile. Investors aim to get returns in the form of dividends and
capital gains, which is certainly different from speculators who expect returns only from capital
gains (Ranganatha and Madhumathi 2006). Based on the literature review described
previously, the conceptual framework in this study can be seen in Figure 1.
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Internal Factors

H6

Financial
Literacy
H1
Perceived
Usefulness

Perceived Ease
of Use

H2

H3

Stock Investment
Behavior

H4
External Factors
Government
Policy
Social Influence

H5
H7
Source: Literature Review & Researcher Development

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
Hypothesis
H1
: Financial literacy has a significant effect on stock investment behavior
H2
: Perceived usefulness has a significant effect on stock investment behavior
H3
: Perceived ease of use has a significant effect on stock investment behavior
H4
: Government policy has a significant effect stock investment behavior
H5
: Social influence has a significant effect on stock investment behavior
H6
: All internal factors had a significant effect on stock investment behavior
H7
: All external factors have a significant effect on stock investment behavior
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3. DATA & METHODS
Data & Sample
This study's population is the number of single investor identification (SID) of stock
market 1,103,881 SID (Kustodian Sentral Efek Indonesia 2019). The minimum sample
required is calculated from total indicators x 5 (Ferdinand 2006), which means this study needs
a minimum of 95 respondents. The sampling method is purposive sampling, which is done
when the selected individuals to be sampled based on researchers' assessment criteria (Black
2010). The criteria that must be met by these respondents are classified as customers/investors
aged 20 - 39 years in a securities company and invest in the stock market using fintech
investment management application and domiciled in Java island. Data collection methods use
online questionnaires with 5 Likert scale responses through Google Form, which covered the
respondent’s basic demographic characteristics (gender & educational level), economic
characteristics (investment allocation and investment diversification), and research questions.
A total of 250 individuals responded to our survey, but only 150 respondents (60%) are met
the sampling criteria. The collected data further analyzed through Statistical Package for the
Social Science (SPSS) 25.
Methodology
There are five independent variables in this research, namely: financial literacy (X1),
perceived usefulness (X2), perceived ease of use (X3), government policy (X4) and social
influence (X5), and one dependent variable that referred to millennials stock investment
behavior using investment management application (Y). The investment behavior was
measured as a binary variable, where code 0 for speculator (=short-term investment behavior)
and code 1 for the investor (=long-term investment behavior).
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Table 1. Validity & Reliability Test
Indicator

Variable

Kaiser
MeyerOlkin
(KMO)
≥ 0,5

Sig.

Measure of
Sampling
Adequacy
(MSA)

Factor
Loading

< 0,05

≥ 0,5

≥ 0,5

X11

0,708

0,894

0,758

0,803

0,736

0,682

0,799

0,835

0,680

0,868

0,735

0,833

0,715

0,844

0,811

0,688

0,594

0,865

0,585

0,884

X41

0,770

0,725

X42

0,775

0,691

0,658

0,866

0,741

0,724

0,599

0,756

0,658

0,677

0,567

0,838

X12
X13

Financial
Literacy (X1)

0,747

0,000

X14
X21
X22
X23
X31
X32
X33

X43

Perceived
Usefulness
(X2)

Perceived
Ease of Use
(X3)

Government
Policy (X4)

0,708

0,623

0,721

0,000

0,000

0,000

X44
X51
X52
X53

Social
Influence (X5)

0,597

0,011

Validity
Criteria

Cronbach's
Alpha

Reliability
Criteria

> 0,6

Valid

0,805

Reliable

Valid

0,805

Reliable

Valid

0,740

Reliable

Valid

0,738

Reliable

Valid

0,625

Reliable

The validity test results on 30 respondents (pre-test) can be seen in Table 1. As we can
see, all variables are passing the validity test by looking at the value of KMO, Sig., MSA, and
factor loading, so it can be concluded that each indicator is valid. Based on Hair et al., (2014),
the general minimum limit for Cronbach Alpha is 0.60. In Table 1., all variables are declared
reliable because they are above the value of 0.60.
4. RESULT
Descriptive Analysis
The majority of the respondents are male (79,09%), with most of them earned a
bachelor’s degree (70.67%). From economic characteristics, investment diversification is
categorized into two forms: investing in stock instruments only and diversified their
investments by investing in stocks, mutual funds, bonds, and gold. Respondents choose to
diversify their investments (51.3%), and 70 percent of them allocate less than 20 percent of
their income. According to Warren and Tyagi (2005), millennials should apply the 50/20/30
principle in financial planning, which 50 percent allocation for needs, 20 percent for savings
and investment, and 30 percent for want.
Statistic Test
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Table 2. Goodness of Fit Test
Description

X1,X2,X3,X4 & X5 > Y
Value

-2 Log Likelihood
Block 0

207.837

Block 1

201.223

Nagelkerke’s R Square dan Cox and Snell’s R Square
Nagelkerke’s R Square

0.058

Cox and Snell’s R Square

0.043

Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients
Chi Square

6.614

Significance

0.251

Hosmer and Lemeshow’s Goodness of Fit Test
Chi Square

9.578

Significance

0.296

Table of Classification
Percentage of Overall

62%

Based on goodness-of-fit test (Table 2.), -2LL (Block 0) shows the value 207,837. While
the LL-2 (Block 1) value is 201,223. This indicates that the addition of independent variables
(financial literacy, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, government policies, and social
influence) is considered suitable in improving the overall model. Nagelkerke’s R2 value is
0.058, while Cox and Snells ’R2 value is 0.043. This indicates that there is a weak relationship
(0.58%) between the independent variables (financial literacy, perceived usefulness, perceived
ease of use, government policies, and social influence) on the behavior of millennial stock
investment. The Omnibus Tests of Model Coefficients (Table 2.) obtained a chi-square value
of 6.614 with a significance level of 0.251 (> 0.05). This shows that financial literacy variables,
perceived usefulness, ease of use, government policies, and social influence do not
(simultaneously) influence millennial stock investment behavior. Hosmer and Lemeshow's
Goodness of Fit Test chi-square value was 9.578, with a significance level of 0.296 (> 0.05).
Significance values above 0.05 indicate that the logistic model appears to fit the data because
the model is considered to be able to predict the value of observation. The accuracy of the
classification table from the logistic regression model shows a value of 62 percent. This
indicates that the model is considered sufficient in predicting respondents who have behavior
as investors or speculators by 62 percent.
Binary Logistic Regression
Using the variables previously identified, this research constructs two logistic regression
models to identify the variables, which explain why millennials stock investment behavior
being speculator or investor. Specifically, the models are expressed as follows :
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Tabel 3. Binary Logistic Regression
B
S.E.
Sig.
Exp(B)
Variable
X1
-0.037
0.092
0.691
0.964
X2
0.272
0.115
0.018
1.312
X3
-0.146
0.103
0.158
0.864
X4
-0.03
0.046
0.521
0.971
X5
-0.003
0.065
0.961
0.997
X6
0.025
0.038
0.515
1.025
X7
-0.047
0.053
0.383
0.955
Constant - 1
-0.87
1.759
0.621
0.419
Constant - 2 -0.417
1.564
0.79
0.659
Based on the test result (Table 3.), in the first model, logistic regression is green colored
and can be formed as follows:
𝑃
ln
= −0,870 − 0,037 𝑋1 + 0,272 𝑋2 − 0,146 𝑋3 − 0,030 𝑋4 − 0,003 𝑋5
1−𝑃
The logistic regression test shows that only perceived usefulness (X2) is significant to
stock investment behavior at 5 percent error. In contrast, financial literacy (X1), perceived ease
of use (X3), government policy (X4), and social influence (X5) are insignificant. The greater
millennials perceived that investment management application is useful for them; they tend to
be investors (1,312 times) rather than a speculator. The second model, logistic regression, is
red colored and can be formed as follows:
𝑃
ln
= −0,417 + 0,025 𝑋6 − 0,047 𝑋7
1−𝑃
The second logistic regression test results show that internal factors (X6) and external
factors (X7) are insignificant.
Discussion
Influence of Financial Literacy on Stock Investment Behavior
The first model shows that financial literacy doesn’t affect stock investment behavior
(Sig. > 0,05). Investors may not be able to respond based on their financial literacy
appropriately when they are in emotional conditions and have behavioral biases by which they
are affected. Factors such as public news, corporate governance information, fear or
excitement, likes or dislikes, gender, personality type, etc. (Jiang and Zaman 2010; Dowling
and Lucey 2005). The hypothesis H1, which financial literacy has a significant effect on
investment behavior, is rejected.
Influence of Perceived Usefulness on Stock Investment Behavior
The first model shows that perceived usefulness affects stock investment behavior (Sig.
< 0,05). Features and financial ratios included in investment management applications could
help investors analyze stocks to maximize the long-term return (dividends) and reduce the cost
(broker fee & tax). (Renaux et al. 2019; Robillard 2018). The hypothesis H2, which perceived
usefulness has a significant effect on investment behavior, is accepted.
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Influence of Perceived Ease of Use on Stock Investment Behavior
The first model shows that perceived ease of use doesn’t affect stock investment behavior
(Sig. > 0,05). Perceived usefulness is related to I.T. use, while perceived ease of use is less
important in predicting I.T. use. When people already look for the advantage of the investment
management application, they don’t care how difficult it is to run the application as long as it
gives them an expected return based on their short/long-term goals. This is similar to the results
of previous studies about fintech adoption (Hu et al. 2019; Won-jun 2018), so hypothesis H3,
which perceived ease of use has a significant effect on investment behavior, is rejected.
Influence of Government Policies on Stock Investment Behavior
The first model shows that government policy doesn’t affect stock investment behavior
(Sig. > 0,05). Sources of funding are one of the important problems for millennials in their
financial investments, They have a limited source of income, funds available for investment
has certain restrictions. Lot size (volume within one lot) and price fraction may affect the stock
market liquidity significantly and reduce the entry barrier for millennials (Yuditya 2015), but
it also has a side effect that will lead millennials to speculate on second liner / third liner stocks
because of its price volatility and require small investment capital. The hypothesis H4, which
government policy has a significant effect on investment behavior, is rejected.
Influence of Social Influence on Stock Investment Behavior
The first model shows that social influence doesn’t affect stock investment behavior (Sig.
> 0,05). Because there is mixed evidence show that social influence may affect investors and
speculators. Speculators or investors may do herding behavior based on other investor
recommendations, reputations, and stock market experiences. When they follow the people
with investor type, they may become an investor and speculator behavior. The hypothesis H5,
which social influence has a significant effect on investment behavior, is rejected.
Influence of Internal Factor on Stock Investment Behavior
The second model shows that internal factor doesn’t affect stock investment behavior
(Sig. > 0,05). Only perceived usefulness that affects the other variables, which means
hypothesis H6, which internal factor has a significant effect on investment behavior, is rejected.
Influence of External Factors on Stock Investment Behavior
The second model shows that the external factor doesn’t affect stock investment behavior
(Sig. > 0,05). None from the external factor that affects significantly, so hypothesis H7, which
external factor has a significant effect on investment behavior, is rejected.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis and discussion results, only perceived usefulness from the TAM
model affects investment behavior and leads millennials to become an investor (odd ratio
1,312) rather than a speculator. The greater perceived usefulness millennial investor of fintech
investment management, the investment becoming less risky because they can use application
feature (charting & robo-advisor) and financial ratio (earnings per share, dividends per share,
debt to equity, etc.) to filtering which stock/company that suited to their long-term investment
goals. Other factors like financial literacy, perceived ease of use, government support, and
social influence do not affect investment behavior.
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Practically, this research is expected to be able to give an overview of millennials
investment behavior based on their internal and external factors so it can be considered for
securities companies to improve the performance or adjust their investment management
application that may lead to the growing of young educated investor or speculator in Indonesia.
It could also assist the decision-making of millennial investors in Indonesia Stock Exchange
by providing a logistic model to predict their trading / investing behaviors.
However, this research has some limitations to be improved. First, the sample size for
the analysis is a little bit small. Second, Nagelkerke’s R2 value means that the independent
variable's ability is only 0,058, or 5,8 percent explains the dependent variable. Future research
is suggested to analyze the investment behavior based on their investment allocation
percentage, gender, emotions, and experiences in the equity market and also refer to certain
investment management applications because of different features offered.
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DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS TO DEVELOP CREDIT SCORING WITH SOCIAL
MEDIA DATA: A CASE STUDY IN A SHARIA PEER-TO-PEER LENDING
Allesandra Andri Putri1, Taufik Faturohman2, Sudarso Kaderi Wiryono3
and Arief Karna Miharja4

ABSTRACT
This study proposes a credit scoring system for a sharia P2P lending company in
Indonesia. This research aims to determine the credibility of loan applicants while reducing
non-performing loans by adding social media data that is currently widely used by internet
users. The research used factor analysis and stepwise as a data reduction method, then
discriminant analysis as a classification method. Based on the results of calculations, stepwise
as data reduction method has higher predictability than factor analysis, with selected variables
namely credit duration, the number of following on Instagram, the borrower’s period of using
Instagram, gender, and the number of posts on Facebook at midnight. The use of social media
data is also proven to improve the model's prediction accuracy by 4% compared to models that
only use demographic and historical payment data. Our results recommend that the company
should use social media data to increase model performance and reducing the non-performing
loan rate.
Keywords: Peer-to-peer lending, Credit scoring, Social media, Discriminant analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
The digital age is encouraging innovations that produce various digital solutions. Digital
development can affect the working process of several sectors, especially the financial sector.
There are around 300 start-up companies based on financial technology that arises in Indonesia,
with the expecting growth rate of 16.3% annually. Financial technology companies have the
opportunity to develop in Indonesia. The internet user penetration in Indonesia continues to
show a positive trend, and there are 171.17 million people who have used the internet from
264.16 million of the population in Indonesia, where as much as 74.1% is in urban areas and
61.6% in rural areas (APJII, 2018). Moreover, according to Google, Temasek, and Bain &
Company (2019), only 42 million of 181 million adults around 21-45 years old in Indonesia
are banked or have access to financial services. Furthermore, there are 63 million Indonesian
companies in the MSME segment that have the potential to boost economic growth but do not
have access to credit (PWC Indonesia, 2019).
P2P lending is the second largest segment that has dominated in Indonesia with 31%
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transaction value. Based on OJK Fintech Lending Statistics (2020), currently, there are 149
conventional Fintech lending companies and 12 sharia-based companies in Indonesia offering
loan services to customers. Fintech lending can add Rp 19.4 Trillion more to the MSE financing
gap while increasing credit access for individuals by 12.4%. In addition to its rapid
development, P2P lending in Indonesia has also seen a jump in non-performing loans.
Throughout April 2020, their NPL reached 4.93%, almost reaching the maximum NPL limit
set by Bank Indonesia regulation by 5%. The high in P2P lending’s NPL is that its rapid growth
is serving the public or businesses that are unbanked and unserved, so the risk is high. Risks
from high non-performing loans include credit risk. The chance that the counterparty ultimately
defaults on its obligations and pays in part or after the agreed date is credit risk. Thus, credit
risk needs special attention.
Increasing financial access is important to push economic growth, especially in the
developing countries like Indonesia. The traditional credit assessment makes the financial
access harder for individual or business to get the credit or have a financial record because the
loan applicant must fulfill some criteria that are usually difficult to achieve. Therefore, the use
of additional information from social media is an option to increase financial access. From the
total of 171.17 million internet users in Indonesia, 18.9% use the internet to surf social media,
especially Facebook (50.7%) and Instagram (17.8%), to communicate, express their feelings,
and share their interest and activities with their relations. Thus, it can be a valuable source of
information as it can describe the borrower’s capacity, character, and condition (Guo et al.,
2016). Several previous studies also used social media data as a valuable source of information
in conducting risk assessments of loan applicants, and they proved that the combination of
social media and traditional features increases the accuracy rate of predicting the defaulting
borrower. Based on those studies, the use of social media can improve credit scoring
performance.
PT XYZ, sharia-based P2P lending in Indonesia, experienced fluctuations at the nonperforming loan level in 2018. One way to handle that problem is by constructing a credit score
using quantitative methods. The goal of this study is, therefore to establish a new model for
credit scores with a statistical approach using data from the user’s social media as additional
information to assess the credibility of borrowers while lowering non-performing loans at the
same time. The improved credit score model is expected to avoid loss due to non-performing
loans and improve their competitive advantage in the P2P lending industry.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
P2P Lending
P2P lending platform is an online marketplace to fund borrowers by an individual or
institutional investor. P2P lending has some advantages over conventional lending, including
easier application processes and requirements, faster process, lower interest rates than the bank
loan rates, no collateral, and the ability to reach the people who live in rural areas. Since the
effectiveness and efficiency that are provided by the P2P lending platforms, currently, the P2P
Lending platforms rapidly grow in Indonesia, with a projected transaction value of US$ 42
million in 2014 to US$ 65.1 million in 2024. Sharia P2P lending also emerged in Indonesia
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with the increasing loan disbursement from Rp 60 billion in 2018 to Rp 1 trillion in 2019.
Sharia peer-to-peer lending has the purpose of avoiding practices prohibited by Islamic laws.
It is also a financing type based on ethical and socially responsible standards, which assures
fair distribution of benefits and obligations between all the parties involved. Thus, the sharia
P2P lending conducted the transactions which were concerned about the Islamic rules. The
advancement of financial technology is expected to increase the number of individuals who
have access to financial services by the government.
Credit Risk
Despite its rapid development and huge opportunities, P2P lending companies face risks
that can cause companies to lose since they serve many underbanked and unbanked people.
There are several types of risks that financial institutions usually face, and one of them is credit
risk. According to Christoffersen (2012), credit risk is a probability that the partner cannot
satisfy its debt in part or in full on the agreed date. P2P lending makes a large part of their
earnings out of their lending activities. Therefore, they must pay attention to the credit risk of
loans given to borrowers so that their non-performing loan rates remain low and do not harm
companies with debts that cannot be paid back by borrowers. Gestel and Baesens (2009) stated
that managing credit risk is required to reduce non-performing loans by identifying potential
risks, assessing risks, conducting effective treatment, and implementing the assessment
methods.
Credit Scoring
Credit scoring is a risk management tool that analyzes the credit risk of the borrower.
Formerly, credit scores were based on expert judgment in qualitative nature, but now it has
shifted to the quantitative technique using a numerical expression based on each borrower's
creditworthiness level to indicate their risk level. The score obtained can be generated from the
calculation of private financial and non-financial information to estimate the default risk or
classifying borrowers over a specific group.
Previous Studies
Many previous studies have developed credit scoring models with various methods. The
researchers have different results regarding the best method. Abdou and Pointon (2011) in
Teply and Polena (2019) found that each method's performance will depend on data
characteristics such as variables, data structures, and the purpose of classification. Teply and
Polena (2019) use ten classification techniques based on P2P lending data sets with
independent variables that consist of income, loan amount, homeownership, etc. They show
that Linear Discriminant Analysis, Artificial Neural Network, and Logistic Regression are the
best methods of predicting the loan default. Yeh et al. (2009) compared six credit scoring
methods using credit card owner data in a Taiwan bank, showing that artificial neural networks
achieve the best performance. Next, Tsai et al. (2009) used four methods to predict loan default
from a financial institution's loan customers, including logistic regression, DEA-DA, neural
network, and discriminant analysis. The findings of the study indicated that DEA-DA was the
best solution. Each of the models has its advantage and disadvantage. Hence, in this research,
the discriminant analysis will be used to predict the loan default since it is a popular approach
in credit risk. It has some advantages, including simplicity, ease of definition, and ease of
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implementation (Chijoriga, 2011).
Determining the variables to be used in developing credit scoring is also an important
step. The variables chosen must be accurate and appropriate to generate a good credit scoring
model that will impact the model's predictive accuracy. There are several statistical-based
variable selections, such as factor analysis, stepwise method, principal component analysis, Ttest, CART, rough set, and MARS (Yao, 2009). However, factor analysis and the stepwise
method are the most commonly adopted in credit scoring (Liu et al., 2018; Mileris et al., 2011;
Mylonakis, 2010; Yao, 2009). Thus, both methods will be used and compared to generate the
most efficient model using the most discriminatory variables.
In terms of predicting variables, only a few studies develop credit scoring models using
social media data to determine borrowers' creditworthiness. Whereas currently, the use of
social media has been rife among internet users. Tan and Phan (2018) have shown that social
networks could improve the creditworthiness prediction by 17% using the Bayesian
framework. Khilfah and Faturohman (2020), using logistic regression, also demonstrated that
the AUC increased by 6.6% following the addition of social media data from Facebook and
Instagram than the model which only employs demographics and historical payment as
explanatory variables. Moreover, Guo et al. (2016) show that merging demographic, tweet, and
network features using Weibo outperform only demographic characteristics by 17%. Based on
those studies, the utilization of data from social media is intended to enhance the credit scoring
model's predictive accuracy in classifying the non-default and default borrowers.
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data and Sample
This research population is 465 borrowers whose request for installments is accepted by
PT XYZ based on the company’s data collected from March 2017 – January 2019. Several
borrower criteria must be met to be used as research samples, such as a complete demographic
and historical payment, including having an Instagram and Facebook account. Those accounts
should not privately be locked. The demographic and historical of payment are derived from
the company’s data, while social media data are obtained from manual investigation through
the borrower’s Instagram and Facebook accounts. However, only 107 borrowers whose social
media is not privately locked and have a minimum of 21 social media posts per account (Guo
et al., 2016). After removing missing data and outliers, the final amount of data used in the
research is, therefore 100 data.
The research uses borrowers' creditworthiness as a dependent variable affected by the
borrower's social media, historical of payment, and demographic data as independent variables.
The dependent is measured as categorical with binary, which will classify the sample into two
groups of non-default (0) or default (1). Furthermore, the independent variables are measured
as nominal and ratio. The research will be using variables following the prior research by
Khilfah and Faturohman (2020) because the variables used in the study are easily obtained and
applied to newly established companies such as PT XYZ, as described in Table 1.
Methodology
The first step in constructing the credit score for PT XYZ is examining each variable's
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strength that may have affected consumer credit default. After that, the chosen factors and
variables are used to develop credit scoring using discriminant analysis. Then, the researcher
validates the model's predictive accuracy, and if the model meets the requirements, the model
can proceed to the comparison. The comparison will be divided into two parts; the first one is
to compare factor analysis and stepwise methods to know which model has better predictive
accuracy. The second comparison is to understand whether social media data can improve
predictive accuracy by comparing the model before and after using social media data. The
calculation is using SPSS and Ms. Excel.
Variable Selection
This study compared two different variable selection methods, which are factor analysis
and stepwise method. Factor analysis is a statistical method based on the correlation analysis
of variables (Mileris, 2011). The aim is to reduce multiple variables into a lower number of
factors. The advantage of factor analysis is the reduction of features by combining various
features into a single factor. Therefore, as the number of explanatory variables is reduced, the
intrinsic relationships between them are reflected, and the correlations between variables are
eliminated, which meets the classical econometrics assumptions (Liu et al., 2018).
Stepwise is a method for selecting useful variables for a model and evaluating the
importance of variables. There are two ways to do the stepwise method: (1) choose or delete
variables, (2) assess the significance of the variables or factors (Yao, 2009). This method is
used for efficiency by only using variables that have a significant discrimination ability. Other
variables that are not used in the analysis have a low contribution to the model, so they are not
included.
Discriminant Analysis
After reducing the variables, the next step is to classify the borrower into a non-default
or default group with discriminant analysis. The discriminant analysis objective is to maximize
the differences between two or more groups and minimize the differences between members
in the same group. The discriminant analysis function used is as follows:
Z=a+W_1 X_1+W_2 X_2+⋯+W_n X_n
(1)
Where Z is a discriminant Z score that maximizes the variation between groups,
representing intercept, W denotes the independent variable's coefficient, and X defines the
independent variable. The data must fulfill some assumptions such as multivariate normality,
multicollinearity, equality of group means, and equal covariance matrices in the discriminant
analysis.
Cross-Validation Test
In developing a model, we need to evaluate the different alternatives by estimating how
accurate a predictive model is in practice, so we can choose the one with the highest predictive
power to classify the borrower. A way to evaluate the model is to do a cross-validation test.
In constructing a prediction problem model, the data used will be divided into training
and validity sample. Training samples are used to develop the models, and validation samples
are used to estimate the model selection prediction error (Louzada et al., 2016). For the sample
distribution example, in the previous study, Tsai et al. (2011) randomly sampled 2/3 samples
for training models and 1/3 samples for conduction the cross-validation.
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Predictive Accuracy
The next step in discriminant analysis is to test whether the model performs better than
chance through predictive accuracy. Three criteria must be fulfilled in predictive accuracy
(Guisasola et al., 2014): Maximum chance criterion, proportional chance criterion, and Press
Q statistics. When the sample sizes are not equal, the maximum chance criterion and the
proportional chance criterion are compared with the percentage of cases whose group is
accurately predicted (hit ratio). If the hit ratio value is greater than the maximum chance
criterion and proportional chance criterion, then the model is accurate. If the model’s Press Q
value is greater than the chi-square table value, then the model is able to predict the borrowers
accurately.

Receiver Operating Curve and Area Under Curve
The model will also be compared using ROC and AUC to determine whether the social
media data variables can increase the borrower's predictability. According to Louzada et al.
(2016), ROC curve is defined as a graph for visualizing the performance of classifier
techniques. ROC curve is a graphical plot of the True Positive Rate (percentage of bad rejected)
versus the False Positive Rate (percentage of goods rejected) for every cut-off. The cut-off is
in the range between 0 - 1. The further curve from the base diagonal, the better is the model
performance. Meanwhile, Area Under Curve tells how much the model is capable of
discriminating between groups. The higher the percentage, the more accurate the model. AUC
goes from 0.5 (weak discriminating power) to 1 (excellent discriminating power).
4. RESULTS
Assumption Check
Checking the assumption is an important step in discriminant analysis. The assumption
check includes multivariate normality, multicollinearity, the test of equality of group means,
and covariance matrices. All assumptions are met, except for multivariate normality, because
the result of Kolmogorov-Smirnov shows that the data have Sig. < 0.05. However, according
to Gujarati (2004), if the research sample reaches 100 or more, the data can be assumed normal.
More importantly, Uddin (2013) proved that discriminant analysis still has a good result in case
data used is not normally distributed.
It should be noted that discriminant analysis may discriminate between groups even if
the assumption of multivariate normality does not. On the other hand, multivariate normality
does not necessarily mean that discriminant analysis will effectively distinguish between the
groups. As a result that, this problem is not severe, and this study can still be continued with
the data held.
Factor Analysis
Factor analysis reduced the number of variables not in the direct form but into several
factors to reduce the correlation between variables. Factor analysis is suitable if the data have
KMO values > 0.5 and the p-value of Bartlett test < 0.05 (Liu et al., 2018). The data also should
have MSA value and Communalitites > 0.05; otherwise, the analysis must be repeated until all
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variables have MSA and Communalities > 0.05. In the study, the data are repeated five times,
and the results of the factor analysis in Table 2 shows that two factors can form a model to
predict creditworthiness.
After the independent variables are reduced into two factors above, the next step is
conducting the discriminant analysis to classify the borrower into a non-default or default
group. The function of discriminant analysis derived from factor analysis are as follows:
Z=0.693 (Factor 1)+0.779 (Factor 2)
(2)
The coefficient for each independent variable is positive that represents positive
relationship between the independent variable and the probability of default. The function can
then be used to calculate credit scoring for the loan applicant with a score limit based on the
threshold or cut-off value. Based on the functions at group centroids, there are two different
groups, which are the non-default group (0) with the positive mean value of group 0.207 and
the default group (1) with the negative mean value -0.462. The threshold value of this
discriminant model is -0.25.
Stepwise Method
The stepwise method combines forward and backward regression methods for selecting
the best variable to use and increasing the accuracy rate. The stepwise method starts with no
independent variables in the model (Step 0). Next, the variable with the most significant F or
value that exceeds the entry criteria (3.84) is added to the model. Furthermore, at each step, the
variable that can minimize the overall Wilk’s Lambda and the variable that reduces the number
of unexplained variations between groups is entered. The results of the analysis produce five
discriminating variables, namely Tenor, Following, Account usage duration, Gender, and
Posting at midnight. The discriminant functions from the stepwise method can be seen in the
following equation:
Z= -2.226 (Constant)+0.618 (Gender)+0.224 (Tenor)+0.001 (Following)-0.024
(Account Usage Duration)+0.309 (Posting at midnight)
(3)
The coefficient for each independent variable is positive, except for account usage
duration. Based on the functions at group centroids, the non-default group has a negative mean
value of -0.477, and default group has a positive mean value of 1.061. The threshold value
from this analysis is 0.58422.
Predictive Accuracy
From a total of 100 samples, 69 samples belong to the non-default group, and the rest 31
samples belong to the default group. Then, from these 100 samples, 50 samples were taken
randomly as a validation sample to evaluate the model's performance before implementing it
in a real situation. In validation sample, 31 samples belong to the non-default group. As shown
in Table 3, both models using factor analysis and stepwise methods can predict the group
membership greater than chance, where the hit ratio for training and validation samples is
higher than the maximum chance and the proportional chance criterion. Moreover, the Press Q
is also significant at p < 0.01. Thus, it concludes that the developed model is good and fulfills
the validity.
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Model Comparison between Factor Analysis and Stepwise Method
After constructing the models with discriminant analysis with two different data
reduction methods, the next step compares the model's performance. The comparison results
in Table 4 showed that discriminant analysis using stepwise as variable reduction method with
Tenor, Following, Account usage duration, Gender, and Posting at midnight variables is a
better model than discriminant analysis using factor analysis, because the stepwise method’s
accuracy rate, sensitive rate, hit rate, and Press Q value in validation sample is higher than the
factor analysis. The model can predict non-default and default borrowers better than factor
analysis regarding accuracy and sensitivity. With a higher ability to predict the defaulting
borrower, the company can better filter the defaulting borrower, so the company can avoid
losses due to non-performing loans where the borrower cannot repay the principal payment and
the fee. Furthermore, the stepwise method has a higher model predicting accuracy that can be
seen from the hit rate. The stepwise model can compare the number of correct classifications
to its sample size better based on the Press Q Statistics value.
Model Comparison After Using Social Media Data
In this section, we compare the model that uses only demographic and historical of
payments variables, the model with all variables, and the model that uses selected variables to
find out whether the use of social media variables can improve the accuracy of credit scoring.
The models used as comparison consists of:
1. Model 1: Factor Analysis & Discriminant Analysis (Demographic and historical
payment as the independent variable).
2. Model 2: Factor Analysis & Discriminant Analysis (Selected factors).
3. Model 3: Discriminant Analysis (Demographic and historical payment as the
independent variable).
4. Model 4: Discriminant Analysis (All variables).
5. Model 5: Stepwise Method & Discriminant Analysis (Selected variables).
In ROC Curve, the straight diagonal line shows the baseline, and other lines represent
Model 1 to Model 5. Figure 1, Model 4, and Model 5 outperform Model 3 only uses
demographic and historical data. Model 2 uses selected factors and outperforms Model 1,
which only uses demographic and historical payment data. Therefore, the ROC curve proved
that the use of social media data could improve predictive accuracy.
As stated in Table 5, the model that adds social media data as an independent variable
shows higher AUC and hit rate, both for models with factor analysis or stepwise method. The
model comparison also proved that the model with discriminant analysis using stepwise as a
data reduction method could predict borrowers better, where Model 4 and Model 5 are the best
models among others. However, Model 5 is more efficient than Model 4 because the number
of variables used in the model is smaller, which only involved five variables from the results
of the stepwise method analysis. The advantages of P2P lending compared to conventional
loans are faster registration process, application submission, funds disbursements, and easier
requirements. By using the few variables that are most able to discriminate against the sample
between groups, the loan applicant assessment process will be faster than using all variables to
measure the credibility of the loan applicants. The company can accept or reject loan applicants
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more efficiently. Model 5 has an increment rate of AUC and hit rate of as much as 4%
compared to the model that only uses demographic and historical payment data.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper developed a credit scoring model by integrating demographic, historical of
payment, and social media data using factor analysis and stepwise as a variable selection
method and discriminant analysis aa s classification method to predict the creditworthiness of
the borrower. Our results conclude that factor analysis reduces independent variables into two
factors, meanwhile, the stepwise method reduces into five variables. From the two proposed
models, discriminant analysis with stepwise method has better predictive accuracy than
discriminant analysis with the factor analysis as a variable selection method. It has a higher hit
rate (76%) and AUC (0.856), also ROC that outperform factor analysis as a data reduction
method. This is in line with Leung et al. (2008), which shows that the stepwise method as the
variable selection is better than factor analysis. Moreover, in practice, the factors in factor
analysis may be challenging to interpret in a meaningful way, or contradictory interpretations
may occur (Ozkaya and Siyabi, 2008; Yanovskiy et al., 2007) since there are factors that consist
of more than one variables. The developed model using the stepwise method in discriminant
analysis has almost the same value as the previous study by Tsai et al. (2009) with a hit rate of
74.47% and Yeh et al. (2009) with a hit rate of 74%.
The result of this study also proved that social media data could increase the model
performance by 4% using the stepwise method discriminant analysis. This finding follows
several previous research (Yuan et al., 2018; Guo et al., 2016; Tan and Phan, 2018; Hasna and
Faturohman, 2020), which also experienced an increase in model performance after using
social media data. The stepwise discriminant analysis has a better increment rate than Guo et
al. (2016) with 3.16% accuracy rate, but lower than Yuan et al. (2018), Tan and Phan (2018),
and Hasna and Faturohman (2020) with 4.4%, 17%, and 6.6% accuracy rate after added social
media data. This proves that any P2P lending companies, banks, financial institutions can
utilize social media data to determine the borrower’s creditworthiness. Social media can assess
people with limited personal financial history, including the underbanked and unbanked. Social
media data for credit scoring can make the P2P lending companies are able to improve the
approval rates while reducing credit loss with a very low cost. The utilization of social media
in sharia P2P lending can minimize the real loss and opportunity loss, then enhance the
competitive advantage by providing additional benefits in credit assessment to the consumer.
Moreover, Bank Indonesia and OJK as regulators and supervisors in the financial industry, can
start considering social media data for credit scoring with the agreement from the borrower.
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Table 1. Operationalization Variable
Variable
Dimension

Variable Name

Variable Description

Role

Borrowers’
The customer’s creditworthiness
Dependent
Creditworthiness
Creditworthiness
(non-default or default)
variable
Gender
Borrower’s gender
Age
Borrower’s age in years
Marital Status
Borrower’s marital status
Education
Borrower’s last stage in education
Demographic
Employment
Borrower’s type of work
The amount of money from work
Income
per month
District
Borrower’s city residence
Tenor
Credit duration
Historical
of
The sum of money that has to be
Payment
Installment
repaid by borrower
Followers
Number of followers in Instagram
Following
Number of following in Instagram
Account Usage The borrower’s duration of using
Duration
Instagram based on the date of
(IG_Month)
their first posting in month
The proportion between total Independent
variable
Number of Post number of posts in Instagram and
per Month
the account usage duration in
month
Religion
The number of religious accounts
Preference
followed on Instagram
Social
Media
Posting
at The number of Facebook posts
Data
Midnight
(00.00-03.59 WIB)
Posting in the The number of Facebook posts
Morning
(04.00-10.00 WIB)
Posting in the The number of Facebook posts
Afternoon
(10.01-14.00 WIB)
Posting in the The number of Facebook posts
Evening
(14.01-18.30 WIB)
Posting at the The number of Facebook posts
Night
(18.31-23.59 WIB)
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Table 2. Rotated Component Matrix
Component
1
2
Installment
0.835
-0.077
Employment
0.023
0.965
Income
0.827
0.023
Account
Usage
0.614
0.329
Duration
Table 3. Predictive Accuracy
Sample

Measurement

Value

Maximum
69%
Chance
Training Proportion
57.22%
Chance
Sample
Press
Q
6.635
Statistics
Maximum
62%
Chance
Validation Proportion
52.88%
Sample
Chance
Press
Q
6.635
Statistics

Factor Analysis +
Discriminant Analysis

Stepwise Method +
Discriminant Analysis

72%

78%

72%

78%

19.36

31.36

70%

76%

70%

76%

8

13.52

Table 4. Model Comparison between Factor Analysis and Stepwise Method

Measurement
Accuracy Rate
Sensitive Rate
Hit Rate
Misclassification Rate
Press Q Statistics

Factor Analysis +
Discriminant Analysis
Training
Validation
Sample
Sample
92.75%
80.60%
25.81%
52.60%
72%
70%
28%
30%
19.36
8

Stepwise Method +
Discriminant Analysis
Training
Validation
Sample
Sample
86.96%
87.10%
58.06%
57.90%
78%
76%
22%
24%
31.36
15.32
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Table 5. Model Comparison after Using Social Media Data

Model

Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Model 4
Model 5

Number of
Variable or AUC
Factor Used
2 Factors
2 Factors
7 Variables
9 Variables
5 Variables

0.65
0.667
0.816
0.856
0.856

Hit
Rate
%

Misclassification
Rate %

68.00%
70.00%
72.00%
84.00%
76.00%

32.00%
30.00%
28.00%
16.00%
24.00%

Figure 1. ROC Curve
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DIVERSIFICATION STRATEGY OPTIONS: SECTORAL AND INTERNATIONAL
IN ASEAN MARKET BASED ON U.S. PERSPECTIVE INVESTOR DURING 20132019 PERIOD
Aiman Haidar Shamlan1

ABSTRACT
This study aims to identify the alternative diversification between international and
sectoral diversification to optimize portfolio performance based on the U.S. investor
perspective during the 2013-2019 period. The international diversification strategy mainly
focuses on the Top 5 ASEAN Market index, which consists of Indonesia, Malaysia,
Philippines, Thailand, and Singapore. The effectiveness of international diversification is later
compared with host country allocation: diversifying sectorally and passive strategy in the U.S.
market index. To compose portfolio formation, we refer to Markowitz's theory represented
with Sharpe ratio and market volatility to be accounted in portfolio construction. To achieve
the robustness of the study, there are at least four constraints proposed to build portfolio
formation, such as no-short selling position allowed, volatility threshold, and investor tolerance
of risk. As a result, we may find that the host country allocation dominates the international
diversification in the Top 5 ASEAN Market Index, which is regularly rebalancing in the annual
and semi-annual period.
Keywords: Diversification Strategy, International Diversification, Sectoral Diversification
Portfolio Optimization
1. INTRODUCTION
Investment is one alternative to gain wealth committing both risks and return equally,
which expects to earn a growing profit over time. The most examples of investment types
selected are stocks and bonds (government and capital), in which Americans own more and
half of their investment allocation in stock to boost the wealth and growth of domestic economy
factors (Ramos, 2003). In the late 2000s, ASEAN countries are considered one of the most
promising countries as investment allocation among the developed countries as the investor
sets high expected return as volatility bearing compensation within these developed countries.
Additionally, ASEAN Foreign Direct Investment in ASEAN countries reached its peak in
2018, recorded at least 149 Billion USD capital inflows in ASEAN, which increase by
approximately 3% (AIR, 2018).
Risk bearing associated with the volatility of these countries has been coped with
diversification strategy, which may be selected either industry or region diversification.
Regional diversification is defined as putting allocation weight of stock represented by market
1
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index in diverse countries; meanwhile, the industrial diversification differs the allocation with
diverse sector industries. These two alternative strategies are considered an alternative solution
to optimize portfolio return, which is intensely examined with the prior study. Nevertheless,
the study had been intensely applying the strategies to developing countries, exampled with
Uni Europe, U.S., and China (Ghemawat & Khanna, 1998). The previous study concludes that
these diversification strategies' effectiveness is distinct in region-specific (Adjaouté et al.,
2000). International diversification may overweigh from the industrial allocation in most
developing region countries (Nachum, 2004). Meanwhile, developed countries work in
opposite to refer to sectoral diversification in optimizing portfolio performance. (Morrison et
al., 2018) However, there are merely a few limited studies have remarked the effectiveness and
the comparison between these option diversification strategies in inter-region: developing and
developed countries.
In short, the paper is addressed to compare the effectiveness of diversification strategy
based on the U.S. perspective between allocation in ASEAN market index and host countries
to optimize the portfolio performance. The ASEAN market index is represented with the Top
5 ASEAN Market Index (Regional) to diversify internationally, which is later compared with
allocation in host countries with the following scenarios: to diversify sectorally in 11 sector
S&P index and U.S. passive strategy. Each scenario strategy is occupied with a rebalancing
period applied annually and semi-annually. This extensive method is expected to complete the
gap of prior study regarding diversification strategy in the inter-region country.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A number of studies reveal that risk constraint regarding investment may be reduced
through international diversification (Cavaglia et al., 2000), even though may not be
completely eliminated (ter Horst et al., 2004). Industry diversification is defined as investment
in different fields/sectors. Some industries are very sensitives to business cycles, which impact
a higher level of risk in stock price (Morrison et al., 2018) as shown by steel, forestry,
information technology, and finance industries. This diversification overcome the threat of low
sales in one industry to be compensated with another industry having high sales performance
(Pike & Neale, 2006). Meanwhile, geography diversification refers to investment allocated in
numbers of geographical areas/countries to overcome high-political risk countries. Previous
studies suggest that U.S. perspective investors obtain higher gain as international
diversification benefits as if the correlation of return between countries allocated is not
perfectly correlated (Levy & Sarnat, 1970). The benefit is optimized with investment allocation
countries in emerging markets within a volatile period to minimize return and increase return.
In comparison between these different diversification strategies, prior studies conclude
that the significant result of diversification is heavily dependent on the correlation among
investment allocated. Industry diversification reveals significant results in North America and
Europe Region classified as developing countries. Conversely, there is a lack of studies that
examine the effectiveness of those diversifications in emerging markets, especially ASEAN
countries, based on the U.S. investor perspective.
To support theory diversification in minimizing risk, market portfolio theory may be
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assigned as an investor’s optimal portfolio that consists of all risky assets in proportion with
all of the equity assigned (Lawson & Pike, 1979). Portfolio optimization manifesting with
return and risk may be summarized with Sharpe ratio as a risk-adjusted return. An investor
should consider three main aspects of investments: expected return, the risk of investment, and
correlation between each investment allocation (Clare & Wagstaff, 2011). The Sharpe ratio is
selected as one of the common portfolio performance measures to examine excess return
compared with unit risk (total risk, systematic and unsystematic). To obtain the risk-free
number, the writer utilized the yield of U.S. treasury bills as an estimation of U.S. perception.
However, the Sharpe ratio method measurement has drawbacks as the distribution of return is
diverse and far from normal (Bernado and Ledoit, 2000).
Apart from Sharpe measurement covering total risk-return, another option to evaluate
risk-adjusted return is Jensen measurement compared to the average return on the portfolio
over expected return, which is based on CAPM theory (Bodie et al., 2011). The result of the
Jensen ratio may improve the Sharpe ratio, even though both shows parallel correlation. It
shows that the fund manager is considered to optimize the portfolio weight constraint with an
attractive alpha. To emphasize the effectiveness of diversification, the writer exercises the
information ratio as a measurement of abnormal return per unit risk that could be diversified
away by holding market.
To differ in the study from a prior study, there are numerous constraints to optimize
portfolio formation, such as variance decomposition, which compares historical data and
expected forecast option volatility represented with VIX value. This value aligns with the
black-sholes theory as a model for pricing an options contract as these data are 30 day’s
upcoming volatility expectation of market S&P 500. This variance decomposition constraint is
used as a minimum threshold risk value allowed to hold by investors despite seeking to
maximize return. To implement weight value, the writer composed the portfolio formation
annually and semi-annually for comparison purposes and latter to be rebalanced regularly in
both period strategies of rebalancing. This rebalancing method is well elaborated by the
previous study to identify international diversification based on the U.S. investor perspective
in developing country asset allocation (Chiou, 2008).
3. DATA AND METHODS
The data utilized for this research consist of panel data period from 2013-2019 involving
top 5 ASEAN country stock return market index (as shown in Table 3.1) and 11 U.S. sector
industries market index based on S&P 500 data (Table 3.2) as we want to identify which
diversification that can be the most beneficial for U.S. portfolio investor strategy.
To align with our main goal in viewing U.S. perspective investors, all of the market index
return is denominated in USD to reduce the risk currency effect. The return referred for
observation is daily market index return using log-normal return formula (seen in formula 3.1).
This study applies the Markowitz model theory to define an optimized portfolio of investors
comparing different diversification strategies between international and industrial
diversification.
Additionally, portfolio weight plays an important role in defining an optimized portfolio
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based on maximized Sharpe ratio in a weighted portfolio. Three elements should be composed
for Sharpe value necessary are portfolio return, risk-free, and portfolio standard deviation. The
risk-free number is taken from annualized U.S. T-bills between 2013 and 2019, which have
been converted to daily rate as linked with daily market index stock return observed. The
weighted portfolio is obtained from the solver excel tool is aligned with a scenario to be
proposed either maximize Sharpe or minimize volatility (standard deviation).
To have the robustness of investor’s tolerance of risk, two methods may be assigned are
historical and ex-ante future volatility options. Historical standard deviation is derived from
the daily historical standard deviation of S&P return during the observation period (20132019). Meanwhile, according to VIX, the ex-ante standard deviation refers to forecast
prediction market volatility as representative of 30 days expect the volatility of the S&P 500
index. As a result, these comparisons' most minimized value is selected as the variance
composition threshold constraint for portfolio composition necessary.
The primary steps to be accounted for optimizing portfolio is calculating daily market
index return, which is assumed in both annually and semi-annually holding period as
comparison purposes. The formula is referred in compounding return as seen following
equation 3.1.
𝑝𝑖

r =ln (pi) – ln (pi-1) =ln ( 𝑝𝑖−1) (3.1)
𝑟𝑖
Then rp = ∑𝑁
𝑖=1 ln( 𝑊𝑖 𝑒 ) (3.2)

These formation period returns are defined based on dividing between the stock price the
actual day (pi) and the previous day (pi-1). As latter return is multiplied with each weight of
allocation to determine portfolio return (equation 3.2). As this study proposes regular
rebalancing annually, the optimization of weighting in multi-period as formulated with 3.3
adapted from minimum variance portfolio equation as seen in following equation 3.3 in the
result of multiplication volatility (σ) and the correlation between portfolio formed (ρ).
𝜎𝐵 2 −𝜌𝐴𝐵𝜎𝐴𝜎𝐵

𝑊𝐴 = 𝜎𝐴2 +𝜎𝐵2−2𝜌𝐴𝐵𝜎𝐴𝜎𝐵

(3.3)

The latter portfolio formation is assessed according to risk-adjusted return; the investor
is able to compensate risk as a higher return. The higher Sharpe ratio may represent the number
of returns, compromising the volatility market index's risk as the following 3.4 equation (Clare
& Wagstaff, 2011).
Sharpe Ratio =

𝐸(𝑅)−𝑅𝑓
𝜎

(3.4)

The Sharpe ratio may represent the risk-adjusted return that may consider excessive
return between expected return E(R) and risk-free (Rf) with consideration of total risk (σ ).
Another additional risk adjusted return calculated in this study is the Treynor ratio to confirm
the portfolio formation based on the Sharpe ratio. Despite risk-adjusted return, some investors
perceive diversifying the portfolio to minimize the portfolio risk as investor risk-averse
investor. Hence, the option of portfolio formation varies as depicted in constraint listed as
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following:
a). Total Weight (Σwp = 1), each Wi > 0; no short-selling position allowed
b). Maximizing Sharpe Ratio, risk-neutral investor (Options 1)
c). Minimizing Volatility Composition, risk-averse investor (Options 2)
d). σp ≤ market risk (Minimum, Historical Volatility Market; Future Volatility)
4. RESULTS
Volatility Composition Constraint
As stated in methodology, the portfolio formation is constructed based on some
additional constraints, such as volatility composition constraint, future options volatility (VIX
Annualized traded, ex-ante option), and historical market volatility index. The volatility
threshold value selected is the most minimized result based on these comparison methods. The
value comparison of both methods may be shown in Table 4.1. It reveals that the historical
market index (S&P) volatility offers one third lower value rather than future options during
2013-2018. Referring to historical S&P volatility, the investor's portfolio volatility should be
less than 0.67% in 2013 as a portfolio formation constraint.
Portfolio Weight Formation-International Diversification Strategy
We conducted the portfolio formation based on two strategy periods of holding: annually
and semi-annually, as example of annual holding presented in Table 4.2- 4.3. Optimized
portfolio constraint in the 2013-2015 period is presented in Table 4.2. These three types of
scenario investor options that had been offered in weighting formation as an investor to
maximize Sharpe (Max Sharpe) minimize volatility (Min STD), and U.S. passive strategy as
the benchmark.
According to the summary result, most of the passive strategy U.S. allocating 100% of
the U.S. market index offers a higher Sharpe ratio than international diversification based on
two types of investors in most of the period between 2013-2019 2017 period as seen in Table
4.3.
Portfolio Weight Formation-Sectoral Diversification Strategy
Table 4.4. and 4.5. reports the result of sectoral diversification strategy as alternative
options for U.S. investors. As the stock price of each period tends to perform independently
and uncorrelated with prior years, it may sometimes affect that minimum STD (standard
deviation) optimization scenario is able to generate higher Sharpe ratio as seen in most of the
period, excluding 2013 and 2018 period.
According to the sectoral diversification strategy, the most optimized sector that U.S.
investors should have allocated for investment are Consumer Discretionary (CONS) and Health
(HLTH). On the other hand, to minimize volatility scenario represented with the allocation of
these following sectors, such as Utilities (UTIL), Consumer Discretionary (CONS),
Telecommunication (TELS), and Health (HLTH). To summarize between these two scenarios,
it may indicate that optimization of U.S. investor to allocate more allocation in the following
sectors: CONS, UTIL, and HLTH
Beta and Alpha Value Approximation
Jensen alpha and Treynor are assessed to have a robustness check with Sharpe ratio
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requiring beta and alpha as obtained from cross plot excess portfolio return and the excess
market return (seen in figure 4.1 and figure 4.2.). The study had resulted in linear regression
statistics operated with data analysis excel software in confidence level 95%. Among 28 and
56 cross plot in annual and semi-annual rebalancing respectively in the period of 2013-2019,
there is merely international diversification in 2017 based on annual rebalancing showing
significant alpha (α) as 0.04% (red circle) and beta (β) 0.5 (red rectangle) as seen in figure 4.1
indicated with P-value 0.1% as significantly lower than 5%. In addition, the significance of
alpha value is recognized in semi-annual rebalancing as a slight value of P-value 4.6% lower
than 5% (as confidence level 95%) in sectoral diversification.
It may be interpreted that that international diversification outperforms significantly with
U.S. market performance as aligned with positive significant alpha shown in figure 4.1.
Additionally, the market and portfolio are less correlated with an approximate beta value of
0.5. The outperformed of the ASEAN market in 2017 may be linked with the ASEAN market
performance's correlation performance with U.S. market performance showing a random
correlation in 2017, as seen in Figure 4.1. Furthermore, the noticeable positive significant alpha
value existed in 2016, as seen in Figure 4.2. with alpha 0.1% and beta 0.45 based on semiannual rebalancing. It refers outperformance of sectoral diversification compared with U.S.
market during the first semester of 2016 (January-June). According to these two alpha value
comparisons, the sectoral diversification reveals less significant alpha value than international
diversification, represented with a lower and significant p-value in 2017.
5. CONCLUSION
The writer examines the different rebalancing scenario strategies, annual and semiannual, over the subsequent 6 months (semi-annual) period in each alternative diversification
strategy: international and sectoral diversification as comparison purposes. Results of Median
performance within the 2013-2019 period may be summarized in Table 4.6. Semi-annual
rebalancing offers a superior return in international sectoral diversification and passive
strategy, except international diversification. The result is quite aligned with prior references
that the higher return portfolio may be achieved with a shorten rebalancing period.
Summary portfolio formation shown in Table 4.6 is selected as the highest Sharpe ratio
generated between two portfolio formation scenarios (investor tolerance of risk): to minimize
the volatility and maximize Sharpe ratio formation. According to this approach, most
international diversification formation resulted is referred to 100% S&P allocation as the most
optimized portfolio in the annual rebalancing period (seen in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3). Hence,
these two strategies' summarized result performance between international diversification and
passive strategy is quite similar. International diversification optimization's performance is
clearly distinguished from the passive strategy in semi-annual rebalancing, which reveals
underperform among these two other alternative strategies. According to risk-adjusted return
calculation: Sharpe and Treynor ratio, U.S. investors should have allocated in host countries
either to diversify sectorally in annual rebalancing period or allocate passive index strategy in
semi-annual rebalancing to optimize portfolio return and risk-adjusted return.
Conclusion
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This study attempts to define the most beneficial alternative diversification strategy in
comparing international and sectoral diversification based on U.S. perspective investors.
International diversification focuses on the Top 5 ASEAN Market region; meanwhile, the
sectoral diversification strategy covers 11 sectoral indexes listed in the S&P Index. The
rebalancing strategy applied for portfolio formation is annual (12 months formation and
holding period) and semi-annual (6 months formation and holding period) as comparison
purposes.
The result reveals that sectoral diversification and passive strategy outperform
international diversification strategy according to return and risk-adjusted return performance
(Sharpe and Treynor ratio). The sectoral index's dominance to be allocated for portfolio
optimization of weight are Consumer Staples (CONS) and Utilities (UTIL). In addition, the
shorten formation and holding period is able to generate a higher return portfolio in sectoral
diversification and passive strategy. It furthermore reveals that the portfolio formation of
international diversification may be well distinguished and optimized compared with U.S.
passive strategy in a shorten rebalancing period.
Table 3.1. Summary descriptive statistic of international market index during 2013-2019
period comprised of: U.S= United States (S&P); ID = Indonesia (IDX); PH = Philippines
(PSEI); MY = Malaysia (KLSE); TH = Thailand (SET); SG = Singapore (STI).
Country/Market Index
PH
MY
(PSEI)
(KLSE)

Stats

U.S.
(S&P)

ID
(IDX)

TH
(SET)

S.G.
(STI)

N

1788

1788

1788

1788

1788

1788

Mean

0.045%

0.000%

0.004%

-0.019%

0.007%

-0.005%

Max

4.84%

6.66%

5.50%

5.37%

5.31%

3.80%

Min

-4.18%

-6.75%

-7.52%

-4.52%

-5.73%

-4.61%

S.D.

0.80%

1.14%

1.09%

0.80%

0.93%

0.79%

Skewness

-0.53

-0.33

-0.53

0.0159308

-0.29

-0.02

Kurtosis

3.72

3.93

4.43

4.47

4.79

2.48
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Table 3.2. Summary descriptive statistic of Index return estimated according to log normal
daily return during 2013-2019 period. Keystat: CUST= Consumer Staples; HLTH= Health;
INDUST = Industrials; INTECH : Information Technology; MAT: Materials; REALEST=
Real Estates; TELS=Telecommunication; CONS = Consumer Discretionary UTIL=
Utilities; FIN = Financials; ENE = Energy
Stats

Sectoral/Industri
MAT REALEST

TELS

CONS

UTIL

FIN

ENE

1761

1761

1761

1761

1761

1761

1761

1761

0.04%

0.07%

0.03%

0.03%

0.01%

0.03%

0.03%

0.05%

-0.01%

4.44%

4.69%

5.87%

4.52%

3.38%

5.25%

3.00%

2.96%

4.54%

6.06%

-4.10%

-4.66%

-4.56%

-5.20%

-4.48%

-4.91%

-5.00%

-3.80%

-4.36%

-5.56%

-6.47%

0.92%

0.91%

0.92%

1.05%

1.01%

0.91%

0.99%

0.73%

0.87%

1.01%

1.24%

CUST

HLTH

INDUST

INTECH

N

1761

1761

1761

Mean

0.05%

0.05%

Max

6.09%

Min
S.D

Skew

-0.424822 -0.381031 -0.494634 -0.470183 -0.329176 -0.523536 -0.270714 -0.476667 -0.58219 -0.42985 -0.20829

Kurt

3.2630927 2.2364227 2.4059626 3.2690962 1.5953488 2.0633319 2.5351787 2.1145695 1.787428 2.681918 2.023601

Table 4.1. Volatility index value comparison between VIX future options (ex-ante option)
and historical market index (S&P) during 2013-2018 period.
Date
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018

VIX Future Options
Annualized (%)
Daily (%)
13.56
0.8475
19.2
1.2
18.21
1.138125
14.04
0.8775
11.04
0.69
25.42
1.58875

Historical S&P
Annualized (%) Daily (%)
10.72
0.67
11.52
0.72
15.52
0.97
12.96
0.81
6.72
0.42
17.12
1.07
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Table 4.2. Weighted Portfolio Formation (International Diversification Strategy 2013-2015)
based on three alternative options in market index of : U.S= United States (S&P); ID =
Indonesia (IDX); PH = Philippines (PSEI); MY = Malaysia (KLSE); TH = Thailand (SET);
SG = Singapore (STI).
2013

Return
2014

S&P

0.09%

0.04%

0.00%

Index

2015

IDX

-0.09%

0.06%

-0.10%

PSEI

-0.03%

0.07%

-0.04%

KLCI

0.01%

-0.06%

-0.10%

SET

-0.09%

0.07%

-0.10%

STI

-0.02%

0.00%

-0.09%

Index

Weight
Passive Max Sharpe Min STD

Max Sharpe

Passive

S&P

100%

100%

100%

25%

Passive

26%

100%

IDX

0%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

PSEI

0%

0%

0%

39%

17%

0%

KLCI

0%

0%

0%

0%

10%

0%

SET

0%

0%

0%

34%

13%

0%

STI

0%

0%

0%

0%

33%

0%

Total

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

STD

0.67%

0.67%

0.72%

0.77%

0.75%

0.97%

Sharpe

13.0%

13.0%

5.28%

-7.05%

-8.22%

-0.29%

Table 4.3. Weighted Portfolio Formation (International Diversification 2016-2019) based on
three alternative options
Return

Index
S&P
IDX
PSEI
KLCI
SET
STI
Index
S&P
IDX
PSEI
KLCI
SET
STI
Total
STD
Sharpe

2016

2017

2018

2019

0.04%
0.07%
-0.02%
-0.02%
0.08%
0.00%

0.07%
0.07%
0.08%
0.08%
0.09%
0.10%

-0.03%
-0.04%
-0.07%
-0.04%
-0.04%
-0.06%

0.10%
0.02%
0.03%
-0.01%
0.03%
0.03%

Weight
Passive

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0.81%
5.21%

Min STD Max Sharpe

35%
0%
22%
0%
20%
23%
100%
0.68%
3.69%

28%
23%
0%
0%
50%
0%
100%
0.85%
8.8%

Passive

Min STD

Max Sharpe

Passive

Min STD Max Sharpe

Passive

Min STD

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0.67%
9.69%

49%
6%
12%
4%
24%
5%
100%
0.54%
13.49%

28%
23%
0%
0%
50%
0%
100%
0.65%
-6.97%

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0.74%
-5.02%

37%
5%
5%
21%
6%
26%
100%
0.54%
-9.21%

100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
0.97%
9.27%

37%
5%
5%
21%
6%
26%
100%
0.61%
6.14%

0%
100%
0%
0%
0%
0%
100%
1.36%
0.97%
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Table 4.4. Weighted Portfolio Formation (Sectoral Diversification Strategy 2013-2015) based
on three type alternative options

Table 4.5. Weighted Portfolio Formation (Sectoral Diversification Strategy 2016-2019) based
on three alternative options

Figure 4.1. Cross-plot between excess optimized portfolio return (Y) and market S&P return
(X) based on international diversification strategy in 2017 period
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Figure 4.2. Cross-plot between excess optimized portfolio return (Y) and market S&P return
(X) based on sectoral diversification strategy in first semester of 2016 period (Januari-June)

Table 4.6. Table summary of comparison between each diversification strategy in tworebalancing period: annual and semi-annual rebalancing
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DO ACTIVE EQUITY FUND MANAGERS IN EMERGING MARKET POSSESS
MARKET TIMING ABILITY? – AN EVIDENCE FROM INDONESIA

Hendra Ridwandhana1

ABSTRACT
This paper is intended to answer the question of market timing ability and impacts in
active equity mutual funds in Indonesia. Treynor and Mazuy (1966) or TM, Henriksson and
Merton (1981) (HM), Weigel (1991) (WG) and Conditional Beta (BB) Models are used to
prove empirically whether mutual funds in aggregate have market timing ability or not. Equity
funds are classified into 4 categories according to their average asset under management
between 2008 to 2017. Only Portfolio with asset under management above or equal to IDR 1
trillion which could generate positive alpha through its market timing ability and beat the
market. Some portion of alpha can be explained under TM, HM, WG, and BB model. In the
end, market timing gives impact on portfolio value between -5.95% to 0.98% a year over the
benchmark.
Keywords: Equity Fund, Market Timing, Asset Pricing
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1. INTRODUCTION
Table 1. Mutual Fund’s Asset Under Management by Type
According to Indonesian Financial Services Authority / Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (2017) total
assets under management of all type of mutual fund reached IDR 437.5 trillion with majority
in equity mutual funds. Source: Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (2017).
Type

Asset Under Management (IDR)

Percentage

ETF - Fixed Income

5,041,575,477,325.06

1.15%

ETF - Index

1,726,514,537,099.79

0.39%

ETF - Equity

1,311,209,543,808.90

0.30%

Fixed Income

106,757,949,238,301.00

24.40%

Index

4,142,651,383,892.67

0.95%

Mixed

28,651,426,738,717.50

6.55%

Money Market

51,827,519,461,827.90

11.84%

Equity

128,749,052,498,245.00

29.42%

Protected

109,381,829,084,078.00

25.00%

Total

437,589,727,963,296.00

100.00%

Mutual fund industry is still new in Indonesia. It has a history from 1995 when
Government of Indonesia enacted government regulation number 8, year 1995 governing
capital market. Since then, many mutual funds emerged in Indonesia. According to Otoritas
Jasa Keuangan (Indonesian Financial Services Authorities) by the end of 2017 in total there
were 1,777 mutual funds with total asset under management exceeding IDR 437 trillion (USD
31.5 billion), most of it (95.72%) were denominated in IDR while the rest (4.28%) in USD.
Among IDR denominated mutual funds, actively managed open-end equity mutual funds
(Equity) still held majority asset under management in the market with 29.42% with
approximately IDR 128.7 trillion, while passively managed mutual funds (index & ETF-index)
accounted only 1.34% with approximately IDR 5.8 trillion as seen table 1.
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Table 2. Active Open-End and Passive Equity Mutual Fund’s Asset Under Management
from 2013 to 2017
This table present the growth of active open-end equity fund compared to passive equity fund
consisting index and index etf during 2013-2017. It shows passive equity fund was gaining
popularity in spite of active open-end equity fund was still majority. The proportion of passive
equity fund was increasing from 0.5% to 1.34% while active equity fund shrinking from
45.69% to 29.42%. *) figures are in IDR trillions, source: Otoritas Jasa Keuangan (2017).
Year

Total
AUM*

Active OpenEnd Equity
Fund*

Pct of total
AUM

Passive Equity Fund
(Index & ETFIndex)*

Pct of
total
AUM

2017

437.59

128.75

29.42%

5.87

1.34%

2016

328.85

117.99

35.88%

1.40

0.42%

2015

258.82

106.74

41.24%

2.08

0.80%

2014

241.46

111.82

46.31%

1.01

0.42%

2013

185.50

84.75

45.69%

0.93

0.50%

CAGR

23.93%

11.02%

58.56%

Since 2013, actively managed open-end equity mutual fund is the most popular among
others, however the trend is declining. In 2013, it accounted 45.69% of total asset under
management (AUM) of mutual fund in Indonesia but in 2017 it is only mere 30% of total AUM
although it grew for about 11.02% compounded annually. In contrary, passive equity fund is
gaining popularity. Its AUM was growing from only 0.5% of total AUM in 2013 to 1.34% of
total AUM in 2017. In average passive equity fund had grown 58.56% compounded annually,
above the growth of total mutual funds in Indonesia. Complete figure of it can be seen in Table
2.
Alpha betting ability is regarded as a factor that investors see when they want to make
investment decision in active equity fund. Active equity funds supported by high-skilled fund
managers and may have a connection to internationally-regarded investment house sometimes
and are deemed having superior ability and can deliver better return than its benchmark (Jakarta
Composite Index or Indeks Harga Saham Gabungan). Thus, it is quite interesting to crack the
puzzle of the performance of active open-end equity funds. Are these kind of equity funds
really able to gain consistent performance above market because of its superior ability to
outguess the market?
There are a long history of study to measure the performance of mutual fund in the world,
however most of it are dedicated to equity funds in developed countries (Elton et al., 2003,
2011; Fama et al., 2010; Grinblatt et al., 1992; Henriksen, 1984; Treynor, 1966; Weigel, 1991;
etc.) and only few are talking about emerging countries. Some of study conducted in Thailand,
Turkey, China, and Poland are the example. İmişiker and Özlale (2008), Ünal and Tan (2015),
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and Lonkani et. Al. (2013) were measuring stock picking ability and Sherman et. Al. (2017),
Yi et. Al. (2018), İmişiker and Özlale (2008), Ünal and Tan (2015), and Lonkani et. Al. (2013)
measured market timing performance. Still, there is no study conducted with Indonesia’s
market data.
According to Capital Market Asset Pricing Model, expected return of an active equity
fund portfolio is described as in equation 1.
𝑅𝑝 = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝛽(𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 )
(1)

Or later will be described as fair return of an equity fund. While the realized return will
consist of abnormal return or commonly described as an alpha (α) and residual return (e). Thus,
the formula of realized return is described as in equation 2.
𝑅𝑝𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽(𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝑒𝑡 , 𝑒𝑡 ~(0, 𝜎 2 ) (2)
Both alpha and residual return, can give positive or negative effect on portfolio return
relative to its fair measure according to CAPM.
This paper is intended to solve the puzzle of equity fund managers’ performance
attributed to market-timing skill in Indonesia during 2008 to 2017. It is the ability of fund
managers to time the market. In other word, if fund managers have market-timing skill, they
will allocate their fund in asset which has the higher potential return and will be reflected on
alpha (𝛼) and residual (𝑒).
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Table 3. Fund Portfolio Classifications
This table presents constituents for each portfolio fund of funds classified under average assets
under management. All portfolios are equally weighted portfolio.
Portfolio Fund
of Funds

Avg. AUM Classification

Total Active Equity
Funds in Portfolio

A

> = IDR 1 Trillion

16

B

>= IDR 500 Billion and < IDR 1 Trillion

15

C

>= IDR 100 Billion and < IDR 500 Billion

37

D

>= IDR 10 Billion and < IDR 100 Billion

36

To reveal managers’ timing skill, author make equally weighted (EW) portfolio of mutual
funds during period of observation from 2008 or since inception (if the fund was established
after 2008) to 2017. Detail of classification is described in table 3. Later, those portfolios will
be analyzed by Treynor and Mazuy (1966), Henrikson and Merton (1981), Weigel (1991)
methodology. Conditional beta sensitivity analysis will be used to reveal market-timing ability
of equity funds in 2 different market conditions, bullish and bearish. The last one, author try to
decompose portfolio value to see how much portfolio is benefited from market-timing skill and
abnormal return.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First part is introduction. Second part
discuss literature review about market-timing of mutual fund. Third part explains methodology,
hypotheses formulation and data being used in this research. Fourth part exhibits the result of
market-timing ability testing under 4 methods. Fifth part discuss about empirical findings. The
last one offers summary of the study, limitation and concluding remarks.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
It is not surprising nowadays to see a mutual fund underperforms the market.
Improvement of information technology has made information around the world can be
accessed within a click. The integration of information makes capital market more efficient.
Today equity fund managers even more difficult to beat the market. Indeed, there are few
mutual funds which can beat the market because of its managers have better skill or have more
knowledge than others. Grinblatt & Titman (1992) confirmed with consistent alpha generation
ability past good performer tend to perform good in the future.
Pastor and Stambaugh (2002) tried to measure the ability of equity fund managers in
creating alpha with respect of CAPM and Fama-French model for US fund managers.
Empirically, they found alpha in Fama-French model was less than CAPM’s alpha because of
alpha in CAPM was explained by the other factors. These factors were market capitalization
factor and valuation factor. Those findings suggest in aggregate fund managers’ alpha is
resulted from the ability of managers in controlling capitalization and valuation factor within
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portfolio.
More rigorously, Elton, Gruber, and Blake (2003) examined fund managers performance
before and after management fee in US. They compared 2 kinds of fund, non-incentive-fee
funds and incentive-fee funds and argued incentive-fee funds would attempt more effort to
generate higher return in order to get higher incentive while non-incentive-fee funds wouldn’t.
Thus, equity fund managers would recruit talented research analyst professional. It implied
incentive-fee fund managers might have superior asset allocation and sector rotation ability
helping them to get more return. Often, they tried to outperform the market by taking more
risk, especially after the poor return period. Beside that incentive-fee fund is charged lower
trading expenses.
Evidence of persistence of skill of particular-fund manager was exist. Incentive-fee fund
before incentive fee performed better in general than non-incentive-fee fund. This finding
suggested incentive-fee motivate fund managers was putting more effort to beat the benchmark.
They could be selecting asset with abnormal return (alpha) or taking more systematic risk
(beta). By doing these activities incentive-fee fund can try to time the market, adding more
systematic risks when the market is bullish and do oppositely when the market is bearish, or
simply using their resources to pick which asset having abnormal return, therefore it can uplift
their return.
Although many scholars agreed in overall fund managers cannot beat the market, it raises
a question because most data they used in their study was after-fees data, so it is possible that
performance of fund managers can be diminishing after deducting the fees. Fama and French
(2010) argued although most of the fund cannot beat the market, out-there still exist skillful
managers producing positive abnormal return. However, this ability only exists in performance
before fees. After deducting fees, the evidence is mixed and mostly its ability disappears. It
may because of investment house needs to pay higher salary in order to attract talented portfolio
managers (Grinblatt and Tittman, 1989).
Grinblatt and Tittman (1992) concluded there is a persistence performance of fund
managers and past good-performers tend to produce good performance in the future. However,
in most of the time market timing ability cannot result in positive abnormal return (alpha) to
investors due to managers charge higher management fee (Weigel, 1991). Another study
confirming stock-picking ability of a manager comes from Gibson, Saffeddine, and Sonti
(2004). After examining after-seasoned equity offering return on stock bought by institutional
investors they found institutional investors would buy more if they were convinced that those
stocks have a good prospect. Conversely, they would buy less.
In delivering positive return to investors, managers must have the ability to forecast
market movement or what is called as market timing ability. Market timing ability itself can be
practiced in two ways: first, tactical or specific asset allocation and second, adjusting portfolio
sensitivity to the market according to market return expectation (Jiang, 2003). A fund
possessing good timing ability supposedly generates positive alpha in CAPM. By tactical asset
allocation fund manager will pick specific asset that may perform better than the others in next
coming period. While in portfolio level, manager will vary market factor’s beta sensitivity
according to macroeconomy conditions.
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Market timing of fund could be modelled and tested in many ways, Treynor and Mazuy
(1966); Henrikson (1984); Weigel (1991); Bollen and Busse (2001); and Elton, Gruber, and
Blake (2011) tried to examine the existence of market timing ability as a source of superior
return. In exception of Weigel (1991) which is comparing perfect timing ability to its asset
allocation ability, most of methods expands the existing model such as CAPM, Fama-French
3-Factors model, and Carhart 4-Factors model with timing factor.
All of those studies consistently confirmed in most of the time estimated parameter on
market-timing factor is not statistically significant. Henrikson (1984) concluded that 116
mutual funds in US during January 1968 to June 1980 were not able to follow strategy that
consistently timing the market. Weigel (1991) added timing ability varies overtime, some fund
managers might have good timing ability however it was negatively correlated to the alpha.
Elton, Gruber and Blake (2011) confirmed although in single factor model a fund exhibited
timing ability, it tended to disappear as the other factors added to the model. Thus, It suggested
timing ability was explained by those other factors.
In emerging-market itself, most of studies resulted similar conclusion. Sherman,
O’Sullivan, and Gao (2017) examined market timing ability of 419 mutual funds in China
during May 2003 to May 2014. Using Treynor and Mazuy (1966), Henrikson and Merton
(1981), and Jiang (2003) methods, they found only 1 out of 419 which possessed significant
positive timing and 9% of fund suffered significant negative timing. More robust study was
done by Yi et al. (2018) by exploring market timing ability in three dimensions: market return,
volatility, and liquidity. Using sample from July 2005 to June 2016 they found significant
evidences of timing ability on volatility and liquidity. Yet, they didn’t find strong evidence in
market return timing.
Lonkani et. Al.(2013) and Ünal and Tan (2015) also provided similar conclusion.
Assessing Thai and Polish fund manager respectively, they didn’t find any evidence in timing
ability. Lonkani et. Al. (2013) found only 1 and 2 out of 107 funds in Thailand which had
significant timing ability under Henrikson and Merton (1981) and Treynor and Mazuy (1966)
models. Ünal and Tan (2015) also supported this conclusion. Assessing mutual funds in
Polandia, they didn’t find any funds out of 14 funds which was tested under Treynor and Mazuy
(1966) model however some of funds had positive timing ability during quantitative easing era
between 9 January 2009 and 31 October 2014.
A different finding was delivered by İmişiker and Özlale (2008). they observed mutual
fund in Turkey using Jensen (1972) time-varying beta. They also extended their study to find
predictive factor of market timing ability. In the end of their study, they conclude during study
period between January 2000 to September 2003, there are 42 out of 49 funds in Turkey
performed superior market timing ability. They found management fee had negative
relationship to market timing ability.
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3. DATA AND METHODS
Sampling and Data Collection
Table 4. Descriptive Statistics of Each Portfolio
Mean, median, maximum, minimum and Std.dev. are in daily measure. Annualised sharpe ratio
is calculated as Sh(annualised) = Sh(daily)√250, assuming there are 250 trading days in a
year, and Sh(daily) =

( Expected daily return− risk free rate)

Portfolio

Std.dev

.

A

B

C

D

Mean

0.0465%

0.0447%

0.0389%

0.0339%

Median

0.1059%

0.1004%

0.0777%

0.0712%

Maximum

8.6027%

10.0812%

9.9754%

8.5810%

Minimum

-10.7450%

-16.6073%

-15.0228%

-14.0137%

Std.Dev.

1.4283%

1.5224%

1.3868%

1.4433%

Sharpe Ratio (Annualised)

51.48%

46.42%

44.35%

37.14%

Skewness

-0.2481

-0.5368

-0.5313

-0.4520

Kurtosis

10.6860

15.6471

13.9796

13.0864

Jarque-Bera

6001.23

16298.24

12309.97

10374.95

Probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Sum

1.1278

1.0858

0.9433

0.8233

SumSq.Dev.

0.4951

0.5625

0.4668

0.5056

Observations

2428

2428

2428

2428

To answer the research question, all active equity funds are classified into four groups
and are formed into composite index or portfolio such mentioned in table 3. Investment horizon
then to be constrained between 2008 and 2017 and only for equity funds with asset under
management (AUM) IDR 10 billion in above by the end of 2017 and have average asset under
management IDR 10 billion and above during 2008 (or since inception for funds which was
established after 2008) until 2017. All of the constituents of each group of portfolios can be
found in appendix. Equal weight method is used in formation of portfolio of fund. Analysis
will be conducted on daily data as suggested by Bollen and Busse (2001) and Busse and Irvine
(2006) because daily data is deemed more persistence in revealing market timing ability. BI
rate (Indonesian Central Bank rate) are used for risk free rate data before 19 August 2016 and
BI 7-day reverse repo are used for risk free rate data after 19 August 2016. To obtain daily data
from annual percentage rate, risk free rate will be converted into daily rate in basis of 250 days
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a year. Descriptive statistics of each portfolio is mentioned in Table 4.
From Table 4, it can be seen that mutual fund’s composite with AUM above or equal
IDR 1 trillion gained the highest expected return during 2008 – 2017. It also had the highest
standard deviation in overall. According to Sharpe ratio measure, it was regarded the more
superior portfolio compared to others.
Econometrics Model Specification
To examine mutual fund’s market timing ability, this study utilizes 3 kind of models
commonly used, there are Treynor and Mazuy (1966) or TM; Henriksson and Merton (1981)
or HM; Weigel (1991) or WG. To gain better understanding on mutual fund performance on
bearish and bullish condition, this research decomposes portfolio beta into conditional
expectation of beta portfolio during bullish or bearish period or BB. This method is similar to
the model proposed by Henrikson and Merton (1981) with an addition factor of bearish
dummy*excess market return. All regression results from all models then will be compared to
CAPM as benchmark.
Treynor and Mazuy (1966) analysed fund performance by extending CAPM model to
second order of market risk premium variable, such described in the equation 3.
2

𝑅𝑝𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛽2 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝑒𝑡 , 𝑒𝑡 ~(0, 𝜎 2 )
(3)
With 𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓 is excess return of a portfolio, 𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 is market risk premium, 𝛽1 is
portfolio sensitivity to market risk premium1 or portfolio systematic risk, 𝛽2 is second order of
market risk premium which is used to better explain the fund performance and capture market
timing ability of the fund manager, 𝛼 is abnormal return, and 𝑒 is stochastic component or
residual with zero average.
In this approach, a mutual fund is regarded to have market timing ability if 𝛽2 has
positive and significant value. Thus, either in bearish and bullish period, mutual fund’s beta
will be added by 𝛽2 (𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 ) . If Rm > Rf then fund managers will increase market risk
premium’s sensitivity and if Rm < Rf then fund managers will decrease market risk premium’s
sensitivity.
One limitation of TM method is the use of unconditional market timing factor that
assumes fund managers will vary sensitivity to the market risk premium in same magnitude.
This assumption is wrong as fund manager will try to increase sensitivity to the market when
the market is bullish and/or try to minimize the sensitivity when the market is bearish to
minimize the losses and it will be done may be with different magnitude.
HM added additional factor beta to better explain additional sensitivity when the market
is bullish. The model proposed by HM is described as in equation 4.
𝑅𝑝𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 (Rmt − Rft ) + β2 [(Rmt − Rft ) ∗ dt ] + et , et ~(0, σ2 )
(4)
With 𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓 is portfolio risk premium, 𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 is market risk premium, 𝛽1 is
portfolio sensitivity to market risk premium, d is dummy variable with zero if the market is
bearish and 1 if the market is bullish, and e is stochastic component or residual with zero mean.
1

This research uses daily return of Indeks Harga Saham Gabungan or Jakarta Composite Index (ticker: JCI) in
Bloomberg database as market return and JCI daily return minus risk free rate as market excess return.
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In this model, if fund manager possesses superior market timing ability then 𝛽2 will be
positive and statistically significant. Thus, in bullish period fund average performance will be
𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 (𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 ) with 𝛽 = 𝛽1 + 𝛽2 . When market turns to bearish period, thus
fund 𝛽 = 𝛽1 . This model assumes portfolio manager will only vary the beta higher only when
there is a good investment opportunity otherwise he/she does not and stay at default 𝛽1 .
WG model provides different point of view. Instead measuring portfolio performance
with respect to market, it is trying to figure out which is more dominant in predicting fund
manager performance, asset allocation or market timing ability. To answer the question this
model put all factors together in one model as in equation 3.
𝑛

𝑅𝑝𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼 + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 (𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝛾𝑍𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 , 𝑒𝑡 ~(0, 𝜎 2 )

(5)

𝑖=0

Where in this research, 𝛽𝑖 is estimated parameter of each industrial sector-i in Indonesia’s
stock market and is attributed to sectoral tactical asset allocation, (𝑅𝑖𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 ) is excess return
of industrial sector i excess return, 𝛾 is estimated parameter attributed to perfect timing ability,
𝑍𝑡 is maximum value between all sectors excess return.
𝛾 will yield positive significant value If fund manager possesses market-timing ability.
It means fund manager will only invest in industrial sector which is predicted to have the
highest return within investment horizon. Therefore, average performance of fund manager
will be 𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓 = 𝛾𝑍 and 𝛾 will equal to 1 if portfolio return is only attributed to its perfect
timing ability.
All methods put interest if fund manager possesses positive market timing skill (TM),
uses market timing by adding sensitivity when in bullish market condition (HM), and
unconditional perfect timing in overall market situation (WG). Nothing of them provides
explanation about market timing ability of fund manager when they face specific market
condition, and measure its conditional expectation of market risk premium’s beta. How much
market risk premium’s beta will be added to portfolio when market is in bullish? and how much
it will be shrunk in bearish situation? Do managers have a good guess of market movement?
To add better explanation of fund manager ability to time the market when in either
bullish or bearish condition, new model is used as described in equation 6.
𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 [(𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 ) ∗ D1 ] + 𝛽2 [(𝑅𝑚 − 𝑅𝑓 ) ∗ D2 ] + 𝑒 , 𝑒~(0, 𝜎 2 )
(6)
Where D1 is dummy variable, to be set to 1 when market risk premium is positive or 0
when market risk premium is negative. Oppositely, D2 is dummy variable is to be set to 1 when
market risk premium is negative or 0 when market risk premium is positive. Both of 𝛽1 and 𝛽2
can be compared to CAPM’s 𝛽 . Fund manager who has good market timing skill will lower
𝛽2 , and increase 𝛽1 relative to CAPM’s 𝛽 , also 𝛽1 will be higher than 𝛽2 .
Hypotheses Formulation
With respect to each model, several hypotheses are developed as summarised in table 5.
Three models (TM, HM, and WG) are designed to test whether fund manager has market timing
ability while the BB examines specific action taken by fund manager if certain market
condition happens.
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Table 5. Hypotheses for Each Model
This table summarises hypotheses testing scenario of each model for market timing factor. TM
stands for Treynor and Mazuy (1966) model, HM stands for Henrikson and Merton (1981)
model, WG stands for Weigel (1991) model, and BB stands for Conditional Beta Model.
Model
TM

Interest
𝛽2

HM

𝛽2

WG

𝛾

BB

𝛽1 , 𝛽2

Hypothesis
H0 : 𝛽2 is zero
H1 : 𝛽2 is not zero
H0 : 𝛽2 is zero
H1 : 𝛽2 is not zero
H0 : 𝛾 is zero
H1 : 𝛾 is not zero
H10 : 𝛽1 is zero
H11 : 𝛽1 is not zero
H20 : 𝛽2 is zero
H21 : 𝛽2 is not zero
𝛽1 > 𝛽2 ; 𝛽1 > CAPM’s 𝛽; 𝛽2 < CAPM’s 𝛽

All of timing factors in TM, HM, and WG should be positively significant if fund
managers in general possess market-timing ability. Negative value of those estimated
parameters suggests fund managers perform negative-timing ability. BB method provides
different approach, rather than measuring aggregate timing ability, BB measure conditional
beta when market risk premium is negative or positive. The main interest here is to prove
whether bullish beta increases higher than unconditional beta (CAPM’s Beta) and decreases
bearish beta lower than unconditional beta. It implies good fund managers will be confidently
adding more sensitivity relative to market when they are sure market will be bullish.
Alternatively, they will be lowering portfolio sensitivity to the market when they are sure
market turns bearish and conditional beta in bearish time will be lower than unconditional beta.
Portfolio Value Decomposition
Last one, this research also decomposed portfolio value into certain proportion attributed
to: fair return according to CAPM, abnormal return () and residual return (𝜀). In complete
form total portfolio value according to CAPM is defined in equation 7.
1 + 𝑅𝑝𝑡 = 1 + 𝑝𝑡 + 𝑅𝑓𝑡 + 𝛽𝑝 (𝑅𝑚𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 ) + 𝑒𝑡 , 𝑒𝑡 ~(0, 𝜎 2 )
(7)
as total portfolio value which is containing alpha and residual components or it can be
defined as realized return of portfolio.
Fair return of portfolio value according to CAPM is defined in equation 8.
1 + 𝑅𝑝−𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑡 = 1 + 𝑅𝑓𝑡 + 𝛽𝑝 (𝑅𝑝𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓𝑡 )
(8)
Difference of equation 7 and equation 8 is total of abnormal return and residual.
Abnormal return or  and 𝛽𝑝 are estimated using recursive method of standard regression
model equation 9.
̂ 𝑟𝑚𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 (9)
̂ 𝑝𝑡 + 𝛽
𝑟𝑝𝑡 = 𝛼
𝑝𝑡
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For t is each day from 1 January 2008 until 31 December 2017, alpha or abnormal return
̂ ) will be estimated at each t. For example,
̂ 𝑝𝑡 ) and beta or market risk premium parameter (𝛽
(𝛼
𝑝𝑡
̂ is
̂ 𝑝𝑡 and 𝛽
in t = 2 or 3 January 2008 (because in 1 January 2008 market was closed) 𝛼
𝑝𝑡
estimated with subset of information of market risk premium and portfolio risk premium in 2 and 3
̂ are estimated then 𝑒𝑡 = 𝑟𝑝𝑡 − (𝛼
̂ 𝑟𝑚𝑡 ) can be estimated for
̂ 𝑝𝑡 and 𝛽
̂ 𝑝𝑡 + 𝛽
January 2008. As 𝛼
𝑝𝑡

𝑝𝑡

each t.
Revealing portfolio value attributed to residual return, may be important to confirm its
market timing ability. Fund manager who possess market timing ability could be generate extra
return in term of residual return, because they could earn more positive residual return rather
than negative residual return.
4. RESULTS
Market Timing Evidences
First of all, CAPM beta is examined for all four portfolios. The result is consistent with
the other findings of previous studies. It confirms in general, there is no fund can produce
consistent positive alpha. As mentioned in table 6, no correlation between size or AUM and
beta or systematic factor taken by managers. Composite funds with AUM above or equal IDR
500 B and under IDR 1 T or Portfolio B possess the highest beta of 1.1078.
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Table 6. Regression Result of Each Portfolio Based on Single Index Model
This table shows OLS regression result on single index model/capital asset pricing model as
𝑟𝑝 = 𝛼 + 𝛽 𝑟𝑚 + 𝜀𝑡 . 𝑟𝑝 is each portfolio A, B, C, and D excess return over risk free rate and
𝑟𝑚 is market risk premium (daily return of market index-JCI minus risk free rate).
Portfolio

A

B

C

D

0.0000196

-0.0000068

-0.000047

-0.000102

P-Value

0.6601

0.9230

0.5227

0.2319

Beta

1.0545

1.1078

0.99997

1.0317

P-Value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

97.640%

94.847%

93.136%

91.529%

Alpha

Adj. R-Squared

Table 6 also shows that market risk premium explains more than 90% of the variations
of composite funds excess return. Adj. r-squared is higher for portfolio A compared to portfolio
B,C and D which have lesser asset. Intuitively, it suggests portfolio with lesser AUM will rely
on more unsystematic factor or firm specific factor than portfolio with bigger AUM.
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Table 7. Regression Result of Each Portfolio Based on Market Timing Model-TM
This table shows OLS regression result on Treynor and Mazuy (1966) model as 𝑟𝑝 = 𝛼 +
𝛽 𝑟𝑚 + 𝛽 2 𝑟𝑚2 + 𝜀𝑡 . Dependent variables are portfolio A, B, C, and D excess returns and 𝑟𝑚 is
market risk premium excess return. In TM model, 𝛽 2 coefficients indicate market timing
ability for each portfolio. Only portfolio A exhibits significant positive 𝛽 2 coefficient. It
means Portfolio A performed positive timing ability that significantly add portfolio sensitivity
to market when market is in bullish and do oppositely when market is in bearish.
Porfolio

A

B

C

D

-0.00006

0.00003

0.00002

-0.00005

0.223

0.6905

0.8382

0.5481

1.056998

1.1066

0.9979

1.0302

P-Value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Beta 2 (MRP-Squared)

0.4233

-0.2004

-0.3494

-0.2677

P-Value

0.0000

0.1078

0.0076

0.0773

97.667%

94.851%

93.153%

91.537%

Alpha
P-Value
Beta 1 (MRP)

Adj. R-Squared

Table 7 exhibits the results of TM-model in explaining timing-ability of those four kinds
of equity fund composite index. In overall, only equity fund portfolio A can produce significant
positive market timing ability. However, its alpha betting ability decreases. It can be interpreted
that fund with asset under management above and equal to IDR 1 trillion utilizes its timingability as a source of a portion of its abnormal return generation. Fund portfolio A has 0.4233
beta 2 for timing factor. It means timing factor adds 0.4233% market beta for each 1% market
risk premium or ultimately gives 0.004233% extra return to portfolio return for every 1%
market risk premium.
Another interesting finding is the existence of negative significant timing ability of
portfolio B, C and D. Portfolio B exhibits -0.2004 timing factor coefficient. This timing factor
will impact negatively to portfolio return in average -0.002004% to total portfolio return for
every 1% market risk premium. Portfolio C and D have -0.3494 and -0.2677 timing factor
coefficient respectively. In this condition, portfolio C will be impacted -0.003494% for every
1% market risk premium and portfolio D will be impacted -0.002677% to its portfolio return
for every 1% market risk premium.
Relationship between market timing factor and difference of alpha between CAPM alpha
and timing model alpha are clear. Market timing ability explains a portion of portfolio alpha in
CAPM. When a portfolio produces positive timing ability, its alpha in TM model will be lower
compared to its alpha in CAPM. This Phenomenon is shown in the case of portfolio A, B, C
and D. Portfolio A has positive timing ability but its alpha in TM-model compared to its CAPM
alpha decreases from 0.0196% to -0.006%. Oppositely happen in portfolio B, C and D.
Portfolio B, C and D alpha in TM-model increase 0.0036%, 0.0063% and 0.0048% respectively
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compared to each portfolio alpha in CAPM while those portfolio timing factor become
negative.
HM model is used to examine timing ability by measuring additional exposure to market
risk premium beta when it is in bullish. Portfolio with good market timing ability will add more
exposure market risk premium beta. Table 8 shows only portfolio A and B which have positive
timing ability however only Portfolio B which is statistically significant. It can add 0.0448 for
Portfolio A and 0.0041 for Portfolio B to respective portfolio market risk premium beta. So, in
total this fund portfolio may increase sensitivity of its market risk premium to 1.0787 for
portfolio A and 1.11 for portfolio B when market risk premium is positive.
Table 8. Regression Result of Each Portfolio Based on Market Timing Model-HM
This table shows OLS regression result on Henrikson and Merton (1981) model as 𝑟𝑝 = 𝛼 +
𝛽𝑟𝑚 + 𝛽2 (𝐷 𝑟𝑚 ) + 𝜀𝑡 . Dependent variables are portfolio A, B, C, and D excess returns, 𝑟𝑚 is
market risk premium excess return and D is dummy variable which 1 when market risk
premium is positive and 0 when market risk premium is negative. there are portfolio A and B
which have positive timing ability but only portfolio A which is significant. Portfolio C and D
appear having negative timing ability. In this case portfolio A and B add sensitivity of portfolio
to market while portfolio C and D decrease it when market is predicted in bullish condition.
Porfolio

A

B

C

D

-0.000180

-0.000025

0.000011

-0.000064

P-Value

0.0025

0.7910

0.9085

0.5750

Beta 1 (MRP)

1.0339

1.1059

1.0060

1.0356

P-Value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Beta 2 (Bullish Dummy * MRP)

0.0448

0.0041

-0.0131

-0.0084

P-Value

0.0000

0.7727

0.3774

0.6235

97.664%

94.846%

93.135%

91.527%

Alpha

Adj. R-Squared

For portfolio C and D, all of those perform negative timing. It is shown on negative value
of Beta 2. This condition makes those portfolios decrease its sensitivity to market risk premium
during positive period of market risk premium. During negative market risk premium portfolio
C and D beta will be near 1.006 and 1.0356 respectively. It will decrease to 0.9929 and 1.0272
when market risk premium becomes positive. Also, this model shows same phenomena with
TM model in market timing – alpha relationship.
Table 9. Regression Result of Each Portfolio Based on Market Timing Model-WG
Dependent variable is excess return of portfolio A, B, C and D. in this model only portfolio A
which is proven having positive significant perfect timing ability. * p-value < 10%, ** p-value
< 5%, *** p-value < 1%.
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Porfolio
Alpha

A

B

C

D

-0.000259***

-0.000156

-0.000180

-0.000203

0.039116***

0.078948***

0.069627***

0.084293***

-0.015136

-0.027853*

0.032127**

0.048936***

CONSUMER

-0.039195** -0.081908***

0.002292

0.033211

FINANCE

0.251193***

0.212680***

0.136783***

0.132546***

0.15767***

0.159336***

0.136208***

0.152221***

MANUFACTURE

0.354254***

0.391277***

0.230297***

0.122109**

MINING

0.122925***

0.159123***

0.131574***

0.188063***

-0.017208

-0.032804**

0.005246

0.020244

0.10385***

0.140277***

0.174828***

0.163837***

TRADING

0.109579***

0.123604***

0.113399***

0.107888***

Perfect Timing Factor

0.015781***

0.011875

0.009903

0.010909

97.130%

94.780%

93.819%

93.051%

AGRICULTURE
BASIC_INDUSTRY

INFRASTRUCTURE

MISCELLANEOUS
PROPERTY

Adj. R-Squared

Table 9 examines mutual fund portfolio by comparing its performance attributed to stock
picking ability or perfect timing ability. Only portfolio A exhibits significant positive perfect
timing ability although it is very small, only 1.58% of the highest sector excess return in a
period. For the others, each portfolio has positive timing ability but those are not statistically
significant. It seems suggesting that the return of portfolio B, C and D are defined only by
managers sector rotation rather than its perfect timing ability.
Table 10. Regression Result of Each Portfolio Based on Market Timing Model-BB
MRP stands for market risk premium which is calculated by MRP = market return (rJCI) – risk
free rate; SIM/CAPM stands for single index model or capital asset pricing model or beta as
shown in table 7. Dependent variables in this model are portfolio A, B, C, and D excess returns.
Portfolio A and B are proven increasing portfolio beta when market is in bullish and decreasing
portfolio beta when market is in bearish while portfolio C and D do it oppositely.
Porfolio

B

C

D

-0.00018

-0.000025

0.0000114

-0.000064

P-Value

0.0025

0.7910

0.9085

0.5750

Beta1 (Bullish Dummy*MRP)

1.0787

1.10996

0.9929

1.0272

P-Value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Alpha

A
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Beta2 (Bearish Dummy*MRP)

1.0339

1.10588

1.0060

1.0356

P-Value

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

97.664%

94.846%

93.135%

91.527%

Adj. R-Squared
Beta

A

B

C

D

Single Index Model (SIM/CAPM)

1.05450

1.10776

0.99997

1.03174

Bullish Beta

1.07867

1.10996

0.99289

1.02719

Delta

0.02417

0.00220

-0.00708

-0.00455

Beta

A

B

C

D

Single Index Model (SIM/CAPM)

1.05450

1.10776

0.99997

1.03174

Bearish Beta

1.03387

1.10588

1.00601

1.03563

Delta

-0.02063

-0.00188

0.00604

0.00388

The last measurement is additional beta of market risk premium over unconditional beta
of market risk premium in specific market condition. As one source of market timing is the
ability of managers to guess the movement of capital market, it is important to observe
systematic risk taken by managers during bullish and bearish market condition. The result
shows all portfolio have market timing ability, but only portfolio A and B use correctly.
Portfolio A and B vary market risk premium beta 0.02417 and 00022 higher than respective
market risk premium beta under CAPM when market is in bullish and vary market risk
premium beta 0.02063 and 0.00188 lower than respective market risk premium beta under
CAPM when market is in bearish. The rest do oppositely and documented in table 10.
Market timing under TM, HM, WG, or BB methods are proven explaining a proportion
of abnormal return of equity fund portfolios, however it is still a small proportion and is
negatively correlated with abnormal return (alpha). There are still another proportion of
CAPM’s alpha which is not yet explained by market timing component.
Portfolio Value Decomposition
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Table 11. Abnormal Return and Residual Effect on Portfolio Value
all data is cummulative for 10 year from 2008 to 2017. all values show relative value of Rp 1
invested in the beginning of 2008
Portfolio

Cumulative Impact
from Alpha

Cumulative Impact
from Residual

Total
Impact

A

81.00%

-71.19%

9.81%

B

69.73%

-78.48%

-8.74%

C

41.15%

-70.93%

-29.77%

D

-49.83%

-9.66%

-59.49%

To answer the question of market timing effect, recursive methods in calculating alpha
and beta are used. Thus, daily alpha and beta can be used to calculate cumulative value
attributed to abnormal and residual return components since those proportion of return are
affected by market timing ability. This method tests if a portfolio has good timing skill and it
comes under assumption that return attributed to other than fair return according to CAPM
especially residual return could be the result of market timing skill.
Table 11 shows cumulative portfolio value during 10-year investment period which is
attributed to abnormal return, residual return, and total of those two. Based on table 12, only
portfolio A with AUM above or equal IDR 1 trillion which can achieve positive total
cumulative portfolio value attributed to alpha and residual. Portfolio with smaller AUM suffer
negative impact of total cumulative alpha and residual. In total portfolio A is able to give 9.81%
extra return to its investors compared to other portfolio taking similar systematic risk.
Portfolio B and C can maintain positive cumulative portfolio value attributed to abnormal
return (alpha), but the effect vanishes because of negative cumulative residual return. In total,
investment value of portfolio B and C declined by 8.74% and 29.77% of every IDR 1 initial
investment in the end of year 10. It equals to 0.874% and 2.977% decline each year respectively
compared to other portfolio with similar systematic risk.
Portfolio D suffers the worst impact of alpha and residual. Portfolio D with the lowest
AUM classification is not able to generate either positive cumulative return from alpha and
residual. Portfolio D losses 49.83% from negative alpha and 9.66% from residual for every
IDR 1 initial investment in the end of 10-year investment horizon compared to portfolio with
similar systematic risk.
Discussion
As market timing skill in most of the time is defined as the ability of fund managers to
guess the movement of the market. Its ability is highly affected by managers stock picking skill
or sector rotation skill. Managers with good timing skill will rebalance their portfolio according
to their views. They can increase portfolio sensitivity to the market by adding a bunch of stocks
with relatively higher systematic beta when market is predicted in uptrend movement or
decrease portfolio sensitivity when the opposite situation is happening. Another sign of a good
market timing skill can be seen in the ability of fund managers when they pick mispriced asset
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because of momentum, reversal, small minus big, high minus low or any other factors. These
activities are shown clearly in changes of abnormal return when the funds are proven exhibiting
market timing ability. Yet this timing ability in extended CAPM’s version only explain a small
proportion of funds’ alpha, also timing factor have negative correlation to alpha/abnormal
return as mentioned in Weigel (1991). Compared with standard CAPM, Alpha in asset pricing
model accompanied with timing factor will be lower if fund/portfolio exhibit positive timing
ability. Oppositely happen in funds with negative timing ability.
Portfolio A is an example of the existence of market timing phenomena. Portfolio A
exhibited positive timing ability under all models during 2008-2017. Because of timing ability,
portfolio A abnormal return in TM, HM, WG and BB diminished if compared to its CAPM’s
alpha. Oppositely happen in portfolio C and D in TM, HM and BB, due to its negative timing
ability under TM, HM and BB, those alphas under TM, HM and BB increased more than those
CAPM’s alphas during 2008-2017. When portfolio C and D exhibited positive perfect timing
ability (𝛾) in WG, those alphas in the model shrunk if compared to those CAPM’s alphas.
Complete relation between market timing and alpha is summarized in table 12.
Table 12. Summary of Market Timing and Alpha Relationship under Several Models
The evidences of correlation between the existence of market timing ability and alpha
generation are clearly negatively correlated. If a portfolio is found to have market timing
ability, it will be a source of portfolio alpha creation. Thus, the alpha under model with market
timing will be diminishing.
Portfolio

A

B

C

D

Positive

Negative

Negative

Negative

Lower

Higher

Higher

Higher

Positive

Positive

Negative

Negative

Lower

Lower

Higher

Higher

Positive

Positive

Positive

Positive

Lower

Lower

Lower

Lower

Model 1 - Treynor and Mazuy (TM)
Market Timing Factor Beta
Alpha in Market Timing Model vs.
CAPM's Alpha
Model 2 - Henrikson and Merton (HM)
Market Timing Factor Beta
Alpha in Market Timing Model vs.
CAPM's Alpha
Model 3 - Weigel (WG)
Perfect Timing Factor Beta
Alpha in Market Timing Model vs.
CAPM's Alpha
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Model 4 - Conditional Beta (BB)
Market Timing Evidence
Alpha in Market Timing Model vs.
CAPM's Alpha

Positive

Positive

Negative

Negative

Lower

Lower

Higher

Higher

Yet, not all of fund return components are well explained by market timing factors since
extended CAPM with market timing factor (HM or TM) or model without market factor (BB
or WG) does not improve predictive power significantly. It suggests more robust model such
as Fama-French 3 Factors model or Carhart 5 Factors model extended by timing factor to better
explain the source of funds’ performance.
Another explanation provided by BB method. This method divides market risk premium
sensitivity into two conditions, bull and bear. Logically, managers will tilt systematic beta up
in bull market and tilt this down in bear market. Thus, this manager can reap more return in
uptrend market and decrease the impact in downtrend market. This can be a source of good
timing skill. Portfolio A which had significant positive timing ability under TM and HM also
perfect timing ability under WG could maintain higher beta in uptrend market and lower beta
in downtrend market compared to CAPM’s beta during 2008-2017. Portfolio C, and D did
oppositely, those portfolios added more risk in downturn market and lowers risk in up-turn
market. In the end, this negative timing performance resulted in underperformance over the
benchmark.
Negative timing ability can be a bad sign for investors. For sure investors would like to
choose active equity portfolio which outperforms the market. However, positive timing ability
is not enough, because there are a significant proportion of abnormal return which is
unexplained by timing ability left in residual. Residual return can also give either positive or
negative impact with 0% average and 𝜎 2 variance, and is more difficult to control than
abnormal return.
To answer the impact of overall timing ability, portfolio value decomposition is used to
see the impact of abnormal and residual return to total portfolio value. Those two return
components may have either positive or negative return depends on how skillful fund managers
outguess the market movement. Skillful managers will take correct action and result positive
abnormal return and may result positive residual return. In the result, it will add more value to
portfolio.
Evidences in all portfolios confirm only portfolio A was able to beat the market for 10years investment horizon starting from 2008 to 2017. This finding reveals there are some equity
funds which can produce persistent performance because of skill of its fund managers, also it
agrees with previous studies of Fama & French (2010), and Grinblatt & Titman (1992).
Portfolio A (AUM above or equal IDR 1 trillion) shows the best performance among others
and has positive timing ability. It can perform correct action to gather positive cumulative
return attributed to positive alpha that can surpass negative effect of cumulative return
attributed to residual. while Portfolio D (AUM >= IDR 10 billion, < IDR 100 billion) results
the worst performance. Portfolio D not only had low unconditional CAPM’s beta but also was
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not able maintain positive cumulative impact on alpha and residual in long period. These made
portfolio D had the worst return among others during 2008-2017.
Source of funds persistence performance can be come up from its alpha-betting
capability. To have good this capability fund manager needs to attract talented individual to
manage the portfolio and have prominent research unit and it may cost fees and may be charged
to investors on higher management fee. In case of Indonesia, its management fee is already
deducted from portfolio value so it can result in worse performance of portfolio and makes
fund becoming less competitive. To alleviate the problem many funds still charge same
management fee with the competitors, thus only funds with big AUM will get sufficient income
to pay talented professional and run the research to time the market and bet the alpha.
There is only portfolio A was able generating positive alpha in post-2008 crisis, and there
are fund B and C which can deliver cumulative positive impact from alpha although in the end
of 2018, those alphas become negative. It suggests each fund has different capability in
maintaining positive alpha. Portfolio A was able maintaining recursive positive alpha until the
end of 2017 however in CAPM its alpha is not significant. Portfolio B was able maintaining
positive recursive alpha until October 2017 while Portfolio C was only able maintaining
positive recursive alpha until August 2013. Historical recursive alpha during 10-years
investment horizon for all fund portfolio are shown in the appendix.
The other component of return is residual return. Different to abnormal return, residual
return cannot be controlled by fund managers as theoretically this component has unconditional
average of zero with 𝜎 2 variances, however in some case its distribution may be left or right
skewed which can give negative or positive effect to portfolio depend on economic condition.
It can be as low as -5.7% and as high as 10.6% in crisis or recovery period. In term of
Indonesian mutual fund portfolio, in average all of recursive residual return component for
portfolio A, B, C, and D resulted negative impact between -0.0391% to -0.0015% a day or 5% to -0.25% annually during 2008-2017 as in table 13.
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Table 13. Descriptive Statistics of Recursive Residual
All calculation is daily figure obtained from portfolio value decomposition analysis
Portfolio

A

B

C

D

Mean

-0.0103%

-0.0391%

-0.0110%

-0.0015%

Median

-0.0145%

-0.0469%

-0.0198%

-0.0067%

Maximum

2.9320%

8.2624%

10.6094%

6.6059%

Minimum

-2.2764%

-4.6895%

-5.0136%

-5.7167%

Std.Dev.

0.2181%

0.3418%

0.3584%

0.4180%

Skewness

1.0390

5.0111

9.9377

1.4288

Kurtosis

30.6314

163.1723

337.4040

54.1427

2427

2427

2427

2427

Observations

This finding suggest mutual fund with low AUM tends to manage its timing on residual
better than the big one due to flexibility also it confirms İmişiker and Özlale (2008) finding.
Portfolio D consisting funds with AUM between IDR 10 billion and under IDR 100 billion
shows the least negative impact of residual return on the portfolio. In average, residual return
only affect -0.0015% each day or -0.375% yearly or cumulatively 9.66% for 10-year horizon
to Portfolio D investment return. This is much lower than Portfolio A, B and C. More rigorous
study controlling AUM in mutual fund asset pricing model need to be conducted for better
explanation.
5. CONCLUSION
Summary
Table 14. Summary of Result
According to TM, HM, WG model portfolio A with asset under management >= IDR 1 trillion
are proven significantly possesses positive timing ability in 99% level of confidence. Also, in
conditional beta model, Portfolio A can correctly time the market by adding sensitivity to
market risk premium when market is in bullish and do oppositely when market is bearish. Thus,
this portfolio can maintain positive cumulative abnormal and residual return. In the end of 10year Portfolio A can achieve 9.81% extra return compared to portfolio taking similar sensitivity
to the market. In the end of 10-year investment horizon, Portfolio A can outperform the market
by 9.47%. Significance: * p-value < 10%, ** p-value < 5%, *** p-value < 1%.
Portfolio
Market timing - TM Model

A

B

C

D

0.4233***

-0.2004

-0.3494***

-0.2677*
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Market timing - HM Model

0.0448***

0.0041

-0.0131

-0.0084

Market timing - WG Model

0.0158***

0.0119

0.0099

0.0109

A

B

C

D

Additional Beta (Bullish)

0.02417

0.00220

-0.00708

-0.00455

Additional Beta (Bearish)

-0.02063

-0.00188

0.00604

0.00388

A

B

C

D

Impact from Abnormal Return (𝛼)

81.00%

69.73%

41.15%

-49.83%

Impact from Residual Return (e)

-71.19%

-78.48%

-70.93%

-9.66%

Total Impact from Abnormal &
Residual Return

9.81%

-8.74%

-29.77%

-59.49%

Portfolio Value - Market

9.47%

-8.36%

-28.39%

-54.81%

Portfolio - Conditional Beta Model

Portfolio
Portfolio
Decomposition

Value

Empirical evidence confirms only equity fund portfolio with AUM above IDR 1 trillion
(portfolio A) embodies positive significant market-timing skill in all methods. Portfolio A also
performs positive timing skill by increasing beta during bullish period and decreasing beta
during bearish period. But the alpha tends to drop when timing factor becomes positive. It
confirms Weigel (1991) findings that market timing ability is negatively correlated with alpha
generating ability. In total, only Portfolio A can earn positive total cumulative abnormal and
residual return and outperform the benchmark.
Another finding is negative market-timing phenomenon on equity fund portfolios on fund
portfolio with smaller AUM. in TM model all portfolio except Portfolio A perform negative
timing, while in HM model Portfolio C and D decrease its beta during positive market risk
premium period.
In term of conditional beta model, which is testing beta in different market condition
shows only Portfolio A and B perform correct action. Portfolio A and B increase sensitivity of
market risk premium when market risk premium is positive and decrease sensitivity of market
risk premium when market risk premiums negative. In the end, it appears portfolio which has
positive timing ability can give extra return to its investors such as Portfolio A which can give
0.981% per year of IDR 1 invested capital above portfolio which has similar risk. Also, it makes
Portfolio A outperforms the benchmark. The result is summarised at table 14.
Limitation
This research possesses some limitation. First, as in the beginning it is designed to give
a broad view of market timing behaviour of equity mutual funds in Indonesia, It uses equally
weighted portfolio of equity funds so it cannot be used to judge specific fund performance.
Indeed, specifically, an active equity fund may perform better or worse compared to equally
weighted portfolio in this research. Thus, performance in more specific characteristic of equity
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fund in Indonesia remains open for further studies.
Second, due to the data used in this research is coming from secondary data provider
(Bloomberg Terminal), there is a chance that data are delayed and are recorded in next trading
days. It makes unclear when data is recorded in national holiday. Several adjustments have
been made during data preparation by reassigning price of asset appearing in holiday date into
previous trading days.
Third, due to the characteristic of Indonesian equity fund that management fee is already
deducted from portfolio value, mutual fund net asset value is already net of all fees excluding
redemption fee. So, performance result of funds is after-fees performance that could be bias in
determining real manager’s ability. Further study which adding management fee to fund’s net
asset value to obtain before-fee performance need to be conducted.
Last, Recursive method which is used to explain the impact of alpha and residual return
also possess a weakness. Different number of observations in each date result alpha and
residual have different predictive power, older date alpha and residual have less predictive
power than the newer date alpha and residual, although these components converge into
unconditional expectation as the number of data are increasing. Moving window method may
come with better result as it uses same number of data for every date alpha and residual
estimation.
Conclusion
This study is dedicated to reveal market timing possession of active equity mutual funds
in Indonesia and what is the impact of market timing ability in total portfolio value. In general,
there is no mutual fund portfolio can generate positive significant alpha during observation
period but there are some evidences in market timing possession. Consistent significant
positive timing ability appears only on fund portfolio-A with average asset under management
above or equal IDR 1 trillion under TM, HM, WG and BB methods. Yet, this study doesn’t
specifically used to judge specific mutual fund performance. Indeed, maybe there are few
active equity mutual funds in each segment that may possess positive significant timing factor
and/or positive significant abnormal return.
Possession of market timing skill by active equity fund managers is crucial. With market
timing skill managers can achieve better return, and it can help them outperform the market.
Fund with higher AUM will get higher income and tend to able paying talented professional
and conducting rigorous research to attempt better market timing and to beat the alpha.
Asset pricing with market timing factor itself is illustrated as a curvature or two straight
lines as modeled in TM, HM, and BB rather than a single straight line as in CAPM. Another
model sees market timing model as a call option payoff if managers are able to outguess market
movement perfectly as modeled in WG. Therefore, in standard CAPM, market timing skill will
be reflected either in alpha/abnormal return or in residual return.
Investors must take note that mutual funds may possess positive market timing skill
which can provide them extra return in term of alpha, however it may be not sufficient to cover
negative cumulative residual return. Therefore, it seems usual for equity fund with positive
timing ability gain less investment return compared to its benchmark because of negative
residual return. Moreover, although the study shows funds may have positive timing ability,
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this ability may not stay for long-term. As market becomes more efficient and more
competitive, fund ability to generate positive alpha diminishes. In term of residual return, it is
harder to maintain. Portfolio return attributed to residual return shows negative value. It means
in general residual return gives negative impact to portfolio return, although it suggests lower
AUM funds will have more flexibility in the attempt of maintaining positive return attributed
to residual.
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Appendix 1 – portofolio fund of funds constituents
Panel A. List of Active Equity Fund with Assets under Management above IDR 1 Trillion

Ticker Code

Legal Name

Average AUM ('08'17
or
since
inception)(in million)

SCHPPLU IJ Equity

SCHRODER DANA PRESTASI PLUS

Rp 10,416,144.56

CITEKUI IJ Equity

BNP PARIBAS EKUITAS

Rp 5,228,302.23

AZRPEQF IJ Equity

SMARTLINK RUP EQUITY FUND

Rp 5,067,967.08

SCHEQ90 IJ Equity

SCHRODER 90 PLUS EQUITY FUND

Rp 4,321,128.54

MANSHAK
Equity

MANDIRI SAHAM ATRAKTIF

Rp 3,439,508.97

FORINPL IJ Equity

BNP PARIBAS INFRASTRUKTUR PL

Rp 2,961,365.65

SCPDPRI IJ Equity

SCHRODER-DANA PRESTASI

Rp 2,600,299.50

MANSHAM
Equity

MANULIFE DANA SAHAM

Rp 2,120,610.72

IJ

IJ

ASHPRON IJ Equity ASHMORE PROGRESIF NUSANTARA

Rp 2,038,176.34

MANSAND
Equity

MANULIFE SAHAM ANDALAN

Rp 1,583,770.32

MFIPERI IJ Equity

BNP PARIBAS PESONA

Rp 1,549,636.49

FSISECT IJ Equity

FIRST STATE INDOEQUITY SECTO

Rp 1,421,140.16

IJ

ASHEKNU IJ Equity ASHMORE DN EKUITAS NUSANTARA Rp 1,420,935.47
FORSOLA IJ Equity

BNP PARIBAS SOLARIS

Rp 1,357,820.24

SAMIDEQ IJ Equity

SAM INDONESIAN EQUITY FUND

Rp 1,056,481.72

BNPPSTA IJ Equity

BNP PARIBAS STAR

Rp 1,020,417.78

Panel B. List of Active Mutual Fund with Assets under Management between IDR 500
billion - < 1 trillion
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Ticker Code

Legal Name

Average AUM ('08-'17
or since inception) (in
million)

BNIAMSS IJ Equity

BNI-AM INSPIRING EQUITY

Rp 999,005.40

FORAMAN IJ Equity

BNP PARIBAS PESONA SYARIAH

Rp 974,525.71

BTCWEKA IJ Equity

DANA EKUITAS ANDALAN

Rp 820,291.83

SYAEQOP IJ Equity

SYAILENDRA EQUITY OPPORTUNIT Rp 806,713.75

BIRADSI IJ Equity

BATAVIA DANA SAHAM

Rp 790,504.36

CLEQUT1 IJ Equity

COMMONWLTH LIFE INV EQUITY

Rp 748,126.81

MANTRAK IJ Equity

MANDIRI INVESTA ATRAKTIF

Rp 639,457.95

SYADESJ IJ Equity

SYAILENDRA DANA EK SEJAHTERA Rp 637,576.53

MANSSEK IJ Equity

MANULIFE
AMA

SINSAUN IJ Equity

SIMAS SAHAM UNGGULAN

Rp 567,548.24

TRSMKPI IJ Equity

TRIM KAPITAL

Rp 558,969.46

AIAPRER IJ Equity

AIA FINANCIAL IDR PRIME EQTY

Rp 549,702.40

BADOPTI IJ Equity

BATAVIA DANA SAHAM OPTIMAL

Rp 522,062.65

PRASHAM IJ Equity

PRATAMA SAHAM

Rp 503,430.18

SCHINDE IJ Equity

SCHRODER INDO EQUITY FUND

Rp 502,713.46

SYARIAH

SEKTORL
Rp 618,029.67
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Panel C. List of Active Mutual Fund with Assets under Management between IDR 100
billion - < 500 billion

Ticker

Legal Name

Average AUM ('08'17
or
since
inception)
(in
million)

BTCWEPR IJ Equity

DANA EKUITAS PRIMA

Rp

448,291.49

MANSITO IJ Equity

MANULIFE INST EQUITY FD MIEF

Rp

444,348.70

MANIUGM IJ Equity

MANDIRI INVESTA CERDAS BANGS

Rp

426,329.74

BIBHEKU IJ Equity

MNC DANA EKUITAS

Rp

415,247.75

AZSRPEQ IJ Equity

ALLISYA RUPIAH EQUITY FUND

Rp

414,042.32

FSIPEKA IJ Equity

FIRST STATE INDOEQUITY PEKA

Rp

413,170.17

OSKNASR IJ Equity

RHB NUSA SECTOR ROTATION

Rp

399,618.72

AZRPIAS IJ Equity

ALLZ-SMTWLT EQ INDOASIA-RUPS

Rp

387,024.76

TRISYAH IJ Equity

TRIMEGAH SYARIAH SAHAM

Rp

351,146.52

TRAMCOP IJ Equity

TRAM CONSUMPTION PLUS FUND

Rp

342,414.10

HPAMUE1 IJ Equity

HPAM ULTIMA EKUITAS 1

Rp

332,033.93

TRIMKPP IJ Equity

TRIM KAPITAL PLUS

Rp

331,403.12

MANISYA IJ Equity

MANDIRI IV ATRAKTIF SYARIAH

Rp

310,646.11

FSIEQDY IJ Equity

FIRST STATE INDOEQUITY DIV

Rp

307,409.05

BCTWPRI IJ Equity

BAHANA TCW DANA PRIMA

Rp

285,477.83

SCHPPRI IJ Equity

SCHRODER DANA PRESTASI PRIMA

Rp

267,798.69

SAMSHEQ IJ Equity

SAM SHARIA EQUITY FUND

Rp

261,641.79

AXAMASH IJ Equity AXA MAESTROSAHAM

Rp

236,010.20

DANMW10 IJ Equity

DANAREKSA MAWAR FOKUS 10

Rp

232,718.15

SIMSAHM IJ Equity

SIMAS DANAMAS SAHAM

Rp

219,104.15

DANMRSS IJ Equity

DANAREKSA MAWAR ROTASI SEK S

Rp

184,410.71
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MANSMCP IJ Equity

MANULIFE SAHAM SMC PLUS

Rp

171,496.53

DANMAWI IJ Equity DANAREKSA MAWAR

Rp

170,501.16

CIMIDEF IJ Equity

CIMB-PRINCIPAL INDO DOM EQTY

Rp

169,836.13

DADINAR IJ Equity

DANAREKSA INDEKS SYARIAH

Rp

167,650.25

SIMSYUG IJ Equity

SIMAS SYARIAH UNGGULAN

Rp

167,077.63

PRBIJAK IJ Equity

PROSPERA BIJAK

Rp

157,047.74

PRASYAR IJ Equity

PRATAMA SYARIAH

Rp

153,533.96

MEGASGI IJ Equity

MEGA ASSET GREAT INFRASTRUCT

Rp

140,796.59

CIMBISL IJ Equity

CIMB-PR ISLAM EQTY GROW SYAR

Rp

140,685.95

SUCMAXI IJ Equity

SUCORINVEST MAXI FUND

Rp

139,566.35

PTLCERD IJ Equity

RENCANA CERDAS

Rp

138,573.08

BTCWPMV IJ Equity BAHANA PRIMAVERA 99

Rp

133,717.18

CIPSYEQ IJ Equity

CIPTA SYARIAH EQUITY

Rp

117,610.66

VALEQT1 IJ Equity

VALBURY EQUITY-I

Rp

112,147.47

AZRPCON IJ Equity

ALLZ-SMTWLT
INDOCONSUMR

Rp

105,242.57

FSINEQV IJ Equity

FIRST STATE INDOEQUITY VALUE

Rp

101,249.44

EQTY
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Panel D. List of Active Mutual Fund with Assets under Management under IDR 100
billion

Ticker

Legal Name

BSDSSYH IJ Equity

BATAVIA
SYARIAH

CPSMART IJ Equity

Average AUM ('08-'17 or
since
inception)
(in
million)
DANA

SAHAM
Rp

98,538.37

CIMB-PR SMART EQUITY FUND

Rp

97,761.47

TRAMASA IJ Equity

REKSA DANA
EQUITY

Rp

93,979.24

BLSDINI IJ Equity

AXA CITRADINAMIS

Rp

83,917.12

PNMEQTY IJ Equity

PNM EKUITAS SYARIAH

Rp

83,285.02

INSWEAL IJ Equity

INSIGHT WEALTH

Rp

81,884.56

Rp

77,991.14

MANSEA5 IJ Equity

MANDIRI INVESTA EQ ASEAN5
PL

Rp

66,714.55

PRAEQTY IJ Equity

PRATAMA EQUITY

Rp

59,934.44

MANSATU IJ Equity

MANULIFE SAHAM STRATEGI
UNGG

Rp

58,914.05

NISINDK IJ Equity

ABERDEEN INDONESIA EQUITY

Rp

58,365.31

TRAILBZ IJ Equity

BAHANA TRAILBLAZER FUND

Rp

58,026.50

SUCOREQ IJ Equity

SUCORINVEST EQUITY FUND

Rp

55,794.28

AVEQASY IJ Equity

AVRIST EQUITY AMAR SYARIAH

Rp

53,261.92

LAUESTI IJ Equity

LAUTANDHANA SAHAM INTI

Rp

53,229.73

PROBUGF IJ Equity

PROSPERA
FUND

Rp

52,988.73

MAKMANT IJ Equity EMCO MANTAP

Rp

51,098.16

GMTEKUI IJ Equity

Rp

50,462.53

DANMKMD
Equity

TRAM

IJ DANAREKSA
KOMODITAS 10

BUMN

ASA

MAWAR

GROWTH

MAYBANK DANA EKUITAS
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LAUEPLS IJ Equity

LAUTANDHANA EQUITY PLUS

Rp

48,690.13

CLEQSYA IJ Equity

COMMONWLTH LIFE INV EQ
SYARI

Rp

44,747.64

SIMSHBR IJ Equity

SIMAS SAHAM BERTUMBUH

Rp

44,027.94

BTCWICS IJ Equity

BAHANA ICON SYARIAH

Rp

42,985.19

BNIRBEI IJ Equity

BNI BERKEMBANG

Rp

41,558.93

LAUESSY IJ Equity

LAUTANDHANA
SYARIAH

Rp

38,956.29

MEGCAPG IJ Equity

MEGA DANA CAPITAL GROWTH

Rp

38,423.06

LAUEMHD IJ Equity

LAUTANDHANA
MAHADI

Rp

34,769.59

LAUESPR IJ Equity

LAUTANDHANA SAHAM PRIMA

Rp

32,798.31

NIKINEF IJ Equity

NIKKO
FUND

Rp

32,335.87

LIPEQPL IJ Equity

LIPPO EQUITY PLUS

Rp

30,865.98

HPAMSYE IJ Equity

HPAM SYARIAH EKUITAS

Rp

30,439.78

CLEQDYN IJ Equity

COMMONWLTH LIFE INV EQ
DYNAM

Rp

30,283.14

LAUELES IJ Equity

LAUTANDHANA
LESTARI

Rp

27,970.15

SUCORSE IJ Equity

SUCORINVEST SHARIA EQUITY
FD

Rp

27,951.64

MAKGRWT IJ Equity EMCO GROWTH FUND

Rp

27,014.31

SEMDNSH IJ Equity

SEMESTA DANA SAHAM

Rp

21,928.57

ARCHIEG IJ Equity

ARCHIPELAGO
GROWTH

Rp

18,962.97

INDONESIA

SAHAM

SAHAM

EQUITY

SAHAM

EQUITY
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APENDIX 2 – PORTFOLIO FUND Vs BENCHMARK COMPARISON

Portfolio B Vs Benchmark
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APPENDIX 3 – IMPACT OF ALPHA AND RESIDUAL ON PORTFOLIO VALUE
Portfolio B

Portfolio A
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APPENDIX 4 – ESTIMATED DAILY RECURSIVE ALPHA
Portfolio B

Portfolio A
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APPENDIX 5 – ESTIMATED DAILY RECURSIVE BETA
Portfolio B

Portfolio A
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EFFECT OF PERSONALITY ON INVESTMENT DECISION THROUGH
FINANCIAL BEHAVIOUR
David Sanjaya1, Sautma Ronni Basana2 and Njo Anastasia3

ABSTRACT
This study is to determine the effect of personality on stock investment decisions through
financial behaviour. The study was conducted by distributing questionnaires to 397 millennial
generations of stock investors in Surabaya. The data analysis method used is Structural
Equation Modelling (SEM) using the Smart PLS 3.0 program. The result showed that
extraversion and openness to experience directly affect investment decisions based on
fundamental analysis. Extraversion and agreeableness affect indirectly through heuristic and
herding behaviour. In contrast, openness to experience indirectly affects through the disposition
effect and herding on investment decisions based on technical analysis on millennial generation
of stock investors in Surabaya.
Keywords: Investment Decision, Financial Behaviour, Personality, Investor, Stock.

1. INTRODUCTION
The number of investors on the Indonesian Stock Exchange is currently growing very
rapidly. The Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX) recorded the number of stock investors increased
by 29.53% to 1.1 million based on Single Investor Identification (SID) during 2019. The
increasing number of SID represents the increase in the interest of Indonesian people to invest
in stocks. The interesting thing is, based on data from the Indonesian Central Securities
Depository (KSEI), the growth of the number of new investors is dominated by the millennial.
The composition of investors from among the millennials or aged under 40 years old reaches
60% of total investors. It shows that the millennial generation is beginning to realize the
benefits of managing their assets early.
The Indonesian investor is interested in investing in stocks because they can provide
returns that are far above the deposit and bond interest rates. In addition, investors who invest
in stocks also get additional benefits from the distribution of company profits in the form of
dividends. In contrast to bonds and deposits, which provide fixed returns each year, returns on
stock investments are strongly influenced by fluctuations in stock price movements as reflected
in the Jakarta Composite Index price movements.
The investors' activity to buy or sell stocks involves investment decisions. Investment
decisions can be seen through investors' response to buy or sell stocks based on fundamental
analysis or technical analysis (Metawa, Hassan, Metawa, & Safa, 2018). Bettman, Sault, and
1 23
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Schultz (2009) state that stock investors use fundamental analysis and technical analysis
separately. In making investment decisions, research conducted by Utami, Nugroho, and Farida
(2017) shows that stock investors in Indonesia use more technical analysis (51.2%) than
fundamental analysis (48.8%).
Fundamental analysis is an analysis that studies matters relating to a company's
economic, industrial, and financial condition (Isidore & Christie, 2018). The purpose of
fundamental analysis is to find companies that are performing well and are supported by
industrial growth and macroeconomic conditions so that they can be used as a basis for making
investment decisions. The characteristics of investors who use fundamental analysis in making
investment decisions are in-depth analysis, make structured and careful consideration in
making investment decisions (Kurniawan, 2018).
Technical analysis is an analysis to predict the direction of stock price movements and
other stock market indicators based on historical market data such as price and volume
information (Tandelilin, 2010). The purpose of technical analysis is to identify the beginning
of the rising prices trend to decide to buy or sell shares when the price trend will reverse
direction. The characteristics of investors who use technical analysis in making investment
decisions are: investing in high-fluctuating stocks, responding quickly to changes in the market,
and often adjusting their investment portfolios (Kurniawan, 2018).
In making investment decisions, Pak and Mahmood (2015) research on capital market
investors in Kazakhstan states that personality factors influence investors. Sjarkawi (2008)
states that personality is a characteristic of style or characteristic of a person. Costa and McCrae
(1992) formulated five personality variables known as Big Five Personality Traits, namely:
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience.
Extraversion describes the individuals in terms of social engagement, assertiveness, and
enthusiasm. Agreeableness describes the individuals in terms of affection, respect, and
acceptance of others. Conscientiousness describes the individuals in terms of self-organization,
productivity, and responsibility. Neuroticism describes the individuals in terms of emotional
stability and ability to deal with pressure. Openness to experience describes the individuals in
terms of intellectual curiosity, sensitivity to aesthetics, and imagination (Soto, John, Gosling,
& Potter, 2011).
In making an investment decision, the research conducted by Metawa et al. (2018) of
stock investors in Egypt stated that investors often make irrational decisions because they are
influenced by financial behaviour. According to Supramono, Nastiti, and Damayanti (2018),
financial behaviour is a psychological factor that influences a person's actions in making
decisions related to finance. Financial behaviour began to be known by various parties,
especially academics after Slovic (1972) suggested the psychological aspects of investment
decisions (Lubis, Sadalia, Fachrudin, & Meliza, 2013). Financial behaviours that are often
studied in research include heuristics (Benartzi & Thaler, 2007; Khan, Naz, Qureshi, &
Ghafoor, 2017), disposition effects (Heilmann, Läger, & Oehler, 2001; Sitinjak & Ghozali,
2012), mental accounting (Barberis & Huang, 2001; Cheema & Soman, 2006), overconfidence
(Cheng, 2007; Hassan, Khalid, & Habib, 2014) and herding (Chen, 2013; de Almeida, Costa,
& da Costa, 2012).
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Research that discusses the influence of personality on investment decisions, especially
on stock investors in Indonesia, is still rarely done. This study is to fill the research gap as an
effort to be renewed in research on the influence of personality on investment decisions. In
addition, this study also treats financial behaviour as a mediating influence of personality on
investment decisions. Mediation effects are the relationship between independent and
dependent variables through connecting variables (Ghozali & Latan, 2015). That is, personality
can indirectly influence investment decisions through financial behaviour.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Personality and Investment Decision
Slovic (1972) states that a person's personality plays an important role in making
financial decisions. According to Pan and Statman (2013), personality can influence all
decisions, including financial choices. Research conducted by Rizvi and Fatima (2015) on
stock investors in India found that the personality of extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience affect investment patterns.
Research conducted by Mayfield, Perdue, and Wooten (2008) states that extraversion
personality influences short-term investment decisions, whereas neuroticism and openness to
experience affect long-term investment decisions. Therefore, we infer that investors with
extraversion personalities will prefer to use technical analysis. In contrast, investors with
neuroticism and openness to experience personalities will prefer to use fundamental analysis
in making investment decisions.
Financial Behaviour and Investment Decision
Financial behaviour based on psychological factors has an important role in explaining
investor behaviour in making investment decisions. Baker, Kumar, and Goyal (2019) stated
that heuristic could make investors prefer to invest in well-known companies, have a lot of
information, and have a good company performance history. In addition, investors also like to
use current stock prices to predict future price changes based on past price changes.
The disposition effect can influence the investor’s tendency to sell stocks that generate
profits quickly, hold stocks that have suffered in the long term, and object to realizing losses.
Research conducted by Goo et al. (2010) stated that investors with the disposition effect
behaviour realized 2.5 times more profits than realized losses.
Mental accounting is the behaviour of investors who divide their investment into various
portfolios based on the number of categories, and then they separate investment policies for
each portfolio in a specific way for each goal to be achieved (Thaler, 1999).
Pompian (2012) states that overconfidence behaviour causes investors to overestimate
their knowledge, abilities, and information. Research conducted by Glaser and Weber (2007)
and Statman, Thorley, and Vorkink (2006) state that investors with overconfidence behaviour
tend to make transactions more frequently and with a greater number of transactions.
Herding is a type of behaviour for an individual to follow the group (Susanto & Njo,
2019). Research conducted by Qasim et al. (2019) states that investors with herding behaviour
will make investment decisions by following the actions of a group of other investors in terms
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of buying and selling decisions, selected stocks, and volume traded.
Personality and Financial Behaviour
Personality has an important role in determining investor behaviour (Borghans,
Duckworth, Heckman, & ter Weel, 2008). Research conducted by Lin (2011) examined the
influence of demographic factors and psychological characteristics on stock investors' financial
behaviour bias in Taiwan. This study states that extraversion, conscientiousness, neuroticism,
and openness to experience significantly affect the behaviour of disposition effect,
overconfidence, and herding.
Investors with extraversion personalities prefer to buy or sell shares based on others'
opinions or investment experience. In addition, investors with extraversion personalities will
continue to hold shares that have suffered losses because they believe the shares will experience
price increases. This study's results are consistent with the results of research conducted by
Schaefer et al. (2004) on stock investors in America and Baker, Kumar, and Goyal (2019) on
equity investors in India.
Investors with a conscientious personality are more careful in investing so that they will
be quicker to sell stocks that provide profits. In addition, investors with conscientious
personalities are more confident in making decisions to buy or sell stocks, which makes them
behave overconfidence. The results of these studies are also in accordance with the results of
research conducted by Baker, Kumar, and Goyal (2019), Barber and Odean (1999), and Zaidi
and Tauni (2012).
Investors with a neurotic personality will realize profits faster because they have concerns
over investment losses. In addition, investors with neuroticism personalities will depend on a
group of other investors' advice because they lack confidence in their investment decisions.
This study's results are also in accordance with the results of research conducted by Baker,
Kumar, and Goyal (2019) and Stone, Dodrill, and Johnson (2001).
Investors with an openness to experience personality will prefer to seek new information,
such as newspapers and suggestions from other investors, so they behave herding. In addition,
investors with an openness to experience personality are investors who have a higher
overconfidence behavior than other investors because they believe strongly in their knowledge
and skills. This study's results are also in accordance with the results of previous studies
conducted by Barber and Odean (1999).
Zaidi and Tauni (2012) conducted research on stock investors in Pakistan states that
agreeableness personality has a significant effect on overconfidence behaviour. Investors who
are friendly, generous, and like to help others have high confidence in their abilities, so they
behave overconfidence. In addition, research conducted by Barber and Odean (1999) states that
investors who like to compromise with others will find it easier to follow suggestions and
directions from other investors in making decisions to buy or sell stocks.
Hypotheses Development
This study examines whether a significant relationship exists between personalities and
specific investment decisions through specific financial behaviour among the millennial
generation of stock investors in Surabaya. To achieve this objective, the following hypotheses
are set forth:
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H1: (a) extraversion, (b) agreeableness, (c) conscientiousness, (d) neuroticism, and (e)
openness to experience have a significant effect on investment decisions based on (a)
fundamental analysis and (b) technical analysis.
H2: (a) heuristic, (b) disposition effect, (c) mental accounting, (d) overconfidence, and
(e) herding has a significant impact on investment decisions based on (a) fundamental analysis
and (b) technical analysis.
H3: (a) extraversion, (b) agreeableness, (c) conscientiousness, (d) neuroticism and (e)
openness to experience have significant effect on (a) heuristic, (b) disposition effect, (c) mental
accounting, (d) overconfidence and (e) herding.
H4: (a) heuristic, (b) disposition effect, (c) mental accounting, (d) overconfidence, and
(e) herding significantly mediate the influence of (a) extraversion, (b) agreeableness, (c)
conscientiousness, (d) neuroticism and (e) openness to experience on investment decisions
based on (a) fundamental analysis and (b) technical analysis.

Figure 1. PLS Research Model – Diagram Path
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data and Sample
The populations of this study are the millennial generation of stock investors in Surabaya.
The sample criteria used were millennial generation stock investors in Surabaya who already
have SID and invest in shares for a minimum period of 3 months. Data from the Indonesia
Stock Exchange in 2019 showed that the number of stock investors in Surabaya was 46,912.
Of these, 60% or as many as 28,147 investors are millennials (Lestari, 2019; Wareza, 2019).
The sample calculation is done using the Slovin formula. The number of research samples
obtained using the formula is 395 millennial generation stock investors in Surabaya. This study
collected data by distributing online questionnaires. The questionnaires were distributed to
respondents through private chats, investor groups, and capital market study groups.
Respondents will choose a statement on the questionnaire and give preference using a Likert
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scale where scale 1 – strongly disagree, 2 – disagree, 3 – neutral, 4 – agree and 5 – strongly
agree.
Methods
As recommended by Solimun, Fernandes, and Nurjannah (2017), the study used
SMARTPLS 3.0, a structural equation modelling (SEM) software, to analyse the relationship
between personality, financial behaviour, and investment decision, following a two-step
analysis approach. An SEM is a multivariate statistical analysis technique combining factor
analysis and multiple regression analysis to examine structural relations between measured
variables and latent constructs.
4. RESULTS
Sample Demographics
From the data obtained it can be seen that respondents are dominated by men (74.5%),
ages 19-25 years (66.7%), single status (82.2%), high school / vocational high school education
(47, 8%), living as a student (44.4%), having an average net income (take-home pay) under
Rp. 5 million (53.5%), have been investing between 1-5 years (60.4%), using capital between
IDR 10-50 million (34,7%) and have an investment goal of more than 5 years (56,7%).
Validity and Reliability
Construct validity is assessed using both convergent and discriminant validity. To check
the convergent validity, the coefficients of item loadings are examined. All the item loadings
in the confirmatory factor analysis are statistically significant and exceed 0,5 after eliminating
a few items from the constructs. Next, cross-loading and composite reliability are checked. The
cross-loading value of each indicator to the construct that is intended is greater than that of
other constructs or variables. All composite reliability values are above 0,7.
Path Analysis
Table I shows that extraversion and openness to experience have a significant effect on
fundamental analysis. It means that the investors with the traits of extraversion and openness
to experience would make an investment decision to buy or sell stocks by using the companies'
financial statements. Heuristic, disposition effect, and herding significantly affect technical
analysis, while mental accounting has a significant impact on fundamental analysis. It means
that the investors with the behaviours of heuristic, disposition effect, and herding would make
an investment decision to buy or sell stocks based on the history of stock price movements.
Extraversion has a significant positive effect on heuristic, disposition effect, mental accounting,
and herding. It means that the investors with the trait of extraversion like to predict future stock
price changes based on the current stock price. In addition, the type of investors will wait for
the stock price to return to the purchase price when the stock price decreases. Moreover, the
type of investor will have a high firmness in forming and treating the portfolio owned in
accordance with the objectives to be achieved. Furthermore, investors with the trait of
extraversion will frequently consult with others before they make investment decisions.
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Table 1. Significant Effect of Personality, Financial Behaviour and Investment Decision
Coefficient

t-statistics

p-values

Extraversion -> Fundamental Analysis

0,152

2,294 *

0,022

Openness to experience -> Fundamental Analysis

0,172

2,466 *

0,014

Heuristic -> Technical Analysis

0,452

9,093 ***

0,000

Disposition Effect -> Technical Analysis

0,127

2,610 **

0,009

Mental Accounting -> Fundamental Analysis

0,167

3,315 **

0,001

Herding -> Technical Analysis

0,117

2,425 *

0,016

Extraversion -> Heuristic

0,199

3,055 **

0,002

Agreeableness -> Heuristic

0,259

4,375 ***

0,000

Extraversion -> Disposition Effect

0,177

2,760 **

0,006

Agreeableness -> Disposition Effect

0,186

3,524 ***

0,000

Conscientiousness -> Disposition Effect

-0,230

3,358 **

0,001

Openness to experience -> Disposition Effect

-0,258

3,916 ***

0,000

Extraversion -> Mental Accounting

0,155

2,200 *

0,028

Conscientiousness -> Mental Accounting

0,170

2,634 **

0,009

Conscientiousness -> Overconfidence

0,263

3,895 ***

0,000

Neuroticism -> Overconfidence

0,343

5,778 ***

0,000

Extraversion -> Herding

0,287

4,618 ***

0,000

Agreeableness -> Herding

0,250

5,047 ***

0,000

Openness to experience -> Herding

-0,233

4,132 ***

0,000

Extraversion -> Heuristic -> Technical Analysis

0,090

2,964 **

0,003

Agreeableness -> Heuristic -> Technical Analysis

0,117

3,476 **

0,001

Openness to experience -> Disposition Effect -> Technical Analysis

-0,033

2,138 *

0,033

Extraversion -> Herding -> Technical Analysis

0,034

1,993 *

0,047

Agreeableness -> Herding -> Technical Analysis

0,029

2,195 *

0,029

Personality -> Investment Decision

Financial Behaviour -> Investment Decision

Personality -> Financial Behaviour

Personality -> Financial Behaviour-> Investment Decision
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Openness to experience -> Herding -> Technical Analysis

-0,027

2,044 *

0,041

Notes: This table reports the significant effect results of the path analysis for personality,
financial behaviour and investment decision. *p-values < 0,05; **p-values < 0,01; ***p-values
< 0,001
Agreeableness has a significant positive effect on heuristic, disposition effect, and
herding. It means that the investors with the trait of agreeableness would prefer to make the
company's stock investment that has a good reputation, a lot of information, and a good
earnings performance in history. In addition, the type of investors will hold stocks that have
decreased in price because they believe in the company's performance. Furthermore, investors
with the trait of agreeableness will easily follow the reactions and decisions of other trusted
investors.
Conscientiousness has a negatively significant effect on disposition effect and a
significant positive effect on mental accounting and overconfidence. It means that the investors
with the trait of conscientiousness will be more patient in maintaining profit stock(s) until they
reach the profit target or in accordance with a predetermined period of time. Moreover, the type
of investors will have careful investment planning. Furthermore, investors with the trait of
conscientiousness will have excessive confidence in the success of their investment.
Neuroticism has a significant positive effect on overconfidence. It means that the
investors with the trait of neuroticism will be pessimistic about the investment target that has
been determined and over-interpret the bad things that might happen.
Openness to experience has a negatively significant effect on disposition effect and
herding. It means that the investors with the trait of openness to experience will be more
courageous to cut loss when the purchased stock has decreased in price to a predetermined
tolerance limit. In addition, investors with the trait of openness to experience would prefer to
find accurate data than follow other investors' reactions and decisions.
Heuristics significantly mediate the effect of extraversion and agreeableness on technical
analysis. The disposition effect significantly mediates the effect of openness to experience on
technical analysis. Herding significantly mediates the effect of extraversion, agreeableness, and
openness to experience on technical analysis.
5. CONCLUSION
This study is to determine the effect of personality on stock investment decisions through
financial behaviour. Investment decisions can be seen through investors' response to buy or sell
stocks based on fundamental analysis or technical analysis (Metawa et al., 2018). Bettman,
Sault, and Schultz (2009) state that stock investors use fundamental analysis and technical
analysis separately. In making investment decisions, Pak and Mahmood (2015) conducted
research on capital market investors in Kazakhstan states that personality factors influence
investors. The results of this study showed that extraversion and openness to experience have
a significant effect on the fundamental analysis.
In making investment decisions, research conducted by Metawa et al. (2018) of stock
investors in Egypt stated that investors often make irrational decisions because they are
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influenced by financial behaviour. The results of this study showed that heuristic, disposition
effects, and herding has a significant impact on technical analysis, while mental accounting has
a significant impact on fundamental analysis.
The results also showed that extraversion and agreeableness have a significant positive
effect on the heuristic. Extraversion and agreeableness have a significant positive effect on the
disposition effect, while conscientiousness and openness to experience have a significant
negative effect on the disposition effect. Extraversion and conscientiousness have a significant
positive effect on mental accounting. Conscientiousness and neuroticism have a significant
positive effect on overconfidence. Extraversion and agreeableness have a significant positive
effect on the herding dimension, while the openness to experience has a significant negative
effect on the herding. Heuristics significantly mediate the effect of extraversion and
agreeableness on technical analysis. The disposition effect significantly mediates the effect of
openness to experience on technical analysis. Herding significantly mediates the effect of
extraversion, agreeableness, and openness to experience on technical analysis.
This study is useful for financial and investment advisors. Financial and investment
advisors can focus on the personality and financial behaviour of the investors, so they can
provide appropriate direction to investors in making the investment decisions.
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Appendix

Path coefficients test results
Original
Sample

Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

T
Statistics

P
Values

Agreeableness -> Disposition
effect

0,186

0,192

0,053

3,524

0,000

Agreeableness -> Fundamental

0,020

0,014

0,059

0,342

0,732

Agreeableness -> Herding

0,250

0,255

0,050

5,047

0,000

Agreeableness -> Heuristic

0,259

0,265

0,059

4,375

0,000

Agreeableness
accounting

Mental

0,116

0,117

0,072

1,615

0,107

->

-0,088

-0,093

0,053

1,638

0,102

-0,030

-0,034

0,057

0,522

0,602

->

Agreeableness
Overconfidence
Agreeableness -> Technical
Conscientiousness
Disposition effect

->

-0,230

-0,232

0,069

3,358

0,001

Conscientiousness
Fundamental

->

-0,028

-0,025

0,066

0,423

0,672

Conscientiousness -> Herding

-0,056

-0,053

0,064

0,883

0,378

Conscientiousness -> Heuristic

-0,047

-0,038

0,061

0,763

0,446

Conscientiousness
accounting

Mental

0,170

0,171

0,065

2,634

0,009

->

0,263

0,262

0,068

3,895

0,000

Conscientiousness -> Technical

-0,004

-0,002

0,057

0,069

0,945

Disposition
Fundamental

0,052

0,052

0,059

0,882

0,378

Disposition effect -> Technical

0,127

0,133

0,049

2,610

0,009

Extraversion
effect

0,177

0,179

0,064

2,760

0,006

Extraversion -> Fundamental

0,152

0,153

0,066

2,294

0,022

Extraversion -> Herding

0,287

0,288

0,062

4,618

0,000

Extraversion -> Heuristic

0,199

0,200

0,065

3,055

0,002

0,155

0,153

0,070

2,200

0,028

->

Conscientiousness
Overconfidence

Extraversion
accounting

effect

->

->

Disposition

->

Mental
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Extraversion -> Overconfidence

0,057

0,063

0,069

0,819

0,413

Extraversion -> Technical

0,110

0,111

0,059

1,856

0,064

Herding -> Fundamental

-0,084

-0,085

0,062

1,350

0,178

Herding -> Technical

0,117

0,119

0,048

2,425

0,016

Heuristic -> Fundamental

0,102

0,103

0,070

1,456

0,146

Heuristic -> Technical

0,452

0,446

0,050

9,093

0,000
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Original
Sample

Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

T
Statistics

P
Values

->

0,167

0,173

0,050

3,315

0,001

Mental Accounting -> Technical

0,052

0,054

0,049

1,065

0,288

Neuroticism
effect

0,118

0,116

0,070

1,684

0,093

Neuroticism -> Fundamental

0,070

0,063

0,068

1,028

0,304

Neuroticism -> Herding

-0,026

-0,028

0,062

0,424

0,672

Neuroticism -> Heuristic

-0,003

-0,010

0,061

0,055

0,956

0,033

0,029

0,066

0,491

0,624

Neuroticism -> Overconfidence

0,343

0,347

0,059

5,778

0,000

Neuroticism -> Technical

0,076

0,076

0,055

1,375

0,170

Mental
Accounting
Fundamental

->

Neuroticism
accounting

Disposition

->

Mental

Openness to experience
Disposition effect

->

-0,258

-0,263

0,066

3,916

0,000

Openness to
Fundamental

experience

->

0,172

0,182

0,070

2,466

0,014

Openness
Herding

to

experience

->

-0,233

-0,235

0,056

4,132

0,000

Openness
Heuristic

to

experience

->

-0,093

-0,100

0,070

1,331

0,184

Openness to experience
Mental accounting

->

-0,064

-0,057

0,073

0,882

0,378

Openness to experience
Overconfidence

->

-0,065

-0,066

0,058

1,129

0,259

Openness
Technical

->

-0,074

-0,077

0,055

1,334

0,183

Overconfidence -> Fundamental

0,016

0,019

0,061

0,261

0,794

Overconfidence -> Technical

-0,046

-0,045

0,049

0,942

0,347

Agreeableness -> Disposition
effect -> Fundamental

0,010

0,010

0,012

0,796

0,427

Conscientiousness
Disposition
effect
Fundamental

-0,012

-0,012

0,015

0,812

0,417

to

experience

->
->
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Extraversion -> Disposition
effect -> Fundamental

0,009

0,010

0,012

0,770

0,442

Neuroticism -> Disposition
effect -> Fundamental

0,006

0,007

0,009

0,667

0,505

Openness to
Disposition
Fundamental

->
->

-0,013

-0,014

0,016

0,827

0,409

Agreeableness -> Herding ->
Fundamental

-0,021

-0,022

0,017

1,253

0,211

Conscientiousness -> Herding ->
Fundamental

0,005

0,004

0,008

0,620

0,536

Extraversion ->
Fundamental

Herding

->

-0,024

-0,024

0,019

1,283

0,200

Neuroticism ->
Fundamental

Herding

->

0,002

0,002

0,007

0,311

0,756

Openness to experience
Herding -> Fundamental

->

0,019

0,021

0,016

1,204

0,229

experience
effect
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Original
Sample

Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

T
Statistics

P
Values

Agreeableness -> Heuristic ->
Fundamental

0,026

0,027

0,019

1,356

0,176

Conscientiousness -> Heuristic > Fundamental

-0,005

-0,003

0,008

0,616

0,538

Extraversion -> Heuristic ->
Fundamental

0,020

0,020

0,015

1,334

0,183

Neuroticism -> Heuristic ->
Fundamental

-0,000

-0,001

0,008

0,045

0,964

Openness to experience
Heuristic -> Fundamental

->

-0,009

-0,010

0,012

0,812

0,417

Agreeableness
->
Mental
accounting -> Fundamental

0,019

0,020

0,013

1,482

0,139

Conscientiousness -> Mental
accounting -> Fundamental

0,029

0,030

0,016

1,811

0,071

Extraversion
->
Mental
accounting -> Fundamental

0,026

0,027

0,015

1,751

0,081

Neuroticism
->
Mental
accounting -> Fundamental

0,005

0,005

0,012

0,444

0,657

Openness to experience
Mental
accounting
Fundamental

->
->

-0,011

-0,009

0,013

0,822

0,411

Agreeableness
->
Overconfidence -> Fundamental

-0,001

-0,002

0,007

0,211

0,833

Conscientiousness
->
Overconfidence -> Fundamental

0,004

0,005

0,017

0,251

0,802

Extraversion -> Overconfidence
-> Fundamental

0,001

0,002

0,006

0,156

0,876

Neuroticism -> Overconfidence > Fundamental

0,005

0,007

0,022

0,254

0,800

Openness to experience ->
Overconfidence -> Fundamental

-0,001

-0,002

0,006

0,182

0,855

Agreeableness -> Disposition
effect -> Technical

0,024

0,026

0,013

1,779

0,076
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Conscientiousness
->
Disposition effect -> Technical

-0,029

-0,032

0,017

1,768

0,078

Extraversion -> Disposition
effect -> Technical

0,022

0,024

0,012

1,863

0,063

Neuroticism -> Disposition
effect -> Technical

0,015

0,016

0,012

1,220

0,223

Openness to experience ->
Disposition effect -> Technical

-0,033

-0,035

0,015

2,138

0,033

Agreeableness -> Herding ->
Technical

0,029

0,030

0,013

2,195

0,029

Conscientiousness -> Herding ->
Technical

-0,007

-0,006

0,009

0,754

0,451

Extraversion
Technical

0,034

0,035

0,017

1,993

0,047

->

Herding ->
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Neuroticism
Technical

->

Original
Sample

Sample
Mean

Standard
Deviation

T
Statistics

P
Values

Herding

->

-0,003

-0,003

0,008

0,396

0,693

Openness to experience
Herding -> Technical

->

-0,027

-0,028

0,013

2,044

0,041

Agreeableness -> Heuristic ->
Technical

0,117

0,119

0,034

3,476

0,001

Conscientiousness -> Heuristic > Technical

-0,021

-0,017

0,028

0,756

0,450

Extraversion -> Heuristic ->
Technical

0,090

0,089

0,030

2,964

0,003

Neuroticism -> Heuristic ->
Technical

-0,002

-0,004

0,027

0,056

0,956

Openness to experience
Heuristic -> Technical

->

-0,042

-0,045

0,033

1,286

0,199

Agreeableness
->
Mental
accounting -> Technical

0,006

0,007

0,008

0,719

0,473

Conscientiousness -> Mental
accounting -> Technical

0,009

0,009

0,009

0,965

0,335

Extraversion
->
Mental
accounting -> Technical

0,008

0,008

0,009

0,854

0,394

Neuroticism
->
Mental
accounting -> Technical

0,002

0,001

0,005

0,341

0,734

Openness to experience ->
Mental accounting -> Technical

-0,003

-0,003

0,006

0,593

0,553

Agreeableness
->
Overconfidence -> Technical

0,004

0,004

0,006

0,711

0,478

Conscientiousness
->
Overconfidence -> Technical

-0,012

-0,012

0,014

0,871

0,384

Extraversion -> Overconfidence
-> Technical

-0,003

-0,003

0,005

0,495

0,621

Neuroticism -> Overconfidence > Technical

-0,016

-0,015

0,017

0,908

0,364

Openness to experience ->
Overconfidence -> Technical

0,003

0,003

0,005

0,556

0,578
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FIRM LIFE CYCLE, OWNERSHIP AND DIVIDEND PAYOUT
Diyan Lestari1

ABSTRACT
Dividend distribution is considered one of the essential subjects by investors,
stakeholders, governments, and scholars. According to bird-in-the-hand theory, investors
basically prefer to gain high dividend payout due to firms' certain incentives compared to
capital gain. Moreover, the firm life cycle stage and ownership are considered critical
determinants in defining the dividend policy. This study examines the dividend policy and
assesses firm dividend payout during an uncertain event in firms listed in the Jakarta Islamic
Index from 2011 to 2020. The result shows that firm life cycle stage and ownership have a
significant impact on dividend payout. The result provides implications important for strategic
implication and theoretical research.
Keywords: Dividend, Life Cycle, Ownership, Uncertainty

1. INTRODUCTION
In general, corporate finance evolution in Europe and the USA was linked to firm
policy, including dividend policy. It began when the first joint-stock firms were established at
the end of XVI, and the dividend payment was distributed, which was started at the beginning
of the XVII century (Tanushev, 2016). The dividend payment was related and limited to the
company profit and current earnings. Furthermore, dividend distribution aims to gain investor
confidence and compensate for the information asymmetry effect between shareholder and
manager. According to Li & Soe (2015), dividend payment in the emerging market is similar
to those in the developed market, which outperformed non-payers. Moreover, dividend payers
possess relatively consistent higher performance compare to non-payers in different regions
and sectors. Today, many investors in emerging markets are interested in gaining higher payout
ratios as well as for growth opportunities, and the distribution of dividend policy becomes more
complicated, especially during the uncertain event.
In most developing countries, the dividend smoothing concept was less accepted.
However, they preferred to adopt target dividend payout and maintain dividend payment in line
with short-term earning volatility (Glen & et al., 1995). Dividend policy is complex since it
considers many variables from the internal and external aspects. According to Fama & French
(2001), firms with negative retained earnings do not change their tendency to distribute the
dividend payout. However, firms with positive retained earnings tend to cut their dividend
payout as twice the overall reduction. While DeAngelo, DeAngelo & Stulz (2006) stated that

1
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publicly traded firms that pay a high dividend when retained earnings are on a large proportion
compare to total equity (and total assets) and drop to zero when most of the equity is contributed
rather than earned. It is consistent with the lifecycle theory of dividends. Moreover, the earned/
contributed capital as the measurement of firms' life cycle stage showed a greater impact on
firms' probability of paying dividends. The dividend, basically distributed by established and
mature firms, and firms in the capital infusion stage that possess low earned/ contributed capital
mix tend not to distribute their dividends (Chay & Suh, 2009).
During the expansion or capital infusion stage, firms basically will face the trade-off of
opportunity cost in allocating their resources. Growth opportunities are the proportion of firm
value compared to their asset (Myers, 1977). Fama & French (2001) found firms that did not
distribute dividends were characterized as low earnings, high investment projects, and
relatively small, which is also represented by the life cycle theory. Firms also behave related
to their life cycle stage (Lease & et al., 2000). Furthermore, large, profitable, and mature firms
are more likely to distribute dividends compare to small firms since they tend to have low
investment opportunities. Small and growing firms tend to possess high growth opportunities
and do not retain their profit to distribute dividends (Fama a& French 2001; DeAngelo,
DeAngelo & Stulz 2006; Wardhana & Tandelilin (2018); Afza & Mirza (2011).
Furthermore, as Jensen & Meckling (1976) suggested, governance and firm monitoring
tend to benefit themselves, not in shareholders' best interest, and it is essential to provide an
incentive for managers to increase their involvement in firms controlling and monitoring.
Shareholders prefer to gain a higher dividend payout since they attempt to reduce discretionary
cash under managers' control, which may be wasted in negative projects (Chay & Suh, 2009).
The dividend is also considered a potential instrument to solve the agency conflict. The role of
governance, including the board of directors and stock ownership, is important to be examined
(Wen & Jia, 2010).
According to Anh & Tuan (2019), dividend policy might force managers to access the
capital market and raise external capital to recharge funds in dividend distribution to reduce
their opportunity to gain perquisites activity using free cash flow result of asymmetric
information. Moreover, dividend distribution is also considered as the control mechanism
related to free cash flow utilization by managers (Abdullah, Ahmad & Rosland (2012).
Ownership, which mostly consists of managerial, institutional, individual, foreign, and family
ownership, may have a different interest, impacting firms policy, including dividend.
Moreover, ownership concentration represents a large portion of control and may influence the
dividend policy (Reyna, 2017). Setiawan & et al. (2016) found a unique result that family firms
tend to pay lower dividends since they prefer to possess high control on profit distribution.
This study examines the dividend policy, which considers the firm life cycle stage and
ownership as explanatory variables. The previous study indicates those variables are an
important determinant in dividend payout (Al-Najjar & Kilincarslan (2017); DeAngelo,
DeAngelo & Stulz (2006); Chay & Suh (2009); Kangarlouei & et al. (2012); Subramaniam,
Shaiban, and Suppiah (2014)). This paper examines the JII listed firms. In 2000, Indonesia
Stock Exchange (IDX) launched the Jakarta Islamic Index (JII) to facilitate the trading
mechanism regarding Sharia principle since Indonesia is considered the largest Muslim
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population globally, and there is a high demand for halal products. JII considers only the most
liquid 30 sharia stock in IDX, which is reviewed two times a year. During 2007, the growth of
JII exceeded the LQ45 growth, and JKSE (58.38% - JII, 52.58% - LQ45 and JKSE was only
52.08%). Moreover, JII showed a stable performance during the global financial crisis, which
indicated JII stocks are identic with long term investment rather than speculating action
(Fitriany, 2012). In general, JII consists of similar listed firms in LQ45. However, JII excludes
conventional banking firms, which are highly regulated and high-lever firms and firms whose
products/services contradict Islamic values, such as tobacco.
Moreover, this paper also provides evidence of ownership role and control to determine
the dividend payout during uncertainty since an uncertain event may influence management in
decision making, including dividend policy. For instance, the uncertain policy caused by the
trade war, the Covid-19, has led to the global recession and is considered the worst recession
since 1930 (Shen & et al., 2020). The pandemic also brought serious impact at the firm level,
stock market, and other aspects. This paper organizes as follows. The next part is related to the
literature review and hypotheses development. Section 3 explains the data and methods.
Section 4 explains the summary and results. While the last section provides a summary and
conclusion.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Life Cycle Hypothesis
DeAngelo, DeAngelo, and Stulz (2006) provide an explanation related to the life cycle
hypothesis that firms possess a financial life. At the maturity stage, most firms are relatively
stable, profitable, and fewer investment opportunities, which results in a high propensity to
distribute their earnings on dividend payout. However, start-up firms relatively have low
earning in the introduction stage and tend to allocate more proportion in investment activities.
As a result, they prefer to retain their earnings rather than distribute their income as dividends.
In the life cycle hypothesis, firms that pay dividends are characterized as large, profitable firms
and fewer investment opportunities (Fama & French, 2001). Moreover, mature firms are also
classified to have more effective governance,e which may impact stronger performance
(Garengo, Nudurupati & Bititci (2007); O’Connor & Byrne (2015)).
Dividend policy is a complex decision which includes trade-off between retention and
distribution of corporate earning. For instance, retention of income may benefit floatation cost
saving in funding investment while earning distribution will minimize the potential of agency
cost (Wang & et al., 2011). Moreover, DeAngelo, DeAngelo & Stulz (2006) examined the life
cycle-dividend relationship by implementing the lifecycle measurement “ratio of retained to
total equity or RE/TE,” which argued that mature firms possess a high RE/TE ratio for two
reasons. Firstly, firms grow and become more profitable, which increases RE. Secondly, the
reliance on contributed equity falls as the fall of investment opportunities.
Previous studies provide meaningful results related to firms' life cycle stage. The
established firm is expected to have stable funding. It is characterized as a mature firm and has
already prepared for any uncertain event by proper earning allocation (Chay & Suh, 2009).
DeAngelo, DeAngelo & Stulz (2006) suggest that the mature and established firms usually pay
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dividends with relatively high earned/contributed capital mix since low earned/ capital mix
indicated the capital infusion stage and usually prefer not to distribute their earnings as
dividend. Kangarlouei & et al. (2012) also found that earned/ contributed capital mix impact
firms dividend policy
Agency Theory
The extra cash that is held by managers may lead to tension between managers and
shareholders, especially if managers allocate funds in negative projects. Laux (2011) suggested
that there are two critical aspects of agency theory: information asymmetry (managers hold
more information compare to shareholders) and corporate governance (related to system,
monitoring, and control). Dividend policy may minimize the agency conflict through proper
resource allocation. Jensen & Meckling (1976) argued that managers usually designed resource
allocation to benefit themselves compared to shareholders. Managers' incentives as a cash
dividend, especially for managerial ownership, may increase managers' involvement to
maximize shareholder welfare and act in their best interest. High dividend payout is also
expected to reduce managers' control of using firms' resources and wasted in negative NPV
projects (Chay & Suh, 2009).
Previous studies explained that managers' role is to maximize shareholder wealth,
including dividend policy. Moreover, several pieces of evidence suggested that dividends may
impact the stock price, which directly influences shareholder wealth. The most common type
is cash dividend, which can be described as cash return allocation to the shareholder on a pershare basis, and it reduces the stockholders retained earnings and impact on lower asset (Laux,
2011). Related to signaling theory, previous research provided mixed output regarding this
issue since dividend policy may impact the firm value or the issue related to dividend payout
itself.
Nissim & Zif (2001) argued that the changes in dividend payout provide information
related to profitability level in subsequent years, market and accounting data, and describes the
earnings changes. The positive changes in dividend payout and dividend reduction provide
meaningful information related to firms' current and future earnings (DeAngelo, DeAngelo, &
Skinner, 1992). Livoreka & et al. (2014) suggest that managers possess more information
related to firms' future prospect earnings compare to shareholders. Thus, a higher dividend
declaration than anticipated will be interpreted as a positive signal of a firm's future prospects
and otherwise.
Ownership and Control
Ownership and control describe the firms' system and monitoring mechanisms to
maximize shareholder welfare. Dividend policy is perceived as an instrument to mitigate the
agency conflict between managers and shareholders. Previous studies indicated shareholder
structures provide various dividend policy since the group of shareholders may influence policy
formation and implement their best interest (Wang & Wang, 2017). Control of widely dispersed
among small shareholders provides a different impact compare to ownership concentration
since a wide disperse of ownership is referred to as a high degree of managers control and
otherwise (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). High dispersion of institutional ownership is expected
to have higher agency costs and pay a higher dividend (Gompers & Metrick, 2001). However,
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managerial ownership is expected to influence managers in formulating strategies, including
dividend policy, and attempt their best to maximize shareholder wealth and reduce the agency
conflict (Wen & Jia, 2010). It is also expected that directors play a critical role in defining the
firm dividend policy (Subramaniam, Shaiban, & Suppiah, 2014). It is more difficult to
formulate the appropriate policy during uncertainty, including dividend policy (Acharya &
Mora, 2015).
H1
= earned/ contributed capital mix affect the firms' dividend payout
H2
= concentration ownership affect the firms' dividend payout
H3
= institutional ownership affect the firms' dividend payout
H4
= managerial ownership affect the firms' dividend payout
H5
= board size affect the firms' probability to distribute dividend
H6
= earned/ contributed capital mix affect the firms' probability to distribute dividend
H7
= concentration ownership affect the firms' probability to distribute dividend
H8
= institutional ownership affect the firms' probability to distribute dividend
H9
= managerial affect the firms' probability to distribute dividend
H10 = board size affect the firms' probability to distribute dividend
H11 = uncertainty moderates the effect of ownership and control on firms dividend payout
3. DATA AND METHODS
This study examines the dividend policy among companies that listed in Jakarta Islamic
Index (JII) from 2011 to 2020 quarterly since JII firms relatively possess unique mechanism
by implementing sharia principle and presented a solid performance during uncertain times
which is expected to implement more prudent action in preserving their dividend payout policy.
The source of data is from the IDX database, investing.com, and yahoo finance. To construct
a sample, this paper applies the same setting to each quarter’s sample. We exclude firms that
did not consistently listed in JII during the observation period, firms that did not provide
comprehensive data, possess negative equity, dividend payout is higher than sales, and did not
actively trade. The final number of data samples in this study is 740 data from 20 companies
listed in JII. Furthermore, this study examines firms dividend policy by using pooled regression
and logit model in order to tackle the problem, which formulated as follow:
Model I
DIVi,t = α + β1RETEi,t + β2OWNi,t + β3INSTi,t + β4MGRi,t + β5BOARDi,t +
β6SRVOLi,t + β7ROAVOLi,t + β8MBVi,t + β9ROAi,t + β10ROEi,t + β11SIZEi,t + εi,t
Model II
DPAYi,t = α + β1RETEi,t + β2OWNi,t + β3INSTi,t + β4MGRi,t + β5BOARDi,t +
β6SRVOLi,t + β7ROAVOLi,t + β8MBVi,t + β9ROAi,t + β10ROEi,t + β11SIZEi,t + εi,t
Model III
DIVi,t = α + β1RETEi,t + β2OWNi,t + β3INSTi,t + β4MGRi,t + β5BOARDi,t + β6MGRi,t *
RISKi,t + β7BOARDi,t*RISKi,t + β8SRVOLi,t + β9ROAVOLi,t + β10MBVi,t + β11ROAi,t
+ β12ROEi,t + β13SIZEi,t + εi,t
3.1. Variables
3.1.1. Dependent Variable
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Dividend Policy
This study implements two measurements of dividend policy following (Chay & Suh, 2009):
DIV =

Cash Dividend
Earning

DPAY = Dummy variable, 1 if firms pay dividend, and 0 otherwise (do not pay dividend)
in a given year over the observation period. DPAY measures the probability of a firm's dividend
payout.
3.1.2. Independent Variable
Earned/ Contributed Capital Mix
It measures the number of firms' capital in the balance sheet attributed to retained
earnings. (DeAngelo, DeAngelo & Stulz 2006) which can be calculated by dividing retained
earnings by total shareholder equity (RE).
Ownership & Control
This paper uses board size, ownership concentration, managerial ownership, and
institutional ownership to measure the existence of agency conflict and level of control (Liu,
Lee, & Zhang, 2018).
3.1.3. Moderating Variable
Risk
Following Acharya & Mora (2015), it examined risk, crisis, or uncertain events using
dummy variables, 1 as an uncertain period and 0 otherwise. This paper represented a period of
uncertainty as follows: European financial crisis, which peaks between 2010 to 2012,
commodity crash from June 2014 to February 2015, US-China trade war from April 2018 to
December 2019, and Covid-19 pandemic in Q1 2020.
3.1.4. Control Variable
Cash Flow Uncertainty
According to Chay & Suh (2009) and Kangarlouei & et al. (2012), cash flow uncertainty
is examined by using stock return volatility (SRVOL) and return on asset volatility
(ROAVOL):
SRVOL = Standard deviation of monthly stock return over the last two years, including
the current fiscal year.
ROAVOL = Standard deviation of operating rate of return (std of operating income/ total
asset) for the last four years, including the current fiscal year.
Investment Opportunities
In order to measure investment opportunities, this study implements Chay & Suh (2009),
which can be measured by using Market to Book Value (MBV).
Firm Size
It is measured by the logarithm of the total asset (Kangarlouei & et al., 2012).
Return on Asset (ROA)
Measured by net income divided by total asset (Kangarlouei & et al., 2012).
Return on Equity (ROE)
Measured by net income divided by total equity.
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4. RESULTS
Table 1 provides a summary statistic for dependents and explanatory variables for all
data observations. In general, Table 1 describes the average, median, maximum, and minimum
number among variables from Q1 2011 to Q1 2020.
Table 1. Summary Statistic
This table provides a summary statistic of all variables from Q1 2011 to Q1 2020. DIV is dividend/earning ratio,
DPAY, is measured by a dummy, explanatory variables are SRVOL, stock return volatility; ROAVOL, operating
profit volatility; RETE, retained earnings/ equity ratio; MBV, market to book ratio; OWN, ownership
concentration; INST, institutional ownership; MGR, managerial ownership; BOARD, board size; ROA, return on
asset; ROE, return on equity; SIZE, firm size; N, number of observations.
Mean

Median

Max

Min

Std.
Dev

DIV
DPAY
SRVOL
ROAVOL
RETE
MBV

0.3834
0.6617
0.0860
0.0699
0.0800
3.3100

0.1930
1.0000
0.0550
0.0446
0.0780
2.1100

1.1920
1.0000
1.8420
0.4579
2.5803
254.0800

-1.9170
0.0000
0.0002
0.0001
-19.3215
0.2600

0.1043
0.4735
0.1264
0.0734
0.8120
5.2231

OWN
MGR

0.5329
0.0188

0.5265
0.0000

0.9800
0.7746

0.1017
0.0000

0.1743
0.0922

INST
BOARD

0.6040
0.8101

0.6083
0.7780

0.9800
1.0790

0.0150
0.3010

0.1522
0.1349

0.0674
0.0940
13.4329

0.0432
0.0800
13.3936

0.4579
8.9105
14.5644

-0.0583
-14.5848
12.2201

0.0752
0.6895
0.4525

740

740

740

740

740

ROA
ROE
SIZE
N

DIV describes the dividend to earning ratio, which accounts for 0.3834 on average, while
the maximum payout is 1.1920, and the minimum payout is -1.9170, which indicates that firms
strive to distribute dividends to their shareholders despite negative earnings. DPAY explains
the firms' propensity to distribute their earnings as dividends. The data shows that the average
number is 0.6617, which explains that most firms (more than 50%) tend to proceed and
distribute their earnings as dividends. SRVOL is stock return volatility, and the average number
is 0.0860, the maximum score is 1.8420, and the lowest number is 0.0002. The higher number
indicates a higher uncertain cash flow. ROAVOL is operating profit volatility, and the high
number of ROAVOL explains the high uncertain cash flow. RETE is retained earning to equity
ratio, which explains the earned/ contributed capital mix as a proxy of a firm's life cycle stage.
The negative number of RETE shows the firm's negative retained earning during the
observation period.
Market to Book Ratio, MBV as a proxy of investment opportunities accounts for 3.31
on average, which explains that, in general, firms possess higher market value to compare to
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their book value. OWN, represents the ownership concentration, which is about 0.5329 on
average. Most firms possess high concentration levels. While the highest ownership level is
0.98 or 98% and only 0.1017 for the minimum score of ownership. MGR, represents the
managerial ownership. The data shows that managerial ownership in JII listed firms is
relatively low, which accounts for 0.0188 or 1.88 on average, which is less than 2%. The
highest number is 0.7746, and the lowest number is 0. INST, represents institutional ownership.
The ownership of institutions is relatively high, which is explained by the average number of
ownership over 50%. The highest number is 0.98, while the lowest number is 0.0150. BOARD,
is the log of Board Size, which represent management control and direction. The data shows,
BOARD accounts for 0.8101, of which most of the firms assign approximately 7 or 8 directors.
The highest number is 1.0790, while the lowest number is 0.3010.
ROA, represents firm profitability, which is measured by returns on the asset. The data
shows ROA accounts for 0.0674 on average. The highest number is 0.4579, while the lowest
number is -0.0583. The negative number describes the firm's propensity for negative earnings.
ROE, return on equity, also represents the firm profitability. The average number of ROE is
0.0940. The highest number is 8.9105, and there is a tendency that firms possess low equity
and high earning. While the lowest number is -14.5848, a negative ROE number indicates firms
possess negative earnings during the observation period. Whereas SIZE illustrates the firms'
size, which accounts for 13.4329 on average, 14.56644 is the highest number, and 12.2201 is
the SIZE lowest number.
This paper investigates the correlation matrix analysis to examines the relationship
among explanatory variables, which indicates multicollinearity if the result is more than 0.9.
Table 2 exhibits the result of correlation matrix analysis for all data observations.
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Table 2. Correlation Matrix
Table 2 exhibits the correlation matrix among explanatory variables over the observation period.
BOARD
BOARD

MBV

OWN

INST

MGR

ROA

RETE

ROE

SIZE

SRVOL

ROAVOL

1

MBV

-0.0737

1

OWN

-0.1718

-0.0784

1

INS

-0.1830

0.1746

0.0924

MGR

-0.1323

-0.2191

0.4963

ROA

-0.0589

0.1243

-0.0444

RETE

0.0374

0.4438

-0.0153

ROE

0.0214

0.6387

SIZE

0.4281

SRVOL
ROAVOL

1
0.5315
0.0782

1
-0.0271

1

-0.0065

0.0144

1

-0.0384

0.0036
0.0044

-0.0387

0.4967

1

-0.0350

-0.0334

0.1354

-0.2217

0.0572

-0.0041

1

-0.2175

-0.0223

0.0600

0.0092

0.0065

0.0042

-0.0951

1

-0.0825

0.1389

-0.0342

0.0898
0.0863

0.1593
0.4033
0.0524

-0.0133

0.5021

0.0131

0.1576

-0.4199

-0.0504

1

Table 2 reports the result of the correlation matrix among explanatory variables. The data
shows all the correlation among explanatory variables is less than 0.9, which indicates there is
no multicollinearity among variables.
Panel Regression for Dividend Payouts
Table 3 displays the result of panel regression analysis of explanatory variables, which
include the cashflow uncertainty, firm life cycle stage, growth opportunities, ownership, and
control. Whereas profitability and firm size are considered as control variables.
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Table 3 Panel Regression Result
This table provides a summary statistic of all variables from Q1 2011 to Q1 2020. DIV is dividend/earning ratio,
explanatory variables are SRVOL, stock return volatility; ROAVOL, operating profit volatility; RETE, retained
earnings/ equity ratio; MBV, market to book ratio; OWN, ownership concentration; INST, institutional ownership;
MGR, managerial ownership; BOARD, board size; ROA, return on asset; ROE, return on equity; SIZE, firm size;
N, number of observations.
Dependent variable: DIV
A
Coeff

B
p-value

Coeff

C
p-value

Coeff

p-value

SRVOL

-0.0079

0.7816

-0.0022

0.9338

-0.0018

0.9465

ROAVOL

-0.0663

0.8148

-0.0614

0.8231

-0.0613

0.8223

RETE

0.0226

0.0386**

0.0133

0.1964

0.0136

0.0417**

MBV

-0.0010

0.4627

-0.0008

0.5489

-0.0008

0.5523

OWN

-0.0040

0.8799

0.1402

0.1458

0.0628

0.3527

INST

-0.0553

0.3058

-0.2720

0.0224**

-0.1787

0.0496**

MGR

0.0279

0.4577

-0.2175

0.021**

-0.1279

0.0708***

-0.0691

0.0315**

-0.1004

0.0536***

-0.0919

0.0324**

ROA

0.7525

0.0065*

0.5898

0.0267**

0.6041

0.0225**

ROE

-0.0345

0.0235**

-0.0230

0.1100

-0.0233

0.1037

0.0557
0.0000

0.0000*

0.0087

0.7249

0.0294

0.1294

BOARD

SIZE
LM Test
Chow Test

0.0000

Hausman Test
Adjusted R-square
Observations

0.9081
0.1783
740

0.3059
740

0.1011
740

*siginificant at 1% level, **significant at 5% level, *** significant at 10% level

Table 3 illustrates the panel regression result which devided into three parts of analysis.
Panel A displays the common effect model, Panel B describes the fixed effect model, while the
Panel C summarizes the random effect model. Considering the LM, Chow, and Hausman result,
the most appropriate model to examine the dividend payout policy is the random effect model.
The earned/ contributed capital mix, which represents the firms' life cycle stage, has a positive
impact on dividend payout, and it is statistically significant at 5% level. It is consistent with
the finding of Chay & Suh (2009); Kangarlouei & et al. (2012). The finding suggests that the
higher earned/ contributed mix, which indicates the mature life cycle stage, tends to pay a high
dividend. Furthermore, the propensity of dividend payout is usually higher in mature and
established firms. Low level of earned/ contributed capital mix illustrates the firms capital
infusion stage and unable to pay dividends. In contrast, a high level of earned/ contributed
capital mix is usually held by mature firms with relatively large earning and thus tend to
maintain their dividend payout (DeAngelo, DeAngelo & Stulz 2006).
The finding is also consistent with the financial life cycle theory; firms probability of
paying dividends tends to increase as their earned/ contributed capital mix rises. Moreover, the
JII listed firms are considered as a mature firm with relatively stable profit.
Kangarlouei & et al. (2012); Subramaniam, Shaiban & Suppiah (2014) stated that start-
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up firms or firms with many investment opportunities tend to allocate large cash to expand and
distribute lower dividends. Moreover, firms' high growth opportunities are related to more
capacity expansion, new product line, acquisition, and asset activities for maintenance and
replacement (Mason & Merton 1985).
Ownership concentration is found statistically not significant on dividend payouts and
consistent with Al-Najjar & Kilincarslan (2017). This indicates that control from the largest
shareholders will not impact the dividend policy since dividend policy is complex and usually
consider other aspects, including firms characteristics and firms strategy. Institutional
ownership shows the negative impact on dividend payout and statistically significant at 5%
level. Indicates that institutional investors tend to allocate firms earning to grow and distribute
dividend at a lower level. This finding is consistent with Wen & Jia (2010); Grinstein &
Michaely (2005). Furthermore, institutional shareholders are expected to reduce the agency
cost, controlling large shareholders, such as families and managers, including in dividend
policy decisions. Moreover, institutional shareholders tend to allocate their funding to execute
stock repurchases and do not intend to increase their dividend payout (Grinstein & Michaely,
2005). However, this paper finds that managerial ownership is positively affected dividend
payout and statistically significant at the 10% level, which indicates that managers who actively
monitor and direct the firms policy prefer the higher payout as a result of their involvement in
achieving the firms profits. The higher dividend for managerial investors is also expected to
mitigate the agency conflict. This finding is consistent with John & Knyazeva (2006). Board
Size is found to negatively affect dividend payout, which is statistically significant at 5% level.
It explains that the higher number of directors may lower the dividend payout since the role of
directors' control. Moreover, managerial ownership has a different role than directors; not all
directors are considered shareholders and otherwise.
Logistic Regression and Payout Probability
This paper considers to examines the firms' probability in dividend distribution by using
logistic regression or logit. To construct the dependent variable, this study assigns the dummy
variable, which is one (firms that pay dividend), and zero otherwise.
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Table 4 Logit Regression and Payout Profitability
This table provides a summary statistic of all variables from Q1 2011 to Q1 2020. DPAY, is measured by dummy,
explanatory variables are SRVOL, stock return volatility; ROAVOL, operating profit volatility; RETE, retained
earnings/ equity ratio; MBV, market to book ratio; OWN, ownership concentration; INST, institutional ownership;
MGR, managerial ownership; BOARD, board size; ROA, return on asset; ROE, return on equity; SIZE, firm size;
N, number of observations.

Dependent variable: DPAY

Coeff
SRVOL
ROAVOL
RETE
MBV
OWN
INST
MGR
BOARD
ROA
ROE
SIZE
McFadden R-Squared
Observations

p-value

0.1115
-10.8706
2.9368
0.0265
1.6087
-1.4949
-0.0974
-0.1785
30.9196

0.8719
0.2219
0.0017*
0.3878
0.0353**
0.0874***
0.9235
0.8249
0.0004*

3.9714
1.5901

0.0013*
0*

0.2080
740

*siginificant at 1% level, **significant at 5% level, *** significant at 10% level

Table 4 exhibits the logistic regression, which examines the firms' probability of
distributing the dividend. The data shows a similar result compare to panel regression. RETE,
which measures firms life cycle stage, presents statistically significant at 1% level. The positive
sign indicates that the firms' propensity in distribution dividend will be higher in mature and
stable firms compared to start-ups. This result is consistent with the life cycle hypothesis that
the propensity to distribute dividends is higher in mature firms than start-up firms.
The ownership concentration positively affects firms probability in dividend
distribution, indicating the control and monitoring role by the largest proportion of
shareholders. The higher concentration will lead to a higher probability for firms to distribute
their dividend payout. Institutional ownership negatively impacts the probability dividend
payout, which significant at 10% level. The higher proportion of institutional ownership may
lower the firms' probability to distribute their dividend payout. Whereas, managerial ownership
and board size do not impact firms probability to pay dividend, illustrates that managerial
ownership and directors possess higher concern on firms profit and stability and in charge of
firms strategy formulation and execution compare to dividend policy.
Uncertainty and Payout
This study attempts to examine the presence of an uncertain period and its impact on
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managerial and board dividend policy. Uncertainty is viewed as a risky event that should be
mitigated in order to lower its impact.
Table 5 Uncertainty and Payout
This table provides summary statistic of all variables from Q1 2011 to Q1 2020. DIV is dividend/ earning ratio,
explanatory variables are SRVOL, stock return volatility; ROAVOL, operating profit volatility; RETE, retained
earnings/ equity ratio; MBV, market to book ratio; OWN, ownership concentration; INST, institutional ownership;
MGR, managerial ownership; BOARD, board size; RISK, represents uncertain event measured by dummy; ROA,
return on asset; ROE, return on equity; SIZE, firm size; N, number of observations.
Dependent variable: DIV
A
Coeff

B
p-value

Coeff

C
p-value

Coeff

p-value

SRVOL

-0.0129

0.6496

-0.0057

0.8337

-0.0053

0.8434

ROAVOL

-0.0264

0.9254

-0.0452

0.8686

-0.0436

0.8727

RETE

0.0169

0.0947***

0.0095

0.3157

0.0097

0.0318**

MBV

-0.0011

0.3843

-0.0010

0.4912

-0.0009

0.4941

OWN

-0.0037

0.8885

0.1289

0.1798

0.0606

0.3806

INST

-0.0145

0.8430

-0.2373

0.0693***

-0.1494

0.1558

MGR

0.0216

0.5628

-0.2152

0.0228**

-0.1343

0.062***

-0.0777

0.0167**

-0.1102

0.0363**

-0.1016

0.0352**

0.0069

0.4307

0.0072

0.3737

0.0069

0.3960

-0.0534

0.4945

-0.0300

0.6817

-0.0372

0.6094

ROA

0.7046

0.0101**

0.5606

0.033**

0.5733

0.0286**

ROE

-0.0218

0.0703***

-0.0146

0.1929

-0.0149

0.1853

0.0551
0.0000

0*

0.0081

0.7450

0.0278

0.1616

BOARD
MGR^RISK
BOARD^RISK

SIZE
LM Test
Chow Test

0.0000

Hausman Test
Adjusted R-square
Observations

0.9426
0.1792
740

0.3069
740

0.1053
740

*siginificant at 1% level, **significant at 5% level, *** significant at 10% level

Table 5 exhibits the interaction between uncertain period and managerial ownership,
the interaction between uncertain period and board size on dividend policy over the observation
period. The finding shows that interaction of uncertain period and two explanatory variables
(managerial ownership and board size) is not statistically significant, which implies the
managerial policy on dividend payout do not change. It also indicates that managers in JII listed
firms have already projected the appropriate payout level and any alternatives to payout during
the uncertain event. It is also consistent with the signaling theory that quality firms tend to
maintain their dividend payout as a signal to the market's performance during any uncertain
period.
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper documents the evidence of dividend policy among Jakarta Islamic Index
listed firms, which is considered to have unique characteristics compared to other indices. The
dividend is regarded as a complex decision since it will provide a signal related to a firm's
future prospects. Several variables are critical determinants that impact firms' dividend payout
and firms' probability of distributing their dividend. This study found that firm life cycle stage
positively impacts dividend payout and firm probability to pay dividends. The result is also
consistent with the life cycle hypothesis that mature firms are related to high-quality firms that
prefer to maintain their dividend and provide a positive signal to investors.
Furthermore, the ownership and control are found to affect firms' dividend policy and
probability to pay dividend, which indicate dividend is one of the important instruments to
reduce agency conflict. To examine the relationship of the uncertain period, this paper
implements interaction between uncertainty, managerial ownership, and board size. The
finding shows that uncertainty does not improve or reduce the relationship between managerial
ownership and board size on dividend payout. It implies that JII listed firms keep maintaining
their payout to provide a positive signal to investors since JII listed firms are considered highquality firms.
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HOTEL BUSINESS NEWS DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Febriana Aminatul Khusna1
ABSTRACT
The covid-19 pandemic is caused by severe respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2). The outbreak was first identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. Covid19 makes the World Health Organization (WHO) declared this outbreak a Public Health
Emergency of International Concern to the world. During this pandemic, the economic sector
is an outbreak all over the country. The hospitality industry is one of the sectors affected by the
Covid-19 pandemic. Tourism, hospitality, restaurants, and department stores feel the impact.
Many of them have to incur losses until they close their business. Revenue decline until
business closure also occurred at hotels. In this condition, many hotels have to close amid this
pandemic. This research aims to find out how much loss or decrease the income occurred in
the hotel business in Indonesia. A descriptive qualitative method with content analysis is used
in this research to get the best data. The researcher use content analysis as the instrument of the
research. The researcher will look for the hotel business news in some journal articles, online
media news, and YouTube news to support the data. In this research, show that a lot of hotel
in Indonesia got the effect by Covid-19 pandemic. The data provided shows that hotels in
Indonesia during the pandemic suffered losses from 50% to 90%, calculated from March to
July 2020.
Keywords: Covid-19 pandemic, Hospitality industry news, Hotel industry, Descriptive
qualitative method.

1. INTRODUCTION
The covid-19 pandemic is caused by severe respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARSCoV-2). The outbreak was first identified in Wuhan, China, in December 2019. The World
Health Organization (WHO) declared this outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International
Concern. The Covid-19 pandemic that happened paralyzed all countries from various sectors.
The economic, government, education, and business sectors are feeling the effects of this
pandemic. The ongoing spread of the coronavirus is one of the biggest threats to aspects of the
global economy and financial markets ( (Olimov & Khotamov, 2020)
The paralysis of a country is followed by the deteriorating economic situation of that
country. Restrictions on the transformation of the region and internationally are very limited,
and some are even prohibited. Transportation sector restrictions include travel by plane, bus,
and train and sea transportation. All sectors that support the country's economy are threatened
with total paralysis. The spread of COVID-19 and large-scale travel restrictions are having a
major impact on the global tourism and hospitality industry (Jiang & Wen, 2020). This was
conveyed in an open letter issued by Gloria Guevara, President, and CEO of the World Travel
1

English Education Department, Faculty of Education and Teacher Training, Universitas Tidar
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and Tourism Council, noting that “50 million jobs globally are at risk of being impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic” due to a high-risk pandemic. The letter shows that the travel and tourism
sector is facing a period of crisis and is struggling to survive in order to continue operating due
to the global COVID-19 health crisis (Guevara, 2020).
In Indonesia, the Cocid19 case continues to show a significant increase. The highest
number of positive cases in Cocid-19 is recorded to be around 1,000 people a day. This
condition is exacerbated by the pattern of society that still underestimates this pandemic. The
impact the government must move quickly to overcome this condition. The government must
close the shopping area to the restaurant. In addition, the impact of the pandemic is very
influential for the hotel industry in Indonesia. It is also reported that travel and tour packages
are canceled, affecting mostly the hotels and airlines (Aldaihani & Ali, 2018; Wasiul &
Ahasanul & Zohurul & Arije, 2020).
Hotel is one of the supporting sectors of the country's economy. A crowded hotel by
regional and international visitors can indicate the country's economy is running smoothly.
During the pandemic, there was a lot of news about the hotel business being affected. This
study aims to look at the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the hospitality business in
Indonesia. Descriptive qualitative methods are used in this study to find the best data.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
According to Aldaihani & Ali, 2018; Wasiul & Ahasanul & Zohurul & Arije, (2020) in
their research entitled “The Movement Control Order (MCO) for COVID-19 Crisis and its
Impact on Tourism and Hospitality Sector in Malaysia,”. In their research, the researchers
explained that the recent Coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak had caused many countries to
suffer. Including countries in Asia such as Malaysia, through the Order Control Movement
(MCO), the Malaysian government hopes to reduce and prevent the spread of Covid-19. Many
events were canceled, such as the ongoing Visit Malaysia 2020 campaign. The campaign has
been canceled, and all guests present currently residing in Malaysia must implement MCO so
that their citizens continue to comply with the protocol in force.
The protocol provided by the government had an impact on the tourism industry in
Malaysia. In researching conceptual, methodological techniques used to obtain secondary
information from various government-issued sources. Many domestic and international flights
had to be terminated. In addition, the hotel business, restaurants, and shopping malls were also
closed. Subsequently, Covid-19 also had a negative impact on Malaysian tourism and the hotel
industry due to the spread of Covid-19, which was already in an emergency phase.
In addition, according to Stefan, Daniel and Michael, (2020) with their research entitled
“Pandemics, tourism and global change: a rapid assessment of COVID-19” shows the effect of
Covid-19 on the tourism industry. The current development of Covid-19 is still very large and
paralyzes almost all countries. The medical world is trying to create a vaccine; without the
vaccine and the limited medical capacity of Covid-19 cannot be controlled. In the research that
has been done by researchers, non-pharmacological intervention (NPI) is the main strategy to
overcome the pandemic. Unlimited international and regional travel restrictions on lockdown
and social distancing regulations cause the most severe disruption to the world economy since
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World War II.
Regional and international travel bans affecting more than 90% of the life sector,
community mobility, tourism largely stopped by March 2020. Although still uncertain, the
NWTO projects for 2020 Suggest international arrivals can decrease by 20 to 30% compared
to the previous year. The tourism business is very vulnerable to Covid-19 pandemic. The
research aims to compare the impact of COVID-19 with previous epidemics or pandemics and
other types of global crises and explore how the pandemic can occur, changing the vital sectors
of a country's life. Then, discuss why COVID-19 affects the climate of a country. Afterward,
the UNWTO, ICAO, CLIA, WTTC, and other tourism organizations recommended the volume
tourism growth model.
In accordance with Freya and Desbiolles (2020), in their research entitled “Socialising
tourism for social and ecological justice after COVID-19,” show about the condition of tourism
business during Covid-19 that destroy in the world. The COVID-19 pandemic that began in
late 2019 has the potential to change the world tourism industry. This condition brings the
effect of an economic crisis in the travel tourism and hospitality business. The events have
closed almost all over the country.
In his research, a critical tourism analysis of this event briefly shows how tourism has
supported the injustices and neoliberal exploitation in various countries. The COVID-19
pandemic that occurred caused many countries to reorganize state strategies such as tourism
towards a better future path. Theoretical approaches to community life patterns include the way
tourism can be 'socialized' by broadcasting in the public interest. This condition is important to
support the sustainability of the country's economy and the tourism industry's sustainability.
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3. DATA AND METHODS
The use of descriptive qualitative studies aims to make a comprehensive summary, in
everyday terms, specific events experienced by individuals or groups of individuals in a
problem. In other words, this research is a social understanding phenomena based on the
participant's point of view and examines the problem by explaining it with a summary to add
information to be a phenomenon, the environment, a process, or real belief. This study is the
most "theoretical" of all qualitative approaches to the field of research; descriptive qualitative
studies are also the least encumbered studies, compared to other qualitative approaches, with
theoretical or philosophical commitments that have already existed before in a study (Lambert
& Lambert, 2012).
In this study, researchers used content analysis. Content analysis was used because the
research object was news that conveyed the state of the hotel business during the pandemic.
Qualitative content analysis is included in the framework with an empirical approach,
systematic methodological controlled text analysis in the context of communication, following
content analytical rules and a step-by-step model to obtain appropriate data, without rash
quantification (Mayring, 2004). Besides that, the researcher also uses some articles in the
journal to make the research more clearly.
In this study, researchers will summarize news sources about the impact of Covid-19
on hotel revenues in Indonesia. Subsequently, the writer will make a table to make it easier to
do research. Towards the table, there is a source that is accompanied by the news link. Then
the researcher summarizes the contents of the news, which is then included in the table. After
getting all the research materials, the researcher submits the results of the study with statistical
data. The statistical data shows the rate of the impact caused by Covid-19 on hotel revenue
turnover.
4. RESULTS
In this study, researchers will summarize the news contents that have been prepared as a
research media. The use of tables is done to facilitate researchers in providing information
related to research. The researcher took the available news and included a video link from
YouTube media.
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No

Sources

Topic Discussion

Pandemi Corona, Okupansi Hotel
di Makassar Menurun Hingga
90%
https://youtu.be/O46wXnFe9ps

The drop in the profitability of hotels in the South
Sumatra region reached 80 percent, making some hotels
have no other choice but to lay off operations.
Chairperson of the Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant
Association (PHRI) of South Sumatra, Herlan
Aspiudin, said that hotel deputies scattered so far
scattered in the South Sumatra region choosing to
suspend operations temporarily.
Dampak Coronavirus pada usaha The outbreak of the coronavirus or covid-19 in
perhotelan
Indonesia today is not only a world issue but also has an
https://youtu.be/XtrOx8_Pa2g
impact on various sectors, one of which is the impact
felt, namely by a number of hotel tourism entrepreneurs,
one of which is felt by the palace hotel in the Cipanas
peak region, Cianjur, West Java, hotel occupancy amid
corona outbreaks currently only reaches thirty percent
visitors to foreign tourist hotels, has decreased to ninety
percent. Whereas guests and visitors to the hotel are
always crowded, both domestic visitors and foreign
citizens.
In this hotel, there are one hundred and ninety rooms,
usually for weekday around seventy rooms can be filled
by guests, but after the outbreak of the coronavirus case,
the occupancy rate has decreased dramatically to reach
fifty percent; in addition, foreign citizen visits also
dropped significantly up to ninety percent.
The hotel has also made various efforts so that domestic
visitors do not feel panicked to visit, ranging from
prevention education by providing various socialization
to visitors, the provision of hand sanitizers in each toilet
so that each guest is always required to wash their
hands, also his party alerted the free polyclinic for
visitors and employees alike. Turnover reduction in
hotels ranges from 60 to 90 percent.
PHRI: Tertekan Corona, Ada Government efforts to boost the performance of the
Hotel Yang Telah Merumahkan tourism sector, which is depressed by the Coronavirus,
Karyawan
through a number of incentives have not been felt by the
https://youtu.be/IAv9wnTmRFw Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association (PHRI).
However, according to the Chairman of the PHRI,
Haryadi Sukamdani incentives such as reducing aircraft
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dampak corona, sector perhotelan fares are still needed for the industry; besides that, it is
dan resto ikut merana
also necessary to the relaxation of loans to taxation from
https://youtu.be/1SQ0TbrkVVQ
Corona's depositors, including tourism.
Chairperson of the Indonesian Hotels and Restaurants
Association (PHRI), Haryadi Sukamdani, said the
impact of the spread of the coronavirus has caused hotel
occupancy rates to drop below 30% and revenues to fall
by more than 50%. To reduce losses, hotels generally
cut operational costs; the biggest is labor and electricity
costs. Several hotels have held talks with workers
related to work shifts and some laid-off employees.
Begini Dampak Merebaknya The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic had a devastating
Virus Corona Terhadap Usaha effect on the Natya hotel, Denpasar Bali. The hotel has
Perhotelan di Bali SELAMAT decreased hundreds of millions per day. A significant
SIANG INDONESIA
decrease of up to 60 percent occurred from the entry of
Covid-19 in Indonesia.
https://youtu.be/Yk56lCGhFeo
In addition to that, the revenue turnover also decreased
at Alana Hotel Solo, Karanganyar. The hotel was forced
to fire hotel employees to reduce spending in the middle
of the pandemic.
Based on the above table, the researcher took a video from YouTube about news related
to the impact of Covid-19 on hotels in Indonesia. Subsequent to the desired table, the researcher
makes a discussion to formulate the results of the research. The researcher also uses some
articles in the journal and online news to find the best data.
Shin, H., & Kang, J. (2020) entitled “Reducing perceived health risk to attract hotel
customers in the COVID-19 pandemic era: Focused on technology innovation for social
distancing and cleanliness”, Filimonau, V., Derqui, B., & Matute, J. (2020) entitled “The
COVID-19 pandemic and organizational commitment of senior hotel managers” and Gössling,
S., Scott, D., & Hall, C. M. (2020) entitled “Pandemics, tourism and global change: a rapid
assessment of COVID-19”. Online news like Kompas.com also uses in this research to monitor
the range of Covid-19 cases.
Discussion
After getting the data, the researcher makes a statistical table to show the results of the
news analysis that has been provided. The statistical table refers to the amount of turnover
decreased by some of the hotels. Before that, the researcher gives the data of Covid-19 cases
in Indonesia and the world count from March to September. However, this research was
produced from March to July 2020.
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Source: https://covid19.go.id/peta-sebaran-covid19

Figure 1. The data statistic of Indonesian Covid-19 cases

Source: covid.go.id
Figure 2. The summary of codi-19 cases
Table 1. Hotel experience during Covid-19
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The statistical data above shows that every hotel has decreased turnover. All four sources
show a decrease in hotels experienced from 50 percent to 90 percent. Based on the table we
can see a huge drop in turnover in June from each hotel. The impact of Covid-19 is quite large
for the hotel industry. The impact is many from the hotel take action to prevent the destruction
of the hotel business. Hotel owners reduce expenses by laying off most of their employees.
Although many hotels stop operating or reduce working hours immediately after
government orders to close, some hotels take steps to maintain (at least limited) operational
activities with strict protocols (Filimonau, Derqui, & Matute, 2020). Heaps of hotels operate
half a day and close hotels according to government protocol. Many hotels no longer open
room booking services. They just open a restaurant with a takeaway system eliminating the onsite dining service. Some hotels reduce their staff's working hours and provide different
services to customers, such as cooking food, to take home and deliver. In this situation, the
government must move quickly to deal with the increasing number of Covid-19 cases. They
are considering that Indonesia has not yet entered the peak of the Covid-19 case. Furthermore,
the community should be more careful in activating and following the protocol issued by the
government.
The hotel and restaurant industry in the country is a sector that has had a significant
impact on the spread of the Covid-19 coronavirus. Chairman of the Association of Indonesian
Hotels and Restaurants (PHRI), Hariyadi Sukamdani, said that his party estimated that the
number of losses suffered by the tourism derivative industry reached US $ 530 million or
equivalent to Rp.7.7 trillion. This amount is an assumed calculation from January 2020 to
March 2020. In the field of tourism, hotels are one of the crucial areas. The hotel can not be
separated from the tourism business, which can certainly increase economic growth in it.
Unfortunately, during the Covid-19 pandemic, many hotel businesses suffered such huge losses
that they had the potential to go bankrupt.
The number of hotels that temporarily closed their operations in Solo was increasing.
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"Currently, there are 12 star hotels that have decided to temporarily close," said Chairman of
the Indonesian Hotel and Restaurant Association (PHRI) Surakarta Abdullah Soewarno in
Solo. This number jumped sharply. The previous week, PHRI noted that only four hotels in
Solo had temporarily closed due to difficulties in surviving the outbreak of Covid-19. As a
result, around 1,000 employees have already been laid off.
Meanwhile, the Southeast Sulawesi PHRI management suggested that thousands of hotel
and restaurant employees who were sent home due to the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
receive pre-employment cards. PHRI Southeast Sulawesi Secretary-General Eko Dwisasono
in Kendari said that 1,116 hotel and restaurant industry workers were affected by the corona
virus. They will receive a benefits package worth IDR 3,550,000. The details, the funds will
be distributed for four months. IDR 1,000,000 for assistance with training costs, IDR 600,000
monthly incentive for four months, and IDR 50,000 per month survey incentive for three
surveys.
The crisis that has hit the hotel and restaurant industry sector must be accepted because
the Covid-19 pandemic is being felt in all parts of the world. Therefore, the potential for an
explosion in unemployment due to the Coronavirus requires attention because it threatens the
country's stability. In this matter, there are several reasons why hotels are in a critical state
during the Covid-19 pandemic:
1. Lockdown
This policy, implemented by almost all of these countries certainly forces many
businesses to close their businesses within a predetermined time limit. Hotel is
one of the businesses which, of course, must follow the protocol set by the
government. Many hotels have lost their guests because they can't take a vacation.
This has resulted in many hotels reducing a significant reduction in guests.
2. Closure of tourism businesses
The large number of people affected by this virus has resulted in many industries
having to close their businesses. The tourism industry is an industry where many
people have to get together and socialize. This certainly raises the possibility of
people having the potential to be exposed to this virus. Preventive measures that
can be taken are to close the tourism industry. The closure of the tourism industry
has resulted in many visitors and tourists being unable to travel. The impact is
that there are no visitors who will stay at the hotel.
The closure of the hotel certainly has an impact on several things in it, such as the
following:
1. The economic sector
The covid-19 pandemic resulted in many hotels going bankrupt. This has an
impact on stunted economic growth. Minimal income until there is no more
income because the hotel closure impacts its financial and economic conditions.
2. Dismissal of employees
Decreased income received resulted in many hotels forced to reduce their
employees. Many hotel employees had to be sent home or fired. This is because
the hotel does not need many employees because there are not many guests
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staying. Besides that, the hotel experienced many losses because there were no
guests staying. Thus, employee dismissal is one way to save the hotel so that it
can continue to operate during a pandemic.
3. Bankruptcy
This condition is the most fatal condition caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. With
minimal income, many hotels have finally decided to close their businesses. The
losses suffered by the hotel made them decide to close their hotel because there
were no visitors.
5. CONCLUSION
Based on the discussion that has been given, it can be concluded that the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic is very detrimental to the development of hotels in Indonesia. Many hotels
have suffered significant losses. They have to incur losses of hundreds of millions every day.
In other words, a substantial decline in income turnover of up to 90 percent. The decline can
lead to many hotels threatened with bankruptcy. The situation was caused by the decrease in
visitors and regional and international tourists due to social restrictions.
The Covid-19 pandemic, which continues to increase to an emergency level that every
country is receiving, makes many sectors experiencing difficulties. In some fields, the income
has decreased, such as tourism. However, in the circumstances currently being experienced,
there should be an opportunity for growth. All sectors must dare to make innovations that can
make their business survive. In addition, the economic crisis felt by each country must also
provide opportunities to develop and create new jobs from new and surviving sectors.
Technology can be used and entered into the tourism sector to help improve and save the
tourism sector already on the verge of collapse. Then, the government is expected to be able to
help the tourism sector operate and return to normal in order to improve the state of the
economy.
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HOW FAST IS BANK LENDING RATE ADJUSTMENT BEFORE AND
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC?
Shofia Diah Kusumawati1 and Buddi Wibowo2

ABSTRACT
This study attempts to measure the speed of adjustment bank lending rate against the BI
7- Day Reverse Repo Rate changes (BI7DRR) before and during Covid-19. Interest Rate PassThrough (IRPT) from bank lending rate’s point of view refers to a condition in which the bank
lending rate responds to changes in the central bank's policy rate. IRPT was measured using
Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) and Mean adjusted Lag (MAL) for time series data in
the period before Covid-19 of 2016:08-2020:02 and during Covid-19 of 2016:08-2020:05. Our
finding for working capital lending rate’s speed adjustment during Covid-19 is twelve months
faster than twenty-two months before Covid-19. In contrast, the speed adjustment for
consumption lending rate the same as before and during Covid-19 at around sixty months. This
result implies that the central bank's policy interest rate during Covid-19 has more influence
on the working capital lending rate than the consumption lending rate.
Keywords: BI 7-Day Reverse Repo Rate, Bank Lending Rate, Vector Error Correction Model,
Mean Adjusted Lag

1. INTRODUCTION
The Covid-19 pandemic is an ongoing global pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019,
caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2). The outbreak was
first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. The World Health Organization declared
the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020 and a
pandemic on 11 March. The Covid-19 pandemic in Indonesia is part of the ongoing worldwide
pandemic of Covid-19. It was confirmed to have spread to Indonesia on 2 March 2020, after a
dance instructor and her mother tested positive for the virus.
The pandemic has caused global social and economic disruption. One economic aspect
is Indonesia's loan growth tumbled in the first semester this year along with a huge debt
restructuring as the Covid-19 pandemic nearly grounded business activities to a halt. The
Indonesian Financial Services Authority (OJK) said that the loan growth settled at 1.49 percent
from January to June, compared with 9.92 percent in the same period last year. Meanwhile,
central banks around the world have already proactively intervened to calm markets and show
commitment to using all possible measures. As the monetary authority in Indonesia, Bank
Indonesia cut rates to boost economic growth and signaled further easing will depend on
1
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inflation and how the recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic unfolds. Bank Indonesia lowered
BI7DRR by 25 bps to 4.0 percent in the July meeting, bringing borrowing costs to the lowest
since 2016. BI has cut rates by a total of 100 bps this year, on top of 100 bps in reductions in
2019.
Bank Indonesia sets BI7DRR as the main policy instrument to achieve the ultimate goal
of monetary policy to maintain currency stability, one of which is reflected in the low and
stable inflation rate. BI7DRR sets as the main policy instrument to influence economic
activities. The lower policy rate is expected to transmit into lower interest rates charged by
banks on working capital loans, investment loans, and consumer loans. Therefore, the effect of
monetary policy will be substantial. Any change in policy rate needs to be passed through to
the money market and banking interest rate completely and symmetrically over a reasonably
short time for the efﬁcacy of monetary operation. In practice, monetary policy's transmission
mechanism is usually sluggish and incomplete in the short-run; therefore, changes in the policy
rate induced by the monetary policy are transmitted to other interest rates with lag
(Charoenseang, 2007).
The stickiness of bank lending rates with respect to policy rates is often regarded as an
obstacle to the smooth transmission of monetary policy impulses (Cottarelli, 1994). There are
four factors of bank lending rate stickiness that can be explained (Cottarelli, 1994). First,
adjustment cost and the elasticity of the demand for loans. The banking industry faces
adjustment costs when interest rates change. The degree to which these costs delay the
adjustment of lending rates to changes in money market rates depends on the elasticity of the
demand for bank loans. Second, adjustment costs and uncertainty about future money market
change. Banks will not adjust their lending rates if they perceive that the changes in money
market rates are only temporary. Third, non-profit maximizing behavior. Banks will react more
promptly to changes in money market conditions if market forces penalize non-profitmaximizing behavior. If market forces are weak, inefficiency will not be penalized, resulting
in lending rate stickiness. The example of market forces are barriers to entry, absence of
competition from nonbank intermediaries, or constraint on international capital movements.
Four, oligopolistic competition model. In oligopolistic markets, the stickiness can be reduced
if the central bank acts as a market leader by signaling changes in monetary policy's stance
through changes in an administered discount rate. The latter reduces the uncertainty about
competitors’ responses.
A critical issue involved with the transmission of monetary policy is the degree and speed
at which changes in the policy rate are transmitted to other rates faced by firms (Charoenseang,
2007). The degree and speed of the response of bank lending rates to changes in policycontrolled interest rates represent an important dimension of the transmission mechanism of
monetary policy (BIS, 1995).
This study investigates the speed of adjustment of bank lending rate’s responsiveness to
BI7DRR as policy rate in the period before and during the Covid-19 pandemic occurred. We
tested the interest rate pass-through from BI7DRR to the bank lending rate’s point of view.
Bank lending rates are working capital, investment, and consumption. We conclude to test the
degree of pass-through and the speed of adjustment of Indonesia's bank lending rate before and
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during the Covid-19 pandemic.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Interest rate pass-through is defined as the degree and speed of policy changes or marketrate into retail banking rate (ur Rehman, 2009). In other words, interest rate pass-through is a
process where the official interest rate is transmitted to other interest rates. Most of the research
seeks to investigate the degree and speed of adjusting banking rates to changes in benchmark
rates.
Tai et al. (2012) examined the transmission mechanism's effectiveness to retail interest
rates in several Asian countries, such as Hong Kong, Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines,
Singapore, and Thailand. They found that the degree of interest rates pass through to lending
rates are lower than deposit rates.
Liu et al. (2008) provide a piece of empirical evidence that short-run rates show a higher
degree of pass-through and faster adjustment speed than long-run rates. Liu et al. (2008) also
find increased transparency in monetary policy's conduct has reduced the volatility of official
policy rates and led to more competition in the banking industry.
Zulkhibri (2012) examined pass-through, and speed adjustment varies across financial
institutions and retail rates. The majority of retail lending rates pass-through is less than
complete, and that the speed of adjustment varies across retail interest rates.
Chong (2006) examined administered rates’ adjustment speed differs across both
financial institutions and financial products. Loan rates, in particular, tend to adjust more
slowly than deposit rates. Moreover, the financial institutions’ administered (lending and
deposit) rates are more rigid when they are below their equilibrium level than when they are
above.
Charoenseang (2007) examined the long-run relationship and the degree of pass-through
between the policy rate and the various financial market interest rates in Thailand. It is found
that there exist co-movements between the 14-day repurchase rate and the financial market
rates in the long-run, except for the finance company lending rate. The pass-through effect is
quite low, at about 20%. The monetary policy significantly affects commercial bank lending in
the short run.
The rigidity experienced in commercial interest rates in bank deposit and loan interest
rates in an economy emerges depending on several factors. Among such factors are the
structure of financial markets, economic policies pursued, degree of financial development of
the country, level of competition in the banking system, and financial intermediaries' ownership
structure (Cottarelli, 1994). Such factors are generally classified under the titles of fixed menu
costs, imperfect competition conditions, changing market structure and adjustment costs, and
uncertainty about future money market changes.
The underlying theory of pass-through degrees is the marginal cost theory. The theory
was introduced by Rousseas in 1985. The Marginal Cost Price Model Equation is an equation
that describes the long-run equilibrium relationship between the dependent variable interest
rate (bank product interest rate) and the independent variable (policy or reference interest rate).
The Marginal Cost Price Model states that changes in the benchmark interest rate cause
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changes in bank marginal costs, and then the changes are forwarded to the company.
Bank Rate = γ + α1 Market Rate + e
In a world of perfect competition with complete information, prices equal marginal costs,
and the derivative of prices with respect to marginal costs equals one. Suppose the assumptions
on a perfectly competitive market structure are met. In that case, the marginal cost is reflected
in the price so that the first derivative of the price against the marginal cost is one (complete
pass-through). Of course, if the assumption cannot be fulfilled, then the derivative's value can
be less than one (incomplete pass-through) or more than one.
Egert et al. (2007) explain that the interest rate pass-through can be decomposed into two
stages. The first stage measures how changes in policy rates are transmitted to both short and
long-run money market rates. This interbank call money rate is an operational target of
monetary policy. While the second stage measures how changes in money market rates affect
deposit and lending rates. Macroeconomic conditions are also considered to affect the degree
of interest rate pass-through. During periods of high growth, banks can adjust interest rates
quickly. Conversely, if the inflation rate is more volatile, it will weaken the interest rate passthrough degree considering the bank will wait longer before changing the interest rate.
The model uses the Vector Error Correction Model (VECM) to measure and estimate
short and long-run interest rate pass-through and error correction term. Then the Mean
Adjusted Lag (MAL) equation to measure the speed of adjustment by Hendry (1995) equation.
The study on policy rate pass-through was analyzed using the standard cointegration approach
with Engle-Granger Method (1987). Engle and Granger (1987) state that a linear combination
of two or more variables may be stationary I (0), although the variables individually are not
stationary I (1). If this linear combination is stationary, then the linear relationship can be
referred to as cointegration. If its form is an equation, then this is a cointegration equation, and
its parameters are cointegration parameters reflecting long-run relationships.
The long-run relationship between bank lending rate and the benchmark market rate is
expressed as:
yt = α0 + α1xt-1 +εt,
where yt is the bank lending rate, xt represents the corresponding policy rate, εt is the
error term, α0 is a margin or markup, and α1 is the long-run parameters.
The interest rate series are expected to be integrated, I (1), variables, and the error term
is expected to be stationary. As discussed in Rousseas (1985), α0 measures markup, and α1
measures the degree of pass-through in the long-run. The long-run pass-through is complete if
α1 is statistically not different from one. If the demand for retail bank products is not fully
elastic or if banks can exert some degree of market power, then α1 will be expected to be less
than one (Bondt, 2002).
To analyze the short-run dynamics of interest rate changes in response to changes in the
policy rate, Liu (2008) employs a structural error-correction model that explicitly accounts for
the contemporaneous effect of policy rate changes on retail bank rates. The Error-Correction
Model (ECM) representation corresponding to the general Autoregressive Distribution Lag ADL (p, q) model is given by:
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𝑞

𝑝

∆𝑦𝑡 = β0 ∆𝑥𝑡 + δ(y𝑡−1 − α0 − α1 x𝑡−1 ) + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝛥𝑥𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛾𝑖 𝛥𝑦𝑡−𝑖 + 𝑣𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

α1 = coefficient of long-run pass-through,
β0 = coefficient of short-run pass-through,
δ = coefficient error-correction term,
y=Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC), Investment Lending Rate (LRNRATEINV),
Consumption Lending Rate (LNRATEC) variables,
x = Bank Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR) variable.
Mean Adjusted Lag (MAL) equation is simply the weighted average of all lags, and it is
a measure of the speed with which bank lending rates respond to movements in policy rates
(Hendry, 1995) is given by:
β0 − α1
𝑀𝐴𝐿 =
α1 × δ
3. DATA AND SAMPLE
In order to investigate the pass-through effect of the policy rate to bank lending rates in
Indonesia, monthly time series data sets consisting of BI 7- Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR),
working capital lending rate (LNRATEWC), investment lending rate (LRNRATEINV), and
consumption lending rate (LNRATEC). All the data were obtained from the database of
relevant statistical publications by the Central Bank of Indonesia. The data sampling period
between 2016: August to 2020: February before Covid-19 and between 2016: August to 2020:
May during Covid-19.
4. RESULTS
Figure 1 and figure 2 show the movement of bank lending interest rates before and during
Covid-19. The interest rates are Bank Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR),
Investment Lending Rate (LRNRATEINV), Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC),
and Consumption Lending Rate (LNRATEC). In general, the movement of all lending rates in
line with BI7DRR.
Figure 1. Policy Rates and Bank Lending Rates Movement Before Covid-19
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Source Data: Bank Indonesia website

Figure 2. Policy Rates and Bank Lending Rates Movement During Covid-19

Source Data: Bank Indonesia website

Table 1 shows the Phillip - Perron Test (Phillips and Peron, 1988) using unit root test in
time series data with the null hypothesis of non-stationer, and the alternative hypothesis of
stationer. Confirmatory data analysis using KPSS Test for a robustness analysis with the null
hypothesis is stationer shows that time-series data is not stationer in level, but stationer in the
first difference. All variables before and during Covid-19 continue to define the optimal time
lag.
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Table 1. Unit Root Test: PP Test and KPSS Test Before and During Covid-19
Before Covid-19
Level (I(0))

During Covid-19

1st Diff. (I(1))

Level (I(0))

1st Diff. (I(1))

Variable
Prob.

Prob.
KPSS

PP

Prob.
KPSS

PP

KPSS Prob. PP

KPSS

PP

BI7DRR

0,58

0,38

0,01*

0,15*

0.59

0.25

0.00*

0.17*

LNRATEWC

0,52

0,76

0,00*

0,23*

0.86

0.81

0.00*

0.19*

LNRATEINV

0,65

0,74

0,00*

0,12*

0.94

0.80

0.00*

0.15*

LNRATEC

0,56

0,79

0,00*

0,25*

0.64

0.85

0.00*

0.19*

Level significance: * = 5%
Table 2 shows time-optimal lag with maximal 6 months based on empirical research of
Mojon (2000). Optimal lag determination is based on the principle of parsimony (simple)
shown by several criteria lag optimal criteria based on sequential modified LR test statistic
(each test at 5% level), Final Prediction Error (FPE), Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
Schwarz Information Criterion (SC), Hannah and Quinn Information Criterion (HQ).
Technically the optimal lag chosen is the smallest besides zero lag.
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Table 2. Time Optimal Lag: Before and During Covid-19
Independent

Before Covid-19

During Covid-19

Lag Selected

Lag Selected

LNRATEWC

6

6

LNRATEINV

2

2

LNRATEC

2

2

Table 3 and 4 show cointegration test by Johansen with 5 assumptions: 1) No intercept
or trend in CE or test VAR, 2) Intercept (no trend) in CE – no intercept in VAR, 3) Intercept
(no trend) in CE and test VAR, 4) Intercept and trend in CE – no intercept in VAR, and 5)
Intercept and trend in CE – intercept in VAR. The results show that there is a cointegration
equation for Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC) and Bank Indonesia 7 Day Reverse
Repo Rate (BI7DRR) and Consumption Lending Rate (LNRATEC) and BI 7- Day Reverse
Repo Rate (BI7DRR) so that these variables will be estimated by error correction model with
Bank Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR) as the independent variable, and Working
Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC) and Consumption Lending Rate (LNRATEC) as the
dependent variable with bivariate equation (one dependent and one independent variable).
Otherwise, there is no cointegration equation for Investment Lending Rate (LRNRATEINV)
because trace statistic and maximum eigenvalue test for cointegrating equation do not reject
H0. Also, the result of trace statistic and maximum eigenvalue test for at least one cointegrating
equation do not reject H0 for all of 5 assumptions. The result Johansen cointegration test before
and during Covid-19 is reported in Table 3 and Table 4.
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Table 3. Johansen Co-Integration Test: Before Covid-19
Independent

Assumption

λtrace (None)

λtrace (at least 1

λmax (None)

CE)

λmax (at least 1
CE)

LNRATEWC

1

Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

2

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

3

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

4

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

5

Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

LNRATEINV

1

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

2

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

3

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

4

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

5

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

1

Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

2

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

3

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

4

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

5

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Table 4. Johansen Co-Integration Test: During Covid-19
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Independent

Assumption

λtrace (None)

λtrace (at least 1

λmax (None)

CE)

λmax (at least 1
CE)

LNRATEWC

1

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

2

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

3

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

4

Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEWC

5

Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

LNRATEINV

1

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

2

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

3

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

4

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEINV

5

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

1

Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

2

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

3

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

4

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

LNRATEC

5

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Do not Reject

Table 5 shows the summary of the Johansen Cointegration test before and during Covid19. There is a cointegration between Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC) and Bank
Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR), then Consumption Lending Rate and Bank
Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR). No evidence Johansen cointegration test for
Investment Lending Rate and Bank Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR). Table 5
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also shows lag optimal and assumption for data time series working capital lending rate and
consumption lending rate before and during Covid-19.
Table 5. Summary of Johansen Co-Integration Test: Before and During Covid-19
Dependent

Before Covid-19

During Covid-19

Description

Lag

Assumption

Lag

Assumption

LNRATEWC

6

1

6

4

Co-integrated

LNRATEC

2

1

2

1

Co-integrated

Table 6 shows the comparison for each of bank lending rate estimation of Vector Error
Correction Model (VECM) and Mean Adjusted Lag (MAL) before and during Covid-19, given
by the equation:
𝑞

𝑝

∆𝑦𝑡 = β0 ∆𝑥𝑡 + δ(y𝑡−1 − α0 − α1 x𝑡−1 ) + ∑ 𝛽𝑖 𝛥𝑥𝑡−𝑖 + ∑ 𝛾𝑖 𝛥𝑦𝑡−𝑖 + 𝑣𝑡
𝑖=1

𝑖=1

β0 − α1
𝑀𝐴𝐿 =
α1 × δ
α1 = coefficient of long-run interest rate pass-through,
β0 = coefficient of short-run interest rate pass-through,
δ = coefficient of error-correction term,
y=Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC), Investment Lending Rate (LRNRATEINV),
Consumption Lending Rate (LNRATEC) variables,
x = Bank Indonesia 7 Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR) variable
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Table 6. Comparison for Each of Bank Lending Rate: Before and During Covid-19
Independent

Comparison

Before Covid-19
Coeff.

During Covid-19

Pass-Through

Coeff.

Pass-Through

LNRATEWC Long-run IRPT (α1 )

1,52*

Complete

0,37*

Incomplete

Short-run IRPT (β0)

0,09

Incomplete

0,04

Incomplete

ECT (δ)
MAL
LNRATEC

-0,04*

-0,76*

22

12

Long-run IRPT (α1 )

1,88*

Complete

1,84*

Complete

Short-run IRPT (β0)

0,03

Incomplete

0,01

Incomplete

ECT (δ)
MAL

-0,02*
60

-0,02*
61

Level of significance: * = 5%
Some interesting comparison results before and during Covid-19 can be seen in table 6.
The long-run interest rate pass-through (IRPT) of consumption lending rate is higher than the
IRPT of Working Capital Lending Rate. This also confirmed the results of previous studies
that found the similar thing e.g. Liu et al. (2011) that examined mortgage lending rate
(consumption lending rate) is higher responsive than Base Lending Rate (BLR). However,
from time adjustment perspectives, to achieve long-run equilibrium, the working capital
lending rates adjust faster than the consumption lending rates. This happens because the length
of adjustment considers the value of the error correction term coefficient (the adjustment
coefficient).
The result before Covid-19 is long-run pass-through (α1) of BI 7- Day Reverse Repo
Rate (BI7DRR) to Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC) and BI 7- Day Reverse Repo
Rate (BI7DRR) to Consumption Lending Rate (LNRATEC) is complete and significant
coefficient, but no evidence for short-run pass-through (β0) for these variables. The adjustment
coefficient for the working capital lending rate is -0,04, meaning that the change in policy rate
one percent is adjusted around 4 percent in the working capital lending rate in the following
month. It means that the speed of the adjustment process is just completed (100 percent) in the
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22nd month after the policy rate changes. As for consumption lending rate, the change in policy
rate adjusted around 2 percent in the change of consumption lending rate in the following
month. It means that the speed of the adjustment process is just completed (100 percent) in the
60th month after the policy rate changes. In other words, the long-run adjustment process due
to changes in policy rate is completed in the 22nd month, which implies that the working capital
lending rate adjusts more quickly than the consumption lending rate.
The result during Covid-19 is long-run pass-through (α1) of BI 7- Day Reverse Repo
Rate (BI7DRR) to Working Capital Lending Rate (LNRATEWC) is incomplete and significant
coefficient; otherwise, BI 7- Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR) to Consumption Lending Rate
(LNRATEC) is complete and significant coefficient, but no evidence for short-run passthrough (β0) for these variables. In other words, the policy rate is fully responded by the banks
in the long-run. This indicates that the initial stage of monetary policy transmission has been
effective during Covid-19. All the error correction term (δ) estimates are negative and
statistically significant, indicating that the bank lending rates mean-revert to their long-run
equilibrium values. The highest adjustment speed is estimated for the working capital lending
rate. The working capital lending rate's adjustment coefficient is -0,76, meaning that the change
in policy rate one percent is adjusted around seventy-six percent in the working capital lending
rate in the following month. It means that the adjustment process's speed is just completed (100
percent) in the 12th month after the policy rate changes. Otherwise, the ECT coefficient of the
consumption lending rate during Covid-19 is the same as before Covid-19.
The comparison results of this empirical study provide some important findings:
First, in the conditions before the Covid-19 pandemic, the speed of adjustment for the
working capital lending rate was 22nd months, and for the consumption, the lending rate was
60th months. Otherwise, during the Covid-19 pandemic, the speed of adjustment for the
working capital lending rate is 12th months, and for the consumption, the lending rate is 61st
months.
Second, there is a significant increase in the speed of adjustments for the working capital
lending rate, while for consumer lending rates, there is no significant change.
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5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study analyzes interest rate pass-through as the initial stage of monetary policy
transmission that measures the speed of adjustment of bank lending rate’s responsiveness to BI
7- Day Reverse Repo Rate (BI7DRR) as policy rate in the period before and during the Covid19 pandemic occurred. Bank lending rates are working capital, investment, and consumption.
The results of this study show several things, that is:
1. Complete pass-through in consumption lending rate before and during Covid-19 and in
a working capital lending rate before Covid-19, but incomplete pass-through for
working lending rate during Covid-19.
2. The degree of pass-through of consumption lending rate is higher than the working
capital lending rate, but the working capital lending rate's adjustment process is faster.
3. The speed adjustment of lending rates for working capital lending rates during Covid19 is 12nd months faster compared to the 22nd months before Covid-19. This could be
possible because there is an increasing demand for consumers or companies that need
additional working capital to overcome their company’s financial problems for survival
as affected by Covid-19. This means that the adjustment of lending rates to policy rates
changes depends on the elasticity of the demand for bank loans.
4. In contrast, no significant changes in the speed adjustment for consumption lending rate
before and during Covid-19 that is around 60th months. The bank might be considering
that the risk of failure (default risk) of consumption loans is still high. Moreover, the
demand for bank loans of consumption is not elastic because the amount of
unemployment in the homeland tends to increase due to employment termination
(layoffs) during Covid-19. On average, the consumption lending rate is higher than the
working capital lending rate. Even though the Non-Performing Loan (NPL)
perspective, consumption loan is generally lower than the working capital loan.
5. In terms of lending maturity, the working capital loan is a short-run credit with a
maximum period of one year until five years. The consumption lending rate is generally
a medium and long-run credit (especially for mortgage lending rate: 10, 15 until 20
years’ maturities). These are expected to be reasons why consumption lending rate
responds slowly than working capital lending rate when policy rate changes before and
during Covid-19.
Overall, this study shows that the monetary policy rate has more influence on the longterm interest rate during Covid-19. The following recommendations are proposed: 1) for the
monetary authority, changes in the BI7DRR policy interest rate in the Indonesian monetary
policy transmission mechanism through the interest rate channel should take into account the
long-term, short-term relationship, and the timing of bank interest rates in responding to policy
interest rates, 2) Bank Indonesia, OJK and government need to jointly maintain the debt
restructuring and pay attention especially for debt working capital lending, which is increasing
demand of consumers or companies that need additional working capital to overcome their
company’s financial problems for survival as affected by Covid-19.
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IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON STOCK MARKET: INDONESIAN CASE STUDY
Almira Rizqia1, Pandu Rizky Fauzi2, and Irwanda Wisnu Wardhana3

ABSTRACT
This study aims to examine the impact of Covid-19 on stock markets in Indonesia. The
research employs statistics and econometrics methods i.e. linear regression and panel data. The
results exhibit three main findings. Firstly, daily cumulative average stock returns are
correlated with daily growth in total confirmed cases and the daily growth in total cases of
death caused by Covid-19. Secondly, with panel data regression, it was found that daily growth
in total confirmed cases of Covid-19 had a positive effect on the cumulative average return of
10 stock indexes during the March-June 2020 period. Thirdly, there are negative impacts on
the return of Agriculture, Basic Industry, Miscellaneous, Property, and Finance sectors. On the
other hand, the intercepts are positive on five other sectors, consist of Mining, Consumer and
Goods, Infrastructure, Trade and Manufacture. The study is beneficial to be a rapid assessment
on measuring the magnitude of Covid-19 effects on the largest economy in the Southeast Asia
Region.
Keywords: Covid-19; Stock market; Indonesian

1. INTRODUCTION
Since it was first announced in December 2019, the SARS COV-2 virus, also known as
Covid-19, has spread like wildfire to more than 200 countries by the end of March 2020. The
World Health Organization (WHO) has declared a pandemic status for Covid-19 and
recommends several behaviors such as physical distancing, frequent hand washing, and
maintaining cleanliness to prevent being infected by this virus. Moreover, there are not any
countries whose ready for this pandemic, and thus, they use an extreme measure for controlling
the contagion by a lockdown policy at a national scale. Such a policy is arguably successful in
controlling the spread of Covid-19, but with the economy's expense since lockdown would
hamper economic activity in every sector on both supply and demand side. This article
examined the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on Indonesia's stock market.
Like any other country, Indonesia’s government is not prepared to face the Covid-19
outbreaks when it was first announced on 2nd March of 2020 that two persons had been
infected by the virus. Despite the government's effort to control the spread of the outbreaks,
the number of the infected keep increased exponentially and reached more than 50 thousand
people, with the death toll of over 2000 persons within just four months. Thus, the country has
entered a severe health crisis that had never been experienced before.
1
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Furthermore, Covid-19 is causing health crises and severe economic crises, particularly
in the financial sector through the stock market. Indonesia’s Composite Index (IHSG)
decreased from 5,361 on 2nd March 2020 to 4,567 on 22nd April 2020. Nonetheless, Covid19 had a different impact on the different industries in the stock market. The consumer goods
industry was recorded a positive increase in stock price from 1,690 on 9 March 2020 to
1,709.89 on 22nd April 2020. The worst industry impacted would be Miscellaneous Industries,
with stock price fell from 1,011.44 on 2nd March 2020 to 704.42 on 22nd April 2020.
With such uncertainty from the stock prices during the pandemic, where particular
industries experience different impact, this study aims to answer the following questions, 1)
what is the impact of Covid-19 on the stock market in Indonesia? and 2) Which sectors get hit
by the pandemic and which ones benefitted or performed positively?
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Several studies on diseases and the stock market have been done before. Chen et al.
(2007) examined the impact of SARS on stock prices of publicly traded hotel companies in
Taiwan. Subsequent research is Terence et al. (2012). This study examines how the SARS
epidemic outbreak affects stock prices in the pharmaceutical and tourism industries in China.
Then there was research from Dustin and Chulgu (2013). The purpose of this study is to test
the market reactions of daily stock returns from Korean companies following the
announcement of five FMD outbreaks by the Korean government between 2000 and 2010. We
compared the actual daily stock returns of 18 selected Korean agribusinesses in six industries
to estimated daily stock returns following an FMD announcement. Furthermore, there is
research from Matej (2016) in this study examines whether the geographic proximity of
information disseminated by the 2014-2016 Ebola outbreak events combined with intense
media coverage affected stock prices in the U.S. Ping (2018) examined the effect of the Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) epidemic on the long-run relationship between China
and four Asian stock markets.
In the study of Chen et al. (2007), using Ordinary Least Square Regression, the results
showed a significant effect of the spread of SARS outbreaks on hotel stock prices in Taiwan.
Furthermore, the study of Terence et al. (2012), by using a different test of stock prices before
and after the spread of SARS, shows that SARS outbreak announcement had a positive impact
on pharmaceutical sector stock prices, and vice versa had a negative impact on tourism sector
stock prices for seven weeks after the SARS outbreak announcement in China. Then, in the
study of Dustin and Chulgu (2013), by using Ordinary Least Square Regression, they found
that several agribusiness shares were affected by Food and Mouth Disease. In Matej's (2016)
study using a regression test, it was found that there was a relationship between the spread of
Ebola disease followed by abnormal returns from the stock market. Then, in the May Ping
study (2018) using the STVC model to investigate the time-varying market integration among
the five Asian stock markets, the results of this study support the existence of the time-varying
cointegration relation in the aggregate stock price indices between China and the other four
Asian countries during the observation period, and the SARS the epidemic did weaken the
long-run relationship between China and these four markets.
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Research on Covid-19 has also been carried out. The study of Aravind and
Manojkrishnan (2020) examines how the Covid-19 outbreak has affected leading
pharmaceutical stocks listed with India's National Stock Exchange. The research from Feyyaz
and Atike (2020) investigates the relationship between Covid-19 daily total death and Covid19 daily total cases with stock markets in China, South Korea, Italy, France, Germany, and
Spain, where Covid-19 is widely seen. The study of Nguyen (2020) examines the early impact
of the Covid-19 outbreak on eleven sectors' stock returns, including Communication Services,
Consumer Discretionary, Consumer Staples, Energy, Financials, Health Care, Industrials,
Information Technology, Materials, Real Estate, and Utilities. Using the firm-level stock price
data from 10 countries, including Canada, China, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, South Korea,
Spain, UK, U.S., this study produces results that are beneficial in understanding how an
outbreak of the contagious disease affects sectors' stock returns. Binxin et al. (2020) analyze
the potential effects of coronavirus on the stock market. Haiue et al. (2020) evaluate the shortterm impact of the coronavirus outbreak on 21 leading stock market indices in major affected
countries, including Japan, Korea, Singapore, the USA, Germany, Italy, and the U.K., etc. AlAwadhi (2020) investigates whether contagious infectious diseases affect stock market
outcomes. Nia (2020) examines the risk and return received by the investor comprehensively
on the Indonesian capital market and the effect of the market return, size, and book-to-market
factors in explaining excess returns on the Indonesian stock market during the Covid-19
outbreak.
In the study of Aravind and Manojkrishnan's research (2020), using regression analysis
on ten pharmaceutical industry stock prices in India, which are divided into two periods,
namely the period before the crisis (September 2019 - November 2019) and the crisis period
(December 2019 - February 2020), shows that the momentum effect is persisting with
pharmaceutical stocks as the pharmaceutical stocks are moving under the general
benchmarking index. Furthermore, Nguyen (2020), using stock returns of 11 sectors using the
firm-level stock price data from 10 countries, shows that investors across sectors and countries
respond differently during the outbreak. Across the 11 sectors, Communication Services,
Consumer Staples, Health Care, Information Technology, and Utilities are consistently doing
relatively well, compared to other sectors, in all countries except Italy, Japan, and the U.S. On
the contrary, the energy sector suffers the greatest abnormal negative returns, among all sectors,
in countries including Canada, Italy, U.K., and the U.S. Furthermore, Japan and the U.S. have
the highest numbers of negatively affected sectors.
Then there is a study by Binxin et al. (2020) using a regression test on shares in the travel,
entertainment, and technology sectors, finding that outbreaks have a tendency to decrease the
value of many markets during the short run but that eventually, all of the affected industries
recover in the long run. Furthermore, there is research from Haiyue (2020) using a regression
analysis test of 21 stock indexes in Japan, Korea, Singapore, the USA, Germany, Italy, and the
U.K. The results obtained are (1) the Covid-19 outbreak has a significant negative effect on
stock market returns across all affected countries and areas. Two plunges in AAR and CAAR
stock markets on day one and day 24 match the outbreaks in and out of Asia. (2) Stock markets
of Asian countries react more quickly to the outbreak, with some of them recovering slightly
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in the later stage of the pandemic. (3) Confirmed cases of Covid-19 have significant adverse
effects on major stock indices performances, with those in Asia suffering a greater decrease in
terms of abnormal returns. (4) Investor's fear sentiment is proved to be a complete mediator
and transmission channel for the Covid-19 outbreak's effect on stock markets.
The study of Al-Awadhi et al. (2020), using data companies included in the Hang Seng
Index and Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index over the period from January 10 to
March 16, 2020, found that the Covid-19 pandemic has a negative effect on stock market
returns. Specifically, stock returns are negatively related to daily growth in total confirmed
cases and the daily growth in total cases of death caused by Covid-19. Also, the study of Nia
(2020), with Compass 100 index, found that the market return factor, size and value variables
mutually affect the ER during the observation period and market returns are more dominant
affecting than other during the Covid-19 outbreak.
Yuan et al. (2020) found that during the Covid-19 pandemic, the Biotechnology and
Pharmaceutical sector has been positively impacted. On the other hand, the study of Mario,
Evangelos, and Minsoo (2020) explained that Covid-19 has a negative impact on the main ten
stock market in the whole world. Nader (2020) found that the coronavirus outbreak has
negatively impacted stock returns in China, France, Germany, and Spain. Zeren and Elanur
(2020) found that there are correlations between coronavirus pandemic and stock performance.
In line with this study, Nguyen (2020) found that stock performance from the energy sector
had the worst negative impact.
Based on several previous studies, it was found that there was a relationship between the
crisis and stock prices. Therefore, we hypothesize that the Covid-19 pandemic influences stock
prices in Indonesia.
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data and Sample
The study utilizes a dataset from the Indonesian Stock Market. We used cumulative
average return of ten stock indexes from various sectors: Agriculture, Mining, Basic Industry,
Chemicals, Miscellaneous Industry Consumer Goods, Property, Infrastructure and Utilities,
Finance, Trade and Manufacturing. We use cumulative average return to resemble study,
conducted by Al-Awadhi et al. (2020). In addition, cumulative average return will give longer
time horizon of investment, compared with return data only.
This study uses secondary data from official sources including the Indonesia Stock
Exchange (www.idx.co.id), and the government official website specifically responsible for
Covid-19 (covid19.go.id). The data collected is panel data that is the daily cumulative average
stock return from various stock indexes from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The dependent
variable is the daily cumulative average stock return of 10 stock indexes, namely Agriculture,
Mining, Basic Industry & Chemicals, Miscellaneous Industry, Consumer Goods, Property,
Infrastructure, Finance, Trade and Manufacturing. The independent variable is confirmation of
the number of positive cases of Covid-19 minus patients who recover daily from the official
website of covid19.go.id.
Methods
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The research uses statistical and econometrics methods i.e, linear regression and panel
data. Descriptive data from the values of the research variables, which consisted of the
dependent variables of 10 stock indexes namely the Agriculture, Mining, Basic Industry, and
Chemicals, Miscellaneous, Consumer Goods, Property, Infrastructure, Finance, Trade and
manufacturing stock indexes price as well as the number independent variable of total positive
confirmation of the Covid-19 cases, looks like in the following table:
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Description
Positive_Case

N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

75

2.00

36406.00

9322.7467

10519.63608

75

.00

99772.00

29919.3127

44052.95276

75

.00

1317.86

715.6935

590.47948

75

507.36

76774.00

29123.9143

35195.77842

75

637.14

90797.00

31586.4467

38311.21225

75

.00

1789.99

986.7544

815.93137

75

307.33

35269.00

12874.4384

15498.00587

75

688.97

91567.00

35405.9707

42668.48878

75

.00

99552.00

27505.7695

41702.58478

75

549.74

62547.00

24302.0819

29242.00888

75

.00

1188.84

628.8909

520.51715

75

566.83

79529.00

28718.7164

34651.94894

IHSG

75

.00

5361.25

2749.6815

2272.70708

Valid N (listwise)

75

Agriculture

Mining
Basic Industry &
Chemicals
Miscellaneous
Industry
Consumer Goods
Property

Infrastructure

Finance

Trade

Manufacturing
LQ45
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The Positive case variable is the number of positive confirmations of Covid-19 cases
every day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 2, and the maximum
is 36,406. The mean value of this variable is 9,322.7647. The Agriculture variable is the index
price of the agricultural sector stocks that are recorded every day from March 2, 2020, to June
12, 2020. The minimum value is 0, and the maximum is 99,772. The mean value of this variable
is 29,913.3
Mining Variable is the price of the mining sector stock index, which is recorded every
day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 0, and the maximum is
1317.86. The mean value of this variable is 715.69. The Chemical variable is the index price
of the basic industrial and chemical sectors, which is recorded every day from March 2, 2020,
to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 507.36, and the maximum is 76,774. The mean value
of this variable is 35,195.77.
Miscellaneous Variable is a stock index price of various industry sectors recorded every
day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 637.14, and the maximum
is 90,797. The mean value of this variable is 31,586. The Consumer Goods variable is the index
price of the consumer goods industry sector, which is recorded every day from March 2, 2020,
to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 0, and the maximum is 1789.99. The mean value of
this variable is 986.75.
The property variable is the index price of the property, real estate, and building
construction sector, which is recorded every day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The
minimum value is 307,33, and the maximum is 35,269. The mean value of this variable is
12,874.43. Variable Utilities is the stock index price of the Infrastructure, Utilities, and
Transportation sectors, which are recorded every day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020.
The minimum value is 688.97, and the maximum is 91,567. The mean value of this variable is
815.9.
The finance variable is the price of the financial sector stock index, which is recorded
every day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 0, and the maximum
is 99,552. The mean value of this variable is 27,505.76. The Trade Variable is the index price
of the trade, service, and investment sector, which is recorded every day from March 2, 2020,
to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 549.74, and the maximum is 62,547. The mean value
of this variable is 24,302.08.
The manufacture variable is the price of the manufacturing sector stock index, which is
recorded every day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 0, and the
maximum is 1188.84. The mean value of this variable is 628.89. The LQ45 variable is an index
price of 45 stock shares with high liquidity and large market capitalization recorded every day
from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 566.83, and the maximum is
79,529. The mean value of this variable is 28,718.71. IHSG (Indonesia Composite Index)
variable is a composite stock index price of all shares listed on the stock exchange board, which
is recorded every day from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020. The minimum value is 0, and the
maximum is 5361.25. The mean value of this variable is 2749.68.
The following are daily data on the number of positive confirmations Covid-19 in
Indonesia from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020.
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Figure 3.1. Daily Positive Covid-19
Furthermore, the above price level from 10 stock indexes along with market index price
are transformed into cumulative average return. The picture below is the cumulative average
daily return data for the market and 10 sectors in the Indonesian capital market.
IHSG

-13,64%

LQ-45

-18,38%

Manufacuring

-7,54%
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Figure 3.2. Cumulative Average Return during the Observation
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4. RESULT
Market Analysis
At the market level we simply use Regression Analysis (Least Square) method with
equation in this research as follow: Y = α + β1x1 + β2x2 + e, where:
Y = Cumulative Average Return from Indonesia Composite Index from (CAR_IHSG)
from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020.
X1 = Daily Growth of Total Confirmed positive cases (DGTC) Covid-19 in Indonesia
starting from March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020.
X2 = Daily Growth of Total Death cases (DGTD) Covid-19 in Indonesia starting from
March 2, 2020, to June 12, 2020
The method that will be used to regress this research is the linear regression model. The
hypothesis used is as follows: there is a significant influence from the daily growth of total
confirmed Covid-19 case in Indonesia on the Cumulative Average Return Stock from
Indonesia Composite Index.
The test criteria used are as follows, Ho is accepted if the sign value is greater than 0.05
and Ho is rejected if the sign value is less than 0,05. Before we regressed the raw data, we
transferred the price index into daily cumulative average return and transformed the total cases
into daily growth of total case and daily growth of total death due to Covid-19 pandemic. The
transformation creates pattern as shown by Figure 4.1 below.

Cumulative average of market return, daily growth total cases,
and daily growth total death
1,50000

1,00000
0,50000
0,00000
1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 51 53 55 57 59 61 63
-0,50000
ACR_IHSG

DGTC

DGTD

Source: Author’s computation

Figure 4.1. Pattern from Cumulative Average Return, Daily Growth of Total Cases, and
Daily Growth of Total Death
From the above picture, we can figure out that only daily growth of total death that shows
different pattern at the beginning of observation period. Later, the daily growth of total death
also resembles the pattern of the daily growth of total cases. Further analysis, from the least
square regression result is exhibited in Table 4.1. where it reveals a result that the daily growth
of total death is not significantly affect the cumulative average return.
Table 4.1. Regression Result
Variable
Coefficient
Std Error
t-statistic
Prob
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Daily

Growth

Total Cases

0.317202

0.044610

7.110489

0.0000

Total Death

0.017042

0.017974

0.948095

0.3469

C

-0.173004

0.005500

-31.45306

0.0000

Daily

Growth

Source: Author’s computation

From the results above, because the Prob value is 0.000 <0.05, the conclusion is to accept
Ha, or there is a significant effect of daily growth total confirmed cases of Covid-19 on the
cumulative average return of stocks. On the other hand, there is no significant effect from daily
growth of total death due to Covid-19 towards the cumulative average return of stocks.
The coefficient of determination, (R2) 0.566886, indicates the model could explains 56%
of cumulative average return changes at market level. In addition, probability of F-statistic
(0.0000) also indicates that the independent variables all together in the model affect the
dependent variable.
Another unique finding from this study is the coefficient of Daily Growth of Total Cases
is positive. This positive sign indicates that Cumulative Average Return is moving in the same
direction with Daily Growth of Total Case. Hence, when the Daily Growth of Total Case was
decreasing, the Cumulative Average Return also followed that pattern. The pattern is clearly
shown by the figure 4.2 below:
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Figure 4.2. Market Analysis Pattern Between Cumulative Average Return and Daily
Growth of Total Case
Since the total confirmed case of Covid-19 (the denominator) was obviously bigger than
the daily additional cases (numerator), so the daily growth of total case was decreasing. In this
regard, market reacted negatively to that phenomena, shown by the fell of daily cumulative
average market return.
Sectoral Analysis
We use panel data to examine the effect of Covid-19 on stock performance from various
sectors. The equation we use is:
DRi,t = t =α0 + α1C19t-1 + βxit-1 + 𝐸 i,t
Where DRit is the cumulative average return of stock i at day t, regressed on the lagged
values of firm return predictors, which are C19t-1 is daily growth in total confirmed cases. xit-1
is a vector of sector-specific characteristics, and 𝐸 i,t is the error term.
In order to get the best fit model based on the data we determine whether to use a
Common Effects Model (CEM) or a Fixed Effects Model (FEM) using the Chow Test.
According to the Chow Test below, the results show that the Fixed Effects model is better than
the Common Effects model. Then we use the Hausman Test to choose which one is better
between the Fixed Effects Model (FEM) and the Random Effects Model (REM). Finally, the
results suggest that the Random Effect model is better.
Table 4.2. Chow-Test and Hausman Test Results
No
Test
Objective
Results
1 ChowComparing
Effect Test
Statistic
d.f.
Prob.
Test
CEM
and Cross-section
281.502181
(9,618)
0.0000
FEM
F
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2

HasumanTest

Cross-section
Chi-square
Effect Test

Comparing
FEM
and
REM
Cross-section
random

1026.365496
9
Chi-sq
Chi-sq d.f.
statistics
0.000000
2

0.0000
Prob.
1.0000

Source: Author’s computation

Following are the results of panel data analysis using a Random Effects Model. The
results show that the daily growth total confirmed cases of Covid-19 affect the cumulative
average return of all stock sectors in the market.
Table. 4.3. Panel Data Analysis Result
Coefficient
Std Error
t-statistic

Prob

0.236103

0.020626

11.44664

0.0000

Total Death

0.014909

0.008311

1.793940

0.0733

C

-0.158403

0.021366

-7.413945

0.0000

Variable
Daily

Growth

Total Cases
Daily

Growth

Source: Author’s computation

From the above finding, we see that the result is mirroring with the analysis at market
level, where cumulative average return is significantly affected by daily growth of total
confirmed cases. The difference is the daily growth of total death significantly affect the
cumulative average return at 10% level. Further analysis from the cross-section Random
Effects Model confirm the Covid-19 effect to each sector. Later, if we examine the effect of
the model on the intercepts of every index, we could identify which sector has a positive or
negative impact as follow.
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Table 4.4. Cross Section Random Effet
No Stock Indexes
Effect
1

Agriculture

-0.034206

2

Mining

0.032529

3

Basic Industries and Chemicals

-0.020201

4

Miscellaneous

-0.095284

5

Consumer and Goods

0.150974

6

Property

-0.058635

7

Infrastructure

0.012265

8

Finance

-0.034179

9

Trade

0.023783

10

Manufacturing

0.022956

Source: Author’s Computation

From the intercept analysis on every index, we could see a negative intercept on the
cumulative average return of (i) agriculture, (ii) basic industries and, chemicals, (iii)
miscellaneous, (iv) finance, and (v) property. On the other hand, the intercepts are positive on
(i) mining, (ii) consumer and goods, (iii) infrastructure, (iv) trade, and (v) manufacturing
sectors.
One possible explanation of the above results may lie in the proportion of investors in
the Indonesian capital market. Foreign investors were dominating the market until January
2020 by 52%. Then, as of 23rd of April 2020, IDR 17 trillion of net sell action was done by
foreign investors. Making their domination slightly fell to 49.8%. In contrast, domestic
investors absorb the above selling action, making the overall decrease in the capital market less
significant. Despite the downward trend for all sectors, some sectors that could maintain high
domestic demands are still perceived as a potential opportunity in the future. Therefore, their
drops were not as sharp as finance sectors and friends.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
From the test results above, it can be concluded that from 10 stock index of the Indonesia
Stock Exchange during the period of 2 March 2020 to 12 June 2020, it was found that positive
Covid-19 case confirmations had a significant effect on the Agriculture, Mining, Basic
Industries & Chemicals, Miscellaneous, Consumer and Goods, Infrastructure, Trade,
Manufacturing, Property, and Finance.
Specifically, for the Agriculture, Basic Industries and Chemicals, Miscellaneous,
Property, and Finance stock indexes have a negative intercept, meaning that every increase in
one unit of positive amount of Covid-19 will give a decrease in the value of cumulative average
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return in Agriculture by 0.0342, Basic industries and Chemicals by 0.02, Miscellaneous by
0.095, Property by 0.0586 and Finance by 0.034. Whereas the Mining, Consumer and Goods,
Infrastructure, Trade and Manufactured cumulative average return of stock indexes had a
positive and significant influence. This means that every increase of one positive amount of
Covid-19 will influence the increase in the value of the cumulative average return stock index
in Mining by 0.032, in Consumer and Goods by 0.15, in Infrastructure by 0.012, in Trade by
0.023, and in Manufacturing by 0.022.
From the ten stock indexes tested for influence on positive confirmation daily Covid-19,
ten stock indexes have a significant influence. So, it can be concluded that in line with previous
studies, there is a relationship between the crisis with changes in stock return. Previous studies
include Chen, Jang and Kim (2007), Chong, Lu and Wong (2012), Pendell and Cho (2013),
Marinc (2016), Chen et al (2018), Ichev and Marinc (2018), Nguyen et al (2020), Awadhi
(2020), Alber (2020), Zeren and Hizarci (2020), Nguyen (2020) and Gormsen (2020). The
positive influence of shares during a crisis can also be explained by previous research, among
others Yan et al (2020), Aravind and Manojkrishnan (2020), Ramelli and Wagner (2020).
From the above research the following recommendations are proposed:
a) To the high public demand for multivitamins and medical devices to fight the
coronavirus, the government should limit exports of medical devices needed by
the community to maintain the availability of goods in the country, especially for
hospitals and health facilities in need.
b) The government can pay more attention to the Property, Real Estate, and
Construction sectors, which are negatively affected by the Covid-19, in the form
of tax incentives, ease of debt restructuring, and delay in payment of obligations.
c) For the Finance or financial industry affected by the decline due to the pandemic
corona, the government is expected to be able to stabilize the rupiah exchange
rate, reduce policy rates, facilitate the operation of the money market and foreign
exchange market domestic and abroad and encourage the use of non-cash
payments.
d) In times of crisis, investors are better off holding back because the effects of the
crisis on stock prices will improve over time.
e) For future research, it is recommended to use a time approach to see the effects
of a more real crisis, for example, divided into short-term periods of 1-3 months
and long-term 6-12 months.
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Appendix
Table 1. Data Panel of Daily Covid-19 and 12 Stock Indexes
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Date
02-Mar-20
09-Mar-20
10-Mar-20
11-Mar-20
13-Mar-20
14-Mar-20
15-Mar-20
16-Mar-20
17-Mar-20
18-Mar-20
19-Mar-20
20-Mar-20
21-Mar-20
22-Mar-20
23-Mar-20
24-Mar-20
25-Mar-20
26-Mar-20
27-Mar-20
28-Mar-20
29-Mar-20
30-Mar-20
31-Mar-20

Daily
Positive
Covid19 Agriculture
2
1,148.59
15
1094.45
23
1,094.02
30
1,062.70
65
981.16
92
981.16
113
981.16
130
938.00
168
905.08
223
873.85
304
846.43
364
847.85
445
847.85
509
847.85
574
819.63
680
828.32
785
828.32
888
917.53
1041
935.35
1150
935.35
1280
935.35
1409
900.83
1523
928.46

Date
01-Apr-20
02-Apr-20
03-Apr-20
04-Apr-20
05-Apr-20
06-Apr-20
07-Apr-20
08-Apr-20
09-Apr-20
10-Apr-20
11-Apr-20
12-Apr-20
13-Apr-20
14-Apr-20
15-Apr-20
16-Apr-20
17-Apr-20
18-Apr-20
19-Apr-20
20-Apr-20
21-Apr-20
22-Apr-20
23-Apr-20
24-Apr-20
27-Apr-20
28-Apr-20
29-Apr-20
30-Apr-20

Daily
Positive
Covid19 Agriculture
914.49
1672
924.09
1785
936.00
1981
936.00
2087
936.00
2268
983.61
2486
1012.49
2733
978.42
2951
994.55
3288
994.55
3507
994.55
3837
994.55
4236
994.32
4552
1007.82
4834
1009.02
5131
987.11
5511
996.19
5918
996.19
6243
996.19
6570
987.77
6755
963.50
7130
929.75
7413
7775
927.34
8211
915.89
9096
918.39
9511
941.40
9771
944.76
10118
957.87

Mining
1,317.86
1,273.07
1,287.82
1,259.28
1,180.30
1,180.30
1,180.30
1,144.84
1,108.31
1,081.18
1,047.49
1,080.81
1,080.81
1,080.81
1,062.27
1,100.89
1,100.89
1,171.63
1,191.83
1,191.83
1,191.83
1,158.86
1,184.09

Basic
Misc. Consumer Property Infra- Finance Trade Manufacturing LQ-45
IHSG
Industry & Industry Goods
structure
Chemicals
747.60 1,011.44 1,729.25 421.90 942.02 1,211.28 667.31
1,188.84 859.325 5,361.25
717.70 916.35 1,690.35 397.89 924.65 1,151.40 640.98
1,141.78 813.753 5,136.81
728.89 932.71 1,727.29 399.22 930.11 1,178.77 643.47
1,163.79 832.473 5,220.83
712.84 925.14 1,748.80 384.90 900.47 1,166.96 632.96
1,162.11 819.773 5,154.11
629.95 878.10 1,706.92 363.03 874.99 1,115.54 607.76
1,096.75 777.267 4,907.57
629.95 878.10 1,706.92 363.03 874.99 1,115.54 607.76
1,096.75 777.267 4,907.57
629.95 878.10 1,706.92 363.03 874.99 1,115.54 607.76
1,096.75 777.267 4,907.57
601.47 834.70 1,610.13 350.12 822.70 1,070.21 591.28
1,039.39 731.952 4,690.66
565.97 787.15 1,520.04 343.10 774.37 1,009.94 577.76
980.15 683.658 4,456.75
552.36 765.55 1,462.79 338.43 744.56 976.92 577.63
948.61 655.633 4,330.67
519.64 719.06 1,375.70 324.39 705.28 921.23 560.16
892.04 612.116 4,105.42
549.34 707.49 1,482.90 325.84 745.82 908.30 569.88
943.28 624.757 4,194.94
549.34 707.49 1,482.90 325.84 745.82 908.30 569.88
943.28 624.757 4,194.94
549.34 707.49 1,482.90 325.84 745.82 908.30 569.88
943.28 624.757 4,194.94
517.07 667.68 1,397.69 316.88 703.75 860.62 550.31
888.89 583.41 3,989.52
507.36 637.14 1,385.51 307.64 688.97 846.75 549.74
873.83 566.829 3,937.63
507.36 637.14 1,385.51 307.64 688.97 846.75 549.74
873.83 566.829 3,937.63
551.06 687.84 1,565.56 317.88 767.70 956.51 569.71
970.19 651.406 4,338.90
585.81 756.87 1,624.01 342.83 793.68 1,009.59 580.69
1,021.75 698.779 4,545.57
585.81 756.87 1,624.01 342.83 793.68 1,009.59 580.69
1,021.75 698.779 4,545.57
585.81 756.87 1,624.01 342.83 793.68 1,009.59 580.69
1,021.75 698.779 4,545.57
557.77 715.48 1,561.40 337.56 789.11 979.43 573.70
977.30 670.771 4,414.50
580.26 733.03 1,659.14 338.41 805.43 989.67 602.27
1,027.10 691.126 4,538.93

Basic
Misc. Consumer Property
Infra- Finance Trade Manufacuring
Industry & Industry
Goods
structure
Mining Chemicals
, Utilities

LQ-45

IHSG

1175.08

576.70

715.00

1639.28

328.93

789.76

972.63 591.45

1014.72

678.30

4466.04

1194.09

601.30

736.58

1704.04

326.39

802.39

971.86 594.51

1054.44

688.11

4531.69

1225.53

652.52

736.69

1712.72

326.08

825.12

990.46 596.61

1083.13

702.42

4623.43

1225.53

652.52

736.69

1712.72

326.08

825.12

990.46 596.61

1083.13

702.42

4623.43

1225.53

652.52

736.69

1712.72

326.08

825.12

990.46 596.61

1083.13

702.42

4623.43

1256.58

680.71

757.26

1789.99

349.33

871.08

1027.84 608.32

1128.96

736.73

4811.83

1262.60

676.94

759.17

1756.66

347.66

853.29

1024.62 608.27

1115.43

729.74

4778.64

1228.04

653.86

727.04

1698.00

334.37

821.34

991.59 600.54

1076.65

697.73

4626.70

1228.08

654.95

759.69

1733.67

339.13

823.96

986.39 597.27

1096.29

700.06

4649.08

1228.08

654.95

759.69

1733.67

339.13

823.96

986.39 597.27

1096.29

700.06

4649.08

1228.08

654.95

759.69

1733.67

339.13

823.96

986.39 597.27

1096.29

700.06

4649.08

1228.08

654.95

759.69

1733.67

339.13

823.96

986.39 597.27

1096.29

700.06

4649.08

1238.31

647.05

742.91

1722.23

335.69

836.79

974.86 599.91

1085.02

693.48

4623.89

1263.41

678.10

746.15

1746.43

335.29

856.37

989.67 609.12

1109.83

712.26

4706.49

1242.19

666.08

726.78

1721.94

328.58

836.21

972.13 602.96

1091.32

694.44

4625.91

1217.05

647.91

698.31

1653.71

319.07

812.62

938.27 592.25

1052.24

662.69

4480.61

1244.75

659.26

727.00

1712.44

329.98

861.67

974.18 601.08

1084.54

695.47

4634.82

1244.75

659.26

727.00

1712.44

329.98

861.67

974.18 601.08

1084.54

695.47

4634.82

1244.75

659.26

727.00

1712.44

329.98

861.67

974.18 601.08

1084.54

695.47

4634.82

1228.20

647.01

714.45

1704.44

320.66

843.94

961.72 599.76

1073.16

682.85

4575.91

1199.95

644.01

705.81

1689.16

313.82

835.63

940.53 586.77

1064.51

667.63

4501.92

1191.05

699.11

704.42

1709.89

307.33

854.61

948.78 589.12

1099.18

682.40

4567.56

1196.38
1186.37
1192.14
1180.86
1183.88
1208.92

713.55
699.72
702.36
723.33
743.48
761.66

718.86
698.51
707.62
713.13
708.15
733.53

1749.77
1721.95
1734.14
1773.85
1805.95
1821.39

305.64
295.06
291.19
289.95
286.84
293.05

835.71
838.06
849.45
854.14
885.87
915.67

1123.50
1102.70
1110.14
1135.96
1156.62
1176.09

684.72
663.70
669.76
671.17
680.46
713.64

4593.55
4496.06
4513.14
4529.55
4567.32
4716.40

949.68
915.40
916.57
902.53
898.79
947.78

592.83
588.40
588.18
591.85
589.15
606.94
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Date
04-May-20
05-May-20
06-May-20
08-May-20
11-May-20
12-May-20
13-May-20
14-May-20
15-May-20
18-May-20
19-May-20
20-May-20
26-May-20
28-May-20
29-May-20

Daily
Positive
Covid19 Agriculture
11587
948.2
12071
958.43
12438
960.86
13112
960.68
14265
983.29
14749
962.62
15438
964.45
16006
948.84
16496
956.5
18010
955.5
18496
973.82
19189
967.75
23165
962.3
24538
971.8
25216
964.93

Date
02-Jun-20
03-Jun-20
04-Jun-20
05-Jun-20
08-Jun-20
09-Jun-20
10-Jun-20
11-Jun-20
12-Jun-20

Daily
Positive
Covid19 Agriculture
27549
966.68
28233
997.72
28818
1003.73
29521
1005.98
32033
1044.44
33076
1082.98
34316
1044.97
35295
1031.5
36406
1013.86

Mining
1199.67
1211.33
1222.14
1255.25
1248.55
1232.07
1231.47
1221.23
1219.61
1249.09
1245.66
1239.1
1255.1
1243.29
1238.2

Basic
Misc. Consumer Property Infra- Finance
Industry & Industry Goods
structure
Chemicals
, Utilities
729.7
699.6 1770.57 290.16 879.93 937.57
725.97 700.86 1802.87 296.52 879.11 938.42
705.15 705.14 1800.13 298.69 867.07 937.28
694.5 717.95 1797.92 305.86 868.28 926.15
695.09 742.92 1804.94 316.01 876.41 936.26
699.43 729.56 1814.43 314.13 858.91 914.44
678.77 719.24 1824.62 313.28 854.74 905.54
672.78
698 1854.02 317.37
838.3 880.49
680.12 715.69 1889.13 320.32 846.28 856.98
666.61 743.58 1884.66 319.55 866.91 850.86
672.04 749.36 1870.18 326.05 876.33 867.44
681.05
752.3 1821.77 319.65 860.37
886.8
700.09 801.52 1833.76 319.34 879.97 905.09
724.8 829.47 1817.77 327.51
861 949.01
745.73
858.4 1806.72 322.96 864.08 962.52

Mining
1270.45
1282.05
1269.16
1279.03
1298.95
1294.65
1274.47
1261.68
1272.15

Basic
Misc. Consumer Property Infra- Finance Trade Manufacuring LQ-45
Industry & Industry Goods
structure
Chemicals
, Utilities
759.54 854.21
1820.5 326.47 883.53 995.52 611.6
1197.74 749.52
767.74 876.89 1838.29 333.01 899.99 1027.34 614.3
1212.57 770.66
761.61 863.72
1822.5 337.18 902.81 1022.92 608.7
1201.31 764.61
756.81 899.38 1816.72 342.72 906.78 1031.38 615.3
1203.64 770.67
763.76 907.97 1850.17 352.69 910.85 1077.34 625.5
1220.8 795.29
748.69 900.39 1861.36 345.89 896.95 1068.57 623.1
1215.88 782.64
726.87 876.24 1825.81 334.42
883.7 1038.69 618.5
1187.58 758.95
734.5 857.89 1800.86 330.75 875.19 1018.01 607.1
1178.89 745.31
727.12 868.14 1806.32 331.04 870.07 1036.3 603.5
1179.13 752.11

Trade Manufacuring

591.6
594.2
592
590.3
592.7
589.5
583.2
589.6
586.5
586.3
588
587.1
593.1
603.9
606.6

1135.37
1145.4
1134.85
1131.19
1138.78
1141.81
1133.22
1136.78
1156.46
1153.45
1152.04
1139.64
1162.84
1174.72
1186.7

LQ-45

689.33
690.96
687.44
686.23
695.29
681.67
674.47
661.52
657.1
660.47
671.07
672.14
689.33
709.36
725.83

IHSG

4605.49
4630.13
4608.79
4597.43
4639.1
4588.73
4554.36
4513.83
4507.61
4511.06
4548.66
4545.95
4626.8
4716.19
4753.61
IHSG

4847.51
4941.01
4916.7
4947.78
5070.56
5035.06
4920.68
4854.75
4880.36
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INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT DIVERSIFICATION IN ASEAN-5 STOCK
MARKETS AS POINT OF VIEW OF INDONESIAN, SINGAPOREAN, AND
THAI INVESTORS
Hendra Ridwandhana1 and Eduardus Tandelilin2

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to explain benefit of international diversification in emerging
countries. To test the benefit, optimal portfolio with and without short-selling are constructed
using Markowitz (1952). Portfolios are back-tested by bootstrap method under several
scenarios during 2000-2014. Factors affecting the benefit such as correlation and co-integration
are also tested. The study provides evidences that international diversification in ASEAN-5
still can give benefit in term of risk reduction to Indonesian, Singaporean and Thai even though
there is an increasing correlation trend and stock exchanges tend to be co-integrated each other.
Benefit, in term of increasing return potential and increasing sharpe ratio are not significant.
Std. deviation can be reduced to around 75% to 77% of domestic portfolio for those investors.
Optimal portfolio with short-selling potentially has higher std. deviation vis-à-vis optimal
portfolio without short-selling.
Keywords: Co-integration, ASEAN-5, International Diversification, Investment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since modern portfolio theory was introduced by Markowitz (1952), there are numerous
studies dedicated observing the benefit of investing internationally. Tobin (1958) argued
investor prefer more efficient asset or tend to choose higher return over assets with same risk.
It provided a support modern portfolio theory of portfolio selection. Grubel (1968), Levy and
Sarnat (1970), Lessard (1973), Solnik (1974), and Solnik and Noetzlin (1982) made early
researches in the benefit of international diversification. They confirmed international
investment diversification can provide better risk adjusted return by shifting efficient frontier
to up and leftward. The sources of diversification benefit are risk reduction or higher
opportunity of return.
Although there are an obvious of ex-ante benefit of international diversification, majority
investors in developed country as in USA still put majority or significant portion of their wealth
in their home country. Indeed, during early period of international diversification booming
there are many barriers such as: government restriction, tax, transaction cost, and the preference
of investors itself. Such trade barriers were gradually diminishing because of liberalization tend
in early 1990. Since then cross border investment became more prevalent among developed
1
2
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countries investors, however still they put significant portion in home market or in asset they
were familiar with. These phenomena called home bias are mainly explained under behavioral
bias or personal consideration of the investors as argued by French and Poterba (1991), Pástor
(2000), and Strong and Xu (2003) and Information asymmetry as argued by Kang and Stulz
(1997), Coval and Moskowitz (1999), and Mishra (2008).
This trend of economic integration continued to ASEAN countries which were forming
economic community in 2005. This initiative then was followed by integrating stock markets
in Singapore (STI), and Malaysia (FBMKLCI) in one trading link. It provides access to
information of firms listed in those exchanges for investors in those 2 countries and they can
trade the stocks accordingly. In the future it is not impossible for other market in region to join
this trading link.
Theoretically, this integration can provide an easy access of cross border investment
among ASEAN-5 Investors and give better diversification benefit than they can achieve in their
home countries. Errunza and Miller (2000) argued integration can reduce 42% of cost of capital
and increase firm valuation or clearly it can increase expected return of invested capital.
However, it must be noted that integration of capital market can bring increasing correlation
among those stock markets as mentioned by Bekaert and Harvey (1997) and it potentially
reduces diversification benefit. More recent study by Ng (2002) confirmed that phenomenon,
stock market returns Indonesia (JCI), The Philippines (PCOMP), and Thailand (SETI) had
become more closely linked to Singapore (STI). Although that integration trend, Sitorus and
Hwang (2014) found international diversification in ASEAN-5 still can offer significant risk
reduction using country and industry diversification.
This paper explains the effect of integration trend in ASEAN-5 in term of correlation and
cointegration among stock markets in the region on international diversification potential in
the region from point of view of Singaporean (developed market), Thai (upper developing),
and Indonesia (lower developing) using data from year 2000 to 2014. We analyse cointegration
using Johansen (1988) method and the benefit of diversification in term of increasing expected
return, reduction of risk/standard deviation and in overall, increasing of Sharpe ratio measure
using bootstrap method.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Second part discuss literature review. Third
part explains methodology. Fourth part exhibits the result and discussion. The last one offers
conclusion and limitation of the study.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Benefit of International Diversification
Most of investment diversification studies are conducted to explain benefit gained by
investors from developed countries. Early studies in international diversification happened
during 1968-1982. Started by Grubel (1968) and Levy & Sarnat (1970), benefit of international
diversification is discussed in point of view of US investor. Following Markowitz (1952)
approach they used historical data for calculating optimal proportion each country’s asset to be
combined into domestic portfolio. Grubel (1968) found that mean-variance frontier of
hypothetical internationally diversified portfolio shifted leftward. In term of risk leftward
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shifting means lower risk in relatively same expected return for investor. This finding then was
supported by Levy and Sarnat (1970). They argued by adding foreign assets from up to 28
countries US investor still can reduce portfolio risk, also expected return could be increasing
although it is insignificant. Another research conducted by Solnik and Noetzlin (1982)
evaluated investment portfolio consisting of bond and stock diversified internationally. They
found diversified US domestic portfolio by adding stock and bond internationally could
significantly reduce risk and potentially increase the return. However, it is must be noted, the
benefit such the reduction of risk can only be achieved if assets in portfolio is not perfectly
correlated.
Although those researches conducted pre-1982 provided clear empirical evidences in
international portfolio diversification in term of lower standard deviation and increasing
expected return for investor, all of those employed classical model under static correlation and
tested it using in-sample data. So, it assumes economic condition in the future will not differ
from what investors face in the past. Those findings are clearly overstated due to some
conditions. First, the world is in the trend of liberalization (Cheung & Mak, 1992). Thus, in the
future, investors will have more access to cross-border trading and trading fees could be
potentially lower than before (Errunza and Miller 2000). Liberalization itself leads to
increasing intermarket correlation (Longin & Solnik, 1995; Solnik et al., 1996; Bekaert &
Harvey, 1997; You & Daigler, 2010b; Christoffersen et al., 2014), and to reducing benefit of
international diversification (De Santis & Gerard, 1997; Errunza et al., 1999; Campbell et al.,
2002; Magas, 2007; You & Daigler, 2010a). Secondly, previous researches tested optimally
constructed portfolio using same dataset they used in constructing portfolio. Thus, it assumes
investors have hindsight capability which is unrealistic because the moments may change over
time.
Overcoming those problems, many studies conducted post-1985 has enhanced
investigation tools. Shrinkage method (Jorion, 1985), GARCH (Longin & Solnik, 1995; De
Santis & Gerard 1997), and dynamic conditional correlation (Christoffersen et al., 2014;
Miralles-Marcelo et al., 2015) in predicting future state of expected return and variancecovariance matrix. Then, Cointegration analysis of Johansen (1988) were used to address longrun equilibrium or co-movement among stock markets as the effect of more integrated market
such as in Neih and Chang (2003), Dunis and Shanon (2005), Srivastava (2007) and Guidi and
Ugur (2014). Although increasing correlation and co-movement trend existed, investors around
the world were still able obtaining diversification benefit by investing internationally.
However, its benefit was declining and potentially lower benefit can be achieved if compared
by what investor get in the past.
Few things that investors need to take notes about correlation. First, correlation drives
diversification benefit down. Second, level of correlation usually increases in period of high
volatility. Third, in increasing trend of open market, intermarket co-movement has become
new phenomena. All of those has made the movement of 2 or more markets will be more similar
than before and can be said co-integrated each other, also volatility in one market will be more
contagious. De Sanctis et al. (1997) saw contagious effect at international level could influence
significant reduction of gain for US investor, however it still gave little protection in market
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declines. Campbell et al. (2002), and You et al. (2010a) added the benefit of international
diversification was less at downturn market because correlation increases in extreme bear
market. Dunis et al. (2005) did more robust analysis using cointegration analysis found that
emerging market in Asia is more closely integrated to developed market such as Japan, US and
UK. However, the benefit still could be achieved by US investors.
The increasing trend of markets correlation all over the world has made US investors find
the other way to diversify their investment portfolio. Yet, there are still opportunity for US
investors to get extra return. You et al. (2010b) documented during 1990 to 2000. Correlation
among markets especially in developed countries increased overtime, however Asian markets
still provided lower correlation to US market and could provide benefit but it is less in bearish
market. It confirmed their previous research. Eun, Huang, and Lai (2008) added, combining
small cap stocks from emerging countries to US investors’ portfolio could reduce portfolio risk
about 2/3. Source of benefit is from lower correlation of small-cap stocks. It has lower
correlation with large cap stock which is actively traded and more correlated with developed
market. They tested it with in and out of sample data and they found Sharpe ratio difference
was statistically significant.
International Diversification in Emerging Market
In term of emerging market investors point of view, international diversification benefit
isn’t got as much attention as developed counties point of view. Ng (2002) examined stock
market linkages in South-East Asia countries, such as: Indonesia, Thailand, The Philippines,
and Singapore using 1988-1997 data. Using cointegration analysis He found those stock
markets was closely linked with Singapore market. Neih and Chang (2003) using Taiwanese
point of view found Taiwan stock exchange was cointegrated with US, Japan, Hong Kong,
Singapore, and South Korea with only 1 cointegrating vector. They warned it could reduce the
diversification benefit. Christoffersen et al. (2014) found low correlation among emerging
markets thus it might give diversification benefit.
Although, there are clear evidences of diversification benefit in risk reduction, increase
of cross-border trading opportunities and potentially lower cost of brokerage fees in crossborder investment, cross-border trading is not common case with emerging market. Still there
are home-bias trend in investors’ mind when they are making investment decision. Some of
the explanations suggest investors tend to be overly optimistic about their domestic market
prospect vis-à-vis overseas market (French & Poterba, 1991; Strong & Xu, 2003; Pastor, 2000)
and investors tend to invest in securities which they are familiar with because of asymmetric
information (Kang & Stulz, 1997; Coval & Moskowitz, 1999; Mishra, 2008).
3. DATA AND METHODS
Interest of this research is to examine level of correlation and cointegration and the
benefit in conducting international diversification between ASEAN-5 Equity Markets.
ASEAN-5 itself is defined as a region covering Indonesia, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and
The Philippines. This research flows from estimating optimal weight of each country’s equity
according to Markowitz (1952) method, and test it using several scenarios of timeframe periods
then compare the performance of optimal portfolio of investors from Indonesia, Thailand, and
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Singapore vis-à-vis undiversified domestic portfolio. Comparison of stock market performance
is done in USD currency to ensure comparability. The benefit of diversification then assessed
in term of: improvement of Sharpe ratio and expected return, and reduction of standard
deviation. Co-integration among those equity markets is also interesting to be examined to
better understand the dynamic of market movement in ASEAN-5 region.
Data
Data for the research are provided by Bloomberg terminal for each equity market index
in ASEAN-5 in local currencies and the exchange rate of each country local currency against
USD. At total we utilize 4175 daily indexes (after adjusting national holiday date by
interpolation) of each ASEAN-5 equity market and local currency price in USD from 31
December 1999 until 31 December 2015. Those daily indexes then be converted into 4174
daily return series with calculation following equation 1.
(1 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑢𝑠𝑑 ) = (1 + 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 )(1 + 𝑅𝑙𝑐 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 )
(1)
Whereas 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 𝑢𝑠𝑑 is stock market index return in USD, 𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 is stock market index in
local currency, and 𝑅𝑙𝑐 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 is local currency exchange rate return in USD. Descriptive
statistic of stock markets returns are presented in appendix to save space.
In term of risk-free rate, USD denominated 1-year bond issued by government is used
for the research. However, there are only Indonesian and The Philippines Government which
only issued USD bond until 2015. Overcoming the limitation, hypothetical USD risk free rate
for Singaporean and Thai investors are used following the relationship between delta local
currency bond yield vis a vis USD bond yield and inflation rate as shown in appendix.
Correlation and Cointegration
Figure 1. Rolling Window in Correlation Estimation

1-year period of window
1-year period of window

Estimation 1
Estimation 2

1-day shift
Correlation is an important indicator for investor when they diversify their portfolio.
High correlation may reduce diversification benefit due to increasing level of standard
deviation. To see the dynamic of market movement among markets in ASEAN-5 daily one
year rolling window is used to see correlation trend as shown in figure 1.
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1-year period of window
Estimation 1
1-year period of window
Estimation 2
6-month shift
Figure 2. Rolling Window in Cointegration Test
Beside correlation, cointegration or what so-called long-term equilibrium relationship
will be tested. Johansen (1988) test of cointegration is used to determine whether two or more
variable are cointegrated. Cointegration is analysed by semi-annual of one year rolling window
as shown in figure 2.
Optimal Portfolio Estimation
In estimating optimal portfolio, we utilize Markowitz (1952) method and using daily
return of all ASEAN-5 equity index. Only returns data from 2000 to 2014 data will be used in
estimation and leave 2015 data for out-sample bootstrapping purpose. The estimation results
optimal portfolio with short-selling and without short-selling for each Indonesian, Thai, and
Singaporean. Those optimal portfolios both without and with short-selling then will be
compared to each investor domestic portfolio.
Weight of each stock markets (Ep) resulting optimal portfolio with the highest Sharpe
ratio without short-selling constrain is estimated by equation 2.
Σ−1 .[E(r)−c]

𝐸𝑝5𝑥1 = 1𝑇.(Σ−1 .[E(r)−c])

(2)

Whereas Ep is 5 x 1 matrix consisting optimal weight of each stock market in ASEAN5,  is 5x5 variance-covariance matrix, E(r) is 5x1 average return matrix, c is 5x1 risk free rate
of interest rate matrix, and 1 is 5x1, 1 matrix.
Approach for estimating Ep for optimal portfolio without short-selling is different.
Optimal portfolio is found by solving equation 3.
max Θ =

𝐸(𝑟𝑥 )−𝑐
𝜎𝑝

(3)

where 𝐸 (𝑟𝑥 ) = 𝑋 𝑇 . 𝑅, and 𝜎𝑝 = √𝑋 𝑇 . Σ. 𝑋 With constrains of 1T.X = 1 and Xi1 >= 0 for
each i to be satisfied. X is 5x1 matrix contains weight of 5 equity index in ASEAN-5 resulting
optimal portfolio, R is 5 x 1 matrix of average return of sample from 5 equity index in ASEAN5. Any of X which result maximum Θ (Sharpe ratio) is optimal proportion.
Montecarlo Simulation (Bootstrap)
Montecarlo simulation is used to evaluate the performance of the investment portfolio
derived by equation 2 (optimal with short-selling) and equation 3 (optimal without shortselling). The simulation consists of 5000 trials of 250-day of possible daily return to obtain the
possible realization of performance measure (Sharpe ratio, expected return, and std. deviation)
for the optimal (with / without short-selling) and domestic portfolio of each investor. The step
of montecarlo simulation for each dataset is described in appendix.
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Therefore, from the simulation there are 5000 possible simulated 250-day returns,
standard deviations and Sharpe ratios for each optimal (with and without short-selling) and
domestic portfolio for each investor. Bootstrap which is resampling 250 daily return over a
dataset is preferred over parametric simulation each daily return of ASEAN-5 market index
return to maintain characteristic of each market index expected return and preserve variance
and covariance relationship among the markets.
Bootstrap uses several datasets to test optimal portfolio performance in specific market
condition, such as: in 2008 when global crisis and average standard deviation of the market
increased, in 2009 when global economy recovered and market produced relatively high
expected return, in 2014 when average market resulted relatively low standard deviation, 20002014 all in-sample period of estimation, and 2015 out-sample period of estimation. All
performance measures (simulated 1-year return, std. deviation, and Sharpe ratio) are to be
compared to know if diversified portfolio can give benefit to investors.
All performance measures for each trial are calculated as in equation 6, 7, and 8.
(1 + 𝑅𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 ) = ∏𝑛𝑖(1 + 𝑅𝑖 )
(6)

𝜎=√

𝑆𝑅 =

̂
∑𝑛
0 (𝑅𝑖 −𝑅 )
𝑛−1

𝑅𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 − 𝑅𝑓
𝜎√250

(7)

(8)

With Rt- simulated is total return on 250-day simulated return calculated in equation 6; Ri
is simulated return on day 1, 2, 3, until n = 250; σ is daily standard deviation of each 250-day
calculated in equation 7; 𝑅̂ is average daily simulated return of Ri; Rf is risk free rate for each
investor; and Sharpe ratio (SR) is calculated in annual basis as in equation 8.
Hypothesis Testing
Cointegration Analysis
Table 1. Hypothesis of Johansen Cointegration Test
Hypothesis for Johansen (1988) cointegration test is constructed unter 90% level of confidence.
For vector auto regression model with 5 series of USD-denominated stock market indexes in
ASEAN-5 region thus there are maximum 4 cointegrating equations (CE) to be tested.
# of CE
None
At most
1
At most
2

Hypothesis
Notes
H0
H1
r = 0 r > 0 H0: There is no cointegrating equation
H1: There is at least 1 cointegrating equation
r <=1 r > 1 H0: There is 1 cointegrating equation
H1: There is at least 2 cointegrating equations
r <=2 r > 2 H0: There is 2 cointegrating equation
H1: There is at least 3 cointegrating equations

Critical
Value
72.77447
50.52532
32.26837
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At most
3
At most
4

r <=3
r <=4

r > 3 H0: There is 3 cointegrating equation
H1: There is at least 4 cointegrating equations
r > 4 H0: There is 4 cointegrating equation
H1: Series are stationary or do not contain unit roots

17.98038
7.556722

For each window period, cointegration test is performed to see whether there is
cointegrating equation among variable or not. Let 5 stock markets series at time t (Xt) are
modelled as VAR with lag-21 as in equation 9.
𝑋𝑡 = 𝜃1 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝜃2 𝑋𝑡−2 + 𝜀𝑡 , 𝜀𝑡 ~(0, Ω)

(9)

Whereas Xt, Xt-1, Xt-2 are 5x1 matrix of ASEAN-5 stock markets USD series at time t,
t-1 and t-2 and ε_t is 5x1 matrix of residual series at time t with expected value of 0 (5 x 1
matrix) and which follows Ω 5x5 variance-covariance matrix of ε_t. Thus, under Johansen
(1988), first difference of Xt (∆X_t) can be modelled as vector error correcting model
addressing cointegration vector with intercept and linear deterministic trends as in equation 10.
∆𝑋𝑡 = Π𝑋𝑡−1 + Γ∆𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡 , 𝜀𝑡 ~(0, Ω)

(10)

Whereas ∆𝑋𝑡 and ∆𝑋𝑡−1 are 5x1 first difference matrix of X at time t and t-1, Xt-1 is 5x1
matrix of X at time t-1 and 𝜀𝑡 is 5x1 matrix of residual series at time t with expected value of
0 (5 x 1 matrix) which follows Ω 5x5 variance-covariance matrix of 𝜀𝑡 . Π and Γ is 5x5
estimated matrix. Π can be decomposed to α, a 5xr adjustment coefficient matrix and β rx5
matrix, with βX_(t-1) is rx1 cointegrating relationship matrix.
Test of cointegration according to Johansen (1988) is analysing the structure of Π . If
rank (Π) or r is larger than 0 and lower than 5 then VAR model of ASEAN-5 stock exchange
series exhibit cointegration. There are maximum 4 cointegrating equations (CE) or rank (Π) or
r to be tested as mentioned in table 1.

1

Lag-2 is chosen as the most optimal lag under SIC (schwarz information criterion), detail of lag selection under
SIC is in appendix
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Difference Test of Simulated 1-Year Return, Standard Deviation and Sharpe Ratio
Table 2. Hypothesis of Sharpe Ratio, Return, and Variance Difference
Hypothesis testing is conducted by non-parametric approach from 5000 trials between optimal
portfolio (both with or without short-selling) and domestic portfolio. Simulation of 5000 trials
are conducted using several datasets (2000-2014, 20008, 2009, 2014, and 2015) with an
exception Sharpe Ratio difference which is only conducted using dataset 2000-2014, 2009, and
2014 due to dataset 2008 and 2015 have negative expected return, also only for trial meet: (1)
both domestic and optimal portfolio are positive, (2) either domestic or optimal portfolio is
positive are used for P-Value calculation on hypothesis testing.
Hypothesis

Notes
Return Difference
(D = Optimal Portfolio Return - Domestic Portfolio Return)
H0: D > 0
H0: Optimal Portfolio > Domestic Portfolio
H1: D <= 0
H1: Optimal Portfolio <= Domestic Portfolio
Variance Difference
2
2
⁄𝜎𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙
𝐹 = 𝜎𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑐
H0: F > 1
H0: Domestic Portfolio Variance > Optimal Portfolio Variance
H1: F <= 1
H1: Domestic Portfolio Variance <= Optimal Portfolio Variance
Sharpe Ratio Difference
(Sd = Sharpe Ratio Optimal Portfolio – Shape Ratio Domestic Portfolio)
H0: Sd > 0
H0: Sharpe Ratio of Optimal Portfolio > Sharpe Ratio of Domestic
Portfolio
H1: Sd <= 0
H1: Sharpe Ratio of Optimal Portfolio <= Sharpe Ratio of Domestic
Portfolio
In case of difference test, inferential statistics using parametric moments according to
standard normal distribution is not to be used because of characteristics of transformed
variables such as return, standard deviation and sharpe ratio which are not normal. Instead,
non-parametric under bootstrap methodology is used in estimating confidence interval, mean,
median, and probability value of the distribution of simulated 1-year returns, standard
deviations and sharpe ratios. Difference of 250-day simulated return (D), 250-day variance (F),
and 250-day Sharpe ratio (Sd) and Hypothesis testing are described in table 2.
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4. RESULT
Figure 3. 250-Day Moving Window Average Correlation
250-Day Moving Window Average Correlation
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Low average correlation among ASEAN-5 stock exchange index can contribute to the
reduction of risk of diversified portfolio. In average, correlation in sample period is around
40% which is considered low. However, it tends to increase from approximately 23% in 2000
to the highest point at nearly 60% in 2008. It confirms most of previous findings documented
by many scholars (see Srivastava (2007), You and Daigler (2010a), Guidi & Ugur (2014), etc.),
The correlation tends to increase during crisis or downturn period. Complete correlation trend
during year 2000 – 2015 portrayed at figure 3.
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Table 3. 250-Day Moving Window Average Correlation
During period Jul-08 until Jun-09 there are 3 cointegration equations among ASEAN-5 stock
markets. It confirms many previous research that in crisis period markets tend to be more
cointegrated each other with 3 cointegrating equations on 90% level of confidence.
Starting Date

Ending Date

Cointegrating Equations

Jan-00

Dec-00

2

Jul-00

Jun-01

1

Jul-04

Jun-05

1

Jul-05

Jun-06

1

Jul-08

Jun-09

3

Jul-11

Jun-12

1

Jan-12

Dec-12

1

Jul-12

Jun-13

2

In term of co-integration itself, those five stock markets are not cointegrated in long-run
15-year period. However, in some period of 1-year rolling window there are evidences that 5
stock exchanges in ASEAN-5 have between 1 to 3 cointegration equations using Johansen
(1988). During all observations as shown in table 3, ASEAN-5 was co-integrated with 3
cointegrating equations during period July 2008 to June 2009 which is already known as crisis
period. This cointegrating trend corresponds with the increasing of average correlations among
market that potentially affect the benefit of diversification in term of risk reduction in those
periods of investment.
Optimal Portfolio Estimation
Table 4. Weight of Optimal Portfolio for Each Investors
Under Markowitz (1952) optimization approach appear Singapore Stock Market (STI) is
shorted by each investor due to inefficiency in mean-variance context. Annualised ex-post
performance in term of expected return, std. deviation, and sharpe ratio for all optimal portfolio
are described with Singaporean gets the highest performance over Indonesian and Thai for both
with and without short-selling. Performances are measured using in-sample data from year
2000 to the end of year 2014.

Panel A) With Short-Selling
Asset

Indonesian

Singaporean

Thai

Malaysia (FBMKLCI)

33.09%

38.75%

34.03%

Indonesia (JCI)

37.95%

30.93%

36.79%
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The Philippines (PCOMP)

27.55%

25.06%

27.14%

Thailand (SETI)

41.60%

36.22%

40.70%

Singapore (STI)

-40.19%

-30.96%

-38.66%

Expected Return

12.08%

11.20%

11.94%

Std. Deviation

19.23%

17.73%

18.97%

Sharpe Ratio

0.5620

0.6264

0.5708

Indonesian

Singaporean

Thai

Malaysia (FBMKLCI)

16.10%

25.23%

17.60%

Indonesia (JCI)

29.53%

24.67%

28.73%

The Philippines (PCOMP)

23.65%

22.13%

23.40%

Thailand (SETI)

30.72%

27.97%

30.27%

Singapore (STI)

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Expected Return

10.43%

9.95%

10.35%

Std. Deviation

17.16%

16.32%

17.02%

Sharpe Ratio

0.5332

0.6042

0.5430

Panel B) Without Short-Selling
Asset

Table 4 summarises the optimal portfolio of Indonesian, Singaporean and Thai Investors
along with performance calculation for each portfolio. It can be seen optimal portfolio with
short-selling appears better in term of Sharpe ratio because of higher expected return than
portfolio without short-selling. But, using short-selling in the portfolio also result in higher
standard deviation than the other one. For better illustration in all investors optimal portfolio
compared to individual country assets are mapped in mean-variance cartesian diagram in
appendix.
Benefit of International Diversification in Increasing Correlation and Co-Integration
Trend Period
During 2000-2014, integration among stock markets in ASEAN-5 was clear. Correlation
gradually increase from around 20% to its peak at around 60% in 2008. This trend was coupled
by intermarket co-movement. Shown at cointegration analysis, although there is no strong
evidence of cointegration for long-run, semi-annual 1-year rolling window analysis exhibit
increasing trend of cointegration during July 2008 – June 2009. In this period, there are 3
cointegrating equations. Therefore, benefit of international diversification may diminish
because cointegration drives up correlation and increasing inter-variables correlation can result
in increasing portfolio risk reflected in standard deviation.
Although increasing trend of correlation during 2008 – 2009, optimal portfolio both with
and without short selling still can deliver lower standard deviation compared to domestic
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undiversified portfolio. As shown in table 6, Singaporean, Thai and Indonesian mean of Fstatistics of variance difference vary ranging from 1.4784 to 2.9561 depends on the scenarios.
It shows that domestic portfolio variance is 1.48x to 2.96x higher over optimal portfolio. In
other word, international diversification still can reduce standard deviation to 58-82% of each
domestic undiversified portfolio standard deviation if market situation is similar to period
2008-2009.
Montecarlo Simulation (Bootstrap) and Performance Evaluation of Optimal
Portfolio
In term of investment return, international diversification among 3 investors may provide
benefit in higher return although there are differences about when the benefit will appear for
particular investors but the result is not statistically significant. Singaporean gets benefit almost
in all scenarios, except in 2009. Thai gets benefit in scenario 2000-2014 for short-selling, 2008,
2009 without short-selling, and 2015. While Indonesian only gets benefit in dataset 2008 and
2015. Leveraging portfolio with short-selling except in 2009 dataset appears can give more
return potential for all investors. Scenario like in 2009 shows a condition in which JCI, STI
and SETI provide high return among all markets in ASEAN-5. in this situation, investing
abroad and leveraging with short-selling means switching higher return assets with lower return
assets. Thus, it potentially reduces expected return. Complete result of bootstrap in return
difference is exhibited at table 5.
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Table 5. Descriptive Statistic of Portfolio Return Difference Between Optimal and
Domestic from 5000 Trials
Portfolio return difference d is calculated as d=Optimal Portfolio's Return - Domestic
Portfolio's Return. P (d <= 0) shows the probability of optimal portfolio calculated using
Markowitz(1952) results in worse return compared to domestic portfolio. From the simulation,
optimal portfolio appears cannot give significant benefit for investors as it P-value is higher
than 10%. Significance level: ***P < 1%, **P < 5%, *P < 10%.
Panel 1) With Short-Selling
Dataset

5th Percentile

95th percentile

Mean

Median

P (d <= 0)

A) Singaporean
2008

-30.34%

30.83%

2.41%

3.56%

0.4132

2009

-71.94%

50.36%

-4.64%

-0.74%

0.5094

2014

-11.19%

27.41%

7.51%

7.32%

0.2640

2000 - 2014

-24.57%

42.18%

9.57%

9.77%

0.3112

2015 (OS)

-10.55%

24.95%

6.76%

6.49%

0.2688

2008

-19.79%

20.24%

1.30%

1.95%

0.4300

2009

-50.18%

35.45%

-2.35%

0.59%

0.4888

2014

-18.53%

13.18%

-2.10%

-1.75%

0.5770

2000 - 2014

-24.02%

27.94%

3.79%

4.67%

0.3834

2015 (OS)

-7.60%

19.90%

6.46%

6.51%

0.2232

2008

-19.76%

23.17%

3.94%

5.30%

0.3244

2009

-74.71%

20.32%

-21.37%

-18.30%

0.7678

2014

-21.66%

12.18%

-3.89%

-3.47%

0.6322

2000 - 2014

-31.46%

24.34%

-2.15%

-0.66%

0.5166

2015 (OS)

-9.57%

17.67%

4.74%

5.20%

0.2596

B) Thai

C) Indonesian
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Panel 2) Without Short-Selling
Dataset

5th Percentile

95th percentile

Mean

Median

P (d <= 0)

A) Singaporean
2008

-24.04%

22.36%

1.52%

2.91%

0.4098

2009

-55.27%

38.91%

-2.65%

0.95%

0.4854

2014

-7.57%

21.99%

6.88%

6.79%

0.2194

2000 - 2014

-18.64%

31.99%

7.51%

7.93%

0.2956

2015 (OS)

-8.27%

18.57%

5.02%

4.98%

0.2672

2008

-18.91%

16.11%

0.22%

1.31%

0.4470

2009

-42.20%

32.75%

0.03%

2.48%

0.4540

2014

-19.59%

12.29%

-3.02%

-2.59%

0.6096

2000 - 2014

-25.05%

23.06%

1.16%

2.60%

0.4338

2015 (OS)

-8.43%

16.35%

4.32%

4.49%

0.2798

2008

-17.66%

18.70%

2.83%

4.46%

0.3380

2009

-62.47%

15.06%

-18.93%

-16.19%

0.7750

2014

-22.26%

10.01%

-4.88%

-4.28%

0.6720

2000 - 2014

-32.41%

17.78%

-4.90%

-3.46%

0.5976

2015 (OS)

-10.75%

14.04%

2.52%

3.01%

0.3402

B) Thai

C) Indonesian

STI is known as the most developed stock market in the region. During 2000 – 2014, STI
provided the lowest return. Thus, the benefit may come from increasing return potential. From
the simulation the benefit appears positive but it is not significant since P-Value is higher than
10%. Almost in all datasets Singaporean can get better return by diversifying portfolio abroad.
The average increasing return benefit from all scenarios vary ranging from -4.64% to 9.57%
(with short-selling) and -2.65% to 7.51% (without short-selling). In 2009 dataset, optimal
portfolio results 4.64% (with short-selling) or 2.65% (without short-selling) lower return for
Singaporean. It happens because in 2009 STI had the second highest expected return below
JCI in the region. Thus, adding more asset into portfolio could potentially reduce expected
return potential.
Differ to STI, categorized as upper developing country SETI provided the second highest
return in the region after JCI. Thus, diversifying abroad may provide Thai better return
although may be not much. From the simulation, Thai optimal portfolio provides different
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result. For Thai investors benefit in form of increasing expected return can be achieved in
dataset 2000-2014 (with short-selling), 2008, 2009 (without short-selling), and 2015 but still
the result is insignificant. The average of increasing benefit from all scenarios vary ranging
from -2.35% to 6.46% (with short-selling) or -2.65% to 7.51% (without short-selling). Dataset
2000-2014, 2009, and 2014 are dataset with positive expected return. During simulation with
those datasets the results are mixed. In 2009 for optimal portfolio with short-selling reduce the
average return by 2.35% below domestic portfolio while optimal portfolio with short-selling
increase the average return by 0.03% above domestic portfolio. In 2009 case, SET has the
second highest expected return. Thus, adding more overseas assets and leveraging portfolio
with short-selling may reduce expected return. In case 2000-2014 and 2014 dataset, SET is
market with the third highest expected return in the region. Thus, it is not surprising optimal
portfolio for Thai if benefit from increasing expected return is limited. In 2014 dataset, optimal
portfolio results 2.1% (with short-selling) or 3.02% (without short-selling) lower return than
domestic portfolio. While in 2000-2014, optimal portfolio still provides extra positive return
as much as 3.79% (with short-selling) or 1.16% (without short-selling).
JCI is the hottest market in the region. It provided Indonesian the highest return in the
region during 2000-2014. Thus, not much Indonesian can do to improve its portfolio return,
unless when the market is bearish. In average optimal portfolio gives Indonesian extra return 21.37% to 4.74% (with short-selling) lower return than domestic portfolio but it is not
statistically significant. During 2008 and 2015 global economy was not good and most of
market resulted in negative return. JCI resulted the worst return in the region, in this period,
diversifying abroad offered reduction in losses. From the simulation, in 2008 dataset,
Indonesian can reduce the loss by 3.94% (with short-selling) or 2.83% (without short-selling)
and in 2015 dataset Indonesian can reduce the loss by 4.74% (with short-selling) or 2.52%
(without short-selling) by forming optimal portfolio.
Variance difference between optimal portfolio and domestic portfolio provides clear
result. For all investors almost in all scenarios, optimal portfolio results in lower variance than
domestic portfolio. Variance difference test also shows significant result with exceptions of
Singaporean optimal portfolio tested in 2014 and 2015 data. Optimal portfolio without shortselling gives more benefit in term of risk reduction for all datasets with the exception of 2009
dataset. For Singaporean, variance still can be reduced by adding international assets with the
exception in scenario/dataset 2014 with short-selling. In these scenarios optimal portfolio for
Singaporean will result higher variance than domestic portfolio with probability of 55.44%.
For Indonesian and Thai investors, benefit of international diversification in risk reduction is
clear in each scenario. In all datasets, with or without short selling, Indonesian and Thai optimal
portfolio can result in lower variance compared to domestic portfolio significantly. Complete
figures are shown in table 6.
Table 6. Descriptive Statistic of Variance Difference Between Optimal and Domestic
All figures shown in the table represent F-statistics of variance difference between optimal
portfolio and domestic portfolio. F-statistic is calculated as F=variance of domestic portfolio /
variance of optimal portfolio. So, 1 is a value if domestic portfolio variance equals to optimal
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portfolio variance. P (F <= 1) is probability value of optimal portfolio resulting higher variance
than domestic portfolio. Almost all datasets show significance in 90% and 99% level of
confidence. Significance level: ***P < 1%, **P < 5%, *P < 10%.
Panel 1) With Short-Selling
Dataset

5th Percentile

95th percentile

Mean

Median

P ( F <= 1)

A) Singaporean
2008

1.2778

2.5069

1.8422

1.8085

0.0022***

2009

2.3345

3.6732

2.9561

2.9303

0.0000***

2014

0.7463

1.2692

0.989

0.978

0.5544

2000 - 2014

1.0539

2.1718

1.5808

1.5589

0.0340**

2015 (OS)

0.9518

1.3444

1.1378

1.1308

0.1258

2008

1.1781

1.8541

1.4784

1.4546

0.0012**

2009

1.9501

2.6367

2.2773

2.2702

0.0000***

2014

1.2341

1.8169

1.501

1.4889

0.0000***

2000 - 2014

1.3537

2.2693

1.7746

1.7528

0.0000***

2015 (OS)

0.9876

1.3881

1.1833

1.1813

0.0628*

B) Thai
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C) Indonesian
2008

1.3752

2.4228

1.8799

1.8662

0.0002***

2009

1.7939

2.4125

2.0888

2.0806

0.0000***

2014

1.5061

2.178

1.8101

1.7915

0.0000***

2000 - 2014

1.2998

2.2066

1.7705

1.7771

0.0020***

2015 (OS)

1.6236

2.1788

1.8932

1.8888

0.0000***

5th Percentile

95th percentile

Mean

Median

P ( F <= 1)

2008

1.5025

2.3789

1.9184

1.9035

0.0000***

2009

2.3344

3.3433

2.8145

2.7977

0.0000***

2014

1.0447

1.6499

1.3334

1.324

0.0262**

2000 - 2014

1.3332

2.3633

1.83

1.818

0.0012***

2015 (OS)

1.1584

1.5393

1.335

1.3296

0.0008***

2008

1.3589

1.8599

1.598

1.5929

0.0000***

2009

1.9238

2.5745

2.23

2.2186

0.0000***

2014

1.7966

2.6583

2.1958

2.1772

0.0000***

2000 - 2014

1.7038

2.7702

2.1748

2.1368

0.0000***

2015 (OS)

1.2368

1.6866

1.4516

1.4452

0.0000***

2008

1.6815

2.4257

2.038

2.0321

0.0000***

2009

1.8365

2.2836

2.0542

2.0503

0.0000***

2014

2.2511

3.1812

2.6849

2.6636

0.0000***

2000 - 2014

1.7093

2.681

2.1868

2.1832

0.0000***

2015 (OS)

1.9891

2.7231

2.3454

2.3416

0.0000***

Panel 2) Without Short-Selling
Dataset
A) Singaporean

Panel B) Thai

C) Indonesian

STI is one of the lowest risk markets in the region. Other than 2014 case, STI gives
slightly higher risk. Thus, risk reduction benefit still can be achieved. In All datasets/scenarios,
Singaporean can reduce portfolio std. deviation significantly through adding assets
internationally except in 2014 dataset with short-selling. Overall, optimal portfolio can have
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std. deviation lower than domestic portfolio std. deviation. Optimal portfolio can reduce std.
deviation to between 51.16% - 93.75% (with short-selling) or 59.61% - 86.6% (without shortselling) of domestic portfolio std. deviation. In 2014 dataset, optimal portfolio with shortselling increase std. deviation relative to domestic portfolio to 100.55% of domestic portfolio
std. deviation. The highest reduction happens in 2009 dataset for both with and without shortselling. Optimal portfolio might reduce its std. deviation to 58% (with short-selling) or 60%
(without short-selling) of domestic portfolio std. deviation in 2009. While the worst benefit
from risk reduction happens in 2014 dataset. Optimal portfolio has std. deviation of 100.55%
(with short-selling) or 86.6% (without short-selling) of domestic portfolio std. deviation.
Unlike STI, SET is known as one of the riskiest markets in the region in term of std.
deviation. Thus, for Thai adding overseas asset into optimal portfolio appears significantly
reduce the risk. In all datasets, optimal portfolio of Thai reduces std. deviation to 66.27% ~
91.93% (with short-selling) or 66.96% ~ 83% (without short-selling) of domestic portfolio std.
deviation. The highest reduction happens when scenario like in 2009. Optimal portfolio might
reduce its std deviation to 66.27% (with short-selling) or 66.96% (without short-selling) of
domestic portfolio std. deviation in 2009. While scenario like in 2015 provides least benefit for
Thai from risk reduction. In this case optimal portfolio only can reduce portfolio std. deviation
to 91.93% (with short-selling) and 83% (without short-selling) of domestic portfolio std.
deviation.
JCI as an emerging market has similar characteristic to SETI. JCI has the highest std.
deviation in the region. Thus, benefit of diversification will be more in risk reduction. In All
datasets, Indonesian by diversifying internationally may reduce std. deviation significantly.
The benefit varies according to the datasets. By forming optimal portfolio, Indonesian can
reduce std. deviation between 69.19% ~ 75.15% (with short-selling) or 61.03% ~ 70.05%
(without short-selling). The highest reduction happens in the scenario like in year 2009 (with
short-selling) and in year 2014 (without short-selling). In 2009, optimal portfolio with shortselling might reduce std. deviation to 69.19% of domestic portfolio std. deviation while in
2014, optimal portfolio without short-selling might reduce std. deviation to 61.03% of domestic
portfolio std. deviation. While tested using 2000-2014 (with short-selling) and 2008 (without
short-selling), optimal portfolio gets the least benefit. At those scenario std. deviation of
optimal portfolio with short-selling drops to 75.15% of domestic portfolio std. deviation and
optimal portfolio without short-selling drops to 70.05% of domestic portfolio std. deviation.
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Table 7. Descriptive Statistic of Portfolio Sharpe Ratio Difference Between Optimal
and Short-Selling and Domestic from 5000 Trials
Sharpe ratio is calculated by Sh = E(R) - rf / ( Daily Std Dev x Sqrt (250)), and Sharpe ratio
difference is calculated by Sd= Sh optimal - Sh domestic. Dataset 2008 and 2015 (OS) is not
used in analysis due to negative expected return. P (Sd <= 0) value is probability of optimal
portfollio results in lower Sharpe ratio compared to domestic portfolio. Significance level:
***P < 1%, **P < 5%, *P < 10%.
Panel 1) Without Short-Selling
5th
Dataset
95th percentile
Percentile
A) Singaporean
2008
2009
-1.2946
4.3558
2014
-1.3735
3.2098
2000 - 2014
-1.3883
2.9244
2015 (OS)
B) Thai
2008
2009
-0.7361
3.1272
2014
-1.6466
1.4478
2000 - 2014
-1.0224
1.9063
2015 (OS)
C) Indonesian
2008
2009
-2.0141
2.393
2014
-1.437
1.3208
2000 - 2014
-1.4345
1.6159
2015 (OS)

Mean

Median

P ( Sd <= 0)

1.56
0.8939
0.7944

1.5808
0.9005
0.8366

0.1753
0.2620
0.2708

1.2628
-0.091
0.4718

1.2893
-0.0919
0.4943

0.1366
0.5407
0.2949

0.2633
0.1031
0.1068

0.314
0.1141
0.1435

0.3989
0.4524
0.4441
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Panel 2) Without Short-Selling
5th
Dataset
95th percentile
Percentile
A) Singaporean
2008
2009
-0.4504
3.6048
2014
-0.7949
3.0244
2000 - 2014
-0.9937
2.3793
2015 (OS)
B) Thai
2008
2009
-0.3147
3.024
2014
-1.14
1.9929
2000 - 2014
-0.9791
0.8753
2015 (OS)
Dataset
C) Indonesian
2008
2009
2014
2000 - 2014
2015 (OS)

Mean

Median

P ( Sd <= 0 )

1.6018
1.0939
0.7172

1.6072
1.0788
0.748

0.0913*
0.1750
0.2408

1.374
0.452
0.3798

1.3803
0.4508
0.4211

0.0865*
0.3129
0.3123

5th
Percentile

95th percentile

Mean

Median

P ( Sd <= 0 )

-1.353
-1.0415
-1.3657

2.0093
1.7036
1.3106

0.3926
0.359
-0.0036

0.4237
0.3722
0.0168

0.3343
0.3257
0.4896

Sharpe ratio evaluation is only conducted for scenario or dataset 2009, 2014 and 2000 –
2014 because 2008 and 2015 have negative expectation of return. It turns out many trials
resulting negative Sharpe ratio in optimal and domestic portfolio.
As can be seen table 7, only in dataset 2009, Thai and Singaporean’s optimal portfolios
without short-selling which are statistically significant in 90% level of confidence. Overall,
benefit of international diversification in form of Sharpe ratio is better without short-selling in
dataset 2009 and 2014, and with short-selling in dataset 2000-2014.
For Thai, cumulative benefit in term of Sharpe ratio may be increased in all scenarios
except in 2014 dataset without short-selling and only optimal portfolio without short-selling
tested in 2009 dataset shows signicant result in 90% level of confidence. Using all scenarios,
in average Thai may increase portfolio Sharpe ratio by -0.091~1.2628 (with short-selling) or
0.3798~1.374 (without short-selling). In dataset 2009, optimal portfolio gives Thai the highest
increase in Sharpe ratio by 1.2628 (with short-selling) or 1.374 (without short-selling) over
domestic portfolio. Optimal portfolio without short-selling results the least Sharpe ratio
increase by 0.3798 over domestic portfolio in dataset 2000-2014. Thai may get diversification
benefit from both sides, increasing return potential and risk reduction.
In term of Indonesian, Sharpe ratio still can be increased but it is not statistically
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significant. Using all scenarios, in average Indonesian may increase portfolio Sharpe ratio by
0.1031 ~ 2.633 (with short-selling) or -0.0036 ~ 0.3926 (without short-selling) over domestic
portfolio by forming optimal portfolio. From all dataset, optimal portfolio only reduces
Indonesian Sharpe ratio on 2000-2014 dataset without short-selling by 0.0036 below domestic
portfolio. In dataset 2009, optimal portfolio may increase Indonesian Sharpe ratio the highest
by 0.2633 (with short-selling) or 0.3926 (without short-selling) over domestic portfolio. While
in dataset 2014, optimal portfolio with short-selling increase the least by 0.1031 Sharpe ratio
over domestic portfolio. Although in most scenarios Indonesian suffers potential return
reduction, portfolio Sharpe ratio still can be increased because of substantial risk reduction.
In term of Sharpe ratio difference, Singaporean can increase its portfolio Sharpe ratio
higher by diversifying internationally. P value of Sharpe ratio difference shows only
Singaporean optimal portfolio without short-selling tested with 2009 dataset which is
statistically significant. In average based on all scenarios, optimal portfolio increases Sharpe
ratio by 0.7944~1.56 (with short-selling) or 0.7172~1.6018 (without short-selling). The highest
benefit of increasing Sharpe ratio achieved when optimal portfolio is tested by 2009 dataset by
increasing Sharpe ratio 1.56 (with short-selling) and 1.6018 (without short-selling) over
domestic portfolio. The least benefit is shown when optimal portfolio is tested by 2000-2014
dataset by increasing Sharpe ratio 0.7944 (with short-selling) or 0.7172 (without short-selling)
over domestic portfolio. STI inefficient position in mean-variance context makes international
diversification is regarded as a way to increase portfolio Sharpe ratio. In overall, similar to
Thai, Singaporean may get diversification benefit from both sides, increasing return potential
and risk reduction.
5. CONCLUSION
Conclusion
This study provides evidence of international diversification in ASEAN-5 region.
Increasing trend of integration among stock markets had driven inter-market correlations up.
Co-integration among the markets appears during crises period such as in 2008. But still,
investors can get benefit from diversifying their assets internationally in term of risk reduction.
In overall, only benefit from risk reduction are significant for all investors while benefit from
increasing expected return and Sharpe ratio almost in all case are not statistically significant.
Optimal portfolio with short-selling also appears to have higher risk than optimal portfolio
without short-selling. This finding also confirms previous study of Guidi and Ugur (2014) and
Campbell et. al. (2002).
Limitation
The study possesses some limitations. First, this study only calculates optimal portfolio
once during investment horizon, in real world investment manager may rebalance his/her
portfolio periodically. Further study assessing international diversification with periodic
rebalancing scenario will be good to grasp better understanding. Second, optimal portfolio is
estimated based on the assumption of constant variance-covariance, in fact variance-covariance
measure fluctuates overtime and not constant. More robust model in estimating conditional
variance-covariance may be good for better estimation. Third one, two approaches using short-
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selling and without short-selling are still unrealistic. In many conditions many fund managers
such as in mutual fund industry, short-selling is prohibited. Even though second scenario
prohibited short-selling is done, this scenario still unrealistic due to estimation mechanism
result in inefficient asset (in this case is STI which has higher std. deviation and lower return
compared to FBMKLCI) will not be chosen to be included in portfolio. In fact, home bias may
still exist, some investors may still hold significant amount of this asset because of their
preference even though those assets are inefficient in mean variance context. Portfolio
estimation addressing interest of particular investor remains open for further study. Last one is
comparison of Sharpe ratio provides difficult conclusion because of in some scenario having
negative expected return will result in negative Sharpe ratio hence it is difficult to infer. Also,
in the scenario having positive Sharpe ratio, the simulation still results few trials resulting
negative Sharpe ratio. Therefore, it limits comparability of Sharpe ratio difference across
scenarios. It needs more robust analysis of Sharpe ratio difference.
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Appendix 1. Descriptive Statistics of ASEAN-5 Stock Markets
Descriptive statistics are presented based on several dataset used in bootstrap scenarios and the
whole data (2000-2015). In total there are 4 scenarios whereas optimal portfolio are tested,
2000-2014 scenario, 2008 scenario, 2009 scenario, 2014 scenario, and 2015 scenario. Daily
returns are computed as Rt=(Pt / Pt-1)-1, where Pt is stock exchange index in USD at time t.
Jarque-Bera is test of normality with null hypothesis of a normal distribution.
Ticker
Country

FBMKLCI

JCI

PCOMP

SETI

STI

Malaysia

Indonesia

The Philippines

Thailand

Singapore

Period 2000-2015 (All Sample)
Mean

0.0002

0.0004

0.0003

0.0003

0.0001

Median

0.0003

0.0014

0.0004

0.0005

0.0004

Maximum

0.0531

0.1161

0.1696

0.0911

0.0952

Minimum

-0.1042

-0.1360

-0.1301

-0.1443

-0.0869

Std. Dev.

0.0095

0.0168

0.0139

0.0140

0.0124

Skewness

-0.52

-0.47

0.23

-0.45

-0.19

Kurtosis

10.19

8.90

14.68

9.45

8.21

Jarque-Bera

9185.64

6213.41

23780.93

7377.96

4736.75

Probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

4174

4174

4174

4174

4174

Observations

Period 2000-2014 (In Sample of Optimal Portfolio Estimation)
Mean

0.0003

0.0005

0.0004

0.0004

0.0002

Median

0.0004

0.0015

0.0004

0.0007

0.0005

Maximum

0.0526

0.1161

0.1696

0.0911

0.0952

Minimum

-0.1042

-0.1360

-0.1301

-0.1443

-0.0869

Std. Dev.

0.0094

0.0170

0.0142

0.0143

0.0126

Skewness

-0.61

-0.50

0.23

-0.46

-0.20

Kurtosis

10.77

8.88

14.47

9.31

8.13

10095.06

5806.32

21479.22

6628.29

4316.03

Jarque-Bera
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Probability
Observations

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

3913

3913

3913

3913

3913

Period 2008 (Crisis)
Mean

-0.0020

-0.0029

-0.0027

-0.0023

-0.0023

Median

-0.0022

-0.0003

-0.0014

-0.0018

-0.0018

Maximum

0.0488

0.0943

0.0747

0.0826

0.0952

Minimum

-0.1042

-0.1161

-0.1301

-0.1081

-0.0869

Std. Dev.

0.0150

0.0263

0.0227

0.0211

0.0226

Skewness

-0.97

-0.34

-0.71

-0.52

0.06

Kurtosis

11.27

6.32

7.64

7.84

5.85

Jarque-Bera

786.61

125.56

256.84

267.07

88.87

Probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

262

262

262

262

262

Observations
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Appendix 1. Contd.
Ticker
Country

FBMKLCI

JCI

PCOMP

SETI

STI

Malaysia

Indonesia

The Philippines

Thailand

Singapore

Period 2009 (Post Crisis)
Mean

0.0015

0.0032

0.0019

0.0021

0.0021

Median

0.0010

0.0037

0.0023

0.0032

0.0019

Maximum

0.0357

0.0708

0.0362

0.0413

0.0720

Minimum

-0.0295

-0.0559

-0.0448

-0.0561

-0.0468

Std. Dev.

0.0104

0.0192

0.0137

0.0155

0.0171

Skewness

0.15

-0.02

-0.17

-0.42

0.20

Kurtosis

3.87

3.80

3.28

3.64

4.18

Jarque-Bera

9.19

6.90

2.11

11.99

16.97

Probability

0.0101

0.0318

0.3490

0.0025

0.0002

261

261

261

261

261

Observations

Period 2014 (The Lowest Standard Deviation)
Mean

-0.0005

0.0007

0.0008

0.0006

0.0001

Median

0.0002

0.0015

0.0012

0.0010

-0.0001

Maximum

0.0174

0.0415

0.0250

0.0263

0.0150

Minimum

-0.0379

-0.0365

-0.0274

-0.0282

-0.0165

Std. Dev.

0.0065

0.0103

0.0082

0.0079

0.0054

Skewness

-0.96

-0.05

-0.20

0.04

-0.18

Kurtosis

7.21

5.07

3.78

4.37

3.40

Jarque-Bera

232.81

46.66

8.37

20.48

3.07

Probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0152

0.0000

0.2155

261

261

261

261

261

Observations

Period 2015 (Out Sample of Optimal Portfolio Estimation)
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Mean

-0.0009

-0.0008

-0.0003

-0.0009

-0.0008

Median

-0.0013

-0.0011

0.0004

-0.0010

-0.0010

Maximum

0.0531

0.0580

0.0263

0.0301

0.0306

Minimum

-0.0441

-0.0482

-0.0370

-0.0463

-0.0445

Std. Dev.

0.0114

0.0134

0.0090

0.0092

0.0089

Skewness

0.29

0.24

-0.49

-0.11

0.04

Kurtosis

5.52

7.13

4.62

5.62

5.83

Jarque-Bera

72.86

188.10

38.91

75.38

87.35

Probability

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

261

261

261

261

261

Observations
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Appendix 2. USD Risk Free Rate of Indonesian, Thai and Singaporean
Due to Singaporean and Thai Government didn’t issue USD denominated bond, approximation
is used. Approaximation of Avg USD yield is measured according to function
Δyield(%)=1.24+0.77Inflation(%), which is based on Indonesia and The Philippines data. Avg
LC yield (%) shows yield in risk free rate in local currency. Avg USD yield (%) shows yield
in risk free rate in USD in 2015. Thus Avg. USD Yield(%)= Avg. LC Yield (%) + Δyield(%).
Avg

Avg

LC Yield (%)

USD Yield (%)

Indonesia

7.47

1.28

6.20

6.38

The Philippines

2.66

0.90

1.76

0.67

Singapore

0.93

0.09

0.84

-0.52

Thailand

1.66

1.11

0.55

-0.90

Country

Δyield(%)

Avg
YoY Inflation (%)

Source: Bloomberg terminal, 2015
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Appendix 3. VAR Lag Order Selection under SIC
Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) measure shows VAR model with lag-2 as a model with
the least out-of-sample forecast error variance. Lag-2 model results the lowest SIC measure
among others with 7.471178.
Lag

SIC

0

34.29608

1

7.547585

2

7.471178*

3

7.507857

4

7.538331

5

7.573667

Appendix 4. Step of Montecarlo Simulation
The step of simulation for each dataset (2008, 2009, 2000-2014, 2015) follows
Step 1 - select dataset of daily return (consisting n days) for each stock market defined as D n
x 5 matrix
Step 2 – for (trial 1 to 5000) do step 2.1 to 2.2.
Step 2.1 – for (day 1 to 250) pick 1 random number (m) between 1 and n to get B 1 x 5 daily
return matrix from row m on matrix D.
Step 2.2 – Calculate simulated 250-day return, standard deviation and Sharpe ratio for both
optimal (with and without short-selling) using estimated optimal weight proportion and
domestic undiversified portfolio.
Step 3 – repeat using the other dataset.
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Appendix 5. Total Number of Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, or 3rd Condition of Sharpe Ratio
Difference
Total number trials for each scenario are 5000 trials. 1st condition of sharpe ratio difference
corresponds to positive sharpe ratio for both optimal portfolio and domestic portfolio, while
2nd and 3rd condition correspond to positive sharpe ratio for at least one portfolio either it is
optimal or domestic portfolio.
Dataset
2000-2014
2009
2014
Panel 1. With Short-Selling
A) Indonesian
#Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Condition

4107

4996

4806

#Trials Resulting Sd <= 0

1824

1993

2174

0.4441

0.3989

0.4524

#Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Condition

4150

4994

4875

#Trials Resulting Sd <= 0

1224

682

2636

0.2949

0.1366

0.5407

#Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Condition

4191

4998

4848

#Trials Resulting Sd <= 0

1135

876

1270

0.2708

0.1753

0.2620

P (Sd <= 0)
B) Thai

P (Sd <= 0)
C) Singaporean

P (Sd <= 0)
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Dataset

2000-2014

2009

2014

Panel 2. Without Short-Selling
A) Indonesian
#Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Condition

3993

4993

4851

#Trials Resulting Sd <= 0

1955

1669

1580

0.4896

0.3343

0.3257

#Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Condition

4028

4996

4937

#Trials Resulting Sd <= 0

1258

432

1545

0.3123

0.0865

0.3129

#Trials Satisfying 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Condition

3975

4996

4834

#Trials Resulting Sd <= 0

957

456

846

0.2408

0.0913

0.1750

P (Sd <= 0)
B) Thai

P (Sd <= 0)
C) Singaporean

P (Sd <= 0)
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Appendix 6. Mean-Variance Mapping of ASEAN-5 Stock Market With Short-Selling
14.00%
Optimal Portfolio
Indonesian
Optimal Portfolio
Singaporean

12.00%

JCI
Indonesia
SETI
Thailand

Optimal Portfolio
Thai
10.00%
PCOMP
Philippines
8.00%
FBMKLCI
Malaysia

6.00%

STI
Singapore
1.276386% Indonesian
1.108558% Thai

4.00%

2.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.090537% Singaporean
5.00%
Efficient Frontier

10.00%
FBMKLCI

JCI

15.00%
PCOMP

SETI

20.00%
STI

SHR Indonesia

25.00%
SHRP Si ngapore

30.00%

SHRP Thailand

Appendix 7. Mean-Variance Mapping of ASEAN-5 Stock Market Without Short-Selling
14.00%
JCI
Indonesia
OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO
Indonesian Investor

12.00%

SETI
Thailand

OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO
Singaporean Investor

PCOMP
Philippines

10.00%
OPTIMAL PORTFOLIO
Thai Investor
8.00%
FBMKLCI
Malaysia

6.00%

STI
Singapore
4.00%

2.00%

1.28%, Indonesian

1.11%, Thai
0.09%, Singaporean
0.00%
0.00%

5.00%

Efficient Frontier

10.00%
FBMKLCI

JCI

15.00%
PCOMP

SETI

20.00%
STI

SHRP Indonesia

25.00%
SHRP Si ngapore

30.00%

SHRP Thailand
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Appendix 8. Johansen Cointegration Test for Period June 2008 – July 2009
Under Johansen Cointegration Test, VAR model 𝑋𝑡 = 𝜃1 𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝜃2 𝑋𝑡−2 + 𝜀𝑡 appears to be
cointegrated with 3 cointegrating equations. Trace statistics are higher than critical value under
level of confidence 90% in 3 first hypothesis testing but lower than critical value in fourth test.
It means there are maximum 3 cointegration equations in period June 2008 – July 2009.
Hypothesized

Trace

Critical

No. of CE(s)

Statistic

Value

None *

91.44641 72.77447

At most 1 *

55.23338 50.52532

At most 2 *

32.30738 32.26837

At most 3

15.40696 17.98038

At most 4

4.364123 7.556722
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MEASURING MARKET RISK OF CRUDE PETROLEUM AND NATURAL GAS
DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC CRISIS
Ika Diyah Candra Arifah1 and R.A. Sista Paramita2

ABSTRACT
Coronavirus pandemic has put the hardest global economics in crisis since the Great
Depression of the 1930s. This condition also impacts the energy sector in Indonesia because
consumers tend to reduce their fuel oil consumption due to the lockdown policy, and most
companies implement work from home. The decline in demand in Indonesia has exacerbated
the downward trend in crude oil prices, which was previously caused by the trade conflict
between Russia and Saudi Arabia. This study aims to evaluate and estimate nine companies'
market risk in the crude oil and natural gas sector listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange during
February – August 2020. This quantitative descriptive study uses two approaches (VAR and
CVAR) to measure and analyze risks. The empirical findings indicate that seven of nine oil
and gas sector companies face high market risk. The results of this study are expected to give
market risk prediction of oil and gas companies when facing an unpredictable crisis and its
impact on financial market performance. This paper is expected to contribute to business
practitioners, academic research, and policymakers in oil and gas-dependent economies
regarding market risk management in the pandemic crisis.
Keywords: coronavirus pandemic, crude oil and gas, VAR and CVAR, risk management.

1. INTRODUCTION
IMF reported that the Coronavirus pandemic put the hardest global economics in crisis
since the Great Depression of the 1930s (Klasa, 2020). In Indonesia, the national decline in
fuel sales reached 34.9 percent in April 2020. The same problem also occurred with the sales
of aviation fuel up to 60 percent because most flights had stopped due to the spread of the
coronavirus (CNN, 2020). This is because previously, the oil and gas sector was hit by global
sentiment such as the weakening of global crude oil prices, which occurred due to increased
supply. Also, the initial outlooks and uncertainty surrounding the pandemic's course led to a
disagreement between two of the largest oil producers, Russia and Saudi Arabia, in early
March, which began on March 8, 2020, and led to a global stock market crash. Members of the
OPEC + alliance were looking to agree on production cuts for the time of the pandemic to keep
oil prices at a healthy level. When the dialogue ended in disagreement, Saudi Arabia set to
increase extraction volumes even further, making benchmark crude oil prices freefall and
pushing the global oil and gas sector into crisis. This has already in all oil super majors slashing
1

Management Department, Faculty of Economics, Universitas Negeri Surabaya
Corresponding author: Ika Diyah Candra Arifah
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planned spending by some 20 percent, while smaller companies are expecting to be hit the
hardest. OPEC + countries, including Indonesia, have cut production since last May by as much
as 10% of global demand before the pandemic's outbreak to support rising oil prices. The
decline in prices comes amid concerns that the recovery in demand for oil and gas is slower
than expected due to the coronavirus pandemic lockdown. In the gas sector, this economic
downturn harms oil and gas exploration plans, the company's debt rating, and even makes some
foreign operators avoid high-risk exploration projects such as the case of Shell Upstream
Overseas Ltd in the Masela Block (Nugraha & Eric, 2020). In the capital market, the mining
sector during the second quarter of 2020 experienced a decrease in the index of -491,516 points
or around -28.65% compared to the first quarter of 2020 (IDX, 2020). More specifically, the
issuers in the crude petroleum and natural gas production subsector, which so far have
contributed more than 20% of GDP to Indonesia.
Indonesian stock market has been developing and popular with insider trading and
herding behavior that would create more market risk. In such a context, most investors have
been suffering huge losses due to their ignorance of potential losses (Haidar, 2015; McGee,
2009). Finding a suitable risk measurement model is crucial for supporting investors' market
risk management, especially for organizational investors in the Indonesian stock market. One
of the widely used risk measurement models is VAR (Value at Risk) approaches. The use of
VAR and CVAR in measurement models of market risk was also investigated by Powell et al.
(2017) against the S&P Goldman Sachs Commodity Index. Adesi (2016) measured the market
risk of option prices, which showed that CVAR is less sensitive to measuring risk than VAR.
The use of VAR with Markov-switching normal distribution has higher reliability in estimating
portfolio risk in four European stock markets (Valecký, 2012). The use of unconditional VAR
can also be combined with non-parametric historical simulation and EVT (extreme value
theory) such as that of Kourouma et al. (2010); however, later concluded that different results,
VAR and EVT, are more accurate in predicting losses than historical VAR. Meanwhile, some
of the latest research that the examined oil and gas market risk with VAR approach have been
done by Tran, Vo & Pham (2017) and Tran, Nguyen, Vo & MacAleer (2019) stated that Oil
and Gas are the riskiest industries among all industries in Vietnam with VAR methods and
CVAR approaches; Thinh & Quy (2017) also showed the same results even though they used
three different VAR approaches (Historical, Monte Carlo and Back Testing method) but only
at 97.5% of confidence levels while Harmantzis' research (2006) was at 99% confidence level.
Based on the explanation above, the paper's primary purpose is to estimate the market
risk of oil and gas industries in Indonesia, which has been designated as one of the four critical
industries targeted for economic development by the Indonesian Government. The research
gap offered by this study from previous studies is that this study uses VAR combined with an
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) if the conditional variance is known. As a
comparison, VAR calculations were also carried out using the historical method and the Monte
Carlo simulation. Furthermore, back-testing will be carried out as validation of the VAR
analysis. This paper is expected to give an essential contribution to business practitioners,
academic research, and policymakers in oil and gas-dependent economies regarding market
risk management in the pandemic crisis.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Stock Market During Pandemic Covid-19
Since the beginning of the year 2020, crude oil prices have hit a major slump. As of
August 17th, the OPEC basket stood at 44.94 U.S. dollars per barrel, compared to 45.37 U.S.
dollars for Brent oil and 42.89 U.S. dollars for WTI oil. Furthermore, oil demand drastically
declined following lockdowns and travel restrictions due to the coronavirus pandemic (Statista,
2020). This condition puts pressure on the Indonesian capital market, which is already
depressed by the decline in the Fed's interest rate, which has an impact on capital flights, profittaking in the first month after the first case was announced, and herding behavior, which has
an impact on decreasing the daily return of oil and gas stocks during the year. March-May 2020
period (IDX, 2020b).
Graph 1 Weekly Brent, OPEC basket, and WTI crude oil prices from December 30,
2019, to August 17, 2020 (in U.S. dollars per barrel)
80,
60,
40,
20,
0,
Dec Jan Jan Feb Feb Mar Mar Mar Apr Apr May May Jun Jun Jul 6 Jul Aug Aug
-20, 30 13 27 10 24 6 16 30 14 28 11 26 8 22
20 3 17

-40,
-60,
OPEC basket

Brent

WTI

Source: Data processed by authors from Statista (2020)

Graph 2 Mining Sector’s Trading Volume Quartal I 2020
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This condition should concern the stock market policy market because of the significant
role of the financial market in providing large incentives to promote sustainable economic
development and strengthen financial investors (Tran et al., 2019). On the other hand, to make
optimal financial decisions, investors need to consider the level of risk of shares compared to
other financial assets in the same industry and stocks in competing industries, and the market
as a whole. Every investor needs to determine the stock and industry risk level to diversify his
portfolio to minimize risk by providing the expected results. Thus, estimating risk for various
stocks and industries is an important and essential tool for investors to increase investment
efficiency and achieve optimal returns through efficient hedging of financial portfolios
(Chappele-Blanchart & Desroziers, 2020).
Several studies on the impact of Covid-19 on the stock market have shown mixed results.
Baker et al. (2020) compared stock volatility during the corona pandemic and H5N1 pandemic
(1998), SARS (2003), H1N1 (2009), and MERS (2014-2015) period and with several financial
distresses such as the Great Depression and subprime mortgage crisis in 2008. They confirmed
the strong impact of the Covid-19 pandemic on the U.S. stock market. Meanwhile, Ramelli &
Wagner (2020) also observed an increased abnormal return for the Russell 3000 companies
between January - March 2020, especially in energy companies and vice versa in
telecommunications companies. Ding et al. (2020) Analyze 6,000 firms across 56 countries in
the first quarter of 2020 which found that weekly raw returns have been less negative for firms
with stronger finance performance, for example, companies with more cash, less debt, and
larger profits and have less exposure to the pandemic through global supply chains and
customer locations. Therefore, this study finds out how oil and gas stocks respond to the Covid19 pandemic crisis in a high exposure condition and supply chain dependence of Indonesia
with China.
Value at Risk (VaR) and Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR) as Risk Measurement
Model
Risk management is a concern of many institutions and countries around the world. This
is because the financial crisis exposed uncertainty to investors' portfolios. Portfolio loss can be
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caused by movements in stock prices, exchange rates, interest rates, and commodity prices
(Jorion, 2001). Therefore, investors need a market risk measurement tool to measure and
prepare adequate capital reserves as a cushion against potential losses. Value-at-Risk (VaR) is
one of the fundamental and key approaches to this goal when it is assumed that market
movements are normal and there are no portfolio transaction costs. An index with a specified
probability and interval, VaR, is considered the threshold at which the possible loss of a marketadjusted index value exceeds the value at a certain probability level over a period of time. It is
generally agreed that the greatest attraction of VaR is to represent a risk in the form of a single
number or index. VaR is defined as the maximum amount that can be lost from a portfolio at a
certain level of confidence, usually 95%. This allows VaR to measure potential losses that may
occur in the event of an adverse movement in the market. VaR has become a standard measure
for financial analysts to measure market risk and accurately measure high price changes due to
three main characteristics: a certain level of loss, a fixed period, and a confidence level
(Angelovska, 2013).
There are three main methods for undertaking VaR measurements (Allen et al. (2012):(i)
Parametric, (ii) Historical, (iii) Monte Carlo Simulations. The parametric approach assumes
that the return and risk rates follow a particular distribution (such as normal); the historical
methods use no such assumptions and use the actual observations of returns. Meanwhile, Monte
Carlo Simulations generate random numbers (and returns) that are based on predetermined
indicators. VaR calculates the maximum loss value for a specific period of time-related to a
predetermined level of confidence. Meanwhile, CVaR has been used in various problems
related to optimizing corporate financial performance (Bird et al. 2013) and risk management
(Sarykalin et al. 2008). Boubaker and Sghaier (2013) studied CVaR in simulating the
dependency structure between financial assets and risk analysis during a financial crisis.
Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR) is then considered an alternative measure and estimate of
the level of market risk that is more effective than VaR because it can measure the conditional
marginal value that is beyond the possibility of the VaR approach. This is supported by Pflug
(2000), who showed that CVaR is a strict risk measure that combines many desirable attributes,
such as convexity and monotonicity, which are two properties that VAR cannot accommodate.
Furthermore, VaR does not represent a range of possible losses, except for the first threshold
value, whereas CVaR specifies the amount of loss encountered in the tail distribution.
Rockafellar and Uryasev (2002) analyze that for practical purposes, CVaR for portfolio
optimization problems and provide evidence that CVaR is more effective than VaR.
There are several mathematical calculations used to answer the formulation of this
research problem, namely as follows:
Return
The rate of return is calculated using the following formula:
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 = (

[𝑃 (𝑡−1)−𝑃𝑡]
𝑃𝑡

) 𝑥 100%

(3.1)

where:
Pt = return on day t
Pt + 1 = return on day t + 1
If the assets are in the form of a portfolio consisting of various assets, then the resulting
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balance is calculated:
𝑅𝑝 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖 𝑅𝑖
Where:
Rp= portfolio return
Wi= asset composition i
Ri= asset return i

(3.2)

Standard Deviation
The standard deviation represents the total risk of investment in the capital market. In
this study, the standard deviation is the square root of the yield's variance per day during the
investment period. Or in the form of a formula:
𝑠=√

̅̅̅̅2
∑𝑛
𝑖=1(𝑅−𝑅)
𝑛−1

(3.3)

Where:
s = standard deviation
R = yield per day
R = Average yield per day during the investment period.
From Bodie (2002), it is known that assets in the form of a standard deviation portfolio
are calculated by the formula:
σ𝑝2 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑤𝑖 2 𝑠𝑖 2 + ∑𝑛𝑖,𝑗 𝑤𝑖 𝑤𝑗 𝐶𝑜𝑣 (𝑟𝑖 𝑟𝑗 ) (3.4)
Where
σp : portfolio standard deviation
σi : asset i standard deviation
wi,j : asset composition i,j
Cov (ri, rj) : covariance asset i and j
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
The calculation of standard deviation stated above assumes that the data's volatility is
constant over time. This is far from reality. By Watsham (1997), constant volatility is called
homoscedastic, and volatility is not constant is called heteroscedastic. Many experts have
developed methods of calculating heteroscedastic volatility. According to Hera (2006), the
method that is often used today is the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA)
method developed by J.P. Morgan. This method estimates volatility by giving greater weight
to the volatility of the latest data. From Jorion (2001), who quotes J.P Morgan, it is known that
the EWMA equation is used:
𝜎 2= 𝜆𝜎2𝑡−1 +(1−𝜆)𝑟2𝑖=1
(3.5)
𝑖

Where:
σ₁² : variance of return in t period
rt₁ : return of t-1
λ : decay factor
λ shows the weight scale between 0-1 from the newest data observation with the previous
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period's data. The higher λ in the return data means the bigger previous volatility (persistence),
but not more reactive toward information about the latest market return. Conversely, the
smaller λ, the more volatility reactive toward the information of the previous market return.
The λ value is determined by Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), where λ value creates the
smallest error between random variable value and volatility at the same time. J.P Morgan
(1996) uses the formula as follows:
1

2
2
2
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √𝑇 ∑𝑇𝑡=1(𝑟𝑇+1
− 𝑠𝑇+
1 (𝜆))

(3.6)

T

Where,
2
𝑆𝑇+
1 = (1. 𝐹(𝑡 (𝑡 − 1) + (1 − 𝑡 )𝑋𝑡 )

(3.7)

𝑇

F (t/t-1) : forecasted variance on t-1
Xt : variance of return on t period
Jorion (2001) stated that RiskMetrics use λ = 0.94 for daily data considered λ is highly
dependent on the time span of the stock data observation. Therefore, this study will compare
the calculated value of λ with λ = 0.94 recommended by RiskMetrics.
Optimum Portfolio
The optimum portfolio formation is carried out with the help of the Ms-Excel Solver
program. The combination of stocks is chosen to produce the best reward to variability. In this
case, the Sharpe index becomes a reference, where the total risk (standard deviation) is used as
a risk measure. The Sharpe Index formula is:
𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

𝑅𝑝 − 𝑅𝑓
𝜎𝑝

(3.8)

Where:
Rp: the average portfolio return in one period
Rf: the average of the risk-free asset in one period
σp : standard deviation of the portfolio
VaR
Among various methods for calculating VaR, as previously presented, a parametric
approach was used by RiskMetrics in the empirical analysis. The parametric approach
hypothesizes that return and risk rates follow the standard normal distribution, with known
parameters. Meanwhile, portfolio risk management will be greatly helped if we can find out
the VAR of each of the components that make up the portfolio. Jorion (2001) states that CVAR
shows how much the portfolio's VAR value will change if this component is removed from the
portfolio. However, a linear CVAR approach will be more appropriate if the portfolio
components' composition is relatively small compared to the portfolio itself.
𝑉𝐴𝑅 = 𝛼. 𝜎𝑝. 𝑊
(3.9)
Where:
α: standard deviation of the portfolio
σp: the degree of trust
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W: asset value
With a confidence level of 99%, the α value is set at 2.33. This value is determined by
assuming the yield data follows a normal distribution.
Data Normality Test
The normal distribution is described as a bell with Skewness = 0, and the kurtosis height
is 3. Besides, it can also be done with the formula:
However, if the data distribution is not normal, then the α value is corrected using the
Cornish Fisher Expansion approach with the following formula:
𝑆2

𝐽𝐵 = 𝑛 ( 6 +

(𝐾−3)2
24

)

(3.10)

Where:
J.B.: Jarque-Bera
S: Skewness
K : Kurtosis
Provided that if the Jarque-Bera value is smaller than X² (Chi-Square) with α = 0.05 and
df = 2, it means the data is normal and if not, then the opposite. If the distribution is not normal,
then the Cornish-Fisger Expansion (α ') is used with α (5%) = 1.645 where the data is said to
be normal if the value (α')> Skewness coefficient, with the formula:
1

𝛼 ′ = 𝛼 − 6 (𝛼 2 − 1)𝜀

(3.11)

Where:
α ‘ = the value of α in a certain degree of trust
ɛ= Skewness coefficient
So that if the data has a negative slope, the VaR value will be greater.
VaR Components
Portfolio risk management will be greatly helped if you can find out the VAR of each of
the components that make up the portfolio. Jorion (2001) states that CVAR shows how much
the portfolio's VAR value will change if this component is removed from the portfolio.
However, a linear CVAR approach will be more appropriate if the portfolio components'
composition is relatively small compared to the portfolio itself. From Jorion (2001), to calculate
CVAR, the equation is used:
𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅 = 𝛼𝜎𝑖 𝑤𝑖 𝑊𝜌𝑖 = 𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑖 𝜌𝑖 ..
(3.12)
and 𝑉𝑎𝑅 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = 𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑖 + 𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅2 … … . +𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑅𝑛
(3.13)
Each share that makes up the portfolio will be calculated the VAR component (CVAR)
using the formula 2.12, then with the formula 2.13, the total portfolio VAR will be known.
3. DATA AND METHODS
This research's type of data is daily stock data of the Oil and Gas sector during the period
of February - August 2020. This study's population was 12 oil and gas stocks selected based
on purposive sampling criteria, which only chose companies that were actively traded on IDX
during the study period. Seven stocks were selected from these criteria, namely APEX, BIPI,
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ELSA, ENRG, ESSA, MEDC, and SURE.
VAR analysis is carried out on the optimum portfolio using the Exponentially Weighted
Moving Average (EWMA) approach if there is a known conditional variance. As a comparison,
VAR calculations were also carried out using the historical method and the Monte Carlo
simulation. Furthermore, back-testing will be carried out as validation of the VAR analysis.
The data taken in this study are secondary data and historical data from official institutions.
Daily share price data is taken from the JSX official website www.jsx.co.id or
www.finance.yahoo.com during the period of February –August 2020. Monthly Bank
Indonesia interest rate data for calculating reward to variability is obtained from the official
website of Bank Indonesia, www.bi.go.id. The return on each asset is calculated using formula
(3.1) and the asset portfolio using formula (3.2). The stationary test uses the Augmented Dicky
Fuller (ADF) test using the E-views software. Data can be said to be stationary if the ADF
value does not exceed 5%. If the data obtained is not stationary, it is necessary to make
adjustments using differencing. Each asset's standard deviation is calculated using the normal
distribution approach with the formula (3.3), while the standard deviation for the portfolio uses
equation (3.4). With the help of a solver in the MS-Excel software, we will get a combination
of assets that provides the best risk-return comparison. The Non-Parametric Sign Test is used
to prove a significant difference between the selected portfolio and the Oil and Gas index yields
as a proxy. Two tests were carried out on the selected portfolio, namely:
1. Normal Distribution Test Using the Jarque Bera Normality Test. If the yield data shows
normality, then the value is used according to the Z table (in this case, for the 95%
confidence level = 1.65). However, if it is not normal, then the α value is adjusted
according to the Cornish Fisher Expansion approach (Formula 3.11).
2. Stationary Test, which will then be tested for data volatility is constant or varies. The
stationary test was carried out by using the Augmented Dicky Fuller (ADF) test using the
E-views software. Furthermore, if the data is known to be stationary, then the volatility
variation test is carried out with the White Heteroscedastic Test. If the data is known to be
homoskedastic, then a is calculated using the formula (3.3).
Meanwhile, if the data is known to be heteroscedastic, then a is calculated using the
EWMA approach. The VAR value is calculated by the formula (3.9). The confidence level
chosen was 99% as required by Basel regulations. The validity of the VAR value was carried
out using a back-testing (Kupiec test).
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Optimum Portfolio
The Optimum Portfolio is formed from stocks that have joined at least two times in the
Oil and Gas sector's IDX list during the period of February - August 2020. Thus, seven stocks
were optimized using the Markowitz method. The yield data used is the daily yield for 138
days. The assumption used in this study is that the selected portfolio is the portfolio that
provides the best reward to variability. The risk-free return used is SBI data during the month
of observation (4,75%). After previously carried out the stationer test and proven that all stocks
are stationary, then by using the solver program on Ms-Excel, the optimum portfolio is
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obtained, presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Composition of Optimum Portfolio
Stock
APEX
BIPI
ELSA
ENRG
ESSA
MEDC
Weight

0.1952% 0.109%

0.002%

0.038%

Mean

-0.341%

-

-0.289% -

(Varian)
Daily std. 0.093 %

0.002%

0.191%
0.057 % 0.043 % 0.066 %

0.078%

0.05%

SURE
0.00009%

-0.223% -0.004%

0.232%
0.080 % 0.007 %

0.008%

deviation

The stock composition above provides the best reward to variability, which is -8% with
an average daily portfolio return of -7.94% and a standard deviation of 0.07%. The nonparametric sign test results show that there is a difference between portfolio returns and Mining
Index returns as a comparison. The Z value counted 3.1052 from the Sign Test result is greater
than the Z value limit for the 95% confidence level (1.96). Thus, it can also be concluded that
the yield on the portfolio is smaller than the yield on the Mining Index.
VAR Analysis
Before calculating the VAR Portfolio, first, the stationary test and normality test are
carried out on the formed portfolio. After it is known that the portfolio is stationary and not
normally distributed, then the α value to calculate the VAR value must be corrected using the
Cornish Fisher Expansion approach with equation (3.11). The calculation results obtained α
'value of 0.4257 for a 99% confidence level. Furthermore, heteroscedastic testing is carried out
to determine whether there is conditional variance. The test results using the E-views program
show an F-Statistic value of 1.5812 with α probability of 0.0595 so that the portfolio is
homoscedastic. Thus, daily σ is calculated by equation (3.3), which is 0.0023.
Daily VAR calculation with equation (3.9) produces a VAR value of 0.03007 (for each
Rp of the portfolio). After back-testing, the actual losses, 5 overshoots were obtained; namely,
the actual loss value was greater than the daily VAR value.
Meanwhile, with historical data obtained daily VAR -0.003781 which has an overshoot
of 6 pieces. This can also be seen in Figure 1, which shows that there are 6 dots that are smaller
than the VAR line. Meanwhile, Figure 2 shows that the distribution of historical portfolio
returns does not follow the normal distribution.
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VAR Portfolio and Daily VAR
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Figure 1. VAR Portfolio and Daily VAR
The Monte Carlo simulation is carried out by assuming that the stock price of the
portfolio is normally distributed for 138 repetitions of returns, the calculation of the Value at
Risk for the Optimum Portfolio of Shares yields (there is an N of 53,700 portfolios, a daily
VAR of 99% is -0.00276 with 13 overshoots. The relationship between the portfolio and the
daily VAR value will be clearer with the graph in Figure 2.

Distribution of Portfolio Return
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Figure 2. Distribution of Portfolio Return
Validation of the VAR portfolio model was carried out by conducting the Kupiec test
using the Total Number of Failure (TNoF) method. Based on the overshoot table (Jorion 2001),
it can be concluded that VAR EWMA, historical VAR, is valid with a confidence level of 99%.
Meanwhile, the VAR simulation Monte Carlo is valid with a confidence level of 95%. This
shows that the amount of historical data of 100 pieces is sufficient to describe the VAR. The
assumption of a normal distribution in the Monte Carlo simulation results in more overshoot
than other methods.
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Daily VAR Calculation for Portfolio Component Shares (CVAR)
Before the VAR analysis is carried out on each component of the portfolio-forming stock,
normality tests and heteroscedastic tests will be carried out to determine the a and values that
will be used in the VAR calculation.
The normality test results for each component of the stock show that the distribution is
not normal for all components of the stock. Therefore, the value of a to calculate the VAR
value must be corrected using the Cornish Fisher Expansion approach with equation (3.11).
The output of normality test results and a 'value is presented in Table 3.
Table 2. The results of the normality test and calculation of α 'component of the portfolio
stock
Stocks

APEX

BIPI

ELSA

ENRG

ESSA

MEDC

SURE

Skewness

0.068

-0.05

-0.07

0.18

0.89

0.39

0.34

Kurtosis

4.58

8.68

7.68

5.44

13.01

7.82

5.40

Jarque-Bera

308,60

625,03

585.14

325,360

943,127

179,87

56.43

Probability

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Observations 120

120

120

120

120

120

120

α'

1,67

1,40

1,12

1,59

2,96

2,00

2.33

The next step is to conduct heteroscedastic testing to find out whether there is a
conditional variance in each stock component. Heteroscedastic test results show MEDC,
ELSA, and SURE stocks are homoscedastic, while other stock components are heteroscedastic.
Therefore, the daily VAR calculation for MEDC, ELSA, and SURE shares can use equation
(3.9), while the other stock components calculate the conditional variance first. The daily
CVAR values for MEDC, ELSA, and SURE stocks in Table 3 are calculated using the formula
3.12. The overshoot calculation indicates that the CVAR calculation is valid for the 95%
confidence level.
Table 3 CVAR of MEDC, ELSA and SURE
Stock

MEDC

ELSA

SURE

α

2.003

2.27

2.12

Composition

0.05%

0.002%

0.00009%

Correlation

0.39

0.45

0.44

Δ Daily VAR

-0.059

-0.048

-0.032

Daily CVAR

-0.005

-0.005

-0.004

Overshoot

12

5

11
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VAR Analysis of Stock Components using the EWMA Method
The purpose of doing the EWMA model is to get a conditional variance estimate. There
is a phenomenon of volatility clustering in financial markets. If there is unfavorable economic
or political news, there will be a decline in the yield cluster, and the impact of the decline will
be felt for the next few days. The Decay Factor (X) in the EWMA calculation shows how much
of the yield weights closest to the current variance affect. The greater the X value, the longer
the variance will return to the average variance value before the financial market turbulence.
In this study, besides using the decay factor 0.94 set by Risk Metrics for daily data, the best X
value will also be determined by comparing the smallest Mean Square Error. The results of
calculating the decay factor for each portfolio stock component are presented in Table 4.
Table 4 The Calculation of λ and validation of stocks component
Stocks

λoptimum

Overshoot Kupiec
Overshoot Kupiec
Test ( 5%) (λ = 0.94) Test (5%)

Sign Test
(95%)

APEX

0.54

45

Valid

7

Valid

Different

BIPI

0.51

33

Valid

9

Valid

Different

ENRG

0.45

27

Different

14

Valid

Different

ESSA

0.48

35

Valid

16

Valid

Different

Table 4 shows that the daily VAR calculation of the stock component has better validity
when using a decay factor of 0.94. From the nonparametric sign test results, it can also be
concluded that for the 95% confidence level, there is a significant difference between VAR
using optimum X and X of 0.94, which is determined by Risk Metrics. The daily VAR
calculation results for the heteroscedastic stock portfolio components using the EWMA
approach are presented in Table 5. It can be seen that AVAR is smaller than the average AVAR
because there is no high volatility in the six stocks.
Table 5 Result of Non-Parametric Sign Test of CVAR
Stocks

APEX

APEX

BIPI

ELSA

ENRG

ESSA

MEDC

SURE

Different

Different

Different

Different

Sama

Different

Same

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Different

Same

Different

Different

Different

Same

Different

Different

BIPI

p= 0,13

ELSA

p = 0,87

p =0,20

ENRG

p = 0,72

p = 0,82

Same

ESSA

p = 0,51

p =0,11

p = 0,55

p =0.04

MEDC

p =0,92

p = 0.48

p = 0.76

p = 0.73

p=1

SURE

p =0.71

p = 0.82

p = 0.55

p =0.93

p=1

Different
p=0
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The nonparametric Sign Test results showed that all CVARs were significantly different
at the 95% confidence level except for CVAR APEX and MEDC, as well as CVAR ELSA
against CVAR BIPI and CVAR ENRG. This conclusion implies that there will be no significant
difference in adjusting the risk budget by eliminating/adding APEX shares or MEDC shares.
The Total Portfolio VAR calculation using equation 3.13 is much smaller than the VAR
portfolio obtained in this study. The VAR portfolio in this study amounted to 0.02007, while
the total CVAR amount was 0.00735. This happens because, at the end of the observation
period, the heteroscedastic component of stock variance is relatively low. Risk management
with CVAR will be useful when there is a surge in the variance of several components so that
investors can choose which stock components can be reduced in composition.
5. CONCLUSION
This study provides an overview of the risks faced by oil and gas stock investors in the
Indonesian capital market. The EWMA method is used because the conditional variance
phenomenon is found in this case. The model developed by Risk Metrics demonstrates validity
at a 95% confidence level. This study also concluded that the calculated VAR produced by the
EWMA method (k - 0.94) was better than the EWMA method with the optimum decay factor.
This is following RiskMetric's recommended model for calculating VAR with daily data. This
also shows that a suitable model for the Indonesian capital market is one that gives a greater
persistence weight to variance. Meanwhile, the daily VAR, which is calculated by adding up
the daily VAR value of the components of the portfolio forming stocks, is smaller than the
VAR value of the portfolio. This occurs because there is no large fluctuation of variance at the
end of the observation. This method can also be useful for investors to control and adjust
portfolio composition in the event of turmoil in the Indonesian capital market. This study only
selects the optimum portfolio based on the best reward to variability. Meanwhile, the level of
investor resilience to risk varies. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out further research for a
variety of alternative portfolio compositions. Future researchers are expected to complement
this research with stress testing that has not been carried out in this study. Or repeat for a
different time frame because the value of k is very dependent on stock price movements in the
observation period.
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MULTIPLE STOCK FACTOR-BASED RETURN CONDITIONING STRUCTURE
WITH REGRESSION TREES
Vassilis Polimenis1

ABSTRACT
Regression trees may capture nonlinear dependencies between factors and stock returns.
The informational content of the three Fama-French factors in conditioning stock returns via a
Regression Tree is demonstrated using daily stock return data for 5 major US corporations.
The first finding is that in all cases (solo and joint) the most informative factor is always the
market excess return factor. Further, three major issues are discussed: a) the balance of a
depth=1 tree as it relates to properties of the stock return distribution, b) the mechanism behind
depth=1 tree balance in a joint regression tree and c) the dominant stock in a joint regression
tree. It is shown that high skew values alone cannot explain the imbalance of the resulting tree
split as stocks with pronounced skew may produce balanced tree splits.
Keywords: machine learning, forecasting, factors, decision trees, regression trees

1. INTRODUCTION
The most well known model of market equilibrium is the CAPM (capital asset pricing
model) of Sharpe (1964) and Lintner (1965). In this model returns are explained by the slope
in the regression of an asset’s return on the market return (the market β). CAPM is an intuitively
appealing and simple model that has laid the foundations of asset pricing theory, but its major
prediction that market β suffices to explain expected returns seems to be violated in many ways
(Fama and French, 1992). In modern asset pricing, a model that precludes arbitrage can be
summarized by p=Emx with the price of an asset (p) equal to the expected priced cash-flows
(x) that the asset can generate, and m a stochastic discount factor. A significant goal is to
identify the factors comprising m that best explain expected returns on all assets. An asset
pricing model that provides a better description of average returns and has in many ways
replaced CAPM is the three-factor model of Fama and French (1993). The three-factor model
is based on a time-series regression of excess portfolio returns of the type
R(t) - rf(t) = a + b∙mex(t) + s∙smb(t) + h∙hml(t) + e(t)

(1)

with R(t) the return on a security or portfolio for period t, rf(t) the risk-free return, mex(t)
the excess return on the value-weight (VW) market portfolio above the risk-free asset, smb(t)
1

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
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the return on a diversified portfolio of small stocks minus the return on a diversified portfolio
of big stocks, hml(t) the difference between the returns on diversified portfolios of high and
low book-to-market (B/M) ratio stocks.
If the three-factor sensitivities b, s and h in (1) capture most variation in expected returns,
the true value of the intercept a in (1) should be near zero for well -priced securities or
portfolios. The success of (1) in explaining returns is such that most empirical research on asset
pricing routinely includes the three-factor model among the alternatives. In many instances,
when the issue is to measure the performance of a proposed new asset pricing model, an often
used benchmark becomes the degree at which the model comes close to explaining as much of
the cross-section of average returns as the three-factors.
Given the success and almost universal acceptance of the simple linear regression (1), it
is interesting to analyze the informational content of the three factors in explaining stock
returns when the analysis is allowed to consider non-linear dependencies between factors and
stock returns. One of the significant predictive modelling approaches used in machine learning,
and data mining are the Decision trees. Due to their enhanced intelligibility and simplicity
Decision trees are among the most popular machine learning algorithms. In particular, Decision
trees where the target variable can take continuous values (as in fitting financial return data)
are called regression trees (RT).1 The use of the regression tree for the analysis of single stock
returns is demonstrated in Polimenis (2020). In that paper, using daily returns for IBM during
the 5-year period from 1/5/2015-30/4/2020 it is found that a) the excess return factor carries
the highest informational strength among the three factors and b) when the analysis is limited
to SMB and HML, the Small Minus Big return factor is the factor with the most information.
Using the same 5-year period from 1/5/2015-30/4/2020, the analysis here demonstrates
joint regression tree analysis for two stocks. The question is not only the informational value
of the 3 factors but also how balanced the depth 1 regression tree is and its relation to the
underlying stock volatility, skew, and kurtosis. It is found that despite the obvious intuition
about a relation of the tree balance to stock return skew, skewness alone is not enough to
explain it as there are cases where stocks with high skew produce more balanced trees.
2. METHODOLOGY
In the analysis here, stock return data are jointly fit to the 3 Fama-French factors via a
Regression Tree (RT), a non-parametric supervised learning method. When using factors with
a RT, the goal is to obtain a model that conditions expected US returns by learning simple
decision rules inferred from the factors. The analysis is jointly performed for various pairs of
major US corporations and for a limited sample period, and thus it is only done for
demonstration purposes and not for statistical inference.
An important benefit of using a RT to uncover conditional factor information on returns
is that a RT produces a white box model. This means that when a given situation is observable
in the model, the conditioning structure is easily understood via boolean logic. By contrast, in
1

For more on Decision Trees see Breiman et. al. (1994), Quinlan (1993) and Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman
(2009)
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a black box model (such as the one produced by an artificial neural network), results can be
difficult to interpret. A second benefit for the use of Trees is that little data preparation is needed
before RTs are employed. On the contrary, other methods require data normalisation, the use
of dummy variables etc.
Given n factors stored in tuples X(t) and portfolio returns y(t), a Regression tree
recursively partitions the factor space in hyper-rectangles such that the samples with similar
portfolio returns are grouped together. Let the sub-sample at node m be represented by Q. For
each candidate split θ=(j,km) consisting of a factor j and a threshold value km the tree further
partitions the sample into the left and right subsets
Qleft (θ) = [X(t),y(t)] | Xj(t) < km
Qright (θ) = [X(t),y(t)] | Q \ Qleft (θ)
In order to choose the best split point in a regression tree predictive modeling situation
all input variables and all possible split points are evaluated and chosen in a greedy algorithm.
The cost function that is minimized when choosing split points is the sum squared error across
all training samples against their sub-region prediction
Minfor all split points Σi(yi – prediction(yi))2
where y is the target output for the training sample and prediction is the predicted output
for the specific rectangle where y is placed. The algorithm maximizes the drop in that value
when moving from a node to its children.
Factor data (the features in machine learning terminology) comprise 3 return factors. The
first and most well known factor is the excess return on the market1 above the risk free rate2
mex(t) = Rm(t) - Rf(t)
The other 2 factors are the so-called Fama-French factors. The Fama/French factors3 are
constructed using the 6 value-weight portfolios formed on size and book-to-market. 4 SMB
(Small Minus Big) is the average return on the three small portfolios minus the average return
1

Market return is calculated as a value-weight return of all firms incorporated in the US and listed on the
NYSE, AMEX, or NASDAQ at the beginning of month t, have good share and price data at the beginning of t,
and good return data for period (t).
2

the one-month Treasury bill rate (from Ibbotson Associates)

3

Factor data were downloaded from the French data library
https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/index.html
4

See https://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html for the description of the 6
size/book-to-market portfolios
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on the three big portfolios.
SMB = 1/3 (Small Value + Small Neutral + Small Growth) - 1/3 (Big Value + Big Neutral
+ Big Growth)
HML (High Minus Low) is the average return on the two value portfolios minus the
average return on the two growth portfolios,
HML = 1/2 (Small Value + Big Value) - 1/2 (Small Growth + Big Growth)
When using a regression tree with more than one stocks we have a multi-target (or multioutput) tree. If there were no correlation among the n targets, the obvious way to solve the
problem would be to build n independent trees, i.e. one for each target. However, stock returns
are highly correlated, and thus obtaining one tree per target is not informationally optimal.
Instead, when a single model capable of predicting simultaneously n stocks is built correlation
information enters the tree structure.
This is a first analysis of the following three issues: a) when solo stock analysis is
performed, the mechanism behind single depth tree balance b) the mechanism behind single
depth tree balance in a joint regression tree and c) the dominant stock in a joint regression tree.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the analysis here, 5 years of daily stock return data for 5 major US companies:
International Business Machines Corp. (IBM), The Coca-Cola Company (KO), The Bank of
New York Mellon (BK), The Procter & Gamble Company (PG), and Alphabet Inc (GOOG).
Daily data for the period from 1/5/2015 to 30/4/2020 are used. The sample comprises 1259
daily returns. Basic return statistics for the 5 stock returns during the specific period, are shown
in Table 1a. In Table 1b the covariance matrix for the 5 stock returns is shown.
A key question that needs to be addressed is the degree of balance of a tree. In an effort
to explain the tree balance (or lack of balance thereof) it is natural to measure target return
skewness. Skewness for all 5 stock returns for the period is calculated to -0.27, -1.03 , -0.48,
0.585, 0.66 for IBM, KO, BK, PG and GOOG respectively. Skewness and excess kurtosis in
a sample plays a significant role in determining the split point. A very positive skewness (as is
the case for PG and GOOG) implies that the outliers are on the right, and thus intuitively should
tend to push the split to the right of the distribution. Skewness alone is not enough to determine
the split. kurtosis (or better excess kurtosis) is also important in the split formation as it
determines the magnitude of the tails.
Limiting to max depth = 1, the solo 3-factor regression tree analysis for IBM is shown in
Table 3a and the tree is plotted in Figure 1 (see discussion in Polimenis 2020). The split
criterion is based on market excess returns factor. Total parent mse of 2.45bp is split on the left
for approx. 3bp and 1.77bp on the right. Expected conditional mse is 1.94 = (172/1259) ∙ 3 +
(1087/1259) ∙ 1.77 with a .51 mse drop from the 2.45 parent value.
Next the analysis proceeds with the solo and joint tree regressions of the remaining 4
stocks (tree plots are shown in Figures 2, 3, 4 and 5). Joint trees are always done with IBM as
it exhibits the lowest skew and kurtosis among the 5 stocks (i.e. the stock closest to normality).
The first finding is that in all cases (solo and joint) the most informative factor remains the
market excess return factor mex.
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With respect to the KO analysis (Table 3b), the solo RT differs from that of IBM with
the solo split for KO the point mex <= -3.5%. On the left branch (fig. 2), KO returns are
expected to have ER = -490bp versus ER=10bp for the right. With respect to the joint analysis
the split point for the joint regression tree [mex <= - 70bp] is dominated by IBM. On the left
branch, IBM returns are expected to have ER = -180bp versus ER=30bp for the right. On the
left branch, KO returns are expected to have ER = -110bp versus ER=20bp for the right.
With respect to the BK analysis (Table 3c and Figure 3), the split point differs from that
of IBM with the solo split for BK the point mex <= -100bp. On the left branch, BK returns are
expected to have ER = -260bp versus ER=30bp for the right. With respect to the joint analysis
the split point for the joint regression tree [mex <= - 90bp] is roughly ⅔ dominated by BK.1
On the left branch, IBM returns are expected to have ER = -200bp (vs. -180bp for the solo IBM
tree) versus ER=20bp on the right. On the left branch, BK returns are expected to have ER = 240bp versus ER=30bp for the right.
With respect to the PG analysis (Table 3d and Figure 4), the 1st split point for PG differs
significantly from that of IBM with the solo split for PG placed well to the right of the
distribution at mex <= 300bp. On the left branch, PG returns are expected to have ER = 0 versus
ER=500bp for the right. The reason for such an unbalanced tree is interesting and should be
further investigated. One approach is to explain it via the highly positive skew for PG returns
at .585. Yet highly positive skew alone is not enough to explain it as GOOG (see Figure 5) has
even more pronounced skew at .66 but produces a more balanced tree split. With respect to the
joint analysis (Figure 4), we observe that the split point for the joint regression tree [mex <= 70bp] is again (similarly with the other highly skewed tree case of KO) dominated by IBM. On
the left branch, PG returns are expected to have ER = -100bp versus ER=20bp for the right.
With respect to the GOOG analysis (Table 3e and Figure 5) and despite GOOG returns
obtaining the highest skew at .66, the RT appears quite balanced at mex <= -40bp. On the left
branch, GOOG returns are expected to have ER = -140bp versus ER=50bp for the right. With
respect to the joint analysis (Figure 5), we observe that the split point for the joint regression
tree [mex <= - 70bp] is again dominated by the IBM split despite the fact that GOOG is more
volatile at 2.92bp (vs 2.45bp for IBM), more skewed at .66 (vs -.27 for IBM), has more kurtosis
at 11.90 (vs 10.90 for IBM) and attains a more balanced depth 1 tree at 22-78% (vs 13.66 86.34% for IBM). On the left branch, GOOG returns are expected to have ER = -190bp versus
ER=40bp for the right.
Thus, stock return skewness does not seem to explain tree imbalance as the most balanced
tree is attained by GOOG that also happens to have the highest positive skew of .66 in the
sample. On the contrary KO with the most negative return skew (-1.07) produces an unbalanced
tree. A second observation is that in many cases, IBM that has the least skew and kurtosis in
the set of the 5 stocks, seems to dominate depth=1 joint trees (for KO, PG and GOOG). Joint
tree between IBM and BK is ⅔ dominated by BK.

1

volatility for BK stock returns at 2.97bp vs. 2.45bp for IBM (see Table 1b)
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4. CONCLUSION
In order to better understand factor-based conditioning information with respect to
expected stock returns, and given the almost universal acceptance of the simple linear
regression three-factor model, the use of an important machine learning technique, the
regression tree for the joint analysis of stock returns demonstrated. Daily stock return data of
5 major US corporations (IBM, KO, BK, PG and GOOG) are fit to the 3 factors (market excess
return, SMB and HML) via a Regression Tree (RT). The strongest finding is that in all cases
(solo and joint) the most informative factor is the market excess return factor. Three major
issues are discussed: a) when solo stock analysis is performed, the balance of a depth=1 tree as
it relates to properties of the stock return distribution, b) the mechanism behind depth=1 tree
balance in a joint regression tree and c) the dominant stock in a joint regression tree. The
explanation behind an unbalanced tree is interesting and should be further investigated. Despite
an obvious intuition to attribute tree imbalance to return skew, it is shown that high skew values
alone cannot explain the phenomenon as stocks with pronounced skew may produce balanced
tree splits.
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Table 1a. Basic daily percentage return statistics for 5 major US companies: International
Business Machines Corp. (IBM), The Coca-Cola Company (KO), The Bank of New York
Mellon (BK), The Procter & Gamble Company (PG), and Alphabet Inc (GOOG). Daily
data for the period from 1/5/2015 to 30/4/2020 are used. The sample comprises 1259 daily
returns.
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Table 1b. Variance - covariance matrix for daily percentage returns for 5 major US
companies: International Business Machines Corp. (IBM), The Coca-Cola Company (KO),
The Bank of New York Mellon (BK), The Procter & Gamble Company (PG), and Alphabet
Inc (GOOG). Daily data for the period from 1/5/2015 to 30/4/2020 are used.

Table 2a. Basic daily factor percentage return statistics for the 3 factors during the 5year period 1/5/2015 to 30/4/2020
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Table 2b. Skewness and kurtosis for the 3 factors

Table 2c. Various solo (for IBM, KO, BK, PG and GOOG) and joint (one of KO, BK,
PG and GOOG jointly with IBM) depth =1 trees fit based on the 3-factor model.
IBM

KO

BK

PG

GOOG

variance

2.45bp

1.39bp

2.97bp

1.60bp

2.92bp

skew

-.27

-1.03

-.48

.585

.66

kurtosis

10.90

13.50

16.50

16.00

11.90

1st split

-70bp

-350bp

-100bp

300bp

-40bp

Solo tree
balance

13.66 86.34%

1-99%

9.5-90.5%

99-1%

22-78%

Joint tree
balance

na

13.66 86.34%

10.5-89.5%

13.66 86.34%

13.66 86.34%

1st Joint split

na

-70bp

-90bp

-70bp

-70bp
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Table 3a. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor IBM analysis with depth = 1. We observe
that a) the most informative factor is the market excess return factor mex, and b) the split point
is mex <= - .745%. On the left branch, IBM returns are expected to have ER = -178.5bp versus
ER=28.8bp for the right. Total mse of 2.45bp is split on the left for approx. 3bp and 1.77bp on
the right. Expected mse is 1.94 with a .51 mse drop from the 2.45 parent value.

Figure 1. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor IBM analysis tree plot with depth = 1.
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Table 3b. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor KO 3-factor KO analysis with depth = 1.
Total mse of 1.39bp drops to 1.13. Tree is highly unbalanced.

Figure 2. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor KO and Multi-target [i.e. combined] joint
IBM and KO tree plot with depth = 1.
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Table 3c. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor BK analysis with depth = 1. Parent mse
drops from 2.964 to 2.263.

Figure 3. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor BK and Multi-target [i.e. combined] joint
IBM and BK tree plot with depth = 1.
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Table 3d. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor PG analysis with depth = 1. Total mse
drops from 1.60 to 1.33. Split is highly unbalanced and heavy to the left.

Figure 4. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor PG and Multi-target [i.e. combined] joint
IBM and PG analysis plots with depth = 1.
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Table 3e. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor GOOG analysis with depth = 1.

Figure 5. Single-target [i.e. separate] 3-factor GOOG and Multi-target [i.e. combined] joint
IBM and GOOG plots with depth = 1.
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ON THE VALUATION OF OPTIMAL AND COHERENT ECONOMIC-CAPITAL
PORTFOLIOS UNDER ADVERSE FINANCIAL MARKET PERSPECTIVES
Prof. Mazin A. M. Al Janabi, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT
This paper examines from portfolio managers perspective the performance of liquidity
adjusted risk modeling in obtaining optimal and coherent economic capital structures, subject
to meaningful operational and financial constraints as specified by the fund manager.
Specifically, the paper proposes a re-engineered and robust approach to optimal economic
capital allocation, in a Liquidity-Adjusted Value at Risk (L-VaR) framework, and particularly
from the perspective of trading portfolios that have both long and short trading. This paper
expands previous approaches by explicitly modeling the liquidation of trading portfolios, over
the holding period, with the aid of an appropriate scaling of the multiple-assets’ L-VaR matrix
along with GARCH-M technique to forecast conditional volatility and expected return.
Moreover, in this paper, the authors develop a dynamic nonlinear portfolio selection model and
an optimization algorithm which allocates both economic capital and trading assets by
minimizing L-VaR subject to the constraints that the expected return, trading volume and
liquidation horizon should meet the budget limits set by the fund manager. The empirical
results strongly confirm the importance of enforcing financially and operationally meaningful
nonlinear and dynamic constraints, when they are available, on the L-VaR optimization
procedure.
Keywords: Economic Capital; Emerging Markets; GCC Financial Markets; LiquidityAdjusted Value at Risk; Liquidity Risk; Portfolio Management.

1. INTRODUCTION
The significance of assessing the market risk of portfolios of financial securities has long
been acknowledged by academics and practitioners. In recent years, the growth of trading
activities and instances of financial market upheavals has prompted new research underlining
the necessity for market participants to develop reliable dynamic portfolio management and
risk assessment methods and algorithms. In measuring market risk of trading portfolios, one
technique advanced in the literature involves the use of Value at Risk (VaR) models that
ascertain how much the value of a trading portfolio would plunge, in monetary terms, over a
given period of time with a given probability as a result of changes in market prices. From a
portfolio market risk point of view, VaR faces some major difficulties. Three of the most
researched and discussed issues are the non-normal behavior of market returns, volatility
clustering and the impact of illiquid securities. The effect of the latter on portfolio risk
1
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management and dynamic economic capital allocation under market liquidity constraints is the
main focus of this paper.
Indeed, methods for measuring market (or trading) risk have been well developed and
standardized in the academic as well as the banking world. Asset liquidity trading risk, on the
other hand, has received less attention from researchers, perhaps because it is less significant
in developed countries where most of the market risk methodologies were originated.
Nonetheless, the combination of the recent rapid expansion of emerging markets’ trading
activities and the recurring turbulence in those markets, in light of the aftermaths of the subprime financial crisis, has propelled asset liquidity trading risk to the forefront of market risk
management research and development (Al Janabi, 2008 and 2010).
To address the above deficiency, in this paper we characterize trading risk for emerging
equity markets by using a multivariate Liquidity-Adjusted Value at Risk (L-VaR) approach
that focuses on the modeling of optimum L-VaR under the notion of illiquid and adverse market
conditions and by exercising different correlation factors and liquidity horizon periods. The
overall objective of this paper is to construct different equity portfolios, which include several
stock markets indices of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) zone, and to evaluate the risk
characteristics of such a portfolio besides examining an optimization algorithm process for
assessing economic capital efficient and coherent market portfolios. To this end, we propose a
general trading risk model that accounts for the characteristics of the series of equity price
returns—for example, fat tails (leptokurtosis), skewness, correlation factors, and liquidity
horizons—and adequately forecasts market risk within a short time horizon.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND OBJECTIVES
Based on studies to date, there is little agreement as to the best method for developing
VaR risk measures. However, literature related to VaR is continually growing as researchers
attempt to reconcile several pending issues. The prior literature on VaR and portfolio risk
management has been focused on two distinct lines of research. The first category focuses
mainly on the use of different VaR models for market and credit risk management and for
selecting optimal portfolios within VaR framework, whereas the second category emphasizes
the development of asset liquidity risk as an integral part of market risk and, therefore, leads to
several approaches for the estimation of L-VaR. Below we discuss some of the relevant
literature classified according to the above two categories.
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Literature Review on Optimal Portfolio Selection within a Value at Risk (VaR)
Structure
The literature on measuring financial risks and volatility using VaR models is extensive,
yet Jorion (2007) and Dowd et al. (2004) should be pointed out for their integrated approach to
the topic. The general recognition and use of large scale VaR models have initiated a
considerable literature including statistical descriptions of VaR and assessments of different
modeling techniques. For a comprehensive survey, and the different VaR analysis and
techniques, one can refer to Jorion (2007).
On another front, other authors have investigated the use of VaR for the selection of
optimum portfolios and for active portfolio management. For instance, Campbell et al. (2001)
develop an optimal portfolio selection model which maximizes expected return subject to a
downside risk constraint rather than standard deviation alone. The suggested model allocates
financial assets by maximizing expected return conditional on the constraint that the expected
maximum loss should be within the VaR limits set by the risk manager. Additionally, the
authors develop a performance index similar to the Sharpe ratio, which for the special case
when expected returns are assumed to be normally distributed provides almost identical results
to the mean-variance approach. In another study, Yiu (2004) examines the optimal portfolio
problem by imposing VaR as a dynamic constraint. This approach provides a path to control
risks in the optimal portfolio and to satisfy the requirement of regulators on the assessment of
market risks. Furthermore, the VaR constraint is derived for some risky assets plus a risk-free
asset and is imposed continuously over time and the problem is formulated as a constrained
utility maximization problem over a period of time. Under this formulation and the obtained
numerical results, the author argues that investments in risky assets are optimally reduced by
the imposed VaR constraint. This is due to the fact that the VaR constraint is applied over time
so that there is a direct relationship between the VaRs and portfolio holdings at each instant.
Finally, in a relatively recent study, Alexander and Baptista (2008) look at the impact of adding
a VaR constraint to the problem of an active manager who seeks to outperform a benchmark
by a given percentage. In doing so, the authors minimize the tracking error variance (TEV) by
using the model of Roll (1992). As such, the authors obtain three main results. First, portfolios
on the constrained mean-TEV boundary still display three-fund separation; however, the
weights of the three funds when the constraint binds differ from those in Roll's model. Second,
the VaR constraint mitigates the problem that when a manager seeks to outperform a
benchmark using the mean-TEV model, he or she selects a portfolio that is mean-variance
inefficient. Finally, when short-sales are not permitted, the extent to which the constraint
decreases the optimal portfolio's efficiency loss can still be noteworthy but is less significant
than when short-sales are permitted.
Literature Related to Liquidity-Adjusted Value at Risk (L-VaR) Modeling
The combination of the latest swift expansion of emerging markets’ trading activities and
the persistent turbulence in those markets has impelled liquidity trading risk to the vanguard of
market risk management research and development. To this end, within the VaR framework,
Jarrow and Subramanian (1997) provide a market impact model of liquidity by considering the
optimal liquidation of an investment portfolio over a fixed horizon. They derive the optimal
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execution strategy by determining the sales schedule that will maximize the expected total sales
values, assuming that the period until liquidation is given as an exogenous factor.
Bangia et al. (1999) approach liquidity risk from another angle and provide a model of
VaR adjusted for what they call exogenous liquidity—defined as common to all market players
and unaffected by the actions of any one participant. It comprises such execution costs as order
processing costs and adverse selection costs resulting in a given bid-ask spread faced by
investors in the market. On the contrary, endogenous liquidity is specific to one’s position in
the market and depends on one’s actions and varies across market participants.
In his research papers, Al Janabi (2012, 2013, 2014) establishes a practical framework
for the measurement, management and control of trading risk. This literature provides realworld risk management techniques and strategies (drawn from a practitioner viewpoint) that
can be applied to equity trading portfolios in emerging markets. The intent is to propose a
simple approach for including of liquidation trading risk in standard VaR analysis and to
capture the liquidity risk arising due to illiquid trading positions by obtaining an L-VaR
estimation. The key methodological contribution is a different and less conservative liquidity
scaling factor than the conventional root-t multiplier.
Objectives of Current Study
In spite of the increasing importance of the GCC financial markets, there is very little
published research in this respect and particularly within liquidity trading risk management
context. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, no work has been published yet in any
international literature on liquidity risk management and coherent economic capital allocation
that considers the GCC countries as a case study in advanced risk management applications.
As such, this paper aims to capture liquidity risk arising due to illiquid trading positions and to
obtain L-VaR and coherent economic capital assessments.
This paper shows that the performance of efficient and coherent economic capital
portfolios depends on the expected return, individual L-VaR positions, liquidity horizons of
each trading asset, and the set of portfolio weights. Moreover, in this work, the relative
performance of the L-VaR and economic capital selection model is compared in a dynamic
asset allocation framework. The objective of the dynamic asset allocation is to find the
optimum equity asset allocation mix by minimizing L-VaR and economic capital subject to the
imposition of operational and financial constraints based on fundamental asset management
considerations.
3. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS OF L-VAR AND ECONOMIC CAPITAL
A Parametric L-VaR Approach for the Assessment of Trading Risk Exposure
To calculate VaR using the parametric method, the volatility of each risk factor is
extracted from a pre-defined historical observation period and can be estimated using GARCHM model. The potential effect of each component of the portfolio on the overall portfolio value
is then worked out. These effects are then aggregated across the whole portfolio using the
correlations between the risk factors (which are, again, extracted from the historical
observation period) to give the overall VaR value of the portfolio with a given confidence level.
As such, for a single trading position the absolute value of VaR can be defined in monetary
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terms as follows (Al Janabi, 2010):
VaRi = | (i -  * i ) (Mark-to-Market Value of Asseti * Fxi ) |

(1)

where i is the expected return of the asset,  is the confidence level (or in other words,
the standard normal variant at confidence level ) and i is the conditional volatility of the
return of the security that constitutes the single position and can be estimated using a GARCHM model. While the Mark-to-Market Value of Asseti indicates the amount of investment in
asset i, Fxi denotes the unit foreign exchange rate of asset i. If the expected return of the asset,
i  is very small, then equation (1) can be reduced to:
VaRi = |  * i * Mark-to-Market Value of Asseti * Fxi |

(2)

Indeed, equation (2) includes some simplifying assumptions, yet it is routinely used by
researchers and practitioners in the financial markets for the estimation of VaR for a single
trading position.
Trading risk in the presence of multiple risk factors is determined by the combined
effect of individual risks. The extent of the total risk is determined not only by the magnitudes
of the individual risks but also by their correlations. Portfolio effects are crucial in risk
management not only for large diversified portfolios but also for individual instruments that
depends on several risk factors. For multiple assets or portfolio of assets, VaR is a function of
each individual security’s risk and the correlation factor [  i, j ] between the returns on the
individual securities as follows:
This formula is a general one for the calculation of VaR for any portfolio regardless of
the number of securities. It should be noted that the second term of the above formula is
VaRP =

n

n

i =1

j =1

 

VaRi VaR j  i , j =

VaR T   VaR 

(3)

rewritten in terms of matrix-algebra—a useful form to avoid mathematical complexity, as more
and more securities are added.
Incorporating Asset Liquidity Risk into L-VaR Models
In effect, if returns are independent and they can have any elliptical multivariate
distribution, then it is possible to convert the VaR horizon parameter from daily to any t–day
horizon, such as:
The above formula was proposed and used by J.P. Morgan in their earlier RiskMetricsTM
VaR (t − day ) = VaR (1 − day ) t
( 4)
method (1994). This methodology implicitly assumes that liquidation occurs in one block sale
at the end of the holding period and that there is one holding period for all assets, regardless of
their inherent trading liquidity structure. In order to allow for the full illiquidity of equity assets
(that is, the required unwinding period to liquidate an asset) we define the following:

t = number of liquidation days (t–days to liquidate the entire equity asset fully)

adj 2 = variance of the illiquid equity trading position; and
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adj = liquidity risk factor or standard deviation of the illiquid equity trading position.
The proposed approach assumes that the trading position is closed out linearly over tdays and hence it uses the logical assumption that the losses due to illiquid trading positions
over t-days are the sum of losses over the individual trading days. Moreover, we can assume
with reasonable accuracy that asset returns and losses due to illiquid trading positions are
independent and identically distributed (iid) and serially uncorrelated day–to-day along the
liquidation horizon and that the variance of losses due to liquidity risk over t-days is the sum
of the variance (i2, for all i =1,2…,t) of losses on the individual days, thus:

(

 adj =  1 +  2 +  3 +  +  t − 2 +  t −1 +  t
2

2

2

2

2

2

2

)

(5)

In fact, the square root-t approach (equation [4]) is a simplified special case of equation
(5) under the assumption that the daily variances of losses throughout the holding period are

(

)

2
 adj =  1 +  1 +  1 +  +  1 = t  1
all the same as first day variance,  1 , thus
. As
such, for this special linear liquidation case and under the assumption that the variance of losses
of the first trading day decreases linearly each day (as a function of t) we can derive from
equation (5) the following:
t −1 2 2 t − 2 2 2
3
2
1
 t
2
2
2
2
2
 adj =  ( ) 2 1 + (
) 1 +(
)  1 +  + ( ) 2 1 + ( ) 2 1 + ( ) 2 1 
(6)
t
t
t
t
t
 t

In the general case of t-days, the variance of the liquidity risk factor is given by the
following mathematical functional expression of t:
2

2

2

2

2

2

t −1 2
t−2 2
3
2
1 
2
2  t
 adj =  1  ( ) 2 + (
) +(
) +  + ( )2 + ( )2 + ( )2 
t
t
t
t
t 
 t

(7 )

To calculate the sum of the squares, it is convenient to use a short-cut approach. From
mathematical finite series the following relationship can be obtained:
t (t + 1) (2t + 1)
6
Hence, after substituting equation (8) into equation (7), the following can be achieved:

(t) 2 + (t − 1 ) 2 + (t − 2 ) 2 +  + ( 3 ) 2 + ( 2 ) 2 + ( 1 ) 2 =

(8)

1
2
2  (2t + 1) (t + 1) 
{(t) 2 + (t − 1 ) 2 + (t − 2 ) 2 +  + ( 3 ) 2 + ( 2 ) 2 + ( 1 ) 2 } or  adj =  1 
(9)

2
6t
t


Accordingly, from equation (9) the liquidity risk factor can be expressed in terms of
volatility (or standard deviation) as:

 adj =  1
2

2

 adj =  1 



1
[ (t) 2 + (t − 1 ) 2 + (t − 2 ) 2 +  + ( 3 ) 2 + ( 2 ) 2 + ( 1 ) 2 ] or  adj =  1 
2
t

(2t + 1) (t + 1) 
6t

(10)
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Likewise, in order to perform the calculation of L-VaR under illiquid market conditions,
it is possible to use the liquidity factor of equation (10) and define the following:
L − VaRadj = VaR

(2t + 1) (t + 1)

(11)

6t

where VaR = Value at Risk under liquid market conditions and; L-VaRadj = Value at Risk
under illiquid market conditions. As a matter of fact, the number of liquidation days (t)
necessary to liquidate the entire equity assets fully is related to the choice of the liquidity
threshold and in actual practices it is generally estimated as:
t = Total Trading Position Size of Asseti / Daily Trading Volume of Asseti
(12)
In order to calculate the L-VaR for the full trading portfolio under illiquid market
conditions ( L − VaRPadj ), the above mathematical formulation can be extended, with the aid of
equation (3), into a matrix-algebra form to yield the following:
L − VaR Padj =

L − VaR     L − VaR 
T

adj

(13)

adj

On another front, the annual economic capital necessary to support trading activities
under illiquid normal and severe market settings can be defined as:

 
Economic Capital ( EC ) =  EC 
  

H

 
=  EC 
  

H

where

 EC

n

n

i =1

j =1

 BU



 BU

L − VaR     L − VaR 

is the economic capital quantile of 3.43,

L − VaRi L − VaR j  i , j
T

adj



(14)

adj

is the daily VaR quantile as

illustrated in equation (1), H is the number of active trading days in the year,

BU

is the

correlation factor required to account for the diversification benefit provided by having the
equity trading risk unit as one of a number of diversified financial businesses.
4. ASSESSMENT OF RISK EXPOSURE AND ECONOMIC CAPITAL
In this work, database of daily return of six GCC stock markets’ main indicators (indices)
are gathered, filtered and adequately adapted for the creation of relevant inputs for the
calculation of all risk factors. Historical database (of more than six years) of daily closing index
levels, for the period 17/10/2004-22/05/2009, are assembled for the purpose of carrying out
this study and further for the construction of market and liquidity risk management parameters.
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The total numbers of indices that are considered in this work are nine indices, detailed as
follows:
DFM General Index (United Arab Emirates; Dubai Financial Market General Index);
ADSM Index (United Arab Emirates, Abu Dhabi Stock Market Index); BA All Share Index
(Bahrain, All Share Stock Market Index); KSE General Index (Kuwait, Stock Exchange
General Index); MSM30 Index (Oman, Muscat Stock Market Index); DSM20 Index (Qatar,
Doha Stock Market General Index); SE All Share Index (Saudi Arabia, All Share Stock Market
Index); Shuaa GCC Index (Shuaa Capital, GCC Stock Markets Benchmark Index); Shuaa Arab
Index (Shuaa Capital, Arab Stock Markets Benchmark Index).
Moreover, in this work index returns are defined as Ri,t = ln(Pi,t) - ln(Pi,t-1) where Ri,t is
the daily return of index i, ln is the natural logarithm; Pi,t is the current level of index i, and
Pi,t-1 is the previous day index level. Furthermore, for this particular study we have chosen a
confidence interval of 95% (or 97.5% with “one-tailed” loss side) and several liquidation time
horizons to compute L-VaR. Furthermore, an iterative optimization-algorithm software
package is programmed for the purpose of creating trading portfolios of the above indices and
consequently for carrying out L-VaR and economic capital scenario-analysis under extreme
illiquid market conditions and by implementing different correlation factors. The analysis of
data and discussions of relevant findings and results of this study are organized and explained
as follows:
Optimization of Economic Capital Efficient & Coherent Portfolios
Optimized portfolios do normally not perform as well in practice as one would expect
from theory. For example, they are often outperformed by simple allocation strategies such as
the equally weighted portfolio (Jobson and Korkie [1981]) or the global minimum variance
portfolio (Jorion, [1991]). It is well documented (Michaud [1989]) that mean-variance
optimizers, if left to their own devices, can sometimes lead to unintuitive portfolios with
extreme positions in asset classes. Consequently, these "optimized" portfolios are not
necessarily well diversified and exposed to unnecessary ex-post risk (Michaud [1989]).
Therefore, large estimation errors in expected returns and/or variances/covariances will
introduce errors in the optimized portfolio weights (Fabozzi et al. [2006]).
In this work we develop a model for optimizing portfolio risk-return with economic
capital constraints using realistic operational and financial scenarios and conduct a case study
on optimizing equity portfolios of the six GCC stock markets. The case study shows that the
optimization algorithm, which is based on linear programming techniques, is very stable and
efficient in handling different liquidity horizons and correlation factors. Moreover, the
approach can tackle large number of equity securities and rational fund management scenarios.
Indeed, the economic capital risk management constraints (reduced to linear constraints) can
be used in various applications to bound percentiles of loss distributions.
Essentially, our approach is a straightforward extension of the classic Markowitz meanvariance approach, where the original risk measure, variance, is replaced by L-VaR and
economic capital algorithms. The task is attained here by minimizing economic capital, while
requiring a minimum expected return subject to several financially meaningful operational
constraints.
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Constrained Optimization of Economic Capital Efficient & Coherent Portfolios
The optimization process is based on the definition of economic capital as the minimum
possible loss over a specified time horizon within a given confidence level. The iterativeoptimization modeling algorithm solves the problem by finding the market positions that
minimize the loss, subject to the fact that all constraints are satisfied within their boundary
values. For the sake of simplifying the optimization algorithm and thereafter its analysis, a
volume trading position limit of 10 million AED is assumed as a constraint—that is the equity
trading entity must keep a maximum overall market value of different equities of no more than
10 million AED (between long and short-sales positions). As such, Figures (1) and (2) provide
evidence of the empirical economic capital’s efficient frontiers (under 1-day and 10-days
liquidation horizons respectively) defined using a 97.5% confidence level. As mentioned
above, the optimal portfolio selection is performed by relaxing the short sale constraint, for the
different equity assets. On the other hand, efficient portfolios cannot always be attained (e.g.
short-sales without realistic lower boundaries on xi) in the day-to-day real-world portfolio
management operations and, hence, the fund manager should establish proactive coherent
portfolios under realistic and restricted dynamic budget constraints, detailed as follows:
• Total trading volume (between long and short equity trading positions) is 10 million
AED.
• Asset allocation for long equity trading position varies from 10% to 100%.
• Asset allocation for short equity trading position varies from -10% to -60%.
• All liquidity horizons for all equities are kept constant according to the specified values.
Now the weights are allowed to take negative or positive values, however, since
arbitrarily high or low percentages have no financial sense, we determined to introduce lower
and upper boundaries for the weights and in accordance with reasonable trading practices.
Furthermore, for comparison purposes and since the endeavor in this work is to minimize
economic capital subject to specific expected returns, we decide to plot economic capital versus
expected returns and not the reverse, as is commonly done in the various portfolio management
literature. Accordingly, it is worthy of note that the four benchmark portfolios (coherent
portfolios [1], [2], [3] and [4]) are noticeably located way off from the efficient frontiers as
indicated in Figures (3). This is because financially and operationally real-world investment
considerations make it unlikely that a trading portfolio will behave exactly as theory predicts.
Imperfections such as restriction on long and short trading positions, total trading volume and
liquidation horizons make it unlikely to create an efficient equity trading portfolio. Thus, the
fund manager should apply active strategies in order to earn excess returns. These
considerations are especially relevant for individual fund managers who may spread their
trading positions across a few securities. Nevertheless, the elegance and compelling logic of
the theory prompt attempts to apply the theory even though practitioners recognize the variance
between the simplifying assumptions of the theory and the realities of the world.
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Figure (1) Optimal Economic Capital Portfolios with 1-Day LVaR Horizon
(Case of Long and Short Trading Positions)
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Figure (2) Optimal Economic Capital Portfolios with 10-Days LVaR Horizon
(Case of Long and Short Trading Positions)
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Figure (3) Optimal and Coherent Economic Capital Portfolios with Different LVaR Horizons
(Case of Long and Short Trading Positions)
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5. CONCLUSION
This paper extends previous approaches to optimization problems with L-VaR
constraints. In particular, the suggested approach can be used for minimizing L-VaR under
several budget constraints and ultimately for determining the amount of economic capital
necessary to sustain financial operation without subjecting the trading unit to violation of
capital adequacy. Furthermore, multiple L-VaR constraints with various unwinding liquidation
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periods and correlation factors can be used to shape the profit/loss distribution. In some cases,
the mean-variance optimizations are highly unstable, that is, small changes in the input
assumptions can lead to large changes in the solutions. As such, in this work, the optimization
algorithm is formulated by finding a set of portfolios that minimize economic capital subject
to a given expected returns, trading volume and liquidity horizons. To this end, the economiccapital’s risk function is constrained by a downside risk measure in addition to several
operational constraints such as total volume, long and short trading positions, equity asset
allocation weight factors, and liquidity unwinding periods. Our model is a straightforward reengineered extension of the classic Markowitz mean-variance approach, where the original risk
measure, variance, is replaced by L-VaR and economic capital algorithms and by guaranteeing
minimum expected return under different liquidation horizons. This approach can aid in solving
some of the real-world trading dilemmas under adverse market conditions: when liquidity dries
up; correlations factors switching signs; and the incorporation of non-normal distribution of
assets’ returns in risk measurement.
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PREDICTING STOCK PRICES USING GOOGLE TREND DATA: EVIDENCE
FROM COVID-19 PANDEMIC
Rudra Prosad Roy1 and Suman Das2

ABSTRACT
In a novel attempt, this study investigates whether the investors’ attention towards the
uncertainties from the extant Covid-19 pandemic measured by the Google Search Volume
Index (SVI) is effective in forecasting equity prices across countries. The Feasible Quasi
Generalised Least Square (FQGLS) technique developed by Westerlund and Narayan (2012,
2015) has been employed on daily data of stock price indices of ten developed markets and ten
emerging markets during November 2019 and April 2020. The results show that the SVI related
to the Covid-19 pandemic uncertainty successfully predicts the recent crash in equity markets
across countries, and thus in most cases, the SVI based forecasting models can predict the stock
prices better than the restrictive models. However, results are found to be heterogeneous in the
sense that the Global SVI related to Covid-19 pandemic can predict the stock prices better than
the within-country SVIs in case of countries with greater financial openness. The empirical
results are believed to significantly contribute to the literature of "investors attention theory".
Keywords: Stock Prices; Forecasting; Google searches; Investor attention; Investor sentiment;
1. INTRODUCTION
The ongoing Covid-19 pandemic is the most impactful pandemic since the influenza pandemic of 1918. While it is still difficult to assess the economic impacts of the pandemic, the
financial markets are found to react instantaneously with dramatic movements. Stock prices
across developed and emerging market economies are seen to plunge soon after the World
Health Organization (WHO) officially declared the Covid-19 outbreak as a global pandemic.
As soon as the WHO declared the Covid-19 as the global pandemic on March 11, 2020, the
S&P 500 index plunged by nearly 10 per cent on March 12, 2020. The sharpest fall since the
October 1987, has been experienced on March 16, 2020 (nearly - 12.77 per cent). Lockdown
across countries, contractions in real economic activities and fear of worldwide recession
amongst the investors are believed to be the primary causes of the 2020 stock market crash.
Although most of the stock markets across countries have already begun to rebound, a great
deal of uncertainty among investors is still prevalent (Zhang et al., 2020). This uncertainty is
the result of investors’ fear of future economic conditions and causes herding in the stock
markets. The present study attempts to find out the role of investors’ attention or investors’
1
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sentiments measured in terms of information search volume in predicting the 2020 stock
markets crash across countries.
In this paper, we have followed the argument of Dzielinski (2012) to use the Google trend
index as a proxy of investors’ uncertainty about the state of the economy. We have used SVI
based on keywords related to ongoing Covid-19 pandemic as a proxy for the un- certainty
regarding the state of the economy. Financial markets are found to react quickly to any type of
uncertainties and many studies in the literature of economic psychology claim that investors
usually react to any type of uncertainties by increasing information search1. Although, standard
asset pricing models assume that investors accumulate new information incessantly (Peng et
al., 2007), but psychological researches claim that people can hold limited amount of
information during a given time 2 . Thus, investors become selective in their information
processing and depending on the priority and urgency they allocate their attention and
constantly shift from one type of uncertainty to others (Peng et al., 2007). Following the
aforementioned argument, it is now common to analyze the search behavior of investors using
the internet search volumes to gauze the uncertainty amongst the investors and its impact on
stock market returns and volatilities (Dzielinski, 2012). This research technique is in line with
seminal work by Baker and Wurgler (2006) and studies thereafter (see for example Baker et
al., 2012; Corredor et al., 2015, etc.) which claimed that there is a close association between
investors’ sentiments and future stock market returns.
It is sometimes argued that there is a close relationship between investors’ attention and
uncertainty (Andrei and Hasler, 2013). More specifically, uncertainty is associated with
investors’ attention to bad news. If there is good news and investors pay more and more
attention to that good news by gathering more information about it, then the uncertainty is
expected to decrease. In contrast, if investors search intensity in- creases during the “panic
states”, an upsurge in the uncertainty is expected. Following the aforementioned argument,
some studies have measured uncertainty using the SVI (see for example Dzielinski,2012;
Bontempi et al., 2016; Castelnuovo and Tran, 2017). As argued by Dzielinski(2012), there are
mainly two advantages of measuring uncertainty using SVIs. First, the SVIs data are available
on a high-frequency basis. Second, as the data on SVIs are generated spontaneously and not
by actions directly linked with financial markets, there is limited possibility of having
endogeneity problem when used in the empirical analysis.
In the present study, we have also measured the uncertainty about the future state of the
economy during the Covid-19 pandemic using Google SVI, and used the same in predicting
the stock market crash of 2020. The literature on the stock returns and uncertainty is
exceptionally rich. However, our study contributes to the literature in three significant ways.
First, although there are few studies where the uncertainty has been measured using the internet
search intensity, there is hardly any study to examine its relationship with stock prices
especially for the purpose of forecasting the latter during the time of “panic states”. Second, to
the best of our knowledge, no prior study investigates the relationship between uncertainty and
stock prices behavior during the ongoing Covid- 19 pandemic. Third, we have used both within
1
2

See for example Liemieux and Peterson, 2011, and other references therein.
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country SVI and global SVI as predictors in the process of empirical analysis to identify the
role of financial openness while studying the relationship between uncertainty and stock prices.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature dealing with asset
pricing model and the SVIs. Section 3 presents the methodology and data. The results are
discussed in Section 4 and section 5 summarizes the results.
2. REVIEW LITERATURE AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
The pioneering works by Black (1986), De Long et al. (1990), Barberis et al. (1998),
among others in behavioral finance literature has encouraged a large number of empirical
studies to examine the impact of investors’ sentiment on stock prices. Although some of the
empirical studies used some proxies for investors’ sentiment, the quest for the measure of
investors’ sentiment was unending. On the other hand, some studies have put forward the idea
of using extremely rich data from searches in the internet and social networks to study human
behavior (see for example Lazer et al., 2009; King, 2011, etc.). This has had a reverberation in
the literature of empirical finance as a large number of studies have started examining the
relationship between online search intensity and stock prices (see for example Dzielinski, 2012;
Takeda and Wakao, 2014; Kim et al., 2019; Klemola, 2019; Swamy et al., 2019; etc. among
many others) as investors’ sentiment is found to be associated with the determination of stock
prices and liquidity (Merton, 1987).
As Google is currently the biggest search engine, a good number of studies have used
Google search intensity as a proxy for investors’ attention. Da et al. (2011) in their seminal
paper proposes a novel and direct measure of investors’ attention: The Google Search Volume
Index (SVI), which is an index based on the aggregate search frequency in Google.
Subsequently, more and more studies find a positive relationship between the SVI and stock
returns and trading volume (see for example Bank et al., 2011; Joseph et al., 2011; Vlastakis
and Markellos, 2012; Bijl et al., 2016; etc.). Some of these studies have used ticker symbols of
stocks as search keywords in Google Trends to generate the SVIs, and have shown that the
online ticker searches based SVIs are positively related to stock prices (see for example Da et
al, 2011; Joseph et al., 2011 and Swamy et al., 2019). Some other studies have used company
names instead of ticker symbols to generate the SVIs and also have found a positive
relationship between SVIs and trading activities (see for example Bank et al., 2011; Takeda
and Wakao, 2014; and Adachi et al., 2017). These studies support the “attention effect” and
the “asymmetry of the choices hypothesis” in which it is proposed that a rise in internet searches
helps investors to access more and more information and thus reduce information asymmetry.
Some of the more recent studies have also examined the relationship between Google
search intensity and stock prices. Examining the relationship between online search inten- sity
and stock trading behavior in the Japanese stock market, Takedo and Wakao (2014) find that
while there is a strong positive relationship between search intensity and trading volume, the
relationship with the stock returns is positive but weak. In contrast to the results of Takedo and
Wakao (2014), Nguyen et al. (2019) find that a rise in Google SVI have a significant negative
impact on stock returns in case of emerging market economies such as Philippines, Thailand,
and Vietnam, and thus argue that investors are more sen- sitive to bad news than good news in
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their investment decisions. Swamy et al. (2019) find a cointegrating relationship between SVI
and stock prices and thus suggests that a higher SVI can predict positive and significant stock
returns in the subsequent first and second weeks. In the similar line, Oliviera-Brochado (2019)
concludes that Google search based investors’ sentiment measures for Portugal are correlated
with aggregate stock market returns, trading volume and abnormal trading volume. In contrast,
Kim et al. (2019) show that Google searches are neither correlated with neither
contemporaneous nor able to predict future abnormal returns. However, increased Google
searches predict increased volatility and trading volume. Klemola (2019) argues that the value
premiums of stocks are sensitive to fluctuations in investors sentiment; and a sudden increase
in optimism (pessimism) in the investors sentiment predicts positive (negative) subsequent
value pre- mium in the U.S. stock market. Ekinci and Bulut (2020) finds that SVI is associated
with positive returns from the small-capitalization stocks; and the relationship is stronger for
sectors like sports and real estate and weaker for sectors commercial and banking. Zhang et al.
(2020) using Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM) model while taking into account
online investor attention can outperform other models with the best prediction accuracy and
rational time cost.
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data and Preliminary Tests
In the present study, we use the online search intensity to measure the degree of investors’
sentiment or investors’ attention. The Google Search Volume Index (SVI) that can be
downloaded from the website of the Google Trends at different frequencies, has been used as
the predictor in the process of estimation. Since, a small period of only seven months has been
considered, SVI data are obtained at a daily frequency. One important characteristic of the SVI
is that the highest number of searches within the fixed interval takes the value 100 and values
in all other days are proportionately scaled. In our case, following Ekinci and Bulut (2020),
SVI with value <1 per cent have been scored as 0. To a large extent the robustness of the
estimation results depends upon the choice of Google search keywords. In the present study,
since the objective is to check the effect of investors’ attention during the Covid-19 pandemic,
keywords related to the Covid-19 pandemic such as Coronavirus, Covid-19, Pandemic,
Epidemic etc. have been chosen and ultimately an average index, called the Google Trend
Pandemic Uncertainty Index (GTPUI), has been used in the process of estimation. Two types
of SVIs, namely web search based and news search based indices have been used to construct
two types of predictors, viz. GTPUI (News) and GTPUI (Web). Lastly an average of the two
types of indices, called the GTPUI (Overall) have also been used as a predictor. Each type of
GTPUI has been constructed using data from searches within the country and globally. The
GTPUI based on searches within the country is then called the "Within country GTPUI" and
the other type is called the "Global GTPUI".
There are mainly two sources for our data. The daily data on the online search inten- sity
is obtained from Google Trends (http://www.google.co.in/trends/). We examine the
relationship between investors’ sentiment and stock price movements in ten developed stock
markets (viz. Australia, Canada, France, Germany, Hong Kong, Japan, Nether- lands,
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Switzerland, United Kingdom, United States) and ten emerging stock markets (viz. Brazil,
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, South Korea,
Thailand)1 during November 01, 2019 and April 30, 2020. The stock prices data are obtained
from the database of Yahoo! Finance.
Now, the presence of autocorrelation and conditional heteroskedasticity in the pre- dictor
series have been checked; and the results are reported in Table 1 and Table 2(see Appendix),
respectively. Using Ljung and Box (1978) test we find presence of serial de- pendence in all of
the predictor series and also in the explained variable. Similarly, using Engle (1982) ARCHLM test we find presence of conditional heteroskedasticity in all of the predictors. Both the
tests have been done using lag lengths k = 1 and 7. The null hypotheses of no autocorrelation
and also of no ARCH effects are found to be rejected even after increasing the lag lengths. This
certainly validates the argument that the use of FQGLS estimation technique is appropriate in
our case. Now, it is crucial to test for the presence of persistence and endogeneity of the
predictors. We have estimated AR(1) model for each of the predictors and the estimated AR(1)
coefficients are presented in Table 3 (see Appendix). The statistically significant coefficients
are found for each of the predictors and most of the coefficients are very close to one. Next to
test the presence of endogeneity, Eq. (3) has been estimated using each of the predictors and
the results are presented in Table 3 (see Appendix). Thus, from the preliminary tests, it is confirmed that the stock prices and the predictors chosen for estimating the models, suffers from
the problems of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticty; and also contain presistence and
endogeneity. These findings compel us to choose the FQGLS estimation method as suggested
by Westerlund and Narayan (2015).
Estimation Technique
For testing the predictability, the Westerlund and Narayan (2015) Feasible Quasi Generalised Least Square (FQGLS) estimation technique has been used. The key advantage of the
FQGLS method is that it can take into account the persistency, endogenity and heteroskedasticity features of the data. These features are very common in high-frequency stock
prices data. Although the methodology is relatively new, a large number of studies have already
used it to predict stock returns, exchange rates and inflation (see for ex- ample Sharma and
Thuraisamy, 2012; Phan et al., 2015; Narayan and Bannigidadmath, 2015; Bannigidadmath
and Narayan, 2016; Salisu and Isah, 2018; Salisu et al., 2018; Tule et al., 2019a; 2019b; etc.).
The predictive regression model for the equity prices index can be as follows:
Pt = α + βxt−1+ sP,t
(1)
where Pt is the equity price index and xt is a potential predictor variable such as the SVI.
The error term is assumed to have a zero mean and variance σ2 sP,t. With the null hypothesis
H0 : β = 0, one can test the predictability. If the predictor variable is found to follow a first order
autoregressive process, then the following can be written:
xt = µ(1 − ρ) + ρxt−1 + sx,t
(2)
where |ρ| ≤ 1, and the error term sx,t is assumed to have a zero mean and variance
. Now,
it is important to test the endogenity of the predictor variable as in presence of endogenity, the
1

Stock indices are chosen on the basis of market capitalization
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predictability may produce biased result.To test the endogenity, the WN propose modelling the
error term as follows:

where ηt has zero mean and variance σ2 . Now, it is assumed that sx,t and ηt are uncorre- lated.
In order to get rid of the effect of endogenity, Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) can be substituted in Eq.(1) as
follows:

where θ = α − γµ(1 − ρ). In order to adjust the inherent bias β, WN has used the bias
adjusted OLS estimator for β as suggested by Lewellen (2004). The Eq.(4) can then be rewritten
as,

where βadj = β − γ(ρ − ρ0) and ρ0 is a guesstimate for ρ. WN propose to use ρ = 1 + c , where c
T
≤ 0 is a drift parameter that measures the degree of persistence in the predictor variable.
As, the assumption of homoskedastic error term does not fit well with stock prices, the
FQGLS estimator captures the heteroskedasticity present in error term by weighting all the data
by .
The regression error ηt is assumed to follow an autoregressive conditional
η
heteroskedasticity (ARCH) process with a variance equation as follows:
t

where It−1 is all the information available at time t-1 and it is assumed that ψ0 > 0,
Then, the predictability test with the
null hypothesis H0 : β = 0 takes the t-statistics as follows:

where
Forecasting Evaluation Technique
The forecasting performance of the unrestricted model vis-a-vis restricted model has
been evaluated in terms of two tests, viz. Campbell & Thompson (2008) test and Diebold &
Marino (1995) test. The Campbell & Thompson test statistics has been calculated as follows:
OR2 = 1 − (MSE u/MSE r )
(8)
where MSEu and MSEr are the mean square error(MSE) of prediction from the unrestricted and restricted models, respectively. The last test statistics that has been es- timated,
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is the Diebold and Marino (1995) test. The loss difference between the two forecasts from the
restricted and the unrestricted models, can be defined as follows:
dt = g(er,t) −g(eu,t)
where ei,t = (π̂i − πt ); i=r,u and the loss function is defined as the squared-error loss
function. To testtthe equal forecast accuracy of the two forecasts, the null hypothesis
H0 : E(dt) = 0 has been tested. Under the null hypothesis, the D-M statistics is defined
as:

where
is the sample mean loss function and V(d) is the
unconditional variance of d. A positive Campbell & Thompson test statistics and/or a positive
and significant Diebold & Marino test statistics imply that the unrestricted model outperforms
the restricted model.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Predictability Test
Before evaluating the forecast performance of the GTPUI based models, it is important
to discuss the results of the predictability tests of the model predictors - Within Country
GTPUI(News), Within Country GTPUI(Web), Within Country GTPUI(Overall), Global
GTPUI(News), Global GTPUI(Web), and Global GTPUI(Overall). The predictability test
results of the unrestricted models (that is models using GTPUI as a predictor) has been
presented in Table 4 (see Appendix). The βFQGLS estimates from 60 models that we have
estimated show a negative relationship between GTPUI and stock prices (except for the
relationship between Within Country GTPUI (Web) and Japanese stock prices). Prior studies,
such as Da et al. (2011), Joseph et al. (2011), Bijl et al. (2016) find a positive relationship
between SVI and future returns from equity prices. The above- mentioned studies used SVI as
a proxy for investors’ attention towards a particular stock or stock indices. However, the
present study has used the SVI as an indicator of investors’ attention towards the prevailing
uncertainty from the Covid-19 pandemic. Thus a rise in the SVI indicates increasing fear
amongst the investors and thus causes a plunge in stock prices. When within country GTPUI
has been used as predictors, all the coefficients are found to be statistically significant (except
for GTPUI(News) in case of Japan and Thailand). On the other hand, when world wide GTPUI
has been chosen as predictor, all the coefficients are found to be statistically significant (except
for GTPUI(News) in the case of Germany). The results are not homogeneous in the sense that
for some stock markets, the coefficient for GTPUI(News) is greater than the GTPUI(Web), and
the opposite for others. In other words, for some stock markets, the GTPUI(News) is a better
predictor of stock prices than the GTPUI(Web), while for others it is just the opposite. We have
also estimated models considering the GTPUI(Overall) as the predictor. In these cases, all the
coefficients are found to be negative and statistically significant.
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In-sample Forecast Performance Evaluation
Having found that GTPUI(News) and GTPUI(Web) can significantly predict stock prices
from across the developed and emerging markets, it is then time to evaluate forecast performances of the estimated models. In this section, the relative in-sample forecast eval- uation
results have been discussed. As mentioned earlier, two popular tests namely the Campbell and
Thompson (C-T) test and the Diebold and Mariano (D-M) test have been used to compare the
forecast performances of GTPUI based models. The AR(1) model has been considered as the
restricted model, while the GTPUI based models are treated as the unrestricted models. As
mentioned earlier, a positive C-T statistics and a posi- tive and significant D-M statistics
indicate that the unrestricted model outperforms the restricted model in forecasting stock
prices. While the Table 5 (see Appendix) presents the C-T test statistics for in sample
forecasting performances, Table 6 (see Appendix) shows the D-M test statistics for the same.
When Within Country GTPUI is used as the predictor, it is found that the C-T test statistics are
positive for all the developed stock markets except the Japanese stock market (all three types
of GTPUIs) and stock market of Netherlands (for GTPUI(News)) (see Table 5 in Appendix).
Similarly, it is also found that the D-M test statistics are positive and significant for all the
developed markets except the Japanese stock market (all three GTPUIs) and stock market of
Netherlands (for GTPUI(News)).
On the other hand, in case of stock prices of emerging markets, the C-T test statistics are
found to be positive in all the cases except Singapore (all three types of GTPUIs), South Korea
(GTPUI(Web)) and Thailand (GTPUI(News)) (see Table 5 in Appendix). Other than these
exceptions, the D-M test statistics are also found to be positive and significant (see Table 6 in
Appendix). When Global GTPUIs have been used as the predictors, in all cases (stock prices
of both developed markets and emerging markets), the C-T test statistics are found to be
positive (see Table 5 in Appendix) and the D- M test statistics are found to be statistically
significant and positive (see Table 6 in Appendix). These results certainly indicate that the
GTPUI based models outperform the restricted models in forecasting stock prices across
developed and emerging markets. Another important finding is that for the developed stock
markets, the magnitude of C-T test statistics or D-M test statistics is higher when global
GTPUIs have been used as predictors. However, in the case of most of the emerging stock
markets, the test statistics are higher when Within Country GTPUIs have been used as
predictors. This is on account of the openness of financial markets across developed and
emerging market economies. While financial markets in developed economies are much more
open, the same in the emerging markets are restricted to a great extent.
Out-of-sample Forecast Performance Evaluation
The forecast performance evaluation has been carried out for both the in-sample and outof sample periods. The motivation for forecasts evaluation using both the in-sample and outof-sample periods is drawn from the arguments of Bossaerts and Hillion (1999), Goyal and
Welch (2003), Brennan and Xia (2005), and Ang and Bekaert (2007). These studies provide
evidences that stock return predictability is predominantly in-sample and it is not robust to outof-sample evaluations. On the other hand, a number of studies have justified the need for
considering multiple out-of-sample evaluation periods in order to check the robustness of the
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forecasting performances (see for example, Welch and Goyal, 2008; Rapach et al., 2010,
among others). As several past studies have reported that Google search based SVIs can predict
one or two weeks ahead stock returns ( see for example Da et al. 2011; Joseph et al. 2011; Bijl
et al., 2016; and Swamy et al., 2019; etc.), in the present case, we have used the out-of-sample
forecast horizon (h) equal to one week (h=7) and half-month (h=15). Lastly, following
Bannigidadmath and Narayan (2016) and many studies thereafter, the rolling window approach
has been followed to produce the forecast results. As in the case of the in-sample forecast
analysis, we compare the out-of-sample stock prices forecasts between the AR(1) model and
the SVI based models using the C-T test statistics and the D-M test statistics. Table 6 (see
Appendix) and Table 8 (see Appendix) show the C-T test results for out-of-sample forecast
evaluation considering h=7 and h=15, respectively. Similarly, Table 7 (see Appendix) and
Table 9 (see Appendix) present the results of D-M tests for out-of-sample forecast evaluation
considering h=7 and h=15, respectively. The out-of-sample forecast performance results are
exactly the same as the in-sample forecasts performances. The magnitude of the C-T test
statistics and D-M statics are found to get reduced when we use h=15 instead of h=7. Thus, our
results are found to be in line with the results of Da et al. (2011), Joseph et al. (2011), Bijl et
al. (2016), Swamy et al. (2019).
5. CONCLUSION
In the present study, we have examined the relationship between investors’ attention
towards ongoing Covid-19 pandemic uncertainty and stock market crash of 2020. To the best
of our knowledge, no study so far has examined the relationship between the investors’
attention and the stock market crash during the Covid-19 pandemic. We have followed the
study by Dzielinski (2012) in measuring uncertainty on the basis of the fre- quency of internet
searches. The investors’ wariness of future economic situations during the Covid-19 pandemic
is the principal cause of increasing liquidity in the stock market in March 2020. As during the
uncertainty, investors respond by intensifying their infor- mation search, a rise in internet
searches during the Covid-19 pandemic indicates the rise of uncertainty among the investors;
and hence they respond by taking short positions in the market. As a result of this herding
behaviour stock markets across developed and emerging market economies experienced
collapsed in March 2020.
Following a large number of empirical studies, the investors’ attention has been measured through Google search intensity and the same has been used as predictors. We have used
both within country search intensity and global search intensity as predictors in two separate
empirical analyses. The search volume index of different keywords re- lated to the Covid-19
pandemic obtained from Google Trends has been used as a measure of online search intensity
to proxy for investors’ attention towards the pandemic uncertainty. We have analyzed a sample
of 20 stock price indices from different developed and emerging markets during November
2019 and April 2020. For the purpose of estimation, the Feasible Quasi Generalized Least
Squares (FQGLS) estimation technique developed by Westerlund and Narayan (2015) has been
used as the presence of autocorrelation, heteroskedasticity, persistence, and endogeneity are
found in the predictors as well as stock price indices. The FQGLS estimates suggest a strong
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negative relationship between uncertainty (measured in-terms search intensity) related to
pandemic and stock prices during the sample period. Using different tests for forecasting
accuracy, both the in-sample and the out-of-sample predictability of Google search volume
index based models have been examined. For the out-of-sample forecasting evaluation, a
rolling-window approach has been used. The results strongly suggest that the Google search
volume index based forecasting models can predict the movements in the stock prices better
than the random walk model.
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THE DIGITAL BANKING PROFITABILITY CHALLENGES:
ARE THEY DIFFERENT BETWEEN CONVENTIONAL AND ISLAMIC BANKS?
Patria Yunita1

ABSTRACT
This study analyzes the Structural Break of Indonesia's Digital Banks amid the
uncertainty of global financial conditions. In this study, a logistic regression model is used to
analyze the Bank's digital banking technology profitability. The sample used was 57
commercial banks, consisting of 47 conventional banks and 10 Islamic banks. The analysis
period for this research is 2015-2019. The selection of this period is based on the time when
the Indonesian banking industry adopted digital banking technology's rapid progress. Data is
obtained from bank annual reports, Bank Indonesia Statistics Reports, and The Financial
Services Authority. The Logit Regression Model concludes that the Bank's Portfolio Risk, EMoney, and Bank Size significantly influence the probability of the Bank's Profitability
improvement regarding digital technology. While Liquidity risk, Fintech, and Bank Type do
not significantly influence the probability of Bank’s Profitability Improvement on the digital
era. This means that the Fintech company's presence has no significant impact on the
performance of the digital banking industry. This model is accurately predicted by an Rsquared of 74.04%. From the structural break analysis conducted at the level of profitability he
digital banking, there is a difference in the time of "shock" between conventional banks and
Islamic banks, where conventional banks are experienced a structural break over global
financial conditions. Meanwhile, Islamic banks experienced a structural break two months after
conventional banks. It means that Islamic banks are more stable than conventional banks. The
interest rate system is very sensitives to the financial downturn. The implementation of a profit
and loss sharing system that makes the Islamic bank more stable amid the conditions of the
global financial crisis and the digitalization of the banking industry.
Keywords: Structural Break, Banking Industry, Digitalization, E-Money, Fintech
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Covid 19 pandemic that struck in almost every country in the world has changed the
way humans interact. According to data from the state secretariat reported on one of its
websites, the impact of the covid 19 pandemics began on the public health side. Then continue
to the supply and demand side of the community. During the pandemic, there was massive
unemployment in a short time. This also impacts people's purchasing power and impacts on
industry and the economy on the supply side. The impact of the pandemic that occurred in the
financial sector was the inability of debtors to make credit payments.
The value of bad loans in the Indonesian financial sector has increased. During this
pandemic, with all the limitations and physical distancing, digitalization of each activity is
needed. Starting from the online learning system, work from home, and digital banking
facilities to minimize physical contact.
In pandemic conditions, several sectors were affected and suffered very significant
losses. According to data reported, the manufacturing sector utility index fell to 30%. This
condition is worse than the financial crisis in 2008. However, the physical distancing situation
carried out during the pandemic opened opportunities for technology-based businesses. This is
in line with the argument of Schumpeter, the Classical Economist of the 1900s, that information
technology was used during the financial crisis to accelerate economic growth.
Some economists think there is an opportunity behind a crisis. According to data from
the National Sharia Economic and Financial Committee in a webinar about the halal industry,
e-commerce transactions increased 500 times during the pandemic. In recent months, banks in
Southeast Asia reported an unprecedented surge in digital services and an increase in digital
banking account registrations.
In Indonesia, Bank Rakyat Indonesia experienced a 10% (mom) increase on its mobile
banking channel. Bank Indonesia (2020) reports Non-cash payments using ATM / Debit Cards,
Credit Cards, and Electronic Money grew 32.09% (YoY), dominated by ATM / Debit card
instruments with a share of 94.55%. Electronic Money Transactions continue to grow higher
by 268% (YoY), in line with people's preferences for digital transactions.
Along with the development of information technology in the series of a digital
revolution, the majority of researchers think that this could affect the business model of the
Indonesian banking sector in the future. The digital revolution produced consumer behavior
that demanded banks be able to provide faster and easier access, which then demanded banks
to continue to innovate in developing digital products. The digital revolution can make the
dependence of transactions in physical Branch Offices lower, so that physical branch offices'
existence is irrelevant in the future.
Today, many banks face digital transformation. Banks need digital features that can be
accessed from various online channels. In the new normal era, digital transformation will be a
challenge for the banking industry to stay in business in the financial sector. Research
conducted by Mckinsey (2020) says that the banking industry is the most lagging in digital
transformation than other industrial sectors. The Covid 19 pandemic encourages innovation in
the banking industry to create digital products, digital signatures, and anything that is able to
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minimize physical contact between people.
Several studies identified several advantages of using the digital revolution in the
financial services industry. Lee and Shin (2018) argue that digitization reduces traditional
activities in finance, increased operational efficiency, and consumer-based services that can
encourage transparency in business management in the financial industry. Loo (2018) believes
that the use of technology in the financial industry positively increases the financial services
industry's growth and reduces the likelihood of a financial crisis. Aisyah (2018) argues that
technology increases financial transactions and increases service offerings, and increases
consumer loyalty in Indonesia.
Indonesia is a market with high digital banking transaction opportunities due to its
population, mostly bank accounts, and high cellular penetration rates. In Indonesia, Internet
users are 143.26 million, or 54.8% of Indonesia's total population, and 177.9 million are
smartphone users. Internet users in Indonesia around the age of 19-34 years. Coupled with
33.75% of the total population in 2017 is the millennial generation. Thus, to compensate for
the increasing demand in the future, traditional banks with old models are faced with the urgent
challenge of changing their services digitally in line with the increasing public demand for the
availability, access, and control of digital banking services.
This underlies the research on digital banking in the midst of global uncertainty
conditions becomes something important and urgent to do. The existence of a dual banking
system in Indonesia requires precision and accuracy in the management of the banking system
in the digital era. The difference in operating systems between conventional banks and Islamic
banks is unique in that the effects of a global or national financial condition affect each bank
type differently.
This study examines Structural Breaks in digital commercial banks amid the uncertainty
of global and national financial conditions. This study uses the Logistic Regression Predictive
Model to analyze the Bank's profitability related to Digital Banking Technology. Logistic
Regression Predictive Model is an analysis method where the dependent variable is not
continuous or binary. Where there are 2 dependent variables namely Y = 1 and Y = 0. The
sample used was 57 commercial banks, consisting of 47 conventional commercial banks and
10 Islamic commercial banks. Liquidity Risk, Bank Size, Bank Portfolio Risk, and Electronic
Money Transactions (E-Money) as independent variables. To anticipate the unobserved
heterogeneity, Fintech and Bank Type variables are used as control variables.
Research question
Research questions in this study are:
1. How is the profitability level of commercial banks during the digitalization of the
banking system?
2. Is there a difference in the profitability of conventional and Islamic banks related
to the banking system's digitization?
3. By the uncertainty of the global financial system, are conventional banks and
Islamic banks experiencing structural break?
4. Regarding the application of digital banking, is there a difference between the
interest-based system and the profit-loss sharing system?
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Digital Banking Technology
The digital revolution began in 1960, marked by introducing the concept of credit cards
in the banking system. Digital transactions refer to every transaction that uses digital
instruments such as mobile payments, mobile wallets, cryptocurrency, and electronic
payments. Whereas digital banking is a banking transaction that uses technology facilities to
facilitate banking transactions (Sardana & Singhania, 2020). Digital banking is generally
associated with electronic banking transactions, internet banking, and online banking. Digital
banking transactions are introduced as an effort to streamline financial transactions (Aladwani,
2001; Al-Malkawai, Mansumitrchal & Al-Habib, 2016; Leong, Hew, Ooi & Wei, 2019).
Now the digital revolution is sharpened with blockchain technology. The main impacts
on digital banking in the financial industry include the use of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
big data through the automation of all business activities. Digital banking technology in the
financial industry increases the level of financial inclusion because it is able to reach diverse
communities. The use of blockchain technology in banking finance provides a cost control
solution. In the face of a series of digital revolutions, there are many challenges faced, including
cybersecurity, changing business models, operating efficiency, low costs, process innovation,
and digital service acceleration.
Digital Bank Profitability
Adoption of technology can reduce unit costs and some bank services. Investment in
digital technology cannot only increase bank operating costs but also increase revenue. Based
on digital banking research conducted by McKinsey (2014), the use of digital banking increases
the potential for cost efficiency by 15-20%. Economic theory explains that technological
development triggers increased productivity and efficiency. The more efficient and productive
a bank will increase its capacity to compete and gain market dominance.
Empirical studies said that most banks in the Indonesian banking sector have adopted
digital banking technology as the main strategy that has been implemented (Price Waterhouse
and Coopers, 2018).
Hypothesis
The more aggressive the bank in implementing digital banking technology, the more
efficient the bank is than other banks, so the profitability is higher. However, the transmission
effect on the implementation of digital banking technology is also determined by banking
business activities in collecting and distributing funds. Profitability will also depend on how
the bank manages the portfolio of credit risk and liquidity risk. Moreover, there will be a
difference of bank profitability level between Conventional and Islamic Digital Bank since the
interest rate, and profit and loss sharing system are implemented among the banks.
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data and Sample
According to Indonesian Banking Statistics, in June 2020, there are 110 banks in
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Indonesia, where several banks control and manage 80% of total banking assets. The sample
used in this study is commercial banks, both conventional and Islamic commercial banks. In
this study 57 banks were used as samples, consisting of 47 conventional banks and 10 Islamic
banks. The analysis period for this research is 2015 to 2019. The selection of this period is
based on the rapid advancement of digital banking technology adopted by the Indonesian
banking industry. Data sources in this study are the annual report of commercial banks, the
Indonesian Financial Stability Report from Bank Indonesia, and Indonesian Banking Statistics,
published by the Financial Services Authority.
In calculating Digital Banking profitability performance, this study uses Return of Assets
(RoA). This ratio was chosen as the analysis material because it illustrates the amount of returns
from financing and credit disbursed. The independent variables used are Bank Size, Liquidity
Risk, Bank Portfolio Risk, and Electronic Money Transactions (E-Money). To anticipate
unobserved heterogeneity, we use the Fintech variable (as a banking industry counterpart) and
the Bank Type as a control variable.
Table 1. Variable
Variables
Proxy
Formula
Source
Dependent variable
The probability of PROA
Bank's
Profitability Commercial Bank
Bank
profitability
Performance = Return on Annual Report
improve
Assets (RoA)
Y = 1, if ROA> 0.5
Y = 0, if ROA <0.5
Independent
variable
Size
Total Asset log
Annual report
Bank Size
LFR
Loan to Funding Ratio
Liquidity Risk
NPL
Gross
Non-Performing Indonesian
Bank portfolio risk
E-money
Loans
Financial Stability
Electronic Money
Electronic
Money Review,
Bank
Transactions
Indonesia
Control variable
Fintech
Fintech
The dummy variable is the
1 = Fintech
existence of the Financial
0 = There is no
Technology Industry
Fintech
Bank
Bank
Banking System Dummy
1 = Conventional
Variable
Bank
0 = Islamic Bank
Logit Probit Estimation Model
Data analysis in this study uses the maximum likelihood logistic regression predictive
model. The dependent variable is the probability of increasing bank profitability in the digital
age, Y = 1 and Y = 0.
Logit Model
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The logit regression model is used to predict the dependent variable, which is not
continuous or binary.
1
𝑦 = { , where 1 is the probability of increasing bank profitability in the digital age and
0
0 vice versa
The purpose of logistic regression is the same as linear regression, which is to analyze
the relationship between the dependent variable and the independent variable. Still, in logistic
regression it does not use a linear relationship. The relationship between dependent and
independent variables is explained by the maximum likelihood curve. With the logit equation
model as follows:
𝑌=

𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑖
1 + 𝑂𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑖

𝑒 𝛽+𝛽1 𝐿𝐹𝑅+𝛽2 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒+𝛽3 𝑁𝑃𝐿+𝛽4 𝐸−𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦+𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ+𝛽6 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘
1 + 𝑒 𝛽+𝛽1 𝐿𝐹𝑅+𝛽2 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒+𝛽3 𝑁𝑃𝐿+𝛽4 𝐸−𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦+𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ+𝛽6 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘
1
=
1 + 𝑒 −(𝛽+𝛽1 𝐿𝐹𝑅+𝛽2 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒+𝛽3 𝑁𝑃𝐿+𝛽4 𝐸−𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦+𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ+𝛽6 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘)
=

Where:
Y
Size
LFR
NPL
E-money
Fintech
Bank
βk

: Probability increased Bank Profitability in the digitalization
: Bank Size, Total Asset Logs
: Liquidity Risk
: Bank portfolio risk
: Electronic Money Transactions
: Financial Technology
: Bank type Conventional or Islamic Bank
: each coefficient of the independent variable

Probit Model
The Probit model is an alternative logit method. The main difference is that the probit
model assumed in the normal distribution of random variables (independent variables in the
model). The Y value is the Z value of the normal distribution. The higher the value of Y means,
the more likely the probability of occurrence of Y = 1. The probit regression model of the
probability Y = 1 uses the cumulative standard normal distribution function, Φ (z). Probit
regression models in this study are as follows:
Pr (𝑌 = 1|𝑋) = Φ(𝛽 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝐹𝑅 + 𝛽2 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝑁𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽4 𝐸 − 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦 + 𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ
+ 𝛽6 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘
Φ is the cumulative standard normal distribution function and z = β0 + β1X is the "z-value" or
"z-index" of the model.
Margin Effect Probit Regression
𝑌 = Φ((𝛽 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝐹𝑅 + 𝛽2 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝑁𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽4 𝐸 − 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦 + 𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝛽6 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘)
So that,
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𝜕𝑌
= 𝛽𝑖 Φ((𝛽 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝐹𝑅 + 𝛽2 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝑁𝑃𝐿 + 𝛽4 𝐸 − 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦 + 𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑐ℎ + 𝛽6 𝐵𝑎𝑛𝑘)
𝜕𝑋𝑖
Model Selection
The choice of model between logit and probit uses information standards such as Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). In this study, we
compared the prediction accuracy of models using AIC and BIC. AIC provides a useful tool
for model selection (Clements et al., 2015; Dimitriou et al., 2013). The number of parameters
in the model is a log-likelihood function. The model chosen is a model with minimum BIC and
AIC values.
Model Fit
Parameter estimation uses Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), which describes the
best distribution of the studied data.
LR chi2
Prob> chi2 The probability of obtaining the chi-square statistic for the null hypothesis is
true. Or the probability of getting a chi-square statistic if, in fact there is no influence of the
independent variable.
Pseudo R2
Logistic regression does not have R-squared as in OLS regression. Pseudo R2 = Model
L2 / -2LLo. -2Llo measures an increase in the relative value of a log if it does not have an
independent variable.
Count R2
Measuring the correct predicted fraction = the fraction Y's whose prediction probability
is> 50% when Yi = 1 or <50% when Yi = 0
The Structural Break Analysis
The Structural Break can be occurred in time series data or cross-sectional data when
there is a sudden change in the variable being studied. This study examines the structural break
of conventional and Islamic banks' profitability levels due to uncertainty in the global financial
crisis. Our analysis uses the Wald test to detect structural breaks in the studied variables.
Priod sample: t = 1, ...., n
Breakdate: T1 (date of change)
Pre-break sample: t = 1, .... Observation of T1 or T1
Post-break sample: t = T1 + 1, ...., n; observation of n - T1
Wald Test Statistics (Hansen, 2012)
−1
𝑛
𝑛
𝑊 (𝑇1 ) = 𝑛(𝛽1́ − 𝛽2 ) (𝑉1 + 𝑉2
) (𝛽1́ − 𝛽2 )
𝑇1
𝑛 − 𝑇1
Where, and is the standard variance of asymptotic estimators for and in split samples. (Hansen,
2012)𝑉1 𝑉2 𝛽1 𝛽2
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Research Stages
This research begins with building score probability level of profitability of commercial
banks in Digital Banking operations. In this study, we use binary logistic regression, where the
dependent variable is Y = 1 and Y = 0.
Figure 1. Research Stages
Analyzing the Bank's profitability in the 2015-2019
period regarding the implications of digital banking
Set the probability value of increasing the Bank's
profitability. Y = 1 if ROA> 0.5 Y = 0 if PROA <0.5.
Predict the variable Y hat
Regressing the Linear Probability Model where
Variable Y is the probabilityof bank profitability
improvement, the independent variables are Liquidity
Risk, Bank Portfolio Risk, Bank Size and Electronic
Money Transactions (E-Money), and control variables
are Fintech and Bank Type.
Perform Probit Logit regression with variable Y is the
probability of profitability performance, Y variable is a
dichotomous variable where Prob Yhat = 1 and Prob Y
hat = 0.
determine logistic regression with maximum likelihood

Y = 1 is the probability of bank profitability improvement regarding digital banking
technology adopted by banks. Y = 0 is the probability of decreasing bank profitability after
digital banking operations. Our analysis generates Y = 1 and Y = 0 from Return on Assets of
57 commercial banks in the 2015-2019 study period.
Y = 1 is determined if Return on Assets is higher than 0.5% and Y = 0 determined if
Return on Assets is lower than 0.5%. Next, we predict bank profitability improvement in digital
banking operations using the Linear Probability Model (LPM). Because of the binary
regression resulting non-linear relationships between dependent and independents variables,
where there are Y <0 and Y> 1, our next analysis using Probit Logit Regression Model to
determine logistic regression use maximum likelihood.
4. RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics: Dependent Variable
Descriptive statistics of bank profitability, ROA, are illustrated in table 2. The sample in
this study consisted of 80.70% of conventional banks and 19.30% of Islamic banking. A total
of 285 units of data consist of 230 units of conventional bank and 55 Islamic bank units.
Table 2. Proportion of Samples
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Type

Freq.

Percent

Cumulative

Conventional Bank

230

80.70

80.70

Islamic bank

55

19.30

100

285

100

-

Total

Bank profitability for all commercial banks is shown in table 3; the average score of
profitability of commercial banks for all years is 1.394246%.
Table 3. Summary of Commercial Bank Profitability Performance Statistics
Variable

Obs

Average

Std. Dev

Min

Max

ROA

285

1.394246

6.385862

-20,13

69.04

Bank profitability for conventional banks is shown in table 4. The average value of
conventional bank profitability for all years was 1.45%.
Table 4. Summary of Conventional Bank's Profitability Performance Statistics
Variable

Obs

Average

Std. Dev

Min

Max

ROA

230

1.451652

6.712109

-15.89

69.04

Meanwhile, bank profitability for an Islambanksank is shown in table 5. The average
value of Islamic banking profitability for all years was 1.15% lower than the profitability of
conventional banks.
Table 5. Summary of Sharia Bank Profitability Performance Statistics
Variable

Obs

Average

Std. Dev

Min

Max

ROA

55

1.154182

4.831175

-20,13

13.6

In this study, binary logistic regression is used, where the dependent variable is Y = 1
and Y = 0. Y = 1 is the probability of bank profitability improvement by digital technologies.
Y = 0 is the probability of decreasing bank profitability after digitalization. Y = 1 and Y = 0
are determined from the ratio of Return on Assets of 57 commercial banks for 2015-2019. Y =
1 is determined if Return on Assets is higher than 0.5%. while Y = 0 determined, if Return on
Assets is lower than 0.5%.
Table 6. Probability of Y for Commercial Banks
PROA

Freq.

Percent

Cumulative

Y = 1, increasing of ROA

197

69.47

69.47

Y = 0, ROA decreasing

87

30.53

100.00

230

100

-

Total
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Our analysis shows that the probability of Y = 1 occurs 197 times, while Y = 0 occurs 87
times. This means that the probability of bank profitability improvement by digital technologies
is 69.47%. The probability of profitability improved due to the application of digital banking
is higher than not being digitalized.
Table 7. Probability of Y for Islamic Banks
PROA

Freq.

Percent

Cumulative

Y = 1, increasing of ROA

35

63.64

63.64

Y = 0, decreasing of

20

36.36

100.00

55

100

-

ROA
Total

The probability of Y = 1 for Islamic banks occurred 35 times, while Y = 0 occurred 20
times. This means that the possibility of Islamic bank profitability improve 63.64% due to
digitalization, higher than non-digitized banking operations.
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Table 8. Probability of Y for Conventional Banks
PROA

Freq.

Percent

Cumulative

Y = 1, increasing of ROA

163

70.87

70.87

Y = 0, decreasing of ROA

67

29.13

100.00

230

100

-

Total

The probability of conventional bank profitability improve due to digital banking; Y = 1
is 70.87%, while the probability of Islamic banks profitability improve is 63.64% higher than
non-digitized banking operations. Tables 7 and 8 show that the probability of bank profitability
improve on the digitalization of the banking system at conventional banks is higher than that
of Islamic banks.
Descriptive Statistics: Independent Variables
In this study, 6 independent variables were analyzed, including Liquidity Risk (LFR),
Bank Size, Bank Portfolio Risk (NPL), E-Money Transactions, Types of Fintech Banks.
Table 9. Descriptive Statistics of Independent Variables
Variable

Obs

Means

Std. Dev

Min

Max

LFR

285

1878.40

30002.6

47.54

506600

Size

285

16.92

1.73

13.40

21.07

NPL

285

3.89

7.17

0

74.46

E-money

285

1.22

8.57

4.77

2.75

Fintech

285

0.8

0.4

0

1

Bank type

285

0.8

0.4

0

1

Correlation Between Variables
Statistics for correlations between variables are illustrated in table 10. Correlation
analysis between dependent and independent variables are carried out to identify the strength
of the direction of the relationship between dependent and independent variables.
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Table 10. Correlations Between Dependents - Independent Variables
Obs = 285

Y

LFR

Size

NPL

E-money

Fintech

Y

1,0000

LFR

0.0390

1,0000

Size

0.2559

-0,1187

1,0000

NPL

-0,1607

-0.0315

-0,1229

1,0000

E-money

-0.1509

.1064

0.0782

0.0043

1,0000

Fintech

0.0114

0.0298

0.0676

0.0380

0.4342

1,0000

Bank type

0.0620

-0.1213

0.1245

-0.0427

0.0000

-0.0000

Bank type

1,0000

Next, an analysis of correlations between independent variables was carried out.
Correlation analysis between independent variables helps to analyze whether there are
multicollinearity problems among the independent variables. Multicollinearity is a problem in
the regression model where there is a relationship between the independent variables (the
correlation score that shows the multicollinearity in the regression is above 0.8).
From the data presented in table 10, it can be seen that, in general there is no
multicollinearity for all variables. It can be assumed that logistic regression in this model is
considered good to be used to predict the probability of bank profitability improvement
regarding digital banking technologies.
Logistic Regression Model
In predicting the probability of profitability of commercial banks in the digital
technologies, we conducted a regression analysis using the Linear Probability Model (LPM).
Linear Probability Model (LPM) regression results were performed with a significance of α =
5%. The LPM model results conclude that Bank Portfolio Risk (NPL), E-money, and Bank
Size significantly influence the bank profitability improvement regarding digital banking
technologies. Next, we predict Y hat and residual regression. Graphical analysis shows
patterned residuals where there is a value of Y hat <0 (lower than 1) and Y hat> 1 (higher than
1), so our predictions are made using the Probit Logit Regression model.

Figure 2. Residual and Y Hat Linear Probability Model (LPM)
From the STATA application, the logistic regression model for the dependent and
independent variables is shown in table 11.
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Table 11. LPM and Probit Logit Model
Probability Increased Commercial Bank Profitability in the Digital Era
Dependent variable:

LPM

Logit Model

Probit Model

SE

SE

SE

1.39e-06

0.0000189

8.66e-06

0.01e-07

0,0001241

0.0000437

0.0600359 ***

0.3925865 ***

0.2361314 ***

0.0153804

0.0937355

0.0548414

-0.001767 **

-0,03897 *

-0.020687 **

0.0036408

0.0226411

0.0100349

-1.10e-10 ***

-6.12e-10 ***

-3.65e-10 ***

3.38e-11

1.79e-10

1.07e-10

0.1054707

0.5632178

0.3435138

0.0717774

0.3855645

0.2277534

0.041386

0.2177745

0.1349512

0.0663579

0.3399501

0.2047795

-0.4140832

-5.440575 ***

-3.290229 ***

0.2642704

1.558946

0.921732

285

285

285

-

LR chi2(5) 38.32

LR chi2(5) 38.30

Prob> Chi2

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

Pseudo R-squared

0.1263

0.1093

0.1092

Log-likelihood

-

-156,10711

-156.19656

Predicted

-

74.04%

74.04%

Sensitivity

-

94.95%

94.95%

Specificity

-

26.44%

25.4%

Probability

of

Increasing

Bank

Profitability in Digital Banking
Independent variable
LFR

Size

NPL

E-money

Fintech

Bank type

_cons

Number of observation
LR chi2

Note: *, **, *** show statistical significance at the levels of 0.10, 0.05, 0.01 respectively.
LPM uses Prob> F and R-squared

The logistic regression model concluded that bank size is statistically significant at the
99% level, affecting bank profitability improvement regarding digital banking technologies. It
can be concluded that market share has an impact on the profitability of commercial banks.
From statistics reported by the Financial Services Authority, banking assets dominated by large
banks are shown by the concentration ratio (CR) of 4 bank assets that dominate 50.67% of the
banking industry.
Bank Portfolio Risk (NPL) is statistically significant at the 90% level, affecting bank
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profitability improvement in digital technologies. The higher bad credit ratio has an impact on
lower profitability. E-money transactions are statistically significant at the 99% significance
level affecting the probability of bank profitability improvement in digital banking
technologies. The higher level of Electronic Money (E-Money) transactions indicates the
greater number of customers' digital banking transactions.
Indonesian Banking Profitability in 2015-2019
Our analysis tries to examine the profitability of Indonesian banks in 2015-2019. As
shown in Figure 3, the profitability performance of commercial banks in 2015-2019 shows
fluctuations in bank profitability that are influenced by global financial conditions and digital
banking operations. The profitability performance of conventional banks shows a declining
trend, while Islamic banks' profitability shows an increasing trend.

Conventional Bank

Islamic Bank

Figure 3. Bank's 2015-2019 Profitability Performance
Analysis of profitability level explained by the Wald test shows that commercial banks'
profitability experienced a structural break. The profitability of conventional banks
experienced a structural break in February 2017, while Islamic banks experienced a structural
break in April 2017. The profitability of conventional banks experienced a structural break
earlier than Islamic banks. This is due to the prohibition of the interest system in Islamic
banking operations. Islamic banking uses a profit and loss sharing system where the risk of
volatility is lower (Ascarya, 2017). Conventional banks use an interesting system that is
systematically more sensitive to the global financial crisis changes.
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Conventional Bank Break Feb 2017
IslamicBank Break April 2017
Figure 4. Structural Break of Bank Profitability in 2015-2019
The Impact of Digital Banking on Bank Profitability Level 2015-2019
The profitability performance of conventional banks and Islamic banks in 2015-2019 is
shown in Figure 5; the density of conventional banks is higher than the normal distribution
curve. While the profitability performance of Islamic banks is below the normal distribution
curve. This indicates that conventional banks have a higher level of bank profitability compared
to Islamic banks.

Conventional Bank

Islamic Bank

Figure 5. Kernel Density Analysis for Bank Profitability
Figure 6 shows the correlation between bank profitability and electronic money
transactions. From this figure, it can be assumed that the profitability performance of Islamic
banks is higher compared to conventional banks regarding electronic money transactions. This
can be influenced by the size of conventional banks. Most conventional banks are large banks
that dominate the banking industry market share. Thus, as a proportion of bank profitability
measures become lower than Islamic banks in digital transactions and electronic money
transactions.
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Conventional Banks
Islamic Banks
Figure 6. Correlation Between Profitability and Electronic Money Transactions
Figure 7 shows the correlation between profitability and risk of bank portfolios shown
by Non-Performing Loans (NPL). From Figure 7, it can be analyzed that the risk of
conventional bank portfolios is very stable over time. It can be concluded that conventional
banks are very careful in managing their portfolio and bad credit risk. At the same time, the
risk of Islamic bank portfolios appears to fluctuate and spread. When bank portfolios are lower
risk, bank profitability looks higher. But when the bank's portfolio is at higher risk, bank
profitability looks lower. This is assumed to be the profit and loss sharing system effect applied
to Islamic banking operations. This profit and loss sharing system require Islamic banking
financing through mudharaba and musyarakah contracts.

Conventional Banks

Islamic Banks

Figure 7. Correlation Between Profitability and Bank Portfolio Risk
Figure 8 is the correlation between bank profitability and liquidity risk. Figure 8 shows
that the liquidity risk of conventional banks is spread compared to Islamic banks. It can be
assumed that the behavior of conventional banking in handling liquidity risk varies. Some
conventional banks reduce liquidity risk by depositing funds in the central bank or the interestbased interbank money market. While Islamic banks appear to be more stable because the profit
and loss sharing system is applied to this banking system. Some Islamic banks divert their
capital to financing so that the Islamic bank liquidity ratio (Financing to Deposit Ratio, FDR)
is more than 100%.
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Conventional Bank

Islamic Bank

Figure 8. Correlation Between Profitability and Liquidity Risk
Figure 9 is the correlation between profitability and bank size. As shown in Figure 9, the
profitability of Islamic banks varies based on the bank's size. While the profitability of
conventional banks looks stable for small or large-sized banks. This can be caused by the
interest system applied to conventional banks. And the profit and loss sharing system is applied
to Islamic banks. Conventional bank interest rates are more stable depending on central bank
certificate interest rate fluctuations. Meanwhile, Islamic banks show diversity because the
profitability of Islamic banks is determined by the operational performance of each bank based
on the financing contract.

Conventional Banks

Islamic Banks

Figure 9. Correlation Between Profitability and Bank Size
Figure 10 is the correlation between bank profitability and the Fintech industry. The
existence of the fintech industry does not significantly affect the profitability of banks. This
can be concluded for conventional banks and Islamic banks. This can be assumed because the
market share of the fintech industry is still very small. So, at present it does not affect the
performance of the banking industry in the digital era. However, in the future, when the market
share of the fintech industry is greater than today, the influence of the fintech industry on the
digital banking industry can change significantly.
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Conventional Banks

Islamic Banks

Figure 10. Correlation Between Bank Profitability and Fintech
There are no differences in opportunities or challenges between conventional banks and
Islamic banks in digitizing the banking industry. The difference in bank profitability
performance is largely due to the different systems applied to each bank. With a profit and loss
sharing system that is implemented, Islamic banking has a greater portfolio risk than
conventional banking. However, the Islamic banking system is more resistant to structural
breaks caused by the condition of the global financial system compared to conventional banks.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study analyzes the Structural Break of Indonesia's Digital Banks amid the
uncertainty of global financial conditions. In this study, a logistic regression model is used to
analyze the Bank's digital banking technology profitability. The sample used was 57
commercial banks, consisting of 47 conventional banks and 10 Islamic banks. This analysis
uses binary logistic models, where the probability of bank profitability improvement as the
dependent variable, Y = 1 and Y = 0. Liquidity Risk, Bank Size, Bank Portfolio Risk, and
Electronic Money Transactions (E-Money) as independent variables. To anticipate the
unobserved heterogeneity, Fintech and Bank Type are used as control variables.
The analysis period for this research is 2015-2019. The selection of this period is based
on the time when the rapid progress of digital banking technology was adopted by the
Indonesian banking industry. In conditions of turmoil in the global or national financial system,
the profitability of conventional banks experienced a structural break earlier than that of Islamic
banks. This, because the profit and loss sharing system that is applied to Islamic banking.
Conventional banks use an interest rate system that is systematically sensitive to the changes
of the global financial crisis.
The risk of conventional bank portfolios is very stable over time. It can be concluded that
conventional banks are very careful in managing their portfolio and bad credit risk. While the
risk of Islamic bank portfolios appears to fluctuate and spread. When bank portfolios are lower
risk, bank profitability looks higher. But when the bank's portfolio is at higher risk, bank
profitability looks lower. It can be assumed about the profit and loss sharing system that is
applied in Islamic banking operations. This profit and loss sharing system require Islamic
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banking financing through mudharaba and musharaka contracts, making bank portfolio risk
influenced by real sector performance.
Recommendations for Regulator
Our findings concluded that Islamic commercial banks and conventional commercial
banks have different characteristics in line with the interest rate system and the profit and loss
sharing system. So, in these cases the government or regulators should create policies in line
with the specific characteristics of each type of commercial bank. Conventional banks are very
sensitives to the changes of the global interest rate benchmark. Meanwhile, Islamic banks are
sensitives to the changes of the real sector.
In the new normal life, commercial banking is faced with the challenges of digital
acceleration. Regulators need to prepare policies that can support the digital ecosystem in a
short time by managing risks and stabilizing the digital banking business. The role of regulation
in the digitization process is very important and urgent to maintain financial system stability in
digital banking.
In terms of banking governance in digital technologies, Islamic banking is more stable
against structural breaks over global financial fluctuations compared to conventional banks.
This is due to the interest system applied to conventional banks triggering a higher sensitivity
to changes in global financial interest rates.
In the event of fluctuations and uncertainties in the national and international financial
system, the regulators can predict and anticipate the emergence of structural breaks that
indicate a loss or decrease in profitability in each type of bank. Declining profitability triggers
systemic risk and bankruptcy at a higher level.
In this analysis, the probability of a loss caused by a conventional bank structural break
occurs earlier than that of an Islamic bank. With this method, regulators can improve the
Financial System Stability's performance by predicting the emergence of structural breaks in
each type of bank when a financial crisis occurs. As well as in terms of anticipating and
predicting the condition of Indonesian banking during the pandemic, where, in general, a
structural break in conventional banks took place several months earlier compared to structural
breaks in Islamic banks.
As in the results of previous studies, that the Profit and Loss Sharing System has a more
stable performance compared to the interest-based system, although the Islamic banking
market share is still very minimal compared to the total banking assets as a whole. The
researcher assumes that if the share of the Islamic banking market share is higher, the
Indonesian Financial System Stability will be safer and more stable.
Recommendations for Practitioners
The banking industry will be transformed into a digital banking system. Practitioners
need to shift their operations to meet this challenge and make online and automated activities
in banking transformation. Future bankers need different skills and backgrounds, especially in
digital banking technology.
Recommendations for Further Research
This study uses the Logistic Regression Model to analyze the probability of increasing
the profitability of digital banks in the 2015-2019 period. Suggestions for further research is to
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develop this research model by using the panel logistic regression model and analyze latent
variables in the regression model.
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THE EFFECT OF AUDIT ETHICS, AUDIT FEES, AUDITOR EXPERIENCE AND
COMPETENCES ON AUDIT QUALITY IN THE FINANCIAL AUDITING
SERVICES (KAP) IN PADANG CITY
Dewi Zulvia1, Lidya Martha2, Maria Magdalena3, Zusmawati4 and Ratna Widayati5

ABSTRACT
This study aims to determine how much influence audit ethics, Auditor experience, and
competence, on the quality of the audit at the Padang city Financial Auditing Services, using
the data collection method in the form of a questionnaire as many as 66 respondents. The results
show that audit ethics, audit fees, auditor experience, and competence influence the audit
quality variable.
Keywords: Audit Ethics, Audit Fees, Auditor Experience, Audit Competence, and Quality

1. INTRODUCTION
Indonesia has agreed to participate in ASEAN free trade, including auditors' trade audit
services. The implementation of AFTA 2015 is a challenge for auditors to improve their audit
quality to compete with ASEAN countries' auditors (Nurhayati, 2015). It assumes that high
audit quality requires two things; namely, auditors must have competence and independence.
Both of these have a direct effect on audit quality.
The competition in today's business environment is challenging, including competition
in a public accountant's service business. Moreover, with the rapid development of companies
that have gone public in Indonesia, the demand for an audit service on financial statements will
also increase (Rohman, 2014).
La Financial statements, namely a collection of records based on financial transactions,
have occurred during the current year. The financial statements can be fair if a financial report
follows the Financial Accounting Standards (SAK), which have been determined consistently
and do not contain several material errors/large errors (Futri et. al., 2014).
Meanwhile, auditing, according to Kadhafi, M., Nadirsyah, & Abdullah (2014) is a
systematic activity, aims to obtain and evaluate the truth objectively challenging information
about all economic activities and events so that it seeks to decide the level of harmony between
these statements according to the characteristics that have been determined and convey the
results to users who have interests.
This research will focus more on the influence of Audit Ethics, Audit Fees, Auditor
Experience, and Competence on audit quality. This study involved auditor respondents who
worked in West Sumatra, especially in the city of Padang. The city of Padang is one of the
large cities in West Sumatra, which many have large and small KAPs. This KAPs stipulates
1
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auditors who are free to examine a financial report to provide an opinion based on their client
companies' examination. Hence, their involvement in determining audit quality is
representative enough for this research to be conducted. The difference between the previous
study and the authors’ research lies in the research object, where the author's research object is
KAP Padang city.
The public accountant’s profession has an essential role in the economy because the
auditing carried out by public accountants gives investors and creditors confidence about the
fairness of financial statements. A public accountant or auditor is needed to help resolve interest
issues, be it management or investors. Rahayu (2016) defining the public accounting profession
can be referred to as one of the public trust professions to carry out a free and impartial
assessment of the information presented in financial reports by management.
audit is an action that must be taken by a public accountant to be able to provide an audit
opinion. Besides, the audit process is required by a third party to provide a trusted statement
on the reports issued by management. In auditing, auditors must comply with the existing rules
of public accountant professional standards (SPAP) to maintain audit quality. The audit quality
has become important news for various parties since the disclosure of the Eron case in America
involving the Financial Auditing Services Arthur Anderson.
There are also cases of violations committed by both Financial Auditing Services and
auditors who carry out audit assignments in Indonesia. One of them is PT Kimia Farma's case,
where this case occurred because of an error in sampling by the KAP, which audited it. It has
also been recognized, which is related to the quality of the audit (Nurhayati, 2015). Audit
quality is crucial so that the resulting financial statements can be trusted as a basis for decision
making. Carey and Simnett (2016) defines audit quality as the likelihood of an auditor finding
and reporting an error in the client's accounting system.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Widhiyani (2014) found the research results discussing audit fees' effect on the resulting
audit quality has a significant impact. The results of the study show a significant 0.000 <0.05
with a value of β2 = 1.243. It can be interpreted that the Audit Fee variable has a positive and
significant, statistically significant effect on the quality of the audit process that has been
carried out. This explains that if the greater the client's audit fee, the more extensive an audit
procedure that can be carried out or carried out by the auditor, and the quality of the audit that
will be produced will also be high.
Rohman (2014) found that the results of research on the effect of audit fees on audit
quality have a significant impact, namely obtaining the results that audit fees have a beta value
of 0.150 and a significance of 0.042. This variable has a significance value of <0.1, which
means a significant positive relationship exists between Audit Fees and Audit Quality. So, it is
concluded that the audit fee has a positive effect on audit quality. It means that the higher the
client company's audit fee for the auditor's services, the more quality the resulting audit will
be. Based on the description above, the hypothesis developed is:
Auditor experience is a process of learning and developing auditors' potential behavior
during work and within a particular time. The more work experiences an auditor has, the better
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the resulting audit quality. The research results Rahayu and Suryono (2016) show that work
experience has a positive effect on the quality of examination results. Likewise, according to
research conducted by Merdekawati and Sulistyawati (2011) and obeyed Hanjani (2014), the
auditor's experience has a significant positive effect on audit quality. This shows that the more
work experience an auditor has, the higher its examination results.
From the description above, it can be concluded that the auditor's experience affects audit
quality. The more experience the auditor has, the higher the resulting audit quality.
Highly educated auditors will have a broader view of their work and have a lot of
knowledge about the fields they carry out. Apart from the experience they have, auditors can
easily keep up with increasingly complex developments.
Research conducted by Ichrom (2016) found that competence influences audit quality.
The study conducted by Darayasa et. al. (2016) also said that competence positively affects
audit quality. It can be said that audit quality can be achieved if the auditors have the right
competencies where the competence consists of knowledge and experience.
3. DATA AND METHODS
The type of research used was quantitative methods, which are research in numbers and
analysis using statistics (Sugiyono, 2017). This study aims to test the hypothesis used by
proving the presence/absence of a significant influence between audit ethics and audit fees on
audit quality. Audit Ethics and audit fees are independent variables on audit quality in KAP
Padang city.
The populations in this research were all auditors who are in the Financial Auditing
Services in Padang City. The data was obtained from 7 KAPs in the city of Padang. In this
study, the sampling technique used was the purposive sampling technique, namely the
sampling technique with the criteria of senior auditors who have their assistants and junior
auditors who have conducted their audits of a company.
Types of data used by researchers in this study were Data Cross Section. This crosssectional data is a study conducted. The data were collected once based on calculations
daily/weekly/monthly to answer research questions (Bougle, 2012). The Source of data used
in this research was primary data. In data processing using primary data, the data was obtained
directly through circulating a list of statements (questionnaires). Respondents will fill it in in
the form of questions/written statements regarding the Effect of Audit Ethics, Audit Fees,
Auditor Experience, and Competence on Audit Quality in Financial Auditing Services (KAP)
Padang City. So, the primary data in the study means the respondent's answer to the
questionnaire.
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Then continued, when responding to statements/questions using a likert scale,
respondents must determine the level of their agreement with a question/statement by choosing
one of the options provided. Usually, five scale options are provided in the following format:
a. Strongly Disagree (STS)
: Score 1
b. Disagree (TS)
: Score 2
c. Less Agree (KS)
: Score 3
d. Agree (S)
: Score 4
e. Strongly Agree (SS)
: Score 5
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Table 3.1. Operational Definition of Variables
No.
1

Variable

Definition

Indicator

Audit

Audit quality is an essential part of

1. compatibility Inspection

Quality (Y)

presenting an audit report on a client

with Audit Standards

company that is being worked on by
an independent auditor
2

source
(Fransiska Kovinna
and Betri, n.d.)

2. reports quality
Examination Results

Audit

Audit ethics, namely the elements that

Ethics

shaped behavior and shared values

(X1)

that have been agreed upon to work

2. Public Interest

following the norms or code of ethics,

3. Integrity

achieve organizational goals.

4. Objectivity

1. Responsibility of the

(Muslih, 2016)

profession

5. Competence and
Prudence
Presential
6. professional behavior
7. Technical Standards

3

Audit Fee

An audit fee is some costs (wages) 1. Assignment Risk

(Pramesti, IGAR, and

(X2)

charged by the auditor to the client 2. The Complexity of

Wiratmaja, 2017)

(company), which is used to auditing
the

client's

company's

statements.
4

financial 3. Expertise level
4. KAP structure

Auditor

auditor experience is the time used for 1. Work experience

(Sukriah, Akram, and

Experience

a job or task (job)

Inapty, 2009)

2. Banyan Seems like an

(X3)
5

Services Provided

inspection task

Competenc

Competence

qualification 1. Knowledge

(Ketut

e (X4)

needed by the auditor to carry out the 2. Psychology

2017)

is

the

Budiartha,

audit properly
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This study's data is primary data sourced from questionnaires with closed questions
because the existing answer choices have been provided previously. The questionnaire is
distributed in the form of respondents who fill in their self-administered questionnaires. The
questionnaire was given to the participants; then, the participants answered several questions
with the answers provided. Respondents in this study were senior auditors and junior auditors.
The sampling method used was nonprobability sampling with purposive and convenience
sampling methods. The sampling technique was purposive and took respondents who were
easy to get based on availability and desire to participate (Now & Bougie, 2009). Data was
collected by distributing questionnaires directly. Primary data collection instruments in this
study using a questionnaire or questionnaire. The questionnaire was prepared using a Likert
scale. Each question on the questionnaire has five alternative answers by assigning weights to
the chosen alternatives, starting from weight or point 1, point 2, point 3, point 4 to the highest
point 5. Validity and reliability tests were not carried out because the instrument used was fully
adopted from the instrument of (Widyaningrum & Sarwono, 2012).
The normality test is essential in the statistical method of Hair et al. (2006). The
normality test is useful for proving the data from the sample that is owned is typically
distributed. The normality test is also used to determine what statistical tests will be used in a
study, whether to use a parametric test or a non-parametric test. Normal or not, data can be
seen from Kolmogorov-Smirnov.
The individual statistical test used was the calculated t-test. The t-test is used to test the
significance of the relationship between variable X affects variable Y separately or partially.
The basis for decision-making is to use the probability of significance: If the probability of
significance is> 0.05, Ho is accepted, and Ha is rejected. If the significance probability value
<0.05, then Ho is rejected, and Ha is accepted.
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4. RESULTS
In this research, five things are characteristic of respondents on distributed
questionnaires.
Table 4.1. Respondent Data Based on Age
(data sources were processed in 2019)
Age

total

Percentage%

<22 years

27

40.9

> 23 - 26 years

32

48.5

> 27 years

7

10.6

Total

66

100

Respondents based on age explained that most of the KAP offices in Padang city were>
23-26 years old (48.5%), namely 32 respondents, 27 respondents were <22 years old (40.9%),
and seven respondents were > 27 years old (10.6 %).
Table 4.2. Data of Respondents by Gender
(Data sources were processed in 2019)
Criteria

total

Percentage %

Male

28

42.4

Women

38

57.6

Total

66

100

Respondents based on gender explained that there were fewer male respondents than
female respondents. Of the 66 total samples, 28 male respondents (42.4%) and 38 female
respondents (57.6%).
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Table 4.3. Respondent Data Based on Education Level
(Data sources were processed in 2019)
Criteria

total

Percentage %

High school

0

0

D3

0

0

S1

46

69.7

S2

15

22.7

S3

5

7,6

Others

0

0

Total

66

100

Respondents based on education level show no respondents with the least education were
high school, D3, and others. The last education level taken by the respondent in the statement
was the first. The previous education S1 was 46 respondents (69.7%), S2 was 15 respondents
(22.7%), and S3 as many as five respondents (7.6%).
Table 4.4. Respondent Data by Position
Criteria

total

Percentage %

Junior Auditor

46

69.7

Senior Auditor

20

30.3

Total

66

100

Respondents based on position explained that respondents with senior positions were less
than respondents with junior positions. Of the 66 total samples, respondents with senior
positions were only 20 people (30.3%), while respondents with junior positions were 46 people
(69.7%).
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Table 4.5. Respondent Data Based on Working Period
(Data sources were processed in 2019)
Age

total

Percentage%

<5 years

40

60.6

5 - 10 years

26

39.4

> 10 years

0

0

Total

66

100

Respondents based on tenure explained that respondents who worked for less than five
years were 40 respondents (60.6%), 26 respondents who worked 5 to 10 years (39.4%), and for
respondents who worked for more than ten years in KAP Padang city.
Validity test
From the validity test processed with SPSS 16.0 application, it can be concluded that all
of these variables have been declared valid because the r-count > r-table, r-table that is owned
in this study is 0.2042. Thus, the data can be used to carry out further research.
Reliability Test
Based on the reliability test, the reliability test shows that the instrument for each research
variable is reliable, Cronbach alpha on the audit ethics variable is (0.840> 0.6). In the audit fee
variable (0.870> 0.6), on the auditor's experience variable (0.903> 0.6). And the competency
variable (0.922> 0.6).and audit quality variables (0.918> 0.6) and can be used as a measuring
tool in research.
Classic Assumptions
Normality test
The normality test is used to detect whether the variable data distribution is normal or
vice versa—test for normality using the one-sample Kolmogorov Smirnov test. If the resulting
value is> 0.05, the data distribution can be normal, and vice versa if the resulting value is <0.05,
the data distribution is not normal.
Based on the table below, it can be concluded that the results of the normality test show
that the significant value of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is 0.068> 0.05, so it can be said to
be normally distributed so that the data can be used for further research.
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Table 4.6. Normality Test Results
One-Sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
Unstandardi
zed
Residual
N
66
Normal Parameters a, b
Mean
.0000000
Std.
1.91323947
Deviation
Most
Extreme
Absolute
.068
Differences
Positive
.044
Negative
-.068
Statistical Test
.068
Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)
.200c, d
a. Test distribution is Normal.
b. Calculated from data.
c. Lilliefors Significance Correction.
d. This is a lower bound of the real significance.

Multicollinearity Test
The multicollinearity test aims to see the correlation between the independent variables
(X). If there is significant multicollinearity between the independent variables, it must be
eliminated from multiple regression analysis. The multicollinearity test can be tested with the
VIF value for each independent variable. There is a provision for freedom from
multicollinearity. If the tolerance value is above 0.10 and the VIF value <10, it can be said that
there is no multicollinearity.
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Table 4.7. Multicollinearity Test Results
Coefficients
Model

Unstandardized

Standar

Coefficients

dized

t

Sig.

Collinearity
Statistics

Coeffici
ents
B

Std.

Beta

Toler

Error
1

(Constant)

5,583

3,932

Audit Ethics

-.067

.045

VIF

ance

-.070

1,420

.161

-

.142

.897

1,115

.026

.868

1,152

.000

.543

1,843

.000

.468

2,135

1,486
Audit Fee

-142

.062

-.110

2,288

Auditor

1,073

.096

.679

Experience
Competence

11,20
1

.278

.062

.291

4,458

a. Dependent Variable: Audit Quality

Based on the table above, it can be seen that the independent variable tolerance value of
Auditor Ethics is 0.897> 0.10, Audit Fee is 0.868> 0.10, Auditor Experience is 0.543> 0.10
and Competency is 0.468> 0.10. While the VIF value for Auditor Ethics is 1.115 <10, Audit
Fee is 1.152 <10, Auditor Experience is 1.843 <10, and competency is 2.135 <10. So, it can be
concluded that this regression model does not occur multicollinearity.
Heteroscedasticity Test
The heteroscedasticity test is used to see whether there is an unequal residual variable
from one observation to another in a regression. To detect heteroscedasticity symptoms, use
the Glejser test, namely if the significant probability level is >0.05. There is no
heteroscedasticity, and on the graph, plot test if there is no clear pattern. The points spread
above and below the number 0 on the Y-axis, and then there is no heteroscedasticity. The test
results can be seen in the table below.
Based on the table below, it can be seen that the value of the significant probability
variable Auditor Ethics (X1) is 0.715, Audit Fee (X2) is 0.165, auditor experience (X3) is
0.673, and competence (X4) is 0.523. In this case, the significant variables X1, X2, X3, and
X4> 0.05, so it can be concluded that this regression model does not contain heteroscedasticity.
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Table 4.8. Heteroscedasticity Test Results
Coefficients
Model

Unstandardized

Standardize

Coefficients

d

t

Sig.

Coefficients
B

Std.

Beta

Error
1

(Constant)
Audit Ethics
Audit Fee
Auditor Experience
Competence

.236

2,465

.096

.924

-.010

.028

-.049

-367

.715

.055

.039

.190

1,404

.165

-.025

.060

-.072

-424

.673

.025

.039

.118

.642

.523

a. Dependent Variable: RES2
Sources: author computation using SPSS

Multiple Linear Regression Test
To test the hypothesis, which states that there is an influence between information
systems, user satisfaction, and organizational performance by analyzing the data using multiple
linear regression analysis.
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Table 4.9. Multiple Linear Regression Test Results
Coefficients
Model

Unstandardized

Standardize

Coefficients

d

t

Sig.

Coefficients
B

Std.

Beta

Error
1

(Constant)

5,583

3,932

1,420

.161

Audit Ethics

.646

.045

.928

14,458

.000

Audit Fee

-247

.077

-205

-3,188

.002

1,073

.096

.679

11,201

.000

.278

.062

.291

4,458

.000

Auditor Experience
Competence

a. Dependent Variable: Audit Quality
Sources: author computation using SPSS

Based on the table below, it can be concluded that the test results can be formulated with
the regression equation as follows:
audit quality = 5,583 + 0,646 audit ethics + (-0,247) audit fee + 1,073 auditor’s experience +
0,278 competence
Based on this equation, it can be interpreted as follows:
a) If audit ethics, audit fees, auditor experience, and competence are assumed to be
zero (0), the audit quality will remain constant, namely 5,583 units.
b) The regression coefficient for the audit ethics variable (X1) is equal to 0.646: this
means that if other independent variables are fixed, and audit ethics has increased
by 1%, then the audit quality (Y) will improve by0. 646. The coefficient is
positive, meaning that there is a positive relationship between Audit ethics with
audit quality. The higher the audit ethics, the higher the audit quality.
c) Audit-Fee variable coefficient regression (X2) of -0.247 means that if other
independent variables are fixed, and the audit fee has increased by 1%, the audit
quality (Y) will decrease by-0.247. The coefficient is negative, meaning that there
is a negative relationship between Audit fees with audit quality. The higher the
audit fee, the lower the audit quality.
d) The Auditor Experience variable (X3) regression coefficient is equal to 1,073,
meaning that if other independent variables are fixed in value and the Auditor's
experience has increased by 1%. The Audit Quality (Y) will increase by 1,073.
The coefficient is positive, meaning that there is a positive relationship between
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the auditor's experience and the audit quality. The more the knowledge of the
auditor, the more the quality of the audit will increase.
e) The competency variable regression coefficient (X4) is equal to 0.278, meaning
that if other independent variables are fixed in value and competence has
increased by 1%, Audit Quality (Y) will increase by 1,073. The coefficient is
positive, meaning that there is a positive relationship between competence and
audit quality. The higher the competence, the higher the audit quality.
Determinant Coefficient (R2)
The value used in the coefficient of determination is to use the adjusted R Square value.
This value is used to measure how much the model is capable of applying the dependent
variable. The adjusted R Square value used is taken from the model summary table in the table.
Table 4.10. Result of Determination Coefficient Test (R2)
Model Summary
Mode

R

l
1

.937a

R

Adjusted R

Std. Error of

Square

Square

the Estimate

.879

.871

1.97497

a. Predictors: (Constant), Competence, Audit Fee, Audit Ethics,
Auditor Experience

The value of adjusted R Square in the table is 0.879, which means 87.9%. This means
that the variation of the dependent variable presented by the independent is 87.9%. In
comparison, the remaining 12.1% is explained by other variables not included in this study's
regression model. So, it can be concluded that audit ethics, fees, auditor experience, and audit
competence have an effect of 87.9% on audit quality, while 12.1% are influenced by other
variables not examined.
5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Based on the research results obtained on Audit ethics, Audit Fee, Auditor experience,
and competence on audit quality at several KAP in Padang city. This research was conducted
by distributing questionnaires to as many as 66 respondents; this study used the SPSS for
windows application. Then it can be concluded as follows:
Effect of audit ethics on audit quality
Based on the table, it can be seen that the significant value of audit ethics is smaller than
the value of α = 0.05, which is equal to 0.000. This means that H0 is rejected, Ha is accepted.
It means that the research regarding the effect of audit ethics on the quality of the audit
conducted by researchers can be concluded that audit ethics affect the quality of audits at KAP
Padang City. Following the hypothesis in previous research, which states that audit ethics
positively affects accepted audit quality. This study's results indicate the same results of earlier
studies that have shown positive audit quality effects. Research by (Kurnia, Khomsiyah, &
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Sofie, 2014) shows that audit ethics positively affect audit quality.
Then research from Kadhafi et al. (2014) and Yulianto (2017) also shows that audit ethics
has a positive and statistically significant effect on audit quality. Every public accountant is
also required to uphold the Audit Ethics that has been established by the Indonesian Institute
of Public Accountants so that unfair competition conditions can be avoided. By upholding
Audit Ethics, it is hoped that fraud will not occur among public accountants so that they can
provide an auditor's opinion that is truly following the financial statements presented by their
clients.
Effect of audit fees on audit quality
Based on the table, it can be seen that the significant value of the Audit Fee is smaller
than the value of 0.05, which is equal to 0.002. This means that H0 is rejected, Ha is accepted.
So, researchers' research on the effect of audit fees on audit quality can be concluded that audit
fees affect audit quality in KAP Padang City and follow the hypothesis in previous research.
These results are supported by research Rahmina and Agoes (2014), who explained that
all IAPI members must consider several things in the arrangement of audit fees (Decree of the
Chairman of IAPI, Number: KEP.024 / IAPI / VII / 2008). This consideration is intended to
assure public accountants and clients, whose audit fees reflect the public accountant's level of
responsibility and risk. The determination of the audit fee policy at the Financial Auditing
Services is an essential aspect of reviewing the quality of audits conducted at Financial
Auditing Services. It can be concluded that the audit fee/audit fee has a positive effect on audit
quality.
Research Pratistha and Widhiyani (2014) said that the auditor would carry out the more
critical the audit fee provided by the client, the more extensive the audit procedures, the
resulting audit quality will be outstanding. An auditor with a high audit fee or audit fee will
certainly carry out a broader and in-depth audit procedure of a client company. The possibility
of irregularities that exist in the client's financial statements can be quickly and detected.
Detection of discrepancies illustrates the high quality of an audit process; this is because the
audit process's quality is an implementation of an audit with the correct application of
accounting standards and auditing standards by the auditor. It can be concluded that the audit
fee/audit fee has a positive effect on audit quality.
Then, the research from Kurniasih and Rohman (2014) identifies that the audit fee
positively affects audit quality. This shows that client companies give the audit cost. The more
significant the audit fee for audit services, the more quality the audit will be obtained. Because
the audit fee or audit fee has been received in one year, and the estimated operational costs
required in conducting an audit can improve the quality of the audit. In general, large
manufacturing companies prefer to pay a large nominal audit fee or audit fee because they
prefer auditors in Financial Auditing Services (KAP) who can obtain quality audit reports and
can increase the credibility of financial reports years that can compete around the world. Based
on this research results, it is evident that in the State of Indonesia, auditors of Financial Auditing
Services (KAP) that have large or high audit fees or auditing fees are likely to provide quality
audit results that can satisfy clients. Thus, the results of this study identify those audit fees have
a positive effect on audit quality.
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The Effect of Auditor Experience on Audit Quality
Based on the table, it can be seen that the significant value of Auditor Experience is
smaller than the value of α = 0.05, which is equal to 0.000. This means that H0 is rejected, Ha
is accepted. The research of the Auditor's Experience on the quality of the audit can be
concluded as Auditor's Experience affects the audit quality at the Financial Auditing Services
in Padang City. It follows the hypothesis in previous research which states that the Auditor's
Experience positively affects accepted audit quality.
As a result, their judgments are less accurate than experienced auditors. The experience
will continue to increase along with the more audits they carry out. An auditor must have
sufficient work experience because this must be following general standards and professional
standards of public accountants that explain that auditors must have adequate work experience
in the profession; they are engaged in that. This indicates that the longer the auditor's working
period and experience, the better, and the resulting audit quality will also increase. The results
of the research conducted by Rahayu (2016) show that work experience positively affects the
quality of examination results.
Likewise, research that has been conducted by Hanjani (2014) states that the auditor's
experience has a significant positive effect on audit quality. This shows that the more work
experience an auditor has, the higher its examination results.
Effect of Competence on Audit Quality
Based on the table, it can be seen that the significant value of Auditor Competence is
smaller than the value of α = 0.05, which is equal to 0,000. This means that H0 is rejected, Ha
is accepted. So, the research regarding Auditor Competence's influence on the quality of the
audit conducted by researchers can be concluded that Auditor Competence affects audit quality
at KAP Padang City and follows the hypothesis in previous research that states that Auditor
Competence has a positive effect on accepted audit quality.
Research conducted by Mochamad Ichrom (2016) found that competence positively
affects audit quality. The study conducted by Darayasa and Wisadha (2016) also said that
competence positively impacts audit quality. It can be said that audit quality can be achieved
if the auditors have good competencies. These competencies consist of knowledge and
experience competence from a knowledge point of view where knowledge is obtained through
direct considerations made in the past and fed back to performance and indirectly (education).
An auditor becomes an independent party who must have good knowledge to apply his
expertise in producing good audit quality. If the auditor's understanding can be used and applied
correctly and is balanced with his work experience, the audio quality will be better too.
Conclusion
The results indicated that the audit ethics variable influenced the audit quality variable.
The audit fee in this study also influenced the audit quality variable. The Auditor's experience
in this study influenced the audit quality variable, and the competence in this study influenced
the audit quality variable.
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THE EFFECT OF CARBON EMISSION DISCLOSURE ON THE
FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Fenny Marietza1, Bimo Asfriyanto2 and Madani Hatta3

ABSTRACT
This study aimed to examine the effect of carbon emissions disclosure on the financial
performance that will be proxied by Return on Assets (ROA), Return on Equity (ROE), and
Return on Sales (ROS). The population of this study is companies in the agricultural sector,
mining sector, industrial sector (manufacturing), as well as the infrastructure, utilities, and
transportation sectors, which are listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange for the 2016-2018
observation period. The sample selection technique used is purposive sampling and then
obtained 27 companies in three years so that 81 units of company observation are obtained in
the period 2016-2018. The method of data analysis in this study is panel data regression
analysis. The study results show that the disclosure of carbon emissions has a significant
positive effect on financial performance proxied by ROA, ROE, and ROS.
Keywords: Carbon Emissions Disclosure, Financial Performance, Return on Assets, Return
on Equity, and Return on Sales.

1. INTRODUCTION
Global warming has become an increasingly important political and business issue for
most countries. Global warming will cause climate change with increasing global temperature.
One of the causes of climate change is greenhouse gases generated from human activities
carried out in industrial activities. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) (2018: 6), the global average surface temperature is increasing at a rate of 0.8
℃ ± 1.2 ℃ resulting in climate change in various places and is predicted to increase to 1.5 ℃
in the year 2030-2052.
The international community's efforts in dealing with the phenomenon of climate change
have been started since the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) made an international amendment known as the Kyoto Protocol. In the Kyoto
Protocol, which is categorized as greenhouse gases are Carbon dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4),
Nitrous oxide (N2O), Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCS), Perfluorocarbons (PFCS), and Sulfur
hexafluoride (SF6).
Indonesia has adopted the Kyoto Protocol through Law Number 17 of 2004 to implement
sustainable development and participate in efforts to reduce global greenhouse gas emissions.
Indonesia is committed to reducing greenhouse gases through Presidential Regulation of the
Republic of Indonesia Number 61 of 2011 concerning the National Action Plan for Reducing
Greenhouse Gases and Presidential Regulation of the Republic of Indonesia Number 71 of
1 23
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2011 concerning the implementation of a national greenhouse gas inventory.
Presidential Decree No. 61 of 2011 states that companies also take part in efforts to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. This effort is carried out by disclosing carbon emission
activities. Disclosure of carbon emissions by companies can be assessed by users of financial
statements as a company's commitment to dealing with global warming problems due to
greenhouse gases (Choi et al., 2013). In this study, disclosure of carbon emissions consists of
disclosure of risks and opportunities of climate change, the intensity of greenhouse gas
emissions, energy consumption, reduction of greenhouse gases and costs incurred, and the
accountability of carbon emissions by companies. Disclosure of carbon emissions can be seen
in the sustainability report published by the company. The advantages of disclosing carbon
emissions for companies are: getting legitimacy from stakeholders because they are already
responsible for the environment, avoiding threats, especially for companies that produce high
greenhouse gases, reducing operating costs, reducing demand, reducing reputation risk, and
penalties (Berthelot and Robert, 2011).
Another reason for companies to disclose their carbon emission activities is for the
benefit of stakeholders to increase company transparency and accountability. However, the
disclosure of carbon emissions is costly and is considered to be detrimental to the company.
The company considers the costs incurred as only additional costs for the company, so many
companies have not disclosed their overall carbon emissions (Ahzar, 2018). Meanwhile, the
allocation of costs for disclosing carbon emissions shows a signal of environmental concern by
the company to build public trust in corporate social responsibility (Tunggal and Fachrurrozie,
2014). Costs incurred for disclosing carbon emissions can be considered as a long-term
investment company. By increasing stakeholder trust in the company, it will have an impact
on improving the company's financial performance.
The company's financial performance is a description of the financial condition of a
company that reflects work performance in a certain period. Financial performance appraisal
can be seen from the financial statements that have been presented by company management.
Financial performance can be used to consider decision-making for stakeholders (Classyane et
al., 2011).
One example of a company that discloses carbon emissions is PT. Semen Indonesia Tbk
through the operation of the Waste Recovery Heat Power Plant (WHRPG), namely the
construction of a power plant that utilizes company exhaust gases, the operation of WHRGP is
carried out to save energy costs and reduce the company's operational costs. . The WHRPG
operation is implemented in two factories of PT. Semen Indonesia Tbk, namely the Semen
Padang Indarung V Factory and the Tuban Factory. At the Indarung V Semen Padang Plant,
the WHRPG operation has been carried out since 2014 to date, saving energy costs of IDR 33
billion per year, the efficiency of 8 MW of electrical power, and reduce emissions of 43
thousand tons of CO2 per year. Meanwhile, the full operation of WHRPG at PLTU Tuban
began in March 2018, which was able to save electricity expenses of up to IDR 120 billion per
year, 30 MW of electrical power efficiency, and reduce emissions of 122 tons of CO2 per year.
The decrease in operational costs from WHRPG operations certainly affects and
increases the net profit of PT. Semen Indonesia Tbk. PT. Semen Indonesia Tbk experienced an
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increase of Rp 1,435,697,985,000 during 2017 to 2018. This increase in profit will certainly
affect the level of company profitability. Based on these facts and practices, this study uses
profitability as the basis for measuring the company's financial performance. Financial
performance indicators in this study are seen from the level of profitability, namely Return on
Assets (ROA), Return on Equity (ROE), and Return on Sales (ROS). The theory, which is the
basis of this research, is stakeholder theory. According to Freeman (1984: 46), Stakeholders
are groups or individuals who can influence or be influenced by the organization's efforts to
achieve its goals. Stakeholder theory is very appropriate in explaining the company's
motivation to disclose information on carbon emissions. This is considered as evidence that the
entity can proactively assert its influence on stakeholders. In addition, the disclosure of carbon
emissions can also be a positive signal or good news for investors and stakeholders that the
company is serious in dealing with environmental problems (Odriozoal and Baraibar-Diez,
2017). In accordance with stakeholder theory, the love relationship created will be a marketing
tool for the company to improve its financial performance, such as achieving maximum
profitability because consumers will only be interested in using products from environmentally
friendly companies (Kelvin et al., 2017).
Previous studies on disclosure of carbon emissions and corporate financial performance
have been conducted (Alvarez et al., 2015; Ganda, 2018; Kelvin et al., 2017; Kumar and Firoz,
2018; Nor et al., 2016; Rokhmawati et al., 2017; Kumar and Firoz, 2018; Nor et al., 2016;
Rokhmawati et al., 2017; al, 2015; Soewarno et al., 2018). In Indonesia, research by Kelvin et
al. (2017), Rokhmawati et al. (2015), Soewarno et al. (2018) show that the disclosure of carbon
emissions has an effect on improving financial performance as proxied by ROA and ROE.
However, other research has inconsistent results, including the study of Ganda (2018) on 63
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) companies in South Africa, showing that companies with
good carbon performance will have a positive effect on improving financial performance as
proxied by ROE and ROS, but does not affect financial performance as proxied by ROI and
MVA. Research by Alvarez et al. (2015); Kumar and Firoz (2018) show the results that
disclosure of carbon emissions has an effect on financial performance, which is proxied by
ROE but does not affect the increase in financial performance proxied by ROA. Research by
Nor et al. (2016) shows that environmental disclosure has a positive effect on financial
performance as proxied by ROS, while environmental disclosure has no effect on financial
performance as proxied by ROA, ROE, and EPS.
This study aims to determine the effect of disclosure of carbon emissions on corporate
financial performance as measured by ROA, ROE, and ROS
2. LITERATURE STUDY AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Stakeholder Theory
The term stakeholder was initially introduced by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in
1963, viz that is “Those groups without whose support the organization would cease to exist’’
(Freeman dan Reed, 1983). The core of that thinking leads to an organization's existence (in
this case, the company) is strongly influenced by the support of groups that have a relationship
with the organization. According to Freeman (1984:46), Stakeholders are groups or individuals
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who can influence or be affected by the organization's efforts in realizing its objectives. Ghozali
and Chariri (2014:439) said that the company is not an entity that only operates for its own
interests but must provide benefits for its stakeholders (shareholders, creditors, consumers,
suppliers, government, society, analysts, and other parties).
Disclosure of Carbon Emissions
Carbon emissions release carbon into the atmosphere that occurs due to the burning
process of carbon either in single or compound form. According to Cahya (2016), disclosure
of carbon emissions is a disclosure to assess an organization's carbon emissions and set targets
for reducing these emissions. Carbon Emission Disclosure is an example of disclosure related
to social and environmental activities that have been regulated by regulations. One of them is
contained in PSAK No.1 (revised 2017) paragraph fourteen, which states that several entities
also present, ranging from financial reports, environmental reports, and value-added reports,
especially for industries where environmental factors are significant and when employees are
considered users. Financial reports play an important role. These additional reports are outside
the scope of Financial Accounting Standards.
Financial Performance
Financial performance is an analysis conducted to see the extent to which a company has
carried out using the rules of financial implementation properly and correctly (Fahmi, 2012:2).
According to Classyane et al. (2011) Company, financial performance is a picture of a
company's financial condition analyzed by financial analysis tools, so it can be known about
the good and bad financial condition of a company that reflects work performance in a certain
period. Financial performance assessment can be seen from the financial statements that have
been presented by the company's management. Financial performance can be used as material
for consideration in decision making for stakeholders.
Hypothesis Development
Return on assets is a profitability ratio used to measure a company's effectiveness in
generating profits by utilizing total assets owned. The disclosure of carbon emissions for asset
returns is described in stakeholder theory. If the resources are managed properly within the
company, it will increase company profits and create prosperity for shareholders. The company
will be more appreciated if the company can create good value and meet stakeholders' interests.
The research results by Kelvin et al. (2017) show that disclosure of carbon emission
reductions by companies, such as disclosure of total energy consumed and quantification of
renewable energy use, will provide greater benefits for the sustainability of natural ecosystems
and the living conditions of present and future generations. Disclosure of the types of carbon
emission sources owned by the company, such as equipment, vehicles, or machinery, will also
provide management with an advantage in determining the maximum asset management
strategy. Therefore, management's motivation to carry out natural restoration will encourage
companies to do more efficiency, such as saving electricity consumption and controlling
emissions from boiler or biomass combustion to reduce operating costs, bring profitability to
the company, and increase the company's ROA.
This is in line with research conducted by Rokhmawati et al. (2015) and Soewarno et al.
(2018), which shows that there is a significant positive effect between disclosure of carbon
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emissions on the company's financial performance as proxied by ROA. Based on this research,
the first hypothesis can be formulated as follows:
H1: Carbon Emission Disclosure has a positive effect on ROA
Return on equity illustrates the extent to which a company's ability to generate profits
that can be obtained by shareholders (Tandelilin, 2010:372). This ratio will show how much
profit the company will make on investment based on the book value of the shareholders.
Disclosure of carbon emissions to return on equity is explained in stakeholder theory, where
the purpose of disclosure of carbon emissions is to show stakeholders activities related to
carbon emissions produced by the company and its effects on the environment and society. It
is undeniable that the ultimate goal of disclosing carbon emissions is to maximize profits that
will later impact the welfare of the owner.
Disclosure of carbon emissions is one thing that is expected by the company to be able
to increase company profits. With a good level of disclosure of carbon emissions, it is expected
to attract investors' interest in the company by providing more value to the company later by
increasing financial performance. The improvement in the company's financial performance is
clearly directly proportional to the increase in the company's profitability ratios, such as Return
on Equity (ROE).
Research result Kumar and Firoz (2018) indicate that the ROE ratio will be higher for
companies with a higher environmental disclosure score than companies with a low
environmental disclosure score. This is in line with Alvarez et al. (2015), which shows that the
reduction in greenhouse gases causes an increase in financial performance that is proxied by
ROE. Research result Kelvin et al. (2017) and Ganda (2018) also showed significant positive
results between disclosure of carbon emissions and financial performance proxied by ROE.
Based on this study, the second hypothesis can be formulated as below:
H2: Disclosure of Carbon Emissions has a positive effect on ROE
Return on Sales (ROS) is a ratio that illustrates a company's ability to generate profits
derived from its operational activities. A high ROS indicates the company's high ability to
generate a net profit on certain income and vice versa. With the disclosure of carbon emissions,
the ROS will increase in line with the increasingly interested stakeholders in the company's
carbon emissions disclosure activities. Disclosure of carbon emissions to return on sales is
explained in stakeholder theory, where stakeholder theory can be used as a corporate strategy
to satisfy stakeholder desires so that stakeholders provide support to the company, which will
later have a positive impact on optimizing profitability through improving the company's
financial performance.
Research result Ganda (2018) shows that carbon performance has a significant positive
effect on financial performance, which is proxied by ROS. This is in line with Nor et al. (2016)
research, which shows that environmental disclosure has a significant positive effect on ROS.
Based on these studies, a third hypothesis can be formulated as below:
H3: Disclosure of Carbon Emissions has a positive effect on ROS
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3. RESEARCH METHOD
This study uses one independent variable: the disclosure of carbon emissions and 1
dependent variable, namely financial performance with ROA, ROE, and ROS indicators. In
addition, we use control variables consisting of growth, size, leverage, and capital intensity.
The measurement of disclosure of carbon emissions by using the annual report and the
sustainability report of the sample companies to find the extent to which the company is
disclosing carbon emissions. The area of carbon emission disclosure items uses an index
developed by Choi et al. (2013), which is constructed from a request sheet developed by the
CDP (Carbon Disclosure Project). If the company discloses the items in accordance with what
is determined, it will be given a score of 1, whereas if the specified item is not disclosed, it will
be given a score of 0. The score of 1 is totaled and divided by the maximum number of items
that can be disclosed. Thus, the carbon emission disclosure formula used in this study is:

CED = Carbon emission disclosure
∑di = Total overall score of 1 obtained by the company
M = Maximum total items that can be disclosed (18 items)
According to Brigham and Houston (2013:148), return on assets or return on total assets
is a ratio that measures net income to total assets after interest and taxes. Mathematically ROA
can be formulated as follows:

Return on equity is the rate of return on ordinary shareholder investment. Return on
equity can be measured by dividing net income against ordinary equity (Brigham and Houston,
2013:148).
Mathematically ROE can be formulated as follows:

According to Brigham dan Houston (2013:146), Return on Sales or Net Profit Margin is
the ratio of net income to sales. ROS can be formulated as follows:

Growth, according to Fahmi (2012:69), is a ratio that measures how much a company's
ability to maintain its position in the industry and economic development in general. This
growth ratio is generally seen from various aspects, namely in terms of sales, earnings after tax
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(EAT), earnings per share, dividends per share, and market price per share. In this research,
company growth is measured through the company's sales growth. According to Kesuma
(2009), Sales growth is an increase in the number of sales from year to year or over time. The
measurement method is to compare sales in the year t after deducting sales in the previous
period against sales in the previous period. Mathematically sales growth can be formulated as
follows:

According to Harahap (2011:23), company size is measured by the natural logarithm (Ln)
of the average total assets of the company. The use of total assets is based on the consideration
that total assets reflect the size of the company and are thought to affect the timeliness.
Mathematically the size of the company can be formulated as follows:
Size = Ln (Total Assets)
Kasmir (2010:151) defines the leverage ratio as financing company assets through debt.
This means how much debt burden is borne by the company compared to assets owned by the
company. Mathematically leverage can be formulated as follows:

According to Roifah et al. (2015), Capital Intensity Ratio is an investment activity carried
out by a company associated with an investment in the form of fixed assets (capital intensity).
The capital intensity ratio can indicate the level of efficiency of a company in using its assets
to generate sales. Mathematically the intensity of capital can be formulated as follows:

Population and Sample
The sampling technique used in this study is the purposive sampling method or purposive
sampling, which is the sampling technique with certain considerations (Sugiyono, 2017:68).
Considerations in sampling in this study are Companies that publish annual reports and
sustainability reports in a row during the 2016-2018 period and explicitly report carbon
emissions disclosures.
Data Analysis Technique
Data on all variables used were obtained from annual reports and sustainability reports
that can be accessed directly by researchers through the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX)
website, namely www.idx.co.id and the websites of each company. The period of taking annual
report data and sustainability report in this study is from 2015 to 2018.
The analytical method used in this study is panel data regression. Panel data is a
collection of data that consists of a number of cross-section data from a certain time-series
(Gujarati and Porter, 2009:22). Analysis of the data in this study will be processed using the
help of the Eviews version 9 application program to determine the level of significance of each
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regression coefficient of the independent variable on the dependent variable.
4. RESULT
Descriptive Statistic

Multicollinearity Test
Table 2 Multicollinearity Test Results

CED
GROWTH
SIZE
LEVERAGE
IM

CED
1,000000
-0,197617
0,007048
-0,271574
0,194327

Growth
-0,197617
1,000000
0,122843
0,367990
-0,021735

Size
0,007048
0,122843
1,000000
0,219331
-0,229261

Lev
-0,271574
0,367990
0,219331
1,000000
0,132647

IM
0,194327
-0,021735
-0,229261
0,132647
1,000000
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Heteroscedasticity Test
Table. 3 Heteroscedastic Test Results
Variable

ROA

ROE

ROS

HeteroscedasticityFree Criteria

Description

0,1192

0,0691

0,4672

> 0,05

Heteroscedasticity
free

0,5554

0,6546

0,3104

> 0,05

Heteroscedasticity
free

0,4922

0,5977

0,1318

> 0,05

Heteroscedasticity
free

0,2266

0,3047

0,4826

> 0,05

Heteroscedasticity
free

0,9992

0,6530

0,2693

> 0,05

Heteroscedasticity
free

CED
GROWTH
SIZE
LEVERAGE
IM
Hypothesis Test
Table 4 Results
ROA

ROE

ROS

Hypothesis
Direction

Koef.

Sig.

Koef.

Sig.

Koef.

Sig.

+

0,175218

0,0046

0,315973

0,0098

0,181170

0,0364

Growth

-0,004714

0,8171

-0,020133

0,6204

0,036966

0,3316

Size

0,034183

0,2209

-0,045161

0,4149

-0,001153

0,9431

Leverage

-0.275211

0,0043

0,172777

0,3504

-0,031564

0,7657

IM

0,119815

0,0081

0,254211

0,0050

0,086261

0,0569

Variabel
CED

The first hypothesis test is shown to prove that the carbon emissions disclosure variable
(CED) has a positive effect on financial performance that is proxied by ROA. The first
hypothesis testing is seen in the chosen model, the Fixed Effects model. Based on Table 2, the
regression results show the carbon emissions disclosure variable (CED) has a positive
regression coefficient of 0.175218 and is significant with the sig. 0.0046 (sig. <0.05).
Regression results show that the disclosure of carbon emissions has a significant positive effect
on financial performance that is proxied by ROA, so the first hypothesis is accepted.
This study indicates that disclosure of carbon emissions that affect the financial
performance proxied by ROA shows that disclosure of carbon emissions broader will increase
the company's credibility and evidence that management has produced a good performance for
the company. Disclosure of carbon emissions will provide information to investors, so this will
give an idea of the condition of the company that affects the level of profitability of the
company. Disclosure of good carbon emissions is good news and can attract investors to invest.
Companies with a good disclosure of carbon emissions are believed by investors to be able to
achieve an efficient level of production due to the suppression of the cost of using company
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assets in terms of handling future environmental damage. With the emphasis on costs, the
achievement of company profits will be higher and then will have a good impact on the
company's financial performance as measured by ROA.
This research is consistent with research by Kelvin et al. (2017), Rokhmawati et al.
(2015), Soewarno et al. (2018), which shows there is an influence between disclosure of carbon
emissions on the financial performance of companies that are proxied by ROA.
The second hypothesis test proves that the carbon emissions disclosure variable (CED)
has a positive effect on financial performance that is proxied by ROE. The second hypothesis
testing is seen in the selected model, the Fixed Effects model. Based on Table 2, the regression
results show the carbon emissions disclosure variable (CED) has a positive regression
coefficient of 0.315973 and is significant with sig. 0.0098 (sig. <0.05). Regression results show
that the disclosure of carbon emissions has a significant positive effect on financial
performance proxied by ROE, so the second hypothesis is accepted.
The results of this study indicate that disclosure of carbon emissions is in line with an
increase in stakeholder investment commitments, which meansa commitment to money or
other resources in the hope of getting a return on equity in the future. Corporate transparency
is one of the things that will be considered by investors in making investment decisions, and
corporate transparency can be realized by disclosing carbon emissions. The resources that
companies use to disclose carbon emissions and disclose them in sustainability reports create
a good image in the view of stakeholders. In general, this image will generate cash flow in the
form of investment and cooperation that has the potential to increase productivity and sales of
the company, which are expected to be operated by the company to produce higher
profitability. High profitability can also be interpreted as a return rate on investment or return
on equity for shareholders.
This research is consistent with Kumar and Firoz (2018) research, which indicates that
the ROE ratio will be higher for companies with a higher environmental disclosure score than
companies with a low environmental disclosure score. This is in line with Alvarez et al. (2015),
which shows that the reduction in greenhouse gases causes an increase in financial performance
that is proxied by ROE. Research result Kelvin et al. (2017) and Ganda (2018) also showed
significant positive results between disclosure of carbon emissions and financial performance
proxied by ROE.
The third hypothesis test proves that the carbon emissions disclosure variable (CED)
has a positive effect on the financial performance proxied by the ROS. The third hypothesis
testing is seen in the selected model, the random effect model. Based on Table 2, the regression
results show the carbon emissions disclosure variable (CED) has a positive regression
coefficient of 0.181170 and is significant with the sig. 0.0364 (sig. <0.05). Regression results
indicate that the disclosure of carbon emissions has a significant positive effect on financial
performance proxied by the ROS, so the third hypothesis is accepted.
These results indicate that with the disclosure of carbon emissions, the ROS will
experience an increase in line with the increasingly interested stakeholders in the activities of
carbon emissions disclosure carried out by the company. According to Kelvin et al. (2017),
disclosure of carbon emissions, such as expressing corporate responsibility for actions related
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to climate change and actions that the company will take to address them will reflect the
business ethics carried out by the company. Thus, stakeholders will be able to find out how
much commitment and attention the company has to its environment to jointly pay attention to
the possible environmental impacts of the company. Consistent with stakeholder theory, the
created love relationship will be a marketing tool for companies to increase maximum sales
because consumers will only be interested in using products from environmentally friendly
companies.
This research is consistent with research Ganda (2018), which shows that carbon
performance has a significant positive effect on financial performance that is proxied by ROS.
This is in line with Nor et al. (2016) research, which shows that environmental disclosure has
a significant positive effect on ROS.
5. CONCLUSION
This study aims to obtain empirical evidence about the influence of the disclosure of
carbon emissions on the company's financial performance, which is proxied by ROA, ROE,
and ROS. Based on the results of the study concluded as follows:
1. Disclosure of carbon emissions has a positive effect on financial performance that is
proxied by ROA. This shows that the more disclosure of carbon emissions by the
company will result in the processing of company assets in reducing carbon emissions,
the better it will reduce the company's operating costs, which will increase the value of
the company's ROA.
2. Disclosure of carbon emissions has a positive effect on financial performance proxied
by ROE. This shows that more disclosure of carbon emissions by the company will
create good value in the eyes of investors so that investors are interested in investing in
companies that will increase the value of the company's ROE.
3. Disclosure of carbon emissions has a positive effect on financial performance proxied
by ROS. This shows that more disclosure of carbon emissions by the company will
increase the company's sales because consumers will only be interested in using
products from environmentally friendly companies that will increase the value of the
company's ROS.
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THE IMPACT OF AWARENESS ASPECTS INFLUENCE ON THE
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DEMOGRAPHIC LEVEL AND INVESTMENT
DECISION MAKING MEDIATING EFFECT
Haritha P H1

ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to identify the relationship between awareness factors and
their demographic profile which is influencing investors’ decision-making in the Indian stock
market. Awareness factor as the mediation role between the demographic profile and
investment decision of Indian individual investors. The study conducted using questionnaires
to examine the relevance of awareness factors and their demographic profile in which leads to
changes in investors and their decision process for the Indian stock market. The finding of the
paper indicates that the response and investor are varying with the different categories in
demographic information and awareness factors. This study suggests that media, internet, and
advocate recommendation are more frequently create awareness to an investor than the social
interaction of investors and influencing their demographic profile and investment decision.
This paper attempts to fulfill the gap by analyzing the mediating effect of awareness factors
and the relationship between demographic level and investment decision making.
Keywords: Awareness Level, Demographic Profile, Media, Internet, Social Interaction,
Advocate Recommendation, Decision Making, Stock Market.

1. INTRODUCTION
Getting trends and updated status is important to create a perception about the investment.
News has a key role in making this possible for an investor. In the current scenario, the news
is becoming a massive data and sources are getting increased, so it is difficult for an investor
to sort out the relevant news from this massive resource. The choice made by an investor is
always crucial in all circumstances of investment to maximize the profit. The advantage of
having all the relevant news filtered and aggregated among this massive data is helpful for
them to analyze real-time personal characteristics, else this limitation may lead to difficulty in
computation and analyze the market conditions (Chowdhury et al. 2014). News related to a
firm and its business strategy always makes the investor change their characteristics and
perceptions view about the company which reflects in his investment decisions. Deciding on
selling and buying is referred to as the investment decision, whereas rational decision making
is coupled with a structured or reasonable thought process. Our decisions always get influenced
by the kind of news come across in our life daily. In terms of market dynamics and the right
type of firms to invest, one of the most common perceptions of success in stock markets is the
1
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right knowledge. Rational decision-makers follow a logical and reasoned decision (Nozick,
1993). Rationality and the cognitive nature of an investor in making financial decisions are the
main things that focused on behavioral finance (Fromlet, 2001). The advancement of
technology is vibrant in sharing, creation, and collaboration among web users. The influence
of information obtained from different sources for an investor about the stock market is getting
increased in the current scenario. With the help of this high communication network of data
sources investors can quickly access highly relevant information about the stock market.
Nowadays, due to the vibrant massive internet data and its feasibility of access, the news
is updated instantly. These drastic changes in data access provide the personal characteristics
of the investor which is related to the decision of investment towards a particular firm. Li
(2017) suggested that the development of technological change has an energetic creation,
collaboration and sharing between web users, increasing the effect of media on the stock
market. Barber and Odean (2000) studied that investors are shifted from phone to online
channel based on their investment performance and trading behavior. Shiller (2005) found that
news is the main role in selling and buying decisions among traders. The expert
recommendation, Social interactions, and interpersonal communications are a high effect on
the investors’ trade behavior (Shiller & Pound, 1989).
In financial investment, individual investors are being more alert and as a result, financial
services are becoming more difficult. After experiencing several financial crises providers can
formulate new marketing strategies (Mak 2011). Behavioral finance is the description of reality
and to give a better outlook on the investor’s behavior. In behavioral finance, research gives
proof that the decisions of investors are influenced by behavioral factors (Jagongo 2014). It is
vital to take sociological, demographic, and psychological factors that explore the attributes of
how investors behave (Zhang 2015; Mahmood 2011). Barber and Odean (2001) and Odean
(1998) studies focus on the stock selection of individual investors and their behavioral biases.
Bailey et al. (2011) focused on behavioral factors affecting the decisions of individual
investors. The demographic factor towards a particular entity becomes the driving force to take
a suitable decision for an investor. However, little study has been done on linking investors’
demographic factors and awareness factors affecting the investment decision-making process.
The previous studies were mainly focusing on the investment decision process of individual
investors and their behavioral bias. In the present study, we are mainly focused on investors’
demographic factor and their level of awareness about the investment.
Every part of the investment process includes people interacting with one another.
Investors exchange and discuss stocks market information with neighbors, relatives, friends,
and colleagues. Advice is sought from advisors, analysts, bankers, and planners. These factors
comprise of all recommendations or advice given by family, internet, magazines friends,
brokerage houses, etc. which may lead a particular investor to sell, buy or hold security in a
stock market. Awareness factors include media, internet, social interaction and advocate
recommendations. The objectives of this study include identifying the demographic and
behavioral factors influencing investors’ decision making in the Indian stock market. In this
study, the main awareness factors like media, social interaction, advocate recommendation,
and demographic factors are influenced by investors’ demographic factors and decision
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making.
Section 2 of this study discusses the literature review and hypotheses development.
Section 3 presents the research methodology. Section 4 explains the results and discussion of
the study. Section 5 presents the findings of the study. Finally, Section 6 provides Implications
and conclusions.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS
Awareness effect is a factor that comprises all the stock market recommendations or
advice given by brokerage houses, media, internet, social interactions and advocates which
may lead a particular investor to make a sell decision, buy or hold security in a stock market.
Haritha and Uchil (2019) also observe that the important level of awareness factors in this
regard as-media, internet, advocate recommendation and social interaction. Among that media
is the important driver for individual investors to invest in the stock market. Tamimi et al.
(2009) explain the substantial association between investment and decisions of financial
awareness. Guiso & Jappelli (2005) and Brown & Taylor (2010) found out that awareness of
stocks, mutual funds bonds, and investment opportunities has a positive relationship with
household incomes, education, wealth, and social interactions. Metawa et al. (2019) point out
that behavioral factors and demographic characteristics influencing investment decision
making. Demographic characteristics like age, level of education and gender have significant
influences on investment decisions by investors. Experience does not show a significant role
in investment. The knowledge about financial markets is one of the main things required for
capital market participation and household behavior (Rooij et al. 2007). The behavioral factors
like media, advocate recommendation and social interaction positively and significantly impact
the investor. Among all these factors, social interaction has the lowest influence on investment
decision making (Haritha and Uchil,2020).
Advocate recommendation plays a key role in intermediaries, recommendatory and the
forecaster in a financial market that helps to make an important decision (Ke and Yu 2009).
Campbell and Shiller (2001) studied the internet as the main source of information on trading
securities in the financial market. Ozsoylev (2006) suggested that different cluster of people
decisions is different which means the group decision is an influence to the investors. Krishnan
and Booker, (2002) found that the analyst’s recommendations are the main factors which are
influencing investors for buying and selling of the decision. Oberlechner and Hocking (2004)
studied that the source of details like exchange market rumors, information, and news that are
obtained from a trustworthy source have a great pace on high scale depend on the preciseness
of sources. The factors which influence investment decisions which make a short-term decision
to hold or sell a stock using analyst recommendations. Results indicate that a strong analysis
summary report, as one with additional information to further support the position of analysts,
reduces the gains disposition error and reduces loss disposition errors (Krishnan and Booker
2002). Advocate recommendation is more optimistic when the demographic factor of the
investor is high for the forecasting (Qian 2009). Thus the following hypothesis was developed.
H1: There is a significant positive effect of individual demographic on investment
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decisions through awareness factors on advocate recommendation as a mediating factor.
Hong et al. (2004) indicate stocks are getting increased based on social interactions.
Social interactions are actions of two or more mutually oriented individuals or practices, i.e.,
behavior that tries to influence or take into account the subjective experiences or intentions of
the individual (Rummel, 1976). Recommendations exert, Social interactions, and interpersonal
communications are affected by investor's trading behavior (Shiller & Pound, 1989). Hong et
al. (2004) found that social interactions can be affected the participation of the stock market of
individual investors (Kaustia and Knüpfer, 2008) whereas, Heimer (2016) studied that social
interaction influences the investor's behavioral biases. Ammann and Schaub (2016) suggested
that traders’ communication is influencing investment decisions. In social interaction, people
are influencing the decisions of an investor during a formal or informal discussion. Those
people who are taking part in the discussion are disclosing their decision to other's uncertainty
without having that indention (Deutsch and Gerard 1955, Andersson 2009, Shiller 2000).
Actions those done by the people to influence other’s intention of deciding on the market is
referred to as social interaction (Rummel, 1976). Investors will be benefited through social
interaction with an experienced person in the same field. Investor’s market behavior can be
affected by various types of recommendations from different sources, communication between
others and interaction and involvement with the society (Shiller & Pound, 1989). Shiller (2000,
2005) observed that investor personnel characteristic reveals through social interaction and it
shows a vital role in the case of asset pricing formation. Social interaction matters for
individuals’ investment decisions (Hong et al., 2004; Feng and Seasholes, 2004; Brown et al.,
2008; Kaustia and Knüpfer, 2012: Heimer and Simon, 2012) as well as for mutual fund
managers’ stock selection (Hong et al., 2005; Cohen et al., 2008). This argument led to framing
the following hypothesis
H2: There is a significant positive effect of individual demographic characteristics (age,
gender, education level, and occupation) on investment decisions through awareness factors on
social interaction as a mediating factor.
Media has a great impact on real investors. The tendency is to purchase the stock when
the stock is more in the news (Barber and Odean 2008). Tetlock (2007) found a connection
between the stock market and the media. While making major decision investors refer more
about the firm and the trends of the market through media and newspapers (Maditinos et al.
2007). Interconnections of perception of news stories with an immediate response to the
market, adding information on the role of the media in financial markets. The web-speaking
emotions are likely to be more disruptive than corporate or media-speaking sentiment-news
plays a major role for investors when determining fair stock prices (Garcia 2013). The
pessimistic approach of media can affect the sentiments of an investor and make a
psychological bond between the news which he went through and market decisions which he
makes (Tetlock, 2007). Thus the following hypothesis was proposed
H3: There is no association between a demographic factor and investment decision
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through awareness factors on media as a mediating factor.
Barber and Odean (2001) suggested that youngsters are investing in small stocks and
take more risk and they are more dependent on online stock trading. From the experience, it is
found that a person who more likely to go online trading has better performance prior. In
addition to providing means for the electronic market, the Internet has facilitated information
and knowledge sharing. These can be found in chat rooms and discussion boards where people
can share their views on their subject matters (Shanmugham & Ramya 2012). Online trading
helps investors to actively participate in the stock, with less profitable and more speculative.
Messages through the internet specifically recommendations related to selling and buying had
more impact on investors' sentiment (Antweiler et al. 2004). A platform for advocates, the
brokerage had reduced due to advancement in the internet on the field of investment. In some
case, it is found that improper knowledge and its implication of tricks can result in
overconfidence of investors and make the decision which may be against the decision criteria.
This led to the formulation of the following hypothesis.
H4: There is a significant positive effect of individual demographic characteristics (age,
gender, education level, and occupation) on investment decisions through the internet factor as
a mediating factor.
Maditinos et al. (2007) and Sadi et al. (2011) suggested the factors of demography is the
major factor that shows an important role in defining the investor's behavior and decisions.
Kabra et al. (2010) explained that the main factors regulating investors’ decisions and
investment behaviors are age and gender. An individual investor’s attitude towards risk of loss
may be affected by their overconfidence level. Odean (1998) demonstrates that investors
overconfident can make portfolios that hold risk than rational investors consist of the same
level of risk aversion. Gervais, Heaton, and Odean (2002) suggested that overconfidence may
be the stage of belief where one’s knowledge makes a more precise decision than the actual
one, in such case riskiness estimation is reduced for a given investor. The experimental
evidence of investor’s overconfidence finds that overconfidence level is comparatively more
for men than women, so that chance of investing is more by taking risk thereby net return also
be more as compared to women (Deaux and Farris, 1977; Estes and Hosseini, 1988; Lundeberg
et al. 1994). Women’s preference is more and gives more importance and priority to Financial
Advisor’ suggestions and the dependence of their guidance is more than men. Worley (1998)
found out that Female investors want more orientation in detail and they need to understand
more in financial status clearly before investment better and they try to gather more detail on
this by asking questions comparatively more. Felton et al. (2003) studied the key role of
optimism and gender on student’s investment choices and their riskiness. Females are not ready
to make riskier investments than males, the male is optimistic about the variations in the stock
market. Croson and Gneezy (2009) suggested some literature on how the gender difference
makes a difference in preference for taking the risk, competitiveness, and social preferences.
Chen and Volpe (2002) identified that in the case of students, female students are showing less
willingness and knowledge to experience personal finance and their effects. Fonseca et al.
(2012) explain the variation between females and males and the difference in their
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characteristics and decision-making capability on household things. The engagement to
investment also varies with the education level indifference of gender. Lusardi and Mitchell
(2011) concluded that people with less education are less interested in sharing knowledge and
giving correct information. In most cases, people with less education are such a way that they
don’t know about the cases which they deal with.
Investors’ demographic factors as control Variables. An Individual’s investment is not
only affected by behavior but also on a demographic factor of investors and the study control
for these factors based on empirical evidence. This study has taken as control variables that are
inspired by the outcomes of previous experimental works in the literature on individual
investing. The control variables used for this present study are the investor’s age, gender,
marital status, household income, and occupation. To the best of our knowledge, only very few
papers have analyzed the relationship between investors’ awareness level of factors and their
demographic factors of the Indian stock market. The present study contributes to the emerging
field of behavioral finance including awareness factors affecting investors’ demographic
factors towards investors’ decision making. This paper gives the contribution of the fact that
the media, internet, social interaction and advocate recommendation are significantly
influencing investors’ decision making. The demographic information of an investor is also a
key factor in this study. The conceptual framework of the study has shown Figure 1 as follows.

Figure 1: shows various categories of investors’ demographic factors and the level of
awareness among the stock market investment.
3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This study is quantitative and based on the behavior of Indian capital market investors.
It uses primary data obtained through questionnaires for analysis. The present study is to
analyze the demographic and awareness factors which are influencing investors’ decision
making. The survey method was used based on the well-structured questionnaire. The
questionnaire preparation was done by the suggestions and comments obtained from experts,
academics, and researchers and a convenient method of sampling was used. 350 questionnaires
were circulated for individual investors. Out of the 320 questionnaires, 310 returned, that
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means 88 percent of the response rate, out of this questionnaire, 10 responses were rejected
because of some mistake for the completion of them. Finally, 300 responses participated in this
study. A total of three hundred (300) questionnaires, drawn from various segments upon the
investors. This sample size is considered only those who have invested in the stock market in
the region of Karnataka. The rating done by using a five-point Likert-type scale that varies
between the values from 1 to 5, 1 is strongly disagreed to 5 is strongly agree. To minimize the
complication of unethical responses in various areas, questionnaires were given only to those
investors who had good knowledge of equity investment.
Factor loadings done under all the variables in the Varimax-rotated component matrix in
which the reliability is examined using Cronbach’s alpha and some of the items are removed
and considered as unsatisfactory items and then by factor analysis, all the loading items are
added. Bases on the factor selection are that items are loaded by considering each of the factors
in it. The measurement of reliability was evaluated with the help of Cronbach’s alpha. It helps
to identify the reliability of various items in the category. It is a basic rule such that a coefficient
value is larger than or equal to 0.5 is considered satisfactory (Nunnally, 1994). The Cronbach's
Alpha for the five categories, namely; investors’ characteristics, media, internet, social
interaction and advocate recommendation is 0.712, 0.822, 0.805, 0.775, and 0.789 respectively.
In this paper mediator variables are the awareness factors to be analyzed. These variables
are expected to affect the investment decision making of individual decision making. Based on
the literature, the awareness factors are media, internet, social interaction, and advocate
recommendation.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, the main focus is on investors’ demographic factors and influencing the
awareness factors such as media, internet, social interaction, and advocate recommendation
and its effect on investment decision making. Demographic variables are taken as dummy
variables for the analysis are demonstrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Sample Characteristics and Summary sheet
Variables

Dummy variables
A1: 1 if Below 25, 0 otherwise
A2: 1 if 25-34, 0 otherwise
A3: 1 if 35-44, 0 otherwise
A4: 1 if 45-54, 0 otherwise

Reference Category

Gender

G: 1 if male, 0 otherwise

Female

Education

E1: 1 if School, 0 otherwise
E2: 1 if Nongraduate, 0 otherwise
E3: 1 if Graduate, 0 otherwise

Professional education

Age

55&above
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E4: 1 if Postgraduate, 0 otherwise

Occupation

O1: 1 if private employees, 0 otherwise
O2: 1 if Govt.employees, 0 otherwise
O3: 1 if Business, 0 otherwise
O4: 1 if Retired, 0 otherwise

Professionals

Annual income

I1: 1 if 1-4 Lac, 0 otherwise
I2: 1 if 5-9 Lac, 0 otherwise
I3: 1 if 10-14 Lac, 0 otherwise
I4: 1 if 15-19 Lac, 0 otherwise

20&above

2 years and above

Experience

Ex: 1 if Below 2 years, 0 otherwise

Demographic Characteristic

Age
Media 1 to 5

Internet factor 1 to 5

Occupation
Social Interaction 1 to 5

Post graduate

Graduate

Non graduate

School

Business

Government

Private

More than 55

46-55

36-45

26-35

Less than 25

Female

Male

4,5
4
3,5
3
2,5
2
1,5
1
0,5
0

Education
Advocate recommendation 1 to 5

Figure 2: Shows awareness factors and their demographic factors
Figure 2 shown the awareness level and demographic factors. In the case of the gender
category of investors, male investors are investing more and has a great awareness of the source
of information compared to the female category. It is highly aware and most frequently used
sources of information are media (M=3.8 on a scale from 1 to 5) followed by advocate
recommendation (M=3.06), internet (M=3.34) and social interaction (M=2.83). In the underage
category, media is highly influenced by the awareness level factors 46-55 (M=3.54) followed
by 55 or above 55 (M=3.39), 26-35(M=3.21), 36-45(M=3.07) and less than 25 (M=3.03). In
the case of the internet, great influencing investors are in the age group, 26 to 35 (M=3.81),
and the influence is less in the age group of more than 55 years because young investors are
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more used to the internet and also aware of investment. In social interaction, the highest level
of age is more than 55 (M=3.51) and the lowest age group of interaction influence 26 to 35
(M=2.92) which means the old age persons are interaction more among others. Lusardi and
Mitchell (2006) explain that after the age of 50, financial knowledge is getting reduced so that
their interactions more with another person. In the case of advocate recommendation, the
highest and lowest age groups are less than 25(M=3.51) and 46 to 55 (M3.09) respectively,
because they are the fresh investors based upon that need helps from others such as friends,
family, and recommendation among brokers. The occupation level is classified into three and
is private employees, government, and business. In media factors, the highest level of influence
is government level person (M=3.21) and the lowest level is private employees (M=2.98)
because government employees are getting the level of awareness about the television and mass
media. In the case of the internet, business employees are greatly influenced by getting a high
level of awareness (M=3.61) and the lower influence of the peoples who are in government
sectors. Because business employees are high in the usage of the internet as compared to other
employees. In social interaction, government (M=3.83) and business (M=2.73) are the lowest
and highest influence of their level of awareness respectively. This means the government
employees have great influences on the interaction of people. Advocate recommendation is
mainly influenced by private employees (M=3.94) and the lowest level is the business category
people i.e., private employees are highly focused on the friend and family recommendation.
Under the education category of the people, the school level is the lowest (M=2.82) influence
of media and the graduate level is the highest level (M=3.49) of awareness about the investment
influence on media because the graduate level of people is highly oriented about media. On the
internet, factors are greatly focused on postgraduate people (M=3.51) and the lowest level is
for school level educated people. Thus, the postgraduate level of people always depends on the
internet their level of knowledge is very high. Postgraduate (M=2.83) and non-graduate
(M=3.41) are the lowest and highest influence in social interaction respectively because the
non-graduate person not well aware of the internet and their levels.ie why they always know
about these sources from interacting with the people. The advocate recommendations greatly
influence the graduate level people (M=3.51) because they are from the middle level of
education and always they need help from recommending the brokers. Table 2 represent
descriptive statistics of the variable.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics
Range
Mean

Variables

SD

Age

22-85

47.21

0.5272

Gender

0-1

0.72

0.4163

Education

0-1

0.82

0.4573

Occupation

0-1

0.67

0.3234

Annual income

75000-200000

124000

2645.7513

0-1

0.86

0.3781

Experience

Econometric model the mediation variable present (Baron and Kenny 1986) of the
regression model. For a model where Y is the dependent variable and X is the independent
variable, we have If Z is the mediator variable that affects the relationship between X and Y.
𝑌 = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑋 + 𝜀1
𝑍 = 𝑏2 + 𝑏3𝑋 + 𝜀1

Y

X

Figure 3: Direct relationship between the dependent and independent factors
Figure 3 represents the direct relationship between dependent and independent factors,
which mean the direct effect on X and Figure 4 shows the mediation model and the path
coefficient.
Z

X

Y

Figure 4: shows the direct and indirect effect on the variables and also mediation effect
is affecting
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This paper shows that is the investment decision-making (Y) of the individual investors
is the demographic factors(X) and Z is the awareness factors such as media, internet, social
interaction, and advocate recommendation. Sobel (1982) found that the most appropriate
testing of significance for the indirect effect on the dependent and independent variable through
a mediator. This test is mainly based on ‘t’ statistic which provides to determine the changes
of the variable of independent after including the mediator of the value, and it shows the level
of the significant changes which means the mediation effect is statistically significant variation
between dependent and independent. Since the t value is 2.238 and the significant level is
0.001***. This means the mediation effect (awareness factors) is an effect on the demographic
factor and investment decision making.
Multiple regression with backward selection methods were used to identify the most
significant predicted variables affecting the level of investor’s characteristic. Here we present
the model summary of initial and final regressions, where their awareness factors and personal
characteristics also considered. The result indicates that both the initial and final regression
models are well fitted to the data and the regression models can be used to describe concerning
the selected predictor variables.
The level of awareness factors and demographic factors.
In this section, the association between investor awareness and their personnel
characteristic towards investment was evaluated by multiple regression analysis. The
investor’s awareness factors consist of four components namely social interaction, media,
internet and advocate recommendations. Before conducting the multiple regression analysis,
the variation of the components of an investor’s awareness of their characteristic was evaluated.
All the four components were found to vary significantly concerning most of the characteristics
of the investors. Hence the character of the investors was included as control variables in the
regression analysis for finding out the effect of the awareness factors on their personnel
characteristic towards decision making.
Media and investors’ demographic factor towards individual investment decision
making.
Coefficients of the initial regression model for personnel characteristics with their
awareness from the media and how the investors’ demographic factors vary the decision of
individual investors. The value of the VIF (Variance inflation factor) of all the predictor
variables is less than 10, which indicates that there is no significant collinearity between
predictor variables. Thus from the above results, it is evident that the fitted regression equations
satisfy all the major assumptions of the regression analysis and hence it can be used to study
the variation in the investor's demographic factor for the selected predictor variables. From
Table 3, it can be seen that the unstandardized coefficient of media factor of the investors is
positive and equal to 0.085. The result indicates that the media factor of investors and their
demographic factors towards investment are positively related. It means that as the media factor
increases, their personnel characteristic of investment also increases. For every unit increase in
the media, factor makes an increase of 0.085 units in their personnel characteristic towards
investment. The R square of the final regression model was found to be 0.968, which indicates
that the removed independent variables have no significant effect on the investors’
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characteristics. The R square value designates that 96.6 percent variation in the investor’s
demographic factor was determined by their awareness factors from media. ANOVA
represents regression models for investor’s decisions with their awareness factors from media
and demographic factors The table shows that the significant level of F value related to the
regression model is below 0.05. The result indicates that the regression model is well fitted to
the data and the regression models can be used to describe the investors to the selected predictor
variables.
In this analysis, the media factor significantly affects the investors’ demographic factor
in a positive direction; while, considering the effect of media factor towards the investment
age, gender, education, the occupation was also to be considered. The level of gender positively
affects investor personnel characteristics and it is found to be high among males. The media
factor is significantly low among private, business and government employees as compared to
other occupational groups. So the obtained result eliminates the null hypothesis which is not a
significant influence of media factors on an investor’s characteristics and admits an alternative
hypothesis that there is a significant influence of media factors on demographic factors.
Internet and demographic factor towards investment decision making.
From Table 3, it can be seen that the unstandardized coefficient of the internet factor of
the investors is positive and equal to 0.076. The result indicates that the internet factor of
investors and their personnel characteristics towards investment are positively related. For
every unit increase in the internet, factor makes an increase of 0.076 unit in their personnel
characteristic towards investment. It means that as the internet factor increases, their personnel
characteristic of investment also increases. The final regression model of the R square is found
to be 0.965, which indicates that the removed independent variables have no significant effect
on the investors’ characteristics. The R square value indicates that 96.5 percent variation in the
investor’s demographic factor is determined by their awareness factors from the internet and
retained characteristics. ANOVA represents regression models for their awareness factors from
the internet and demographic factor The table shows the significant level of F value related to
the regression model is below 0.05. The result indicates that the regression model is well fitted
to the data and it can be used to describe the investors’ demographic factor for the selected
predictor variables. In this analysis, it is positively affected that the internet factor significantly
affects the investor's demographic factor in a positive direction. While considering the effect
of internet factor on their personnel characteristic towards the investor’s age, gender, education,
occupation. The level of age and education positively affects investor decision making and it
is found to be high among males. It is significantly low among government and private
employees compared to other groups of occupations. The result obtained by the null hypothesis
which does not have any significant influence of internet factors on investor’s characteristics
and take the alternative hypothesis that there is a significant influence of internet factors on an
investor’s characteristics of investment decision making.
Social interaction and demographic factor towards investment decision making.
Social interaction is a continuous independent variable along with dummy variables
representing age, gender, education, occupation and the year of experience. To extract the
significant predictors of the investment decision, a backward selection method was applied.
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The final regression model was computed by backward selection methods that reject
insignificant variables. The final regression model was found to satisfy the major assumptions
of the regression analysis such as normality of residuals, homoscadacity, and lack of
collinearity. The unstandardized coefficient of social interaction of the investors is positive and
equal to 0.070. The result indicates that the social interaction of investors and their personnel
characteristics of investment are positively related. It means that as social interaction increases,
their personnel characteristic of investment also increases. The R square of the final regression
model is found to be 0.965, which indicates that the removed independent variables have no
significant effect on the investors’ characteristics. The R square value indicates that 96.5
percent variation in determined by their awareness factors from social interaction and retained
characteristics. ANOVA represents regression models for investor’s demographic factors with
their awareness factors from social interaction and demographic factors The table shows that
the significant level of F value related to the regression model is below 0.05.
While considering the effect of social interaction on their personnel characteristic
towards investment and their age, gender, education, occupation were also to be considered.
The result indicates that the regression model is well fitted to the data and the regression models
can be used to describe the investor's demographic factor to the selected predictor variables.
The level of age and education is positively affected and it’s found to be high among males.
Personnel characteristic is significantly low among private, business and government
employees compared to other occupational groups. The null hypothesis is rejected because they
are not the significant influence of social interaction factors on investor’s characteristics,
moreover, an alternative hypothesis was accepted that as there is a significant influence of
social interaction factors on demographic factor
Advocate recommendation and demographic factor towards investment.
The advocate recommendation, the unstandardized coefficient of the variable which is
positive and equal to 0.058. The result designates that awareness factors of investors and their
personnel characteristics towards investment are positively related. This shows that awareness
factors increases, their characteristic of investment also increases. For every unit increase in
the advocate, recommendation makes an increase of 0.058 units in their personnel
characteristic towards investment. The R square of the final regression model is found to be
0.964, which indicates that the removed independent variables have no significant effect on the
investors’ characteristics. The R square value indicates that 96.4 percent variation in the
investor’s demographic factor is determined by their awareness factors from advocate
recommendation and retained characteristic. ANOVA represents regression models for the
investor’s demographic factor with their awareness factors from advocate recommendation and
demographic factor The table shows that the significant level of F value related to the
regression model is below 0.05. The result indicates that the regression model is well fitted to
the data and the regression models can be used to describe the investor's demographic factor
concerning the selected predictor variables.
From this analysis, the advocate recommendation significantly affects the investors’
demographic factor in a positive direction. Therefore, it is considering advocate
recommendation on their personnel characteristic towards investment. The level of age and
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education positively affects investor personnel characteristics and the demographic factors
found to be high among males. Characteristic of Personnel is significantly low among private
and government employees compared to other occupational groups. The result shows the null
hypothesis that there is no significant influence of advocate recommendation on investor’s
characteristics hence it is rejected and the alternative hypothesis that with a significant
influence of advocate recommendation on investor’s characteristics is accepted. Table 3
present the regression analysis of the variable and Table 4 shown demographic profile and
awareness factors regressed on investment decision.
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Table 3. Regression Analysis

(Constant)

Variables

Standardiz
Unstandardized
ed
t
Coefficients
Coefficients
B

Std.
Error

Sig.

Beta

Case-1
Media
Internet
Social Interaction
Advocate recommendation
Case-2
A1: 1 if Below Media
25, 0 otherwise Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
A2: 1 if 25-34, Media
0 otherwise
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Age
Recommenda
tion
A3: 1 if 35-44, Media
0 otherwise
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
A4: 1 if 45-54, Media
0 otherwise
Internet
Social
Interaction

3.578
0.09
3.584
0.084
3.612
0.078
3.612
0.078

0.049
0.013
0.053
0.013
0.054
0.014
0.054
0.014

0.07

72.72
7.032
67.09
6.316
66.74
5.701
66.74
5.701

0.001
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001

-0.863
-0.869
-0.873

0.019
0.019
0.019

-0.403
-0.406
-0.408

-44.95
-45.1
-44.86

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.873

0.019

-0.408

-44.86

0.000

-0.647
-0.648
-0.651

0.013
0.013
0.013

-0.551
-0.552
-0.554

-49.83
-48.89
-48.63

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.651

0.013

-0.554

-48.63

0.000

-0.343
-0.34
-0.341

0.012
0.013
0.013

-0.274
-0.271
-0.272

-27.88
-27.14
-27.13

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.341

0.013

-0.272

-27.13

0.000

-0.139
-0.134
-0.136

0.015
0.015
0.015

-0.08
-0.078
-0.079

-9.327
-8.937
-9.019

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.085
0.076
0.07
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G: 1 if male, 0
otherwise
Gender

E1: 1 if School,
0 otherwise

E2: 1 if Nongraduate,
0
otherwise

Education

E3:
1
Graduate,
otherwise

if
0

E4:
1
if
Postgraduate, 0
otherwise

O1: 1 if Private
employees,
0
otherwise
Occupation

Advocate
Recommenda
tion
Media
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
Media
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
Media
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
Media
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
Media
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
Media
Internet
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion

-0.136

0.015

-0.079

-9.019

0.000

0.914
0.921
0.926

0.013
0.013
0.013

0.758
0.764
0.768

69.11
69.36
68.97

0.000
0.000
0.000

0.926

0.013

0.768

68.97

0.000

-0.218
-0.22
-0.219

0.014
0.014
0.014

-0.126
-0.128
-0.127

-15.98
-16.05
-15.78

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.219

0.014

-0.127

-15.78

0.000

-0.175
-0.176
-0.176

0.012
0.013
0.013

-0.114
-0.114
-0.114

-14.04
-13.98
-13.89

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.176

0.013

-0.114

-13.89

0.000

-0.151
-0.15
-0.151

0.012
0.012
0.012

-0.107
-0.107
-0.107

-12.84
-12.63
-12.62

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.151

0.012

-0.107

-12.62

0.000

-0.090
-0.091
-0.092

0.011
0.011
0.011

-0.068
-0.069
-0.07

-8.143
-8.194
-8.213

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.092

0.011

-0.07

-8.213

0.000

-0.045
-0.046
-0.045

0.01
0.01
0.01

-0.037
-0.038
-0.037

-4.716
-4.738
-4.572

0.000
0.000
0.000

-0.045

0.01

-0.037

-4.572

0.000
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O2: 1 if Govt Media
employees,
0 Internet
otherwise
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion
O3:
1
if Media
Business,
0 Internet
otherwise
Social
Interaction
Advocate
Recommenda
tion

-0.038
-0.039
-0.038

0.011
0.011
0.011

-0.027
-0.028
-0.027

-3.495
-3.546
-3.472

0.001
0.000
0.001

-0.038

0.011

-0.027

-3.472

0.001

-0.027
-0.026
-0.024

0.013
0.013
0.013

-0.016
-0.015
-0.014

-2.121
-1.974
-1.872

0.034
0.049
0.062

-0.024

0.013

-0.014

-1.872

0.062

Table 4. Demographic profile and Awareness factors Regressed on Investment decision
Mediator:
Mediator:
Mediator: Mediator:
Mediators and
Social
Advocate
Media
Internet
Independent Variable
Interaction
recommendation
ID
ID
ID
ID
Adjusted R square
0.652
0.582
0.469
0.568
F
55.76*
45.77*
45.15*
50.36*
Beta
0.72*
0.61*
0.56*
0.0.62*
Source: The authors

Note: ID=Investment decision making and *p < 0.01.

Findings of the study
The result indicates that the level of awareness from social interactions steadily increases
with an increase in the age of the investor. The gender-wise analysis indicates that male
investors have a significantly high level of awareness from social interaction as compare to
female investors. The level of awareness from social interactions for the education level of the
investor's illustrations that highly educated investors have a significantly higher level of
awareness from social interaction compare to investors with comparatively low educations.
While the level of awareness from social interaction did not vary significantly to the
occupation, annual income and years of experience, there is a significant varied for the
interaction of all the characteristics. From the result, it can be inferred that the level of
awareness from social interaction is significantly differenced among the subgroups of investors
categorized by all the characteristics under considerations it means that all the selected
characteristics are having an explicit or implicit effect on the level of investors awareness from
social interaction. Hence on the selected characteristic as taking as control variables in studying
the effect of level of awareness from social interaction on investors on their investment
decision. The result specifies that the regression model are well fitted to the data and the
regression models can be used to describe the investor's decision for the selected predictor
variables
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The result shows that the level of awareness from media steadily increases with an
increase in their age. The level of awareness from media to the education of the investors which
indicates that highly educated investors have a significantly higher level of awareness from
media compare to investors with comparatively low educations. The gender-wise analysis
indicates that male investors have a significantly high level of awareness from media compare
to female investors. Even though the level of awareness from media did not vary significantly
to the occupation, annual income and years of experience, there is a significant difference
concerning the media of all the characteristics. From the results, it can be inferred that the level
of awareness from media is significantly differenced among the subgroups of investors
categorized by all the characteristics under considerations it means that all the selected
characters are having an explicit or implicit effect on the level of investors’ awareness from
media. Hence on the selected characteristic compare taking as control variables in studying the
effect of level of awareness from media on investor’s sentiment on investment decision.
In the case of the internet factor, the result shows that the level of awareness from the
internet steadily increases with an increase in their age. The level of internet awareness of
investors' education levels indicates that highly educated investors have a substantially higher
level of internet awareness compared to relatively poorly educated investors. Although the
degree of internet knowledge did not vary substantially in terms of profession, annual income
and years of experience, there is a substantial difference in all the characteristics of the internet.
In this outcome, it was concluded that the level of internet awareness is significantly different
among investor subgroups categorised by all the characteristics under consideration, which
means that all the characters selected have an explicit or implicit effect on the level of internet
awareness of investors. The gender-wise analysis shows that, compared to female investors,
male investors have a substantially high level of Internet awareness. Therefore, the chosen
function compares the impact of the level of knowledge of the internet on investment decisions
as control variables in the analysis.
With an increase in their age, the degree of advocate recommendation slowly grows. The
level of advocate recommendations at the level of investor education indicates that highly
educated investors have a substantially higher level of advocate recommendations compared
to relatively poorly educated investors. While the degree of advocate recommendation did not
vary substantially in terms of profession, annual income and years of experience, there is a
substantial gap between all the features and the advocate recommendation. The finding
indicated that the amount of advocate recommendation varied substantially among investor
subgroups categorised by all the characteristics under consideration, meaning that all the
characteristics selected have an explicit or implicit impact on the level of advocate
recommendation of investors. Therefore, comparison of taking as control variables in the study
of the effect of the level of advocate recommendation on investment decision on the selected
characteristic.
Using these data about investors’ demographic factors and the level of awareness is an
affected investment. In the present study mainly focus on the level of awareness such as media,
internet, social interaction, and advocate information are highly influences on investors
personnel characteristic. In the case of gender, their level of awareness about these factors is
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high influence compare to female investors because of their overconfidence. Barber and Odean
(2001) demonstrated the relationship between trading activity and gender-based upon the men
overconfidence. This study mainly suggests that young, single male investors tend more
frequent trade than females depends upon their level of overconfidence. There is wide research
on the risk aversion of the gender differences, many studies suggested that females prefer
greatly invest in investment with low risk so women are more risk-averse compare to men
(Bernasek and Shwiff, 2001; Felton et al. 2003: Agnew et al. 2003; Watson and McNaughton,
2007) and the women are investing in the amount of money is very less because their
knowledge about the financial products is very less supporting to the OECD survey (2013)
suggested women are better than men in for investing less amount of money, but they always
show low-level knowledge about the financial product while choosing them. Bhushan and
Medury (2013) and Banumathy and Azhagaiah (2016) studied that there is a vital variation
among gender and educational groups. Gender variances existed for both the type of sources
of information among men and the women used while making decisions of investment. The
gender gap in awareness of the financial product is of specific concern.
Education: Chen and Volpe (2002) concluded that awareness about the personal
investment of college students is less; business concerns are great familiar with the investment
than non-business concerns, Banumathy and Azhagaiah (2016) and Bhushan and Medury
(2013) also suggested that the main alteration in between the educational people with the case
of awareness. As per the OECD survey (2013) recommendations, awareness and education are
interrelated (Guiso and Jappelli 2005). Individuals who are highly educated can able to keep a
positive attitude and thereby behaviors also show advanced knowledge level.
Age: In the case of the age-wise category, younger age people are more investing than
older people because their availability of information is very high. Banumathy and Azhagaiah
(2016) suggested that an educational group can also have changes in the different age groups.
Maruthu and Benjamin (2010) studied that the index value of awareness is lesser at the elder
age and more among the young age of investment. However, many studies create that statics
of the inverted U shape curve on the financial awareness and age limit. Lusardi and Mitchell
(2011) suggested the difficulty of distinguishing between cohort effects and age. Agarwal et
al. (2009) also supported that awareness related to the mistake of a financial product is
prevalent among the elderly and young people, who are revealing the lowest amount of
financial knowledge. The OECD survey (2013) found that middle age is related to the great
level of financial awareness, while the youngest and oldest have the respondents are more.
Shobana and Jayalakshmi (2010) that 50 years above the age of the investors have the
awareness level are very high.
Occupation: In occupation case, great influence on the business, private and government
employees. The level of awareness depends upon the nature of the work, these findings
supported to Bhushan and Medury (2013) that financial awareness will be affected by the place
where working and the employment nature such that government employees have
comparatively lower awareness of investment than the private employees. Maruthu and
Benjamin (2010) the great level of awareness factors are affected in the businessman
Income: Guiso and Jappelli, (2005) and Bhushan and Medury (2013) create that equity
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investment awareness is influenced by the bases of income. If the higher level of income rises
can increase the chance of the amount invested and the buying stock also increases.
This research has both theoretical and practical contributions. This study adds to the
literature on demographic roles by presenting a novel set of predictor variables for the
awareness level of investment behavior. Our work suggests that media, internet, and advocate
recommendation are more frequently aware than the social interaction of investors. While more
research is required to determine the extent to which variables that the finance literature
associates with investor behavior promote the level of awareness effect of their demographic
factor in the investment decision.
Our findings also are targeted information strategies for all investors as well as taking
into consideration various levels of investor involvement in the awareness of information. The
financial advisors can be more efficient in guiding an investor if they get to know about the
phycology of the investor in a better way (Shefrin 2002) and it found that the methodological
challenges of linking financial education to improved investment behavior. (Willis 2008)
focuses on the attention to the need to educate investors better (Lusardi and Mitchel 2008) In
examining investor risk tolerance and self-confidence as they influence awareness of
information. The study deals with an understanding of the psychological influence on the
behavior characteristics and decision making of an investor.
5. IMPLICATION AND CONCLUSION
The paper systematically examines investors’ demographic factor and the factors which
are influencing this awareness such as media, internet, social interaction, and advocate
recommendation and these are highly influencing investors decision making. Demographic
factors are taken as controllable variables, and to check the effect of these variables on
investors’ awareness and decision making. The results of the study include, awareness about
media has a significant relationship between investors. The way how a media present
information can shape the opinion of an investor, so the role of media is relevant in investor
demographic factor that results in the selected stock. The media transfer information quickly
to a vast area and attract the focus of stakeholders. The media give awareness of the present
events and this creates emotional variations about investment. The Internet has the major
advantage of data available which is the major benefit of the decision making of the stock
selections and its transparency of information. It increases the trading network and increases
the accessibility of information which helps to make suitable decisions. Social interaction helps
to make a better trading process, new strategies and creating a trading network. Advocate
recommendation is the suggestion given to an investor that will affect the personal
characteristics of an investor towards the stock market. The findings suggest that future work
on the level of awareness for financial products and services should take this set of variables
of attitude into account to help individual investors and financial professionals and to recognize
their own biases and understand how the financial markets. Bonte and Filipiak (2010)
concluded that the lack of awareness about different financial instruments are the main problem
faced by Indian investors
This study has contributed to theoretical and practical for the knowledge about the
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literature on the role of a demographic factor of investors. This study mainly concentrated on
demographic information and their effects on the level of awareness of investors’. The
demographic factors include age, gender, occupation, and experience. Gender is considered the
major demographic factor that affects decision making (Gunay and Demirel 2011). Chances of
taking a risk and financial investment choice vary with the gender difference (Agnew et al.
2008, Fellner and Maciejovsky 2007). In the case of gender, male investors are highly investing
in the stock market as compared to female investors because male investors are taking a high
risk while the females are taking risk aversion. (Agnewet al. 2008, Speelman et al. 2013). Men
are showing more overconfidence than women so they are trying to invest in more. This makes
the participation of males comparatively more and makes a dominance in investment. Male
and female investors are varying in the frequency of access to information sources. Male has
more possibility of social interaction and their sources of information are vast as compared to
female. So the demographic variable towards the market is more due to the higher effects of
media, internet, and social interactions. In the case of age, the investor in the age between 25
to 45 has the possibility of social interaction are more. They are more engaged with society at
a younger age and the source of information may be more than other age categories. Internet
usage and media follow-ups are more in this age category. The educated investor has the
possibility of social interactions of institutes and colleagues to be more. They have a network
of persons in all categories of society. So the source of information is more and helps to make
a better demographic factor to the market. The educated investors know better about the sources
on the internet and media and their accessing rate also vary due to this. Trading experience
plays a vital role in the prediction of stock selection in the market. An investor can learn from
their experience (Daniel et al. 1998). Dhar and Zhu (2006) which makes them avoid errors and
mistakes in future investment. Geetha and Ramesh (2011) found that people were not aware of
all the options of investment available to them and they face a lack of knowledge about
securities
Experience helps the investor in avoiding problems due to the overloading of information
and identify the relevant information among the massive data. Working and experienced
investors have an environment of the same experience and exposure. So the accessibility of
information by social interactions is efficient and more compare to others. Even they have more
sources such as media, internet, magazines and the latest updates in the company they are
working. This concludes that the demographic factor of investors has a stronger influence on
investment.
Individual investors are subject to social influence that could seriously affect investment
decisions. Individual investors ' asset allocation also depends on various other domestic factors
such as advice provided by members of families and peers, media and newspaper information.
The ability to allocate assets can complicate an individual investor's investment goals. To avoid
investment losses, every individual investor must, therefore, protect against these social
influences. Proper investment decisions, i.e. the allocation of assets and a well-diversified
portfolio are very important for achieving long and short-term investment goals. Therefore,
proper investor training is needed in terms of allocating resources across different investment
horizons. Financial-sector companies such as financial intermediaries, mutual funds, insurance
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companies, can provide individual investors with valuable information to facilitate proper
investment decision-making. For financial advisors, the implication is that information should
be presented more easily so that the individual investments may not be presented separately
but can be compiled and aggregated into a very diversified portfolio. It has been noted that
individual investors are prepared after liberalization to make more investment to boost returns
but each investor should be careful to make a new type of investment. Future research with
various populations, such as professional investors, must be conducted and the extent to wait
in line with the relationship between personality traits and perceived investing performance,
such as risk-taking, excessive trust, and financial literacy.
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON INDONESIA'S FINANCIAL MARKETS
Reni Lestari 1

ABSTRACT
This research was conducted to determine the impact of the Pandemic caused by the
Covid-19 virus in Indonesia, especially on Indonesia’s financial market, which is measured by
several indicators including IHSG, Sectoral Index, and Rupiah Exchange Rate against US
Dollar. The research data was taken five months before and after the announcement of positive
confirmed cases of Covid-19 in Indonesia. The result shows a significant change by
experiencing a downward trend in the IHSG, Sectoral Index, and Exchange Rate, before and
after the announcement of positive cases of Covid-19. This research also found that the
JKPROP index is the most affected index than another Index in Sectoral Index.
Keywords: Covid-19; IHSG; Sectoral Index; Exchange rate; Indonesia Stock Exchange

1. INTRODUCTION
The increased case of Covid-19 has affected the world economy, including Indonesia.
The Covid-19 pandemic that has been established by WHO affects transportation, tourism,
trade, health, and other sectors. The "lockdown" policy is taken by various countries to prevent
the further spread of Covid-19 so that economic activities are hindered and put pressure on the
world's economic growth in the future, including Indonesia's economic growth. The
Government encourages the Ministry and institutions as well as the local government to
accelerate spending primarily on the first quarter 2020 schedule. This was done to reduce the
pressure on Indonesia's economic growth due to the pandemic Covid-19, as well as a decline
in commodity prices (Kementerian Keuangan RI, 2020).
The World Bank is projecting Indonesia's economic growth this year will be depressed
at 2.1 percent. This is due to the continued widespread distribution of Covid-19 both
domestically and abroad. Bank Indonesia (BI) has also revised the projected economic growth
of the RI to under 5 percent or only about 2.5 percent. Pandemic Covid-19 will have a bad
implication for the world's economy and Indonesia this year, as it occurs along with declining
commodity prices and financial market volatility. The IMF and the World Bank predict that
the Covid-19 pandemic has triggered a global economic recession. Some experts estimate the
effect is equal to or worse than the great depression in 1920-1930 (BBC, 16 April 2020). BI
and the Indonesian Minister of Finance share the view that Indonesia's economic future is also
bleak. At least until the beginning of 2021. Economic growth will be under pressure to minus
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in 2020 (Sri Mulyani, 2020).
Source: Central Bureau of Statistics (BPS) & Author’s Computation

Figure 1. Indonesia's economic growth
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This study examines the Covid-19 Pandemic against the JCI price (IHSG), Sectoral
Index, and the Rupiah Exchange Rate against the Dollar. Various previous studies related to
the impact of the Covid-19 Pandemic on stock prices and total traded shares show inconsistent
research results. The presence of Covid-19 affects stock prices (Nurmasari & Masithoh, 2020).
Share prices were recorded lower after the Covid-19 than before the Covid-19; however, other
studies show that the Covid-19 Pandemic can increase the IHSG share price (Junaedi &
Salistia, 2020). This research is motivated by previous research studies that show different
results.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
The Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX, 2019) defines the capital market (capital market)
as a market for various long-term tradable financial instruments, both debt securities (bonds),
equities (stocks), mutual funds, derivative instruments, and other instruments. The capital
market is a means of funding for companies and other institutions (for example, the
government), and as a means for investing activities. Thus, the capital market facilitates various
facilities and infrastructure for buying and selling activities and other related activities. (BEI,
2019).
Quoted from Investopedia.com (2020), shares (stock) are securities that represent
ownership of part of a company. This gives the owner a proportional right to the assets and
profits of the corporation equal to the number of shares he owns. Meanwhile, the IDX defines
shares as can be defined as a sign of a person's or business capital participation in a company
or limited liability company. On the other hand, stocks are an investment instrument that many
investors choose because they can provide attractive returns.
On the other hand, stocks are an investment instrument that many investors choose
because they can provide attractive returns. According to the IDX (2020), the stock index is a
statistical measure that reflects the overall price movement of a group of stocks selected based
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on certain criteria and methodology and is evaluated periodically. The objectives/benefits of
stock indices include: Measuring market sentiment, making passive investment products such
as Index Funds and Index ETFs and derivative products, Benchmarks for active portfolios,
Proxies in measuring and modeling returns on investment (return), systematic risk, and
performance adjusted for risk, as well as proxies for asset classes in asset allocation.
The first hypothesis is that the researcher tries to test whether there is a significant
difference before and after the first Covid-19 case was announced on the IHSG, Sectoral Index,
and the Rupiah Exchange Rate against the Dollar.
H1:
There is a significant difference in the JCI (IHSG) five months before and after
the first Covid-19 case was announced.
H2:
There are significant differences in each Sectoral Index five months before and
after the first case of Covid-19 was announced.
H3:
There is a significant difference in the Rupiah Exchange Rate against the Dollar
five months before and after the first Covid-19 case was announced.
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Figure 2. Framework of Thinking
Besides answering the above hypothesis, this study is also intended to determine which
sector has the most significant impact from Covid-19 in Indonesia as measured by the nine
Sectoral Index listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange.
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data and Sample
The type of data used in this study is secondary data. The data used are daily historical
data five months before and after March 2 from the Indonesia Composite Index (IHSG), IDX
Agriculture Index (JKAGRI),: IDX Mining Index (JKMING), IDX Basic Industry Index
(JKBIND); Miscellaneous Industry Index (JKMISC), Consumer Industry Index (JKCONS),
Construction, Property & Real Estate Index (JKPROP), Infrastructure, Utility & Transportation
Index (JKINFA), Trade & Service Index (JKTRAD), IDX Finance Index (JKFINA), and the
exchange rate of the rupiah exchange rate against the dollar. Data was obtained from Yahoo
finance, Bank Indonesia, and Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX).
Methods
The study conducted in this research is a comparative study comparing eleven
objects/samples. It is called a comparative study because this research compares the volatility
between the IHSG, the Industrial Sector, and the Rupiah Exchange Rate against the dollar in
the five months before and after the first positive case of Covid-19 was announced, so that it
continues to experience a significant increase in cases in Indonesia. The method used is
descriptive quantitative because the data used are then processed using statistics and explained
in such a way about the findings produced.
4. RESULTS
Before we conduct the Paired Sample T-Test, we need to make sure that the data is
normally distributed. Below is the result of the normality test:
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Source: Author

Figure 3: Normality Test Result
Above is the normal P-P plot; it is an alternative Graphical method of assessing
normality to the histogram. The scatter compares the data to a perfectly normal distribution.
The scatter should lie as close to the line as possible, with no obvious pattern coming away
from the line for the data to be considered normally distributed. And on the screen, the scatter
lies close to the line, which means that the data are normally distributed.
Table 1: Paired Sample T-Test
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Pair 1
Pair 2
Pair 3
Pair 4
Pair 5
Pair 6
Pair 7
Pair 8
Pair 9
Pair
10
Pair
11

BC_KURS AC_KURS
BC_IHSG AC_IHSG
BC_JKAGRI AC_JKAGRI
BC_JKMING AC_JKMING
BC_JKBIND AC_JKBIND
BC_JKMISC AC_JKMISC
BC_JKCONS AC_JKCONS
BC_JKPROP AC_JKPROP
BC_JKINFA AC_JKINFA
BC_JKTRAD AC_JKTRAD
BC_JKFINA AC_JKFINA

Mean
1,106.393

Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Std.
Std. Error
Deviation
Mean
Lower
Upper
665.560
70.549
1,246.595 966.192

15.683

1,363.005

396.106

41.987

1,279.565

1,446.446

32.462

376.401

123.659

13.108

350.352

402.450

28.716

243.378

106.601

11.300

220.922

265.834

21.538

227.404

95.877

10.163

207.207

247.601

22.376

365.661

122.005

12.933

339.960

391.362

28.274

260.155

163.077

17.286

225.803

294.508

15.050

166.491

24.814

2.630

161.264

171.718

63.298

242.467

101.430

10.752

221.100

263.833

22.552

156.772

47.179

5.001

146.834

166.711

31.348

313.867

74.547

7.902

298.164

329.571

39.720

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

88

.000

Exchange rate: The exchange rate of the rupiah against the US dollar; IHSG: Indonesia
Composite Index; JKAGRI: IDX Agriculture Index; JKMING: IDX Mining Index; JKBIND:
IDX Basic Industry Index; JKMISC: Miscellaneous Industry Index; JKCONS: Consumer
Industry Index; JKPROP: Construction, Property & Real Estate Index; JKINFA: Infrastructure,
Utility & Transportation Index; JKTRAD: Trade & Service Index; JKFINA: IDX Finance
Index. AC: After Covid-19; BC: Before Covid-19.
The basis for decision making from the results of the Paired Sample T-Test is, if the
significance value is <0.05, there is a significant difference in each of the variables Before
Covid-19 (BC) and After Covid-19 (AC). The empirical results that we derive based on the test
results show that the significance value of each variable is 0.000, which indicates that there is
a significant difference between before after the first positive case of Covid-19 announced, by
analyzing five months before and after the announcement.
After we get the empirical results, then we also need to answer our other objective about
the impact on the Sectoral Index, to know which sector is most severely affected, by calculating
the daily return.
0,39%
0,34%

0,32%
0,28%

0,25%

0,25%
0,20%
0,09%

JKAGRI

JKMING

JKBIND

JKMISC

JKCONS

JKPROP

JKINFA

JKTRAD

JKFINA

-0,11%
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Source: Author’s Computation

Figure 4: Return of the Sectoral Index
It can be seen that the JKPROP index has smallest return of about -0.11 percent. It
indicates that the Construction, Property, and Real Estate sector, which is reflected by the
JKPROP index, is the most affected sector compared to other sectors. Quoted from Ishlah Bimo
Prakoso (2020), Panin Sekuritas analyst, “In the first semester of 2020, the situation is very
tough for construction. New contracts dropped because tender activity was minimal.” The main
cause is infrastructure projects in Indonesia that use a government-to-business partnership
(PPP) scheme. Meanwhile, for the current contract, the construction has the potential to be
delayed or delayed. The impact is that most of the income recognized as the progress of
completion will automatically be hampered.
Wisnu Prambudi Wibowo (2020), Head of Research at FAC Sekuritas Indonesia, also
said that the decline in this sector index was due to investors' negative expectations. Market
players see that the challenges in this sector in 2020 will be much tougher. The Covid-19
pandemic that occurred in Indonesia will weaken the purchasing power of people for property
assets. People will focus on using their funds to buy basic necessities in the form of food.
People also hold back their expenses just in case.
Figure 1 is a visualization of the historical data, which explains the fluctuation of IHSG,
Sectoral Index, and Rupiah Exchange Rate against the dollar in the five months before and
after the first Covid-19 case in Indonesia.
Source: Author’s Computation
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Figure 4: Fluctuation of the IHSG, Sectoral Index and Rupiah Exchange Rate against US dollar
After a statistical test was carried out to obtain empirical evidence and it was proven that
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Covid-19 in Indonesia had a significant impact on the Indonesian financial market, which in
this study used the JCI, JKAGR, JKMING, JKBIND, JKMISC, JKCONS, JKPROP, JKINFA,
JKTRAD, JKFINA and KURS as an indicator. This is in line with the graph presented above.
It can be seen that after the announcement of the first positive Covid-19 case and the number
of cases continued to increase, the financial market responded negatively.
Since the announcement of the first Covid-19 case by President Joko Widodo, IHSG
responded bearishly at the end of trading down 1.68 percent to the level of 5,361. This
weakening effect was also exacerbated by panic buying by the people. In Sectoral Index, the
nine Sectoral Index was also corrected, where the financial sector (JKFINA) was the sector
that fell the most at -3.05 percent, followed by the mining sector (JKMING) by -1.58 percent
and infrastructure sector (JKPROP) corrected by -1.54 percent. The rupiah exchange rate
against the US dollar weakened 20 points or 0.14 percent to touch Rp's position. 14,413 per
US dollar based on the Jisdor reference rate, previously in the green zone at Rp's level. 14,317
per US dollar. However, long before Covid-19 was entered into Indonesia, the Indonesian
economy was already depressed by the global recession and crisis which had occurred earlier
in other countries. However, over time, the government has taken steps to further tackle the
impact of Covid-19 in Indonesia, such as re-opening economic activity in several cities in
Indonesia so that the market can slowly move positively, as seen in the chart above.
5. CONCLUSION
This study concludes that there are significant differences in the IHSG, Sectoral Indices,
and Exchange Rates in the five months before and after the announcement of the first case of
Covid-19. This shows that the existence of Covid-19 that has hit Indonesia since 2nd March
2020 has had a significant effect on the decline in majority share prices, which reflected in
IHSG and Sectoral Index, as well as the exchange rate against the US dollar. In the sectoral
Index, the Construction, Property, and Real Estate sector, represented by JKPROP Index, is the
most affected sector.
These happened because investors are much more selective in buying and selling shares
on the stock exchange as a result of decreased company performance as a result of the Covid19 effect. Covid-19 also made our exchange rate against the US dollar depreciates significantly.
It can be concluded that the existence of Covid-19 in Indonesia has seriously hurt the
Indonesian financial market. Not only has an effect on Indonesia's financial markets, but Covid19 also has the potential for Indonesia to experience a recession due to the weakening of the
domestic economy and global recession and crisis.
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THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC ON ASEAN BIG THREE STOCK
MARKETS – A SURVIVAL ANALYSIS
Brady Rikumahu1

ABSTRACT
This study examines the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on stock Indexes in
Indonesia (LQ45), Thailand (SET50), and Singapore (STI). Using the Kaplan-Meier survival
analysis, the results show the LQ45 index, the SET 50 index, and the STI index were all
experiencing price drops but only until a specific time. The stock prices started to increase. The
result indicates that investor’s reaction may be caused by irrationality and speculation, or they
may view the condition as the stock prices have been too low and so started buying, they may
view the stocks in the indexes are from good companies and therefore good to buy, or they may
view the stocks as better investment choices than other investment opportunities
Keywords: ASEAN Big Three markets, COVID-19 pandemic, Stock Indexes, Survival
Analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
In December of 2019, an outbreak of an infectious disease was caused by the Novel
Coronavirus (2019-nCOV), which was now widely known as COVID-19. The outbreak
originated in Wuhan, the capital of Hubei Province in the People's Republic of China. The
Chinese government was responding to the situation by locking down the epicenter of the
disease, Wuhan, starting from January 23, 2020. The lockdown took place for 11 weeks until
it ended on April 07, 2020. The spread of the virus itself was very fast: within about 100 days,
the virus has infected over one million people and excess of 60,000 deaths globally. This
condition has forced the World Health Organization (WHO) to declare COVID-19 as a global
emergency on February 20, 2020, and then, as the virus spread even more, on March 11,
declared the COVID-19 outbreak as a global pandemic2.
To prevent the spread of the new virus, since COVID-19 spreads between people through
direct, indirect (through contaminated objects or surfaces), or close contact with infected
people, many governments, have introduced strict public health measures to limit the
movement of people such as lockdowns and border closures, restricting travel, social
distancing, and closing businesses.
In addition to a serious health emergency in the form of the spread of the disease in the
majority of the world’s countries, the preventive measures established by governments – like
1

Telkom University
https://www.who.int/dg/speeches/detail/who-director-general-s-openingremarks-at-the-media-briefing-oncovid-19---11-march-2020.
2
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social distancing and lockdowns – have had negative effects on business in the form of the
collapse of demand, increased uncertainty, and disruption in supply chains. There were also
important concerns related to reduced sales and even the permanent closure of various entities,
which disrupted global economic activity significantly and could lead to a deep economic
crisis. The International Monetary Fund has predicted that global gross domestic product
(GDP) would fall by 3% throughout 20201 . The World Trade Organization predicted that
global trade could decline by between 13% to 32% in 20202.
One interesting aspect to be explored in this situation is the performance of the stock
market. The stock market plays an essential role in the growth of the industry of a country
because it is an important source for mobilizing the otherwise idle savings in the economy by
converting them into useful and productive capital. Therefore, the stock market is vital for
economic growth and will reflect economic conditions.
Many researchers have discussed one point that the stock market has been known to
behave very differently from the economy. Samuelson (1998), quoted by Jung and Shiller
(2006), is known to have said that the stock market is “micro efficient” but “macro inefficient.”
The efficient markets hypothesis works much better for individual stocks than it does for the
aggregate stock market. Krugman (2020), in a comment about why the stock market has started
to strengthen, also stated that “…stock market is not the economy.”
It is then interesting to investigate the outcome of the COVID-19 pandemic to stock
markets by observing the change in the market value of stocks in the stock market and to find
out whether or not the stock market in line with the economy. Understanding how the market
reacts to the COVID-19 pandemic will offer insights into how a firm’s market value is affected
by real shocks.
The object of this research is the stock prices in the ASEAN’s three largest stock markets
in market capitalization (afterward: ASEAN Big Three): Thailand, Indonesia, and Singapore.
As well as other countries in the world, the three countries are also impacted by the COVID19 pandemic economically. ASEAN Policy Brief in April revised the 2020 GDP growth
forecast for Indonesia from 5.3% to -0.4% to 2.3%, for Thailand from 2.7% to 3.7% to 1.5%
to 2.5%, and from Singapore from 0.5% to 2.5% to -4% to -1%
Figure 1 shows the total COVID-19 cases in each country as of April 30, 2020
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Figure 1. Total Cases of COVID 19 pandemic in Indonesia, Thailand, and Singapore
This research aims to study stock prices' behavior in the period of the COVID-19 using
the data from January 2, 20 to March 31, 2020. The research will contribute to studies that have
examined the stock market response to different disasters and crises and contribute to the
growing literature examining the stock market reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Specifically, this research will focus on Thailand’s SET50 index, Indonesia’s LQ45 index, and
Singapore’s FTSE Straits Times Index (STI) Index. The SET50 Index gives investors a narrow
benchmark of investment in the Stock Exchange of Thailand. The companies included in the
index are ranked by average daily market capitalization. The LQ45 Index is a market
capitalization-weighted index that captures the performance of the 45 most liquid companies
listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange. The LQ45 Index covers at least 70% of the stock
market capitalization and transaction values in the Indonesia Stock Market. The STI index is a
capitalization-weighted stock market index that tracks the performance of the top 30 companies
listed on the Singapore Exchange. It is regarded as the benchmark index for the Singapore
stock market. In March 2020, all three stock markets experienced a very sharp price drop, such
that the market authority of each market had to suspend the stock trading. The Stock Exchange
of Thailand suspended the trading 4 times on March 10, 12, 13, and 23; Indonesia Stock
Exchange (6 times: March 12, 13, 17, 19, 22, and 30) and Singapore Stock Exchange suspended
trading once (March 26).
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Some researchers treated the COVID-19 pandemic as a natural experiment to determine
how financial markets respond to large-scale pandemics, which was a truly exogenous shock.
Schoenfeld (2020) assess the factor of risk in the context of financial markets and pandemics.
His findings indicate that the decline in the value of firms was the result of managers
underestimates the pandemic-related risk compared to the SEC-mandated risk factors. The
findings also suggest that to the financial markets and their performance, pandemics are
systematically being important. Ramelli and Wagner (2020) examined how COVID-19 as real
shocks and financial policies drive firm value. Their findings showed that initially, firms that
operate internationally underperformed, especially those who have trade relations with China.
But, as the virus spread to Europe and the United States, the important value drivers switched
to corporate debt and cash holdings, and still relevant even after the Fed intervened in the bond
market. The results showed that anticipated real effects from the health crisis, a rare disaster,
were amplified through financial channels
Another research topic about the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the stock market
studied the role of information in affecting the stock market. Baker et al. (2020) used text-based
methods to study the large daily stock market moves since 1900 and overall stock market
volatility since 1985 and found that “… No previous infectious disease outbreak, including
the Spanish Flu, has impacted the stock market as powerfully as the COVID-19 pandemic.”
Piksina and Vernholmen (2020) stated that the unprecedented, near-total media coverage move
rapidly across the globe about the spread of the coronavirus, governments actions in response
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to the crisis, news of unemployment rates, industries at risk of collapse, and the total economic
impact of the pandemic on the global community has “made a significant impact on how
investors on the Swedish stock market has valued assets during the pandemic.” Ramelli and
Wagner (2020) suggest that of COVID-19 pandemic offers insights into how markets process
information as investors attempt to price the tail risk of future disaster events as a rare disaster
unfolds.
There is also research that studied the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on various
industries in a country. Thorbecke (2020) examined the COVID-19 pandemic to sectoral stock
returns and found that different sectors were harmed by different factors. He found that the
machinery sector has an impact on the macroeconomy, real estate and tourism have been
harmed by factors such as the voluntary lockdown and the travel restrictions, and sectors related
to health, entertainment, and delivery services gained because of idiosyncratic advantages.
Using a real-time analysis based on a sample of 4,070 firms listed in the United States taken
from Yahoo! Finance and Bloomberg, Alfaro et al. (2020) attempted to explain the unexpected
changes in the COVID-19 trajectory infections are predicting the returns of the US stock
market. The parameter estimates indicate that if the projected infections are doubled the next
day, aggregate US market returns are decreased and vice-versa, consistent with the investors
using such models to update their beliefs about the economic severity of the outbreak, in realtime, as they attempt to gauge risk in the face of substantial uncertainty (Knight, 1921; Keynes,
1937). They also found that the COVID-19 related market losses rise with leverage and capital
intensity and are much deeper in the companies or industries which are highly conducive for
disease transmission. Amore, Pelucco & Quarato (2020) studied family ownership in Italian
firms during the COVID-19 pandemic to see how the inclusion of families in governance and
ownership affects the financial performance of the companies. Their findings suggest that the
firms with controlling shareholders on their boards performed better during the pandemic
compared to the others. It is also found that the effect of COVID-19 varies between industries
(Ashraff, 2020; Christensen, 2020; Mazur, Dang and Vega 2020; Griffith, Levell, and Stroud,
2020) and also varies at different stages of the outbreak (Ashraff, 2020).
Research has also taken to study the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on various
countries. Using data gathered fifty days before and fifty days within the Coronavirus epidemic,
Ngwakwe (2020) evaluate the extent and direction of the differential effect of the COVID-19
pandemic on the SSE Composite Index (China), Euronext 100 (Europe), and Dow Jones
Industrial Average (United States of America) and found that different countries affected
differently by the COVID-19 pandemic: Dow Jones Industrial Average experienced a
significant reduction in mean stock value during the coronavirus period, Chinese Stock
Exchange Composite Index underwent a significant increase in mean stock values during
epidemic higher than before the epidemic, the Euronext 100 indexes show a non-significant
difference in mean stock price. Liu et al. (2020) used the event study method to evaluate the
short-term impact of the coronavirus outbreak on 21 leading stock market indices in major
affected countries, including Japan, Korea, Singapore, the USA, Germany, Italy, and the UK.
Their results showed that the stock markets in major affected countries and areas fell quickly
after the virus outbreak. Moreover, they also found that Asian countries experienced more
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negative abnormal returns as compared to other countries. Further panel fixed effect
regressions also shown that investors’ pessimistic sentiment of uncertain future caused the
adverse effect of COVID-19 pandemic confirmed cases on stock indices abnormal returns.
Using data from six countries that affected the worst from March 11 to April of 2020 (USA,
Spain, France, Italy, China, and India), Kotishwar (2020) applied VECM and found the
significant negative long-run relationship between the COVID-19 pandemic and all the six
countries stock indices. The CAAR result confirmed that all the six countries indices reacted
more positively in the post-pandemic period compared to the pre period. The study showed
that investors are considering the long-term strategy and investing at a very low level. Ding,
Levine, Lin & Xie (2020) using data of more than 6,000 firms from 56 countries, studied the
corporate immunity during the COVID-19 pandemic during the first quarter of 2020. Their
findings suggest that firms with stronger pre-2020 finances, less exposure to the pandemic, less
entrenched executives, and higher social responsibility activities faced a mild pandemic
induced drop in the stock price.
The contagion effect of the COVID-19 has also been examined. Corbet, Larkin & Lucey
(2020) and Ali, Alam, and Rizvi (2020) found that the Chinese financial markets have become
the epicenter of both financial and physical contagion since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic and, at the later stage of the spread the China markets have stabilized while other
market started to fall. Corbet, Larkin & Lucey (2020) also recorded the relationship between
Bitcoin and Chinese stock markets.
Yan et al. (2020) analyzed the potential effects that the coronavirus, “COVID-19”, would
have on the stock market and propose possible ways that an individual could profit off a market
affected by a global viral outbreak. Koren and Pető (2020) studied the cost of social distancing
during the COVID-19 pandemic and found out that businesses would need a 12 percent wage
subsidy to compensate for the disruption in communication if they were forced to impose social
distancing by reducing worker contacts by half and retail, hotels and restaurants, arts and
entertainment and schools are the most affected sectors.
3. DATA AND METHODS
To study the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on stock prices of the ASEAN Big Three
Exchanges, I have compiled the dataset of the daily prices of LQ45, SET50, and STI indices.
There are 124 stocks to be considered (45 for LQ45, 50 for SET50, and 30 for STI). The sample
period runs from January 01, 2020, to March 31, 2020, which gives 63 observations for each
stock in the sample.
The first step in this study was to determine the first day of the price drop for each stock.
To determine the price drop, I have identified the highest price of each stock in the period
between January 01, 2020, to March 31, 2020. I have also identified the lowest price of each
stock in the same period. There were two possibilities of the price drop result: first, a stock
may reach its minimum price in the period in which case I would calculate the numbers of the
day of the price drop for the stock starting from the first day until it reached the minimum price;
second, the stock price might still go down at the end of the period (March 31, 2020), in which
case I would calculate the time from the first day of the price drop until the last day of the
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period, and in this case, the price drop is said to be censored. The length of time of the price
drop would be called the survival time, and at the end of the period, there would be two
possibilities, either there was an event (the price of a stock stopped dropping and reached its
minimum in the period), or no event (the stock price was still dropping at the end of the period).
The second step would be to study the time of the price drop of the stocks, from the first time
the price dropped until the price stopped dropping over the period, or in case it continued to
drop after the last day of the time period, the time until it reached the last day of the time period.
In this study, the method used is Survival Analysis. The Kaplan-Meier method is a
nonparametric approach ‒ first, as its name, proposed by Kaplan and Meier (1958) ‒ to measure
how long it takes for any specific event to occur. The Kaplan-Meier method has proven to be
suitable for use, particularly when complete observations of all sample members cannot be
made. Incomplete observations often occur because contact with some sample members is lost
before the event, some other intervening variable affects the event, or insufficient time has
passed to observe the event in all sample members. Any of those cases would result in a
participant being censored.
Using the Kapan-Meier method, we would be able to compute 2 survival probabilities:
the conditional survival probability (Pc) and the unconditional survival probability (Pu).
The conditional survival probability, Pc, is the probability of surviving to a specific time. In
this case, a stock would still be experiencing a price drop, given that its price has dropped the
previous time.
𝑑

𝑃𝑐 = 1 − 𝑛𝑖

(1)

𝑖

The term di/ni gives the number of individuals that die in the specific time i (the stocks
which price had stopped dropping at the period) divided by the number of individuals still alive
and still in the population (the stocks that are still experiencing a price drop = the number at
risk).
The unconditional survival probability, Pu, is the probability of survival from the start of
the study to a specific time (a stock dropped its price from the start of the period until a specific
period). Pu equals the cumulative product of the conditional probabilities and can be expressed
as:
𝑑

𝑃𝑢 = ∏𝑡≤1(1 − 𝑃𝑐 ) = ∏𝑡≤1 (1 − 𝑛𝑖 )
𝑖

(2)

The next calculation is to find whether the resulting survival functions are significantly
different from one another. The Chi-square test is used to determine whether the resulting
survival function is significantly different from one another:
𝜒2 = ∑

(∑ 𝑂𝑗𝑡 −∑ 𝐸𝑗𝑡 )
∑ 𝐸𝑗𝑡

2

(3)

Where Ojt represents the sum of the observed number of events in the jth group over
time (e.g., j=1,2) and Ejt represents the sum of the expected number of events in the jth group
over time.
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4. RESULTS
Results
Figure 2 shows the price conditions of the indexes LQ45, SET50, and STI. It can be seen
that the prices of the stocks in those indexes have dropped since the middle of January 2020.
However, from the middle of January 2020 to the beginning of March 2020, the price drop
tends to be sloping, with the indexes lose only close to 10% compared to the beginning of the
drop, and the price drop started to steepen at the beginning of March 2020, showing that the
daily price drop from the beginning of March 2020 was larger than the daily price drop from
January 2020 to March 2020. From the middle of January 2020 to March 2020, the LQ45 lost
45.09% of its value, SET50 lost 35.99% of its value, and STI lost 31.93% of its value. After
the end of March 2020, however, the stock prices started to increase. At the end of April 2020,
LQ45 only lost 30.87% of its value compared to the first time it lost its value, SET50 only lost
18.67% of its value, and STI lost only 20.02% of its value. It can also be seen that the price
drop and the price increase roughly happened at the same time
1
0,9
0,8
0,7
0,6
0,5
02/01/2020

LQ45

SET50
02/02/2020

STI
02/03/2020

Source: Author Computation

Figure 2. Indexes LQ45, SET50, and STI from January 2020 to March 2020
The analysis of the data shows the fluctuation in the three indexes stock prices from
January 2020 until April 2020, in which the Survival analysis is used in the observation of price
drop during the time period. There are three variables used in the analysis: 1. time, showing
the length of the price drop from its start, 2. event, the indicator of whether the price stop
dropping at the observation time (indicated by 1) or the price keeps dropping even until after
the observation time (indicated by 0), and 3. group, to show index from the different stock
market (1 = LQ45, 2 = SET40, and 3 = STI).
Of the 45 stocks in the LQ45, one stock (Sawit Sumbermas Sarana – SSMS) did not
experience a price drop, so it was excluded from the analysis. From the remaining 44 stocks,
38 stocks had an event (stop dropping in price) in March, and the other six keep dropping in
price and censored. For the SET50 2 stocks keep dropping in price out of 50, and for STI, the
number of stocks keeps dropping in price is 8 out of 30. For LQ 45, the majority of the censored
analysis are Banks (3 out of 6) and one of each of Wholesale, Food and Beverages, and Retail
sectors. For SET50, the censored observations are stocks from the Health Care Service and
Food and Beverages sectors. For STI, 5 stocks are from the Real Estate sector, 3 from the
Industrial sector, and one from the Financial sector.
Table 1 shows the result of the survival analysis for the price drop of the three indexes.
For LQ45, of the 44 stocks included in the analysis, 38 stocks stop dropping in price in the
observation period, and the other 6 were still experiencing price drop. For SET50, the numbers
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are 44 and 4, and for the STI 22 and 8. The median time until the stock stop experiencing price
drop for LQ45 is 50, meaning that 50% (19) of the stocks in LQ45 stop dropping in price in 50
days (March 12, 2020) with the 95% confidence interval that the median will be reached
between 48 and 53 days, and the other 50% were still experiencing price drop after the March
12, 2020. For LQ 45, the last of the 38 stocks reached the minimum price on the 61st day
(March 27, 2020). It means that the remaining 19 stocks that are still experiencing a price drop
after 50 days only need a maximum of 11 days to reach the minimum price. For the SET 50,
the median was reached at the 49th day (March 11, 2020; 95% confidence intervals were 44
and 51 days) for 44 stocks, the last day was the 57th day (March 23, 2020). For the STI, the
numbers are 48 (March 10, 2020; 95% confidence intervals were 45 and 56) for 22 stocks, and
the last day was the 56th day (March 20, 2020).
Table 1. Summary of the survival model for the LQ45, SET50, and STI
n

events

median 0.95LCL 0.95UCL

LQ45

44

38

51

49

54

SET50

50

48

50

47

53

STI

30

22

48

45

56

Source: Author’s calculation

The survival function is shown in Table 2, in which I showed the first five of the survival
functions of each market.
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Table 2. Survival function for the LQ45, SET50, STI; first five calculation

a. LQ45

b. SET50

c. STI

time
13
16
30
39
40
time
21
23
24
26
27
Time
12
13
19
22
42

n.risk n.event survival
44
1
0.9773
43
1
0.9545
41
1
0.9313
39
1
0.9074
38
1
0.8835
n.risk n.event survival
48
1
0.979
47
1
0.958
46
1
0.937
45
1
0.917
43
1
0.895
n.risk n.event survival
30
2
0.9333
28
1
0.9
27
1
0.8667
26
1
0.8333
23
2
0.7609

std.err
0.0225
0.0314
0.0383
0.0441
0.049

lower
upper
0.95 CI 0.95 CI
0.93421
1
0.89494
1
0.85913
1
0.82486
0.998
0.79247
0.985

std.err
0.0206
0.0288
0.0349
0.0399
0.0443

lower
upper
0.95 CI 0.95 CI
0.93958
1
0.90344
1
0.87146
1
0.84172
0.998
0.81261
0.987

std.err
0.0455
0.0548
0.0621
0.068
0.0791

lower
0.95 CI
0.8482
0.7988
0.7532
0.7101
0.6206

upper
0.95 CI
1
1
0.997
0.978
0.933

For LQ45, the survival function shows that until day 13, there were 44 stocks
experiencing price drop, shown in the n.risk column until 1 stock, shown in n.event column,
stops dropping in price. This result shows that after 13 days, there was a 97.73% probability
that the prices of the other 43 stocks would still be dropping after 13 days with a 95%
confidence interval between 93.42% to 100% that it would happen. The result also shows that
the second event happened on day 16, in which another one stock stop is dropping in price.
After day 16, the next event happened on day 30, but the table shows that there were 2 stocks
out from the sample while there was only one event. This means that there was a censored
observation between day 16 and 30, so there would be two stocks taken out from the sample:
the first because one of the stock stops dropping in price, the second was because of censoring.
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Source: Author’s calculation

Figure 3. Plot of Survival Model for LQ45 (blue), SET50 (green), and STI (red)
The survival function plot is shown in Figure 3, which shows the result of fitting the
survival data using the Kaplan-Meier survival model. The plot shows that at the beginning, the
event for LQ 45 (blue line) and STI (red line) tend to happen after a longer period, shown by
longer horizontal lines meaning that the stock prices were still dropping, compare to SET50
(green line) that has shorter horizontal lines which shows that there was more event of prices
stop dropping. Yet, after 40 days, there was evidence that the event of prices stops dropping
happened more often in a short time, shown by shorter horizontal lines and long vertical lines.
Figure 3 also shows when a censored observation took place, using cross marks (there were
censored observations at days 28, 37, 47, 49, 53, and 55 for LQ 45; days 26, 33, 49, and 63 for
SET50; and days 32, 37, 47, 47, 52, 53, 54, and 63 for STI).
This study also seeks to ensure whether the survival functions of the indexes significantly
different from one another. The data and calculation are shown in Table 3. Using the Chisquare test, it is found that with the degree of freedom of 2, the calculated Chi-square is 0.6
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with the probability of 0.8, which means that there is no significant difference between the
survival function of the three indexes.
Table 3. The Chi-square result of the significance test
Observed Expected (O-E)2/E

N

(O-E)2/V

IDX

44

38

40.0

0.1006

0.1894

SET

50

48

48.7

0.0114

0.0253

STI

30

22

19.2

0.3929

0.5470

Source: Author’s calculation

Discussion
The finding of this research has shown that the ASEAN Big three stock markets were
also hit by the COVID-19 pandemic, where it can be seen that each of the indices studied in
the research lost it’s a large part of its value during the beginning COVID-19 pandemic period.
The reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic does not show the impact that the pandemic has on
the countries' economy, however. While the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the
economy is large, the pandemic did not seem to have the same extent of an impact on the stock
market. The stock market has even rebounded starting from March 2020, only three months
after the pandemic was detected. The first reason may be that the investors behave irrationally,
driven by greed and fear or speculating about the stock market. The second reason may be that
stock prices reflect views of the future that is of a company’s performance over the decades,
not just the current situation, even if the current situation is very bad. Based on this reason, the
price drop may have caused the investors to consider the stock price to be too low, and the
investors start to buy those stocks, which causes the stock price to increase. There are some
other factors that can be considered to be the reason. One factor may be because the stocks
used as the sample in this research are stocks of larger firms, which, on average, maybe less
damaged by the COVID-19 pandemic than smaller businesses. Other factors may be that the
investors consider investment alternatives to compare stocks and another investment
opportunity in bonds, real estates, cash, or others.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The result of this study has shown that the COVID-19 pandemic has had an impact on
the indexes (LQ45, SET50, and STI) in the ASEAN Big three stock markets. It can also be
shown how long it takes for stock until its price stop dropping. Based on the result, it can also
be shown that there is no significant difference in the survival function of the three indexes,
which suggests that the survival function of price dropping of the three indexes are the same.
For further research, there are some topics that can be explored. The first one is the individual
company’s reaction to the COVID-19 pandemic. This study does not consider the companies,
so further research may continue this research to get insights into why the stock of a company
behave like what they have behaved in this research. The second is that some stocks were still
having a price drop even after the observation period has finished. Further study may also
continue to study further about those companies. The third topic is to study the effect of the
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COVID-19 pandemic on the whole market, not just on a small part of the market. The fact that
the stocks used in this paper are those from large companies may disturb the pandemic's real
effect on the stock market. A study could also be taken to find whether there are regularities in
stocks' reaction to the disturbance in the form of the pandemic, such as finding patterns in the
price decrease. Also, future research may be aimed to find out about what factors affect the
length of time of the price decrease.
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THE IMPORTANT OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION ON TAX COMPLIANCE
Agustine Dwianika1 and Septyana Mubarakah2

ABSTRACT
This study examines effective communication factors in efforts to increase tax
compliance for urban communities in Indonesia, using quantitative methods, with probability
sampling. The unit of analysis in this study is the taxpayers in Jabodetabek who routinely report
their taxes yearly. 20 people represent each area. Accordingly, the total number of respondents
who received the questionnaire was 100 people. This study proves that the independent variable
of effective communication simultaneously has a significant positive effect on tax compliance.
Meanwhile, the Communication Environment, Receiver & Sender, Information Sources, and
Communicator Competency partially positively affect tax compliance. Except for the
Distraction aspect, which has a significant negative effect, this tax compliance research model
can be used as a reference for the Directorate General of Taxes (DGT) in determining strategies
for pursuing further effective communication.
Keywords: Tax Compliance, Effective Communication, Urban Society, and Multi Linear
Regression.

1. INTRODUCTION
Taxes are an important factor in the wheels of the nation's economy. Most of the
government agendas are funded by tax revenue. One of the efforts to encourage tax revenue is
by improving the quality of the Public Relations section of the DGT to taxpayers, by building
positive communication with taxpayers. Positive communication is a form of the process of
delivering and receiving information effectively to fit the desired goal. This communication is
expected to play a role in increasing voluntary compliance (Zulfikar, 2019).
DGT also tries to educate the public with the Tax Volunteer, Speaking Tax, and Tax
Inclusion Week programs. In this program, DGT presents a different approach, such as
packaging it attractively and conveying tax regulations' essence in light and easy to understand
language. This aims to create effective communication between DGT and taxpayers, in
addition to service quality, safety, comfort, and fast service (Supadmi, 2018) to create a good
understanding of taxation and create public tax awareness, which ultimately leads to tax
compliance. In this case, the author will further examine the effect of effective communication
in increasing public tax compliance.
Effective communication is a process of exchanging ideas, thoughts, knowledge, and
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information such that the purpose or intention is fulfilled in the best possible manner. In simple
words, it is nothing but the presentation of views by the sender in a way best understood by the
receiver. Therefore, effective communication from tax officials and other DGT extensions is
important. Moreover, the taxpayers become aware of taxes and then comply with tax
regulations. This study is useful for policymakers to determine an effective communication
strategy according to the development and demands of the community to convey tax
socialization, increasing tax compliance.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPTMENT
Tax compliance is closely related to the decisions of individuals who tend to comply with
the law as they deem appropriate and consistent with their internal norms. Normative
commitment through morality means obeying the law because the law is considered a
necessity, while normative commitment through legitimacy means obeying the rules because
the law-drafting authority has the right to dictate behavior. (There are two perspectives in the
sociological literature regarding obedience to the law, called instrumental and normative,
(Tyler and Bies, 1990).
The instrumental perspective assumes that personal interests and responses drive
individuals to changes related to behavior, including the ease with which systems use
technology, while the normative perspective deals with what people perceive as moral and
contrary to their interests. This can be understood with an understanding of the correct legal
provisions. One of the driving forces for this understanding is the inclusion of government
taxes to taxpayers in an appropriate manner, enabling effective communication.
Effective communication is characterized by understanding, being able to enforce
pleasure, influencing attitudes, promoting good social relations, and ultimately leading to
action. It is also an exchange of information, ideas, and feelings that results in changes in
attitude so that a good relationship is established between the message giver and the recipient,
measured by the achievement level of the message sender's goal. The message conveyed
correctly and precisely according to the communicator's wishes, shows that the communication
runs effectively.
Thus from the above explanation, it can be concluded that effective communication is
exchanging information, ideas, feelings, and attitudes between two people or among groups
whose results are as expected and can result in changes in attitudes in people involved in
communication (Berlo, 1960; Tubbs and Moss, 2012). Wood (2018) stated that communication
is a systemic process in which humans interact and use symbols to create and interpret meaning.
Whereas, Rogers and Kincaid (1981) stated that communication is a process in which two or
more people form or exchange information with one another, which in turn occurs in deep
mutual understanding.
In the process, communication has various models in which some elements are
interrelated between one element and another (Wood, 2018). These elements are 1) Source, the
party that takes the initiative or has a need to communicate. In communication between people,
the source can consist of one person, but it can also be in the form of a group, for example, a
party, organization, or institution; 2) Messages, which can be conveyed face-to-face or through
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communication media; 3) Media, a tool used to move messages from source to recipient; 4)
Receiver, or often called a target or destination, communicate, encoder, or audience, listener,
interpreter, namely people who receive messages from the source; 5) Influence or effect, the
difference between what the recipient thinks, feels and does before and after receiving the
message, or it can be interpreted as the impact of the message.
Meanwhile, according to Seller (1977), effective communication has 8 perspectives: the
communication environment, message giver and receiver, recipient source, communication
competence, feedback, interference, channels, and messages.
A World Bank study (2017) highlights the communication link with citizen tax
compliance in Poland. It reported that the number of compliant taxpayers could increase by
20% if correspondence with citizens were carried out more effectively. This means that the
replacement of simple, clear, and targeted language styles in warning letters can remind citizens
to pay taxes. Farar & Thorne (2016) reported the results of a study on 287 taxpayers, finding
an interaction between tone and information so that the highest compliance was obtained with
high information and an authoritative tone.
Compliance is also positively related to information, an inseparable part of
communication. The measurement of tax compliance in this study refers to Ambrecht, 1981;
Silvani, 1992; Le Baube, 1992; Feld, Frey and Targler, 2006; Allingham and Sandmo, 1972;
Furnharn, 1983. Therefore, this study uses effective communication as an independent variable
and tax compliance as the dependent variable, with design research, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Research Design
Development of Hypotheses
In this study, researchers used 8 independent variables, which are the measure of
effective communication, and the dependent variable is tax compliance. The aspects of the
success of effective communication in the form of communication environment, message giver
& recipient, source of the recipient, communication competence, feedback, interference,
channels, and messages (Seller, 1977) are considered to be able to increase tax compliance.
Tax compliance can be influenced by taxpayers' environmental conditions, such as space,
facilities, and location of tax reporting that support more efficient tax reporting. With the
support of a tax reporting environment, taxpayers no longer feel burdened by spending a lot of
their time and costs in the process of paying and reporting taxes. This argument is supported
by Milawaty & Dahlan (2015), who report that the tax environment has a significant positive
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effect on tax compliance. This discussion leads to the first hypothesis:
H1: Communication environment is positively associated with the taxpayer's compliance
James, Betty and Michael (1992) studied the effect of communication between taxpayers
on compliance, suggesting that "informal" communication has a strong indirect effect on
increasing compliance, but that "official" communication may not promote voluntary
compliance. This communication's success is inseparable from the ability of the message giver
and recipient, which includes the choice of communication in an official or informal style.
Hence, between the two, there is good and smooth communication. This leads to the submission
of the second hypothesis:
H2: Receiver and sender is positively associated with the taxpayer's compliance
Theoretically, taxpayer compliance may be influenced by variables such as the
knowledge and understanding of taxation regulations (Akintoye and Tashie, 2013; Tan and
Fatt, 2007; Behnud and Fahr, 2013) and taxpayer awareness (Geetha and Sekar, 2012; Chawla
et al., 1996). From the aspect of knowledge and understanding of tax regulations, taxpayer
compliance is influenced by sources of knowledge (information), tax regulations, as well as
taxpayer rights and obligations (Larasati, 2013; Alfiah, 2014).
Therefore, the source of receiving information can affect the level of tax compliance.
Accurate regulatory information, gained from reliable sources and having clear legal grounds,
may become knowledge. Correct knowledge, according to the source of the applicable
regulations, will deliver correct information to taxpayers. Therefore, what is reported by the
taxpayer is in accordance with the rules, as it is one of the requirements for tax compliance.
This discussion leads to the third hypothesis:
H3: Recipient source is positively associated with the taxpayer's compliance
Effective communication is also inseparable from the communicant’s skills. Information
providers who are competent in their fields will have little chance of making mistakes in
conveying information. This competence is certainly supported by adequate tax-related
knowledge. The informant's tone and attitude also support the communication competence of
the informant. This is supported by research by Mbilla et al. (2020), stating that tax compliance
is influenced by the knowledge and technical capabilities that are held regarding the applicable
tax regulations. Thus, this study refers to the fourth hypothesis:
H4: Communication competence is positively associated with the taxpayer's compliance
3. RESEARCH METHOD
This descriptive study aims to describe a topic and its results. Descriptive research has
characteristics such as statements specific to problems and requires accurate information
(Malhotra, 2007). A quantitative descriptive method is a method that emphasizes testing
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theories through measuring research variables accompanied by numbers and analyzing data
through statistical procedures that are adjusted to current facts (Sugiyono, 2018) by conducting
multiple linear regression analysis.
The object of this study is the effect of effective communication on the level of tax
compliance of taxpayers in urban areas represented by Jakarta, Bogor, Depok, Tangerang, and
Bekasi (Jabodetabek). Urban area is the right perspective of society to represent the demands
of effective communication to increase tax compliance. A probability sampling method will be
used in this study. This study's unit of analysis is the taxpayers in Jabodetabek who routinely
report their taxes every year. Twenty people represent each area, so the total number of
respondents who received the questionnaire was 100.
4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The respondent data shows that the majority of respondents are women (62%), about 35-40
years old (45%), and graduates (45%). The data has passed the validity and reliability test, with
the Cronbach's Alpha value of the compensation system variable of 0.821 or greater than 0.7.
So that it can be said to be reliable. Multiple Linear Regression Results are shown in Table 2.

Variable
(Constant)
Communication
Environment
Receiver & Sender
Information Sources
Communicatior
Competency
N= 100
R=0,825
R2=0,407
Adjusted R2=0,670
F hitung= 68,132

Table 2. Linear Regression Result
Regression
Coefficient
t. account
Sig.
(B)
-0,625
0,423
0,558
0,752
0,022

2,365
1,828
7,745
3,778

0,000
0,002
0,000
0,001

Decisions H1

Signifikan
Signifikan
Signifikan
Signifikan

Sources: Data Processed (2020)

Based on table 2, the regression equation:
Y = -0,625 + 0,423X1 + 0,558X2 + 0,752X3 + 0,022X4 + e
The interpretation of the equation above has a negative constant (-0.625), so it can be
said that if there is no effective communication effort on taxation, the taxpayer compliance
level will decrease. The coefficient value for all independent variables is positive, so if the
Communication’s Environment (X1), Receiver & Sender (X2), Information Sources (X3),
Communicator’s Competency (X4). This means that if these 4 aspects increase, the level of tax
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compliance will also increase. Therefore, the more effective the communication that occurs,
the better the tax compliance, as it has a significant impact.
Hypothesis Testing Result
The coefficient of determination is needed to measure how much the independent
variable's influence has on Taxpayer Compliance (Y) or the dependent variable. Based on the
calculation results obtained R2 value of 0.327 or 32.7%, meaning that the dependent variable
Taxpayer Compliance is 32.7% influenced by the Communication’s Environment (X1),
Receiver & Sender (X2), Information Sources (X3), Communicator’s Competency (X4). While
the remaining 67.3% is influenced by other variables outside the variables studied.
The results of the F test Anova analysis obtained the F-count value of 68.132. This value
is greater than the F table (68.132> 3.090) and the sig value. 0.000 F count shows that all
independent variables together have a significant effect on Taxpayer Compliance (Y). The
results of the partial test (t testing) of this study prove that the proposed hypothesis, H1 to H4
is accepted, is proven to have a significant effect. The communication Environment has a
significant effect on tax compliance. This is supporting the similar study by Milawaty & Dahlan
(2015), stating that the better the tax environment, the more the tax compliance. The receiver
& Sender plays a very important role in increasing tax compliance.
This is in line with the study conducted by James, Betty, and Michael (1992), stating that
the effect of formal or informal communication styles is very dependent on both parties to
encourage tax compliance. Recipient sources as knowledgeable parties are considered very
important in tax awareness for increasing compliance. This is as stated by Akintoye and Tashie
(2013); Tan and Fatt (2007); Behnud and Fahr (2013), Geetha and Sekar (2012), Chawla et al.
(1996), Larasati (2013); and Alfiah (2014).
Communicator Competency is proven to have an effect on the level of tax compliance.
This is in line with the findings of Mbilla et al. (2020), affirming that tax compliance is
influenced by the knowledge and technical capabilities that are held regarding the applicable
tax regulations. This finding supports the study of Alm and Martinez-Vazquez (2003),
mentioning that tax services are very important for tax compliance. The ability of the tax officer
to respond to taxpayer problems is a key factor. Likewise, the decrease in disturbance,
improved channel quality, and increased quality of messages conveyed can encourage tax
compliance.
5. CONCLUSIONS
This study provides empirical evidence that effective communication is important in
increasing taxpayers' tax compliance in urban areas, especially in Jabodetabek. The
government's focus must accompany tax outreach efforts by the tax officer or other DGT
armies on communicating with quality taxpayers. Hence, the understanding obtained by the
taxpayer comes from appropriate rules and is supported by competent resources in their fields.
Our results are very preliminary, but they suggest that better effective communication
services have a positive impact on compliance. Policymakers need to strive to use an effective
communication strategy from the DGT to the taxpayer, by considering aspects that are
empirically proven to affect tax compliance in this study. Future work will explore this
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important issue in much more detail. Future research can expand the study area at the national
level or by comparing developing countries such as Malaysia or the Philippines.
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THE INFLUENCE OF BRAND EQUITY TOWARDS CORPORATE
RESTRUCTURING AND CORPORATE PERFORMANCE OF RESTRUCTURED
FIRMS OF ASIA’S EMERGING MARKET FIRMS
Tiffany Felicia1 and Junino Jahja2

ABSTRACT
This study explores the impact of brand equity valuation and its changes towards Asia’s
emerging market firms’ short-term and long-term performance in three years post-merger and
acquisition activities. The methodologies used in this empirical research are cross-sectional
regression, regression coefficient significance level test, multiple collinearity, and correlation
coefficient tests. The results shown by this study are in accordance with the hypothesis that
there is a significant impact on corporate performance by the changes of target firms’ brand
equity on acquirer firms’ long-term performance, which defines the success of mergers and
acquisitions. This study will contribute to the businesses by knowing the implication of merger
and acquisition success based on brand equity valuation and its importance to be considered
during the decision-making process.
Keywords: Merger, acquisition, emerging market, brand equity, performance measurement

1. INTRODUCTION
By definition, a merger is two or more combinations of companies with comparable size,
while acquisitions mean by taking over other companies through asset or shares (De Pamphilis,
2014). There are three reasons why companies undergo merger and acquisition, first is to fill
the products or services’ strategy gaps, as well as in capabilities, technology, human resource,
process, capacity, and many more. Secondly, mergers and acquisitions become a vehicle for
companies to penetrate or expand into a new market. Lastly, it is to create economies of scale,
efficiency, and other profit-enhancing opportunities (Edwards, 2014).
The mergers and acquisitions activities are not exclusively conducted within companies
in the same country, but also companies from the different ones called cross-border merger and
acquisition or CBMA (M. Hitt, Harrison, and Ireland 2001). CBMA is commonly practiced by
firms in an emerging market, either acquiring or acquired by firms in the developed market.
Emerging market or emerging market economies describe a country whose economic condition
is growing into developed countries. Deng & Yang, 2015 have proved CBMA within emerging
market firms has an important impact on inducing the international business environment by
minimizing resource uncertainty in the host country.
The success of merger and acquisition activities is highly related to the integration among
the firm after the transactions, and it is important to be considered by both firms (Cartwright &
1 2
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Cooper, 1993 and Larsson & Finkelstein, 1999). One study found that Chinese companies had
implemented a light-touch approach through a company’s brand identification as an important
element in mergers and acquisitions (Liu and Woywode 2013). The brand itself is considered
to have a value related to how a company can gain revenue or cash flow and embedded in the
goodwill in the company (Murphy, 1990). Another research has found that a brand of acquiring
a company impacts consumer reactions post the integrations (Jaju, Joiner, and Reddy 2006),
and acquirer-dominated brand placement has shown negative reactions from the targeted
consumer (Thorbjørnsen and Dahlén 2011a).
The study will foresee how the companies’ brand influences the merged or acquired
firm’s performance to sum the above statements. Given data and information from merger and
acquisition activities that involved emerging market firms in Asia, this paper examines if there
are any changes in brand equity, how brand equity and its changes influenced the performance
of the company’s short-term and long-term performance post-merger and acquisition.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Definition of Corporate Restructuring and the Scope of Merger & Acquisition
As defined by De Pamphilis (2014), there are two types of corporate restructuring
activities, which are operational and financial. The operational restructuring mainly changes
the structure of a company’s asset, while the financial made changes in capital structures to
prevent takeovers.
Ross et al. (2016) defined merger and acquisition as the complete absorption of one
company by another, wherein the acquiring firm retains its identity, and the acquired firm
ceases to exist as a separate entity. Both merger and acquisition are legally defined as a
combination of one or more companies within the similar and comparable size.
Measurements in Merger & Acquisition
To measure the success of M&A, there are several parametric to measure the
performance of a company after M&A in the short-run and the long-run (Renneboog and
Vansteenkiste 2019). In the short-run performance, M&A is measured using cumulative
abnormal return (Rani et al., 2016; Mei & Sun, 2008), and in the long-run corporate
performance is measured by profitability, operating efficiency, expense ratio, and liquidity
(Rani et al., 2016).
Definitions and Measurement of Brand Equity
Brand equity is currently being known as the indicator to measure brand performance
(Jamilena et al. 2018). It is defined as value created by the company and embedded on the
products to differentiate between other products. Brand equity could be measured in financial
position statements, especially during the M&A activity (Madden, Fehle, and Fournier 2006;
Mizik and Jacobson 2008). While Villas-Boas, 2004 and Keller & Lehman, 2006, p. 75, stated
that brand equity could be measured through brand choice, purchase intention, and actual
purchase (Ferjani, Jedidi, and Jagpal 2009).
It could also be measured by brand loyalty, brand awareness, perceived quality, and brand
association (Aaker, 1991, 1996) and components that build brand associations, which are
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perceived value, personality, and organization (Aaker, 1996 p.335). Another method of
measurement of brand equity was using survey data to random sampling based on the
geographical market area (Su et al. 2020) and revenue premium generated based on retail sales
data compared to private label products (Ailawadi et al, 2003).
The Relationship Between Merger & Acquisition and Brand Equity
Hitt, Ireland, & Hoskisson, 2002 have stated that M&A gives chances for a company to
penetrate to a new market and immediately become a competitor due to the ability to gain
product, consumer, and relationship with a local resource. Meanwhile, one aspect might
become an obstacle for a company during M&A, which is the company’s reputation.
A study conducted to the impact of M&A towards brand equity of target firms and
acquirer firms; there are three findings following the study; first, there were positive reactions
on target brand’s consumer, but the negative attitude toward acquirer firms’ brand during
acquirer dominated M&A, due to reactance theory on the consumer, even the negative reactions
induced potential brand switch behavior (Thorbjørnsen and Dahlén 2011b). Second, acquirerdominated mergers directly affected the target firm’s consumer perceptions and caused a
significant decline in consumer satisfaction in the long run after the merger (Thornton et al.,
2004). Lastly, regardless of the acquired brand's redeployment, the brand equity of target firms
often suffer a decline as the impact of M&A activity (Jaju, Joiner, and Reddy 2006).
Definitions and Aspect of Emerging Market Firms
M&A that conducted by the emerging market in developed countries is to get a fast track
of international growth (Deng and Yang 2015). Cross-border mergers and acquisitions done by
the emerging market firms are based on several purposes; to acquire the natural resources and
strategic resources that cannot be found in other countries, penetrate the market with different
economic conditions, and to have sustainable resources (Fuad and Gaur 2019). There are 26
emerging countries based on Morgan Stanley Capital International Emerging Market Index,
which are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, India,
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Qatar, Russia, Saudi
Arabia, South Africa, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, and United Arab Emirates.
Therefore, based on the studies done previously and the concept made on this study, there
were numbers of hypothesis to be examined,
H1. Changes in target firms’ brand equity affect acquirer firms’ short-term performance
after M&A
H2. Changes in the target firm’s brand equity affect acquirer firms’ long-term
performance after M&A.
3. DATA AND METHODS
This study investigates the effect of brand equity valuation-based decision-making on
merger and acquisition, using the comparison of cumulative abnormal return and financial
performance pre and post-merger and acquisition to measure whether brand equity components
have significant effects on a company’s performance post-merger and acquisition. The writer
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has defined the restructured firms' industry, which are consumer goods, public and private
firms, and operated in Asia’s emerging countries. The M&A was an acquirer dominated, which
indicated by the acquirer firm’s brand size or a more well-known reputation.
Procedure

Evaluate
brand
equity
value
of
target firms
using brand
shares ratio

Cumulative
abnormal
return
calculation
on acquirer
firms before
and
after
M&A
(-3,
+3)

Financial
measurement
calculation
on acquirer
frims before
and
after
M&A.

Crosssectional
regression on
brand equity
value
and
corporate
performance
of
acquirer
firms without
dummy
variable

Crosssectional
regression on
brand equity
value
and
corporate
performance
of
acquirer
firms
with
dummy
variable

Correlation
coefficient test
on each
independent
and dependent
variables

Figure 1 Research Scheme
Target companies were evaluated based on the concept of brand equity measurement.
Based on the measurement as mentioned earlier methods, this study use provided data by
Euromonitor’s brand shares, which has calculated the proportion of certain brand’s sales
compared to other brands within the same market, geography, and industry to measure brand
equity. To measure the short-term performance of M&A, cumulative abnormal return (CAR)
of acquirer firms was estimated. Using gathered data from Thomson Reuters, CAR measured
by the stock of acquirer firms’ historical changes compared to the country’s market index three
days before M&A announcement to three days after.
The next step was evaluating the current state of financial measurements as the long-term
performance of acquirer firms, using financial ratios which are return on asset, return on equity,
return on capital employed, operating profit margin, net profit margin, and operating cash flow
profit ratio for profitability, cost of goods sold ratio and selling, general, and administrative
expense for expense ratio, fixed asset turnover ratio and current asset turnover ratio for
operating efficiency, and current ratio for liquidity measurement (Rani et al., 2016; EstebanSanchez et al., 2017).
Those results will be compared with the financial conditions when the company has not
been involved in restructuring activities. The time window of each company is three years
before and after the activities. In this study, there were four scenarios to know how the impacts
of brand equity on a company’s financials are. Several measurements were also included to
support the data analysis, such as several employees representing the firm size, debt to the asset
to measure leverage and the length of observation as time window (Rahim et al. 2013). Lastly,
this study statistically foresaw the relations between brand equity and companies' financial
performance after restructuring to determine the effects of brand equity valuation-driven
decisions upon the restructured company’s performance.
Measures
To assess if there are any relations between brand equity and restructuring success, as
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Rahim et al., 2013 did in their previous study, this paper adopted the cross-sectional regression
for each component to be compared with financial ratios. The model studied by Renneboog &
Vansteenkiste, 2019 was used in this study through calculations of long-run performance,
short-run performance (cross-sectional regression and cumulative abnormal return), and longrun operating performance (Renneboog and Vansteenkiste 2019).
CAR1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (1)
ROA1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (2)
ROE1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (3)
ROCE1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (4)
OPM1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (5)
NPM1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (6)
OCFR1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (7)
FATR1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (8)
CATR1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (9)
COGR1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (10)
SRE1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (11)
CR1 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽1 𝑏𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + ℯ𝑖𝑡 (12)
Notes:
CAR1 = Cumulative abnormal return (CAR)
ROA1 = Return on asset (ROA)
ROE1 = Return on equity (ROE)
ROCE1 = Return on capital employed (ROCE)
OPM1 = Operating profit margin (OPM)

NPM1 = Net profit margin (NPM)
OCFR1 = Operating cash flow ratio
(OCFR)
FATR1 = Fixed asset turnover (FATR)
CATR1 = Current asset turnover (CATR)
COGR1 = Cost of goods sold turnover ratio
(COGR)
To support the above measurement, the pooled ordinary least square model used by
SRE1 = Sales, general, and administration
Zhang et al., 2018 was replicated. Merger and acquisition's success
will be measured through
expense ratio (SRE)
the role of brand equity and financial performance.
CR = Current asset ratio (CR)
𝑀𝐴1𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 1𝛼1 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑖 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 (13)
Brand equity = Brand equity valuation after
𝑀𝐴2𝑖 = 𝛼0M&A
+ 𝛼1 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑖 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 (14)
X = Controlled variable
𝑀𝐴3𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑖 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 (15)
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𝑀𝐴4𝑖 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑃𝐸𝑅𝑖 + Σ𝛽𝑖 𝑋𝑖 + 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖 (16)
Notes:
PERi = Changes in target firms’ brand equity
MA1 = Acquirer firms’ profitability (ROA, ROE, ROCE, OPM, NPM, OCFR)
MA2 =Acquirer firms’ operating efficiency (FATR, CATR)
MA3 = Acquirer firms’ expense ratio (COGR, SRE)
MA4
X
𝜇𝑖
𝜀𝑖

= Acquirer firms’ liquidity (CR)
= controlled variabel
= dummy variable of the year
= idosyncratic error

Thereafter, those calculations above were combined with regression coefficient
significance level calculations to assess the relationship between variables. In order to
maximize the regressions computations, multiple collinearity was used using zero eigenvalue
to determine the existence of multiple collinearity in independent variables, and the second
method was setting up a maximum to minimum reactions in eigenvalue (Zhang et al. 2018).
𝑘=

𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛

and using variance inflation factor models 𝑉𝐼𝐹 = (1 − 𝑅𝑖 2 )−1 . 𝑅𝑖 2
4. RESULTS

Changes in Brand Equity Valuation of Target Firms
Table 1 is the recapitulation of 31 target firms’ brand equity value, shows there are
changes in target firms’ brand equity as the firms involved in M&A activities. The average of
brand equity during the M&A effective date was 8,313 and increased by 0.060 in three years
after M&A occurred. The changes recorded confirm hypothesis 1 (H1) that there are changes
in target firms' brand equity valuation. Based on the findings, it confirms the previous study
conducted regarding positive consumer attitude towards target firms brand (Thorbjørnsen and
Dahlén 2011a), however, based on sample data, it against another study that changes in brand
equity towards acquired brand often shows declining value affected by the M&A (Jaju, Joiner,
and Reddy 2006).
Significant Coefficient Test and Multiple Collinearities
Table 2 shows the test of multiple collinearities and significant coefficient tests on two
different data sets. The first data set uses brand equity valuation as the independent variable,
cumulative abnormal return, and financial performance as a dependent variable that measures
short-term and long-term performance, respectively. The analysis was excluding dummy
variable as a condition where the changes of brand equity after M&A is neglected. As a result,
there is no significant influence of brand equity valuation both on the short-term and long-term
performance of acquirer firms post M&A. Meanwhile, despite the non-existence of significant
influence from brand equity upon short-term and long-term performance, there are positive and
negative relations between brand equity that will be elaborated on correlation coefficient test
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as the multiple collinearities did not occur, indicated by VIF value below 10.
The second data set is using brand equity valuation as the independent variable,
cumulative abnormal return, and financial performance as the dependent variable while adding
a dummy variable, which is the changes in brand equity. The analysis showed different
outcomes as there is a significant influence on acquirer firms' long-term performance indicated
by the significant value below 0.05 on return on equity, operating profit margin, operating cash
flow ratio, and fixed asset turnover. For short-term performance, there is no significant
influence as the significant value is above 0.05.
Regression Test
As recapitulated in Table 3, the regression analysis to estimate the value of F and
significance to decide whether the hypothesis is rejected or not rejected. By the data shown
above, on the first data set without dummy variable, all the significance values denote rejection
on hypothesis 1 (H1) and hypothesis 2 (H2) as the values are greater than 0.05. However, the
analysis has shown different output on the second data set by not rejecting the hypothesis 2
(H2), especially on the operating cash flow ratio. As for hypothesis 1 (H1), the result rejects
H2 as there is no significant influence upon CAR for both data sets.
Tables 2 and 3 have shown the interrelated results by rejecting hypothesis 1 (H1) by
means there is no significant influence of brand equity valuation and its changes towards the
short-term performance of acquirer firms post-M&A. This finding occurs because cumulative
abnormal return measures the impact of M&A announcement towards stock market reactions,
and the announcement itself has not affected consumers' behavior towards brands yet.
Therefore, this study is more suitable for long-term performance as the financial measures have
a better ability to represent corporate performance due to consumers' reactions to brands and
product sales.
As for hypothesis 2 (H2), both results affirm that not reject H2, especially on the
significant value of operating cash flow ratio. Hence, there is a significant influence on acquirer
firms' long-term performance. The hypothesis is also supported by the result in table 3, in which
there are a significant influence on profitability and operating efficiency aspects.
Correlation Coefficient Test
Based on the correlation coefficients test recapitulated in Table 4, there are positive
correlations between brand equity and cumulative abnormal return, return on asset, return on
capital employed, operating profit margin, operating cash flow ratio, and current asset ratio
after M&A. Positive correlations means the increase on target firms’ brand equity will be
followed by the increase on cumulative abnormal return, profitability, and operating efficiency
of acquirer firms. These relations confirm the previous study that M&A is one of the company's
primary vehicles to generate profit to investors (Andrade & Stafford, 2014) and foster
efficiency, effectivity, and other profit enhancing opportunities (Edwards and Edwards 2012).
There are negative relations be found in the test between brand equity and return on equity,
fixed asset ratio, cost of goods sold ratio, sales, general and administrative expense ratio, and
current ratio. This indicates the increase of brand equity will be followed by the decrease of
those financial aspects and vice versa.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the coefficient significant test, regression test, and correlation coefficient test,
this study has continued Hitt & Pisano, 2003 research, which stated the need to examine the
non-financial aspects and intangible assets, especially for target companies. The explorations
prove that brand equity positively correlated with corporate performance after M&A, making
it obvious that post-merger integration is an important aspect to be considered not only for
tangible resources but also the intangibles (M. A. Hitt and Pisano 2003). This study has
confirmed that there are positive changes in target firms brand equity as the consumer attitudes
have positively affected the brand after M&A activities (Thorbjørnsen and Dahlén 2011a).
Meanwhile, the sample data's positive changes have against the findings that declines in brand
equity are often affected by M&A activity (Jaju, Joiner, and Reddy 2006).
Furthermore, positive brand equity changes also significantly influenced the acquirer
firm’s long-term performance, especially on financial ratios that measure profitability and
operating efficiency. Therefore, to make M&A decision turns into a sustainable profit,
efficiency, and effectivity for acquirer firms, it is important for management to take intangibles
asset of target firms into account, in this case, is brand equity as it is proven to have an influence
on acquirer firms long-term performance and in line with the main objective of M&A.
There are three highlights of this study. First target firms have received positive changes
in brand equity value after M&A was conducted. Second, when those changes are considered,
it has a significant impact on the long-term performance of acquirer firms, specifically on
profitability and operating efficiencies. Meanwhile, it has shown no significant influence on
short-term performance measured by cumulative abnormal return. Ultimately, the study has
found positive correlations between brand equity changes and several components of
profitability and operating efficiencies. For future studies, there are parts of brand equity
valuation that could be broken down into further research to examine which aspects of brand
equity significantly impact corporate long-term performance post-merger and acquisition.
Additionally, a longer time window could be applied to support the research and add more
accounting measurements as dependent variables.
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Tables
Table 1 Brand Equity Value of Target Firms
Brand Equity of Target Firms

T=-3

T=0

T=+3

Number of Target Firms

31

31

31

Median

0,7

0,7

1,6

Mode

0,1

0,1

0,1

Mean

8,070

8,313

8,810

0,030

0,060

Mean Changes

Table 2 Result of Significant Coefficient Test & Multiple Collinearities
Without dummy var.
Independent
Variable
Brand Equity

Dependent
Variable

Coeff.

Sig.

1.068

CAR

-.029

.359

.669

1.068

ROA

-2.144

.243

-.004

.983

1.068

ROE

-15.478

.018

ROCE

.056

.491

1.068

ROCE

-4.593

.140

OPM

.071

.564

1.068

OPM

-9.856

.032

NPM

.094

.332

1.068

NPM

-6.884

.057

OCFR

.002

.586

1.068

OCFR

-.250

.038

Long-term
performance
(operating efficiency)

FATR

-.006

.590

.590

FATR

1.006

.014

CATR

.015

.279

1.068

CATR

.506

.339

Long-term
performance (expense
ratio)

COGR

-.016

.112

1.068

COGR

-.693

.070

SRE

-.002

.484

1.068

SRE

-.096

.327

CR

-.011

.180

1.068

CR

.207

.500

Short-term
performance

Long-term
performance
(profitability)

Long-term
performance (liquidity
ratio)

Dependent
Variable

Coeff.

CAR

With dummy var.

Sig.

VIF

.000

.894

ROA

.020

ROE
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Table 3 Result of Regression Test
Without dummy var.
Independent
Variable
Brand Equity

With dummy var.

Dependent
Variable

Sig.

Dependent
Variable

Sig.

CAR

.851b

CAR

.796b

ROA

.941b

ROA

.767b

ROE

.384b

ROE

.065b

ROCE

.868b

ROCE

.555b

OPM

.398b

OPM

.100b

NPM

.327b

NPM

.124b

OCFR

.113b

OCFR

.034b

Long-term performance (operating
efficiency)

FATR

.396b

FATR

.053b

CATR

.103b

CATR

.134b

Long-term performance (expense
ratio)

COGR

.120b

COGR

.057b

SRE

.155b

SRE

.187b

CR

.563b

CR

.647b

Short-term performance

Long-term
(profitability)

performance

Long-term performance (liquidity
ratio)

Table 4 Correlation Coefficient Test Result
BE

CAR

ROA

ROE

ROCE

OPM

NPM

OCFR

FATR

CATR

SRE

CR

BE

1

.011

.090

-.085

.151

.178

.245

.201

-.145

.092

-.194

-.230

CAR

.011

1

.115

.145

.071

.056

.085

.131

.016

-.162

.202

.261
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THE INFLUENCE OF INVESTOR DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS ON INVESTMENT
DECISIONS IN THE STOCK MARKET WITH BEHAVIORAL BIAS AS A
MEDIATING VARIABLE
Richard Surya Christanto1 and Njo Anastasia2

ABSTRACT
This study analyzes and examines the influence of investor demographic factors on
investment decisions in the stock market with behavioral bias as a mediating variable. A sample
of 203 stock market investors was used and obtained from distributing questionnaires online
on social media (e.g. Line, WhatsApp, and telegram). The data processed by using SmartPLS
version 3 to examine the relationship between endogenous and exogenous variables and
mediating variables. The result shows that the demographic factors of investors directly
significantly influence investment decisions. The behavioral bias variable of overreaction &
underreaction behavior also proved to be significant as mediating variables between
demographic factors and investment decision. In contrast, investor sentiment, investor
confidence, and herd behavior do not have a significant effect as mediating variables. The
implications of research into investor behavior are related to psychological conditions, so they
need to be understood to create efficient markets. Investment decisions taken in accordance
with the psychological conditions of investors can lead to irrational behavior so that it can
create loss or regret in the future.
Keywords: Demographic Factors; Investment Decisions; Stock Market; Behavioral Bias.

1. INTRODUCTION
Investors investing in financial markets are not only among institutional investors but
also individual investors, and investing in financial markets has become more popular lately as
well the rapid growth of it, especially in the stock market. At the same time, it is central to the
creation and development of a strong and competitive economy (Masoud, 2013: 789). And the
stock market in Indonesia itself, based on the Indonesian Stock Exchange (IDX) annual reports,
increased 92.497 stock investors in 2017 (BEI, 2017a: 78). While in 2018, there was an increase
in the number of investors by 223.749 investors, up 35% throughout 2018 (BEI, 2018b: 6). For
a new investor or an experienced investor, when making investment decisions requires
information used by investors as important factors that underlie their investment decisions
(when buying or selling shares). Investors will process that information through their respective
analyzes. Analysis techniques used by investors in making investment decisions, namely
fundamental analysis, and technical analysis. And when an investor makes an investment
decision in the stock market, an investor inevitably has a different personality, character, and
1 2
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demographic factors that may influence an investor's investment decision. According to Joo
and Grable (2000), investment decision-making is determined by various factors. Individual
differences, such as age, gender, education level, and psychological aspects, play a role in the
investment decision-making process (Widayat, 2010: 112). The investment experience factor
is also one of the factors that influence investors' competencies in trading shares. Investors who
have a lot of investment experience indicate that these investors can make decisions in a better
transaction compared to inexperienced investors (Heath & Tversky, 1991: 8).
These investor demographic factors can influence an individual's general mindset, with
each unique combination of demographic factors differently shaping an individual's
perspective that influences expectations, perceptions, and behavior (Al-jazzazi & Sultan,
2017). Behavior can be said to be the thought of one's actions or responses in doing something
when making investment decisions is a sensitive process because investors invest not only their
money but also valuable time. Rational thinking might suggest that investing in the stock
market is ideal for certain types of investors. In contrast, an investor's personality and character
differ where human thought does not always reasonable (Budhiraja et al., 2018: 1151). Based
on these thoughts, it makes sense to consider the investor thoughts, emotions, and psychology
of an investor in investment decisions where investors have different demographic factors and
not an ideology of investor's rational investment behavior at any point in time. Emotional and
psychological factors related to someone's behavior, which can be explained as someone's
irrational behavior or behavior bias that is unconsciously very influential, such as investor
sentiment, investor overconfidence, overreaction & underreaction, and herd behavior, can play
a role in the mindset of investors with demographic factors that differ in investment decision
making in the stock market. Research on investment decisions in the stock market is quite often
done by previous researchers, but this study aims to explore deeper the influence of investor
demographics on investment decision making in which investor behavior bias is involved as a
mediating variable. The benefits of conducting research into investor behavior bias will help
other stock market participants understand investors' psychological condition so market
participants can minimize that transaction losses on the stock market.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
Behavioral Finance Theory
Behavioral finance presupposes two important aspects, individual investors and the
whole market (Bikas et al., 2013: 871). According to Ricciardi and Simon (2000: 2), behavioral
finance seeks to explain and enhance understanding of investors' reasoning patterns, including
the emotional processes involved and the extent to which they influence the decision-making
process. Psychology explores human judgment, behavior, and well-being. It can also provide
important facts about how human actions differ from traditional economic assumptions
(Shefrin, 2001). According to Kapoor and Prosad (2017: 53), behavioral finance is related to
the study of investor psychology and its role in financial decision making which explains that
psychological biases influence real investors; these biases are translated into investor behavior
where investors can make decisions that are not optimal.
Investment Decisions
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According to Subash (2012: 26), investment decisions can be defined as choosing certain
alternatives from the many alternatives available. In the world of investing and trading, in order
to have a definite advantage and constantly create profit, one must have a strategic approach
(Petrusheva & Jordanoski, 2016: 26). In general, in making investment decisions in stocks,
there are two alternative analyzes that differ in several aspects (how to function, execution,
time horizon, tools used, and objectives), namely fundamental analysis and technical analysis.
The two are completely different but have the same goal of evaluating the stock market and
can be used together. By using analysis when making investment decisions, investors generally
can see the company's ability or company value by doing fundamental analysis through
financial statement analysis and using technical analysis, which sees information about the
trend from past price movements in stock chart movements (market psychology), as well as
other information related to the analysis.
Behavioral Bias
Behavior is a way of acting that shows a person's behavior and results from a combination
of anatomical, physiological, and psychological development (Kast & Rosenweig, 1995).
Human behavior is essentially an activity of the human itself, whether it can be observed
directly or indirectly, and this means that the behavior occurs when something is needed to
cause a reaction that is called a stimulus. Thus a certain stimulus will produce certain behavioral
reactions. When someone is doing something, it does not always think rationally; because of
this, there are irregularities in one's behavior or behavioral bias. Seager-Scott (2018) states that
behavioral biases are irrational beliefs or behaviors that can unconsciously influence our
decision-making process. As well in this study discussing behavior bias:
1. Investor Sentiment is a bias, which is seen based on looking investor's
consideration and anticipation of the stock market and also based on the investor's
mood (Şen, 2019: 11).
2. Investor Overconfidence is a bias, which occurs when an investor is very
confident with their knowledge and abilities to produce information and data that
investors will use to make a forecast (Bouteska & Regaieg, 2018).
3. Overreaction & Underreaction are biased, in which investors underestimate or
overestimate the information received by investors in making investment
decisions.
4. Herd Behavior is a bias, which investors tend to mimic other investors' activities
by ignoring personal information (Nofsinger & Sias, 1999). According to Raafat
et al. (2009: 420), herding is a form of convergent social behavior that can be
broadly defined as an alignment of individuals' thought or behaviors in a group
(herd) through local interaction and without centralized coordination.
Demographic Factors
Sarvari et al. (2016) state that demographics as statistical determinants for population
data sets. In addition, demographics are used to differentiate studies on measurable subsets.
Generally, which can be considered demographic data, such as age, gender, education level,
and investment experience, i.e., the period of time that shows how long an investor has invested
in the stock market.
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Effect of Investor Demographic Factors on Investment Decisions
To achieve profit, every investor has a different way of making decisions when buying
or selling. Warren et al. (1990: 76) state that one's investment choices are more precisely based
on their lifestyle and demographic characteristics. Studies by Arano et al. (2010: 154) found
that decision-making strategies differ mainly between men and women because of differences
in risk-taking behavior. Women are less prone to overconfidence than men and therefore tend
to be more risk-averse. As a result of lower risk tolerance, women are more detail-oriented,
invest more conservatively, and trade less often than men (Baker et al., 2018: 147). Prior studies
(Yao et al., 2011; Grable & Lytton, 1998; Morin & Suarez, 1983; Blume & Friend, 1975)
suggest that risk aversion (risk tolerance) increases (decreases) with age (Baker et al., 2018:
148). And with the higher level of education of an investor, investors will be more careful of
risks (Anisa, 2012: 127). So investors, when investing,g pay attention to various kinds of data
and analysis on investment decisions; if viewed based on experience or the length of
investment, investors who are new to investing consider all the factors associated with their
investment decisions. Meanwhile, as an investor getting mature, according to Christanti and
Mahastanti (2011), the less factor is considered because, the longer, the more experience a
person has, so investment decisions are more based on experience (Utami & Kartini, 2016:
185).
Effect of Investor Demographic Factors on Behavior Bias
Psychologically it appears that men and women differ in the way they process and
express emotions, where men have greater problem-solving abilities and flexibility that can
contribute to better endurance and a good mood. In contrast, women's reactivity to stress makes
it more difficult for them to challenge their thinking, which can worsen at times of low mood
(Dowthwaite, 2018). And as we get older, bad moods will look less frequent and disappear
faster, good mood lasts longer. Barber and Odean (2013b: 1546) state that male investors,
especially young men, single men, tend to trade often because young investors are more
confident and are therefore willing to take greater risks. As well, as men and women might not
think the same and might react differently when making investment decisions, men might be
too confident about their knowledge of the stock market than women. Hence, women might
exhibit higher herd behavior (Devadas & Vijayakumar, 2019: 3292). According to CollinDufresne et al. (2014), young investors have behaviors that tend to overreact to the news
because they do not have a historical context. The same thing applies to when performance
expectations are low; after the crisis, younger investors will consider the future continuation of
the crisis and lower their expectations more than the older generation who have experienced
various shocks (Fried & Lochstoer, 2018).
Effect of Behavioral Biases on Investment Decisions
Behavioral finance rejected the assumption of investors’ perfect rationality and holds that
investors tend to be affected by their sentiment while making decisions, which leads to the bias
of irrationalities in investment decision and according to Lu and Lai (2012) state that when the
market is in an upward phase, investor sentiment is more optimistic and more investors enter
the market; when the market is in a downward phase, investor sentiment is relatively
pessimistic, and investors will wait to enter the market (Huang et al., 2014). Based on
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psychological studies generally agree that humans tend to overestimate their abilities.
Overestimation in human minds or overconfidence causes investors to overestimate their
predictive skills and beliefs (Mahanthe & Sugathadasa, 2018: 201). Also, investors with a
strong view of knowledge show a higher degree of overconfidence than their counterparts, and
where overconfidence of an investor can have consequences for other investors (Ehrlinger et
al., 2016). Athur (2014) states that investment decision-makers' life becomes more complex as
a result of a large amount of information available in the market, and which this information
spreads in the market very quickly. In addition, the behavior of one investor will certainly affect
the decisions of other investors.
A person's herd instinct refers to humans' natural desire to be part of a group, thus making
a person in the group affected together. A person tends to imitate group behavior when the
individual's actions are different. In uncertainty, this behavior is more increased because people
want to feel as part of a group rather than an independent analyst. As a result, small information
can cause significant changes in a person's behavior and not necessarily in the right direction
(Juliet, 2017: 20). If the behavioral finance perspective is correct, it is believed that investors
may over or underreact to changes in prices or news or with lack of attention to the
fundamentals that underlie stocks, and which affect the decision making of investors in the
stock market, with overreaction (De Bondt & Thaler, 1985) or also underreaction (Lai et al.,
2001) to news, then produce different investor trading strategies and therefore influence
investors investment decisions (Sarkar & Sahu, 2018).
Hypothesis
Based on the four behavioral factors analyzed in this paper, this hypothesis is categorized
into four different hypotheses:
H1: Investor demographic factors significantly influence investment decisions in the
stock market, with investor sentiment as a mediating variable.
H2: Investor demographic factors significantly influence investment decisions in the
stock market, with investor overconfidence as a mediating variable.
H3: Investor demographic factors significantly influence investment decisions in the
stock market, with overreaction & underreaction as a mediating variable.
H4: Investor demographic factors significantly influence investment decisions in the
stock market, with herd behavior as a mediating variable.

3. DATA AND METHODS
Using the associative research method with selected participation, this study is all
investors listed on the Indonesia Stock Exchange (IDX). In determining the sample to be used,
researchers used a sample selection technique using nonprobability sampling with incidental
sampling in which the selection of sample members from participation is based on incidentals,
which means sampling can be taken from anyone who met with this research and the person is
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used as a sample if deemed suitable as a data source (Sugiyono, 2017). This study also uses
primary data obtained directly from the first source/informant. The questionnaire on this
research is distributed online using Google form. The questionnaire distributed responses were
categorized according to the Likert scale 1-5 (Strongly Disagree, Disagree, Neutral, Agree,
Strongly Agree) and the selection of answers. This researcher uses Smart PLS software version
3. According to Noor (2014), using the PLS method has the advantage that the data don’t have
to be multivariate normal distribution (indicators with category, ordinal scale, the interval to
ratio can be used on the same model), and the sample size isn’t must be big. From this
advantage, the researcher uses the partial least square method to analyze the data with the
following research framework on Picture 1.

Picture 1. Research Framework
4. RESULTS
This research study involved 212 respondents, and there were only 203 respondents who
met the criteria. Based on the results of the questionnaire, obtained a general description of
respondents shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Profile of Respondents
Description
Age
Less than 25 years
25 to 40 years
41 to 55 years
More than 55 years
Gender
Men
Woman
Education Level
High School & lower
D3
S1
S2 / S3
Other Education (Non-Formal)
Investment Experience
Less than 1 year
1 to 3 years
4 to 6 years
More than 6 years

Total

Percentage

61
113
29
0

30,04%
55,66%
14,28%
0%

156
47

76,84%
23,15%

29
24
114
33
3

14,28%
11,82%
56,15%
16,25%
1,47%

10
146
26
21

4,92%
71,92%
12,80%
10,34%

Based on Table 1, it can be seen that the majority of respondents who filled this study
were aged 25 to 40 years with a total of 113 (55.66%) respondents, and it can be seen that there
were 156 (76.84%) people were male while the rest are female. While respondents with S2/ S3
education level were seen from the education level, were 33 (16.25%) while respondents with
S1 education level were 114 (56.15%). In terms of investment experience, the majority of
respondents have experience of investing for 1 to 3 years, with a total of 146 (71.92%)
respondents. Table 2 shows the respondent's response to the respondent's statement in the
questionnaire for each dimension on the endogenous variable.
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Table 2. Endogenous Indicator Variable
SD

D

N

A

SA

Mean

Std.
Dev.

I consider macroeconomic data when
making an investment decision

7

10

39

109

38

3.79

0.919

I consider the gross domestic product
(GDR) when making an investment
decision

8

28

77

71

19

3.32

0.958

I consider the business cycle when
making an investment decision

8

10

38

95

52

3.85

0.987

I consider the yield curve when
making an investment decision

11

29

57

87

19

3.36

1.015

I consider the inflation rate when
making an investment decision

10

28

53

85

27

3.44

1.042

I consider industrial data when
making an investment decision

5

12

29

105

52

3.92

0.922

I consider the industrial cycle when
making an investment decision

6

13

35

98

51

3.86

0.963

I consider investment rotation when
making an investment decision

7

20

35

92

49

3.76

1.032

I consider the financial statement
when making an investment decision

8

6

23

70

96

4.18

1.013

I consider disclosure analysis of other
companies
when
making
an
investment decision

9

16

48

87

43

3.68

1.031

I consider the financial ratio when
making an investment decision

7

11

27

92

66

3.98

0.992

4

12

24

97

66

4.03

0.925

Variable/ Indicator
Fundamental Analysis

Technical Analysis
I consider the stock exchange index
when making an investment decision
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Variable/ Indicator

SD

D

N

A

SA

Mean

Std.
Dev.

I consider industrial indices when
making an investment decision

6

10

42

102

43

3.81

0.921

I consider trading volume when
making an investment decision

7

10

21

94

71

4.04

0.979

I consider experts opinions when
making investment decision

9

19

45

90

40

3.65

1.036

I consider brokers opinions when
making an investment decision

22

28

78

57

18

3.10

1.094

I consider big investors opinions when
making in investment decision

16

20

49

82

36

3.50

1.129

I consider friends opinions when
making an investment decision

19

39

81

50

14

3.00

1.043

I consider mutual fund analysis when
making an investment decision

22

40

86

41

14

2.92

1.050

I consider private information when
making an investment decision

9

8

34

87

65

3.94

1.020

I consider random information when
making an investment decision

28

28

79

53

15

2.99

1.116

I consider the internet as source of
data when making an investment
decision

12

9

38

96

48

3.78

1.042

Note: SD: strongly disagree, D: disagree, N: neutral, A: agree, SA: strongly agree; Fundamental analysis variable
(Utami et al., 2017); Technical analysis variable (Metawa et al., 2018)

In the investment decision variable through fundamental analysis, the indicator questions
"I consider the financial statement" and "I consider financial ratio data" have a high mean value
of 4.18 and 3.98, which shows that respondents agreed in making decisions considering
financial statement data and financial ratio data when making investment decisions. Whereas
in the investment decision variable through technical analysis, the indicators "I consider trading
volume" and "I consider the stock exchange index" also have a high mean value of 4.04 and
4.03, which shows that the majority of respondents agreed to consider the trading volume and
stock exchange index when making investment decisions. Table 3 shows the respondent's
response to the respondent's statement in the questionnaire for each dimension on the mediation
variable.
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Table 3. Mediating Indicator Variable
SD

D

N

A

SA

Mean

Std.
Dev.

I avoid investing in stocks that are not
familiar to me

6

12

29

83

73

4.01

1.002

I buy stock based on a friend's
suggestion

39

59

78

22

5

2.48

0.999

I buy stocks of the company I am
working for

27

39

96

25

16

2.82

1.064

My current mood affect making my
investment decision

18

34

40

75

36

3.37

1.207

Feeling optimistic affect making my
investment decision

5

6

26

110

56

4.01

0.862

Feeling pessimistic affect making my
investment decision

13

19

42

88

41

3.61

1.101

I am aware of everything in the stock
market

6

14

45

102

36

3.72

0.931

I have the needed expertise and skills
to invest in the stock market

5

16

58

97

27

3.61

0.899

I trust my data sources

2

3

37

126

35

3.93

0.705

I have the ability to analyze the new
information in the market

2

13

53

109

26

3.70

0.806

I do trade by myself

3

9

23

111

57

4.03

0.839

I am sufficiently aware of electronic
trading

2

5

21

99

76

4.19

0.793

I keep the best stocks in my portfolio

4

10

66

84

39

3.70

0.898

My opinion comes first when making
the decision

4

15

60

91

33

3.66

0.903

Variable/ Indicator
Investor Sentiment

Investor Overconfidence
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SD

D

N

A

SA

Mean

Std.
Dev.

I do react quickly to new information
in the market

4

29

73

75

22

3.40

0.928

I rethink before making an investment
decision when there is random
information

5

4

36

115

43

3.92

0.827

I don't make decisions when the
source of information is unreliable

5

5

28

112

53

4.00

0.848

My reaction depends on availability of
many sources for the new data

4

9

51

114

25

3.72

0.808

My reaction depends on my analysis
of the data

5

5

32

116

45

3.94

0.834

I make my decision based on the
majority of other investors decisions

17

39

73

64

10

3.05

1.018

I make my decision mainly based on
the commercial paper movements

4

8

58

108

25

3.70

0.808

I confidently take a decision different
from the majority of investors in the
market

8

15

66

82

32

3.56

0.972

Quick movements in the market do
affect my decision

7

21

60

86

29

3.53

0.974

Variable/ Indicator
Overreaction & Underreaction

Herd Behavior

Note: SD: strongly disagree, D: disagree, N: neutral, A: agree, SA: strongly agree; Behavioral bias variable
(Metawa et al., 2018)

On the investor sentiment variable, the indicator statement "Feeling optimistic effect
making my investment decision" has the highest mean of 4.01. This shows that some
respondents felt the influence of optimistic conditions when making investment decisions. The
lowest mean is in the statement "I bought shares based on a friend's suggestion," with a mean
value of 2.48. These results indicate that respondents disagree with the influence of their
investment decisions on the opinions of friends. Whereas the variable investor overconfidence
indicator question, "I am sufficiently aware of electronic trading," has the highest mean of 4.19
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and the question "I do trade by myself" with a mean of 4.03. Both indicators can illustrate that
most respondents agree they are confident and understand their investment decisions in the
stock market. On the variable overreaction & underreaction indicator, the question "I don't
make decisions when the source of information is unreliable" has the highest mean of 4.00, and
the question "My reaction depends on my analysis of the data" with a mean of 3.94. This shows
that the majority of respondents agreed that they would react to a result of their decision and
believe that unreliable information will not affect investment decisions. Whereas in the herd
behavior variable, the indicator question, "I make my decision mainly based on the commercial
paper movements," has the highest mean of 3.70. This shows that the majority of respondents
agreed when making a decision that they saw movements in the shares that could indicate the
number of other investors who transacted.
In this study, the Goodness of Fit Outer Model test is performed, which explains how
each indicator is related to its latent variable by evaluating it through discriminant validity,
composite reliability, convergent validity. Based on convergent validity, it is found that the
overall construct of formation with several values is still not good. Where there are some outer
loading values < 0.5, so that several indicators with values below 0.5 are removed, including
indicators AT5, AT7, AT8, and AT10 (Technical Analysis), IS2, IS3 (Investor Sentiment),
HB1 (Herd Behavior), Gender and Investment Experience (Investor Demographic Factors)
because those indicators do not meet the requirement of convergent validity test. After removal,
based on the discriminant validity test, the results showed that the construct correlation value
against the indicator was greater than the other indicators seen from cross-loading or based on
Average Variance Extracted (AVE) above 0.5. Average Variance Extracted values describe the
average variance and discriminant extracted from each indicator, so it can be seen the ability
to measure each item against other items. So, this data is declared worthy of being used as a
tool for measuring constructs. Meanwhile, the composite reliability test, which is a test that
measures the indicators of the construct and the construct in this study, is declared reliable
because it has a composite reliability value above 0.7. Also, based on the R-square calculation,
the value explains how much research data can explain the research. In the R-square calculation
results, the investment decision variable produces a value of 0.38, which shows 38% of the
research data can be explained by this study. In comparison, the remaining 62% is explained
by factors outside this research model. After all, tests are carried out, the results of the research
path diagram can be seen in Picture 2.
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Picture 2. PLS Research Model – Diagram Path
Picture 2 illustrates the results of investors' demographic factor variables and
overreaction & underreaction affecting investment decisions, as well as investor demographic
factor variables also influence herd behavior and overreaction & underreaction. Meanwhile,
the variables of investor sentiment, investor overconfidence, and herd behavior did not affect
investment decisions. And the results of this research can be seen more clearly in Table 4.
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Table 4. Direct Effects & Indirect Effects
Variable
Coefficient

t-score

Direct Path
Herd Behavior → Investment Decision

0.054

0.699

Investor Overconfidence → Investment Decision

0.156

1.244

Investor Demographic
Sentiment

Factors

→

Investor

-0.109

1.267

Investor Demographic
Overconfidence

Factors

→

Investor

-0.122

1.633

Investor Sentiment → Investment Decision

0.174

1.739

Investor Demographic Factors → Investment
Decision

-0.092

2.163**

Investor Demographic Factors → Herd Behavior

-0.183

2.315**

Overreaction & Underreaction → Investment
Decision

0.357

2.910**

Investor Demographic Factors → Overreaction &
Underreaction

-0.230

3.055**

Investor Demographic Factors → Herd Behavior →
Investment Decision

-0.010

0.596

Investor Demographic Factors →
Overconfidence → Investment Decision

Investor

-0.019

0.855

Investor Demographic Factors
Sentiment → Investment Decision

Investor

-0.018

1.030

-0.082

2.075**

Indirect Path

→

Investor Demographic Factors → Overreaction &
Underreaction → Investment Decision
** t-stat ≥ 1.96

Based on the test data in this study, it can be seen that younger investors with little
experience and lower educational levels, they will make investment decisions more
fundamentally and technically, especially male investors. Based on the statements in this study,
the respondents agreed to pay attention to various kinds of data analysis to analyze investment
decisions. Where investors use fundamental analysis by paying attention to data related to
investment decisions, based on company data, namely financial statements, business cycles
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and looking at data based on industry sectors and economic levels which look at the industrial
cycle, inflation rates, and other fundamental data such as gross domestic products. Meanwhile,
through technical analysis, investors pay attention to trading volume, stock exchange index,
industrial indices, and personal information held and pay attention to other investors' opinions,
such as an expert investor, especially large investors. High attention to the analysis of
investment decisions is because in investing in the stock market, a person will gain profits and
also the possibility to experience losses so that there are many risks to watch out for. At the
same time, not all investors have the same ability and experience.
In this research, respondents stated that they avoid shares that are not recognized and feel
that mood can affect investment decision making, especially in optimistic conditions. Based on
research into emotional experiences by Gross et al. (1997: 592) consistently show that older
people are less emotional and have a greater level of control over emotions. Stone et al. (2010)
support this study, which found that a person's good emotional state improved after 50 years
and bad emotions declined sharply from the early 20s (Gao et al., 2015: 606). Whereas in this
study, respondents felt more optimistic moods affect decisions even though the majority are
still young, this difference can be explained by research Simon and Nath (2004: 1150) in which
men show more optimistic conditions and good mood. According to Nofsinger (2010),
investors will be calmer and see every opportunity in a good mood. With various existing data
such as economic data, industrial data, company data, and other data that investors must
consider when analyzing investment decision making can be done correctly and adequately.
Conversely, during a bad mood, investors will be more pessimistic in seeing every opportunity
that exists, so they don’t make decisions accurately and adequately (Kartika & Iramani, 2013:
187).
The majority of respondents in this study felt that they understood and believed in how
to invest and their abilities in making an investment decision. But not all of them have the same
experience in investing. With the spread of information online, there are many forums and
stock groups that make it possible for anyone with any background to learn about investment
decisions on a self-taught basis. Hence, respondents believe in the ability of their decisions.
While this is different from the viewpoint of where investors' age and experience are increasing,
the factors considered in decisions are decreasing, but investors are also confident in the
decisions they make. Because with a lot of experience in making investment decisions, an
investor makes investment decisions more based on his experience (Christanti & Mahastanti,
2011: 49). A confident investor will be different in his decision making because investors are
confident of all the data used in analyzing and using data that really needs to be considered
when making an investment decision. According to Utami and Kartini (2016: 191), young
investors today know more about new things with the development of technology, so young
investors become overconfident, but older investors are the same because they have long life
experiences, so they have high self-confidence.
Respondents in this study also felt their reaction in investing was influenced by data
analysis and the availability of data as well as sources of information obtained, especially when
there was random information or sources of information that could not be trusted. According
to Barber and Odean (2001a: 286), the difference between men and women might be explained
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by assuming that investing is a hobby for men than women, and the average man transacts 1.5
times more often than women (Prast, 2004: 4). This is in line with the understanding that
investors who are investing will receive more and more information and find it easier to find
information and where the thinking abilities of men and women are different, with many
sources of information and different ways of understanding it possible to make investors
overreaction or underreaction of information thus influencing investor thinking in making
investment decisions and increasingly considering the data available for analysis in their
investment decisions.
The majority of respondents in this research also felt that they made different decisions
from the majority of other investors, but respondents also prioritized the movement of shares
and rapid movements in the stock market. As well as the process of collecting and analyzing
data requiring professional skills, according to Menkhoff et al. (2005: 1754) in discussions
about herding with the economic behavior literature which is also related to the impact of the
experience, it has been observed that some behavioral bias disappear or at least weaken with
sufficient experience of the subject and people who don’t have a college degree are more
susceptible to herd behavior. In this research, the majority of respondents were young and made
decisions based more on accuracy. Still, young investors had high confidence because in this
research, the majority had high education level and, on average, with about 1 year of
experience. Hence, in this study, respondents show low herd behavior. But in making
investment decisions, respondents in this research still consider various kinds of existing data
and opinions of others, such as the opinions of experts, especially the opinions of large
investors. And investor mood also is the main determinant of attitude that explains why
individual investors follow herd behavior. Still, these factors' effects may differ according to
the demographic characteristics of investors (Shusha & Touny, 2016: 66).
5. CONCLUSION
Based on this study's results, it can be concluded that investors' demographic factors are
directly or with biased overreaction & underreaction as mediating variable significantly
influences an investment decision. While the bias investor sentiment, overconfidence, herd
behavior doesn’t have a significant effect as a mediating variable on the influence of investor
demographic factors on investment decisions. It is hoped that readers of this research will be
able to pay attention to a variety of fundamental and technical data factors that can be useful in
making decisions by always considering them properly and correctly and thinking calmly
because investment decisions made can be affected by behavioral biases. However, this
research has some limitations, it can be seen that only overreaction and underreaction have a
significant as a mediating variable, and there are several negative impact results which may
have occurred because of the measurement of the indicator that was used on questionnaire and
sample criteria on this research. The sample was any stock investor as respondents from
distributing questionnaires on social media (any Indonesia stock market group) which
respondents may have different backgrounds and personalities. So these research results can
only represent a few groups according to the sample that was used. As for the further study, we
suggest researcher be able to re-examine the behavior bias variable such as investor sentiment,
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investor overconfidence, and herd behavior with different indicators or using secondary data
analysis and researcher may also conduct a different test on the differences of each investor's
characteristics based on investor demographic factors.
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THE INFORMATION ROLE OF EARNINGS CONFERENCE CALLS:
HOW EARNINGS CALLS ALTER DEMAND FOR FINANCIAL REPORTS
Wenyao Hu1

ABSTRACT
This paper investigates how qualitative and quantitative information in earnings calls
change the information acquisition for mandated filings via EDGAR. Using a large sample of
earnings conference call from 2007 to 2017, I find that both qualitative and quantitative
information in earnings call impede the information acquisition activities through EDGAR. To
establish a causal relation, I use the weather condition on earnings call date as the instrument
for information released during earnings calls. After implementing 2SLS regression, I confirm
that more information within earnings calls leads to a reduction in information acquisition
through EDGAR. I also examine this information acquisition activity on market reaction and
find high information acquisition via EDGAR decrease short-term market reaction and delay
in-time analyst forecast revisions. I confirm the increase in information acquisition via EDGAR
is due to the processing costs difference between mandated filings and earnings calls by
separating my original sample according to the level of processing difficulties of firm’s
earnings calls.
Keywords: Conference Calls; Corporate Disclosure; Information Acquisition; EDGAR

1. INTRODUCTION
The corporate information environment is largely explained by three main factors:
voluntary disclosures, mandatory disclosures, and information intermediaries. While many
studies investigate the impact of each factor in shaping the information environment, most
studies focus on a single information source and ignore the interdependencies and
complementarities among sources (Beyer et al., 2010; Blankespoor, deHaan and Marinovic,
2020). In response to the demand for further analysis into the interplay of these factors, I study
the interrelationship between earnings conference calls and mandated financial reports in the
eyes of investors.
Earnings calls are meetings held by publicly traded firms in conjunction with earning
press releases, where company executives provide information to investors. Previous research
shows that investors, even non-current holders, consume earnings conference calls as their
source of information (Heinrichs, Park and Soltes, 2020). Nevertheless, to the best of my
knowledge, none of this previous research looks at the link between consumption of earnings
calls and mandated filings. In this study I examine whether the information content within
earnings calls promotes or impedes the consumption of mandated Securities and Exchange
1
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Commission (SEC) filings.
Previous research suggests that the market tends to process information in earnings press
releases or earnings conference calls more efficiently than the information in 10-Q and 10-K
filings (Stice 1991; Louis et al. 2008; Levi 2008). Literature also argues that information within
earnings calls is easier for investors to understand and integrate into their decision-making
model (Bushee et al., 2003; Einhorn,2005; Ball et al., 2012). More information made available
through earnings conference call can hinder the consumption of mandated financial filings due
to processing costs.
My primary focus in this research is the both quantitative information and qualitative
information in earnings conference calls. Previous research demonstrates that market
participants response not only to quantitative information, but also to qualitative information,
such as tone of earnings-related disclosures. (Frankel et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2004;
Kimbrough, 2005; Davis et al, 2012; Price et al., 2012). To measure the quantitative
information in earnings calls, I use the similar method as Zhou (2018) to count the numbers of
numerical terms in each conference calls. Similar to previous research, I use linguistic tone,
which is the percentage different between positive words and negative words in earnings calls,
as the measurement for qualitative information For acquisition activities for mandated filings,
I use the web traffic data from SEC’s Electronic Data Gathering, Analysis and Retrieval
(EDGAR) online database containing detailed information acquisition activities for each
request to the EDGAR server.
EDGAR web traffic data has several distinguishing features in terms of content and
format, compared to other information acquisition measurements such as Google search and
Bloomberg attention. For EDGAR web traffic, it captures the direct acquisition activities of
specific filings for each firm through the unique Central Index Key (CIK) and accession
numbers associated with each filling. Other measurements, such as Google search, can only
provide an ambiguity terms (e.g., WIFI can be Boingo Wireless Inc or wireless networking
technologies) and a relative search intensity 1 . In my research, I start by constructing the
information acquisition activities through EDGAR as the overall views for accounting related
filings, such as 10-Q and 10-K, in the three days after earnings conference call.
To examine the impact of information within earnings calls on investor’s information
acquisition through EDGAR, I first collect all available earnings calls transcripts in Capital IQ
and combine with EDGAR web traffic data and relevant accounting and analyst information,
which accounts for a total 51,855 firm-quarter observations between 2007 to 2017. Using firm
fixed effects to control for unobserved, time-invariant differences across firms in information
usage in earnings calls and information acquisition activities through EDGAR, and year fixed
effects to control for common time trends, I find that earnings calls with more information, in
terms of both quantitative and qualitative information, have lower information acquisition
activities through EDGAR after the calls. The results are consistent with the idea that investors
prefer to process the low-processing cost disclosures such as earnings calls to complex
mandated financial filings which is less readable. More readable disclosure increase the

1

Google only provide the relative search intensity from 0-100, but not the real search numbers.
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investors’ confidence that they can rely on that disclosure (Rennekamp,2012). The above result
holds when I: (i) control for firm-year fixed effect; (ii) control for days of week fixed effects;
(iii) use the EDGAR information acquisition activities only from institutional investor (iv) use
propensity- score matched pairs; (v) control for earnings call dates fixed effect, (vi) use only
executive- specific information usage.
However, there may be alternative explanations for these results. For instance, executive
may strategically choose the type and amount of information be released through different
disclosure channels to avoid overreaction to bad news (Hirshleifer et al., 2009; DeHaan et al.,
2015 and Driskill et al., 2020). By introducing an instrumental variable, the weather condition
on the earnings call date, to estimate the impact of quantitative information on information
acquisition activities, I attempt to establish a causal relationship between these information
within earnings call and the acquisition activities via EDGAR. Francis, Hu and Shohfi (2020)
document that executives are affected by the weather conditions during earnings conference
call date. Executives speak less positively and use less quantitative information when weather
condition is bad. Furthermore, the weather conditions on the conference call date in headquarter
location do not have a direct impact on the investors’ acquisition activities via EDGAR. After
implementing 2SLS regression, I confirm that more quantitative and qualitative information
leads to a reduction in the acquisition of information through EDGAR after the earnings calls.
To confirm my explanation that these negative relations are due to investor’s preference to low
processing cost disclosure, I further sperate my original sample according to the difficulty in
processing the conference call. I find consistent result that result is less significant when: i) the
readability of earnings conference call is low; ii) firm is small; iii) few analysts are following
the company.
Next, I examine whether the information acquisition via EDGAR affects the reaction
from investors, both in terms of market reaction and analysts’ reaction. To do so, I first test
whether market response, which is measured by the cumulative abnormal returns (CARs)
within three days of earnings call date, is influenced by the information acquisition activities
from investor. As mandated filings are too complex and cause information overload to
investors (Paredes, 2003; Guay et al., 2016), I expect the market to react negatively to the
number of information acquisition activities through EDGAR. The results support my
expectation. Controlling for net tone, quantitative information in the call, I find that the total
numbers of information acquisition via EDGAR decreases the market reaction. A one standard
deviation change in the numbers of information acquisitions results market reaction reduction
by 0.23% which translates into an average reduction of $35 million market value of the firm.
I also examine the impact on analyst forecast revision. Following Bochkay, Hales and
Chava (2020), I study the impact of information acquisition activity through EDGAR on
analyst forecast revisions made within 10 days following the earnings call. If analysts rely more
information through EDGAR which need more time to process, I expect fewer analyst forecast
revisions, especially fewer upward forecast revision, to be issued within 10 days of the call. As
such, I show that both the total number of revisions and the upward revisions decreased when
more information acquisition activities are undertaken in EDGAR after the earnings call.
Collectively, these findings show strong evidence that the information released during
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earnings calls decreases demand for information from EDGAR. This decreased information
acquisition activities via EDGAR causes a positive market reaction to earnings calls and
induces more in-time analyst forecast revisions.
My paper highlights the importance of earnings calls as compared with mandated
financial filings. In December 2018, the SEC requested comments on earnings releases and
quarterly reports 1 . One of their concerns is whether investors rely on information from
quarterly reports. My research shows that when more information is available on earnings calls,
investors pay less attention to financial information in quarterly reports. Quarterly filings may
be viewed as secondary sources of information to investors if they have not received enough
information from earnings calls.
My study’s contribution is threefold. First, my analysis illuminates a deeper
understanding of the demand for firm information. Previous research documents the demand
for mandatory disclosures and voluntary disclosure separately (Drake, Roulstone and
Thornock, 2016; Heinrichs, Park and Soltes, 2020). None of the previous literature, to the best
of my knowledge, shows the substitute relation between these two disclosures. Using detailed
information acquisition activity through EDGAR, I show that the information acquisition
activity for mandated filings is negatively related to the information within voluntary
disclosure. By exploring the consumption of mandated filings and information in earnings
calls, this research provides a better understanding of investor preferences in the processing of
information.
Second, this study contributes to the literature on voluntary disclosure by documenting
how the acquisition of information for mandated filings influences the immediate reaction of
investors. Gibbons, Iliev and Kalodimos (2020) indicate that the acquisition of information
through EDGAR reduces future forecast errors. However, they do not account for the
processing cost of financial filings. In this research, I document that both short-term market
reactions and analysts’ in-time forecasts are declining if they rely on financial information from
EDGAR.
Third, my study sheds further light on what determines the information acquisition
activity through EDGAR. Drake, Roulstone and Thornock (2015) indicate that EDGAR
activities are related to corporate events and the stock market performance. My analysis shows
that information in earnings conference call also affect the information acquisition activities
through EDGAR.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews prior work and
develops hypotheses. Section 3 describes my data and discusses my empirical approach.
Section 4 presents my empirical findings. Section 5 provides additional analysis and the
robustness check. Finally, section 6 concludes.

1

On December 18th, 2018, SEC released a request for comment on earnings releases and quarterly reports
[[Release No. 33-10588; 34-84842; File No. S7-26-18]. One of the questions they raised is about the usefulness
of 10Q report (No.6 in the request for comments). The document can be found at
https://www.sec.gov/rules/other/2018/33- 10588.pdf
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
Firms’ Information Environment
Corporate disclosure is critical to the functioning of an efficient capital market. Firms
can release information to the public through voluntary and mandatory disclosures. Mandated
financial filings disclose information helpful to valuing the firm, including periodic financial
reports, ad-hoc publications, or other regulatory filings. In addition, some firms engage in
voluntary communication, such as press releases, conference calls, management forecast and
other corporate reports.
The most common mandatory disclosures are 10-Ks containing performance information
for the past fiscal year and 10-Qs which has the results for each of the first three quarters of the
fiscal year. In other words, the company files three 10-Qs and one 10-Ks electronically to the
SEC through its EDGAR system each year. Corresponding with these mandated financial
filings, firm may also engage in voluntary communication activities, such as earnings press
releases or conference calls, to help investors better interpret mandatory disclosures.
Previous research demonstrates that managers have an incentive to mitigate the
complexity of mandated filings by issuing voluntary disclosures. Bushee et al. (2003) find that
firms with more complex transactions are more likely to open their conference calls to public.
Similarly, Guay et al. (2016) illustrate that firms with less readable financial reports will
provide more management forecasts to mitigate the negative impact of the complexity of
financial statements. More recently, Chen et al. (2018) find that firms engaged in more tax
evasion activities will provide more management guidance.
Under the mosaic theory of financial analyses, information mandated by regulators is
combined with other publicly available information to arrive at an investment decision. Many
of the previously theoretical and empirical studies on mandatory or voluntary disclosure just
focused on one specific type of disclosure (e.g. Kim & Verreccia, 1991; Dechow et al., 2010;
Bosch and Lee, 1994; Sarkar and De Jong, 2006). With this focus, they ignore the fact that
different disclosure channels interact with each other.
The nature of the relationship between mandatory and voluntary disclosure has been
studied by Gigler and Hemmer (1998), Einhorn (2005), Ball et al. (2012), as well as Li and
Yang (2016). All these studies conclude that these two types of disclosures are mutually
complementary. For instance, Gigler and Hemmer (1998) show how mandatory reporting
complements voluntary disclosures of private information, by playing a confirmatory role in
an agency setting where voluntary disclosures are motivated by the desire to achieve efficient
contracting. However, this prior research only stands at manager’s view to investigate the
relation between voluntary disclosure and mandated financial filings. None of the previous
literature, to the best of my knowledge, looks at the interdependence between these two factors
in investors’ perspectives.
Effect of Investor Information Demand
Investor’s information choices are constrained by three types of disclosure processing
costs: awareness costs, acquisition costs, and integration costs (Blankespoor, DeHaan and
Marinovic, 2020). Each cost plays an important role in investors’ information acquisition
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through firms’ disclosures. Complexity is a key factor in determining processing costs,
especially integration costs. You and Zhang (2009) demonstrate that 10-K filings with more
complex language experience greater drift than less complex filings. Similarly, Huang et al.
(2018) show that investors rely more heavily on analyst interpretation when firms’ conference
calls include more uncertain language.
A major concern for mandatory disclosures is whether investors fully understand and
utilize the information contained in the disclosure. This concern arises from the fact that
mandatory disclosure rules are too complex and cause information overload for investors
(Paredes, 2003; Guay et al., 2016). Previous research suggests that the market tends to process
information in earnings press releases or earnings conference calls more efficiently than the
information in 10-Q and 10-K filings (e.g., Stice 1991; Louis et al. 2008; Levi 2008). Similarly,
Beyer et al. (2010) show that among the set of disclosure events for which they test relative
importance, management guidance and earnings announcements are the most price-relevant,
while SEC filings are the least relevant.
Information Insides Earnings Conference Calls
The use of conference calls as a medium for voluntary disclosure has grown enormously
over the last decade. Indeed, quarterly conference calls after earnings releases are now more or
less routine (Bowen, Davis, and Matsumoto,2002). Earlier research examines those factors that
influence a firm’s decision to host a conference call (e.g., Tasker, 1998; Frankel, Johnson, and
Skinner, 1999), whether calls are informative for investors (Frankel, Johnson, and Skinner,
1999), and how earnings conference calls affect analysts’ forecasts (Bowen, Davis, and
Matsumoto, 2002). Collectively, the evidence suggests that conference calls play an important
role in resolving the information asymmetry problem between managers and outside investors.
A firm frequently holds an earnings conference call within a day of issuing an earnings
announcement. Calls typically include a presentation by the firm’s management followed by a
question and answer session with invited financial market participants. The conference call
literature, though small relative to the voluminous earnings announcement research, yields
interesting insights into the use of and reaction to calls. A conference call may provide
information about a firm incremental to that disclosed in its earnings release for several reasons.
According to practitioner surveys (National Investor Relations Institute 2014), the presentation
section of a conference call often provides supplemental disclosure from several key
executives. In addition, the conference call contains non-scripted disclosure driven by the
questions of financial market participants such as sell-side analysts. Conference calls may also
offer soft information, such as the firm’s choice and order of speakers, the tone and vocal cues
of management, and the presence and attitudes of other participants. (Loughran and McDonald,
2016; Mayew and Venkatachalam, 2012)
As these calls are usually held in conjunction with the publication of financial reports,
the question arises as to whether company management uses conference calls to merely repeat
the content of a financial report or uses a call to deliver new value-relevant information.
Previous research finds that conference calls are incrementally informative and are used to
provide additional details and elaborations (Matsumoto et al., 2011). The provision of new
value-relevant information should thus result in unexpected trading activities and price
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developments during the conference call time window (Holthausen and Verrecchia, 1990),
because investors are expected to process this new information quickly and react accordingly
by adjusting their shareholdings.
To my knowledge, research is silent on the connection between these two disclosures,
leaving an important gap in the understanding of the interplay between conference calls and
financial reports. With this study, I take a step toward filling this void as well as addressing the
noted dearth of research on the potential mechanisms facilitating information choice from
investor between these two disclosure channels.
Literature on EDGAR Web Traffic Data
As my work utilizes the web traffic information from the SEC EDGAR system, my paper
is related to a few recent articles that use this data to explore the different issue in both finance
and accounting. One of the first paper that looks into this data is done by Drake, Roulstone and
Thornock (2015). They show that EDGAR activity is positively related to corporate events and
previous performance. They also point out that EDGAR behavior is related to, but distinct
from, other investor interest measures, such as trading volume and Google search volume. By
using the same dataset, Loughran and McDonald (2017) draw a similar conclusion that the
number of requests is related to form type and timing. However, they also argue that the average
request for a firm's annual report is 28.4 times greater by investors immediately following a
10-K filling, even after removing the robotic requests.
Previous research also demonstrates the usefulness of investors’ information acquisition
activities for financial filings in EDGAR system. Drake, Roulstone, and Thornock (2016)
indicate that requests for historic reports during the fiscal year are positively associated with
financial reporting complexity and that requests around earnings announcements are positively
associated with accounting discretion and negative earnings shocks. Drake, Roulstone, and
Thornock (2020) conclude that information acquisition of accounting reports by EDGAR users
is, on average, predictive of future firm performance.
More recently, researchers have shifted the focus to another dimension of data that
EDGAR log file can provide: the masked IP addresses which can give partial identification for
the viewer. One of the first papers to do this is Lee et al. (2015). They apply a unique algorithm
to the SEC web traffic data to identify the neighborhood search done by the same individual
and find these firms are fundamentally similar in various dimensions.
Nowadays, scholars tried to unmask the IP address to get the detail information for each
viewer. Bozanic et al. (2017) identify the IP addresses belong to the IRS and find IRS search
behavior is related to the level of the public disclosure requirement. Chen et al. (2020) examine
the search behavior of 13-F for mutual fund and find that mutual fund managers follow trades
of some specific company's insider, and this set of the company is highly persistent. More
recent work is done by Dyer (2018). In his paper, he mainly studies whether local institutional
investor uses public information to generate an information advantage to make a profit by
trading local stocks.
Hypothesis Development and Empirical Prediction
In this section I develop the formal hypotheses that inform my two research objectives.
The first set of hypotheses are related to the relation between information acquisition activities
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through EDGAR and information insides earnings calls. My hypothesis is that investors’
acquisition activities via EDGAR are determined, at least in part, by the information insides
earnings conference calls.
As the objective of an earnings conference call is to reduce the complexity of or clarify
mandated filings, the information inside an earnings calls should be easier for investors to
understand and integrate into their decision-making models. (Bushee et al., 2003;
Einhorn,2005; Ball et al., 2012 and Chen et al., 2018). Previous research suggests that the
market tends to process information in earnings press releases or earnings conference calls
more efficiently than the information in 10-Q and 10-K filings (e.g., Stice 1991; Louis et al.
2008; Levi 2008). By using an experiment, Rennekamp(2012) confirms that more readable
disclosure increase the investors’ confidence that they can rely on that disclosure. As the
conference calls are incrementally informative over the mandated financial filings with lower
processing cost and more readable (Frankel et al. 1999; Bushee et al. 2003; Matsumoto et al.
2011), investors would prefer conference call and view mandated fillings as secondary source
of information. Investors will process the mandated documents only if easier processing
disclosure, which is earnings call in my setting, didn’t provide enough information. I thus
hypothesize that:
H1: Quantitative information inside earnings conference calls is negatively correlated
with information acquisition activities in EDGAR by investors following earnings calls.
The second set of hypotheses relates to market responses to the information acquisition
activities in EDGAR. Compared to the information insides earnings conference calls,
information insides financial reports is more complex and needs more effort to be processed.
Existing research shows that mandated filings are too complex and cause information overload
for investors (Paredes, 2003; Guay et al., 2016). Previous research also suggests that the market
tends to process information in earnings press releases or earnings conference calls more
efficiently than the information in 10-Q and 10-K filings (e.g., Stice 1991; Louis et al. 2008;
Levi 2008). If investors relied more on inefficient financial reports, due to their complexity,
they will need more time to process financial reports. This long processing time will cause a
negative shock to short-term market reaction. Thus, I hypothesize that:
H2: High information acquisition activity in EDGAR after earnings conference calls is
associated with more negative short-term market reaction.
A second way to test whether market participants respond to information acquisition
activities via EDGAR is to examine its impact on analyst behavior. A number of studies show
that analysts’ processing of information from voluntary disclosures is more efficient than
mandated filings. Lehavy, et al. (2011) show that higher Fog index in 10-Ks is associated with
greater dispersion, lower accuracy, and greater overall uncertainty in analyst earnings forecasts.
Using earnings press releases, Bozanic and Thevenot (2015) find that higher readability in the
form of shorter sentences, textual similarity, and lexical diversity are associated with decreases
in analysts' uncertainty. Loughran and McDonald (2014) propose that the file size of the 10-K
document submitted to the SEC is a better proxy for readability. They document that greater
10- K file size is also associated with larger analyst forecast dispersion and higher forecast
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errors.
As a result, earnings conference calls contain more condensed and easier to understand
language than quarterly filings. If analysts relied more on mandatory filings, I expect a slower
revision of the analyst 's forecast as they would need more time to process the information.
Based on this argument, I hypothesize:
H3: High information acquisition activity in EDGAR after earnings conference call is
associated with slower analyst forecast revision.
3. DATA AND METHODS
Data for the main analysis comes from several sources. My initial sample consists of all
earnings conference call transcripts within Capital IQ from 2007 through 2017. I merge all of
the available firms with web traffic data from EDGAR, which is available from the SEC's
division of economic and risk analysis 1 . After combining with available accounting
information and analyst coverage information from Compustat and Institutional Brokers'
Estimate System (I/B/E/S), the final sample consists of 51,855 firm-quarter level observations.
To mitigate the effect of outliers, I winsorize all continuous variables at the 1st and 99th
percentiles.
Measuring Information Acquisition Activities via EDGAR
My primary source of data on investor’s information acquisition is the Electronic Data
Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval system (EDGAR) log file. The EDGAR log data contains
all requests for EDGAR filings through SEC.gov which spans from January 2003 to June 2017.
Log files provide the IP address, filling accessed, the CIK of the public company and the date
of access for each request. The raw EDGAR log files contain records for each download
request. In order to observe the investor's use of financial information, I need to remove all
downloads made by robots. I 'm following Ryan's (2017) procedure to clean up the robot 's
views. Ryans (2017) mainly compares the different methods used to screen robot requests and
argues that his method is superior relative to other approaches (Drake et al., 2015 and Loughran
and McDonald, 2016). Details for the human-view construction process from the EDGAR log
file dataset are presented in Appendix I. Following the application of the procedure, the initial
EDGAR sample containing more than 47 billion records has been reduced to approximately
1.1 billion records. To summarize the EDGAR log data at the CIK level, I aggregate the cleaned
data at the CIK-filling day level.
To calculate the information acquisition activities related to accounting information after
the earnings conference calls, I restrict my focus to requests for the periodic filings2 (such as
10-K or 10-Q). Drake et al. (2015) argue that the requests for periodic accounting reports are
increasing during the announcement of annual earnings. In order to isolate the influence of
information inside the earnings call for information acquisition activities through EDGAR, I
focus on short- term acquisition activities. In my main regression, I use the acquisition activities

1
2

The web server log file can be downloaded from https://www.sec.gov/dera/data/edgar-log-file-data-set.html
I include all forms of periodic financial reports: 10-K, 10-K/A, 10-KT,10KT/A,10-Q.10-Q/A,10-QT
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in the three days after the earnings calls, but my results are consistent if I change my
measurement to 1 day to 5 days after the earnings conference calls. Thus, I calculate the
following measure as a proxy of the information acquisition activities after the earnings
conference calls:
𝐼𝐴[1,3] = 𝐿𝑛( 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 [1,3] 𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 1)
As shown in the above equation, I use the natural logarithm of the number of EDGAR
requests for periodic financial reports between days 1 and days 3 after an earnings conference
call.
In my robustness check, I also separate the institutional investors’ request for filings from
the other requests. I follow the same method as the previous literature by identifying the IP
address of the institutional investor (Drake et al, 2016; Dyer, 2017). Specifically, I identify the
views of the institutional investor using the ARIN WHOIS database, which contains a list of
the names of the organizations and the IP addresses they own. Next, I matched the names in
the ARIN WHOIS file with the names in SEC 13-F files1. After finding IP addresses owned by
an institutional investor, I check the IP address of each request and assign the relevant IP
address to each institutional investor2. After this process, I have successfully identified 1,496
institutional investors. I use the same method as above by calculating requests for accounting
information request by an institutional investor three days after the earnings calls and
constructing a variable called IAInst[1,3].
The summary statistics related to information acquisition around earnings calls are
presented in Table 1. On average, information requests occur for roughly 103 times in the 3
days following earnings conference calls. The mean count of institutional investors’
information acquisition is around 1 time. It is similar to previous research, as an institutional
investor may have other resources to obtain information such as data vendors.
Measuring Information Insides Earnings Conference Calls
For the measurement of quantitative information in earnings conference calls, I follow
Zhou (2018) and count the number of numeric phrases in each transcript and exclude whole
numbers from 1,950 to 2,050 to avoid including mention of years in the transcripts. The specific
formula is as follows:

where Total Numbers is calculated using the method above and Total Words is the total
count of all words in each transcript. The average for %QI is 2.5% percent which is similar to
Zhou (2018).
Other than the quantitative information, I also construct the qualitative information
I use a name match program in Python called “fuzzy-wuzzy” which will return a matching score for each
matched name. I only keep the score larger than 95 (the highest score is 100).
2
As the last three digits are missing in EDGAR log file, I assigned an IP address to the firm which owns the
largest share of IP addresses in that IP range.
1
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measurement for all earnings calls. In line with previous finance and accounting literature,
using text sentiment to represent qualitative information in earnings conference calls (e.g.,
Huang, Teoh and Zhang , 2014; Davis et al., 2015), I rely on finance-oriented Loughran and
McDonald (2011) dictionaries to calculate the net tone as a percentage of positive words minus
the percentage of negative words. More formally,

The mean of Net Tone is 0.71% which is similar to previous studies examining earnings
conference call content (Davis et al., 2015).
Potential Endogeneity and Instrumental Variable Approach
To identify the impact of quantitative information within earnings calls on
investor’s information acquisition through mandated filings, the information in
earnings calls should be exogenous to investors’ choice to access financial reports.
However, potential endogeneity concerns arise. For example, an omitted factor such as
firm characteristics could affect both quantitative information and investor’s
information acquisition decision.
I use one instrumental variable to capture exogenous variations in quantitative
information during earnings calls. My instrument for both qualitative and quantitative
information are weather conditions during the earnings conference call date around the
firm’s headquarter. I construct this instrument based on Francis, Hu and Shohfi (2020)
using weather data from the Integrated Surface Database (ISD), which is available from
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)1. The ISD database
contains hourly weather observations such as cloud cover, temperature, sea pressure,
etc. from 1901 to 2017. As the focus of my study is U.S. firms, I collect the data from
all active weather stations located in the U.S. 2 The ISD database also provides the
latitude and longitude coordinates of each weather station which makes the calculation
of distance between each weather station and firm headquarters possible.
I follow previous literature by taking the average of hourly cloud cover data around
the headquarters during daytime which is from 6 am to 6 pm (Dehann, Masden, and
Piotroski, 2017; Francis, Hu and Shohfi, 2020). To overcome the seasonality of cloud
cover in each city, I adjust the cloud data seasonally by following the approach used by
Hirshleifer and Shumway (2003).
The Regression Model and The Ordinary Least Squares Specification
To study the effects of information insides earnings calls on mandated filling’s
acquisition, I use the following linear regression model:
1

ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/noaa
I define a weather station as active if the station is operational during my sample period and provides the cloud
cover measurement. The average number of concurrently active stations in my study is approximately 3600.
2
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𝐼𝐴[1,3]𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼1𝑄𝐼𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑋𝑖,𝑡𝛽 + 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑊𝑇 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑡
(1)
𝐼𝐴[1,3]𝑖,𝑡 represent the financial information acquisition activities through EDGAR
within 3 days after the earnings conference call for firm i and quarter t. 𝑄𝐼𝑖,𝑡 is the percentage
of quantitative information (%𝑄𝐼) or the linguistic tone (Net Tone) insides an earnings
conference call at firm i and quarter t. The regression analysis focuses on the coefficient for
𝑄𝐼𝑖,𝑡, 𝛼1. 𝑋𝑖,𝑡 is a vector of controls variables. 𝑣𝑖 stands for the firm fixed effects, which absorb
firm-specific and time invariant components in investors’ decisions to acquire financial
information through EDGAR and alleviate time series correlation in EDGAR’s information
acquisition due to firm fixed effects (Drake et al, 2015). 𝑊𝑇 stands for year fixed effects, used
to control for common time trends in information acquisition through EDGAR across all
industries and firms. 𝜖𝑖,𝑡 is a random error terms that is assumed to be possibly heteroskedastic
and correlated over time. I cluster standard errors at the firm level.
To estimate the market reaction to the information acquisition activities through
EDGAR, I use the similar OLS method as above with different specification:
𝑌𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼1𝐼𝐴[1,3]𝑖,𝑡 + 𝑋𝑖,𝑡𝛽 + 𝑣𝑖 + 𝑊𝑇 + 𝜖𝑖,𝑡
(2)
𝑌𝑖,𝑡 is the market reaction variables, such as the cumulative abnormal return (CAR) or
mean analyst forecast revisions. The definition for 𝐼𝐴[1,3]𝑖,𝑡 is similar to equation (1) as the
information acquisition activities in 3 days after the earnings calls. I also include controls
(𝑋𝑖,𝑡), firm fixed effects ( 𝑣𝑖 ) and year fixed effects ( 𝑊𝑇 ) as equation (1) to isolate the effect
of information acquisition on market reactions.
Control Variables
I follow previous literature on the selection of control variables (see, for example, Huang,
Teoh and Zhang , 2014; Davis et al . , 2015; Drake et al., 2015). I include two types of variables
that are known to influence both market reactions and the acquisition of information through
EDGAR. The first relates to firm status and financial performance in each quarter. I control for
Accruals measured as accruals relative to total assets, market capitalization (Ln(Size)), Book
to Market ratio, Return on Assets and Negative Earnings which is an indicator variable that
equals one when the firm reports a negative earnings result in that quarter.
The second set of controls relates to pressure from outside stakeholders such as investors
and analysts. The variables are Surprise Earnings measured as the difference between actual
earnings and consensus analyst forecast divided by the standard deviation of analyst forecast,
the number of analysts following the company in the conference call quarter (Ln(Analysts)),
number of earnings estimates made by analysts during that quarter (Ln(Revisions)), and an
indicator variable to distinguish whether the firm met earnings expectations in that quarter
(Meet Expectations).
In addition, I also control for the linguistic tone of each earnings call. To do so, I rely on
the Loughran and McDonald (2011) finance-oriented dictionaries to calculate net tone as a
percentage of positive words minus the percentage of negative words in the earnings
conference call.
Finally, I follow Chen et.al. (2018) by controlling for the time of day in which the
conference call takes place. The authors point out that the tone of conference calls deteriorates
markedly over the course of the day, to which they attribute to a decline in the energy level of
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executives. As a result, I create an indicator variable (Afternoon) to distinguish calls held
before or after 12 noon.
In my sample, less than 40% of calls are made in the afternoon which is similar to that
reported by Chen et al. (2018). Detailed definitions of all variables can be found in Appendix
II.
Summary Statistics
Table 1 displays my sample summary statistics. The statistics of my explanatory
variables are similar to those of previous research. The average profit surprise for a typical firm
in my sample is 0.81. The average firm has a follow-up of 7,61 analysts with an average of
1,09 forecast revisions per analyst-quarter. My sample firms have an average log-transformed
firm size of 7.50, which translates into $1.80 billion of assets, and an average book to market
ratio of 0.55. In addition, 14.3% of the firms in my sample report a loss in a given quarter and
71.3% of the observations meet the consensus analyst earnings forecast.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
This table presents summary statistics for all variables in my sample. The sample period
is 2006- 2017. Detailed definitions for each variable are provided in Appendix II. All
continuous variables are winsorized at 1% and 99% level.
VARIABLES
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset
Net Tone
% QI
Afternoon
Firm Risk
Accrual
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Surprise Earnings
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings
Total Downloads
Total Inst Downloads
Total Revision
Up Revision
IA[1,3]
IAInst[1,3]
Large Info
Ln(Up Revision)
Ln(Total Revision)
% Inst Own
CARs(0,+3)

N
Mean Std Dev
51,855
7.494
1.891
51,855
0.554
0.446
51,855
0.004
0.040
51,855
0.710
0.600
51,855
2.508
0.783
51,855
0.356
0.479
51,855
0.136
0.443
51,855
-0.029
0.066
51,855
2.029
0.848
51,855
0.090
0.433
51,855
0.805
3.040
51,855
0.713
0.452
51,855
0.143
0.350
51,855 102.600 685.700
51,855
1.064
3.652
37,527
3.998
3.845
37,527
2.281
3.115
51,855
3.943
1.134
51,855
0.382
0.630
51,855
0.497
0.500
37,527
0.891
0.733
37,527
1.401
0.609
51,855
0.720
0.274
51,855
0.181
8.264

Q1
6.132
0.257
0.001
0.316
1.951
0.000
-0.126
-0.050
1.609
0.000
-0.327
0.000
0.000
24.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
3.219
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.693
0.596
-3.789

Median
7.467
0.461
0.009
0.712
2.422
0.000
0.093
-0.019
2.079
0.074
0.212
1.000
0.000
53.000
0.000
3.000
1.000
3.989
0.000
0.000
0.693
1.386
0.793
0.098

Q3
8.714
0.753
0.020
1.107
2.968
1.000
0.323
0.001
2.708
0.336
1.745
1.000
0.000
109.000
1.000
5.000
3.000
4.700
0.693
1.000
1.386
1.792
0.914
4.209
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4. RESULT
4.1. Univariate Analysis
I begin my empirical analysis by providing univariate results of the relationship between
the information insides earnings call and the request for financial information within the
EDGAR system. Results are presented in Table 2 where I divided the original sample into two
subsamples based on the median level of information in conference calls in each firm-quarter.
Panel A of Table 2 shows that the difference between the download requests in earnings calls
with more quantitative information and the ones with less quantitative information is around
23 times, which is equivalent to an increase of 25% and is statistically significant at the 1%
level. This significant difference is also present in the case of subsamples that separate based
on the level of qualitative information.
There is a 34% difference in the download activity between the different level of
qualitative information within the earnings call subsamples.
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Table 2

Univariate Analysis
This table shows univariate analyses for major variables in my sample. I separate the
sample into two groups according to the median of the percentage of information in
earnings calls each quarter. More Quantitative (Qualitative) Info equals one when
percentage of quantitative (qualitative) information in earnings calls is larger than the
median level in my sample in a given quarter. Detailed definitions for each variable are
provided in Appendix II. Significance level: *** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1.

Panel A: Quantitative Information Separation
More Quantitative Info
Less Quantitative Info
N

Mean

Std Dev

N

Mean

Std Dev Difference

Tstatistics

Dependent
Variable

1.137

22.830***
-0.206***

-20.775

1.936
0.428
0.042
0.470
0.440
0.066
0.834
0.401
2.941
0.453
0.359
0.265

-0.232***
0.062***
0.001*
0.053***
0.022***
-0.002***
-0.225***
-0.079***
0.139***
0.005
-0.018***
-0.029***

-13.999
15.848
1.698
12.621
5.660
-4.134
-30.477
-20.756
5.204
1.259
-5.854
-12.087

Total Downloads

25,76 91.070 221.200 26,095 113.900 941.200

IA[1,3]
Control Variables
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset
Afternoon
Firm Risk
Accrual
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Surprise Earnings
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings
% Inst Own

25,76 3.839

1.121

26,095

4.045

25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76
25,76

1.837
0.462
0.038
0.486
0.445
0.066
0.847
0.460
3.137
0.451
0.341
0.281

26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095
26,095

7.609
0.523
0.004
0.330
0.125
-0.028
2.141
0.129
0.736
0.711
0.152
0.734

7.377
0.585
0.005
0.383
0.147
-0.030
1.916
0.050
0.875
0.716
0.134
0.705

-3.813
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Panel B: Qualitative Information Separation
More Qualitative Info Less Qualitative Info
Std
TN
Mean
N
Mean Std Dev Difference
Dev
statistics
Dependent
Variable
Total Downloads
25,22 87.031 135.4 26,633 117.323 947.521
-5.158
30.270***
IA[1,3]
25,22 3.881 1.112 26,633 4.002
1.151 -0.121*** -12.175
Control Variables
1.902
Ln(Size)
25,22 7.452 1.879 26,633 7.538
-0.086***
5.177
Book to Market
25,22 0.618 0.496 26,633 0.493
0.384
0.125***
31.967
Return on Asset
25,22 0.002 0.044 26,633 0.008
0.035 -0.006*** -21.839
Afternoon
25,22 0.338 0.473 26,633 0.373
0.484 -0.035*** -8.327
Firm Risk
25,22 0.083 0.435 26,633 0.187
0.444 -0.104*** -26.913
Accrual
25,22 -0.029 0.068 26,633 -0.028
0.063 -0.001*** -2.233
Ln(Analyst)
25,22 1.998 0.838 26,633 2.059
0.856 -0.061*** -8.199
Ln(Revision)
25,22 0.116 0.446 26,633 0.065
0.419
0.051***
13.403
Surprise Earnings
25,22 0.347 2.965 26,633 1.238
3.047 -0.891*** -33.745
Meet Expectation
25,22 0.638 0.480 26,633 0.784
0.411 -0.146*** -37.111
Negative Earnings
25,22 0.121 0.327 26,633 0.166
0.372 -0.045*** 14.599
% Inst Own
25,22 0.711 0.276 26,633 0.728
0.271 -0.017*** -7.072
Results in Table 2 provide initial evidence that information inside earnings conference
call maybe substituted for financial information insides financial filings, but other control
variables are also different between firms with different levels of information insides earnings
calls. Among the differences, firms with more quantitative (qualitative) information within
earnings calls tend to be smaller, have a lower percentage of firms with negative earnings, have
lower estimates of revisions, higher book to market ratios, and are more (less) likely to hold
calls in the afternoon. Many of these differences are likely to affect requests for information
through EDGAR. To control for these time-variant firm variables, I use a multivariate
regression analysis to examine the relationship between quantitative information within
earnings call and EDGAR download requests. I also use a propensity score matching method
to mitigate difference in control variables in the latter part of this paper.
4.2. Information Requests and Quantitative Information Insides Earnings Calls
The results reported in Table 3 show both the effect of information inside the earnings
calls on total financial information requests. I use three model specifications for the two types
of information: quantitative and qualitative information. In column (1) and (2), I regress each
type of information insides earnings calls on information requests activities and include firm
and year fixed effects. In column (3), I add all of my control variables and two information
measurement together. In the remaining column, I further restrict my sample to an interaction
between firm and year fixed effect.
Table 3. Information Acquisition and Information in Earnings Calls
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This table shows multiple regression results for the relationship between information
acquisition via EDGAR and information in earnings calls. I use two different variables in
measuring information in earnings calls: % QI which equals the percentage of numerical
number in earnings calls. Net Tone is the percentage difference between positive words and
negative words in earnings calls. For information acquisition, IA[1,3] which equals the natural
log of total number of views for financial information in EDGAR in three days after the
conference call. For columns (1) and (2), I only add firm and year fixed effect to determinate
the base relationship between information acquisition activities and information insides
earnings calls. I add control variables, which are described in Appendix II, in columns (3). I
further use the interaction fixed effect between year and firm in column (4). Standard errors
are clustered by firm and t-statistics are shown in parentheses. Significance level: *** p <
0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.

Dependent Variable

% QI

Net Tone
Afternoon
Ln(Size)
Book to Market

Return on Asset
Surprise Earnings
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings

-1
IA[1,3]
0.031***
(-3.97)

-2
IA[1,3]

-3
IA[1,3]

-4
IA[1,3]

0.024***
(-3.061)
0.090*** 0.073***
(-10.615) (-8.342)
0.131***
-5.982
0.199***
-11.294

0.051***
(-4.322)
0.064***
(-5.108)
0.087***
-2.771
0.318***
-6.676
-0.043**
0.176***
(-2.307) (-5.310)
-0.474**
0.515***
(-3.344) (-2.267)
0.001
-0.000
(0.901)
(-0.009)
0.039*** 0.049*
-2.870
-1.848
0.029**
0.012
-2.385
(0.688)
-0.009
-0.004
(-0.973) (-0.318)
0.016
-0.006
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Accrual
Firm Risk

Dependent Variable

-1
IA[1,3]

0.240*** 0.281***

% Inst Own
Constant
Year FE
Firm FE
Year FE*Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

-2
IA[1,3]

(0.994)
(-0.256)
0.205*** 0.415***
-2.670
-3.804
0.009
0.025
(0.952)
-1.625
-3
-4
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]

1.957***
(27.97)
YES
YES
NO
51,855
0.635

-8.018
-7.232
1.941*** 0.512*** 1.508***
-28.321
-3.747
-4.212
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
51,855
51,855
51,855
0.636
0.641
0.667

The coefficients for both %QI and Net Tone are negative and statistically significant at
the 1% level across all columns of Table 3, which are consistent with my first hypothesis. These
results are not only statistically significant but also economically significant. One standard
deviation change in %QI (Net Tone) decreases total information requests from EDGAR by 4%
(3%) when I include control variables and fixed effects.
In addition, I document other firm characteristics that drive the information acquisition
through EDGAR after the earnings calls. Specifically, the information acquisition activities are
higher for firms with larger size, more analyst following, and more institutional ownership. On
the other hand, firms with large book to market ratio and better profitability experiences less
information acquisition through EDGAR.
4.3. Instrumental Variable Specification
In order to identify the causal effect of earnings calls’ information on the acquisition of
financial information, I estimate an instrumental variable (IV) regression using weather
conditions during the earnings conference call. Francis, Hu and Shohfi (2020) demonstrate that
weather conditions influence both qualitative and quantitative information released during
earnings conference calls. Following their methodology, I estimate the 2SLS equations by
using cloud cover information around the headquarters of each firm during the earnings call
date as the instrument. The IV regressions are conducted in two stages. In the first stage, I
regress %QI (Net Tone) on daily cloud cover, firm controls, and fixed effects. In the second
stage, I estimate the regression model in Eq. (1) while replacing %QI (Net Tone) by the
predicted value of %QI (Net Tone) from the first-stage regression. The regression results are
summarized in Table 4.
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Instrument Method for Identification
This table reports my main 2SLS regression analysis based on instrumental
variable method. The instrumental variable I choose is the weather condition
on the earnings conference call date. Following previous literature, I use the
cloud cover information as the proxy for weather condition. Panel A shows
my first stage regression. Panel B reports the second stage regression for my
information acquisition measurement. Standard errors are clustered by firm
and t-statistics are shown in parentheses. Detailed definitions for each
variable are provided in Appendix I. Significance level: *** p < 0:01, ** p
< 0:05, * p < 0:1.
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Panel A: First Stage
Dependent Variable
Daytime Cloud Cover
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset
Surprise Earnings
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings
Accrual
Firm Risk
% Inst Own
Constant

Quarter FE
Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2
1st Stage F-statistics

(1)
% QI

(2)
Net Tone

-0.006***
(-4.808)
0.134***
(7.165)
-0.120***
(-5.884)
0.340**
(2.329)
0.004***
(3.256)
-0.182***
(-10.498)
-0.041***
(-3.819)
0.007
(0.985)
-0.023*
(-1.654)
-0.178**
(-2.547)
0.014*
(1.784)
0.091***
(3.846)
1.952***
(14.459)

-0.008***
(-8.396)
0.117***
(9.493)
-0.167***
(-10.487)
0.727***
(6.716)
0.015***
(16.544)
-0.066***
(-5.678)
-0.148***
(-17.077)
0.106***
(17.018)
-0.041***
(-3.252)
0.115**
(2.210)
0.167***
(22.159)
0.042**
(2.219)
-0.027
(-0.300)

YES
YES
51,855
0.571
45.20
(p<0.000)

YES
YES
51,855
0.501
164.50
(p<0.000)
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Panel B: Second Stage Result for Indicator Variables
VARIABLES
Estimated %QI
Estimated Net Tone
Afternoon
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset
Surprise Earnings
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings
Accrual
Firm Risk
% Inst Own
Constant

Year FE
Firm FE
Year FE*Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

(1)
IA[1,3]
-0.898***
(-10.337)
-0.719***
(-5.048)
0.131***
(5.977)
0.401***
(14.800)
-0.255***
(-7.883)
0.287
(1.548)
0.014***
(5.322)
-0.154***
(-6.673)
-0.100***
(-4.141)
0.065***
(3.710)
-0.036**
(-2.097)
-0.042
(-0.491)
0.132***
(5.190)
0.306***
(10.040)
1.991***
(9.415)
YES
YES
NO
51,855
0.642

(2)
IA[1,3]
-0.903***
(-8.538)
-1.030***
(-5.551)
0.088***
(2.792)
0.506***
(9.401)
-0.426***
(-8.466)
0.554**
(2.219)
0.018***
(5.115)
-0.168***
(-4.713)
-0.164***
(-5.046)
0.104***
(4.573)
-0.074***
(-3.008)
0.145
(1.200)
0.208***
(6.033)
0.332***
(8.457)
3.369***
(8.591)
NO
NO
YES
51,855
0.669

Panel A of Table 4 reports the first stage regression for weather condition on information
within earnings calls. The results are consistent with previous research that bad weather will
decrease both the numerical information and linguistic tone used by executives. The columns
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of Panel B in Table 4 show the IV estimates of the effects of qualitative and quantitative
information within earnings calls on information acquisition via EDGAR. The estimated
coefficients are negative and statistically significant. The results are consistent with the OLS
results while supporting a causal interpretation of the impact of both qualitative and
quantitative content with earnings calls on information acquisition activities via EDGAR. The
effects are economically significant as well. A coefficient of -0.903 (-1.030) implies that a one
standard deviation increase in quantitative (qualitative) information in earnings conference call
for an average firm leads to a 63% (61%) increase in information acquisition through EDGAR.
Noticeably, both estimates are much greater in magnitude than the estimates from the OLS
models.
4.4. Propensity Score Matching
In this section, I seek to address a potential issue in my univariate analysis table that there
may be significant differences in firm characteristics between firms holding earnings calls with
different level of information. To overcome this concern, I adopt a propensity-score matching
(PSM) method to construct a balanced sample between firms in different qualitative or
quantitative information groups.
The first step of this PSM method is to construct the prediction model by using the
indicator variable I constructed in Table 2 as the dependent variable, which is presented in
Panel A of Table 5.
Table 5. Propensity Score Matching
This table reports my main regression analysis based on a sample in which earnings call with
more quantitative or qualitative information is matched to calls with low quantitative or
qualitative information. I use one-to-one match without replacement. I successfully find a
match for 20,695 () firm-quarter observation in high quantitative (qualitative) information
group which represents approximate 80% percent of my original firm-quarter observations in
higher quantitative information group. Panel A shows my logit model to determine the score.
Panel B lists my matched sample statistics. The regression results for the matched sample are
shown in Panel C. Standard errors are clustered by firm and t-statistics are shown in
parentheses. Detailed definitions for each variable are provided in Appendix I. Significance
level: *** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1.
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Panel A: Prediction Model
Dependent Variable
Afternoon
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset
Surprise Earnings
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings
Accrual
Firm Risk
% Inst Own
Constant
Year FE
Industry FE
Observations
Pseudo R2

(1)
More Quantitative
Info

(1)
More Qualitative
Info

0.017**
-2.249
0.199***
-8.188
0.881***
-2.958
0.013***
-3.505
-0.359***
(-22.285)
-0.357***
(-15.344)
0.006
(0.249)
-0.178***
(-5.564)
-0.611***
(-3.918)
0.140***
-5.965
-0.026
(-0.667)
0.203***
-9.812
-0.379**
(-2.540)
YES
YES
51,855
0.0400

0.008
(0.394)
0.042***
-5.328
-0.297***
(-11.747)
2.316***
-7.525
0.044***
-11.716
0.004
(0.238)
-0.375***
(-15.807)
0.448***
-17.917
0.092***
-2.799
-0.375**
(-2.337)
0.461***
-18.743
-0.007
(-0.179)
-0.215
(-1.418)
YES
YES
51,855
0.0720
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Panel B: Summary Statistics for Matched Samples
Quantitative
tTreated Control
PSM
statistics
Ln(Size)
7.488
7.494
-0.321
Book to Market
0.550
0.554
-0.923
Return on Asset
0.004
0.004
0.254
Afternoon
0.356
0.358
-0.425
Firm Risk
0.136
0.136
0.000
Accrual
-0.030 -0.030
0.000
Ln(Analyst)
2.042
2.039
0.366
Ln(Revision)
0.099
0.092
1.500
Surprise
0.815
0.808
0.234
Earnings
Meet
0.714
0.715
-0.225
Expectation
Negative
0.142
0.143
-0.291
Earnings
% Inst Own
0.720
0.722
-0.744
N
20,695 20,695
Qualitative
tTreated Control
PSM
statistics
Ln(Size)
7.420
7.434
-0.741
Book to Market
0.546
0.540
1.424
Return on Asset
0.004
0.004
-0.086
Afternoon
0.352
0.356
-0.872
Firm Risk
0.125
0.127
-0.471
Accrual
-0.028 -0.028
0.323
Ln(Analyst)
2.003
2.015
-1.332
Ln(Revision)
0.080
0.083
-0.662
Surprise
0.746
0.757
-0.663
Earnings
Meet
0.716
0.717
-0.264
Expectation
Negative
0.145
0.146
-0.555
Earnings
% Inst Own
0.721
0.723
-1.054
N
19,019 19,019
Panel C: Regression Result for Balanced Sample
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Quantitative PSM
Qualitative PSM
VARIABLES
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3] IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]
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%QI

Net Tone
Afternoon
Ln(Size)
Book to Market

Return on Asset
Surprise
Earnings
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Meet
Expectation

0.024***
(-2.835)
0.067***
(-7.070)
0.127***
-5.421
0.191***
-10.201

Accrual
Firm Risk
% Inst Own
Constant
Year FE
Firm FE
Year FE*Firm
FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

-0.021**
(-2.354)

0.064***
(-6.398)
0.133***
-5.418
0.198***
-10.211
-0.034
0.064***
(-1.601)
(-3.029)
-0.596**
0.606***
0.473***
(-3.504)
(-2.352) (-2.592)
0.002
-1.102
0.041***
-2.669
0.030**
-2.229
-0.012
(-1.097)

Negative
Earnings

0.051***
(-3.647)
0.058***
(-3.883)
0.113***
-3.051
0.334***
-5.678
0.167***
(-4.048)

0.013

-0.001
(-0.420)
0.052
-1.587
0.008
(0.398)
-0.005
(-0.297)
-0.011

0.003
-1.581
0.045***
-2.937
0.022
-1.514
-0.010
(-0.876)
0.011

0.050***
(-3.249)
0.059***
(-3.495)
0.078*
-1.910
0.334***
-5.393
0.196***
(-4.060)
-0.414
(-1.475)
-0.000
(-0.086)
0.027
(0.806)
0.001
(0.056)
0.004
(0.273)
0.008

(0.759)
(-0.405) (0.640)
(0.273)
0.274*** 0.484*** 0.286*** 0.496***
-3.227
-3.635 -3.156
-3.514
0.010
0.031
0.002
0.017
(0.949)
-1.587 (0.187)
(0.806)
0.241*** 0.236*** 0.222*** 0.279***
-7.281
-5.182 -6.571
-5.512
0.539*** 1.397*** 0.480*** 1.451***
-3.661
-3.177 -3.162
-3.156
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
NO

YES

NO

41,39
0.638

41,39
0.664

38,038
0.631

YES
38,038
0.660
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Panel B of Table 5 shows summary statistics for my matched sample. I have matched,
without replacement, 20,695 (19,019) firm-quarters observations with a corresponding control
observation and the matching rate is approximately 80% for quantitative (qualitative)
information matched sample. The matching result works well since differences between control
variables in the treatment and control groups are not statistically significant.
I rerun my main regression analysis examining the relationship between information
inside earnings call and information acquisition through EDGAR. All of these results are
shown in Panel C of Table 6. These results are similar to those in Tables 3 and 4 which indicates
that my results are not driven by any differences in firm characteristics for earnings conference
calls with more or less quantitative information inside.
4.5. Channel Tests
As my story indicates these negative relations are due to investors’ information
processing costs, I further sperate my original sample according to the difficulty in processing
the conference call as previous literature (Chambers and Penman, 1984; Bernard and Thomas,
1989; Hirshleifer et al., 2009 and Bochkay, Hales and Chava, 2020). I use firm size, analyst
following, and readability index in earnings calls to test the moderating effect of information
environment and processing costs on investors’ information processing preference.
The amount of information available increase in firm size. Small firms tend to be less
transparent and with less media coverage. Therefore the processing cost for earnings calls from
small firms is larger than large firms. Similarly, analysts often issue analyst reports that
combine different information outlets to give more digested information to investors. As a
result , investors in low analyst follow-up firms need more efforts to evaluate the information
in earnings calls which will increase chance to look at original financial filings. Finally, the
degree of readability in earnings conference call is direct measurement for processing cost in
earnings calls. If earnings calls are hard to read, investors may choose to find information in
SEC reports.
Each quarter I separate firms into 2 groups based on their size, analyst following and fog
index of earnings calls, and create three indicator variables for small size, low analyst following
and high fog index of earnings calls based on the quartile of the variable. For instance, I will
use the bottom (top) quarter of size and analyst following to create an indicator for small size
and low analyst following (fog index of calls). Then, I interact these variables with my two
information measurements in earnings calls, controlling for firm characteristics and fix effects.
The result is showed in Table 6.
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Table 6. Channel Test
This table shows the estimated coefficients from a regression of information acquisition via
EDGAR and information in earnings calls for small and large, low and high analyst following,
and low and high readability index in earnings calls. Each quarter firms are sorted into two
groups according to the quartile level of the variable. Group equals 1 if a firm belongs to bottom
quartile for size and analyst following and top quartile for readability index. Detailed
definitions for each variable are provided in Appendix II. Significance level: *** p < 0:01, **
p < 0:05, * p < 0:1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
Less Analysts
High Fog Index
Small Firm
followed
VARIABLES
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]
IA[1,3]

% Numbers

Net Tone
%
Numbers*Group

0.028*** 0.023*** 0.061*** 0.024*** 0.055***
(-3.400) (-2.947) (-4.032) (-3.077) (-3.520)
0.073*** 0.097*** 0.073*** 0.096*** 0.073***
(-8.314) (-5.840) (-8.339) (-5.830) (-8.339)
0.023*

0.033**

0.050***

-1.843

-2.013

-3.695

Net Tone*Group
Group
Controls
Year FE
Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

0.031**
-2.170
-0.046

-0.007

(-1.413)
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.640

(-0.539)
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.639

0.043**
-2.091
-0.064**
0.162***
(-3.400) (-2.210)
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
51,855
51,855
0.641
0.641

0.024***
(-3.070)
0.098***
(-5.832)

0.026*
-1.696
-0.088**

-0.023

(-2.053)
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.641

(-1.007)
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.641

Table 6 indicates that all my results reported in Table 3 are less significant for firms with
high processing cost in earnings calls. This is consistent with my explanation that the decrease
in information acquisition via EDGAR is due to the low processing cost within earnings calls.
4.6. Investor Reaction to Information Request from EDGAR
In this subsection, I examine whether the information acquisition though EDGAR affects
the reactions from investors, both in terms of market reaction and analysts’ reaction. To do so,
I first test whether market reaction, which is measured by the cumulative abnormal returns
(CARs) within three days after the earnings call, is influenced by the information acquisition
activities from investor. Then I switch my focus to analysts, who are the important
intermediaries to enhance firm information environment. I examine whether the efficiency of
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analyst forecast is changed by the information acquisition activities.
4.6.1. Stock Market Reaction
As mandated filings are too complex and cause information overload for investors
(Paredes, 2003; Guay et al., 2016), I expect that the market will react negatively to the number
of information acquisition activities through EDGAR. After implementing equation (2), the
results are shown in column (1) of Table 7.

Table 7. Investor Reaction and Information Acquisition via EDGAR
This table shows multiple regression results for the relationship between information
acquisition via EDGAR and cumulative abnormal return around each earnings conference call
date. For column (1), I focus on the total information acquisition by all the investors. The result
for institutional investors’ information acquisition is presented in the second column. Standard
errors are clustered by firm and t-statistics are shown in parentheses. Detailed definitions for
each variable are provided in Appendix II. Significance level: *** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05,
* p < 0:1.
-1
-2
-3
Ln(Up
Ln(Total
VARIABLES CARs(0,+3)
Revision)
Revision)
IA[1,3]
% Numbers
Net Tone
Controls
Year FE
Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

-0.199***
(-3.466)
0.264***
-3.133
2.705***
-22.839
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.105

-0.019***
(-3.409)
0.070***
-9.027
0.094***
-11.594
YES
YES
YES
37,527
0.347

-0.018***
(-5.083)
0.040***
-7.594
-0.019***
(-3.310)
YES
YES
YES
37,527
0.651

The estimation results of equation (2) are shown in Table 6.The control variables are
similar to those in Equation (1) except that I add %QI and Net Tone as an additional control
here. The coefficient for information acquisition IA[1,3] is negative and statistically
significant. In terms of economic significance, a one standard deviation increases in
information acquisition information acquisition from institutional investor) decreases the
market reaction by 0.226% which translates into a $35 million equity value reduction, on
average, for sample firms. Taken together, these results provide strong support for the third
hypothesis that increase in information acquisition through EDGAR will decrease the stock
market reaction around the earnings conference calls.
4.6.2. Analyst Reaction
Another way to test whether market participants’ information acquisition behavior
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change the market reaction is to examine the impact that such activity has on analyst behavior.
While analysts likely have more accurate forecast when they use the information insides
EDGAR (Gibbons, Iliev and Kalodimos, 2020), their tendency to issue an timely forecast
revision may be lower if they need to process more time-consuming disclosure like quarterly
reports or other mandated filings. Following Bochkay, Hales and Chava (2020), I study the
impact of information acquisition activity through EDGAR on analyst forecast revisions made
within 10 days following the earnings call.
I use two different measures to capture analysts’ response to information acquisition via
EDGAR. Controlling for underlying firm performance and other characteristics, I first examine
how information acquisition through EDGAR influences the up revision of analyst forecast. I
then test an association between the total number of analyst forecast revision and information
acquisition activities. If analysts, similar to investors, revise their expectations based on the
difficulties in information acquisition, I expect analyst revision activities to be negatively
associated with information requests through EDGAR. The result is presented in last two
columns of Table 7.
In Table 7, I find that information acquisition activity is strongly associated with all these
two measures of analysts’ revision activities in the 10-day window after the earnings call. For
instance, when I use the total of forecast revision as the dependent variable, the coefficient
estimates on IA[1,3] is -0.018. I observe similar results when I use only the number of up
forecast revisions. The coefficient estimates on IA[1,3] for Ln(Up Revision) are -0.019. These
results support my last hypothesis that more information acquisition activity via EDGAR
decreases both analysts forecast revisions and up revisions.
4.7. Additional Analysis and Robustness Check
4.7.1. Manager’s Specific Information Usage
My interpretation of the empirical findings is that information acquisition activities
through EDGAR after earnings call are negatively related to information inside earnings calls.
One of my identification strategies uses weather conditions which change the amount of
qualitative and quantitative information within the earnings call. As noted by Francis, Hu and
Shohfi (2020), weather-induced quantitative information usage is mainly driven by the
pessimistic level change in manager’s perception of company’s future. If investor do not react
to manager’s specific number use, my identification strategy will not valid.
As a result, I apply the same method as described by Huang, Teoh, and Zhang (2014) by
extracting both the specific number usage and linguistic tone of managers. They regress the net
tone on firm fundamentals and use the residual to represent the manager’s specific tone usage.
By using both the net tone and %QI, I employ the similar procedure to generate the manager’s
specific information usage. Specifically, I first calculate the residuals from a regression
identical to that of Column (2) in Table 3 but without textual sentiment measurement. I then
use these residuals as an independent variable to replace the %QI in equation (1). The result is
shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Number & Tone Management
This table reports my regression analysis based on Huang et al.(2014). Panel A reports the first
stage regression by regressing the numerical information in earnings call on firm fundamentals.
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Panel B shows the result by using the residuals from panel A as the %QI in Table 3 to test
whether investors’ information acquisition behavior is affected by manager specific
quantitative information usage. Standard errors are clustered by firm and t-statistics are shown
in parentheses. Detailed definitions for each variable are provided in Appendix II. Significance
level: *** p < 0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1.
Panel A: First Stage
Dependent Variable
Afternoon
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset
Surprise Earnings
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
Meet Expectation
Negative Earnings
Accrual
Firm Risk
% Inst Own
Constant and FEs
Observations
Adjusted R2

(1)
% QI

(1)
Net Tone

0.062***
-3.045
0.018
(0.855)
-0.046**
(-2.177)
0.621***
-4.445
0.004***
-3.168
-0.177***
(-10.492)
-0.008
(-0.796)
0.010
-1.357
-0.025*
(-1.791)
-0.505***
(-7.694)
0.013
-1.533
-0.103***
(-3.673)
YES
51,855
0.571

0.062***
-3.045
0.018
(0.855)
-0.046**
(-2.177)
0.621***
-4.445
0.004***
-3.168
-0.177***
(-10.492)
-0.008
(-0.796)
0.010
-1.357
-0.025*
(-1.791)
-0.505***
(-7.694)
0.013
-1.533
-0.103***
(-3.673)
YES
51,855
0.571

Panel B of Table 8 reports the coefficient for Residual %QI and Residual Net Tone are
still negative (coefficient of -0.026 and -0.075) and highly significant (t-statistic of -3.300 and
- 8.339). Ceteris paribus, this result confirms the validity of my IV approach.
4.7.2. Information Acquisition Activities from Institutional Investor
Previous results view the investors as a single group. However, institutional investors
may have better information processing ability and better information sources. However,
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Drake, Roulstone and Thornock (2016) mention that institutional investors are more likely to
use filings directly from EDGAR as data providers are often delayed in displaying SEC filings
on their platforms. Thus, I hypothesize that the information acquisition effect is similar to that
of individual investors as institutional investors: To test this prediction, I construct a
measurement for financial information acquisition only for institutional investor and rerun the
equation (1) and (2) by replacing IA[1,3] with IAInst[1,3]. The result is reported in Table 9.
Table 9. Earnings Calls and Information Acquisition from Institutional Investor
This table shows multiple regression results for the relationship between information
acquisition via EDGAR and information in earnings calls. I use two different variables in
measuring information in earnings calls: % QI which equals the percentage of numerical
number in earnings calls. Net Tone is the percentage difference between positive words and
negative words in earnings calls. For information acquisition, IAInst[1,3] which equals the
natural log of total number of views for financial information in EDGAR from institutional
investors in three days after the conference call. For columns (1) and (2), I rerun the result in
Table 3 by replacing IA[1,3] with IAInst[1,3]. Using the similar method as above, I replace the
IA[1,3] with IAInst[1,3] in Table 3 and produce the last three columns. Standard errors are
clustered by firm and t-statistics are shown in parentheses. Significance level: *** p < 0.01, **
p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
Ln(Up
Ln(Total
VARIABLES
IAInst[1,3]
IAInst[1,3] CARs(0,+3)
Revision)
Revision)
IAInst[1,3]
%QI
Net Tone
Other Controls
Year FE
Firm FE
Year FE*Firm
FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

-0.015***
(-2.694)
-0.021***
(-3.007)
YES
YES
YES

-0.020**
(-2.434)
-0.025**
(-2.504)
YES
NO
NO

-0.186***
(-2.673)
0.266***
-3.156
2.716***
-22.903
YES
YES
YES

-0.015**
(-2.422)
0.070***
-9.079
0.095***
-11.753
YES
YES
YES

-0.009**
(-2.531)
0.040***
-7.671
-0.018***
(-3.138)
YES
YES
YES

NO

YES

NO

NO

NO

51,855
0.225

51,855
0.269

51,855
0.105

51,855
0.347

51,855
0.651

The results in Table 9 are similar when I use the information acquisition activities from
institutional investor only. These consistent results confirm the negative relation between
information acquisition activity and information within earnings calls.
4.7.3. Other Qualitative Information Measurement in Earnings Calls
Another dimension to look at the qualitative information within earnings call is the
linguistic extremity. Bochkay, Hales and Chava (2020) provide evidence that extreme language
carries information beyond the traditional tone measurement. To construct an extreme language
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dictionary, they employed individuals from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk service to evaluate a
total of 23,355 words and phrase in earnings conference calls from -5 (extremely negative) to
5 (extremely positive). They measure the extreme language as the words and phrases with an
absolute sore equal to 4 or 5. Following their approach, I download the dictionary from their
website 1 and construct the same measurement for SignedExtreme, SignedModerate,
ExtrWordsInPositive and ExtrWordsInNegative in my analysis:

The first two measurements – SignedExtreme and SignedModerate- are similar to
traditional measures of tone but using the new dictionary constructed by Bochkay, Hales and
Chava (2020).
To isolate the effect of linguistic extremity, I also construct ExtrWordsInPositive
(ExtrWordsInNegative) which is the percentage of extreme positive (negative) words in total
positive (negative) words. The result is shown in Table 10.

1

The extremity dictionary can be found at textart.us
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Table 10. Information Acquisition and Extreme Language in Earnings Calls
This table shows multiple regression results for the relationship between information
acquisition via EDGAR and extreme language usage in earnings calls. I use two different
variables in measuring information acquisition: IA[1,3] which equals the natural log of total
number of views for financial information in EDGAR in three days after the conference call
and IAInst[1,3] which is natural log of total number of views for financial information in
EDGAR only for institutional investors in three days after the conference call. For the first two
columns I use SignedExtreme and SignedModerate, which are the difference between positive
extreme words (moderate words) and negative extreme words (moderate words). The last two
columns I focus on the extremity measurement developed by Bochkay, Hales and Chava
(2020). They define the positive (negative) extremity as the percentage of positive (negative)
extreme words in total positive (negative) words. Standard errors are clustered by firm and tstatistics are shown in parentheses. Significance level: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
VARIABLES
IA[1,3] IAInst[1,3] IA[1,3] IAInst[1,3]
SignedExtreme
SignedModerate

-0.094***
(-3.192)
-0.015***
(-4.329)

-0.045**
(-1.999)
-0.010***
(-3.700)
0.012***

-0.004

(-2.690)

(-1.126)

ExtrWordsInNegative

0.004**

0.003**

Other Controls
Year FE
Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

-2.081
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.647

-2.100
YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.225

ExtrWordsInPositive

YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.648

YES
YES
YES
51,855
0.226

In the first two columns of Table 10, I find that both extreme language usage and
moderate language usage are negatively associated with information acquisition activities via
EDGAR. This is consistent with the idea that qualitative information matters for investor’s
information acquisition choice. As mentioned by Bochkay, Hales and Chava (2020), these
measurements are a combination of tone and extremity. To separate these two concepts, they
defined the extremity as the percentage of extreme words in terms of total sentiment words.
Column (3) and (4) replace SignedExtreme and SignedModerate with ExtrWordsInPositive and
ExtrWordsInNegative and run the same regression as before. The results show that investors
do care about the linguistic extremity and react negative (positive) to positive (negative)
extremity. Surprisingly, individual investors only care negative extremity but not positive
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extremity. This is also consistent with the idea that sophisticated investors are better skilled at
interpreting soft information. (Blau, DeLisle and Price, 2015 and Kalay, 2015)
4.7.4. Timing of Earnings Calls
One endogeneity concern is that managers strategically adjust their disclosure choice
based on the performance of their company. For instance, previous research demonstrates that
managers tend to report bad earnings news on busy days (Hirshleifer et al., 2009; DeHaan et
al., 2015 and Driskill et al., 2020). This strategy reduces attention and price reaction from
investors. In addition, Niessner (2015) finds that managers release bad news on Fridays to
reduce price responsiveness and implement insider trades. Earlier research also indicates that
investors’ preferences for leisure are stronger on Fridays, causing them to devote fewer
resources to processing firms’ disclosures (Patell & Wolfson, 1982 and Damodaran, 1989). To
mitigate this concern, I add two fixed effects into my baseline regression in Table 3— the days
of week fixed effect and call date fixed effect in Table 11.
Table 11. Robustness Check
This table reports my robustness check by adding two additional fixed effects to my original
regression in Table3. First two columns add additional days of week fixed effect to control for
the fact that investors’ preferences for leisure are stronger on Fridays, causing them to devote
fewer resources to processing firms’ disclosures. Last two columns introduce the call date fixed
effect and focus on the effect that managers tend to report bad earnings news on busy days.
Detailed definitions for each variable are provided in Appendix II. Significance level: *** p <
0:01, ** p < 0:05, * p < 0:1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
VARIABLES
IA[1,3]
IAInst[1,3]
IA[1,3] IAInst[1,3]

% QI

Net Tone
Other Controls

0.051***
(-4.523)
0.060***
(-5.079)
YES

-0.020**

-0.013**

-0.013**

(-2.473)

(-2.569)

(-2.409)
YES

(-2.429)
0.054***
(-8.384)
YES

-0.023**

-0.013**
(-2.140)
YES

Days of Week
FE

YES

YES

NO

NO

Call Date FE

NO

NO

YES

YES

Year FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
51,855
0.698

YES
51,855
0.286

YES
51,459
0.751

YES
51,459
0.264

Firm FE
Observations
Adjusted R2

Column (1) and (2) of both Table 11 reports the baseline result with days of week fixed
effect and the last two columns present the result for the regression with call date fixed effect.
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The coefficient for %QI is significant across all columns in Table 11. This consistent result
indicates that my result is not driven by manager’s endogenous timing selection or investors’
processing ability.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the information insides earnings calls on following information
acquisition activities via EDGAR. Specifically, I find that earnings conference calls with more
information contents, both in terms of quantitative information and qualitative information,
will decrease investors’ information acquisition activities through EDGAR. My result suggests
that investors are prefer to easy processing disclosure like earnings calls and only obtain
mandated filings if earnings calls didn’t provide sufficient information.
To mitigate the endogenous concerns in the relation between the information in earnings
calls and information acquisition via EDGAR, I use the weather condition on earnings call date
as the instrumental variable to establish a causal relation to the above two variables. Francis,
Hu and Shohfi (2020) document that quantitative information usage by executives is affected
by the weather condition on earnings conference call date. After implementing 2SLS
regression, I confirm that more quantitative information lead to lower information acquisition
activities through EDGAR after the earnings calls. This result holds when I: (i) control for firmyear fixed effect; (ii) control for days of week fixed effect; (iii) use propensity-score matched
pairs; (iv) control for earnings call dates fixed effect, (v) use only executive-specific
quantitative information usage.
I also examine the effects of information acquisition via EDGAR on the response from
investor and show that high information acquisition through EDGAR can decrease short term
market reaction and delay analyst forecast revisions. This decreasing in reactions from
investors is due to the high processing cost to complex mandated filings.
Collectively, these findings show strong evidence that the quantitative information
released during earnings calls impede information activities through EDGAR. This decreased
information acquisition activities through EDGAR causes a positive market reaction to
earnings calls and induces a more in-time analyst forecast revisions. One drawback for this
paper is the limitation from EDGAR web traffic data. As the low overall requests indicate that
it is unlikely to be most investors’ primary source of disclosures. However, this is the only
source that can track investors direct usage of financial disclosures.
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Appendix I
Procedures to Clean the EDGAR Log File
In this appendix, I will briefly introduce the EDGAR log file and express my procedures
to obtain human views from raw data.
EDGAR Log Data
The raw EDGAR log files contain a record for each filling download request. The
original data from SEC is in daily basis. Each daily data contains all the requests during that
day and several important variables:
1) ip. Provided the first three octets of the IP address with the fourth octet obfuscated with
a 3 character string.
2) date. The date for the log file.
3) time. The log file time in format (hh:mm:ss).
4) code. Status of the request.
5) idx. An indicator on whether the requester land the index page of a set of document.
6) crawler. And indicator variable on whether the user agent self-identifies as an robot.
7) cik. The SEC central index key associated with the document requested.

The Procedure to Clean the EDGAR data
I follow the procedures introduced by Ryans (2017) to filter all the robot views since they
are irrelevant to my study. The detail steps are listed below:
1) Keep only with code = 200 which stands for successful delivery of requested
document.
2) Keep records with idx = 0 which will remove all the views in the index pages.
3) Keep records with crawler = 0 which will remove all the views from identified web
crawlers by SEC.
4) Keep only IPs with any downloads per minutes smaller than 25.
5) Keep only IPs with number of CIK’s downloaded per minute smaller than 3.
6) Keep only IPs with number of downloads smaller than 500 during a day.
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Appendix II
Variable Definitions
Variable
Ln(Size)
Book to Market
Return on Asset

Net Tone
% QI
Afternoon
Firm Risk
Accrual
Ln(Analyst)
Ln(Revision)
SignedExtreme

SignedModerate
Surprise Earnings
Meet Expectation

Definition
Natural log of the firm's total assets
Book equity over market equity
Net income over assets
The difference between the number of positive words and negative words
in earnings call transcripts, scaled by the total
number of words
Total number of numeric phrases in earnings call transcripts, over
the sum of the count of words and numbers
An indicator variable to distinguish between a morning earnings
conference call and an afternoon earnings conference call
Natural log of the standard deviation of ROA over the past ten years
Quarterly accruals over total assets. Accruals are defined as IBCYOANCFY using quarterly Compustat data
Natural log of the number of analysts following the firm during
the quarter of the company’s earning
Natural log of the mean number of earnings estimate revisions by
each analyst during the quarter for the company
Difference between extreme positive words and extreme negative
words in terms of total words in earnings conference calls
Difference between moderate positive words and moderate negative words
in terms of total words in earnings conference
calls
The difference between actual earnings and consensus analysts’
forecast divided by the standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts
A dummy variable equal to one if the firm meets analyst earnings
expectation in that quarter

Total Views

An indicator variable equal to one if the firm has negative earnings in that
quarter
Total Downloads for financial filings from SEC’s website

Total Inst Views

Total Institutional Downloads for financial filings from SEC’s website

Total Revision

Total numbers of revision made by analysts within 10 days after earnings
conference calls

Up Revision

Total numbers of up revision made by analysts within 10days after
earnings conference calls

Negative Earnings

IA[1,3]
IAInst[1,3]
Ln(Up Revision)
Ln(Total Revision)

Ln(Total Downloads)
Ln(Total Inst Downloads)
Ln(Up Revision)
Ln(Total Revision)
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% Inst Own

The percentage of institutional holdings based on the most recent 13-F
institutional ownership report issued

ExtrWordsInPositive

Proportion of extreme positive words to total positive words in the
earnings conference call

ExtrWordsInNegative

Proportion of extreme negative words to total negative words in the
earnings conference call

CARs(0,+3)

Cumulative Abnormal Return from 0 days to +3 days around the earnings
conference call date
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THE ROLE OF COMMUNITY-BASED TAX EDUCATION ON TAX
COMPLIANCE DURING COVID-19
Agustine Dwianika1 and Ika Retnaningtyas2

ABSTRACT
This study aims to comprehend the Tax Volunteers Community's tax education role to
help taxpayers improve tax compliance amid the Covid-19 Pandemic. The ability of volunteers
to implement the results of the Tax Center's sustainable tax education is vital to increase public
tax compliance. Volunteers' understanding of tax reform in tax relaxation in response to the
current global Pandemic is needed. The Covid-19 response tax reform agenda, especially tax
incentives and online-based tax information systems, is one way to maintain tax compliance
levels. Data obtained by distributing questionnaires to taxpayers in three different groups that
are considered important. They are personal taxpayers, MSME taxpayers, and entities who get
tax volunteers' services from March to April 2020. However, this was not the case with the
socialization of tax seminars by tax volunteers.
Keywords: Tax Education, Community, Covid-19, Tax Payers, and Tax Reform

1. INTRODUCTION
State financial resources are very important in the efforts of developing a sustainable
country. The most important resource is the taxes. Taxes are defined as mandatory payments
to authorized entities, but no implicit compensation is received by the payer (Lymer and Oats
2009). Often social factors such as perceptions of justice, political factors, and changes in
current government policies also influence tax compliance in addition to individual factors,
knowledge of taxation, and awareness of law violations (Palil, 2010). By this time, the
government continues to increase the realization of tax revenues. If we look at the Annual
Report of the Directorate General of Taxes (DGT), Indonesia's level of tax compliance is quite
volatile. Starting from 2012 at a 53.70% compliance level, then in 2013, it increased by 7.16%.
In 2014, it decreased by almost 2% from the previous year, and in 2015 it increased by 1.55%
of the prior year. In 2016, it rose by 2.73% of the prior year. Then in 2017, it rose by 9.45%.
However, in 2018, it decreased by 1.6% and increased again in 2019 by 2% from the previous
year (Directorate General of Taxation Year Report, 2019). Complete information is shown in
Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1. Tax Compliance Ratio
In reality, the amount of state revenue from taxes is not yet in accordance with the state
budget target set out in the State Budget (APBN). Low awareness of paying taxes is the cause
of lower tax revenue (Rahayu, 2013). Indonesia's tax target continues to rise, accompanied by
an increase in tax revenue, but is still not in line with the expected target. This also contributes
to the limited development funds from the tax sector as planned. The information regarding tax
targets and tax realization during 2010 - first semiannual 2019 is presented in Figure. 2.

Sources: Annual Report of the Directorate General of Taxes (2019)

Figure 2. Tax Targets and Tax Realizations during 2010-2019
Therefore, the government is aggressively carrying out tax reform. One of the tax reform
agendas is closely related to tax inclusion efforts, and tax education is an inseparable part. To
build and develop openness and transparency, it is necessary to include all parties with different
backgrounds, ethnicities, cultures, status, and even economic capacities. These differences can
be found in various communities, including tax volunteers. Tax volunteers play a role in tax
education efforts more effectively and efficiently. Tax education that can be done by tax
volunteers is from information about taxation that they know and then pass on to the taxpayers
they help. It is necessary to adjust the method in tax education efforts, including channels and
materials, in order to be able to answer the demands of the wider community. Several forms of
tax education obtained by the volunteers are the E-Filing Tax Report assistance training, the
tax socialization, the socialization from tax seminars they get, and the understanding of tax
relaxation related to Covid-19, which can be passed on to taxpayers. So that taxpayers
understand the awareness and ultimately obey the tax rules.
Although this issue is very important, the literacy that links tax education aspects with
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the level of tax compliance is still limited. Meanwhile, tax education requires new methods that
must be developed according to needs. Therefore, this research is considered important to
provide empirical evidence for the Directorate General of Taxes regarding tax education efforts
that have been carried out at the level of tax compliance.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW AND HYPOTHESES DEVELOPMENT
The theoretical basis used by researchers to justify the results of the analysis in this study
is Compliance Theory. The use of adherence theory is based on the opinion of Tyler and Bies
(1990), stating that this theory is closely researched in the social sciences, especially in the
fields of psychology and sociology, emphasized the importance of the socialization process in
influencing the individual's obedience behavior. There are two basic perspectives in the
sociological literature regarding obedience to the law, namely instrumental and normative
perspectives. The instrumental perspective assumes that the individual is wholly driven by selfinterest and responds to changes in incentives and behavioral penalties. The normative
perspective deals with what counts as moral and goes against their self-interest.
An individual tends to obey the laws they deem appropriate and consistent with their
internal norms. Normative commitment through morality means obeying the law because the
law is considered a necessity, while normative commitment through legitimacy means obeying
the rules because the law-drafting authority has the right to dictate behavior (Tyler and Bies,
1990). Compliance theory is possible to encourage someone to better comply with applicable
regulations, as well as individuals who try to submit their tax reports in a timely manner
because apart from being an obligation, it will also be of great benefit to the administrative
efficiency of both individuals and their businesses. Therefore, this theory is considered
appropriate to cover the whole theory used in this study.
Tax Compliance
Rahayu (2010) states that obedience means submitting or obeying the teachings or rules.
From this definition, taxpayer compliance can be defined as submitting, obeying, and obeying
taxpayers in exercising their taxation rights and obligations in accordance with the provisions
and applicable tax laws. Tax compliance is the key to meet the tax targets. International literacy
related to the concept of tax compliance has been initiated by Fischer et al. (1992), stating that
there are 4 factors (dimensions) that affect tax compliance. They are demographics, noncompliance gaps (possibility), attitudes, perceptions, and existing tax systems/structures. The
study reports that demographic factors such as age, education, and gender can influence tax
compliance rates.
The non-compliance gap in state tax regulations is affected. The less the gap, the more it
will encourage tax compliance. Likewise, the gender of the decision-maker at the company
also determines the level of compliance more thoroughly. This dimension is used by Ejakait
(2009) to ensure the link between education and tax compliance. Tax education is an important
thing that the Indonesian government must continue to do to strive for increased tax
compliance.
Tax Education
Tax education is a long-term investment that the government must make. The OECD
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global survey in 2015, for example, also confirmed that tax education is an effective
mechanism to build public trust in tax authorities as well as to encourage public involvement
in formulating tax policy (OECD, 2015). Previous research has recently highlighted the linkage
of tax avoidance to system complexity. Thus, it requires appropriate and relevant socialization
with existing taxation developments. One of them is tax education. The study by Pahlil et al.
(2016) shows that the complexity of the system, and the likelihood of detection, have a
significant effect on tax evasion. These findings also indicate tax administrators' importance
about the importance of the tax system in designing tax education programs, simplifying the
tax system, and developing a broader understanding of taxpayer behavior.
Not all taxpayers understand tax regulations. Taxpayers who already understand tax
regulations are expected to fulfill their tax obligations, such as reporting SPT on time and
reporting it properly and correctly. Hence, tax education is an important factor that must be
examined to determine its role in one's tax compliance. Tax education has a legal basis SE-94
/ PJ / 2010 concerning procedures for the implementation of guidance, education, and services
to taxpayers, and tax socialization has a legal basis SE98 / PJ / 2011 regarding guidelines for
drafting work plans and reports on taxation activities of vertical units in the environment of the
directorate general of taxes, while the tax appeal has a legal basis PER-170 / PJ / 2007 regarding
the procedures for implementing taxpayer counseling as a follow-up to the appeal letter.
E-Filing Tax Report Reporting Assistance
One of the things that can improve tax compliance is the readiness of the tax system
itself. The role of technology has a full role in this. Technology adoption in the tax aspect can
improve tax compliance (Dwianika and Mubarakah, 2019). One of the tax volunteer agendas
is to assist and educate taxpayers through the E-Filing Tax Report assistance program that has
been intensively carried out recently. Assistance is a form of DGT service to taxpayers in order
to reduce taxpayer ignorance both in reporting and calculating their tax obligations. So that the
hypothesis proposed is as follows:
H1: E-Filing Tax Report Assistance by tax volunteers can improve public tax compliance
during a pandemic.
This program is one of the agendas of Tax Inclusion that is echoed by the Directorate
General of Taxes (DGT) with the Ministry of Education and Culture and the Ministry of
Research, Technology and Higher Education as the party in charge of education to instill tax
awareness in students and educators through the integration of tax awareness material in
education. The integration of the two government programs was realized by signing a
Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of
Education and Culture Number: MoU-21 / MK.03 / 2014 and Number: 13 / X / NK / 2014
concerning Increasing Tax Awareness through Education. It is also supported by the signing
of a Memorandum of Understanding Number: MoU-4 / MK.03 / 2016 and Number: 7 / M /
NK / 2016 concerning Increasing Tax Cooperation through Ristek Dikti (Directorate General
of Taxes, 2020).
Tax volunteers who are under the auspices of higher education institutions. This is one
form of the seriousness of the two agencies in an effort to increase tax compliance. Pajak
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Bertutur, which cooperates with the younger generation to contribute to the success of its
program, requires appropriate and effective socialization related to the Speak Tax program.
Indirectly, tax socialization significantly affects taxpayer compliance through tax knowledge
(Wardani and Wati, 2018). Thus, the hypothesis proposed is
H2: Socialization by tax volunteers can improve public tax compliance during a
pandemic.
Tax Seminars
DGT has prepared a special system for the tax education agenda by preparing a special
tax education portal, namely education.pajak.go.id. Various educational agendas have been
implemented and are planned for a certain period. Among them is by preparing various tax
seminars. Efforts to Build National Culture through Tax Awareness Education in the Education
System is one of the seminars that have been held. Other seminars were also held on various
occasions, such as the commemoration of Tax Day. Another seminar was also held in the
framework of cooperation with higher education institutions involving tax volunteers, namely
in the Tax Goes To Campus agenda.
In the Tax Center, DGT collaborates with universities by holding a Tax Week in which
there are a lot of tax education seminar agendas. In the seminar, various taxpayer policies such
as individuals, MSMEs, and companies can also be presented. Education for MSME
entrepreneurs is accompanied by other policies such as tax incentives and fair rates. The
government can also campaign for reward and punishment for MSME entrepreneurs related to
their tax payment compliance (Fitiriyati, 2018). The seminar is a program that is deemed
appropriate to accomplish this goal. Tax volunteers representing DGT, and are very important.
They are expected to socialize the material in the tax seminar they have received to taxpayers
with flexibility. With a flexible approach, it is hoped that taxpayers can receive the latest tax
information properly. So this study proposes the following hypothesis:
H3: Socialization of the Taxation Seminar by tax volunteers can improve public tax
compliance during the Pandemic.
Covid-19 Tax Relaxation
During the Covid-19 Pandemic, there were various policies carried out by the DGT to
mitigate the risk of this impact on the economic sector. 11 other sectors get relaxation, apart
from manufacturing. Namely, the food sector, free trade, and retail, electricity, and renewable
energy, oil and gas, mining, tourism, telecommunications, transportation, and construction
services as stipulated in the Minister of Finance Regulation (PMK) No.23 / PMK.03 / 2020
concerning Tax Incentives for Taxpayers Affected by the Corona Virus Outbreak (Ministry of
Finance, 2020).
The Ministry of Finance then made a policy regarding tax incentives for taxpayers
affected by the 2019 Corona Virus Disease Pandemic after being declared a national disaster.
This Pandemic is considered capable of affecting society's economic stability and productivity
as workers and business actors. The sectors that also get this inclusion are small and medium
enterprises. This incentive mechanism is stipulated in the Regulation of the Minister of Finance
of the Republic of Indonesia No. 44 / PMK. 03/2020 concerning Tax Incentives for Taxpayers.
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It is affected by the 2019 Virus Disease Pandemic. The knowledge of tax volunteers about this
tax inclusion policy is important because it is thought to affect the delivery of information from
DGT to taxpayers correctly. Understanding the taxpayers obtained from these volunteers can
encourage taxpayers' willingness to comply with taxes. So that this study proposes the final
hypothesis as follows:
H4: Understanding Tax Relaxation related to Covid-19 by tax volunteers can improve
public tax compliance during a pandemic.
3. DATA AND METHODS
This study uses quantitative methods. The research design used by the author is ex-post
facto research. Wahyudin (2015) explains that ex post facto research is a study that takes data
from events that have occurred. That study examines the relevance of tax education on tax
compliance. The population of that study is taxpayers who have received tax inclusion services
based on the Tax Volunteer community in 2018-2020. The data analysis technique used to test
the hypothesis used linear testing with SPSS version 26 software.
The dependent variable in this study is tax compliance, which was developed using
indicators disclosed by Widodo (2010), Febriani & Kusmuriyanto (2015), and regulations
adjusted by the Minister of Finance 74 / PMK.03 / 2012. While the independent variable is a
tax education program. in the form of online reporting assistance, narrative tax, tax seminars,
and the relaxation of the Covid-19 Pandemic connected with the tax activist community. The
measurement of the tax education variable refers to tax inclusion activities that focus on the
educational aspect (Ministry of Finance, 2018). The answers to the questionnaire are in the
form of a linkert scale 1-5 from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The summary of the
operationalization of the variables used in this study is shown in Table 2 below:
Tabel 2. Variable Measurements
Research Variable
Operational Definition
Measurement Indicator
Tax Compliance

Taxpayer compliance reference
for
willingness
taxpayers to meet their taxes
obligations
by
applicable
rules without an inspection,
thorough
investigation,
warnings, or threats and
law
enforcement
and
administrative sanctions.

a) Register as a voluntary
taxpayer to the Tax Office
(KPP).
b) Carrying out books or
records.
c) Calculate taxes correctly
and
pay
on
time.
d) Fill out the SPT with the
provisions of laws and
regulations
timely
reports.
e)
Paying
tax
underpayments before the
audit.
f) Submit the SPT to the
Tax Office on time before
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Research Variable

Operational Definition

Tax Volunteer Assistance The ability of Tax Volunteers to
assist taxpayers in E-Filing Tax
in E-Filing Tax Report
Report reporting.
Reporting

Socialization

Submission of the program in a
clear and systematic manner
according to what is stated in
www. ed Pendidikan.pajak.go.id

Tax Seminars

Delivery of the Tax Seminar
program in a clear and
systematic manner as stated in
www. Pendidikan.pajak.go.id

Measurement Indicator
deadline for sending (SPT).
g) There is supervision
carried out by the Tax
Office to the Taxpayer
so
they
pay
taxes.
h) Recognition of the tax
independence of public
accountants
consultant.
i) Total tax arrears.
a)
Volunteers
assist
taxpayers
until
they
successfully access tax
online.
b). Volunteers can help WP
successfully convey E-SPT
information according to
Proof
of
Cut.
c).
Volunteers
accompanying WP to WP
successfully send E-SPT
via online.
a) Tax volunteers convey
the objectives of Speak Tax
well.
b) Tax Volunteers provide
information on the benefits
of Pajak Bertutur properly.
c) Tax Volunteers convey
appeals from the DGT and
the Ministry of Education
and Culture regarding Pajak
Bertutur properly.
a) Tax Volunteers provide
information related to the
seminar on the www.
education.pajak.go.id well.
b) Tax Volunteers inform
the Tax Seminar agenda to
be held in accordance with
the
www
page.
education.pajak.go.id well.
c) The Tax Volunteer
delivered the conclusions of
the Tax Seminar which he
attended well.
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Research Variable

Operational Definition

Measurement Indicator

Covid-19 Tax Relaxation

Submission
of
the
Tax
Relaxation program in a clear
and systematic manner as stated
in
https://www.pajak.go.id/covid19

a). Tax Volunteers know
the references to the
Ministerial Decree referred
to in relation to tax
relaxation
during
the
Pandemic.
b). Tax Volunteers know
the types of taxpayers who
get
relaxation.
c). Tax Volunteers know
the stages of Taxpayers to
be able to optimize tax
relaxation.

Sources: Processed Data (2020)

4. RESULTS
The respondents in this study are individuals who get tax volunteer services,
distinguished into three groups. They are personal taxpayers, MSME taxpayers, and corporate
taxpayers who received direct and continuous service by Tax Volunteers during the Covid-19
Pandemic in March-April 2020. The data was obtained by distributing questionnaires to the
taxpayers. The questionnaires were distributed to 122 respondents. Yet, 13 of the respondents
did not pass the administrative selection, so they could not be processed. Thus, the total
respondents are 99 people representing three different groups. 35 respondents represented the
WPOP, the UMKM WP was represented by 36 respondents, and the Corporate Taxpayer was
represented by 28 respondents. Details of the respondents' analysis are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Profile of Research Respondents
WPOP (35)
WP UMKM (36)
WP Badan (28)
Number
%
Number
%
Number
%
Gender
Male
21
60%
15
42%
9
32%
Female
14
40%
21
58%
19
68%
Education
Background
Senior
High 10
29%
20
56%
School
15
42%
2
6%
5
18%
Associate
10
29%
14
38%
23
82%
Bachelor/
Magister/Doctor
Total Income in
a year (IDR)
Until 50 mio
21
60%
50-250 mio
7
20%
250-500 mio
5
14%
20
56%
6
21%
>500 mio
5
14%
6
21%
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Anonym

WPOP (35)
Number
%
2
6%

WP UMKM (36)
Number
%
11
30%

WP Badan (28)
Number
%
16
58%

Sources: Processed Data (2020)

Table 3 above shows that the number of male respondents is 60% greater than female
respondents in WPOP group. On the other hand, the UMKM and Corporate Taxpayers group
is dominated by women, 58% and 68%. Most of them have an Associate educational
background for the WPOP group, Senior High School graduates for WP UMKM, and Bachelor
/ Masters / Doctor degree for Corporate WP. Both represent 56% and 82%. Most of the WPOPs
have income in rupiah currency up to 50 million as much as 60%. Meanwhile, most of the
UMKM WP was in the range of 250-500 million, as much as 20%. Most corporate taxpayers
are unwilling to state their income (58), stating that the total income in the range of 250-500
million is 21%, and> 500 million is 21%. The results of the descriptive statistical analysis are
shown in Table 4.
Table 4. Descriptive Statistic Analysis Result
Variable

Tax
Compliance

Min
Max
Mean
Std. Deviation

28
66
45.65
6.138

Tax
Volunteer Socialization
Assistance in EFiling Tax Report
Reporting
20
12
45
25
36.56
40.04
4.518
3.196
Sources: Processed Data (2020)

Tax Seminars

Covid-19
Tax
Relaxation

29
77
15.27
2.622

29
57
39.34
4.851

Table 4 shows that tax compliance has an average value of 45.65. Tax Compliance is
measured by 9 statement indicators, each of which has a maximum value of 50. Thus, the level
of Tax Compliance is categorized as very good. This means that the average taxpayer has good
tax payments in terms of compliance. Tax Volunteer Assistance variables, Talked Tax
Socialization and Tax Relaxation have an average value of 36.56, 40.04, and 39.34. Therefore,
they can be categorized as good. While the Tax Seminar variable has an average of 15.27,
which is quite low. This means that taxpayers have a good response to the tax education agenda
in the form of Tax Volunteer Assistance, Talking Tax Socialization, and Tax Relaxation
Related to Covid-19. However, this was not the case with the Taxation Seminar.
The classical assumption test is conducted in this study. They are the normality test,
multicollinearity, and heteroscedasticity. The Kolmogorov Smirnov Test carried out the
normality test in normal results with the Tax Volunteer Assistance variable value of 0.722 and
Asymp. Sig value. (2-tailed) of 0.557. The socialization Variable is 1.418 with the Asymp
value. Sig. (2-tailed) 0.061, Tax Seminar Socialization of 1.288, Asymp.Sig. (2-tailed) of
0.072, Tax Relief for Covid 19 of 0.723 with Asymp. Score. Sig. (2-tailed) of 0.569, and the
tax compliance variable of 0.721 with an Asymp value. Sig. (2-tailed) of 0.629. A significant
value of more than 0.05 indicates a normally distributed variable.
A multicollinearity test is conducted by looking at the value of Tolerance and VIF
(Variance Inflation Factor). The results showed that the Tolerance and VIF values of the Tax
Volunteer Assistance variable were 0.952 and 1.024 for tolerance. The VIF of the Pajak
Bertutur Socialization variable is 0.922 and 1.019 for the Tolerance variable, and the VIF of
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the Tax Seminar Socialization is 0.923 and 1.078. The tolerance value shows more than 0.10.
This means there is no multicollinearity. Likewise, seeing the VIF value indicates a number of
less than 10. The meaning is the same; there is no multicollinearity. A heteroscedasticity test
is conducted by looking at the scatter diagram. The results show that the scatter points are
random and good and do not accumulate at one point. That is, there is no heteroscedasticity in
the regression model. Thus, the regression model is appropriate for predicting taxpayer
compliance with the independent variables, namely understanding, compliance, and tax
amnesty. Furthermore, this study conducted a Hypothesis Test with the results shown in Table
5.
Table 5. Hypothesis Testing Results
t-Test
Research Variable

F-Test

Constanta
Tax Compliance

Unstandardized
Coefficients (B)
38.544
0.289

2.832

0.000

Tax Reporting Assistances

0.312

2.824

0.000

Pajak Bertutur Sosialization
Tax Seminars
Covid-19 Tax Relaxation

0.270
0.230
0.428

3.880
1.865
1.420

0.000
0.421
0.000

t

Sig.

F

Sig.

11.530

0.000

Adjusted
R2
0.225

Table 5 shows that in the overall test of respondents, all independent variables of Tax
Report Assistance, Talking Tax Socialization, and Tax Relaxation related to Covid-19 have a
significance value of less than 0.05 but not for the Taxation Seminar. Therefore, it can be stated
that the research hypotheses H1, H2, and H4 are accepted, but not H3. This means that Tax
Report Assistance, Talkable Tax Dissemination, and Tax Relaxation related to Covid-19 are
proven to affect the level of Tax Compliance. Whereas the Taxation Seminar does not affect
it.
5. CONCLUSION
The results showed that the tax education agenda in the form of E-Filing Tax Report
assistance, telling tax dissemination and understanding tax relaxation related to Covid-19 could
increase public tax compliance even during the Covid-19 Pandemic, but not for the
socialization of tax seminars. This has proven to help simplify business processes
administratively. This study has a limited number of respondents so that further research can
expand the research area with more respondents. Research results cannot be generalized
directly, so it is necessary to develop research by comparing with other developing countries.
This comparison can also use considerations from areas with a decline in economic aspects due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic. More broadly, the different tests can be used to find out which
taxpayer gender influence is more tolerant of paying taxes.
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